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FOREWORD
THE science of surgery has made such revolutionary progress during the last two

generations that there might seem to be a greater gulf between the surgeons of the
American Civil War and those of the present than there ever was between the surgery
of the ancient world and that of the American Civil War. Nevertheless, the funda-
mental transformation in the field of surgery, as in medicine, resulting from the earliest
recognition of natural causes as distinguished from demoniacal possession, occurred in
ancient times. A superstitious view of the universe, involving belief in demoniacal
possession, especially among the ignorant, has persisted into modern times, as illus-
trated in the Salem witchcraft, or even in the case of an educated man like Increase
Mather, once president of Harvard University (see infra, p. 15). It is strikingly illus-
trated in the conditions among which Mormonism arose only a century ago in western
Pennsylvania and New York State. It is obvious, therefore, that the transition from
superstition to a scientific point of view cannot be placed at a fixed date.

In this document, therefore, we have disclosed to us for the first time the human
mind peering into the mysteries of the human body, and recognizing conditions and
processes there as due to intelligible physical causes. The facts in each given case of
injury are observed, listed, and marshaled before the mind of the observer, who then
makes rational conclusions based on the observed facts. Here then we find the first
scientific observer known to us, and in this papyrus we have the earliest known
scientific document.

While the copy of the document which has come down to us dates from the Seven-
teenth Century B.C., the original author's first manuscript was produced at least
a thousand years earlier, and was written some time in the Pyramid Age (about 8000
to 2500 B.c.). As preserved to us in a copy made when the Surgical Treatise was
a thousand years old or more, a copy in which both beginning and end have been
lost, the manuscript nowhere discloses the name of the unknown author. We may
be permitted the conjecture, and it is pure conjecture, that a surgical treatise of such
importance, appearing in the Pyramid Age, may possibly have been written by the
earliest known physician, Imhotep, the great architect-physician who flourished in the
Thirtieth Century B.C. In that case the original treatise would have been written
over thirteen hundred years before our copy of the Seventeenth Century s.c.was made.

We should mention in this connection the recent discovery of an Old Kingdom
palace physician's tombstone at Gizeh by H. Junker.1 This court physician, who bore
the name of Iry, lived and died some eight hundred years before the surviving copy
of our treatise was made,in an age when our unknown surgeon's autograph manuscript
may possibly have been still in existence. Iry was not only the Pharaoh's palace

1 See H. Junker, "Die Stele des Hofarztee Irj," Zeitschr.fitr aegyptische Sprache,63 (1927),pp.53-70.
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physician, but he was also chief of the medical corps in which the court physicians
were organized. He was furthermore an important specialist, for he served also as
" palace eye-physician," and " palace stomach-bowel-physician," literally "palace
physician of the belly," in which capacity he bore the titles: " one understanding the
internal fluids," and " guardian of the anus," showing that he was particularly versed
in internal medicine, and that he specialized in diseases of the digestive organs. This
specialization in the Old Kingdom is further illustrated by the existence of the "palace
dentist," who might at the same time serve as "chief palace physician." The reader
will find an example of the remarkable work of the dental surgeon as far back as the
Fourth Dynasty (about 2900-2750 B.C.) in the extraordinary mandible showing the
alveolar process pierced to drain an abscess under the first molar (P1. I, Fig. 1). These
facts demonstrate the existence of a body of medical knowledge in the Old Kingdom
already so large and detailed as to require specialization.

Very few visible and unmistakable evidences of the surgeon's work, like this Fourth
Dynasty dental operation, however, have thus far been found in the large number of
Egyptian bodies recovered from the ancient cemeteries. Since this volume went to
press the Metropolitan Museum has published in photographs an extraordinary series
of wounds found in the bodies of a group of sixty Eleventh Dynasty soldiers, slain
in battle a generation or two before 2000 B.C., and buried together in one tomb dis-
covered by the Metropolitan Museum Expedition at Thebes.1 A series of five of these
interesting examples of injuries inflicted in ancient oriental warfare will be found on
Plates VII and VIII (Figs. 14-18) at the end of this volume.2 They arrived too late
to be mentioned in the text of the present volume or included in the text of the present volume or included in the references, but
besides two extraordinary arrow wounds (Plate VIII) they display especially injuries
to the skull fully described by our ancient surgeon in his discussion of head wounds.
These wounds convincingly justify the editor's surmise, in print before the photographs
were available, that our surgeon had followed an army in time of war (infra, p. 11).

Another interesting, although much later, wound in the skull was discovered at
Thebes last season by the Oriental Institute Expedition of the University of Chicago.
This skull, belonging to Harsiese, High Priest of Amon at Thebes in the reign of
Osorkon II (Ninth Century B.C.), reveals for the first time the fact that the great man
was assassinated; for he had received a mace wound in the forehead (Plate VII,
Fig. 18), which perforated the skull. Dr. D. E. Derry, who has kindly examined the
wound, concludes that it did not cause immediate death, but that some absorption of
the bone around the wound took place during an interval before the High Priest's

1 See H. E. Winlock, The Egyptian Expedition, Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, Section II, Feb. 1928, pp. 11-17.

* The author is greatly indebted to Mr. A. M. Lythgoe and the Trustees of the Metropolitan
Museum for kind permission to publish these photographs.

FOREWORDxiv
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death. Unfortunately the wound discloses no indications of any operation by the
surgeon before death ensued.

Of all these cases, only the first (Plate I, Fig. 1) discloses clear evidence of the
surgeon's operation. This one, however, is the earliest in the series, and, as already
stated, it demonstrates that surgery had already reached an advanced stage in the
Old Kingdom. A very interesting mention of medical treatises in an Old Kingdom
inscription, which demonstrates the existence of books on medical science in the age
between 8000 and 2500 B.C., will be found in the present editor's Ancient Records
(I, §§ 242-246).1 There is therefore no inherent impossibility in the above conjecture
that our surgical treatise may have been the work of the great physician Imhotep.

That our Surgical Treatise was a book already ancient in the Seventeenth
Century B.C., when our copy was made, is further shown by the fact that the terms
it employed were no longer clear to the ancient Egyptian reader of that remote day;
for after circulating presumably for some centuries, it was supplied with a com-
mentary, which in our ancient copy has already been incorporated into the text.
This commentary is to us a priceless revelation of the meaning of many words and
terms which would otherwise have remained hopelessly unintelligible, coming down
to us as they have done, from an age when surgery was first creating its technical
terms some five thousand years ago. The study of these terms is a fascinating
revelation of the human mind struggling with the first stages of science-building, when
even the terms it needed did not yet exist, but had to be created, and we watch the
process of their creation actually going on. Here we see the word " brain "occurring
for the first time in human speech, as far as it is known to us; and in discussing
injuries affecting the brain, we note the surgeon's effort to delimit his terms as he
selects for specialization a series of common and current words to designate three
degrees of injury to the skull indicated in modern surgery by the terms " fracture,"
" compound fracture," and "compound comminuted fracture," all of which the
ancient commentator carefully explains. Like the modemrn scientist, he clarifies his
terms by comparison of the things they designate with more familiar objects: the
convolutions of the brain he likens to the corrugations on metallic slag, and the fork
at the head of the ramus in the human mandible he describes as like the claw of a two-
toed bird; a puncture of the cranium is like a hole broken in the side of a pottery jar, and
a segment of the skull is given the name of a turtle's shell. Here are the earliest known
anatomical, physiological, and pathological descriptions. The observation of effects on
the lower limbs of injuries to the skull and brain, noted by the ancient surgeon with
constant reference to that side of the head which has been injured, shows an astonishingly
early discernment of localization of function in the brain--an observation which has
been more fully developed by modemrn surgeons only.within the present generation.

1 See also Quarterly Bulletin, New York Historical Society, Vol. VI, No. 1 (April, 1922), p. 1.

FOREWORD xv
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While this early surgeon undoubtedly gained much of his knowledge from injuries
incurred in civil life, it is highly probable, as already stated above, that he had
followed an army and had therefore treated wounds received in battle. It is in
treating such injuries that he makes the earliest known references to adhesive tape
and surgical stitching. At the same time injuries were obviously not the sole source
of the surgeon's knowledge. He practiced also dissection. He knew of a cardiac
system and was surprisingly near recognition of the circulation of the blood, for he
was already aware that the heart was the center and the pumping force of a system
of distributing vessels. He was already conscious of the importance of the pulse,
and had probably already begun to count the pulse, a practice heretofore first found
among the Greek physicians of the Third Century s.c. in Alexandria. He had begun
an acquaintance with a muscular system, but he knew little more of the nerves than
the recognition of brain and spine as the important centers of nervous control. He
had, for example, made the remarkable observation that a dislocation of the cervical
vertebrae was accompanied by a seminal emission. His discussion of the digestive
system, if the treatise contained one, is unhappily not included in the preserved
portion of our document. In view of the titles of the court physician Iry, noted
above as a specialist in diseases of the digestive organs, it is probable that our
treatise did contain a discussion of the surgery of the digestive system, if not also
of the respiratory organs.

Such a loss fills us with the keenest regret. The present editor has endeavored to
indicate in the Introduction (pp. 9-18) the significance of such a mind as that of the
author of our Surgical Treatise in the history of human development, and to that
Introduction the reader must turn for fuller discussion. The scribe of over 8,500
years ago, to whom we owe our present manuscript, could have had little conscious-
ness of the momentous decision he, or possibly some one for him, was making when
he pushed aside the ancient Surgical Treatise, then already a thousand years old,
while his own copy was still incomplete. He had copied at least eighteen columns
of the venerable treatise and had reached the bottom of a column when, pausing in
the middle of a line, in the middle of a sentence, in the middle of a word, he raised his
pen, and ceased writing. After a pause, of which we cannot divine the cause, but
during which his well-filled reed pen nearly dried, he again applied it to the papyrus.
He made two more very faint strokes with the almost exhausted pen, which he
thereupon dipped deep into his ink pot. After heavily retracing the two pale strokes,
but so carelessly that the original faint lines are still visible, he laid down his pen
and pushed aside forever the great Surgical Treatise he had been copying, leaving
15 inches (89 cm.) bare and unwritten at the end of his roll.

When I reached this blank space in my first study of the document, I felt as if
I had been peering through a newly revealed window, opening upon the once impene-

xvi FOREWORD
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trable gloom enveloping man's earliest endeavors to understand the world he lived in.
It was as if I had watched a hand slowly raising the curtain that covered this window,
and then suddenly that hand had refused to lift the curtain further. That provincial
scribe sitting over his roll, three thousand five hundred years ago, little dreamed that
every word he added would one day be hungrily pondered as the sole surviving copy
of the ancient treatise he was transcribing. He had reproduced at least eighteen
columns of the older original--something over four hundred lines.

Beginning at the top of the head, and proceeding systematically downward, the
treatise had marched on through carefully arranged discussions forming a series of
forty-eight cases. He had been none too careful in his copying, and he made many
errors. In two places he inserted on the margin unintentional omissions and indicated
their proper position in the text by a cross, the earliest known asterisk in the history
of books. He had industriously shifted from his black ink to his red, and had liberally

distributed his rubrics. He was much more interested in these matters than in the
content of the extraordinary treatise he was copying. He found his work somewhat
trying, for it contained unfamiliar terms, and unaccustomed signs like the human

mandible, which caused him difficulty and sometimes resulted in awkward, uncertain
characters. He had finished the cases on the thorax and had begun the first case
on the spinal column when he stopped. One can imagine him yawning, rising
indifferently and going home to his dinner, quite unconcerned, and altogether unaware

of the fact that he was leaving the future civilized world entirely without any know.
ledge of his great ancestor's cases on the surgery of the internal organs, which in all
likelihood followed immediately on that of the spine.

When our scribe returned to his task, he left blank the unwritten space following
his unfinished copy of the Surgical Treatise and turned it face down. Upon the
unoccupied back he began copying totally different material which he or his master
had meantime brought forth. On resuming his copying he left another blank space
of 151 inches (39 cm.) at the beginning of the back, and hence the new material copied
on the back was separated from the Surgical Treatise not only by being placed on the
other side of the papyrus, but also by 31 inches (78 cm.) of unwritten space. This
was a wise separation, for the new material was merely a hodge-podge of the customary
magical recipes, drawn from the traditional folk medicine inherited from the super-
stition of a remote past. A later hand added some recipes for a youthful complexion,
including especially one for " Transforming an Old Man into a Youth."

Of the subsequent history of our document after it went forth from the hands of
the professional copyist we know nothing. For discussion of its character and

function, whether it was a physician's handbook, a medical professor's lecture out-
lines, or in its present form a medical student's notebook, the reader must be referred
to the Introduction (infra, pp. 72-78).

FOREWORD xvii
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Its more recent history is well known; for it was acquired by Mr. Edwin Smith
nearly two generations ago at Luxor during the American Civil War. It is of no little

interest to Americans to know that its discovery goes back to the earliest days of Oriental

science in the United States, and indeed to the first generation of Egyptology anywhere.

Edwin Smith, after whom the papyrus is named, was born in Connecticut in 1822,
the year that witnessed the first decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphic by Cham-

pollion. Smith was one of the earliest students of Egyptian in any country. He

studied hieroglyphic in London and Paris when the science was only a quarter of a

century old, and was probably the first American to learn scientifically the little then

known about the Egyptian language. He then removed to Egypt and by 1858 was

living in Luxor, where he remained for nearly twenty years. He acquired the papyrus,
now bearing his name, at Luxor in 1862.1

Smith knew enough Egyptian to recognize its character as a medical treatise, and

must have devoted much time to its study, but he never made any effort to publish

it, although he showed it to several European scholars who visited him at Luxor.

Their vague references to it in their published notes in the early '70's (see infra,

pp. 22-24) gave no hint of its extraordinary character and importance. Thereupon

it seems to have been totally forgotten by the scientific world.
When we consider that the first university teaching of Egyptian in America began

in 1895, and that it was not until after this that the first professorship in Egyptology
was established in an American university, we can easily understand that Edwin

Smith's studies received little encouragement from his own country. The publication

of such a document, moreover, would have required a considerable subvention. On
the death of Edwin Smith, therefore, the papyrus was still unpublished, and it was
thereupon presented to the New York Historical Society by his daughter in 1906.

When in 1920 I was requested by the New York Historical Society to translate
and publish the papyrus, I was at first inclined to refuse, in view of heavy adminis-
trative responsibility for the affairs of the Oriental Institute. Imagine my surprise,
however, when I saw the splendid folio columns of this magnificent papyrus manu-

script ! And when I had examined its content even summarily, I was unable to refuse.
In palliation for the delay that has since ensued,2 I can only plead long absences
from America in the Near East, and other responsibilities on behalf of the Institute.

1 Further information regarding Edwin Smith will be found infra, pp. 20-24. See also the
literature cited there, especially Dr.Caroline Ransom Williams, "The Place of the New York Historical
Society in the growth of American Interest in Egyptology," in New York Historical Society Quarterly
Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 1 (April, 1920), pp. 16-17; and the present editor's notes, ibid., Vol. VI,
No. 1 (April, 1922), pp. 6-9.

2 Based on a brief initial examination of the document, the editor published a preliminary account
of it in the spring of 1922. See "The Edwin Smith Papyrus," New York Historical Society Quarterly
Bulletin, Vol. VI, No. 1 (April, 1922), pp. 1-31. This was followed by a fuller and more technical
preliminary report for Egyptologists. See "The Edwin Smith Papyrus: Some Preliminary

xviii FOREWORD
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Moreover, the interpretation of the papyrus has required much study of the
medical papyri as a class, and such an effort has made the editor painfully aware of
the lack of any modern comprehensive treatment of the ancient Egyptian medical
documents. Especially troublesome has been the fact that no one has ever attempted
an inclusive treatment of the technical terms with which these medical papyri are
filled. There is no comprehensive glossary of the highly specialized words employed
by the ancient Egyptian in pathology, physiology, anatomy, surgery, etc. It is of
course needless to say that the present editor possesses no competence in these fields
of medical science. After interpreting the document as best I could with my limited
knowledge of the human body, I handed the manuscript to my medical colleague,
Dr. Arno B. Luckhardt, who very kindly undertook the burdensome task of looking
it through and appending his suggestions. I have acknowledged these notes in their
proper places, but I wish to express here my sincere appreciation of Dr. Luckhardt's
valuable assistance.

The editor would also acknowledge the co-operation of several other colleagues.
To my old friends Alan H. Gardiner and Kurt Sethe, I am indebted for valuable
suggestions on several difficult passages. In 1922, with the consent of the New York
Historical Society, I handed to the editors of the Berlin Worterbuch der aegyptischen
Sprache photographs of the Edwin Smith Papyrus, so that the light which it throws
on Egyptian knowledge of the human body might be incorporated into the W6rter-
buch. I handed my transliteration of the text to Professor Grapow, one of the editors
of the Wirterbuch, and he was kind enough to make several suggestions. At the same
time the editors generously permitted me to make full use of the Wirterbuch files,
which were then available in alphabetic arrangement as far as the end of p1. To
all of these colleagues I am very grateful, and additional acknowledgements will be
found in the text of the commentary.

The heavy task of verifying all references, and checking statistics, has been
carried out by Dr. Edith Williams Ware, Research Associate in the Oriental
Institute. She has been of constant assistance also in the reading of proofs through-
out the work. To her likewise I am indebted for the compilation of the Egyptian
glossary, as well as the indices.

Dr. Caroline Ransom Williams, who first called my attention to this remarkable
papyrus, was kind enough to compare my set of large-scale photographs with the
original, and to add detailed red ink indications of the extent of the rubrics, thus
making the photographs a sufficient record which enabled me to dispense with the
original during most of the work on the text.
Observations," by James Henry Breasted, in Recueil d' Etudes tgyptologiques dediee a la Mdmoire
de Jean-Francois Champollion. Paris 1922, pp. 385-429. The observations reported, and the views
expressed in these two introductory discussions, based as they were on a brief preliminary study of
the papyrus, have naturally undergone some modification in the present final publication.

FOREWORD xix
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To the New York Historical Society, who are the fortunate possessors of the

Edwin Smith Papyrus, I wish to express my appreciation of their invitation to

interpret and publish this extraordinary document. At the same time I would also

thank their Executive Committee for permission to include these volumes in our

Oriental Institute Publications.
The cost of such a publication is very heavy, and these arrangements have been

made possible by the action of the General Education Board in voting a subvention

for carrying on the publication program of the Oriental Institute. For this generous

support the Institute is deeply indebted to the members of the General Education Board.

The content of the Surgical Treatise is obviously of interest and importance to

many outside of the ranks of professional orientalists, especially to medical men and

historians of science. For this reason I hope that my colleagues in Egyptology will

recognize the necessity of some concessions obviously superfluous to us, but indispen-

sable to the outside reader. It is for such readers that practically all words cited in

the commentary have been followed by a transliteration in Italic letters; and for

such readers also it has seemed indispensable to add a few hints regarding the nature

of Egyptian writing, in order to make the commentary more intelligible. To these

" Explanatory Notes " the professional orientalist will of course pay no attention, but

orientalists should read the introduction in Volume II before proceeding to the study
of the papyrus and the perusal of Volume I.

The manuscript of this work was already being put into type when Dr. Alan H.

Gardiner's invaluable Egyptian Grammar appeared. I regret, therefore, that the

commentary does not contain references to this important treatise beyond what

it was possible to insert in the proof. Examples from this papyrus found in

Dr. Gardiner's Grammar were not drawn from these volumes, but from photographs very

gladly loaned to Dr. Gardiner in advance of the present publication of the papyrus.

Finally, it is a pleasant duty to express here my sense of obligation to the University

Printer and his associates of the Oxford University Press for their constant and

invaluable co-operation in the production of these typographically difficult volumes,

and to Emery Walker, Ltd., for their admirable series of plates in Volume II.

CHICAGO HousE, THE COLOSSI, JAMES HENRY BREASTED.

LuxoR, UPPER EGYPT.

February, 1929.
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GENERAL EXPLANATORY NOTES
FOR PHYSICIANS AND OTHER NON-EGYPTOLOGICAL READERS

Readers who are not professional orientalists will find much in this book which is
unintelligible to the non-Egyptologist. This is unavoidable. The editor of such an
ancient document must bring to bear upon it all the available evidence necessary to
justify his interpretation,--a task especially complicated and laborious in the case of
a treatise like this, containing as it does a body of ancient technical terms which were
growing up in the infancy of a new science. Many of these words, like the term for
" brain," are totally new and unknown, or are old words with entirely unfamiliar
technical meanings. They have required much discussion. The editor hopes that
this discussion has not entirely submerged or made unintelligible to medical readers
the interpretation of the document as a whole.

The question may be raised why it was not possible to publish by itself a translation
of this document for medical readers, without burdening it with all this technical
apparatus of interpretation. A consecutive translation of the papyrus will indeed be
found at the end of the commentary in this volume; but the editor strongly advises
medical readers not to try to read and understand it without first having read the
General Introduction (infra, pp. 1-29) and the Special Introduction (pp. 33-73),
omitting the conclusion (pp. 73 below, to 77). The long lists in the Special Introduc-
tion are inserted only for convenience of reference and therefore need not be carefully
studied until later.

In using the commentary and the discussions of Egyptian words, the medical
reader will find some questions arising regarding the writing and language with which
we are dealing in this document. Egyptian writing was originally purely pictographic,
each picture signifying the thing it depicted or suggested. These pictures, which we
call hieroglyphs, were never relinquished by the Egyptians, who retained them, for all
monumental records inscribed on stone, long after they had become phonetic signs,
and throughout the independent history of Egypt. Strictly interpreted, the word
"inscription" as applied to an Egyptian record always indicates one written in
hieroglyphic. These hieroglyphic pictures were, however, slow and difficult to make.
The effort to make them rapidly with pen and ink on papyrus paper for the daily
affairs of business and government, resulted in a more rapid, cursive form of the
signs,--a hand which we call hieratic. This more rapid manuscript hand is, in origin
and character, exactly parallel with our own handwriting, which arose in the same
way from our carefully made uncials (capital letters). The efforts of our European
ancestors to write rapidly on papyrus or parchment the letters which we still print,
gave rise to our own handwriting. The origin of hand-written letters in the older
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forms which we still preserve as capitals, may in some cases still be observed. For
example, our letter " b " as we write it with the pen still contains the upper loop of
its ancestor, the capital B ; but the lower loop is imperfect because the hand of the
writer, running rapidly onward to the next letter without lifting the pen, did not stop
to return to the vertical line and complete the lower loop.

Long before 3000 B.c. the Egyptian scribes were keeping the records of business,
government, and society in their rapid hieratic handwriting on papyrus, and vast
quantities of manuscript documents were produced. Very few of them have survived.

Our surgical treatise, and the other material on the Edwin Smith Papyrus, were
likewise written in hieratic, which will be found reproduced in facsimile in Volume II
(Plates I to XXII). At the present day, if we were editing the manuscript diary of
some important ancestor, we would prepare for purposes of convenient study a type-
written copy, that is a copy in the letters out of which the handwriting used in the diary
originally developed. Similarly it is found practical and convenient to transliterate
an Egyptian hieratic writing into the hieroglyphic pictures from which the hieratic
signs originally developed, and which are thus seen to be roughly parallel with the
letters we still print. This hieroglyphic " transliteration," as it is called, will also be
found in Volume II (Plates I A to XXII A). Each column of hieroglyphic (on the
right) faces the corresponding column of hieratic (on the left). The two columns
correspond line for line, and also in the arrangement of the signs within the line. All
detailed correspondences may therefore be easily followed sign for sign, although this
arrangement of the signs is not characteristic of hieroglyphic. The words printed in
red in the hieroglyphic transliteration (Plates I A to XXII A) are those originally
written in red ink in the papyrus, where such rubrics are easily recognizable on the
facsimile plates by their lighter colour, all the rest being in black ink.

It should be noted that like the hieratic original, the hieroglyphic version is written
from right to left, and the beginning of the lines is at the right. Hieratic was always
so written, but hieroglyphic, though prevailingly written from right to left, might be
written either way. For convenience in type-setting, hieroglyphic print reads from
left to right and does so in the text of the commentary.

For convenience of reference, the entire text of the papyrus is printed in hiero-
glyphic in Volume I, with all rubrics indicated by underscoring; the surgical treatise
is divided into cases, and these again subdivided into convenient, short sections, each
followed by translation and commentary. In this commentary, the Egyptian words
cited and explained are always transliterated into our own alphabet as far as possible.
The reader will observe that these transliterations are made up exclusively of con-
sonants, because Egyptian writing was a system of consonantal signs and possessed
no signs for the vowels. To indicate these unfamiliar consonants, it is customary to
employ (in all but two cases) our own consonants, with distinguishing marks attached.

xxii
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In this way are indicated the consonants for which our alphabet possesses no letters.
These consonants were not all identical with ours. Otherwise all the English letters
used in transliteration indicate sounds approximating their sounds in English.

The other signs and modified letters are the following nine:

A sound closely akin to the Hebrew m (Alef), a smooth breathing for which we
have no letter in our alphabet. It is like the initial breathing represented by the
unpronounced h in our " humble ".

r A guttural sound entirely foreign to English, and for which of course we have
no sign. It corresponds to the Semitic consonant rayin.

h An emphatic or explosive h.

& A deep guttural like German ch in " Dach " or " Bach ".

h A deep h which early interchanged easily with 6; and was therefore perhaps
like German ch in " ich ".

g Pronounced sh.
k A deep palatal k.
t Like Ish, or th.
d Originally dj, but becoming an emphatic s approaching z.

In pronouncing the unvocalized forms of the transliterated words, it is customary
to insert arbitrarily as many e's as may be necessary to pronounce the word. Thus
for Egyptian mt, " canal, vessel ", etc., we say " met ; for hsb, "a break, fracture ",

we say " heseb "; for mrht, " grease ", we say " merhet ". For the two difficult
sounds: (a breathing) and r (the guttural rayin), we usually use merely a vowel a,
e.g., rr, "penetrate," is commonly called " ar," and p'kt, "shell," is pronounced
"paket," with Italian a. We know that the above vocalizations do not remotely
resemble the actual pronunciations used by the ancient Egyptians themselves; but
they are approximately correct as to the consonants, and the arbitrary vowels serve
to make Egyptian words pronounceable. It is unscientific to write such vowels
however, for a scientific transliteration must include only the sounds indicated by the
signs in the original text.

While individual Egyptian words have regularly been transliterated in the com-
mentary, considerations of space have deterred the editor from including translitera-
tions of entire passages or sentences quoted in Egyptian in the commentary; but
they have always been accompanied by translations, in which the significant words
are followed by transliteration in parenthesis.

The following additional arbitrary typographical signs employed in the trans-
lation should be noted:

r 1, or half-brackets, enclosing a word or words, indicate that everything
so enclosed is of uncertain translation. Thus the words "rshown exhaustion "

xxii
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(p. 199) are a rendering of two Egyptian words of which the meaning is not entirely
certain.

[ ] indicate that words so enclosed are restored by the present editor, and though
not found in the original, are regarded by the editor as a probably correct restoration.
When only part of a word is so enclosed, it means that the word is mutilated, but
partially preserved; thus "[like cou]nting" (p. 104) means that the latter part of
the second word is visible in the original.

[r 1], a combination of brackets and half-brackets, indicates a restoration regarded
by the editor as uncertain. Thus "[like counting' ] " (p. 104) means that these two
words are not found in the original and are regarded by the editor as an uncertain
restoration.

- -, three or more short dashes mean the loss of words, whose possible but not
certain number is indicated by the number of dashes. See examples on p. 104.
When enclosed in half-brackets, such dashes indicate fragmentary or uncertain words.

(),whenever employed in the translation, indicate that a word or words so enclosed
are editorial interpretations, not the restoration of a loss in the original text.

In the hieroglyphic text the following should be noted:
, employed as underscoring in the hieroglyphic text in Volume One,

indicates that words so underscored are written in red ink in the original manuscript.
In Volume Two, these rubrics will be found actually printed in red in the hieroglyphic
text on Plates I A to XXII A.

In the hieratic text (Volume Two, Plates Ito XXII), the rubrics, although not in
red, are distinguishable by being slightly lighter in color than the text in black.

xxiv
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IT has long been a matter of common knowledge that for many centuries before

the rise of Greek medicine, there was a considerable medical literature in the Ancient
Near East. The recognized social and legal position attained by medicine and surgery
in Western Asia before 2000 B. C. was revealed by the presence of a legally established
tariff for the services of both the physician and the surgeon in the Code of Hammurapi
(Twenty-first Century B.c.) when that extraordinary monument was discovered a
generation ago. These legal regulations of medical and surgical practice toward the
end of the Third Millennium B.C. would indicate that medicine in ancient Babylon
was already centuries old at that time, and that the beginning of medical knowledge
must reach back well toward 8000 B.C. The important social and official standing of

the physician in Assyria is also reflected to us in the Seventh Century s. c. in the
surviving cuneiform letters of the Assyrian Empire, which had inherited, seemingly

without much change, the medical lore of earlier Babylon. In these letters we find

Arad-Nanai, a famous medical man and royal court physician of Esarhaddon, the son
of Sennacherib, advising the king regarding an uncertain ailment, perhaps rheumatism,
and admonishing him besides washings to employ enchantments. On another
occasion Arad-Nanai felicitates the royal patient on his recovery from toothache.

He also sends the king several reports on the health of the monarch's younger brother,

a young prince in feeble health. Very interesting communications in the form of

letters report to the king the sickness of his mother. Arad-Nanai and one of his
medical colleagues, however, succeeded in restoring the queen-mother to health, so
that she survived her royal son. Her daughter-in-law, however, the queen-wife, was
less fortunate, and the physicians were unable to save her. Such letters, of which

there is a considerable series, make quite evident a recognized medical profession and
a body of medical knowledge in the Assyrian Empire.

Unfortunately the actual tablets on which was recorded the medical literature of
ancient Babylonia and which obviously must have existed in Hammurapi's day
have practically all perished, and the treatises which have survived to us are copies
made in the Assyrian Empire, chiefly the Seventh Century B. C. These copies, further-

more, are themselves in a very incomplete and fragmentary state. We may derive
from them, however, an impression of the range and character of medical treatises
in Western Asia for probably some 2,000 years before the Christian Era.1 They
cover a considerable series of ailments arranged roughly according to the part of the
body chiefly affected. The leading treatises deal with ailments of the head, including

1 For the best account of this literature see B. Meissner, Babylonien u nd Asyrien, Vol. II,
Heidelberg, 1925 (in Kulturgeschichtliche Bibliothek, edited by W. Foy).
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mental troubles, infections, baldness, and affections of the eyes, ears, and temples;

ailments of the respiratory and digestive organs, and of the muscles and ligaments,
as well as of particular parts of the feet; affections of the anus, including a good

description of haemorrhoids. It is possible that these and some related treatises
were combined in a general work on therapeutics but this is uncertain. There were,

besides, specialized tractates on pregnancy, child-birth, obstetrics, and diseases of
the genital organs. The materia medica employed in treatment of these ailments

included a long list of animal, vegetable, and mineral substances, most of which it is

still impossible to identify. A frequent method of use, after especial preparation,

was by direct application, that is " laying " the remedy on the affected part, or binding

it on ; but the commonest method of administering was internally through the mouth,

and occasionally by the insertion of a suppository into the anus.
There is slight indication that the physician discovered anything of the real nature

of the ailment or, except in the more obvious cases, the function of the organs affected.

Among the long list of available remedies, a few, like oil for stiff limbs, or milk for

stomach troubles, may have been beneficial, but most of the remedies employed were

entirely valueless, as is shown by the indifference with which the physician moved

through a long list of medicines, shifting from one to another for the same disease.

We see then that these fragmentary treatises surviving from ancient Babylonia
and Assyria reveal a wide range of observation of disease and an extensive list of

herbs and minerals in the physician's materia medica. There is, however, no systematic
knowledge or discussion of the human body, nor any rational consideration of disease.
The causes of disease and the operation of remedies, as conceived by the physician, are
so interfused with belief in supernatural forces, that a rational understanding of the
organs and functions of the human body, sick or well, or of the operation of remedies
when applied, was impossible. It is evident that primitive folk medicine, with all its

superstitions, completely dominated the medical teaching of the ancient Babylonians,
just as such superstitions also suffused their general outlook on the natural world,
with the possible exception of the latest developments in Babylonian astronomy, which
contributed much to the rise of astronomy in Greece.

Ancient Babylonian knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and pathology was there-
fore limited, and under these circumstances the contributions of Babylonian medicine
to later medical science are not likely to have been important. Our own knowledge
of Babylonian attainments, however, is unhappily limited by the fact that not a single
Babylonian treatise on surgery has descended to us. We cannot doubt the existence
of such treatises in early Babylonia in view of the legally recognized and regulated
position of the surgeon in Babylonian society in the Twenty-first Century B. c. already
mentioned. One of the most important discoveries of future excavation, to which
we may look hopefully forward, may sometime restore to the world one of the lost
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ancient Babylonian treatises on surgery. It is not impossible that such a discovery
may prove to be as unexpected a revelation as that of the Edwin Smith Surgical
Papyrus.

As we turn from the Assyro-Babylonian world to Egypt we enter both an earlier
and a higher civilization, and at the same time a cultural milieu which interfused with

that of the mainland and the islands forming the south-east extension of Europe.
The situation was one of intimate interpenetration between the Nile valley and
nearest Europe. Obvious geographical considerations demonstrate the truth of

these statements, and if any confirmation were needed it is amply furnished by the
history of civilization in the Eastern Mediterranean. In the history of medical

science in particular, it is no accident that the leading patron god of medicine in early
classical Europe--he who was called Aseclepios by the Greeks and Aesculapius by
the Romans-was originally an historical personage, an ancient Egyptian wise man

and physician called Imhotep by the Egyptians, grand vizier, chief architect, and royal

medical advisor of the Pharaoh in the Thirtieth Century B.c., the earliest known

physician in history.'
In harmony with the high position of this venerable Egyptian physician of five

thousand years ago the historical documents of Egypt reveal to us the existence of

medical treatises early in the Third Millennium B. c. in the age which we call the

Old Kingdom (roughly 8000 to 2500 B. c.).
In the middle of the Twenty-eighth Century before Christ the Pharaoh Neferirkere

was one day inspecting a new building in course of construction under the superin-

tendence of the chief architect Weshptah. The king and his court were all admiring
the work and the Pharaoh was turning with words of praise to his faithful minister,
when he suddenly noticed that Weshptah was unable to hear the words of royal favor.

The king's exclamation alarmed the courtiers. The stricken minister was quickly
carried to the court and the priests and the chief physicians were hurriedly summoned.

" His majesty had brought for him a case of writings.... They said to his majesty
that he was unconscious." Such are the words of the ancient inscription in which
the incident is recorded. The king, smitten with sorrow as the news of his favorite's
death reaches him, can only retire to his chamber in prayer and order sumptuous
arrangements for the great man's interment. The mortuary inscription of Weshptah
which thus narrates his death incidentally furnishes us, therefore, the earliest historical
reference to medical literature. There is conclusive evidence that in the Edwin Smith
Papyrus we have a later copy of one of the medical documents already in existence

1 See K. Sethe, Imhotep, der Asklepioe der Aegypter : ein verg tterter Menech aus der Zeit des
Kdnigs Doser. Untereuchungen zur Gesachichte und Altertumakunde Aegyrtens. Hinrichs, Leipsie, 1902,
Vol. II. For an interesting popular account of this earliest-known physician see J. B. Hurry, M.A.,
M.D., Imhotep, the Vizier and Physician of King Zoser. Oxford, 1926. On his place in history see
the present author's History of Egypt, pp. 112-114.
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in the Old Kingdom, and it is not impossible that it lay with the others in the " case
of writings" brought in by the Pharaoh's command in an endeavour to save a court
favorite's life in the Twenty-eighth Century B. C.

Our knowledge of the character of these Egyptian medical treatises has heretofore
been based chiefly on few papyri: the famous Papyrus Ebers at the University of
Leipzig; the Berlin Medical Papyrus in the State Museum at Berlin (No. 8088);
the London Medical Papyrus (British Museum No. 10059), and the Papyrus Hearst,
now at the University of California.1

Besides the above longer documents only a few fragments of three other Egyptian
medical documents have survived. These are perhaps as old as about 2000 B.C.

They include the scanty remains of a treatise on diseases of women, and fragments
of a veterinary manual treating diseases of cattle, both of which have been published
by Griffith, 2 and finally 29 lines of recipes for diseases of women and children, but
still unpublished.3 They will be edited later by Dr. Alan H. Gardiner.

It will be seen that all three of these earlier, incomplete documents are special
treatises, while the four large, post-Middle Kingdom papyri listed above are each
a compilation of a whole series of special treatises. These compilations were probably
all put together in the interval between the Middle Kingdom and the Empire, that is
in the period from the early Eighteenth to the early Sixteenth Century B. c.

In one important particular all of these medical rolls, early or late, are alike, in
that they all consist of recipes. They were lists of prescriptions, compiled for use by
the practicing physician, or possibly in one case for the instruction of medical students.
For the most part the diseases are not described, but each receives the vaguest designa-
tion, as an introduction to the recipe. In Papyrus Hearst we find one diagnosis, and
in the Berlin Papyrus (No. 8088) two; in the London Papyrus none. Among these
recipe-papyri only the Papyrus Ebers shows any attention to a record of the examina-
tion and diagnosis of the case, and this almost exclusively in the concluding section
of the document. Papyrus Ebers records in all forty-seven diagnoses.

A careful study of these treatises has still to be made, but it is quite clear that they
treat disease as entirely due to demoniacal intrusions. They make constant use of

1 The sizes and dates of these ancient treatises are as follows:

Document. Columns. Lines. Recipes. Date.
Papyrus Ebers 110 2,289 877 Early Sixteenth Cent. B. c.
Papyrus Hearst 16 (and frag- 273 (and frag- 260 Sixteenth Cent. B. C.

ments) ments)
Berlin Papyrus 24 279 204 Sixteenth Cent. B.c.
London Papyrus 19 (very frag- 253 63 Eleventh Cent. B. C.

mentary)
The dates given are those of the manuscripts. The materials themselves are obviously older.

SF. Li. Griffith, The Kohaun Papyri, London, 1898, pls. VI-VI and pp. 5-14.

* I am indebted to Dr. Gardiner for permission to make a copy of these recipes.
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spells and incantations combined with the remedies and are evidently the product
of a medical practice still dominated by primitive folk medicine. These recipe-
compiling physicians were magicians contending with a demon-infested world. Their
whole outlook on the world, like their conception of disease, was that of spiritistic
superstition, incapable of discerning the causes of disease as arising in a rationally
conceived world. They occupy the same point of view which we have found in
Babylonian medicine.

This attitude of the physician's mind toward disease is essentially the theological
outlook on nature which characterized the early Orient as a whole, and was never
discarded by ancient man until the rise of Greek thought. It is illustrated very clearly
by the conventional account of the divine origin of their medical documents commonly
found stated somewhere in these early treatises. Thus the Berlin Medical Papyrus
already mentioned above says that the roll was " found in ancient writings in a chest
containing documents under the feet of Anubis in Letopolis in the time of the majesty
of King Usephais, deceased; after his death it was brought to the majesty of King
Sened, deceased, because of its excellence.... It was the scribe of sacred writing, the
chief of the excellent physicians, Neterhotep, [' who made'] the book." I

Similarly the London Medical Papyrus states: "This book was found in the
night, having fallen into the court of the temple in r Khemmis', as secret knowledge
of this goddess, by the hand of the lector of this temple. Lo, this land was in darkness,
and the moon shone on every side of this book. It was brought as a marvel to the
majesty of King Khufu." 2

In the Papyrus Ebers a recipe for "soothing the itch " is stated to have been
" found during an inspection in the house of Wennofer " (Osiris) (Papyrus Ebers,
column 75, lines 12-13); and the discussion of twenty-two canals of the body is said
to have been "among things found in writing under the feet of Anubis in Sekhem.
It was brought to King Usephais, deceased." (Papyrus Ebers, column 108, lines 1-2).
Such mythical origins not only attributed these documents to the gods, and gave them
a vast antiquity which added to their sacredness, but also placed medical lore outside
of human observation, as something of supernatural origin. As we shall now proceed
to illustrate, our new surgical papyrus must be placed in a different class.

The Edwin Smith Papyrus comprises twenty-one and a half columns of writing,
of which seventeen columns (377 lines) are on the front (recto) and four and a half
columns (92 lines) are on the back (verso). Owing to narrowing of the column width,
resulting in shortening of the lines, the writing on the back amounts in volume to less
than one-seventh of the entire document. This material on the verso consists exclu-
sively of recipes and incantations, identical in character with those of the other

1 Berlin Medical Papyrus 3038, column 15, lines 1 ift.
2 London Medical Papyrus, column 8, lines 8-13.
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Egyptian medical documents, the recipe-papyri which we have just discussed. The

first three and a half columns (65 lines) on the verso contain chiefly incantations

against pestilence, and the remainder, about a column (27 lines), in a different hand, is
devoted almost entirely to a long recipe for restoring youth to an old man. These

incantations and recipes on the back are a later addition having no relation with the

front, which is indeed separated from all connection with the back by a considerable

blank space following the end of the writing on the front. A full discussion of the
recipe material on the back will be found introducing Part II, The Incantations and

Recipes.
The seventeen columns (377 lines) on the recto, that is, about six-sevenths of the

document, are part of a treatise which is fundamentally different from any of the

surviving medical documents of the ancient Orient thus far discovered. These

differences are the following :

1. The seventeen columns on the recto comprise part of a surgical treatise, the first
thus far discovered in the ancient Orient, whether in Egypt or Asia. It is
therefore the oldest known surgical treatise.

2. This surgical treatise consists exclusively of cases, not recipes.
3. The treatise is systematically organized in an arrangement of cases, which begin

with injuries of the head and proceed downward through the body, like a
modern treatise on anatomy.

4. The treatment of these injuries is rational and chiefly surgical; there is resort
to magic in only one case out of the forty-eight cases preserved.

5. Each case is classified by one of three different verdicts: (1) favorable,
(2) uncertain, or (8) unfavorable. The third verdict, expressed in the words,
" an ailment not to be treated," is found in no other Egyptian medical
treatise.

6. This unfavorable verdict occurring fourteen times in the Edwin Smith Papyrus
marks a group of cases (besides one more case) which the surgeon cannot cure
and which he is led to discuss by his scientific interest in the phenomena
disclosed by his examination.

It will be seen that the above six points mark off this surgical treatise as disclosing
a point of view distinct from that which characterizes the other medical documents
of the Ancient East. A detailed discussion of its content will be found (pp. 33 if.)
introducing the translation and commentary.

The forty-eight cases preserved in this treatise begin at the top of the head and
proceed downward to the thorax and spine, where the document unfortunately
breaks off. In each of these cases we see the surgeon first making his examination
of the patient and determining the character of the injury: whether the wound affects

6
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only the soft tissue or whether it has also reached the bone, or even penetrated the
bone to important internal organs; what are the physiological effects, etc. The
method of the examination sounds rational and modern. The information the surgeon
desires may be elicited by questioning the patient or directing him to attempt certain
movements or postures; further it may be obtained by the surgeon's own observa-
tions, ocular, olfactory, or tactile. The last frequently include probing with the
fingers (palpation) or manipulation with the hand, and what is most important and
significant, observation of the action of the heart by means of the pulse, 2,500 years
before the pulse appears in Greek medical treatises. It is significant also to observe
that the surgeon's purely mechanical treatment of an injury is, in the majority of
cases, included in the examination, and not in the discussion of the treatment with
medicaments. We have here evidently an ancient distinction between surgery and
medicine (see p. 42).

On the basis of the examination the surgeon then pronounces his diagnosis, the
earliest such conclusions that have survived. The development of a full diagnosis
is a relatively recent matter. Even in European medicine it was customary to describe
only the conspicuous symptoms in a diagnosis until the advances made by Sydenham
in the Seventeenth Century.' In view of the fact that the elaborate diagnosis of the
present day was so recently preceded by a simple description of the more noticeable
symptoms, we may not expect the surgeon of nearly five thousand years ago to have
gone very far in this direction. The most important thing for the ancient surgeon
was the effect of the examination on his immediate course of action toward the patient.
Hence he makes a diagnosis which always includes one of the three verdicts to which
we have already referred, and this is the surgeon's declaration that he (1) can treat
and cure; (2) can treat and try to cure; (8) cannot treat, the case being practically
hopeless. Three diagnoses consist of this final hopeless verdict and nothing more;
but in forty-nine diagnoses in our treatise the three verdicts are preceded by other
observations on the case. In thirty-six of these forty-nine diagnoses the other
observations are nothing more than a repetition of the title of the case, or of
observations already made in the examination; but in the remaining thirteen, the
diagnosis adds one or more conclusions based on the facts determined in the examina-
tion. These are the earliest surviving examples of observation and conclusion, the
oldest known evidences of an inductive process in the history of the human mind.

In taking up the treatment which the ancient surgeon applied, it is important to
notice that in sixteen instances out of fifty-eight examinations he attempted no treat-
ment. These untreated cases form a unique body of discussions to which we shall have
occasion to return (p. 52). There are forty-two examples of treatments out of the
forty-five injuries discussed. We find that in three instances the treatment is

1 See Knud Faber, Nosography in Modern Internal Medicine, Hoeber, New York, 1923.
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exclusively mechanical or surgical, while in twenty purely surgical treatment was
combined with external use of medicaments, and in the remaining nineteen the exter-
nal applications were employed alone.

The mechanical appliances or processes employed by our ancient surgeon, as
revealed by the new treatise, were not numerous, but some of them appear for the

first time in the history of medicine. He makes frequent use of absorbent lint, and

in injuries to the nose or outer ear he employs plugs, swabs, or tampons of linen.

Among bandages, it is interesting to find that one variety was manufactured for the

surgeons by the most skillful bandagist of antiquity, the Egyptian embalmer. For
drawing together a gaping wound the surgeon might employ strips of adhesive plaster,
which was already known. More serious wounds, however, were closed by surgical

stitching which here appears for the first time in the history of surgery although it
is known to have been used much later in sewing up the abdominal incision made for
the evisceration of a mummy x in the Twenty-first Dynasty (Eleventh Century B. c.).

Splints of three different types were already in use. In a case of tetanus the

surgeon makes it possible to administer liquid food by holding the mouth open with

a " brace of wood padded with linen." A second type of splint said to be" of linen"
may possibly be a wooden splint wound with linen such as was found by Dr. G. Elliot

Smith on two Egyptian bodies of the Old Kingdom (8000-2500 B. c.). They may also
be composed of layers of linen impregnated with glue and plaster and moulded while

soft to conform to the limb. This material, now called " cartonnage," and often
found shaped to the limbs of the mummy, is well known in mummy cases. It is
essentially identical with the modern surgical cast employed for the support of frac-
tured limbs. It has never been found still attached to a broken limb, for it should be
remembered that such an appliance would be buried with the deceased only in case
the sufferer died of his injuries, and the embalmer left the splints in place. This would
be unlikely and indeed, as Elliot Smith has observed, only two ancient bodies still
wearing splints have ever been found in Egypt. This surgical use of the embalmer's
cartonnage becomes the more probable when we recall the fact revealed by our treatise
that the surgeon drew his supplies of a certain type of bandage from the embalmer.
A third type of splint was a stiff roll of linen, used apparently where a softer splint
was needed, as in the case of a fractured nasal bone. The Egyptian surgeon's treat-
ment of fractures was effective. Out of over a hundred ancient bodies showing healed
fractures, only one was observed to show any signs of suppuration by Dr. Elliot Smith
(see infra, p. 56). When a compound comminuted fracture of the skull made it
necessary, the patient was held upright by supports of sun-dried brick or adobe, pre-
sumably moulded to fit his figure on each side under his arms.

Of instruments the treatise mentions only the "fire-drill," employed when hot for
1 G. Elliot Smith and W. R. Dawson, Egyptian Mummies, London, 1924, Fig. 36, facing p. 96.
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cauterization. A mandible of the Fourth Dynasty (2900-2750 B.c.) disclosing a drill
hole in the mental foramen for the purpose of draining an abscess under a molar tooth
(see Pl. I, Fig. 1) makes it evident that specialized surgical instruments of metal, pre-
sumably bronze, already existed in the age which produced our surgical treatise, but
they are taken for granted by the ancient author. It is noticeable, furthermore, how
often, in his directions to the practitioner, the probing of the wound is to be done with
the fingers. An instrument is never designated for this purpose. Unfortunately no
systematic study of the surviving Egyptian surgical instruments has ever been made
(see p. 53), although the museums of Europe and America contain a large number.

The injuries which the ancient surgeon is instructed to treat are fully discussed
in the special introduction to the treatise (pp. 43-45); but we may note here that his
therapeutic was primitive and simple, showing that surgery was far in advance of
medicine. After purely surgical measures the surgeon's favorite remedy for an injury
was " fresh meat " applied on the first day only. It was bound on and was usually
followed by an application of lint saturated with ointment composed of grease and
honey, also bound on. In the nineteen cases in which no specific surgical treatment
is prescribed we find the surgeon instructed to employ only medicaments externally
applied, and likewise usually bound on. In symptoms of tetanus following serious
injury to the skull, the treatise suggests only hot applications to the constricted liga-
ments of the mandible. Among his materia medica it is interesting to find a decoction
of willow (salix), essentially salicin, employed as a disinfectant; an ammoniacal appli-
cation for allaying inflammation; and for astringent purposes a solution containing salts
of copper and sodium.

Apart from purely surgical procedure, the treatise repeatedly instructs the practi-
tioner to let nature do the work, an attitude which reminds us of Hippocratic medicine.
In critical cases the surgeon is admonished to adopt a waiting attitude, and uses a
formula " until thou knowest that he has reached a decisive point," recognizing that
the course of the case will not be settled until a point is reached which discloses pro-
gress or the reverse. This point reminds us strongly of the Hippocratic "crisis" (Kplts).

There is good evidence that this surgical treatise, as thus far discussed, was written
in the Old Kingdom (3000-2500 B. c.) and presumably, as we shall see, in the early
part of that remote age. The manuscript nowhere hints at the name or station of the
author. We are free to wonder whether the author of this earliest known investigation
of human anatomy and physiology could have been identical with our oldest-known
physician, the venerable Imhotep already mentioned above, who lived in the Thirtieth
Century B.c. However that may have been, it will probably have circulated as a book
on surgery when the Great Pyramid of Gizeh was being built. There may be a hint of
its title heading a quotation in the Papyrus Ebers; for we find there an isolated
passage on the heart which is said to be quoted from another ancient medical book
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entitled " Secret Book of the Physician." Now this passage on the heart, quoted

in Papyrus Ebers, is also found in the Edwin Smith Papyrus, and has every appearance

of being original there. If so, then Papyrus Ebers is quoting from the Edwin Smith

Papyrus and the title of the source quoted is the ancient title of the Edwin Smith

Papyrus (see commentary, p. 108). It is not improbable, therefore, that our surgical
treatise was known to its ancient users as the " Secret Book of the Physician."

It is evident from his treatise that our ancient surgeon, whoever he may have been,
was a man of observant and discerning mind, with a wide outlook upon the life of

his time. The terms which he uses, to be sure, may have been already current in the
surgical jargon of his age, but to the present editor they convey the impression
of a man actually involved in the process of building up a terminology in a field of

observation not yet possessing a fund of current terms. He seems to be doing for
the first time in any field of science what has since happened in one area of scientific
observation after another. He draws his descriptive terms from nature, from the
mechanical arts, from architecture, and from many sides of daily experience. He has
observed the crucibles of the copper foundry and he compares the convolutions of
the brain to the corrugations on metallic slag. In describing the articulation of the
human mandible, he likens the fork at the head of the ramus to the claw of a two-toed
bird clasping the temporal bone. He applies the name of a certain water worm to
fibrous strings of coagulated blood ; the region of the frontal sinus is " the secret
chamber," as of a sanctuary; the bridge of the nose is for him " the column of the
nose ; " a puncture of the cranium is like a broken hole in a pottery jar. These terms
were, as we shall see, not always familiar to later readers and had to be explained-
a fact suggesting that they originated with our author.

After circulating for some generations, more probably for several centuries, it was
found that the book was antiquated in its terms. Not a few words and expressions
were evidently no longer wholly intelligible. In the latter part of the Old Kingdom,
probably not later than 2500 s. C., some "modern" surgeon, as unknown to us as the
original author, equipped the document with a commentary in the form of brief defini-
tions and explanations, which we term glosses, appended to each case. For example
when the original treatise directed the practitioner to "moor him (the patient) at his
mooring stakes," the commentator knows that this curious idiom is no longer intelli-
gible and appends the explanation, " It means put him on his accustomed diet and
do not administer to him any medicine." Thus he carefully explains all the terms
describing the various injuries, or designating the condition of the patient or his
symptoms. Similarly, the commentator added many descriptions of anatomical terms
and other designations drawn from nature or the arts: the corrugations, the water
worm, the" column of the nose," the" secret chamber," etc. In a total of sixty-nine
such brief discussions, forming a little dictionary of early Egyptian medical terms,

10 .
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this unknown ancient commentator has given us invaluable revelations of his know-
ledge of anatomy, physiology, pathology, surgery, and therapeutics; while at the
same time he has made clear many terms in the original treatise which would not have
been intelligible to us without his little dictionary.

This surgical treatise, as it has come down to us, is therefore a composite made
up of the original author's text and the ancient commentary.' It is an original source
of absorbing interest as a unique document in the early history of civilization. Socially
considered it is an outgrowth of the earliest great age of civilization, the age that
saw the first civilized society of some millions of souls organized into a homogeneous
nation. It was only in such a situation that oriental medicine could develop and in
any aspect approximate the character of a science. We learn this fact when we
take up the study of the cemeteries where the Egyptian communities buried their
dead. A single campaign of excavation which exhumed between 5,000 and 6,000
bodies, disclosed one person with a fractured bone among every thirty-two people,
that is over three such injuries among every hundred persons. A broken neck is
stated by our treatise to have been caused by a fall on the head-evidently from some
elevation. Among the mechanics and workmen employed on the vast buildings of
Egypt, such as the Great Pyramid of Gizeh, there must have been many such accidents.
We can easily understand why there are thirty-three cases of injured bones among the
forty-eight cases in our treatise ; many, perhaps most, of these injuries were received
while the injured man was following the peaceful routine of civil life. No one can
read this treatise, however, without concluding that some of the wounds in the skull,
e. g., the " perforations " found in the skull, the temporal bone, the zygoma, and the
sternum-not to mention the gashes in the soft tissue of the nose, lip, chin, outer ear,
neck, and shoulder-were spear and sword wounds received in war (compare P1. I,
Figs. 3 and 4). Some of the experience and knowledge of the human body, which
the ancient author discloses, was therefore doubtless gained on the battlefield. In
harmony with this observation it should be noted that the patient is always a man.
There is other knowledge of organs and tissues which would indicate that our
ancient surgeon practiced dissection of the human body. In this earliest known
investigation of anatomy and physiology the surgeon gained knowledge which could
not have been acquired in the mere process of embalming.

We see that in the above situation the surgeon was daily called upon to deal with
human ills which were the obvious result of observable physical causes, having no
connection with the maligant demons of disease. For our treatise shows us the surgeon
examining case after case of organs and tissues injured by intelligible physical agencies

1 We shall refer to these two parts as "author's text" or merely "text ", and "ancient com-
mentary" or "glosses." In order not to confuse the latter with the present author's modern com-
mentary the ancient commentary will usually be called "the glosses."
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forming a realm of familiar forces, quite uninvaded by magical powers. In this realm
the ancient surgeon was able to gather a considerable body of fact regarding human
anatomy, physiology, and pathology-the earliest known recorded group of rational
observations in natural science. Indeed these two men, the surgeon who was the
original author of the treatise, and his later successor, who wrote the glosses forming
the ancient commentary, both living in the first half of the third thousand years B. c.,

were the earliest known natural scientists. In the long course of human development
they are the first men whom we can see confronting a great body of observable
phenomena, which they collected and stated, sometimes out of interest in the rescue of
the patient, sometimes out of pure interest in scientific truth, as inductive conclusions
which they drew from observed fact.

If now we endeavor to summarize the knowledge of the human body discernible
in this ancient treatise, we discover that the inevitable and even childish limitations
to be expected in an age so remote are found side by side with observations and dis-
cernment penetrating in directions which we could hardly have anticipated. For the
first time in recorded human speech, our treatise contains the word " brain," which
is unknown in any other language in this age, or in any other treatise of the Third
Millennium Bs. c. The earliest discussions of the brain have hitherto been found in
Greek medical documents probably over two thousand years later than our Egyptian
treatise, which describes the external appearance of the brain as like the corrugations
arising in metallic slag-an apt description of the convolutions of the brain. In a case
of compound comminuted fracture of the skull, he discusses the rupture of the sack
containing the brain, an obvious reference to the meningeal membranes. The seat of
consciousness and intelligence was from the earliest times regarded by the Egyptians
as both the heart and the bowels or abdomen. Our surgeon, however, has observed
the fact that injuries to the brain affect other parts of the body, especially in his
experience the lower limbs. He notes the drag or shuffle of one foot, presumably the
partial paralysis, resulting from a cranial wound, and the ancient commentator care-

fully explains the meaning of the obsolete word used for" shuffle." In this connection
the surgeon has already made the extraordinary observation that the effects on the
extremities shift from side to side according to the side of the head which has received
the injury. This is a recognition of the localization of function in the brain, although
the ancient surgeon was apparently misled by a case of contre-coup regarding the side
of the lower limbs affected. Here then is discovery of the fact that the brain is the
source of control of the movements of the body. As another center of nervous control,
our surgeon had also recognized the spinal column, and he had observed the interesting
fact that after a dislocation of the neck the injured man suffered an erection and a
seminal emission, a phenomenon which has been observed in modem times in men
executed by hanging. These two centers of nervous control, the brain and the spinal
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column, are not correlated in our treatise. The means of that control in a system of

ramifying nerves is not mentioned and was evidently unknown, for the observation

and demonstration of the distinction between nerves and vessels was apparently the

work of Erasistratos at Alexandria in the Third Century B. c., while the connection

between the brain, the spinal cord, and the nervous system was first clearly demon-

strated by Herophilos, also in the Third Century B.C.

While our surgeon had made only preliminary observations which might eventually

contribute toward the recognition of a nervous system, he had, on the other hand,

already unmistakably recognized the heart as the center of a system of distributing

vessels. The importance of observing the action of the heart in determining the con-

dition of a patient, appears here for the first time in medical history. The passage

containing these observations unfortunately falls in the only broken and fragmentary

column in our document, resulting in some uncertainty on the following important

point. In spite of the imperfect condition of the text of this passage, there is much

probability that the surgeon counts the strokes of the pulse, and it is doubtless a

significant fact that the first physician who is known to have counted the pulse,

Herophilos of Alexandria (born 800 B. c.), lived in Egypt. It will probably also not

have been wholly an accident that this was done in the land which produced the

earliest known time-pieces, for Herophilos used an Egyptian water-clock for timing his

count of the pulse. Herophilos is well known to have been an investigator of much

independence, and he was the one Greek physician who so nearly approached the

discovery of the circulation of the blood that there are historians of medicine who

believe that he actually achieved this discovery. Before his time Greek medicine had

been long misled by the dogma that a force resident in the arteries caused the pulse.

Our treatise, however, already knows that the pulse is due to the force and action

of the heart. Herophilos was the first Greek physician to recognize this fact. That he

should have lived in Egypt, where the cardiac system disclosing the heart as the central

force had already been known for perhaps 2,500 years, is hardly likely to have been

a pure coincidence. It should be made quite clear, however, that our treatise, while it

shows knowledge that the action of the heart affects and supplies all extremities and all

parts of the body with blood, does not indicate a recognition of the circulation of the blood.

The treatise discloses acquaintance, furthermore, with a system of muscles, tendons,

and ligaments. For example, it discusses in some detail the muscles of the human

mandible and their anchorage on the temporal bone. The Egyptian word for tendon,

however, in our treatise, is the same as that for" blood-vessel," and we recall the fact

already mentioned above, that the distinction between nerves and vessels was not

demonstrated until the Third Century B. C., when it was made clear by Erasistratos.

It is likely, therefore, that the three systems of nerves, muscles, and vessels, were

not yet clearly disengaged by our surgeon.
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If the treatise had anything to say on the digestive system, the discussion has been
lost owing to the fact that our ancient copy in the Edwin Smith Papyrus stops in its
progress downward at the thorax and upper part of the spinal column. Whatever
our surgeon has to say regarding any parts below these limits is suggested by symptoms,
such as those affecting the legs or the genital organ, induced by injuries of the brain
or a cervical vertebra, that is, injuries in the upper regions under discussion. It is
noticeable also that even in this upper region our ancient surgeon does not carry his
observations of detail far toward the interior. He discerns the " corrugations " on
the exterior of the brain, he discovers the meningeal sack containing it and knows
when it is ruptured; he probes with his fingers to the interior and discovers cardiac
pulsations, or as he says the " fluttering and throbbing like that on the crown of an
infant's head before it has grown together;" but he goes no further toward the
interior of the head. We find him doing some investigation of the ear, but he gives
no attention to the eye, and we recall that the first detailed description of the eye,
and especially the connection of the optic nerve with the brain, was given by Herophilos
in his 'varo LKa.

Similarly, in the discussion of the shoulders and thorax, our treatise, as far as
preserved, does not carry its observations to the interior, with the exception of a
remark, doubtless intended as a caution, calling attention to the presence of two
vessels beneath the thorax, one leading to the lungs, and the other to the heart. This
restriction of recorded observations to external matters or conditions not far below
the surface, is obviously due to the fact that the treatise is a discussion of injuries,
and so largely injuries rupturing or otherwise affecting external tissue. It is not
a systematic treatise on the human body.

The most significant characteristic of the treatise is the ancient surgeon's attitude
in studying these injuries. He evidently is filled with desire to heal his patient when-
ever he concludes there is any possibility of doing so; but he does not stop there.

One of the most important observations in appraising this surgical treatise is the
fact that out of 58 examinations the surgeon recommends treatment in 42 instances,
leaving 16 without treatment. This latter group evinces the surgeon's interest in the
human body quite apart from any thought of healing or treating it, and reminds us of
the Hippocratic treatises on epidemics in which, among 42 case-records, 25 were fatal
cases. This group of 16 injuries described but not treated in our surgical treatise is
without parallel in Egyptian medical literature, as we have already noticed above.

These discussions demonstrate the surgeon's scientific interest in the human body
as a field of observation, and disclose him to us as the earliest scientific mind which
we can discern in the surviving records of the past.

The current view, that in all cases Egyptian medical practice invariably employed
magic devices, a view in which I formerly also shared, is quite evidently wrong. There
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was, indeed, surviving from primitive times a large body of traditional practices in

medical treatment wholly or chiefly magical which never disappeared. Such practices,
universally and implicitly followed by the common people, forming what we may call

" demoniacal medicine," always had its devotees, the descendants of the old "medicine

men," with their rolls of ancient hocus-pocus, like the medical papyrus of the British

Museum, or the " Charms for Mother and Child " in the other well-known roll at

Berlin. Such primitive superstition dies hard. It lasted far down into the history of

our own land. Increase Mather, President of Harvard University, in his treatise on

Remarkable Providences, insists that the smell of herbs alarms the Devil and that

medicine expels him. Such beliefs have probably even now not wholly disappeared

from among us. We cannot wonder that this was the almost universal point of view

in the early world with which we are dealing.
The author of our treatise was one of a group of men who will likewise inevitably

have been children of their time. We cannot conceive that they ever ceased to believe

in the power of magic ; but they had learned that in surgery and medicine they were

confronted by a great body of observable phenomena, which they systematically and

scientifically collected, sometimes out of interest in the salvation of the patient,

sometimes out of pure interest in the scientific truth. The class of men thus revealed

to us are the earliest natural scientists of whom we know anything, who, confronting

a world of objective phenomena, made and organized their observations and based

inductive conclusions upon bodies of observed fact.

The current conclusion regarding the mind of the ancient Egyptian, a conclusion

in which I have myself heretofore shared, has been that he was interested in scientific
principles, if at all, solely because of the unavoidable necessity of applying them in

practical life-that if he discussed the superficial content of a many-sided geometrical

figure or the cubical content of a hemisphere it was because he was obliged to measure

fields for taxation purposes and to compute the content of granaries. In the field of

Egyptian mathematics Professor Karpinski of the University of Michigan has long
insisted that the surviving mathematical papyri clearly demonstrate the Egyptians'

scientific interest in pure mathematics for its own sake. I have now no doubt that

Professor Karpinski is right, for the evidence of interest in pure science, as such, is

perfectly conclusive in the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus.
Astronomy and medicine are the oldest sciences. Both arose, as we have seen, in

remote ages, still clouded by the darkest superstition, and in the closest association
with magic, religion, and theology, of which it may be said both astronomy and

medicine at first really formed a part. The complete dissociation of medicine from
magic and religion was the achievement of the Greeks. It was not an achievement
which they completed at one stroke, but a slow transition, a gradual process. The

Hippocratic School, in spite of notable ability in observation, and a spirit admirably
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rational in the main, did not succeed in wholly divesting themselves of superstition.
Even the vision of the intellectual colossus, Aristotle, was now and then obscured by
the mists of ancient superstition, and at the present day, one may still be surprised
by the lurking superstitions which persist and survive in out-of-the-way corners of some
modern mind, otherwise thoroughly emancipated and scientific in attitude and outlook.

In the history of Greek medicine there is still far too much obscurity to permit
a rapid survey such as might serve to furnish the connection between Greek medical
science and the earlier knowledge of medicine which arose and was in general use in
the ancient Near East at least 2,500 years before the age of Hippocrates. Nor is a brief
introduction like this the place for such a comprehensive presentation.

Nevertheless we may here call attention to a few salient facts observable in any
consideration of the possible relation between early Greek medicine and that of Egypt.
In the first place we have already noticed that the greatest of the Greek medical
investigators, at the climax of Greek achievement in medical science in the Third
Century B.C., lived in Egypt, as so many of the intellectual men of Greece had for
centuries before that time traveled and studied in Egypt. The effect of this intimate
contact is visible at many points in Greek life and science, which cannot even be
summarized here. The contribution of Babylonian astronomy to the early develop-
ment of astronomy among the Greeks was not generally recognized until even the
names of the Babylonian astronomical observers, whose data were used by the Greeks,
were recently identified in the Babylonian astronomical records on surviving cuneiform
tablets, like the Greek Kidenas, Babylonian Kidinnu of the Fourth Century B. C., or

Greek Naburianos, Babylonian Nabu-rimannu of the Fifth Century Bs.C.

In our surgical treatise the practitioner is instructed how to treat a dislocated
mandible. He is directed just how to place his hands, in reducing the dislocation.
The instructions are as follows:

"Thou shouldst put thy thumbs upon the ends of the rami of the mandible in the
inside of his mouth, and thy two claws (=two groups of four fingers) under his chin and
thou shouldst cause them to fall back so that they rest in their places."

Now it happens that the Greek physician, Apollonios, who lived at Kitium in

Cyprus in the First Century B. C., wrote an illustrated commentary on the Hippocratic
treatise epi ~pOpwv " concerning the joints." This commentary has survived in
a late manuscript copy of the Ninth Century of our era, which is now preserved
at Florence as Codex Laurentius LXXIV.2

An examination of the illustration of Hippocratic practice in the case of a dislocated
mandible shows us (Pl. VI) the patient seated, with head firmly held by an attendant

1 See Meisaner, Babylonien und A erien, Vol. II, p. 416.

s See H. Schane, Apolloniuae von Kitium : Illutrierter Kommentar zu der Hippokrateislehen
Schrift IEPI APOPON, Leipsio, 1896.
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while the surgeon, thrusting his thumbs into the patient's mouth, his fingers remaining
outside and beneath, grasps the mandible to restore it to its place. The text i also refers
to the position of the surgeon's hands: Xi ",yp rTv ,AV KaTEaE&X V KE V i'vE.A v 8e

7TEplafo'vra -TrV Ka'rc yviOov Kal owOEv KaC ' wOv ro1s' &iaKAotT KaLTL7 yEVcov K..A.

These directions, prescribing that the surgeon's fingers shall be placed both inside and
outside, show much agreement with the above cited direction in the Edwin Smith
Papyrus. When clarified by the illustration (Pl. VI) and by the fact that the Greek
SaKTVAoS, though commonly meaning "finger," was also applied to the thumb, the
Hippocratic method of reducing a dislocated mandible is seen to be identical with
that prescribed in the Edwin Smith Papyrus.

This identity of the Greek surgeon's practice in the third century B.c. with that of
our Egyptian surgeon of some 2,500 years earlier, establishes the existence of a certain
amount of old Egyptian influence on Greek medicine. Our treatise, or some other old
Egyptian book of surgery, containing our surgeon's directions for reducing a dislocated
mandible, must have been known to the early Hippocratic practitioners. In view of this
fact, we see more probability in the recognition of the Egyptian influences, suggested
above, as having had some effect on the great Greek medical investigators,Herophilos and
Erasistratos, residing as they did in Egypt where such influences were obviously possible.

The lapse of time between our latest Egyptian medical document and the rise of
Greek medical science at Alexandria was one of many centuries. But we have interest-
ing evidence of the continuance, during this interval, of Egyptian medical teaching
in the Sixth Century B.C. under the patronage of Darius I of Persia, the greatest and
most enlightened administrator of the early world before the rise of the Romans.
Darius introduced into his administration the Egyptian calendar, restored the ancient
Egyptian " Suez canal," built a great Mediterranean fleet for commerce with
Persia, and although his people had been an illiterate and semi-barbarous group of
peasant and shepherd tribes only a generation before his reign, his statesmanlike
ability to discern the value of much which he could adopt from the civilization of the
conquered was perhaps his greatest quality. Among his foreign functionaries in Persia
was one Uzahor-resenet, an Egyptian ecclesiastic, who was High Priest of the goddess
Neith at her temple in the Delta city of Sais. A statue of this priestly aristocrat,
now in the Vatican at Rome, carries inscriptions giving some autobiographical details
of great importance in the history of medicine. Uzahor-resenet says:

"His Majesty King Darius commanded me to come to Egypt, while His Majesty was
in Elam as Great King of every country and Chief Prince of Egypt, in order to establish
the Hall of the House of Life,2 the house... after their decay. The barbarians brought

1 Schone, ibid., p. 13.
s The term "House of Life" was an old one applied to archive chambers, libraries, and the like.

It probably refers here to such a place, rather than to a hospital; and the following break in the
inscription probably contained the more specific name of the school.
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me from country to country, and conducted me to Egypt as the King had com-
manded."

" I did as His Majesty had commanded me. I equipped them (the two houses above)
with all their students from among sons of men of consequence, no sons of the poor were
among them. I placed them under the hand of every wise man... for all their work."

" His Majesty commanded to give them every good thing in order that they might
do all their work. I equipped them with all their needs, with all their instruments
which were in the writings, according to what was in them (the houses) aforetime."

" His Majesty did this because he knew the value of this art, in order to save the life
of every one having sickness, and in order to establish the names of all the gods, their
temples and their revenues, that their feasts might be celebrated forever." 1

In this remarkable inscription we find the earliest known mention of a medical
school as a royal foundation. It is important to note that this Egyptian medical school
at Sais was not being founded for the first time, but was being restored as the surviving
old writings in Uzahor-resenet's hands showed him it had been "aforetime." We
note with interest that the medical students of the Sixth Century B.c. in Egypt were
selected from families of good social station, and that as the last lines show, these young
physicians were evidently also priests in the temple of the goddess. Indeed the High
Priest himself, Uzahor-resenet, bore the title, "Chief Physician." Among the branches
of instruction the reference to " instruments" shows us that surgery was included.

Among these highly civilized cities of the Nile Delta, the first large cities the Greeks
had ever seen, the Macedonian kings of Egypt set up their enlightened scientific founda-
tions at Alexandria. We see now that in medicine at least Darius had anticipated
them. The important point to note is the fact that the support of old Egyptian
medical instruction was continued by the Persians after their conquest of Egypt
(525 B. c.). When, two centuries later, the Alexandrian physicians began to enjoy
the princely support of the Ptolemies, they found themselves among the surviving
native Egyptian medical schools and medical libraries of the Delta, where such contacts
and influences as we have suggested could hardly have been escaped.

The Edwin Smith Papyrus has revealed to us an ancient Egyptian surgeon in
contrast with the physician, as a man with the ability to observe, to draw conclusions
from his observations, and thus, within the limitations of his age, to maintain a scien-
tific attitude of mind. Such men will not have been numerous. The ancient com-
mentator is disclosed as another man of the same type, living probably some centuries
later. Our treatise and the commentary demonstrate the fact that such men produced
discussions of the human body which represent the beginning of scientific effort to
investigate and understand its innumerable problems and mysteries. The literature
which these men created, representing the earliest known chapter in science, has
perished, and there is small likelihood that we shall ever see any more of it.

1 See H. Schaefer, Zeitachrift fir Aegyptihe Sprache, XXXVII (1899), pp. 72-74. Schaefer
was the first scholar to recognize the real meaning of this inscription.
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The ancient history of our document as a whole illustrates the hazards which

beset such records and their meager prospects of survival. It is now without doubt
thousands of years since the complete disappearance or destruction of the original
copy of this surgical treatise, as penned by the hand of the nameless author himself,
probably nearly 5000 years ago. In the same way, the copy to which the ancient
commentator appended his explanations, long ago perished. At least one copy of
treatise and commentary together, however, survived the fall of the Old Kingdom
(3000-2500 B. c.) and, as transmitted, probably through successive copies, survived
the fall of the Middle Kingdom (early Eighteenth Century B. c.) and the advent of the
Hyksos. The surviving copy of the great mathematical papyrus made under a Hyksos
king has revealed the fact that literary and learned activity still continued under these
foreign rulers of Egypt whom we call the Hyksos. It was at this time, in the late
Seventeenth Century B. c., when upper Egypt was striving to throw off the foreign
yoke of the Hyksos, that a Theban scribe sat down to copy our ancient treatise on
surgery. In content the book was then probably over a thousand years old. It was as
if a man sat down to-day to copy a manuscript written in the reign of Charlemagne.
It was full of old words, and archaic turns of speech, though some of its antique
spelling had been modernized. The scribe was master of a stately and beautiful book
hand, but he was totally ignorant of medicine and when confronted with some highly
specialized picture-sign, like that of the human mandible, he completely lost his ready
command of his usual graceful and running forms, and awkwardly smeared together
a blotted and angular picture. He was excessively inaccurate, but occasionally noticed
and corrected his errors-in one case placing an omitted word in the margin and calling
attention to it by a cross, the earliest known asterisk in the history of book-making.
He may have been an employe on the staff of some ancient copyist's office. In any
case when he had copied the old treatise on surgery from the beginning (the human
head) down to the thorax and the spine he stopped in the middle of a case, in the
middle of a line, in the middle of a sentence, and leaving the end of the long roll bare
of all writing for some space, he turned it over and copied on the unwritten back a
series of incantations against pestilence, to which he added three recipes, one for
female troubles and two for improving the complexion. It is possible that the first
purchaser, some local Theban practitioner who saw the unfinished treatise on surgery,
ordered the scribe to stop and to copy for him this unsavory magical hodge-podge
on the back.

Eventually this unknown owner probably handed on the roll to some later worthy
in the same craft. The last owner was much attracted by a roll containing a recipe
for" transforming an old man into a youth," and he, or some scribe for him, took pains
to copy this at the end of the older material collected by his predecessors, adding
a totally unrelated remedy for some ailment of the anus. Meantime much handling

C2
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and daily use of the document had frayed the beginning of the roll and at least one

column of the fine old Book of Surgery containing the title of the book (with perhaps
the name of the author) and the beginning of the first case dropped off in tatters.

When at last the village quack himself fell sick and found his art unable to exorcise the

demons of disease, his surviving relatives doubtless carried him up and laid him away
in a rock tomb in the great Theban cemetery. Luckily for us, they seem to have laid
his roll in his coffin with him; for it is hardly likely to have survived in any other
conceivable place. There in his tomb it reposed in perfect safety throughout a vast
sweep of human history for some three and a half millenniums, from the migrations
of the Hebrew patriarchs and the prehistoric wanderings of the Greek barbarians to
the American Civil War. The modern descendants of the old Egyptian quack, search-
ing the tombs for salable plunder, probably found the roll beside the body of their
Theban ancestor and saw in it prospects of gain. Unfortunately, however, as we shall
see, our information on this point is not conclusive. The modern vandals stripped off
the tatters of papyrus still hanging on the outside, to make it look more" ship-shape."
After selling this roll to Mr. Edwin Smith in January 1862, they patched up another
out of indiscriminate rubbish and gave it the appearance of a papyrus roll by wrapping
it and gluing in place the tattered fragments which they had stripped off the genuine
roll. Two months after the first sale they put this dummy roll also on the market
and sold it, likewise to Mr. Smith. Detecting the fraud, Mr. Smith recognized and
rescued the new fragments of the precious medical book, thus recovering for science
the extraordinary, even though fragmentary, discussion of the heart and its system
of canals, to which we have already referred.

The above discussion may serve to inform the non-Egyptological reader regarding
the place of our new document in the history of science; but some further details in
the modern history of the document must be added, besides a fuller account of its
physical characteristics, the writing and age of the roll.

1. History of the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus

Mr. Edwin Smith, after whom the papyrus is named, went to Egypt about the
year 1858. He was at that time thirty-six years of age and had studied Egyptian in
both London and Paris before proceeding to Egypt. Although as far as I know he
never published anything, it is quite evident from his papers in New York that he
had become very fully grounded in the new science, which was then only a generation
old. His knowledge of hieratic is praised by the sagacious Goodwin, who says, with
reference to the date of the calendar on the verso of the Ebers Papyrus: " The
numeral attached to the name of the king is neither 8 nor 80-both of which numbers
have been suggested-but 9. It is due to Mr. Smith, whose acquaintance with hieratic
texts is very extensive [italics mine], to mention that he pointed this out to me as long
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ago as 1864, when he communicated to me a copy of the endorsement upon his
papyrus." 1 It is evident from these remarks of Goodwin that Edwin Smith was the
first scholar to read correctly the date in this famous calendar.

Among Mr. Smith's meager papers handed to me by the New York Historical
Society I find a manuscript containing a remarkable attempt by Mr. Smith at a com-
plete translation of the papyrus which now bears his name. When we recall how
scanty was the knowledge of hieratic in the sixties of the last century, when this effort
at a translation was written out, not to mention also the very limited knowledge of
the Egyptian language itself available at so early a stage of Egyptian studies, it is
extraordinary how much of the document Mr. Smith has understood. It should be
mentioned here also that of the eight fragments of the papyrus which, as we shall
see, Mr. Smith rescued, he was able to place three with exactness and two more at
least in their approximate connection. Even as early as 1854 he " was able to read
correctly a name hitherto undeciphered on a wooden stamp in" 2 the Abbot Collec-
tion. In spite of the fact that he published nothing it is evident that he was one of the
pioneers of Egyptian science. By a curious coincidence the year of his birth-1822-
was likewise the memorable year in which Champollion deciphered and read Egyptian
hieroglyphic. It was very fitting, therefore, that some mention of this little-known
scholar and of the papyrus which bears his name should have found a place in a volume
which was intended to commemorate the centenary of Champollion's great achievement.3

During his residence in Luxor, from 1858 to 1876, Mr. Smith met a number of the
leading Egyptologists of the time and likewise many of the distinguished English
travelers who so frequently visited the Nile in those days. Dr. Caroline R. Williams
has noticed in a letter written by Lady Duff Gordon in October 1864 a reference to
him as " an American Egyptologist at Luxor, a friend of mine," for whom Lady
Gordon was securing books to be sent out by her husband.4 Birch refers to him as
having descended with the British Vice-Consul into a tomb shaft ninety feet deep to
bring up " thirty mummies and their coffins " for the entertainment of the Prince
of Wales during his visit to Egypt in 1868.5 In the documents still surviving Mr. Smith's
habitual intercourse with eminent scholars and distinguished visitors in Egypt, as
well as his scientific knowledge, are quite evident. The reasons for mention of these
matters will also be evident as we proceed.

In January 1862, during his stay at Thebes, Mr. Smith purchased the document
which is the subject of this book. The fragments of page one, which he put together,
are accompanied by a memorandum in his own handwriting which reads as follows :

Zeitschrift f r Aegyptische Sprache, Sept.-Oct. 1873, p. 107.
2 Dr. Caroline Ransom Williams, "The Place of The New York Historical Society in the Growth

of American Interest in Egyptology," in The New York Historical Society Quarterly Bulletin,April, 1920,
p. 16. 3 See Recueil Champollion, Paris, 1922, pp. 385-429.

' Ibid., p. 16. 6 Ibid., pp. 16--17.
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" These fragments were recovered from a factitious papyrus made up of the fragments
from 3 others March 17,1862, nearly 2 months after the original purchase, Jan.20, both
from Mustapha Aga, and the fragments A and C were saturated with glue which was re-
moved by maceration and carefully scraping the glue away which had been used to seal
the factitious papyrus composed of these fragments." After his death in 1906 Mr. Smith's
daughter, Miss Leonora Smith, presented the document to the New York Historical
Society, to whose courtesy I owe the permission to publish the great papyrus.

The problem of the provenience of the Edwin Smith Papyrus unfortunately
involves us in some reference to the unjust reflections upon the character of Mr. Smith
contained in Ebers' introduction to his papyrus, and also makes it necessary to take
up at this point the connection between Papyrus Ebers and the Edwin Smith Papyrus.
I trust that the mention of the following facts will be understood only as an unavoid-
able fulfillment of duty in defending the reputation of Mr. Edwin Smith, and in no sense
as a reflection or an attack upon the memory of the gracious and kindly Ebers. It is
obvious, however, that Ebers was misled in allowing to escape his pen the reflections on
Mr. Smith which we find in his accounts of his purchase of Papyrus Ebers. He states:

" Er empfing meinen Namen gemiiss dem Herkommen, dass wichtige Papyrosrollen
nach denjenigen Gelehrten oder Freunden der Wissenschaft benannt werden, die sie
auf cigene Gefahr in Aegypten erwerben. Daher die Bezeichnung Papyros Salt, Pap.
Anastasi, Pap. d'Orbiney, Pap. Harris, etc." 1

As far as my knowledge of the early history of Egyptology goes the papyri which
Ebers mentions were not given these designations by the original first purchasers
themselves but by others, especially by scholars who later, designating them by the
names of their first European possessors, found it convenient to identify them in this
way. I do not know of another example in the whole range of Egyptological studies
in which a scholar has deliberately named an important papyrus after himself. In
this connection one may refer to the example of the high-minded Lepsius in naming
the Papyrus Westcar after the English lady who presented it to him. The evident
eagerness of Ebers to attach his name to the magnificent papyrus he had acquired,
betrayed him into unmistakable resentment toward Mr. Edwin Smith, whose name
had already become connected with the document. The source of this resentment is
thus obvious. As far back as December 1870 Lepsius had published some remarks
entitled: Einige Bemerkungen ueber denselben Papyrus Smith,2 and by " Papyrus
Smith" he designated the great papyrus which with pardonable pride its later pur-
chaser wished should bear the name of Ebers. Evidently without knowledge of Ebers'
purchase Goodwin as late as the summer of 1878 calls the document " the Smith
Papyrus." 3 It is quite evident that the great roll which we now know as Papyrus

1 See Georg Ebers, Papyros Ebers, Leipzig, 1875, p. 2.

ZeitschriftfirAeyptics eSprache, Dec. 1870, pp. 167 if. 3 Ibid., Sept.-Oct. 1873, pp. 107-109.
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Ebers had already begun to be known in the early seventies as Papyrus Smith. When,
therefore, in the spring of 1878 Ebers handed Lepsius a manuscript account of the
new and splendid hieratic manuscript which he had so recently acquired, it was very
necessary that the name of Edwin Smith be completely dissociated from it. The
document which had been discussed by the editor of the Zeitschrift in December 1870
under the title " Papyrus Smith " was now announced by Ebers in an article entitled
" Papyrus Ebers," which appeared in the same Zeitschrift in May-June, 1873-too
late, unfortunately, to prevent Goodwin's reference to it as " the Smith Papyrus "
in the summer or autumn of the same year.

We are now in a position to understand why the otherwise always amiable Ebers
permitted himself to accuse Mr. Edwin Smith of having endeavoured to masquerade
as the owner of the great papyrus-an ownership which Ebers then emphatically
denies. And yet Ebers himself characterizes these reflections on Mr. Smith as merely
a " suspicion" (Vermuthung).'

As far back as 1864 Edwin Smith had already communicated to Goodwin the now
famous calendar from the verso of Papyrus Ebers and at that time, as we have shown
above, Smith was the first scholar to read the year date "9 " correctly. The first
mention of the later Papyrus Ebers in scientific literature seems to have been in
connection with a hieroglyphic transliteration of the calendar published by Brugsch
in the summer of 1870 (Zeitschriftfiir Aegyptische Sprache, July-Aug. 1870, pp.1 08-111).
Brugsch says that it was from the " Riickseite eines Papyrus " and that he had
secured it from the papers of an Egyptological friend in Egypt during the winter of
1869-70. This friend was Eisenlohr who then sent in the hieratic text to Lepsius,
intimating that he had not given Brugsch permission to publish it. Lepsius published
Eisenlohr's note in December 1870 (Zeitschrift fir Aegyptische Sprache, pp. 165-167).
Eisenlohr states that in February 1870 he visited Edwin Smith in Luxor and that
Smith showed him his collection, including " Zwei von ihm erworbene Papyrus-
rollen medicinischen Inhaltes, von welchen die eine fiber 100, die andere 19 Blotter
enthilt." In Eisenlohr's above article Lepsius substituted his own more accurate
tracing (which he had received from Naville) in place of Eisenlohr's facsimile. Naville
had been allowed by Smith to make this tracing in the autumn of 1868 with permission
to publish, a permission later granted orally by Smith to Lepsius in person in Luxor.

Dr. Haigh next published a " note on the Calendar in Mr. Smith's Papyrus "
(Zeitschrift, May-June, 1871, pp. 72-73) which adds nothing to the above facts, and
Goodwin also wrote "Notes on the Calendar in Mr. Smith's Papyrus " (Zeitschrift,
Sept.-Oct. 1873, pp. 107-109). He refers to the document (Papyrus Ebers) as " the
medical papyrus in the possession of Mr. Edwin Smith of Luxor."

The outstanding facts discernible after a careful study of these earlier notices show
1 Ibid., 1873, p. 42, foot-note.
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clearly that at one time both the Papyrus Ebers and the Edwin Smith Papyrus were
in the physical possession of Mr. Edwin Smith, and they were seen in his possession
by Eisenlohr, who refers to them both in unmistakable terms. I have seen no evi-
dence in the contemporary documents that Mr. Edwin Smith anywhere stated that
he was the owner of Papyrus Ebers, except in the accounts given by Professor Ebers,
who, as we have already seen, had very personal reasons for his conclusions. Under
these circumstances we can quite understand how Ebers might easily fall into the
error which led him to the unwarrantable reflections on Mr. Edwin Smith. Mr. Smith,
however, did own a large and important medical papyrus, next to the Papyrus Ebers

then and now the largest ancient Egyptian medical document in existence. The
casual use of the words " von ihm erworbene Papyrusrollen" by Eisenlohr are very

easily understood by any one who has purchased antiquities on the Nile and who may

have obvious reasons for desiring that the native owners of a valuable monument should

not become too well known to Europeans who might become competitive bidders.'
It would be quite comprehensible if Mr. Smith had made no reference whatever

to the ownership of the Papyrus Ebers, but the mere fact of its being in his physical

possession at the time might easily create the impression that he owned it, and as he
did own the smaller of the two papyri which he showed Eisenlohr it was always true
after January 1862 that he owned a large and important medical papyrus. Any

statements anywhere in the literature that he was the owner of a medical papyrus may,
therefore, be quite true and need not be interpreted as false statements referring to

the Papyrus Ebers. 2

1 It is possible that the earliest reference to Papyrus Ebers in print was in a sales catalogue of

antiquities which I have never seen, but which is reported to have appeared in 1869: "In 1869 there
appeared in a catalogue of antiquities an advertisement of a large medical papyrus in the possession
of Edwin Smith, an American farmer of Luxor near Thebes. This papyrus was said to be in excellent
preservation and dated about the middle of the sixteenth century before Christ. The advertisement
contained a reproduction of the calendar which was on the back of the papyrus. This calendar
aroused an unusual interest among Egyptologists. The first mention of this papyrus in the Egyptian
literature was by Birch of London. He was making some notes on the appearance of the name
Cheops in the London Papyrus, and incidentally mentioned the existence of the medical papyri of
Berlin and Turin and the advertised papyrus of Edwin Smith." (Bayard Holmes and P. Gad Kitter-
man, Medicine in Ancient Egypt, Cincinnati, The Lancet-Clinic Press, 1914, p. 14.) The authors just
quoted seem to be under a misapprehension as to the reference by Birch to an "advertised papyrus
of Edwin Smith." Birch's article appeared in the Zeitechrift, May-June, 1871, and he does indeed
refer there to a medical papyrus "in possession of Mr. Edwin Smith of Thebes" but he makes no
reference to an "advertised papyrus." Nor is this reference of Birch the first mention of this papyrus
in Egyptian literature. The calendar had been published by Brugsch a year earlier, as we have seen.
The curious reference to the learned Edwin Smith as "an American farmer" is, as we have seen,
decidedly misleading and is so recognized in a letter, included by the authors (ibid., p. 17), from an
American tourist who learned nothing regarding Mr. Smith except some vague reminiscences by a
person whom he calls the "German Consul at Luxor ... a Copt," who was, of course, Moharb
Todrous.2 I have not overlooked Professor Ebers' very specific statement as to his "Vermuthung:"
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The fact that the Papyrus Ebers was so early connected with the Edwin Smith
Papyrus might be of some value in discussing the problem of the source and date of
the latter document. There is, unfortunately, nothing in Mr. Edwin Smith's papers
regarding the reports of the natives from whom he purchased his papyrus, nor any
conclusions of his own as to its origin. Ebers says that the native from whom he
secured the Papyrus Ebers affirmed that it had been found in a tomb in the Assassif,
between the legs of a mummy. The discoverer, however, was at the time of Eber's
purchase already dead and it was not possible to identify the tomb. Ebers likewise
refers to the possibility that his papyrus belonged to the considerable group purchased
by the British Consul Harris in 1857, a group reported to have been found in a "grotte,"
a rough shaft in the rocks some twenty feet deep by Deir el-Medineh. As to the date
when the Papyrus Ebers was discovered, Ebers says it was found " vor nunmehr
vierzehn Jahren." He does not date the introduction containing this remark, however,
and therefore he does not indicate clearly the terminus ad quem from which we should
reckon backward his fourteen years. If he means fourteen years before the date of
the publication of his papyrus (1875), the discovery would have been made in 1861.
This would bring the date fairly close to January 1862, when Edwin Smith purchased
the papyrus now bearing his name. This fact does not make it certain, however, that
the Edwin Smith Papyrus was found together with the Papyrus Ebers. In view of
the fact that the ancient houses and other buildings of Thebes have thus far yielded
so few papyri, there nevertheless is every probability that the Edwin Smith Papyrus
was found in a tomb, and in my preliminary account of the document in the Bulletin
of the New York Historical Society I have suggested this origin of the document. If
it was indeed found together with the Papyrus Ebers, the native story communicated
to Ebers might be regarded as external evidence, however unsatisfactory, that the
Edwin Smith Papyrus originally came out of a tomb.

2. Physical Condition, Writing and Date of the Manuscript

As at present unrolled and mounted between glass the Edwin Smith Papyrus has
a length of about 4.68 meters (about 15 ft. 8j in.). At least a column of writing has
been lost at the beginning, so that it originally had a minimum length of five meters
(about 16 ft. 4 in.). The roll has a height of 321 to 88 centimeters (about 18 in.),
corresponding to the usual full-height roll of the period from the Middle Kingdom
through the Hyksos Age to the early Empire. It is put together out of twelve sheets
of the usual size, about 40 cm. (about 151 in.) wide, the first now surviving being

"Ich darft diese Vermuthung kiuhnlich aussprechen, da Mr. Smith meinem verehrten Collegen und
Freund Prof. Eisenlohr and mir selbst erzahlte, neben dem grossen einen kleinen medicinischen Papyrus
zu besitzen." (Zeitachrift., May-June, 1873, p. 42, foot-note.) Ebers, of course, translates "besitzen"
from some English word used by Smith, which may have been nothing more than the innocent word
"have," while the word "own," if used by Smith, may have applied exclusively to the smaller papyrus.
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unfortunately fragmentary. The eleven joints are admirably done, and in its crafts-
manship the roll is an excellent piece of work. It now bears seventeen columns of
writing on the recto and five on the verso, all in horizontal lines. The columns are
about 28 to 29 cm. (about 11 in. to 111 in.) in height and they vary in width from
18 to 27 cm. (about 7 in. to 101 in.). The number of lines in a column varies also, from
18 to 26 (in the fragmentary first column). The recto contains 877 lines, and the verso
92. The entire front, 17 columns, and the first 38 columns of the verso (XVIII-XXI
1-8) are the work of one hand.1 The concluding section (column XXI 9-21 and all of
XXII 1-14: making 27 lines) is by a totally different and possibly somewhat later hand.

The first question which confronts us is the date of the document, and in taking
up first the palaeographic data I shall draw examples only from columns I-XXI 1-8
(omitting the concluding section, XXI 9-21 and XXII). The general resemblance
of our scribe's hand to that of Papyri Ebers and Westcar is noticeable at the first
glance. This superficially probable, general date is confirmed at once by observing
that 4-1 is written both .- and .-, a confusion characteristic of Middle Kingdom
and Hyksos documents, which, however, disappears after Amenhotep IV.2 Similarly
the ear (i) is used in our document with one stroke at the base both as a determinative
and for ydn, whereas in the Nineteenth Dynasty the form for ydn has two strokes and
the form for the determinative has but one." An examination of the accompanying
comparative tables 4 suggests that the Edwin Smith Papyrus is not far removed in
date from Papyrus Ebers. Nevertheless our document uses a group of forms distinctly
older than those of Ebers. Thus Nos. 26 and 82 carry us back to the Middle Kingdom
before we find complete parallels. No. 79 occurs very frequently in our document,
and the usual form (given second in the table) is that of the Hyksos Age (Mathematical
Papyrus). The same is true of two forms of No. 166, and a third form of the same
sign is that of the Thirteenth Dynasty. No. 279, without the oblique cross stroke
below, is a Middle Kingdom form. The same is true, though less decisively, of No. 874.
For a parallel to LI we must go back to the Thirteenth Dynasty, and LXIII likewise
is a Middle Kingdom form, while LXXIV is of Hyksos age.'

1 In the Bulletin article (pp. 11-12) above referred to I have attributed the three and a half columns
of the verso (XVIII-XXI 1-8) to a different hand from that of the recto. Further .examination
indicates that Recto I-XVII and Verso XVIII-XXI 1-8 are by the same hand.

2 See Moeller, Zeitscrift, Vol. 56, p. 40. 3 Ibid.
4 The first and second columns are drawn from Moeller's invaluable tables (Palaeographie I). I have

also retained his numbers for convenience of reference; but note correction of 49 B. The examples in
column 3 are traced from photographs not always on the same scale and here reduced in size (pp. 26-27).

b It should be mentioned in this connection that among the papyrus fragments in the Edwin
Smith collection as handed to the New York Historical Society by Miss Leonora Smith, there was a small
fragment bearing but a word or two from each of six lines. Among these the fifth line contains the name
of Thutmose I. Unfortunately this fragment cannot be joined up with our document and is clearly in
a different hand. It may serve, however, further to confirm the period of the early Empire as the one to
which the papyri of this collection are to be closely related.
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These Hyksos and Middle Kingdom forms might at first lead one to consider a late
Middle Kingdom or early Hyksos date for the document; but the large number of
signs identical with those of Ebers and Westcar are not in favor of such a date. It
cannot be doubted that our manuscript was written between the close of the Twelfth
Dynasty and the age of Papyrus Ebers. It shows some close resemblances to the
Mathematical Papyrus but I would be reluctant to decide whether it belongs before
or after the Mathematical Papyrus. It seems certainly to belong in the Hyksos Age.
How much weight in terms of time we should give to the early forms might possibly
be decided by a more adequate comparison with all the closely related manuscripts.
It would seem that the early forms, not found in Westcar or Ebers, could hardly have
been lost in less than a generation. We may conclude therefore that the Edwin
Smith Papyrus is not less than a generation older than the Papyrus Ebers, with the
possibility of a still earlier date by no means excluded. Whether we must push it
back of the latter part of the Seventeenth Century B. c. is a question then for further
study. It is quite evident that in content the document is older, as we shall see.

Our scribe, as already stated above, was master of a beautiful book hand (not
excluding some cursive forms), but shows evidence of the fact that he was not himself
a medical man. Schaefer 1 has called attention to corrected errors of omission in
Papyrus Ebers. The scribe of the Smith Papyrus has likewise made and sometimes,
but not always, corrected similar errors of omission. He was guilty of a surprisingly large
number of omissions, which he failed to notice. More often his mistakes require cancella-
tion or change. In almost all cases he has detected these errors and has made his correc-
tions in red ink over black, and in black ink over red. See Case 85 below. Similar
corrections, though not so frequently, are found in Papyrus Ebers (e.g. 60,10 and 70, 3).

The scribe of the Edwin Smith Papyrus employs very plentiful rubrics, so plentiful
indeed that his discussion of a case may conclude with a remark in red, obliging the
scribe to begin the next case in black in order to secure his desired contrast.

In taking up the translation and detailed discussion the reader should note that
the materials fall into the following parts:

PART I
THE SURGICAL TREATISE (THE RECTO):

1. Special Introduction.
2. Translation and Commentary.

PART II
THE INCANTATIONS AND RECIPES (THE VERSO):

1. Special Introduction.
2. Translation and Commentary.

1 Zeitac hrift, Vol. 31, 61-62 and 117.
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THE SURGICAL TREATISE

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION

I. Content and Character of the Treatise

THE seventeen columns (877 lines), all that is preserved of this ancient treatise,
occupying the front of the Edwin Smith Papyrus, contain forty-eight cases, all
injuries, or induced by injuries (with two possible exceptions). The discussion begins
with the head and skull, proceeding thence downward by way of the nose, face and
ears, to the neck, clavicle, humerus, thorax, shoulders and spinal column, where the
text is discontinued, leaving the document incomplete. Without any external indica-
tion of the arrangement of the text, the content of the treatise is nevertheless carefully

disposed in groups of cases, each group being concerned with a certain region.
These groups are as follows:

A. Head (27 cases, the first incomplete) :
Skull, overlying soft tissue and brain, Cases 1-10.
Nose, Cases 11-14.
Maxillary region, Cases 15-17.
Temporal region, Cases 18-22.
Ears, mandible, lips and chin, Cases 23-27.

B. Throat and Neck (Cervical Vertebrae), Cases 28-38.

C. Clavicle, Cases 84-35.
D. Humerus, Cases 36-88.
E. Sternum, Overlying Soft Tissue, and True Ribs, Cases 3946.
F. Shoulders, Case 47.
G. Spinal Column, Case 48 (incomplete).

There is every probability that the complete treatise continued the discussion to

the lower parts of the body and concluded with the feet.

The complete list of cases by groups is as follows:

A. Head

Case 1. A Wound in the Head, Penetrating to the Bone (incomplete).
,, 2. A Gaping Wound in the Head, Penetrating to the Bone.
,, 3. A Gaping Wound in the Head, Penetrating to the Bone and Perforating

the Skull.
,, 4. A Gaping Wound in the Head, Penetrating to the Bone and Splitting the

Skull.
, 5. A Gaping Wound in the Head with Compound Comminuted Fracture of

the Skull.
D
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Case 6. A Gaping Wound in the Head with Compound Comminuted Fracture of
the Skull and Rupture of the Meningeal Membranes.

7. A Gaping Wound in the Head, Penetrating to the Bone and Perforating
the Sutures.

8. Compound Comminuted Fracture of the Skull Displaying no Visible
External Injury.

9. Wound in the Forehead Producing Compound Comminuted Fracture of
the Skull.

,, 10. Gaping Wound at the Top of the Eyebrow, Penetrating to the Bone.
,, 11. A Broken Nose.
,, 12. A Break in the Nasal Bone.

13. Compound Comminuted Fracture in the Side of the Nose.
,, 14. Flesh Wound in One Side of the Nose Penetrating to the Nostril.
,, 15. Perforation of the Bone in the Region of the Maxilla and Zygoma.
,, 16. Split of the Bone in the Region of the Maxilla and Zygoma.
,, 17. Compound Comminuted Fracture of the Bone in the Region of the Maxilla

and Zygoma.
,, 18. Wound in the Soft Tissue of the Temple, the Bone Being Uninjured.
,, 19. Perforation in the Temple.
,, 20. Wound in the Temple Perforating the Bone.

,, 21. A Split in the Temporal Bone.
,, 22. Compound Comminuted Fracture of the Temporal Bone.

23. Slit in the Outer Ear.
,, 24. Fracture of the Mandible.
,, 25. Dislocation of the Mandible.
,, 26. Wound in the Upper Lip.
,, 27. Gaping Wound in the Chin.

B. Throat and Neck

Case 28. Gaping Wound in the Throat Penetrating to the Gullet.
,, 29. Gaping Wound in a Cervical Vertebra.
,, 80. Sprain in Cervical Vertebrae.
,, 81. Dislocation of a Cervical Vertebra.
,, 32. Displacement of a Cervical Vertebra.
,, 33. Crushed Cervical Vertebra.

C. Clavicle

Case 84. Dislocation of the Two Clavicles.
,, 85. Fracture of the two Clavicles.
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D. Humerus

Case 36. Fracture of the Humerus.
,, 37. Fracture of the Humerus with Rupture of Overlying Soft Tissue.
,, 38. Split in the Humerus.

E. Sternum, Overlying Soft Tissue, and True Ribs

Case 39. Tumors or Ulcers in the Breast Perhaps Resulting from Injury.
40. Wound in the Breast.

,, 41. Infected or Possibly Necrotic Wound in the Breast.
42. Sprain of the Sterno-Costal Articulations.

,, 43. Dislocation of the Sterno-Costal Articulations.
44. Fractured Ribs.
45. Bulging Tumors on the Breast.

,, 46. Abscess with Prominent Head on the Breast.

F. Shoulders

Case 47. Gaping Wound in the Shoulder.

G. Spinal Column

Case 48. Sprain in a Spinal Vertebra (incomplete).

As stated above, the arrangement of these groups with reference to each other
clearly discloses the ancient surgeon's organization of his discussion, beginning with
the head and proceeding downward presumably to the lower limbs and feet. References
to such an order of treatment are discernible in Papyrus Ebers, where we find on the
first page (I 4-5) that the ailments to be treated are" in this my head, in this my neck,
in these my shoulders, in this my flesh, in these my members." This list is referred
to again in the same page (I 7), but it has here fallen into confusion. In the actual
arrangement of his materials the compiler of the Papyrus Ebers followed no plan or
order of treatment, and it is difficult to imagine worse confusion than we find in the
magical hodge-podge of recipes (not cases) making up the Papyrus Ebers. The other
medical papyri display the same lack of any principle of arrangement. They are
simply miscellaneous lists of recipes. In the organization of its materials, therefore,
Papyrus Edwin Smith is unique. It is interesting to notice that this arrangement
and order of discussion from the head downward has survived into modern times.
Many modern surveys of human anatomy still follow this order of treatment, e. g.,
W. Spalteholz, Handatlas der Anatomie des Menschen (Leipzig, 1918).

It is observable also, that within each of the above groups there is likewise a definite
principle of arrangement. In general the surgeon obviously intends to arrange his
materials so as to pass from trifling to more serious or fatal cases. We see that he

D2
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begins, in his treatment of each region, with slight superficial injuries involving only
the overlying soft tissues, and then proceeds gradually to more serious injuries affect-
ing the underlying bone. Thus in the first section in the treatise, the section dealing
with the head (A), the first case in the ancient book is a superficial scalp wound,
followed by a more gaping cut (Case 2). Both these wounds, while penetrating to
the bone, leave it uninjured. The next case, however (Case 8), begins a series of deeper
wounds affecting the skull, which suffers a " perforation" (Case 8), a" split "(Case 4),
a compound comminuted fracture (Case 5), the same with rupture of the meningeal
membranes (Case 6), and these are followed by similar, usually fatal, injuries of the
skull (Cases 7-9). As the discussion passes by way of the frontal bone and the nose,
to the maxillary and zygomatic regions, we again find first a flesh wound in the side
of the nose (Case 14), then injuries of the bone, passing from " perforation " (Case 15)
to a " split " (Case 16), and concluding with a compound comminuted fracture
(Case 17). Then five cases concerning the temple (Cases 18-22) proceed from an injury
of the soft tissue (Cases 18-19) through progressively more serious injuries of the
temporal bone (Cases 20-22). This arrangement is especially apparent in the group
of cases concerning the throat and neck (B), in which the surgeon again passes from
injuries of the soft tissue to a " sprain " in the cervical vertebrae (Case 30), a " dis-
location " (Case 81), a " displacement " (Case 82), and concludes with an obviously
fatal case of a crushed cervical vertebra (Case 33). The large group (E) of eight cases
in the region of the breast (Cases 39-46) quite clearly displays a similar arrangement;
but it has appended two cases on tumors and abscesses on the breast (Cases 45-46),
perhaps having no connection with injuries and presumably for this reason thrown
to the end of the section.

The discussion of each case within itself likewise discloses a systematic order of
materials and topics-an arrangement which, with the exception of some elaboration
in six cases, is always strictly followed. It is as follows:

1. Title.
2. Examination.
8. Diagnosis.
4. Treatment (unless a fatal case, considered untreatable).
5. Glosses (a little dictionary of obscure terms, if any, employed in the discussion

of the case).

The elaboration of the above scheme, found in six cases (7, 8, 28, 84, 37, and 47),
is due to the interesting fact that the surgeon's records disclosed an alternative group,
or even more than one alternative group of symptoms, requiring in each case a different
treatment, or demonstrating.the certainty of a fatal outcome and hence followed by
no suggestions for treatment. Thus in Case 8, a compound comminuted fracture of
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the skull, although there is little or no prospect of recovery, we first find all the above
subdivisions of the discussion, including treatment, followed by a description of a
second or alternative group of symptoms, which are regarded by the surgeon as cer-
tainly indicating a fatal issue of the case, and therefore not to be treated. (See same
arrangement in Cases 84 and 87). More elaborate is Case 7, the longest case in our
treatise, a gaping wound in the skull with perforation of the sutures. This case is
first discussed in accordance with the above scheme. An alternative group of unfavor-
able symptoms is then enumerated, with indication that the patient cannot recover
and hence suggesting no treatment. A second alternative set of symptoms (the third
set in the discussion of the case) is then recounted by the surgeon, who seems to imply
the possibility of recovery and therefore suggests a treatment. More elaborate, though
not so long, is Case 47, in which the surgeon's record of experience shows him that he
may normally expect a favorable development in two stages, each requiring its own
special treatment. An alternative second stage, however, may be unfavorable and
require a modification in treatment (the third in the discussion), followed by a favor-
able final (third) stage, with simple treatment (the fourth in the discussion).

The modern term available does not in every case correspond completely or

perfectly with the ancient Egyptian idea, and the designations of the above subdivi-

sions involve some accommodation--in one case, as we shall see, more than we should
wish. It will be necessary, therefore, to discuss these subdivisions before the reader
can understand their application in the present work.

1. The Title

The title consists of the word I e '.w," Instructions," followed by the identify-
ing designation of the injury, together with indication of the region or organ affected,
and sometimes with additional details. Thus the title of Case 4 reads :

" Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone,
(and) splitting his skull."

In Case 6 the title is even fuller :
" Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone,

smashing his skull, (and) rending open the brain of his skull."

These titles often lack specific indications of the exact region which would be found
in a modern designation of such an injury. More specific in this particular is the title

of Case 9:
" Instructions concerning a wound in his forehead, smashing the shell of his skull."

Or Case 10:
" Instructions concerning a wound in the top of his eyebrow."

In general it may be said that these titles are more accurate and specific in defining
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the nature of the injury than in indicating its exact position, although the latter
indications are sometimes very precise and specific. Usually the title indicates roughly
the position of the injury, leaving more accurate specification to the discussion;
e. g. Case 81, a dislocation of a cervical vertebra does not indicate in the title which
one is meant, but later discusses certain symptoms accompanying the dislocation of
the middle one.

2. The Examination

The examination is conceived as spoken by some one addressing a second person,
who is regularly designated by a pronoun in the second person singular. The form of
the examination therefore is that of a teacher instructing a pupil that he shall do so
and so. This fact raises the question whether this medical roll is not simply an in-
struction book. The indications are that the treatise has grown up as the product of
an effort to record the instructions of a master in the very words which he used in the
process of instruction, even including the person and number of the verbs addressed
to the pupil. The same question applies to the relatively brief portions of the other
ancient Egyptian medical rolls, which disclose the same form.

Logically the examination is a long protasis, of which the diagnosis forms the
apodosis; in other words, the examination is the first part of a long conditional
sentence comprising a recital of the symptoms which it is assumed the surgeon has
observed that the patient displays, and which form the basis of the resulting conclusions
expressed in the diagnosis. The examination therefore regularly begins thus:
. - " If thou examinest a man having... "(see commentary in Case 1, I 3).

This formula is always followed by the name of the injury or ailment already placed
at the head of the discussion in the title of the case. It is probable that these words
designating the injury or ailment and following the introductory formula of the exami-
nation were drawn from the examination for the purpose of serving as a title at the
head of the discussion. The source of the title was, therefore, probably the examination.

The usual form and characteristics of the examination are most clearly observable
in the following frequently recurring clauses:

" If thou examinest a man having, etc....,
thou shouldst place thy hand upon him,"

or

" thou shouldst probe his wound,"

or
" thou shouldst inspect his wound,"

or
" thou shouldst examine his wound."
" Shouldst thou find ..."
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These assumed conditions then are followed by the conclusions of the diagnosis,

introduced by the words, " Thou shouldst say concerning him: '... ' "(see discussion

of diagnosis below, pp. 45 ff.).
In six different cases (7, 8, 28, 84, 87 and 47) the surgeon's information or experience

in each case have acquainted him with one or more alternative groups of symptoms.

These may be drawn from (a) two cases of the same injury, which nevertheless exhibited

different symptoms; or (b) they may refer to two or more successive stages of the

same case. Thus in Case 34, illustrating (a), the dislocation of the two clavicles is

examined and described, and the surgeon is instructed to reduce the dislocated bones

to their places. The treatise then adds :

" If, however, thou shouldst find his two collar-bones having a rupture (of the

tissue) over it, etc." This second examination is then followed by a second diagnosis,

originally indicating that a fatal outcome is to be expected,' and hence no treatment

is prescribed. In the parallel case (87) the surgeon introduces the second examination

with the same words (XII 19). That a second examination introduced in this way

really discusses a second case is demonstrated by the fact that the two cases of a

fractured humerus (Case 36 and 37) correspond exactly to two cases of a dislocated

clavicle discussed as a first and second examination in Case 84.

In Case 8 illustrating (b) the second examination probably discloses merely a further

or second stage of the same case. It is introduced by the words, -= . X .
meaning, " Now as soon as thou findest that smash" (compound comminuted fracture,

IV 10), in which we miss the adversative particle .,j =4wt, "however," often indicat-

ing an alternative development of the case, e. g., the second examination in Case

28 (X 2).
In one case (7) we find after the first examination, a second and a third disclosing

two alternative groups of symptoms. Both are introduced by . ) " _

meaning: " If on the one hand thou findest that man... ; if on the other hand thou

findest that man . . " See the discussion in the introduction to Case 7. The

second examination (III 8 ff.) is followed by a diagnosis with the unfavorable verdict

3, after which, as usual, no treatment is suggested; the third (III 18) leads to no

diagnosis, but is followed at once by a treatment, suggesting possible recovery.

In Case 47 the first examination is even followed by four more, a second, third,

fourth, and fifth. The second examination simply records the progress of the case

toward recovery. Hence it begins -=--~ : ' .. (XVII 8), "If thou findest

that wound," that is without any adversative particle, " however." On the other

I Verdict 1, actually in the text, is an evident error of the ancient scribe for verdict 3. See Case 34,

commentary on XI 22.
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hand the third examination begins with the same words, but including the adversative

particle, " however " (XVII 6), and proceeds with unfavorable symptoms indicating

an alternative second stage, feverish and critical and hence followed by a diagnosis

concluding with the uncertain verdict 2, "An ailment with which I will contend."

The surgeon's experience has taught him to expect either of two different developments

following the stage just mentioned, and he therefore records a fourth and fifth examina-

tion. The first of these two final alternatives (the fourth examination) begins:

" If on the one hand thou shouldst find that man continuing to have fever " (XVII 12).

The treatment which follows puts the man on normal diet without any medicine.

The second of the two final alternatives, that is the fifth examination, begins:

" If on the other hand his fever abates " (XVII 18-14). It is followed by no diagnosis

but merges into suggestions for very simple treatment until the patient recovers.

Very often the text of the examination does not disclose the method by which the

surgeon makes a given observation, that is, the method is frequently taken for granted.

The following methods of observation, however, are either expressly stipulated in the

text, or are clearly implied.
(a) Answers elicited from the patient by questions which the surgeon addresses

to him. Regarding a man with a wound in the temple the surgeon says, " If thou

ask of him concerning his malady " (Case 20). Again of another man with a wound in

the same region it is stated, " It is painful when he hears speech" (or noise, Case 21),

an observation perhaps gained by questioning the sufferer.

(b) Ocular observations. In a case of a perforated temporal bone the surgeon is

charged," Thou shouldst inspect his wound " (Case 19); the word rendered "inspect "

is the common verb " to see." Compare with this the injunction, " Thou shouldst

examine his wound" (Case 26), which without doubt implies more than visual observa-

tion. In a case of serious injury to the skull the surgeon observes facial distortion:

" both his eye-brows are drawn, while his face is as if he wept " (Case 7, III 11-12).

The color of the patient's face, or of a wound or swelling, is frequently mentioned as

a datum observed, e. g., ruddiness of the face (Case 7, III 10); paleness of the face

(Case 7, IV 4). In order to aid visual observation in Case 22 we find the following

directions regarding an ear affected by an injury in the temple, " Cleanse (the ear) for

him with a swab of linen until thou seest its fragments (of bone)." In order to aid

him in his observations the surgeon may also watch the effect or lack of effect when

he addresses a remark to the patient. Thus in Case 22, a compound comminuted

fracture of the temporal bone, the surgeon in this way demonstrates the patient's
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speechlessness. In the case of an injury in the same region the surgeon discovers
that sound is painful to the patient's ear (Case 21), perhaps by watching some expres-
sion of pain on the patient's face, although it is possible that the patient actually
answers the surgeon's remark; see p. 40, (a).

(c) Olfactory observations. In a case of perforated sutures of the skull we find
that the surgeon observes that " the odor of the chest (crown) of his head is like the
urine of sheep " (Case 7, III 11).

(d) Tactile observations. Besides directions to probe, the surgeon is very often
charged, " Thou shouldst lay thy hand upon it " (the wound, Case 47). Again such an
application of the hand is often assumed, when a given condition is recorded as observable
" when thy hand touches him " (Case 89) ; " when thou pressest... with thy fingers "
(Case 40) ; " if thou puttest thy hand upon his breast upon these tumors, (and) thou
findest them very cool, there being no fever therein when thy hand touches him,...
and they are bulging to thy hand " (Case 45). Very often conditions are recorded as
observable " under thy fingers " (Case 4, II 4 ; Case 6, II 21; Case 8, IV 11, etc., etc.).
Among such observations it is important to notice that the pulsations of the human
heart are observed: "if ... any physician put his hands (or) his fingers [upon the head,
upon the back of the] head, upon the two hands, upon the pulse, upon the two feet"
(Case 1, I 6-7). It is possible that this application of the hand or fingers is for the
purpose of enabling the surgeon to count the pulse. See commentary on Case I,
pp. 105-114. In the case of a dislocated mandible the surgeon is particularly in-
structed just how to place his fingers and his thumbs in order to force the bone back
into its place (Case 25), and we shall see that he was inclined to include this kind of
manipulation in the examination rather than in the treatment.

(e) Movements of parts of his body by the patient as directed by the surgeon. In
a serious injury of the skull the surgeon is instructed thus, " Thou shouldst cause him
(the patient) to lift his face " (Case 7, III 8). In examining injuries to the skull and
the cervical vertebrae, " he (the surgeon) says to him (the patient): ' Look at thy two
shoulders; ' should his doing so be painful (even though) his neck turns around (only)
a little, etc., etc." (Case 19). Similarly in treating a sprain in the cervical vertebrae
we find the surgeon charged thus, " Thou shouldst say to him: 'Look at thy two
shoulders and thy breast; ' when he does so the seeing possible to him is painful "
(Case 80). Again in a displacement of a cervical vertebra the same direction by the
surgeon to the patient is followed by the observation, " He is unable to turn his face
that he may look at his breast and his two shoulders" (Case 82). One of the most
interesting of these tests by the surgeon is in the last case in the treatise, a sprain in
the spinal vertebrae. The surgeon is directed as follows, " Thou shouldst say to him :
' Extend now thy two legs (and) contract them both (again).' When he extends them
both, he contracts them both immediately because of the pain, etc." (Case 48).
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We find that our ancient Egyptian practitioner was inclined to include some

things in the examination which the modem surgeon would obviously classify with

the treatment. It is quite natural that the cleansing of the ear to secure unobstructed

observation should be included in the examination (Case 22). On the other hand we

do not at first understand why our surgeon should include in the examination the

process of stitching a gaping flesh wound in six cases out of the seven in which this

mechanical process is prescribed (Cases 10, 14, 23, 26, 28, and 47). Similarly the

application of adhesive plaster to draw together a wound is placed by our treatise

in the examination (Case 47, XVII 3-4). We have already noted that the manipula-

tion of a dislocated mandible to force it back into its proper place is included in the

examination (Case 25). Over against these examples, however, it should be observed

that a replacement of dislocated clavicles (Case 34), the setting of a fractured clavicle

(Case 85), and the setting of a dislocated humerus (Case 36) are all three included in

the treatment. Nevertheless it must be regarded as significant that eight out of

eleven surgical operations are classified by our treatise with the examination rather

than with the treatment. These facts suggest at least that what our ancient practi-

tioner regarded as constituting a proper treatment must include the use or application

of medicaments and recipes, the characteristic agencies of the physician, while the

operations of the surgeon, so often consisting exclusively of mechanical processes,

were not real treatment. He therefore placed the operation in the great majority

of cases in the examination, and reserved for his treatment the use or application of

alleviatory and curative medicaments, the recipes which so abound in all the other

medical documents of ancient Egypt, and are so few and unimportant in our surgical

treatise. There is here an intimation of a sharp distinction between the surgeon on

the one hand and the physician on the other.

This distinction is illustrated by Case 9, the only case in our treatise, in which the

method is obviously that of the recipe-vending physician as distinguished from the

operating surgeon. The injury is a compound comminuted fracture of the frontal

bone. There is no examination at all, properly speaking, and the place of the examina-

tion has been filled up by the words: " If thou examinest a man having a wound

in his forehead, smashing the shell of his head." The introductory formula of the

examination is retained, but no observations of any kind are recorded, and even the

name of the injury is confusingly altered by the substitituon of the word " head" for

the word " skull" employed in the title. Immediately following the above alleged

examination is an absurd recipe for external application accompanied by a magical

charm to be repeated over it when it is applied. It is obviously not an accident that

the only typical case of the recipe-hawking physician in our treatise should contain

no other examination properly speaking than an inaccurately worded repetition of the

title. When we contrast this case and especially its lack of any observations in the
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examination with the surgeon's careful observation whether a wound in the skull
is on the same side as the paralysis in the lower limbs (Case 8, IV 7), we cannot doubt
that a case from one of the recipe papyri has found its way into our surgical treatise.

Disregarding Case 9, we have in our treatise a series of fifty-seven examinations,
almost exclusively of injuries of the human body forming a group of observations
furnishing us with the earliest known nucleus of fact regarding the anatomy,
physiology, and pathology of the human body. Crude and elementary as they
are, the method by which they were collected was scientific, and these observa-
tions, together with the diagnoses and the explanatory commentary in the ancient
glosses, form the oldest body of science now extant.

Our treatise, then, is a series of discussions of injuries, not of diseases. In Case 89,
which discusses certain tumors or ulcers on the breast, we find that these may have
arisen from an injury ; and the only other instances of possible disease are two cases
of tumors or boils on the breast (Cases 45 and 46). The remaining forty-five cases are
all injuries. They range from slight flesh wounds to the gravest injuries to the bony
structure of the body-injuries from which the patient cannot possibly recover. Many
of these are such injuries as might have been incurred in the ordinary round of daily
civil life; others were evidently the result of murderous attack, presumably in battle.
It is highly probably, if not certain, that our treatise is in part a record of surgical
experience in war. The word " wound " occurs no less than 142 times in the forty.
eight cases preserved. The reader should consult the commentary on the word
" wound " in Case 1 (pp. 81-84).

Omitting Cases 89, 45, and 46, a general list of the injuries described in the
remaining fifty-five examinations, arranged progressively from the less to the more
serious, is as follows

Twelve Flesh Wounds :

Scalp wound . . . .
Gaping scalp wound . . .
Gaping wound in the eye-brow . .
Wound in the nostril . . .
Wound in the temple . . .
Perforation of the temple . . .
Slit in the outer ear .
Wound piercing the upper lip . .
Gaping wound in the chin . . .
Wound in the throat piercing to the gullet .
Gaping wound in the shoulder . .
Infected wound in the breast . .

. Case 1
. , 2

S ,, 10
S ,, 14

S ,, 18
. ,, 19

S ,, 23

. ,, 26

S ,, 27

.,, 28 (two examinations)
. ,, 47 (five examinations)
. ,, 41
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Thirty-three Injuries to the Bones and Articulations

Sprain of a cervical vertebra . . .
,, ,, the sterno-costal articulations
,, ,, a spinal vertebra

Displacement of a cervical vertebra
Dislocation of the mandible

,, ,, a cervical vertebra
,, both clavicles

,, ,, the ribs .
Perforation of the skull .

,, ,, sutures of the skull . .

,, of bones of the maxillary-zygomatic
region . . .

,, ,, the temporal bone . . .
,, ,, a cervical vertebra . . .
,, ,, the sternum . .

Split in the skull . . . .
,, ,, maxilla ..

,, ,, temporal bone . . .

,, ,, humerus . . .
Fracture of the nose . ..

,, ,, nasal bone . . .

,, ,, mandible . . .
,, ,, both clavicles . . .
,, ,, humerus . . .

,, ,, ,, with rupture of overlying
soft tissue . .

,, ,, ribs . .

Compound comminuted fracture of the skull

Compound comminuted fracture of the skull with
rupture of meningeal membranes . .

Compound comminuted fracture of the skull dis-
playing no external contusion . . .

Compound comminuted fracture of the frontal bone
,, ,, ,, ,, nasal bone .

,, ,, ,, ,, temporalbone

Impacted fracture of a cervical vertebra . .
Compound comminuted fracture of the maxilla .

Case 30
,, 42

,, 48

,, 32

,, 25

,, 31

,, 84
,, 43
,, 8

,, 7

15
20
29
40
4

16
21
38
11
12
24
35
36

87
44
5

(two examinations)

(three examinations)

(two examinations)

,, 6

8
9
18
22
33
17

(two examinations)
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Full discussion of the above injuries and ailments will be found in the commentary
accompanying the various cases. The range of these cases from the skull downward to the
thorax and spinal vertebrae but not further downward is of course due to the loss of the
continuation of the manuscript, which stops at the first case concerning the spinal ver-
tebrae. This is the more regrettable in view of the fact that the inclusion of injuries of
the brain (especially Case 6) would suggest that we might have expected in the lost portion
the consideration of injuries of the internal organs, like the heart, lungs, stomach, etc.

The most noticeable gap in the type of injury treated is the lack of simple and less
serious fracture of the skull. Simple fracture of a bone like the clavicle or the humerus is
duly included (Cases 35 and 36), but in discussing injuries of the head the surgeon passes
from scalp wounds directly to a perforation or split of the calvaria, and thence directly
to compound comminuted fractures of the skull, including rupture of the meningeal
membranes. It is possible that his use of the word "split" may have been loose enough
to include the simple fracture. The reader should consult the commentary on Case 4.

Besides the injuries listed above, there is of course a considerable list of accompany-
ing symptoms, local affections, and various pathological consequences noticed by the
ancient surgeon in discussing the successive cases. For these the reader is referred
to the text of the commentary on each case. It is needless to say that the present
editor does not possess the competence to put together a comprehensive discussion on
the pathological knowledge displayed in this ancient treatise. It is highly desirable
that this should be done. Probably the most important fact disclosed by our treatise
is the surgeon's discovery of the brain as the seat of nervous control of the body, and
his knowledge of the fact that such control in the brain was localized.

3. The Diagnosis

The diagnosis is always introduced by the words: ' , " Thou shouldst
say concerning him "(the patient), addressed to the student or young surgeon by some
unknown speaker, presumably the unknown lecturer, or author of the treatise. As
we have found to be the case in the examination, the form of the diagnosis likewise
is that of the instruction of a master addressed to a pupil. The concluding statement
of the diagnosis, however, consists of an utterance very often in the first person, being
a statement placed in the mouth of the student or young surgeon by the instructor.
What the young practitioner or student is thus charged to say, therefore, consists of two
parts: first, "One having... (followed by the description of the ailment); and second,
a concluding statement by the young surgeon himself in the first person, expressing his
coming course of action toward the case. The diagnosis thus has the following form :

" Thou shouldst say concerning him " (the patient) :
a. "' One having...' " (followed by the description of the ailment).
b. "' An ailment which I will treat '."
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The second part (b) of the above diagnosis is always one of three different state-
ments, varying according to the degree of seriousness disclosed by the symptoms in
the case. These three statements are as follows:

1. " An ailment which I will treat."
2. " An ailment with which I will contend."
8. " An ailment not to be treated."

It will be seen then, that on the basis of an examination, our treatise classifies all
cases under three categories, as: 1. Certainly successfully treatable; 2. possibly
curable; and 8. untreatable. These three verdicts are not prognoses; they are not
so much statements regarding the cases, as they are each the surgeon's declaration
of his own future course of procedure. Each verdict is simply a practical statement
of the course the surgeon proposes to follow toward a case disclosed by the examination
to be such and such.

The question might be raised as to whether the verdict belongs to the diagnosis
or to the treatment, for it follows the former and precedes the latter, and might be
considered as belonging to either. In two cases we have the verdict connected by
a preposition directly with the treatment. In Case 89 the surgeon says, "An ailment
which I will treat with the fire-drill; " and in Case 46 he says, " An ailment which
I will treat with cold applications." The same connection is found four times in
Papyrus Ebers, when the surgeon four times says," An ailment which I will treat with
the lancet " (e. g. Pap. Ebers 106, 20). It is probable that these six occurrences of an
inseparable connection between verdict and treatment are simply illustrations of the
naturally close relation between the two in the mind of the Egyptian. Grammatically
we cannot doubt that the verdict is part of the diagnosis; for being always expressed
in the first person it is obviously a part of the utterance of the surgeon following the
injunction, " Thou shouldst say," as already demonstrated in the above discussion.
In the cases where the verdict constitutes the entire diagnosis, the words " Thou
shouldst say concerning him" have not been prefixed. There are only three such
cases in the treatise. Of these, two (6 and 8, second diagnosis) have verdict 8, and in
the third (the second diagnosis of Case 84) it is obvious that verdict 1 is an error of
the ancient scribe for verdict 8. Disregarding the purely alleviatory measures in
Case 6, we find that no treatment follows any of these three verdicts, and we might
here understand that verdict 8 more or less fills the entire blank left by the lack of
diagnosis or treatment.

Logically the diagnosis as a whole is a conclusion based on conditions established
by the examination and stated there. The diagnosis is grammatically an apodosis,
of which the examination is the protasis. On this point the above discussion of the
examination should be compared. In the forty-eight cases discussed in our treatise
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there are fifty-two of these verdicts. Five cases contain two verdicts, according as
the surgeon's findings vary (Cases 7, 8, 84, 87, and 47). As we have already noticed
in discussing the examination (pp. 42-43), Case 9 contains no such verdict. The lack
of this characteristic, together with the fact that the case contains no diagnosis of any
kind, relegates this case to the class of magical recipes drawn from the recipe papyri
employed by the recipe-vending physicians. Its presence does not alter the unique
character of our treatise, as an assemblage of over fifty groups of symptoms, each
group the result of an examination and followed by the surgeon's verdict in every
case. It should be noted that the word unique employed in the preceding statement
is applied with exactness. None of the other surviving medical papyri of ancient
Egypt contains such a body of case discussions, each one thus assigned to one of three
different classes. Indeed verdict No. 3, "an ailment not to be treated," is unknown
in any of the other Egyptian medical papyri, and is therefore one of the important
evidences of the unique character of the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus (see
commentary, Case 5, II 15). Verdict No. 2, "an ailment which I will contend
with," is found twice in Papyrus Ebers (105, 12, and 105, 19-20), but is unknown
otherwise outside of the Edwin Smith Papyrus (see commentary, Case 4, II 6).
As might be expected, verdict No. 1 is better known. It is found twice in the
Berlin Medical Papyrus (No. 8088, Nos. 154 and 161), once in the Hearst Papyrus
(No. 174; 12, 2) and sixteen times in Papyrus Ebers, fourteen of which are in
the concluding group of suppurating sores at the end of the papyrus (see com.
mentary herein on Case 1, I 2). In referring to these verdicts or statements by the
surgeon, it will be found convenient to designate them by the numbers already given
them above, and call them verdict 1, verdict 2 or verdict 3, as the case may require.

The most important among them, as we have already seen, is verdict 3. Although
unknown in any of the other ancient Egyptian medical papyri, it occurs, as already
stated above, no less than fourteen times in Papyrus Edwin Smith. In one of these
cases (Case 17), this verdict has been inserted by evident error of the scribe. Of the
remaining thirteen all but three are left without any suggestion of treatment, and in
the three exceptions the treatise suggests only slight alleviatory measures not expected
to cure. The inclusion of these thirteen hopeless cases (about one fourth of the material
in the treatise as preserved to us) is a remarkable evidence of the surgeon's scientific
interest in recording and discussing the observable facts in a group of cases for which
he could suggest no treatment. The papyri which contain nothing else but recipes,
that is treatments, have of course found no place for such discussions, and this fact
emphasizes the significance of our papyrus as consisting of a group of observed cases,
quite irrespective of the possibility of treatment, which in the majority of the cases
that he declines to treat is not even mentioned.

Parallel with the systematic use of these three verdicts is a similar series of temporal
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clauses bearing more directly on the condition of the patient, although not so regularly
employed, and placed at the end of the treatment. These read :

A. " Until he recovers."
B. " Until the period of his injury passes by."
C. " Until thou knowest that he has reached a decisive point."

Of these clauses A is commonly used with verdict 1, B is found with all three
verdicts, while C properly belongs to doubtful cases with verdict 2. See commentary

on these three clauses in Case 1 (I 3), Case 3 (I 28) and Case 4, Gloss C. They do not
add any precision to the verdict itself, except possibly in the case of A, which intimates
certain recovery.

To an understanding of the real significance of the ancient surgeon's diagnosis,
it is essential to observe that in the verdict, b, at the end of the diagnosis, we have a
statement invariably present, and fairly precise in its practical indications for the
surgeon. Indeed, as we have already noted, in three cases (6, 8, and 84), the verdict
constitutes the entire diagnosis. This is the more intelligible, when we note that in the
first two cases (6 and 8) it is verdict 3 which thus serves as the entire diagnosis. In
Case 84 likewise there can be no doubt that verdict 3 also served as the entire diagnosis,
although the notoriously inaccurate scribe has written verdict 1 (see commentary on
Case 84, second diagnosis, XI 22).1 The verdict, therefore, which might sometimes
stand alone as a sufficient diagnosis, might very naturally be accompanied, if at all, by
only a very brief additional description of the case in a. The following statistics
are instructive:

A. Diagnosis consists of b, that is, a verdict only . . . . cases
B. Diagnosis consists of a and b, thus:

1. a, a verbatim repetition of the title only, + b . . . . 20 ,,
2. a, an abbreviated repetition of the examination, + b . . . 15 ,,
8. a, including conclusions based on observations stated in the

examination, + b . . . . . . . . . 12 ,,

It will be seen that the only indispensable part of the diagnosis is b, the verdict.
We observe also that the verdict may be preceded either, first, by a mere mention of
the name of the case, or second, by a repetition of some of the observations stated in
the examination, or third and finally, by a statement of conclusions based on the
observations brought out by the examination.2 This third group, consisting of thirteen

1 The lack of any diagnosis in Case 9 has been discussed above, p. 47. It is due to the fact
that Case 9 is not a case discussion, as are all the other 47 cases in our treatise, but simply a recipe.
In view of this fact the lack of a verdict has no significance.

s The above statistics are, by cases, as follows:
1. a is verbatim repetition of title only in Cases 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 25, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36,

38, 42, 43, 45 (title even abbreviated in diagnosis), 46, 48; total 20 cases.
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diagnoses containing conclusions drawn directly from observations recorded in the

examination, forms perhaps the most important body of materials in the whole treatise;

for they constitute the earliest existent evidences of an inductive process in the history
of the human mind, in so far as the surviving documents have revealed it to us. It

is interesting to note that such conclusions have been made in about one fourth of the

cases preserved to us in this document. It will be worth while, therefore, to enumerate
these twelve cases, and examine briefly the conclusions made in the diagnoses.

In the first case in the treatise, although its fragmentary condition requires much

restoration, a superficial wound in the head is found by the surgeon in the examination

to be a rupture of the overlying soft tissue, " not having a'gash;" and in the diagnosis

he concludes that " his wound does not have two lips."
In Case 7, a wound in the head, penetrating the skull, the surgeon's examination

discloses that " it is painful for him to open his mouth" (III 8). Thereupon the
surgeon states among other things in the diagnosis: " the cord of his mandible is
contracted," perhaps indicating that the patient is suffering from tetanus. Otherwise
the diagnosis is a repetition of the examination. On the basis of alternative symptoms
(III 8-12) the surgeon formulates a second diagnosis (III 12-13), but the only new
conclusion unfortunately contains an unintelligible term (, = ty'). See commentary.

Case 8 contains the most important diagnosis in the treatise. The examination
has disclosed an unusual case : a compound comminuted fracture of the skull without
any visible external injury. As phrased in the examination the injury is " a smash
in his skull under the skin of his head, there being no wound at all upon it." This
is explained in a gloss as meaning, " a smash of the shell of his skull, the flesh of his
head being uninjured " (IV 12-13). It is obvious that the lack of any externally
visible trace of the injury might easily mislead the practitioner to conclude that the

patient's condition of partial paralysis of the lower limbs on the same side as the
injury, and distortion of the eye likewise on the same side as the injury, might be due
to disease. The ancient author was so keenly aware of the real nature of the facts in
the case and the character of the conclusion to be set forth in the diagnosis, that he
forgot entirely his otherwise invariable formula for introducing the diagnosis (" Thou
shouldst say concerning him," etc.), and began the warning diagnosis at once with the
admonishing words: " Thou shouldst account him one whom something entering
from the outside has smitten" (IV 7-8). This immediate insistence on the external
cause, as contrasted with some internal disease, is further interestingly explained in
a gloss which states, "As for ' One whom something entering from the outside has
smitten,' . . . it means one whom something entering from the outside presses, on

2. a is abbreviated repetition of examination in Cases 3, 4, 5, 14, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 33, 37 (twice),
40, 41, 44, 47; total 15 cases.

3. a includes conclusions based on observations stated in the examination in Cases 1, 7 (twice),
8, 17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 29, 31, 39, 47 ; total 12 cases.

E
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the side of him having this injury " (Gloss C, IV 15-16). The attention given to the

side of the head which has received the injury, in connection with a specific reference

to the side of the body nervously affected, is in itself evidence that in this case the

ancient surgeon was already beginning observations on the localization of functions

in the brain. We have here the earliest known observations on the connection between

the brain and the nervous system, disclosing to us man for the first time dimly aware

of the mysteries of his own body and its intelligent control. It was interest in this

problem which led our ancient surgeon to make these observations; for he concludes

his diagnosis with verdict 8, and can suggest only attention to the sufferer's comfort,

without hope of his recovery. The entire extraordinary diagnosis is due to the surgeon's

scientific interest in the case. Detailed discussion of this case will be found in the

commentary on Case 8 below.
In Case 17, a compound comminuted fracture of the maxilla, the surgeon notes

in the examination : "it is painful when he opens his mouth because of it" (the injury).

The brief diagnosis is made up chiefly of repetition of the statements in the examina-

tion, but adds, " he is speechless." The inclusion of this observation in the diagnosis,

rather than in the examination, suggests that the surgeon has made the conclusion

that the patient is speechless from the observation that it is painful for him to open

his mouth. In Case 18 (VI 6), the observation, " he is speechless," is included in the

examination, where it would seem more properly to belong. The grammatical con-

struction of examination as a group of observed conditions, and of diagnosis as a group

of conclusions based on the observed conditions, is obvious, but the line drawn by

the surgeon between observation and conclusion was not always a sharp one, as this
example shows.

In this respect the next case (19) is much clearer. The patient has suffered a per-

foration of the temple, possibly affecting the bone. In the examination we find the
following: " Thou shouldst inspect his wound, saying to him, 'Look at thy two
shoulders.' Should his doing so be painful, (even though) his neck turns around
(only) a little for him," etc., etc. Thereupon the diagnosis states: " He suffers with

stiffness in his neck; " but otherwise contains only a repetition of the title.

In the next case, a wound in the temple perforating the bone (Case 20), the exami-

nation is one of the most interesting, and certainly the most picturesque in the whole

treatise. The diagnosis, as in Case 19, affirms stiffness in the neck, although the
examination does not refer to the matter at all, as in Case 19. Speechlessness, how-

ever, affirmed in the diagnosis, is carefully based on the facts of the examination, as
we see by rendering the statements concerned, just as they stand in examination and
diagnosis: "If thou examinest a man having a wound in his temple,... ; if thou ask

of him concerning his malady and he speak not to thee;... ; thou shouldst say con-

cerning him,' One having a wound in his temple, ... (and) he is speechless '."
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In Case 22, a compound comminuted fracture of the temporal bone, we find in

the examination, " if thou callest to him (and) he is speechless and cannot speak."

Here the examination has included both the observation and the conclusion; and

in stating the conclusion as the diagnosis does (" he is speechless," VIII 18), it simply

repeats the logical process already anticipated by the conclusion stated in the examina-

tion. The diagnosis concludes that there is a discharge of blood from the nostrils,

based on observations in the examination; but its statement that the patient suffers

with stiffness of the neck is not drawn from any observation in the examination.

The discussion of the fractured mandible in Case 24 does not exhibit a very clear

logical connection between examination and diagnosis, and suggests that the surgeon

in pronouncing such a diagnosis, was often drawing on experience tacitly assumed,

and nowhere expressed. We find in this diagnosis two statements which are really

new observations: "the wound over it (the fracture) being broken open, ... (and) he

has fever from it." The examination does not contain any basis for these statements.

Case 29, a gaping wound in a cervical vertebra, furnishes a good illustration of

close connection between diagnosis and examination. The latter states, " he is unable

to look at his two shoulders and his breast," corresponding to which the diagnosis

concludes : " he suffers with stiffness in his neck." Otherwise the diagnosis is repeti-

tion of the examination.
In Case 381, a dislocation of a cervical vertebra, the examination discloses among

other interesting evidences of paralysis, the fact that " urine drops from his member

without his knowing it." The diagnosis then concludes " his urine dribbles." In

an explanatory gloss (X 21-22) we are told that this statement " his urine dribbles,"

means " that urine drops from his phallus, and cannot hold back for him," indicating

the paralysis of the controlling nerves concerned.

Case 89 concerning obscure ulcers or tumors on the breast, perhaps resulting from

some injury, is a difficult case to understand. The examination discloses that " swell-

ings have spread with pus over his breast," and the diagnosis concludes that the

patient has tumors on his breast which " produce rcists1 of pus."

Finally in Case 47, a gaping wound in the shoulder, the mention of fever (XVII 11)

is probably rather a new observation than a conclusion based on observations in the

examination.
4. The Treatment

In discussing the foregoing list of fifty-eight examinations, the ancient surgeon does

not always decide to treat. It is an important fact in properly appraising our treatise,

that out of fifty-eight examinations the surgeon omits all suggestion of treatment in

sixteen. These sixteen instances are an extraordinary evidence of the surgeon's interest

in the pathological conditions exhibited, as mere knowledge of the human body and

its workings. They form a unique group in Egyptian medicine; for the other medical
E2
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papyri known to us, made up as they are exclusively of recipes, by their very nature
constitute a series of treatments, whereas as we have stated, these sixteen instances
in Papyrus Edwin Smith consist of a body of observations which lead the surgeon to
the conclusion that no treatment is to be undertaken.

Twelve of these sixteen instances have the unfavorable verdict 3 appended, and of
these twelve, ten are followed by no suggested action of any kind; while of the
remaining two, one suggests a sitting posture for the patient (Case 8, I), and the other
(Case 5) warns against binding and prescribes a normal diet without any medicine.
Three of the sixteen have the uncertain verdict 2, for one of which (Case 21) the surgeon
can suggest only normal diet; for another (Case 45) he explicitly states, "There is no
treatment," while he makes no suggestion for Case 47, II 1. Finally one of the
sixteen (Case 47, II 2), an unfavorable alternative development of the case, receives
no verdict at all, and suggests no treatment beyond the caution against binding, and
the admonition to normal diet without the use of any medicine.

List of cases omitting treatment, either by explicit instructions or by omission of
all reference to any treatment :
Case 45. Bulging tumors on the breast;
Case 47, II 1. Gaping flesh wound in shoulder

with inflammation and discharge;
Case 47, II 2. Gaping flesh wound in shoulder

and persistent fever ;
Case 31. Dislocation of a cervical vertebra ;
Case 34, II. Dislocation of both clavicles with

rupture of overlying soft tissue;
Case 7, II. Perforation of sutures of the skull;

symptoms of tetanus;
Case 21. Split in the temporal bone;
Case 24. Fracture of the mandible;
Case 37, II. Fracture of the humerus; rupture

of overlying soft tissue;
Case 44. Fractured ribs, overlying flesh wound,

ribs broken through (probably com.
pound fracture);

Case 5. Compound comminuted fracture of the
skull;

Case 8, I. Compound comminuted fracture of the
skull, no visible external contusion;

Case 8, II. Same, with less favorable conditions;
Case 13. Compound comminuted fracture of the

nasal bone;
Case 22. Compound comminuted fracture of the

temporal bone;
Case 33. Impacted fracture of a cervicalvertebra;

Verdict 2; statement : "There is no treatment."
Verdict 2; all reference to treatment omitted.

No verdict; binding forbidden; normal diet,
without medicine.

Verdict 3; all reference to treatment omitted.
Verdict 3 1 ;,, ,,

Verdict 3; ,, ,, .. ., ,,

Verdict 2; normal diet, no medicine.
Verdict 3; all reference to treatment omitted.
Verdict 3 ; ,, ,, , . ,,

Verdict 3; ,, ,, .. .. .

Verdict 3; binding forbidden, normal diet,
without medicine.

Verdict 3; sitting posture till crisis.

Verdict 3; all reference to treatment omitted.

Verdict 3; ,, ,, ,,.

Verdict 3; ,, , , ,, ,,

Verdict 3; ,, ,, ,,

It will be seen that in this group of almost exclusively very serious cases, if the
surgeon has any hope of recovery at all, he depends on nature to do its healing work.

1 Verdict 1 by error.
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He may take precautions, like the sitting posture in Case 8. I, but the recovery is the
work of nature, not of any remedies the surgeon can offer. This is the doctrine which
is later so prominent in Hippocratic medicine.

Out of forty-five injuries in our treatise, there are forty-two instances in which
treatment is prescribed at some stage. This treatment may be:

(a) Exclusively mechanical or surgical (3 cases).
(b) A combination of purely surgical treatment with external use of medicaments

(20 cases).
(c) Exclusive use of medicaments externally applied (19 cases).

(a) Exclusively mechanical or surgical treatment
The mechanical appliances and processes upon which our surgeon relied do not

form a long list, but they are of interest in view of the fact that some of them appear
in our document for the first time in the literature of surgery. It is a remarkable
fact that actual physical survivals of evidence of surgical procedure in ancient Egypt,
as recovered by modern investigation, have been unexpectedly scanty. A systematic
study of the large number of hard bronze implements now preserved in our museums
would undoubtedly disclose a certain number which are demonstrably surgical in-
struments. The writer has himself noticed small knives which had every appearance
of being scalpels and lancets; but no thoroughgoing and exhaustive examination of all
such surviving implements by a surgeon or an archeologist familiar with ancient surgical
appliances has ever been made. We are still awaiting a final monograph on this subject.1

It has been stated that " there is a complete absence of evidence, in all bodies
[ancient burials] hitherto examined, of surgical procedure apart from splints." 2 It
is indeed true that the only additional evidence of surgical procedure disclosed by the
ancient bodies, besides Dr. G. Elliot Smith's discovery of splints, is Dr. Hooton's
observation of the boring of a Fourth Dynasty mandible for the purpose of draining
an abscess under a tooth.3 While very little evidence of the surgical processes employed
has survived in the ancient bodies, it is to be remarked, however, that the success of
Egyptian surgery in setting broken bones is very fully demonstrated in the large
number of well-joined fractures found in the ancient skeletons. Unfortunately these
do not reveal the method employed by the operator. Under these circumstances the
written evidence to be drawn from our papyrus is the more interesting.

List of surgical processes and devices in Pap. Edwin Smith:
Lint, made from a vegetable tissue, and frequently applied both as a vehicle for
1 Historians of medicine have taken casual notice of such instruments, and Egyptian surgical

instruments of bronze have been collected by Prof. Meyer-Steineg. See Meyer-Steineg and Sudhoff,
Gescihihte der Medicin, Jena, 2d ed., 1922, p. 29, abb. 16.

G. Elliot Smith and Warren R. Dawson, Egyptian Mummies, London, 1924, p. 161.
SSee Harvard African Studies, I, Dr. E. A. Hooton, "Oral Surgery in Egypt during the Old

Empire," PI. I. See also infra, P1. I, Fig. 1.
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the medicaments externally used, and as an absorbent of blood, secretions, etc. It

was called WIh- ftt; see full commentary in Case 1 (I 8).
Plugs or swabs of linen usually in pairs, inserted into the nostrils in cases of injury

to the nose, both for the purpose of cleansing, and when saturated with a medicament,

for the purpose of applying the latter. They are called '$ , "4m-wy of
linen." See full commentary in Case 7 (III 18), Case 11 (V 11), and Case 14 (VI 9-11).

Bandages, made of linen and manufactured for surgical use by the embalmers, at
least in the case of a particular bandage known as " covering for physicians' use"

(Case 9, IV 21). The commonest Egyptian word for" bandage " is ~ ~4d, although
this word occurs in only three cases in our document (Case 2, I 16, Case 9, V 5 and

Case 10, V 9; see commentary, V 5), for the probable reason that the discussion, in
its instructions to the surgeon, regularly employs the verb, that is wt, "to bind"

(see Case 1, 1 2) or e× wdy, " to apply " (see Case 11, V 11-12). Medicaments applied

externally were almost always bandaged on. The art of mummification developed

surprising skill in bandaging.
Adhesive plaster, made of bands or strips of linen, always in pairs, especially applied

transversely across gaping flesh wounds, or as the ancient surgeon himself said, " to

the two lips of the gaping wound, in order to cause that one join to the other" (Case
10, V 9). Such plaster was called -F "two '-wy of linen." (See commentary
in Case 2, I 15 and Case 10, V 9). See also following paragraph.

Surgical stitching, for the first time in the history of ancient surgery, as far as
known to us. In a list of six " gaping wounds," all of them flesh wounds, the
surgeon is in each case charged, as for example in Case 10, a gaping wound over
the eye-brow, " Thou shouldst draw together for him his gash with stitching." The
new word designating the noun " stitching" or the verb " to stitch" is ,a ydr.
See commentary on Case 10, V 6. At stages in these cases the surgeon used also his
adhesive plaster. Whether the surgeon is applying plaster, or using stitching, the result
of the process is in both cases designated by the verb "'= nary, "to draw together."

Cauterization, also for the first time in ancient medical literature as early as this.
It occurs in only one treatment, in a case of unidentified tumors or ulcers on the breast.
The verb is 4m, " to burn," and the instrument employed was the fire-stick or fire-
drill used by the Egyptians for kindling fire. See commentary in Case 39, XIII 6 and 7.

Splints or braces of three different kinds were known to the practice of the
surgeons, as described in the Papyrus Edwin Smith:

(1) A "brace of wood padded with linen," for insertion in the mouth of a patient
suffering with constriction of ligaments controlling the mandible (tetanus ?), in
order to hold the mouth open and permit feeding with liquid food. It is called

o een "cmi t of wood." See commentary in Case 7 (III 14). There is

no reference to this device in connection with fractures.
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(2) A kind of splint said to be " of linen " is applied in two different fractures of
the humerus (Cases 86 and 37) and one of the clavicle (Case 85). In view of the

ancient wooden splints, carefully wound or even padded with linen, as found by
Dr. Elliot Smith, this Egyptian term " of linen " may designate possibly
a wooden splint wound with linen, the modifier, "of linen" being loosely used. See
commentary on Case 7 (III 18). On the other hand it is conceivable that a " sA of
linen " may be a strip of stiff " cartonnage " moulded to the broken limb, and much
resembling the modern surgical cast in its physical make-up. See commentary on
Case 7 (III 18) and Case 12 (V 18).

(3) A stiff roll of linen, made by rolling a strip of linen into a more or less solid and
rigid post. It was used especially where a soft splint or support was needed, as applied
to a broken nose (Cases 11 and 12) or a dislocated clavicle (Case 84). See commentary
on Case 11 (V 13). They were called ~ P literally " posts of linen."

Supports for maintaining a patient upright in a sitting posture, especially in cases
of injury to the skull producing a condition which makes motion dangerous and forbids
lying down. These supports are always in pairs and are made of sun-dried brick, or
adobe, probably moulded to fit the figure of the patient, on each side under his arms.
They were called U ~;h " two supports of adobe." See commentary
on Case 4 (II 7).

Additions to this list of surgical devices might be made from Papyrus Ebers.
List of cases prescribing exclusively mechanical or surgical treatment:

Case 39. Tumors or ulcers on the breast perhaps Verdict 1. Cauterization ; "wound treatment."
arising from an injury;

Case 48. Sprain in spinal vertebra; Verdict 1. Patient placed prostrate on his back.
N.B.: End of document leaves treatment
incomplete.

Case 7, III. Perforation of sutures of skull; No verdict. Linen-padded, wooden brace to hold
symptoms of tetanus; final more mouth open in order to feed liquid food;
favorable stage; sitting posture supported on adobe props.

(b) Combination of surgical treatment with external use of medicaments

In twenty cases we find a combination of purely surgical treatment with the
external application of medicaments. The simplest flesh wounds are drawn together
by adhesive plaster in strips, as in Case 2, a scalp wound, and Case 27, a flesh wound in
the chin. If the flesh wound is deeper or forms a yawning gash, and in one case even
though the bone beneath is injured, the surgeon resorts to stitching, which we find
in a list of seven cases (Cases 3, 10, 14, 28, 26, 28, and 47). Full discussion of stitching
will be found in Case 10 (V 6). In some cases both stitching and adhesive plaster
were employed in succession on the same wound.

Passing from flesh wounds to injuries to the bones we find the reduction of dis-
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locations carefully described, e. g., dislocated clavicle (Case 34). The reduction of
a dislocated mandible (Case 25) is described in terms showing that the position of the
surgeon's hands was identical with that depicted in the illustration of the same
operation in the commentary on Hippocrates by Apollonius of Kitium in the first
century B.C. (see P1. VI). The treatise describes also the reduction of a number of
broken bones. We find among others directions for setting a fracture of the clavicle (Case
35), and two different fractures of the humerus (Cases 36 and 37). When the injured
humerus is accompanied by a serious rupture of the overlying soft tissue the injury is
regarded as fatal. With each of these fractures two of the splints called -
" s of linen " were applied, as the Egyptian said " one of the two on the inside of his
arm (humerus), the other of the two on the underside of his arm" (XII 13). This is
in contrast with the two cases of fracture (femur and forearm) which Elliot Smith
found still wrapped in the surgeon's splints. In the case of each fracture the splints
were three in number. The modern usage in native village practice is with two splints,
just as prescribed in our papyrus.'

The effectiveness of the Egyptian surgeon's methods in the use of such splints is
demonstrated by Elliot Smith's report on more than a hundred examples of fracture
of the forearm. He found among these only one example of ununited fracture of the
ulna, and, as he further says, "in spite of the fact that a certain proportion of the cases
of fracture (always due to direct violence) must have been compound, only one of my
series (of more than 100 examples) shows any signs of suppuration having occurred." 2
In view of the frequency of fracture of the forearm as found still visible in ancient
Egyptian bodies, it is remarkable that our treatise leaves the arm, after discussing two
cases of fracture of the humerus, without any reference to fracture of the forearm.
A broken nose, or a fractured nasal bone, or a dislocated clavicle, must be supported
in place by softer splints, stiff rolls of linen, called J A I- "posts of linen."
See Cases 11 and 12 and Case 84.

The surgeon was evidently at a loss regarding the immediate mechanical manipula-
tion of a serious fracture of the skull. He recognized the importance of quiet, as we
have seen above (p. 55), combined with a sitting posture maintained by adobe piers
supporting the patient upright, with normal diet but with no binding of the injury
and no medicine (see Case 4). After initial probing, however, it would seem that no
direct manipulation of the wound was attempted. Neither do the surviving bodies
show any indications that the process of trepanning was practised by ancient Egyptian
surgeons.

It is an interesting fact that in our ancient treatise there is a sharp distinction
between such mechanical and surgical manipulations as we have been discussing and
the treatment with medicaments. In nearly all these cases of injury the surgeon is

1 Dr. G. Elliot Smith, The British Medical Journd, 1908, V. 1, p. 734. 2 Ibid., p. 733.
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charged to probe the wound, a process carried out with the fingers in most instances,
that is, palpation. It is natural that the directions to probe should be included in
the examination, to which the probing would contribute essential information; but
we would not expect that a process like the reduction of a dislocation or the stitching of
a flesh wound should be included in the text of the examination. Nevertheless such
is often the case in Papyrus Edwin Smith. The directions for the reduction of the
dislocated mandible in Case 25 are all included in the examination. Of our seven
examples of surgical stitching, six include the directions to do so in the examination.
The distinction between surgical and medical practice here suggested has been
discussed above (p. 42).

In the therapeutic which the surgeon combined with the above purely surgical
procedures, he was still in an archaic stage, suggesting that surgery was far in advance
of medicine. In nearly all the cases which our surgeon regarded as at all treatable,
he followed up his surgery with the application of medicaments. These were for the
most part very primitive in character. His favorite remedy was " fresh meat "
regularly applied to a wound on the first day, but no longer, and usually followed by
a daily application of lint saturated with an ointment of grease and honey. In cases
of great soreness of the tissues, as after the reduction of a dislocated mandible, he
applied a mixture of honey and an unknown mineral called imru (ymrw). All of these
medicaments were regularly bound on. We shall later see that some of his materia
medica were useful agents.

List of cases combining surgery with external use of medicaments:

Flesh Wounds (except the last, Case 8)

Case 2. Flesh wound in the scalp;

Case 27. Flesh wound in the chin;

Case 10. Flesh wound in eye-brow;

Case 14. Flesh wound in one side of nose;

Case 23. Slit in outer ear ;

Case 26. Flesh wound in upper lip;

Case 28. I. Wound in the throat penetrating to
the gullet ;

Drawn together with adhesive plaster; fresh
meat bound on, first day; then honey-oint-
ment on lint, bound on.

Drawn together with adhesive plaster; fresh
meat bound on, first day; then honey-oint-
ment on lint, bound on.

Drawn together with stitching ; fresh meat bound
on, first day; followed by adhesive plaster;
honey-ointment.

Drawn together with stitching; cleansed with
two swabs of linen; fresh meat bound on, first
day; honey-ointment on lint, bound on.

Drawn together with stitching ; stiff rolls of linen
as supports behind ear; honey-ointment on
lint, bound on.

Drawn together with stitching ; fresh meat bound
on, first day; honey-ointment.

Drawn together with stitching ; fresh meat bound
on, first day; honey-ointment on lint, bound
on; 28 11, dry lint; normal diet, no medicine.
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Case 47, I 1. Gaping flesh wound in the shoulder;

Case 47, I 2. Same, second stage;

Case 47, II 3. Same; fever and inflammation
abate ;

Case 3. Perforation of the skull;

Bone

Case 34, I. Dislocation of both clavicles ;

Case 25. Dislocated mandible;

Case 35. Fracture of both clavicles;

Case 36. Fracture of humerus;

Case 37, I. Fracture of humerus, with rupture of
overlying soft tissue;

Case 11. Broken nose;

Case 12. Fracture of nasal bone;

Case 4. Split in the skull;

Drawn together with stitching; fresh meat bound
on, first day.

Adhesive plaster; honey-ointment on lint,
bound on.

Honey-ointment on lint, bound on.

Drawn together with stitching; fresh meat
applied without binding, first day; normal
diet, no medicine; honey-ointment on lint,
bound on.

injuries

Reduction of dislocated bones; application of
stiff linen rolls as splints; honey-ointment.

Reduction of dislocated bone; imru and honey
bound on.

Reduction of fractured bones; application of
8J-splints; imru bound on; afterward honey
every day.

Reduction of fractured bone; application of
8a-splints; imru bound on; afterward honey
every day.

Reduction omitted; application of 8-splints;
imru bound on ; afterward honey-ointment
on lint every day.

Cleansing nostrils with two swabs of linen; in-
sertion of two swabs of greased linen to reduce
swelling ; application of two stiff rolls of linen
as splints; honey-ointment on lint, bound on.

Reduction of fracture; cleansing nostrils with
two swabs of linen; insertion of two plugs of
greased linen; application of stiff rolls of linen
as splints; honey-ointment on lint, bound on.

Warning against binding; sitting posture sup-
ported on two adobe piers; normal diet, no
medicine; grease applied to head, neck, and
shoulders.

(c) Exclusive use of medicaments externally applied

In nineteen instances we find our surgeon suggests no treatment other than the ex-
ternal application of medicaments. This is not surprising in the treatment of a group
of flesh wounds, like a scalp wound (Case 1), a wound in the temple (Case 18), or a per-
foration in the temple (Case 19), an infected wound in the breast (Case 41), or finally
an abscess in the breast (Case 46). It is likewise to be expected in sprains, as of a
cervical vertebra (Case 80), or the sterno-costal articulations (Case 42); or even of
a perforation of the bone, e.g., in the region of the maxilla and zygoma (Case 15), the
temporal bone (Case 20), a cervical vertebra (Case 29), or the sternum (Case 40).
Perhaps it is a recognition of the surgeon's helplessness that in a case of perforation
of the sutures of the skull, with symptoms of tetanus (Case 7), the only suggestion he
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makes is a hot application to the mandible to relieve the constricted ligaments, followed
by his inevitable honey-ointment on lint. Even a displacement of a cervical vertebra
(Case 82) receives an application of fresh meat on the first day, followed by imru and
honey, while the patient is carefully kept in a sitting posture.

A dislocation of the ribs (Case 43), omitting the fresh meat, is otherwise treated in
the same way. We find the fresh meat again, applied as usual for the first day only,
to a split in the maxilla (Case 16), with caution to keep the patient in a sitting position,
while continuing treatment with honey-ointment on lint. The same injury in the
humerus (Case 38) receives only the frequent imru followed by daily application of
honey.

Modern skull surgery has been so marvellously developed in the last few years
that we are not surprised to find our surgeon of three and a half millenniums ago offer-
ing the unfavorable verdict 3 in a case of compound comminuted fracture of the skull
with rupture of the meningeal membranes. He could suggest no more than an allevi-
ative application of grease, while cautioning against bandaging or adhesive plaster.
The same type of injury in the maxilla (Case 17) receives the unfavorable verdict 8 by
scribal error, whereas the surgeon has some hope of recovery and prescribes the same
treatment as for Case 16 above. Finally Case 9, a compound comminuted fracture of
the frontal bone, prescribes a treatment which is unique in our treatise. From some old
recipe papyrus, like all the others preserved to us in Egyptian medicine, the surgeon
has culled the only magical treatment in our book of surgery and external medicine.
It is a well-known fact that, even in the mind of a modern man otherwise rational and
scientific, there may be found lurking surprising manifestations of superstition.
Undoubtedly our surgeon never more than partially escaped the current superstitions
of his age, even those which ran counter to his general attitude toward his craft or,
as here in the treatment of Case 9, to the rational views which he usually held regarding
each individual case.

While the general content of his materia medica would not commend itself to
modemrn surgery, it may be noted with interest that in the case of an infected or
necrotic wound in the breast (Case 41), he prescribes the earliest known external
application of salicin, in the form of a decoction of willow (salix) leaves, experience
having probably taught his ancestors centuries earlier the antiseptic effect of its use.
In the same case another application for allaying the inflammation contains dung and
is probably ammoniacal. His astringent application in this case, after he has reduced
the inflammation, is a solution containing copper and sodium salts.

List of cases prescribing exclusive use of medicaments externally applied:
Case 1. Flesh wound in the scalp; Fresh meat bound on, first day only; honey.

ointment on lint, bound on daily.
Case 18. Flesh wound in the temple; Fresh meat bound on, first day only; honey-

ointment daily.
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Case 19. Perforation in the temple ;

Case 41. Infected wound in the breast;

Case 46. Prominent abscess in the breast ;

Case 30. Sprain in cervical vertebrae;

Case 42. Sprain in sterno-costal articulations;
Case 15. Perforation of bone in region of maxilla

and zygomaa;
Case 20. Perforation of temporal bone;

Case 29. Wound in cervical vertebra ;

Case 40. Perforation of the sternum;

Case 7, I. Perforation of sutures of the scalp
with symptoms of tetanus;

Case 32. Displacement of cervical vertebra;

Case 43. Dislocation of the ribs ;
Case 16. Split in the maxilla;

Case 38. Split in the humerus;
Case 6. Compound comminuted fracture of the

skull with rupture of meningeal mem-
branes;

Case 17. Compound comminuted fracture of the
maxilla;

Case 9. Compound comminuted fracture of
frontal bone;

Normal diet with no medicine; honey-ointment
on lint, bound on daily.

Cooling application : decoction containing willow
leaves; astringent application : solution con-
taining copper and sodium salts; poultices of
unidentified herbs.

Two cooling applications, the second containing
" mason's mortar;" decoction for allaying in-
flammation: sycamore leaves, acacia leaves,
and "ox dung; " astringent applications :
solution containing copper and sodium salts;
poultices of herbs.

Fresh meat, bound on, first day only; imru and
honey daily.

Imru bound on; afterward honey daily.
Imru bound on; honey-ointment daily.

Sitting posture; constricted muscles of head
softened with grease; uncertain fluid (milk ?)
in both ears.

Fresh meat, bound on, first day only; normal
diet, no medicine.

Fresh meat, bound on, first day only; honey-oint-
ment on lint, bound on daily.

Verdict 2; hot applications to ligaments of man-
dible; honey-ointment on lint, bound on.

Fresh meat, bound on, first day only; ointment
applied to head (sic !); imru bound on injury ;
afterward honey daily; patient must maintain
sitting posture.

Imru, bound on; afterward honey daily.
Fresh meat, bound on, first day only ; patient

must maintain sitting posture; honey-oint-
ment on lint, bound on daily.

Imru bound on; afterward honey daily.
Verdict 3; application of ointment; caution

against binding; caution against application
of plaster.

Verdict 3; fresh meat, bound on, first day only ;
patient must maintain sitting posture; honey-
ointment on lint, bound on daily.

Magical treatment; see commentary and transla-
tion.

This surgeon's general word for treatment is 1' 9rw, the original meaning of
which is uncertain. See commentary in Case 1 (I 8). It is applied to all kinds of
treatment, so that the surgeon may be charged, " Treat (w4r) according to these
directions " (e.g., Case 41, XIV 7). Nevertheless, as used in our treatise 4rw# designates
the external application of medicaments in at least twenty-six cases, and possibly more,
out of thirty-three. In four cases it designates the maintenance of the patient in
a sitting posture, expressed in the words, "His treatment (rw) is sitting" (Case 4,
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II 7; Case 7, III 15; Case 8, IV 9; Case 16, VI 20). There was a special course of
treatment for wounds (perhaps also including sores) evidently already long current,
or at least well known, called 1 , rwh wbnw, "wound treatment," which is
twice mentioned in our document (Case 89, XIII 7-8, see commentary; and Case
46, XVI 7). Unfortunately we know nothing about this treatment. It was perhaps
contained in a surgical treatise already in circulation in our surgeon's day and pro-
bably already old, which bore the title, " Treatise on What Pertains to a Wound"
(see commentary on Case 5, II 17).

5. The Glosses Forming the Ancient Commentary

The sixty-nine glosses in our treatise form the most valuable body of materials which
it has brought to us. They constitute a little dictionary of terms distributed through
the treatise, which was already so old in the Twenty-sixth Century B.C. that it contained
numerous terms no longer current and requiring explanation. At the end of any case
containing such terms, or discussing any matters which needed explanation, a com-
mentator has added his definitions and explanatory comments. His identity is as totally
unknown to us as that of the author of the treatise himself. He cannot have been the
scribe who copied our papyrus. This worthy was far too careless, and betrays his ignor-
ance of medical science far too obviously to have been able to produce such a remarkable
little medical dictionary. It is evident then that this commentary was added at some
date not merely earlier than our surviving copy, but earlier even than the Middle
Kingdom, and doubtless toward the end of the Old Kingdom (see discussion, pp. 9-11).

In twenty-nine out of our forty-eight cases, it was found necessary to add one or
more of these explanatory glosses, making altogether a total of sixty-nine. The only
other ancient Egyptian medical papyrus containing this kind of commentary is the
Papyrus Ebers, which has twenty-six glosses.1 Unfortunately they are broken up
into groups by irrelevant matter which has been intruded by error of some scribe or
editor. None follows the case or prescription which it is supposed to explain, and the
entire body of glosses in Papyrus Ebers has thus been separated from the treatise
to which it belonged, an accident which has seriously limited their value.

In form each gloss is invariably introduced by q=. yr, "as for" or "with regard
to," followed by a verbatim quotation of the word or phrase to be explained. The
term to be discussed or explained in the gloss is thus clearly brought before the
reader. The definition follows, usually marked by the copulative o pw, "it is,"
i.e., "it means." The whole gloss then has the following form :. (yr).............(quoted words to be explained),

o (pw)..............(explanatory proposition).
1 They were first noted by Schaefer in 1892. See Zeit4chrift fir Aegyptieche Sprache, Vol. 30

(1892), pp. 107-109.
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The pw is of course postpositive, as usual, and does not stand at the head of the
explanatory proposition or phrase, but after the first word or two. The form of the
gloss in English is then:

As for: ".............. " (quoted words to be explained),
it means............(explanatory proposition or phrase).

Occasionally we find the definition introduced by - "he (meaning the author of
the treatise) is speaking of " (four times, Cases 30, Gloss A; 31, Gloss A; 32, Gloss A;
and 883, Gloss A). Twice we have the definition introduced by oe " it says"
(Case 1, Glosses B and C). In five glosses there is no introduction of the definition at
all (Cases 6, Gloss A; 11, Gloss B; 81, Gloss B; 40, Gloss A ; and 41, Gloss E).

In these glosses the commentator's chief purpose was first to ensure that the
terms designating and describing the injury should be understood. Accordingly in the
first eight cases concerning injuries of the skull, we find the following matters selected
first for explanation in the glosses :

Case 1, C. " Penetrating to the [bone of his skull, (but) not having a gash]."
,, 2, A. " A [gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone]."
,, 8, A. " [Perforating his skull]."
,, 4, A. " Splitting his skull."
,, 5, A. " Smashing his skull " (compound comminuted fracture).
,, 6, A. " Smashing his skull, (and) rending open the brain of his skull " (rupture

of meningeal membranes).
,, 7, A. " Perforating the sutures of [his skull]."

8, A. " A smash in his skull under the skin of his head, there being no wound at
all upon it."

It will be noticed that the first gloss (designated A) under each case, except the
first case, regularly discusses and explains the nature of the injury. In the first case
some preliminary explanations have naturally been placed first; but after Case 1,
throughout the treatise this explanation of the nature of the injury appears as the
first gloss in every important case. 1

These explanations of the nature of the injury deal chiefly with its physical and
meohanical character. They make clear to the ancient medical student what he should
understand by a " perforation," a " split," or a " smash" of the skull. Following
the discussion of a ]j thin, that is, a "perforation " of the skull, the commentator
explains that it means "a contracted smash, through his incurring a break like a
puncture of a (pottery) jar" (Case 8, Gloss A). Explaining ,7-x pn, a "split " of
the skull, the commentator says, "it means separating shell from shell of his skull,
while fragments remain sticking in the flesh of his head and do not come away" (Case

1 See Cases, 12, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 39, 41, 42, 43, 45, and 46.
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4, Gloss A). Finally the commentator explains pj d, as meaning, "a smash of his

skull (such that) bones, getting into that smash, sink into the interior of his skull.

The ' Treatise on What Pertains to His Wounds' states: ' It means a smash of his

skull into numerous fragments, which sink into the interior of his skull'" (Case 5,

Gloss A). The commentator draws upon another treatise on wounds for a description,
making it clear that the injury is a compound comminuted fracture of the skull.

Similarly we find an injury of the neck called a * wnit of the neck, regarding which

the commentator says, " He is speaking of a separation of one vertebra of his neck from

another, the flesh which is over it being uninjured; as one says,' It is uwn,' concerning

things which had been joined together, when one has been severed from another "

(Case 31, Gloss A).
These examples may serve to illustrate this type of explanation added by the

commentator. Having thus explained the physical character of the injury, the
commentator also devotes much attention to the symptoms and the condition of the
patient, explaining all terms which he regards as needing some definition. For

example, he discusses the ancient word describing the shuffling motion of one foot in

walking, presumably an evidence of partial paralysis resulting from an injury to the

brain (Case 8, Gloss B), and in the same case he endeavors to explain the convulsive
motions of the hands and arms, which he intends to be distinguished from similar

symptoms accompanying some disease. One of the most interesting glosses in the
treatise is a discussion of the observation that a dislocation of the neck is accompanied

by an erection and seminal emission (Case 81, Gloss B). An ancient word for" speech-
less," designating a symptom accompanying a compound comminuted fracture of
the temporal bone, calls for explanation (Case 22, Gloss C). Along with these evidences
of paralysis resulting from injuries to the head and neck we find a whole series of
discussions explaining other symptoms, like stiffness of the neck (Case 3, Gloss C;
Case 7, Gloss E), clammy countenance (Case 7, Gloss D), odor of the skull wound
(Case 7, G), facial distortion (Case 7, I), paleness (Case 7, J) and others. In the treat-
ment of these dangerous head wounds, and likewise in the case of a fracture of the
humerus with a wound over it (Case 87), the surgeon is charged to adopt a waiting

policy, " until thou knowest that he has reached something." This obscure clause is
explained in Gloss C (Case 4) as meaning " until thou knowest whether he will die or
he will live." This seems very much like an early recognition of the Hippocratic Kpicts
(" crisis "). The cases in which it appears will be found listed in the commentary on
Case 4, Gloss C.

The external source of the causes which induce all these symptoms is a matter
regarded by the commentator as a very important fact, which must be fully recognized.
A crushed cervical vertebra is discussed in the gloss (B, Case 83) and explained again
as due to a fall on the head, although the text had already stated this fact. In a case
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where a dangerous compound comminuted fracture of the skull has occurred without
leaving any externally visible contusion the commentator has repeated and further
explained the statement of the text that the patient must be regarded as "one whom
something entering from the outside has smitten" (Case 8, Gloss C). This term
" something entering from the outside" must also be further explained, and the
commentator takes it up in another gloss (D, Case 8), one of the most interesting
explanations in our treatise. Here he warns his reader that " something entering
from the outside " is " not the intrusion of something which his (the patient's) flesh
engenders," that is, the patient's condition is not due to disease, which is strikingly
recognized here as " something which his flesh engenders." On the contrary "some-
thing entering from the outside " means " the breath of an outside god or death,"
that is, the external casualty, the accident from the outside, the force majeure, which
was to the Egyptian as to later men an impenetrable mystery, and which in the
Papyrus Ebers is deified like a Fortuna or a Tv' (see commentary on Case 8, Gloss D).

In the course of these sixty-nine short paragraphs of explanation a good deal of
light is thrown upon the Egyptian surgeon's knowledge of anatomy and physiology.
The first gloss in the treatise, which is also the longest in the entire series (Case 1,
Gloss A), deals with the meaning of " thou examinest a man." It takes up the pulse
in some detail, in a discussion which is the more remarkable in view of the fact that we
find no mention of the pulse in early Greek medicine until the observations of Demo-
critus regarding it. The earliest reference to it in Greek medical documents seems to
have been in a treatise entitled Treph 'poe r, "On Nutrition." It has been stated that
Hippocratic medicine knew nothing of the pulse; 1 but the Hippocratic school cer-
tainly recognized tactile observations in examining a patient, and regarded touch as
a means of testing the pulse.2 In our treatise it is not improbable that the method of
employing the touch in observing the pulse was that of counting the strokes, a method
the more remarkable if really employed over twelve centuries before Hippocrates.

In observing the pulse our surgeon knows that he is examining the operation of the
heart, and he states that the observation of the pulse is undertaken" in order to know
the action of the heart." He also affirms that there is a canal leading from the heart
to every member of the body. He enumerates the extremities and other points where
the pulsations of the heart are discernible and adds that its "pulsation is in every
vessel of every member." It is clear, therefore, that he has recognized the existence
of a cardiac system, with which he is dealing, no matter what region may be affected
by the injury he is treating. He takes up this fact in connection with the very first
case under discussion, a wound in the head, as a matter of the first importance for the
surgeon. As he advances to injuries of the skull penetrating the brain, he finds

I W. H. 8. Jones, Hippocrates, V. 1, p. xx, foot-note.

SSee Meyer-Steineg and Sudhoff, Ge achicke der Medicin, 2d ed., p. 60.
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within the brain itself the action of the heart evinced in what he calls" something throb-

bing and fluttering under thy fingers, like the weak place of an infant's crown before

it becomes whole " (Case 6, II 20-21). His recognition of a cardiac system therefore

is clearly demonstrated; we cannot affirm that he recognized the circulatory character

of that system. In any case, however, he was so near a discernment of the circulation

of the blood, that it will be necessary to re-examine the evidence regarding a possible

knowledge of the circulation of the blood by the Alexandrian physicians after 800 B.C.

This extraordinary account of the cardiac system introduced to explain the nature

of a surgical examination is quoted in the Papyrus Ebers (99, 1-5), where it is preceded

by the title, " Beginning of the Secret Book of the Physician." It would seem,

therefore, that Papyrus Ebers drew the material from an ancient book of that name.

If Papyrus Ebers drew this discussion from our treatise, which is therefore cited by

its title, we have at the head of this citation in Papyrus Ebers the title of our treatise,
as we shall see in the commentary on Case 1 (Gloss A).

The human brain appears for the first time in medical literature in the text and

the glosses of our treatise. Our surgeon knows that the folds of the brain lie in con-

volutions, which he says are " like those corrugations which form on molten copper."

He takes up this comparison in a gloss (Case 6, Gloss B), and explains that the refer-

ence is to the floating slag forming on molten copper, which the copper-smith rejects
before he pours the metal into the mould. Any one who has observed the convolutions
into which metallic slag forms itself will recognize the aptness of the ancient surgeon's

comparison. In another gloss (A) appended to the same case, the commentator

explains, that " rending open the brain," accompanying a compound comminuted
fracture of the skull, is a reference to " the membrane (or skin) enveloping his brain,"
which is rent, " so that it breaks open his fluid in the interior of his head." This is
the earliest known reference to the meningeal membranes.

The earliest observations showing that the brain is a center of nervous control
are likewise contained in the text and glosses which we are now discussing. The surgeon

has noticed that injuries to the skull and brain result in disturbing the normal control
of various parts of the body, even as far away as the feet. As the result of a perfora-
tion of the sutures of the skull (Case 7) he records extreme facial distortion, which
the commentator has explained in Gloss I. In the same case he also notes constric-
tion of the ligaments of the neck, and the commentator discusses this matter in Gloss E.
Similar effects in the temporal muscle controlling the mandible are likewise observed,
and in two interesting glosses (Case 7, Glosses B and C) the commentator explains the
anatomy and pathology involved. The most remarkable observation of this kind
is made in connection with a case of compound comminuted fracture of the skull
which however displays no visible external contusion (Case 8). The surgeon makes
the following note: " His eye is askew because of it, on the side of him having that
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injury which is in his skull; he walks shuffling with his sale, on the side of him having
that injury which is in his skull." The repetition of the words " that injury which
is in his skull " suggests that the surgeon is calling attention to the fact of the effects
of an injury in a situation which may be distant from the place of the observed effect.
Much more remarkable is the repetition of the detail, " on the side of him having that
injury which is in his skull," showing that the surgeon was already aware of the
importance of the relationship between the side of the brain which has suffered the
injury and the side of the body which is affected by the brain injury. The fact that
he distinctly specifies in both cases on which side the affected eye and foot are with
reference to the injured side of the brain is highly significant, and indicates that he
has already discerned the localization of control in the brain. All this raises the
question whether the absence of any visible external contusion may not have been
due to the fact that the actual fracture itself was a centre-coup, throwing the paralysis
of the foot over to the same side which had received the blow. In this case we must
suppose that the surgeon's term "injury" refers to the blow causing the contre-coup.

The commentator takes up this paralysis of one foot for discussion (Case 8, Gloss B),
but unfortunately goes no further than an explanation of the evidently archaic word
used for " shuffle." *

There is no effort on the part of the commentator to correlate these evidences of
a nervous system centering in the brain, with similar effects arising from injuries of
the vertebrae. We find him adding two very interesting discussions of an emissio
seminis and inability to control the flow of urine, both due to a dislocation of a cervical
vertebra (Case 81, Glosses B and C); but he does not discuss the speechlessness
ensuing when a cervical vertebra has been crushed (Case 33, examination). In the
diagnosis of this case and also that of Case 81 (dislocated neck), the surgeon makes the
interesting observation that both arms and both legs are paralysed. In both cases
the commentator adds an excellent explanation of the mechanical processes which
have caused the fracture and the crushing of the cervical vertebra, but he leaves
without remark the observation of the paralysed limbs.

It will be seen then that our surgeon and the commentator had already observed
a series of effects arising in other parts of the body as a result of injuries to the brain
and the spine. They were furthermore already aware of the shift of these effects
from one side to the other, according as the injury to the brain was on one side or
the other, and in so doing had probably been misled by the centre-coup. These observa-
tions, however, had not been correlated into a system, nor connected with a complex
of ramifying nerves. Indeed our document, as far as preserved, discloses no word for
nerves, and there is no indication in any of the Egyptian documents that such a
designation existed at this remote stage of scientific knowledge of the human body.
As we shall see in the following paragraphs our Egyptian surgeon was still in a very
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early stage of observation concerning such filaments and cord-like connections as the
nerves, and when he found them as disclosed by dissection, he was probably not aware
of their function. The clear correlation of brain and spine with the nervous system
was first achieved by Herophilos at Alexandria in the Third Century B.C.

While the ancient commentator was unaware of nerve filaments, he was acquainted
with the character and function of the muscles and ligaments, and was interested in
them. Case 7, a perforation of the sutures of the skull, records the surgeon's observa-
tion of a constriction of the " cord of his mandible; " also that "the ligaments
of his neck are tense." The commentator appends three discussions of these observa-
tions, two to explain the meaning of the ancient word for" contracted,"" constricted "
or " tense " (Glosses B and E), and one to define the" cord of his mandible " (Gloss C).
In explaining the constriction of the " cord of his mandible," the commentator says
that it refers to " a stiffening on the part of the ligaments at the end of his ramus,
which are fastened to his temporal bone " (Gloss B). It is not likely that he had
already built up a complete catalogue of the muscles of the body, but the above
examples suffice to show that he had studied them in dissection and in the treatment
of wounds, and not merely casually as revealed in the course of embalming. It is
noticeable, however, that the surgeon says nothing of the muscles of the arms and
shoulders, although he was aware of their effects as he directs the practitioner how
to reduce a fractured humerus or clavicle, by prying on a fulcrum against the pull of
these muscles (Cases 35 and 36).

Before leaving the subject of the commentator's discussion of the soft tissues of
the body, especially the cardiac system, the nerves and the muscles, it should be
noted that our surgeon and the commentator likewise, both use the same word for
canal or vessel, and muscle or ligament. This word mt is employed throughout
the commentator's long discussion of the cardiac system as the word for " canal "
or " vessel" (Case 1, Gloss A). Again where the surgeon has used 1 w"'t, an
old word for " cord " to designate the temporal muscle, the commentator explains
it as meaning the mt-w (plural), " ligaments" fastened to the temporal bone. It
is certain therefore that the same word served both for " vessel" and for" ligament "
or " sinew." Under these circumstances it would not be surprising if the Egyptian
had included also the nerves among these cord-like connections. The Egyptian
surgeon knew quite well that the vessels or canals of the cardiac system were hollow
and conveyed blood, but he nevertheless applied to them the word mt, which must
have been a general term for any cord-like connection, which in external form might
not be so unlike a sinew or a nerve. In this use of a common designation for sinew
and canal, and perhaps also nerve, we doubtless have one of the reasons why the
three groups of such connections, namely nerves, blood-vessels, and muscles were not
clearly grouped as three separate systems.

F 2
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On the other hand the bony framework of the body must have been early familiar

to the Egyptian, in a climate where skeletons last so long. Even among the Greeks,

that is, in a climate less favorable to such preservation of the bones, the physicians

knew far more of the bones than of the soft tissues. The commentator's above dis-

cussion of the temporal muscle and the mandible connects very interestingly with his

explanations and descriptions of the anatomy of the mandible and the temporal bone.

In discussing a compound comminuted fracture of the temporal bone the surgeon

naturally is involved in a reference to " the end of his ramus " (condyle and coronoid

process). For ramus he uses a term derived from the name of a bird. The com-

mentator fears that this perhaps already ancient name is no longer familiar to the

reader, and he therefore adds a remark explaining " the end of his ramus " by saying

that " it means the end of his mandible. The ramus ('mr.t),--it is in his temporal

bone just as the claw of an 'amre-bird ('mr) grasps an object " (Case 22, Gloss A).

The fork at the summit of the ramus is thus compared to the claw of a two-toed bird,

which grasps a thing as the bifurcating tip of the ramus engages with the temporal bone.

These anatomical explanations of the commentator thus make use of a variety

of objects from the world of nature or of the arts to suggest the shape or the function

of the parts to be described, just as modern science employs similar figures. We

have already seen how the surgeon likens the convolutions of the brain to slag forma-

tions floating on molten metal, and the commentator's discussion of the comparison.

In the same way, we have the dome of the skull designated as " the chest of his head,"

and the commentator thinks it wise to add an explanation here, saying " it means
the middle of his crown, next to his brain. The likening of it is to a chest " (Case 7,

Gloss H), a very common article of furniture in an Egyptian household. Similarly,

an architectural term is applied by the surgeon to the nose; he deals in Case 11 with

a "break in the column of his nose." The commentator adds what is for us a confused

and difficult explanation of the exact limits of the portion of the nose included under

this term (Case 11, Gloss A). In Case 40 it is doubtless the appearance of the sternum,

with its bristling lines of ribs, which has suggested that the manubrium be called by

the name of an animal like a porcupine or hedgehog, having vigorous hair or spines.
This term likewise leads the commentator to add an explanation indicating what

animal has suggested the designation (Case 40, Gloss A).

In one case the commentator warns the reader against accepting such a descriptive

term too literally. In discussing a fracture of the nasal bone, the surgeon is in-

structed to cleanse both nostrils " until every worm of blood which coagulates in

the inside of his two nostrils comes forth." The commentator adds a gloss to this

case explaining that only a comparion is involved in the passage, which he says

designates merely "the clotting of blood in the inside of his two nostrils, likened to a

worm ( ~ f n*r.t), which subsists in the water." The word" worm" was obviously
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employed by the original writer of the treatise to designate the fibrous, stringy forma-
tions in coagulated blood (Case 12, Gloss C).

The interest of the commentator in the text he is explaining is both scientific and
pedagogic. With the gloss just discussed we have probably passed from the scientific

to the pedagogic. The same motive has led to the insertion of not a few of the com-

mentator's explanations, especially where the text contains an ancient word no longer
commonly current. Indeed he was so concerned lest the ancient word for " ruddy "
should not be understood, that he has inserted his explanation of the word in no less
than three different cases (Cases 7, Gloss F ; 41, Gloss C; and 46, Gloss C). We find
him explaining the presumably old or unusual words for" shuffling" (Case 8, Gloss B),
" blood-shot " (Case 19, Gloss A), " piercing through" (Case 26, Gloss A), " dribbles "
(Case 31, Gloss C), or the word J ~ ,~ bkn, a no longer current word for " urine "
of a sheep (Case 7, Gloss G). In one case it is an extraordinary and picturesque idiom
or figure of speech which the commentator explains to us, and which seems to have
been as enigmatic to the reader of the Third Millennium B. c. as it is to us. We
find the surgeon given the curious instructions " Moor him (the patient) at his mooring
stakes," or " Put him at his mooring stakes " in nine different cases. At the first
occurrence of this remarkable injunction (Case 8, I 22-23), the commentator has
added an explanation (Gloss D), which reads, " It means putting him on his customary
diet, without administering to him a prescription."

We are often at a loss to know exactly what kind of an appliance is intended when
the text of the case prescribes the use of some surgical device, and we are usually not
enlightened as to the character of the device or the manner of its use. We must
suppose that such information was a matter of common knowledge among surgeons.
Of adhesive plaster the commentator has thought it advisable to add an explanation
(Case 2, Gloss B); but by the time he reached Case 10 he had forgotten this fact and
he therefore inserted the same explanation again (Case 10, Gloss A). In explaining
a certain kind of bandage he also gives us the interesting information already men-
tioned above, that it was prepared by the embalmers (Case 9, Gloss A).

The full value of this ancient body of commentary can be understood only by
reading it in connection with the text of the treatise which it is intended to explain.
Preliminary to such a reading, it will be found useful to study the following com-
plete list of the passages which the commentator has selected for explanatory
discussion.

List of terms and expressions explained in the glosses in Papyrus Edwin Smith :

Case 1. A. " Thou examinest a man." The explanation contains a possible reference to counting
the pulse and also an account of the cardiac system.

B. "While his wound does not have [two lips]."
C. "Penetrating to the [bone of his skull, (but) not having a gash]." Compare Case 18, A.

Case 2. A. "A [gaping] wound [in his head penetrating to the bone]."
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Case 2. B. " Two strips of linen," meaning adhesive tape or plaster.
C. " Not having a split, a perforation, (or) [a smash]."

Case 3. A. "[Perforating his skull]."
B. " Unable to look at his shoulders and his bre[ast]."
C. " Suffering with stiffness in his neck."
D. " Moor (him) at his mooring stakes:" an ancient idiom for " putting him on his

customary diet, without administering to him a prescription."
Case 4. A. " Splitting his skull."

B. " The swelling which is over it protrudes."
C. "Thou knowest he has reached a decisive point :" the crisis.

Case 5. A. "Smashing his skull," explaining a compound comminuted fracture.
Case 6. A. " Smashing his skull, (and) rending open the brain of his skull," explaining a rupture

of the meningeal membranes.
B. "Those corrugations which form on molten copper," used as illustrating the external

appearance of the convolutions of the brain.
Case 7. A. "Perforating the sutures of [his skull]," explaining "sutures " as "what is between

shell and shell of his skull."
B. " The cord of his mandible is contracted," explaining probable symptoms of tetanus,

and the anatomy of the mandible and its ligaments.
C. " The cord of his mandible."
D. " His countenance clammy with sweat."
E. " The ligaments of his neck are tense."
F. " His face is ruddy."
G. " The odor of the chest of his head is like the bkn of sheep," bkn being an ancient word

for urine.HI. "The chest of his head," this being an ancient term for the dome of the skull.
I. " His mouth is bound, (and) both his eye-brows are drawn, while his face is as if he wept:"

facial distortion accompanying an injury of the skull.
J. " He has become pale and has already rshown exhaustionl."

Case 8. A. " A smash in his skull under the skin of his head, there being no wound at all upon it:"
a compound comminuted fracture of the skull without visible external contusion.

B. "He walks shuffling with his sole:" partial paralysis of one foot resulting from an injury
to the brain.

C. " One whom something entering from outside has smitten," emphasized because of lack
of external contusion.

D. "Something entering from outside," outside destiny, the will of Providence, " not the
intrusion of anything which his flesh engenders."

E. " One who does not release the head of his shoulder-fork and who does not fall with his
nails in the palm of his hand:" obscure convulsive action like symptoms accompanying
injury to the brain.

Case 9. A. "Covering for physicians' use," explained as a bandage prepared by the embalmers.
Case 10. A. "Two strips of linen," repeating the explanation already given in Case 2, Gloss B.
Case 11. A. "The column of his nose," explained as the soft outer nose, including the septum.

B. "His two nostrils."
Case 12. A. "A break in the chamber of his nose."

B. "His nose is bent, his face disfigured."
C. "Every worm of blood which coagulates in the inside of his two nostrils."

Case 13. No glosses.
Case 14. A. "A wound in his nostril, piercing through."
Cases 15-17. No glosses.
Case 18. A. "A wound not having a gash, while it penetrates to the bone;" compare Case 1, C.

B. "His gm," explained as meaning his temple, and therefore evidently some old designa-
tion no longer current at the date of the insertion of this explanation.
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Case 19. A. " His two eyes are blood-shot," the term for " blood-shot " being some old and un-
familiar term.

Cases 20-21. No glosses.
Case 22. A. " The end of his ramus," the term for "ramus" being an ancient word derived from

the name of a two-toed bird, whose forked claw suggested the fork at the head of the
ramus.

B. " Thou seest its fragments in the interior of his ear," the term for "fragments " being
an archaic word designating the fragments of bone visible in the inside of the ear after
a compound comminuted fracture of the temporal bone.

C. " He is speechless : " a symptom accompanying the compound comminuted fracture of
the temporal bone, but designated by an uncommon word.

Cases 23-25. No glosses.
Case 26. A. " A wound in his lip piercing through to the inside of his mouth," the term "piercing

through " being some old word requiring elucidation.
Cases 27-29. No glosses.
Case 30. A. " A sprain : " evidently an archaic word explained as meaning "a rending of two mem-

bers, (although) it (=each) is (still) in its place."
Case 31. A. " A dislocation in a vertebra of his neck," explained in the following words : "He is

speaking of a separation of one vertebra of his neck from another, the flesh which is
over it being uninjured ; as one says, ' It is uwnh' (dislocated), concerning things which
had been joined together, when one has been severed from another."

B. " It is an emissio seminis which befalls his phallus : " a result of a broken neck.
C. " While his urine dribbles," the ancient word for "dribbles " requiring explanation.

Case 32. A. " A displacement in a vertebra of his neck."
Case 33. A. " A crushed vertebra in his neck."

B. " His falling head downward has caused one vertebra to crush into the next."
Case 34. A. " A dislocation in his two collar bones," with an interesting description of the anatomy

in this region.
Cases 35-38. No glosses.
Case 39. A. " Tumors with prominent head in his breast."
Case 40. A. " The manubrium of his sternum," named from a spiny animal like a porcupine.
Case 41. A. " A diseased wound in his breast, inflamed:" a wound sluggish in healing, persistently

remaining open, explained by quoting an ancient work called, "Treatise on what
Pertains to a Wound."

B. " A whirl of inflammation in his wound."
C. " Its two lips are ruddy," explaining the archaic term for ruddy which had been already

explained in Case 7, Gloss F.
D. " His flesh cannot receive a bandage."
E. "While heat continually issues from the mouth of his wound at thy touch," explaining

an archaic word for "issue" employed in the discussion.
Case 42. A. "Ribs of his breast," explaining the presumably archaic term for ribs.
Case 43. A. " A dislocation in the ribs of his breast," explained as meaning "a displacement of the

heads of the ribs of his sternum, which are articulated in his sternum."
B. " He suffers with swellings in his two sides."
C. " His two sides."

Case 44. No glosses.
Case 45. A. " Bulging tumors on his breast."
Case 46. A. "An abscess with prominent head on his breast."

B. "Clamminess of their surface."
C. "There is no ruddiness upon it," explaining the meaning of the term for ruddiness again,

after having explained the same term twice above, Case 7, Gloss F, and Case 41, Gloss C.
Case 47. No glosses.
Case 48. Glosses, if any, are lost.
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II. Function and Age of the Treatise

In studying the surviving treatises of the Hippocratic school of medicine one is
struck by the fact that the physician of that school was far more interested in the
human body when it was sick than when it was well. His knowledge of anatomy and
physiology, therefore, as based on a study of the normal human body, was not extensive
or systematic. Hippocratic study of the human body when ailing, furthermore, was
evidently more often inspired by a desire for knowledge than by the hope of curing
the patient. Thus among the forty-two case-histories recorded in the Hippocratic
treatises on Epidemics I and III,1 twenty-five, that is considerably more than half,

end in death, and this group of case-histories may fairly be regarded as a body of
evidence collected by the methods of scientific investigation, rather than the casual
observations incident to the physician's daily practice. It may be for modern medical
men to decide whether this evidence might possess any value in a subsequent effort
to heal or cure; but such a conclusion would seem to be very doubtful.

In the same way the author of our surgical treatise was obviously interested in
the human body and the phenomena it exhibited, even though he could do nothing for
the patient. That the knowledge of the human organism which the ancient Egyptian
surgeons gained by this attitude of mind was laid down in systematic treatises, we
can hardly doubt. These treatises, if they really existed, have unhappily been lost.

It should therefore be clearly borne in mind when examining our treatise, that
while the observations on the structure and functions of the human organs here
recorded are not purely casual, nevertheless our treatise is not a systematic discussion

of the human body. In the systematic organization of the materials, beginning with
the head and proceeding downward, we note, however, that it has some outward
resemblance to an organized treatise on anatomy and physiology. It is nevertheless
a group of discussions of injuries, and not of organs and parts of the body.

We see then that the treatise may have served one or more of a number of different
functions. There were evidently at least three classes of surgical documents in ancient
Egypt. First, handbooks used by surgeons in their daily practice, just as the physi-
cians must have used the recipes collected in the Papyrus Ebers; again, second, it is
obvious that there were outlines from which Egyptian surgeons, in those medical
schools which preceded the one founded by Darius, lectured to their students; for
we cannot suppose that the great mass of details discussed in the Edwin Smith
Papyrus was a matter of oral transmission. It was doubtless in the use of such lecture
outlines that the lecturer's comments on already ancient discussions, formulas and
directions would gradually accumulate. These explanations of all matters needing
elucidation would appear as the glosses which form the commentary in our treatise.

1 W. H. S. Jones, Hippocrates, London, 1923, V. 1, p. 144.
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Finally, third, there must have been records of the instruction received by students
of medicine and surgery : lecture note-books and clinical note-books such as modern
students produce. Was our treatise any one of these three ?

In view of the magical recipes on the back of our papyrus, the probabilities are
that its owner was a practicing physician, and that our treatise was a reference book
from his medical library. Even so, however, our treatise may likewise have partaken
of the nature both of the lecturer's outline and the student's note-book; for the
student will have roughly reproduced the form and content of his instructor's
lecture notes and may afterward have continued to employ his note-book as a refer-
ence hand-book.

In this connection it is well to emphasize the memorandum character of our
treatise, which is very noticeable. Repeatedly a whole paragraph is merely suggested
by an introductory phrase or two, or merely a few catch words. Important surgical
processes are indicated by a short phrase. The surgeon is charged to apply this or
that method or process, without the slightest explanation of the details or the method
of procedure. Devices designated by a single word are in no way described, and terms
which are not explained are tacitly assumed to be understood. All these things may
have been matters which received full and sufficient oral explanation not included in
the present text of the treatise. As a whole therefore, the treatise is very much in
the nature of notes, whether those of lecturer or student. One is reminded of the
condition in which some of the treatises attributed to Aristotle have come down to us.

These notes originally took form and were recorded, whether by lecturer or student,
at a very early date. Both in vocabulary and grammar the language repeatedly
exhibits the characteristics of Old Kingdom speech, that is of the period between
3000 and 2500 B.C. The following is not a complete list of these evidences, but it
contains the more noticeable examples of these early words or forms. It is important
in this connection to note whether these archaisms are found in the original discussion
(called " text " below), or in the ancient glosses forming the commentary, which we
have discussed above (pp. 61-71).

List of archaisms in the language of the surgical treatise:

I. Text:

1. Grammar:

a. The ancient third person dual of the pseudo-participle, ° Q phd-wy
(Case 84, XI 18).

b. The archaic and very rare dual of the feminine genitive particle nty
(Case 4, II 7; Case 7, III 15; and Case 25, IX 4).

c. The ancient third person dual, j 7 ny, "of them both" (Case 14, VI 8;
Case 86, XII 13 bis); compare also the incorrect p (Case 85, XII 7).
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d. The archaic construction in which we must probably recognize the pseudo-
participle preceding a nominal subject. See the discussion in Case 4, II 4.

e. The particle T ny, " for it " or the like, in verdict 8: "= .

See the commentary on Case 5, 1115. This form, first noticed by Gardiner,
is regarded by him as already " moribund " in the Old Kingdom (Pro-
ceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, 40 (1918), p. 7).

f. The uniformly archaic writing of the noun hnw, "inside" or "interior,"
without the determinative of the house c, regularly appearing in the
Middle Kingdom and later. It occurs in our treatise twenty-two times
(see glossary), of which nine occurrences are in the text and thirteen
are in the ancient commentary (see below).

g. The archaic use of M dr, meaning " when" or " as soon as" (Case 4, II 6,
consult commentary).

h. Use of I my with the phonetic value mr in ymrw (Case 15,
VI 17).

i. Omission of the preposition m: before ydr, surgical "stitching"
(Case 26, IX 8) ; before ', ,by't "honey" (often, e. g., Case 82, XI 6;
Case 85, XII 8, etc.) ; before ~ mrh,-t, "grease," passim (e.g.,
Case 15, VI 17). The last case has been thought to be due to mergence
of the preposition m with the following initial m of the word. In view of
the other cases this is unlikely. Another explanation may be the memo-
randum character of the treatise, involving intentional abbreviation.

2. Dictionary:

a. The word ^T pn, " split," found elsewhere only in the Pyramid Texts
and the Middle Kingdom Book of the Dead.

b. The archaic word jJejx n bhb, "break through," occurring elsewhere
only in the Pyramid Texts (three times) and once at Abydos (see com-
mentary on Case 18, VI 4-5). Besides the five occurrences in our papyrus
it is not found in the Egyptian medical documents.

c. The obsolete word .f ° w'*t, " cord," explained in Gloss C, Case 7,
III 18.

d. The obsolete word ok yaw, "protrude," found only in the Pyramid
Texts and its oldest derivatives.

e. The archaic word =: rr-ty, "mandible," explained by the ancient com-
mentary as equivalent to the current word Q ... wgw-t, "jaw" (Case 7,
Gloss C, III 18; compare III 7 and Gloss B, III 16-17).

f. The archaic word .itr, "contracted," explained in Gloss B, Case 7,
III 16-18.
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II. Glosses Forming the Ancient Commentary:

1. Grammar:

a. The archaic writing h'ty, " heart," for the classic g. , in Gloss A
(Case 1, I 9).

b. The writing ~l hnw," inside " or "interior," without the determinative c-.
Out of twenty-two examples, thirteen are found in the ancient com-
mentary (see above).

c. The archaic interchange of h and 9 in nh, " fluid," Gloss A (Case 6,
II 24-25), and elsewhere in our treatise always written with =, (five times,
see glossary).

d. Indiscriminate use of .. and "^. See discussion, Case 1, 110, Gloss B.
e. Archaic writing J-a for ymytw, " between" in Gloss A (Case 7, III 16).

2. Dictionary:

A number of the archaic words listed above as found in the text occur also in
the ancient commentary; but as quotations from the text they cannot
be called original to the glosses.

While the ancient commentary does not disclose as many archaic words as the text
of the discussions, nevertheless it is obvious that the glosses contain conclusive
evidence of their Old Kingdom origin. The alphabetic writing of h'ty, "heart," and
the exchange of - _h and - 5; besides thirteen out of twenty-two examples of the
archaic writing of _hnw, " interior " without a determinative, all in the glosses, are
very significant. It is hardly to be doubted, therefore, that the commentary is older
than the Middle Kingdom.

If an explanatory commentary on the text of the treatise was already necessary
before the end of the Old Kingdom, the treatise itself must be dated to the early

part of the Old Kingdom, and may therefore be an example of the medical learning
which made Imhotep, the earliest known physician, already famous in the Thirtieth
Century B.C. In that case our treatise would be some five thousand years old.

III. The Lost Beginning of the Treatise and the Reconstruction of

Column I from the Fragments

When the papyrus was placed in the present editor's hands, it consisted of twenty-
one complete columns and was accompanied by a group of seventeen fragments, pasted
mostly at random on a sheet of manila paper. The paper bore interesting notes in
ink in the hand-writing of Mr. Edwin Smith. The most important of these notes reads:

"These fragments were recovered from a factitious papyrus made up of the fragments
from 3 others March 17, 1862, nearly 2 months after the original purchase, Jan. 20,
both from Mustapha Aga, and the fragments A and C [our A and B] were saturated with
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glue which was removed by maceration and carefully scraping the glue away which had
been used to seal the factitious papyrus composed of these fragments."

It is obvious at the first glance that these fragments were written by the same
scribe who made our copy of the Surgical Treatise. When the native discoverer or
owner sold the main roll of the document to Mr. Smith on January 20th, 1862, he had
lying at home outer fragments of it, which he had removed, perhaps with the inten-
tion of producing the impression that the document proffered for sale to Smith was
complete and perfect. A cursory examination would have disclosed to Mr. Smith
the presence of the lower right hand corner of a column (our fragment E) preceding
Column II, and doubtless did betray to him the fact that a column preceding Column II
was lost.

Mustapha Aga on returning home took the fragments of the roll which he had
removed and pasted them around a dummy roll, as the modern natives very often
do. He waited two months and then took this dummy roll, looking very attractive
on the outside, to Mr. Smith, who forthwith purchased it, well knowing as the event
disclosed, the real character of his new roll. The methods of papyrus salvage as it
is now so skillfully practiced by such deft preparators as Ibscher, were of course
entirely unknown two generations ago; and Mr. Smith deserves great credit for
rescuing these fragments as successfully as he has done.

Moreover Mr. Smith was not content with merely disengaging the fragments from
the bogus roll. He examined them with care, and recognizing that they were a part
of the papyrus which he had bought from Mustapha Aga two months previously, he
endeavored to put them together. I find the date" Dec. 10, 63 "written beside some
of the smaller fragments, showing that some twenty-one months after the purchase
of the fragments he was still engaged in trying to put them together. His efforts were
crowned with several successes. He recognized that fragments A and B (see Vol. II,
Plate I A) belong together, with B at the right, and an interval between them. He
discerned that C and D belong on the right edge of B and he had roughly added to
the right edge of B the readings from C and D. He had probably concluded that F
was from the lower half of the column and had continued the numbering of the lines
to include F (14-26). He knew also that G and I belong on the right edge of F, as his
memoranda show. That was as far as he had gone, but his progress shows him a keen
and penetrating student of the document.

The reader will find on Plate I A (Vol. II) the materials enabling him to follow the
process of reconstruction. The connection between fragments A and B is demonstrated
not only by the duplicate passage in Papyrus Ebers (see Case 1, Gloss A, pp. 106 f.),
but also by recurrences of the same passage from Pap. Smith, like 1. 8 or 1. 12. The
most difficult connection to establish was that between the group of fragments ABCD
forming the upper half of the column and the group FGHI forming part of the lower
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half of the column. The connection is demonstrated in two ways. First by the
sequence of the content: the group ABCD ends with a diagnosis (11. 18-14) and the
group FGHI begins with a verdict and a treatment. This is the correct order of
content of the cases throughout the treatise. Secondly the joint between A and F,
which is just at the level of 1. 18, can be reconstructed, notwithstanding the fact that
only a few traces of 1. 13 have survived along the upper edge of fragment F. It is
possible to read along the lower edge of A the words On the
left of the . fragment A still preserves the upper part of the 0, the small loop at the
upper end of the heavy oblique stroke, which will be found intruding into 1. 14 on
fragment F. The short U above it on A will be found illustrated in gm in 1. 25 of
the same column. Again, in the word 1°e the rent between A and F passes directly
along the second -, so that the lower edge of the horizontal stroke forming the
hieratic n is visible in the original along the upper edge of F. We thus have two
signs here part of each of which is visible on both A and F.

The fragments therefore belonged to a single column of which we have approxi-
mately the upper right and left, and the lower left-hand quarters. The greatest loss
is the lower right-hand quarter and a vertical strip along the right edge of the page
extending from top to bottom, some of which can be restored as on Plate I A (Vol. II),
from the surviving parallels.

The question now arises: where did this fragmentary column belong ? Did it
immediately precede the columns of the main roll, beginning with our Column II ?
These questions are easily answered. Fragment E, now inserted on Plate I A (Vol. II),
was still part of the main roll at the right of the foot of Column II when the papyrus
was handed to the present editor. It contains the ends of eight lines, and a study of
these shows that they are the ends of 11.19-26 of our reconstructed column, which is
thus linked up with our main roll as Column I.

Of the seventeen fragments the reconstruction of Column I now disposes of all
the large ones and the most important of the small ones, or a total of nine. This
leaves eight very small pieces which have not been placed. The writing has faded
considerably, from the rough handling by the natives and the maceration to free them
from the glue used in patching up the dummy roll. These pieces have been assembled
on Plate I and lettered from K to R inclusive. They are so small and the ink so pale
that I have not been able to place them in the text of Column I.

Column I contains parts of three cases, of which the first is evidently the first case
in the treatise. Its beginning occupied the last few lines of the preceding column.
Unless the introduction preceding the cases was very long, the remainder of the lost
column, that is nearly all of it, would have furnished sufficient space for the introduc-
tion. In that case we have lost only one column at the beginning of the treatise,
preceding our present Column I.
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CASE ONE

Bottom lines of lost column-I 12

A WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE

THE beginning of this case is lost at the bottom of the last column preceding
Column I. Only a portion of the last twelve lines of the case is preserved at the top
of the fragmentary Column I. At the bottom of the preceding lost column the begin-
ning of Case 1 must have occupied at least nearly two lines, each about 28 cm. long,
for the restored text measured in hieratic of the proper scale is about 56 cm. long
(see Vol. II, Ib). It is highly probable that no other case preceded our Case 1, as
we shall see. This observation shows us that the preceding portion of the lost
column, probably over twenty lines, was not devoted to the discussion of cases.

From the twelve lines of Case 1 which are preserved at the top of Column I, it is
quite evident that this case was arranged and organized as to subject matter in the
same way as all the others which follow. We must expect, therefore, that the diagnosis
will have been substantially a repetition of the examination, and that the title, with
which the case was introduced, consisted of the first part of observations recorded
in the examination. It is quite possible therefore to restore a large part of the beginning
of Case 1, now lost at the bottom of the lost column. There is unavoidable uncertainty
as to the length of the title, as it is impossible to establish with precision how much of
the examination was employed as title. The preserved portion, at the top of Column I,
begins in the diagnosis, in the' middle of a word, after which nearly two-thirds of
the diagnosis is preserved. Combining the information disclosed by the glosses with
our knowledge of the stereotyped form of the diagnosis as found in other cases, it is
possible to restore the entire diagnosis with the exception of a lacuna of three or four
words. From the diagnosis thus restored, it is possible to work back in the same way
through the examination to the title, as already indicated.

TITLE

Bottom of lost column
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Translation

[Instructions concerning a wound in his head, penetrating to the bone of his skull.]

Commentary

Of the forty-seven other cases preserved in Papyrus Smith, every one begins with

a title anticipating the examination, and employing its introductory words. It cannot

be doubted that like the remaining forty-seven, Case 1 also began with a title of the
same form.

Ss '4'w, " instructions, indications." This word is preserved as the first word

of the title in 46 out of the 48 cases in our treatise, and it was obviously present also

in Case 3 (as shown by the preserved portion of the title, I 18), giving us 47 cases
introduced by it, out of 48. We cannot doubt that it also introduced Case 1. The
word is written with the transferred sign , bec Iln with the transferred sin , because of the word
"antelope," e. g., Davies, Deir el-Gebrawi, I, pl. XI; Ptahhetep, II, pl. XIX; Mariette,

Mastabas, D. 15, &c. It is construed with a following noun, either in the direct or

indirect genitive. In the earlier documents we find the direct genitive exclusively;

e. g., throughout Pap. Smith, and the M.K. Kahun Medical Papyrus, 1, 15; 2, 18;

1, 23; 1, 27; et passim. Pap. Ebers also uses the direct genitive quite commonly

(100, 15 with suffix pronoun; 109, 2; 109, 18; 108, 19; etc.); but it at the same time

employs the indirect genitive (109, 11 ; 36, 4; 106, 13; 107, 5; 108, 17; etc.), as
does also the late Berlin Medical Papyrus 3038 (14, 3 ; 14, 6; 12, 12, three times in
all). d'w does not occur in Pap. Hearst.

Outside of the medical treatises the meaning of the word is fairly clear. Thus in

a Hymn to Thoth the worshiper says :

" Come to me, (O Thoth), that thou mayest make regulations for me, and that thou

mayest make me instructed in thy office" (Pap. Anast. V, 9, 3). In the self-laudatory

phrases of oriental scribes and officials the term is frequently used to describe the
experienced or well-informed man.

In the medical literature the exact shade of meaning has still to be determined.

It is used in four of the medical treatises: Papyrus Ebers, Kahun Papyrus, Papyrus

Smith, and Berlin Medical Papyrus, to designate the entire discussion of the case. It

is not employed as a title of mere recipes, though it approaches this usage in the Kahun

Papyrus; for this reason it does not appear at all in the exclusively magical documents

like Papyrus Hearst or the London Medical Papyrus, and is used only three times in

the Berlin Papyrus (3038). The chief question is whether the word designates the

objective indications observable in a given case, or the instructions based on these.
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A significant case in Pap. Ebers in the discussion of the heart might indicate the former.
The physician is discussing the meaning of a term indicating a symptom of the heart
and says : " It means the non-pulsating of the heart, or that the vessels of the heart
are silent (not pulsating), - -- c ' ' q ,there being no in-
dications of them (the 'vessels') under thy two hands " (Ebers 100, 14-15). It is
highly probable that M'w here means the " indications " observable in the objective
situation, that is, that the physician laying his hands upon the vessels of the heart
is unable to discern any pulsations. It is conceivable also that we should render
g'w here "instructions," understanding the statement to mean that the physician
will find at hand (" under thy two hands ") no available instructions compiled from
past experience ; but I am strongly inclined to the opinion that the former interpreta-
tion is the correct one. The word may therefore originally have meant the observable
" indications," and as the records of such indications accumulated and were accom-
panied also by the instructions to be followed by the practitioner, 94'w still continued
to appear in the title and thus came to cover both the " observations" of the surgeon
and the " directions " he was expected to follow. In such cases as those in the Kahun
Papyrus it is difficult to find any other rendering for the word than " instructions,"
and this is the rendering I have employed in the translation of Papyrus Smith. The
word is used in the plural throughout our treatise, and is three times accompanied
by the plural demonstrative _, " these" (XIV 7-8; XV 16; XVII 6). In these
three cases the physician is admonished to treat the patient 4 , " according
to these instructions," and this passage favors the rendering " instructions " rather
than " indications."

While the restoration of the initial word " Instructions " in the title of Case 1 is
obviously correct, justification for the insertion of the next phrase is not so obvious
at first. Its correctness is demonstrable on the basis of an examination of the group
of cases in which it occurs, and especially of a comparison of this group with a later
analogous group. Reference to the index of titles (p. 88) makes it evident at once
that following upon Case 1 is a group of six cases each called " a wound in his head."
A similar group of five cases in the temporal region begins with Case 18. The first of
these five cases is designated merely as " a wound in his temple," and the subsequent
discussion shows that it is not a serious wound. The remaining four cases, however,
are much more serious, involving injury to the temporal bone beneath the fleshy
tissue which limited the injury in the first case. Examining again Cases 2 to 7 we
find that the last five involve injuries to the skull, while Case 2 preceding them is
a wound of the exterior overlying soft tissue, not involving injury to the bone. It
is evident then that Cases 2 to 7 form a group arranged like the group of Cases 18-22,
with the flesh wound placed first and injuries to the underlying bone following after.
If now we turn to the preserved text of Case 1 we find that it begins (I 1) with the
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words " his head," followed shortly by the words " his wound." The character of

" his wound " is also explained in Gloss B (I 9-10), and we learn that it has no gash.

We must conclude therefore that this group of seven cases of wounds in the head was

introduced by two so-called flesh wounds (Cases 1 and 2), after which the surgeon

continues with injuries to the skull (calvaria). As we are explicitly told that the wound

had no gash, the word " wound " in the title of Case 1 must be followed immediately

by the words " in his head " (see I 1), just as in Case 18 we have: " a wound in his

temple." The "gash-wounds" or " gaping wounds" are then discussed in Cases 2-7.

The character of the wound is then further discussed, but it is impossible to

understand this discussion without further investigation of the use of the word

" wound " in our treatise.
eJ~ wbnw, " wound," is one of the commonest, if not the most common surgical

term in our treatise. It occurs 142 times. It is either written in full as above, or

with the determinative ; but it is often abbreviated to a varying extent, thus:

eJ (once only, VIII 18), ,t, o, ; or this: p , g , ap, or

even 5 (twice only, X 8 ; XII 17). The plural strokes are rare and never appear with

the full phonetic writing. The gradual appearance of the abbreviated writings is

interesting and is an illustration of the fact that Case 1 is too near the beginning of

the document to have been preceded by many cases. Throughout the first three

cases (eight times preserved, several lost) the scribe carefully employs the full

phonetic writing, Q J , but at the very beginning of Case 4 he drops into an easy

abbreviation, Pgo (II 2), although he at once returns to the full writing (twice).

With occasional reversions of this kind, he nevertheless reaches 9 at the bottom of

the fourth column (IV 21). Indeed, after a full writing in II 18 and III 2 (Case 7), we

find prevailingly 1/ throughout the remainder of the treatise. It is reasonable

to conclude that this gradual resort to abbreviated writing on the part of the scribe

took place near the beginning of the document.

Wbnw designates the commonest form of injury treated in the document, as its

frequent occurrence demonstrates. It stands as the first word of the title in the

nineteen cases in which the injury is so designated in the diagnosis. These cases are
as follows: 1 (probable, though title is lost), 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 18, 20, 28, 26,

27, 28, 29, 40, and 47. Although the word has long been known and rendered

" wound," the nature and character of the injury it might designate has not hereto-

fore been precisely determined, and it is the new material from Papyrus Smith which

now makes this possible. The word usually designates any injury to fleshy tissue,
which may be severed or gashed as with a knife or sword blade, or ruptured as with

the blow of a blunt weapon like a club, or rent as with the crushing action of some
heavy object, or laid open by any agency which might destroy the skin; but more

rarely it may also indicate an injury to the bone.
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A. Injuries of the Soft Tissue
A wbnw is often described or indicated as obviously in the fleshy tissue, e. g.,

Pap. Smith several times refers to " its (the wbnw's) flesh" (XVII 1 and 5). In Pap.
Ebers there is a small group of " Recipes for healing a wbnw inflicted on the flesh "
(Ebers 70, 1). An interesting case in Pap. Smith deals with a fracture of the skull
incurred without injury to the overlying external tissue (Case 8). The surgeon states
that " there is no wound upon it (the wbnw) ... the flesh of his head being uninjured"
(IV 18). The clear implication is that the wbnw would be in the " flesh " of the head.
There are frequent references in Pap. Smith to an injury to the bone (fracture, split,
perforation, etc.), having "a wbnw over it " (VII 15; IX 1; XII 15; XII 16-17;
etc.). Such a wbnw must necessarily be in the fleshy tissue. The same is true of a
wbnw in the chin (Case 27), the bone beneath which is "uninjured" (IX 14,15).

Papyrus Smith furnishes numerous important indications of the character of a
wbnw in the soft tissue overlying a bone, for in practically every case of wbnw in our
treatise, it is said to penetrate to the bone, or if there is no underlying bone, then to
the underlying organ. For the sake of completeness all important data from the other
Egyptian medical documents are also adduced in the following collection of materials.

1. Penetration. The wbnw treated in Pap. Smith, as we have already noted, is
usually described as " (also ) " penetrating to the bone" (II 3; II 12; II
18: etc.). Of a wbnw where there is no immediately underlying bone, we have a
similar description (Case 28): Ce_. = = . " piercing through to his gullet"
(IX 19). The reference is to a wound in the throat.

2. Gash produced by a sword, knife or battle axe. In an ironical catalogue of the
miseries of a military officer we find it stated that " his head is split with a wound
(wbn) " (Pap. Anast. IV, 9, 7 = Anast. III, 5, 8). This is a type of wound often dis-
cussed in Pap. Smith and called go or " wbnw of a gash," meaning "a
gaping wound." It occurs thirty-one times in our treatise (II 2; II 11; III 2; etc.).
Such a wound may be called indifferently a wbnw, or a " gash; " compare the two
following parallel passages:

Case 14 ". ... (VI 8-9).

Case 47 e a , (XVI 20).

The same variant, that is kf-t, " gash " for wbnw will be found by comparing
IX 8 (Case 26) with V 6 (Case 10). See the commentary on kf.t in Case 1 (examination,
pp. 90 ff). The character of this type of wound is very clearly indicated in several
cases, especially Case 10, in discussing which the surgeon is instructed to apply a
certain type of bandage " to the two lips of the gash-wound, in order to cause one to
join to the other " (V 9). The " two lips " of such a wound are referred to in
Pap. Smith a number of times, e. g.: I 1; VI 8; VI 183; VIII 21; etc. Similarly
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the " gash " and the " two lips " are introduced to describe a wound of different
character of which it is said :

" It (the wbnw) has no gash ... and his wbnw has not two lips " (VII 12-18).
The character of a " gash-wound " is also indicated in the directions to the surgeon
to " bring together his gash with stitching " (XVI 20). Such a wound may also be
described as having a " mouth " (IX 20; XVII 9); but this term is not decisive for
it is also employed of wounds which are not called "gash-wounds" (IV 20; VII 24-
VIII 1; or especially Case 41, which employs it five times !). The "mouth " of a
wound is also referred to in Pap. Ebers (70, 5 and 71, 15), and in Pap. Hearst (XII 11)
there is mention of a " wound (wbnw) having an open mouth."

3. Perforation produced by a pointed weapon like an arrow or spear. Such wounds
are not clearly and precisely defined in our treatise. The word r J o thi indicating
the verb " to perforate " or the noun " perforation " is usually applied to injuries to
the bone, as in Cases 3 (see commentary, I 18), 7,1, etc. The verb Jj1 4,db "to pene-
trate " or " perforate " is, however, employed to indicate that a perforating wound in
the fleshy tissue has penetrated through the lip to the interior of the mouth (Case 26),
or through the nose to the interior of the nostril (Case 14). See the discussion of these
two cases.

4. A contusion or a less clearly defined rupture of the tissue, produced by a blunt
weapon like a club. This is the type of wound referred to in the familiar apostrophe
to a drunkard : 0 IQ , c ~',a Q " (People flee from thee, for) thou inflictest
wounds (wbn) on them " (Pap. Anast. IV, 11, 12). Such wounds are described in
Pap. Smith as having no gash and therefore lacking two lips (Case 18, VII 12-18,
cited above under 2).

5. Laceration and rupture of the soft tissue caused by the crushing action of a
heavy object which lays open the flesh. Papyrus Ebers refers to a " wound (wbnw)
of crushing" (Ebers 110, 4), and it may be that Case 18, just classified under 4, should
be placed here. The only direct reference to crushing in Pap. Smith is a case of a
crushed cervical vertebra (Case 33).

6. Burns. There is no reference to burns in Pap. Smith, but Pap. Ebers contains
a recipe for a "burn-wbnw" (Ebers 68, 17-18), that is a "burn-wound," and it contains
other recipes for burns not designated as " wounds," e. g., 68, 20 if.

B. Injuries of the Bones

Wbnw is not commonly applied to injuries of the bones. In Case 29, however,
Pap. Smith clearly defines a " gaping wound in the vertebra of his neck" (X 3 f.).
More often the terms for injuries in the bones are not general like " wound," but
specific, like [ ad "smash " (compound comminuted fracture), dx pan, "split,"

Jo thin, "perforation," or shm, "crushing," etc. The range of our sur-
02
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geon's knowledge and mention of wounds must include a study of such words, which
will be found in the index. Nor do these wholly exhaust the available materials, for
the surgeon deals with wounds of the brain (Cases 6 and 8); and the reference to
canals leading to the lungs (XII 2) would indicate that if our treatise were preserved
to the end, we would find injuries to the internal organs.

The observed symptoms of various types of wbnw and the surgeon's medicinal or
surgical treatment will be discussed in the commentary on the cases themselves.

C. Sores
Somewhat less common is the use of wbnw to designate a sore, the origin of which

may not have been a wound; e.g., even in our treatise, written to discuss injuries,
wbnw appears in Case 39 (XIII 9) with the probable meaning " sore." Confer the
Greek KAicos which means both " wound " and " sore."

m tp.f, "in his head." Regarding the correctness of restoring these words
after " wound," there cannot be any doubt, as we have the injury called " a wound
in his head " in the diagnosis (I 1). The word for" head "demands some discussion,
partly grammatical, but chiefly anatomical. The scribe has used the word-sign, and
it is well known that in such cases we are often unable to determine which of the
two common Egyptian words for head we should read, tp or d'd'.

Taking up first the word tp, it should be noted that it never occurs written with
phonetic complement in Pap. Smith. In my judgment we cannot be certain there-
fore that the reading tp is correct, although the employment of tp for the " head " as
a whole is in accordance with Egyptian usage. In view of the possibility that we should
read tp here, we must examine the anatomical meaning of the word as determined by
usage. The word originally meant the "tip, top," or "head" of a thing. This meaning
is very old. As far back as the Pyramid Texts we find " the tips of the two wings "
(Pyr. 2043b, 1122b pl.); "the tip[s] of their (female) breasts" (Pyr. 1282a); or in an
example very appropriate to our inquiry," the nba-tree inclines its head (ea tp) to thee"
(Pyr. 808a). It is also used as far back as the Pyramid Texts for the human head as
a whole, e.g., "He has given to thee thy head " (1o tp), said to the deceased king
(Pyr. 689b); or "Thy head (ea tp) is fastened on" (Pyr. 1262a, cf. 682e). References
to the detached head of the deceased with the word written phonetically tp continue
down into Greek times. Cf. de Morgan, Ombos, I, 89, 86, bis, and often at Ombos;
likewise in Naville, Mythe d'Horus, XV. The severed head of Osiris at Dendera
(Mariette, Dend rah, IV, 37, 66) is called ' tp ntr. The best anatomical evidence that
tp means the whole head is perhaps the phrase ~ ',',',' "',s-o "the seven
openings of the head" (read tp as shown by the Demotic, Bilingual Pap. Rhind, I,
8, 3). The " seven openings " are of course the ears, nostrils, eyes and mouth,-
a good indication of the anatomical meaning of tp, viz., the whole head.
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As we turn to the use of tp in the medical documents however, we meet with a
difficulty; for they do not contain a single example of tp (caput) with a phonetic
writing ensuring the reading tp. Examples of anatomical usage of tp are common
in Pap. Smith, with the original meaning, " tip, top, head" of some other organ or
part of the body. The list is as follows:

1 111 n jj "tips of his toes " (IV 14-15).Ste "tip of his shoulder-fork"(IV 17).

a "top of his eye-brow " (V 6).

"It is the upper tip of his nose" (V 14).

?i-JJ ..." the tip[s] of his two clavicles " (XI 18).

l J " it means the displacement of the tips of his hb-bone "
(XI 22-23).

S11 , Q J " "the tips of them (clavicles) are fastened in the
upper bone of his breast" (XI 23).

a "tp-4kr in his sternum" (XIII 3).

9 The uppermost tip of his sternum" (XIII 17).

S------------' " the ribs of his sternum .. - and their heads [are
red] " (XIV 23-XV 1).

a J " the heads of the ribs of his sternum are displaced"
(XV 4).

n 4r lp-A4 in his sternum " (XVI 12-13).
Tp is not phonetically written in any of these cases, but the reading tp cannot be

doubted in view of the meaning of the word and the context in the above examples.
The fact that these unquestionable examples of tp are all invariably written a is
perhaps a fair reason for regarding this writing a where it means " head (caput) "
as likewise intended for tp, and although this conclusion is not certain, the reading
tp has been adopted herein for all such writings, of which there are forty-seven
occurrences in our treatise.

The other word for " head," 11 j i', occurs only three times written out
phonetically in our text (IV 13; IV 20; XI 16). This word likewise indicates the
head as a whole. In Pap. Ebers it is used of the head of a fish (Ebers 52, 22), of an
ass (ibid., 25, 15 ; cf. 91, 10 ; 88, 15) ; and Pap. Westcar (8, 21-22) employs it of the
head of a goose cut off by the magician. The severed head of an ox written jj appears
in a tomb relief at Leyden (Leemanns, Mon. fun., p1. XXIV ; cf. also Pap. judic. de
Turin, 3, 2 and Pap. Boulaq, 11, obverse). Similarly it is used of the human head in the
Book of the Dead (Naville, 18,381 Aa) ; also for the severed head of Osiris (ibid., 93,5 Ca).
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In Pap. Anastasi (III 5, 8) the well-known example : 
" His head is split with a wound," is a good illustration of our group of head
wounds, as well as a demonstration that it was customary to use d'd' in such con-
nections. A demonstration that d'd' designates anatomically the whole head is to
be found in the phrase : ',', " the seven openings of his head" (dd)
(Pap. Leyden, 845, verso 5, 5-6, from text prepared for Berlin Wirterbuch by Gardiner).
This example demonstrates that the anatomical meaning of d'd is essentially the same
as that of tp which, as we have seen above, likewise contains seven openings. When
used of the human head in the medical papyri and phonetically written out so as to be
unmistakable, the occurrences of the word dd are not numerous, e. g., Ebers 66. 11;
86, 15; 90, 18 ; 109, 10 (probably) ; Kahun Med. Pap. 2, 26; Pap. Hearst, II, 1. In
the vast majority of cases in the medical papyri the word "head " is written a,
which we may of course read either tp or d'd', e.g., Ebers 1, 4.

An important variant in Pap. Smith illustrates the loose use of d'd' as "skull."
In discussing an injury of the forehead in Case 9, the surgeon twice refers to the injury
as follows :

S u ~ac o M , " fracture of the shell of his skull" (IV 19).P ox A ap 10. " fracture of the shell of his head " (IV 19-20).

It may be therefore that d'd' is more closely related to or connected with "skull "
than tp. In this connection the following list of phrases is important:

A fracture of the skull is under 0 ."a the skin of his , " (IV 12-18).

Fragments (of bone) are embedded in ' ' " the flesh of his " (II 9).
" The odor of the crown (literally" chest ") of his ei "(III 21).
" As for (the following statement of the text) 'His countenance is wet with

sweat,' it means his ei is a little moist " (III 18-19).
Whether we are to read tp or d'l' in the above list of passages it is evident that

, means more than the calvaria.
The word o dnnt, which we have rendered " skull " above should be carefully

examined in this connection. In the first place it should be noted that the serious
injuries of the skull, like " fracture " (II 11), " perforation " (I 19), and " splitting "
(II 5), are all said to be in the dnnt. In describing different kinds of fracture of the
dnnt, the surgeon mentions " bones that have got into this fracture and sunk deep
into the interior of his dnnt " (II 16). Again a fracture is described as " large and
opening into the interior of his dunnt" (II 24). Of a fracture in the forehead, the
surgeon says, " the shell of his dnn-t is fractured " (IV 19). In our own Case 1 the
surgeon mentions the "bone of his dnnt" (I 11). Under these circumstances we cannot
doubt that the surgeon's technical use of the word identifies it with the calvaria. In
the other medical papyri the word occurs only in Pap. Ebers and Pap. Hearst, which
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do not employ it of the human body, except possibly Ebers 90, 16-17, where dnn-t

is significantly parallel with " bones." Otherwise Ebers and Hearst employ dnn-t only

for the head of a fish as a medicinal ingredient of a prescription (Ebers 47, 12; 47,
14-15; 88, 8; Hearst, VI, 4). Outside of the medical papyri the word does not

occur in the entire range of the older documents and is not found until Greek times,
e. g., Diimichen, Geogr. Inschr. III, 48 (Dendera) ; Piehl, Inscr. II, 68, 8 and 68, 4
Rochem. I, 576, 5 (Edfu). The indications are that our document has taken a term
current, though not of common use, and has adopted it as the technical anatomical
term for skull.

The justification for the restoration f - , rr n kl " penetrating to the bone "
is the fact that the ancient commentary (Gloss C, I 10-12) contains an explanation
of this phrase. The reason for the insertion of the phrase just at this point is its
occurrence after " his head " in all the other cases of this group, 1 to 7, except Case 5,
where its omission in the title is doubtless an oversight, for it is inserted in the
examination (II 12).

-' r, " to extend, penetrate." It appears twice in our document in the
archaic form WN yr (XIII 18; XIII 15); otherwise it is written with the greatest
regularity (twenty-nine times), and always without . There is no trace or
indication of a third weak radical, as sometimes in the M.K., even where reduplica-
tion would be required by the form in case the root were III-inf. To the total of
thirty-one passages in which it occurs, we can add some others with certainty by
restoration of Case 1, which must have contained several more occurrences. It was

probably used at least 85 times in Papyrus Smith.
Its first occurrence in our treatise was in Case 1, for as already noted the com-

mentary on this case contains an explanation of it (Gloss C), which is unfortunately
very fragmentary. Before we undertake to discuss it, we should examine a cognate
gloss in Case 18 (Gloss A, VII 12) in which we find the following parallelism:

Phrase to be explained: ' -41 =" rr to the bone."
Explanation: A= -=" arriving at the bone."

It is obvious then that our word f rr means "to reach, to arrive " or with the
following preposition " to reach as far as," "to arrive at," for the explanation can
only be understood as meaning: " to arrive at," "to reach as far as" the bone.

We are now in a position to study the fragmentary gloss, explaining our word and
its context in Case 1 (Gloss C, I 10-12). Accepting the restorations of the broken text
which will be further justified in the commentary (p. 117), the gloss may be rendered:
"As for (the quoted words): 'rr to the bone of his skull, (but) not having a
gash,'--it means (literally, 'it says'), there is a gaping of the flesh, although r_1 ..
(loss of several words) .. .-- -1 over the bone of his skull, without gaping of one (lip)
from the other, being narrow, not wide." The general sense of this fragmentary com-
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ment is evidently that the exterior orifice of the wound, while gaping slightly, is not
large nor gaping like a gash with two lips; but that in depth it penetrates through
the flesh to the bone.

The simplest meaning of rr as an anatomical term is to be found in its use to define
the extent of a region or organ. In Papyrus Smith we find the following examples
of this kind:

1. "The two sides of his nose" "extending (rr) to his maxillary "
(V 15).

2. " The chamber of his nose is the middle of his nose as far as the back" (or" end "),
- -- " extending (rr) to the region between his two eyebrows "(V 21).

8. " It is a dislocation of the vertebra of his neck," "extending
(er) to his backbone, which causes him to be unconscious of his arms and his legs "
(X 15-16).

4. "In the upper bone of his breast," "extending (rr) to his throat "
(XI 23).

The examples of the anatomical use of the verb 't rr certainly do not confirm
its usually accepted meaning " to ascend." Gardiner has made the same observation
regarding its meaning in other connections (Notes on.....Sinuhe,pp.12-18). It is
obvious that the verb must mean " to pass on" in the first place, and then "to reach,"
"to pass by," or "' pass through," or " pass beyond." For example, in the Book of
the Dead the deceased says: -- , \u. "I reach it (dung) not with
my two hands " (BD ed. Budge, 189, from Nu 19, 13; six duplicates all with same text).
It is this meaning "reach," "penetrate to," which has led our surgeon to employ it to
indicate the passage of a wound rupturing the fleshy tissue, through that tissue to
the bone beneath. He employs it especially to describe deep wounds, both "gaping
wounds" (wbnw n kf.t) and others with a smaller and more irregular orifice, described
as " having no gash" (nn kf-t or n wnt kf"t), in all twenty-seven times. In all of these
examples, 'r, which in such cases we may render "penetrate," is followed by a preposi-
tion and the word " bone," thus: (twenty-three times), or - (four
times, twice with archaic writing .1

It is significant that this anatomical and surgical use of " with the meaning
"extend " (anatomical), or "penetrate " (surgical) is unknown outside of our treatise.
It is evident that our Egyptian surgeon or his ancestors had built up a list of words
with specialized medical or surgical meanings not occurring in other literature. As
we shall see, it is largely if not exclusively these terms which have gained a technical

1 The Berlin Woerterbudch has only six examples with the preposition -, and only four with .

Our material in Papyrus Smith shows that -is the normal preposition. The phrase A ,1T
which Gardiner in his commentary on Sinuhe has shown to mean "in the vicinity of" or similar, is
of course related to the verb rr.
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or professional meaning, to which the ancient reader of the roll found it necessary to
append an explanatory commentary.

The inclusion of the phrase " of his skull " in the title may be open to question.
That it occurred in the examination and diagnosis cannot be doubted, for reasons
fully indicated in the discussion below. The commentary on dnn-t will be found above.

EXAMINATION

Bottom of lost column to I 1

- m ' I QJ.._.

S . (from Case 18, VII 8-9); or

S 9 Case 2,I18; of. Case 7, III 9-10).

A~I 11

R This position of the beginning of I 1 is almost certain. See Vol. II, P1. I B, 1. 1.

Translation
[If thou examinest a man having a wound in his head, penetrating to the bone of

his skull, (but) not having a gash, thou shouldst palpate his wound (or, thou shouldst
lay thy hand upon it); shouldst thou find his skull uninjured, not having a perfora-
tion, a split or a smash in it,] (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary
The restoration as a whole is drawn from Case 18, but also with the use of Case 7

and Case 2. In some minor points the restoration is uncertain, but in the main it
represents without doubt the general content of the examination as it was originally
written in the lost column. The following parallel between the group to which Case 1
belongs and the analogous group of injuries to the temporal region in Cases 18 to 22
will demonstrate the correctness of basing the restoration on Case 18.
Cases 1 & 2. Superficial wound ; bone Case 18. Superficial wound ; bone un-

uninjured, injured.
Case 3. Skull perforated. Cases 19 & 20. Temporal bone perforated.
Case 4. Skull split. Case 21. Temporal bone split.
Case 5. Skull fractured. Case 22. Temporal bone fractured.
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An examination of the content of Case 1 as revealed in the partially preserved
diagnosis, and also in the glosses which quote from the discussion of the case, as we
shall see in discussing the diagnosis itself, demonstrates that Case 1 was closely
parallel in content and arrangement with Case 18. This is also true of Case 1 as
compared with Case 2, which was also a wound exposing but not injuring the calvaria,
and Case 2 furnishes a number of valuable hints for the recovery of the text of Case 1.
All these details will be noticed in the following commentary.

In the description of the wound there are two chief observations: it penetrates
to the bone; and there is no gash (kf.t). In the diagnosis the observation regarding
the lack of a kf't comes first, and penetration to the bone second, as shown by the
preserved text (I 2). In Gloss C however, in the quotation of the words to be explained,
the penetration to the bone comes first and the lack of a kf-t is second. Gloss C there-
fore did not quote from the diagnosis, and consequently must be quoting from the
examination. The examination therefore must have contained a statement having
the penetration of the bone mentioned first and the lack of a kf.t second. A variation
in arrangement as between examination and diagnosis is sometimes observable in
other cases of our treatise. The restoration of the two observations regarding the
wound in the examination is therefore drawn from the quotation in Gloss C (I 10-11,
p. 116).

In the opening words of the examination the word " examine" itself is an impor-
tant technical term, which will be found discussed in the commentary on Gloss A
(I 8-9, pp. 104-6), a long explanation of the meaning of the term by the ancient
practitioner himself.

kf.t, noun, "gash, cut." There was no inherited word-sign for the word
and it is therefore always written out phonetically, with a knife as the determinative.
It is hardly likely that this knife once served as the word-sign. The existence of no
word-sign may suggest that this exclusively surgical word did not find written form
until after the picture stage of writing had been left behind.

This surgical word is found only in Pap. Smith and the fact that it occurs there
no less than thirty-six times enables us to establish its meaning with certainty. The
ancient commentator found it necessary to explain the term wbnw n kf-t, " gash-
wound" (Case 2, Gloss A, I 15-16), but the entire explanation is lost in the lacuna
at the beginning of 1. 16, only its last words "his wound" being preserved. The knife-
determinative gives us a preliminary indication of the meaning, which is amply
corroborated by the use of the word. In Case 18 we have a wound in the temple
which is said to have no kf-t, and the ancient commentator explains in a gloss (VII 18)
that this means" his wound has not two lips." " Two lips " are obviously the chief
characteristic of a gash. Concerning this wound of similar character Case 1 says in
Gloss B : "There is no gaping (kf.t) of one (lip) from the other" (I 10; again in 1.11).
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Complete parallelism between " two lips " and kf"t is clear in the following two
examples (XVI 18-20 and VI 8-9):

1. . °

1. " Shouldst thou find its kf-t separated from F1 . .. thou shouldst draw
together for him his kf't with stitching " (Case 47; XVI 18-20).

2. " Shouldst thou find the two lips of that wound separated from each other,
thou shouldst draw together for him that wound with stitching " (Case 14; VI 8-9).

In the second part of the above parallelism, it is important to note that "his kf"t"
(plur.) is parallel with " that wound " in the other text. In other words, the term "his
kf-t" (plur.) is simply a variant for " that wound." The same parallelism of "his kf-t"
(plur.) and "his wound " occurs again in Case 26 (IX 8) and Case 10 (V 6). See com-
mentary on Case 10 (treatment). Further examination shows that what is here
designated both by kf-t (plur.) and "wound" is the injury to the soft tissue. The
use of kf.t in the plural in the first example above (XVI 19-20) is found also in V 6;
XVII 4 (bis). That the plural is meant is clearly shown by the use of the plural
demonstrative in XVII 4. This usage throws light on the origin of the word. It is
obvious that in the cases where this plural occurs, as shown by the above parallelism
with " his wound," only one gash is being discussed; but such a gash is shown by
the discussion to be gaping, thus exposing two faces of gashed tissue, and it is these
which the surgeon is to draw together. Such gashed tissue is laid bare, and reminds
us at once of the well-known verb °' kfy, " to lay bare," of which our word must
be a regular feminine infinitive. It is highly probable that the term was consciously
devised by the surgeon to describe this particular kind of injury, in view of the facts
that the word is found nowhere else outside of our surgical treatise, and that it needed
an explanatory comment (Gloss A) in order to be understood.

Kf-t is used especially to add greater precision to the more general word wbnw,
" wound " (see p. 82), being appended as a genitive after wbnw. As we say" a thing
of beauty," so the Egyptian might say "wound of a gash," meaning a " gashed
wound." This phrase, e~J , wbnw n kf-t occurs thirty-one times (five restored
from context in Cases 2 and 3) in our treatise, and in all cases designates a deep and
dangerous wound. Although the table on p. 92 does not contain all the available data
for describing each case and the symptoms developed, the depth and serious nature
of the wound will be evident.

Out of the eleven cases the wbnw n kf-t (" gash-wound ") penetrates to the bone
in nine, while of the two remaining, it penetrates the throat to the gullet in one, and
the other (Case 47) is shown by the context to be a yawning wound. In six out of the
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eleven cases there is serious injury to the bone beneath the " gash-wound;" and
it is evident that the whole injury has been produced by a violent blow with a weapon
like a sword or battle axe (Cases 4, 5, 6) or a spear (Cases 3, 7, 29). Obviously such
wounds are those of battle, and we must conclude that the surgeon had gained know-
ledge of such injuries while following the Egyptian armies and treating the wounded
on the field--a fact of substantial historical importance, for the author of this treatise
on wounds is the earliest known surgeon in history to possess such experience. His
employment in such work denotes a high degree of civilization and of humanitarian
sentiment.

Case. Injury to bone if any. Depth of flesh wound. Reference.

2 Head : skull uninjured " penetrating to the bone" I 12; I 12-13; I 14; I 15
3 ,, ,, perforated (thinm) ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 18; I 19; 21
4 ,, ,, split (pin) ., , ,, II 2; II 3; II 5.
5 ,, , fractured (d) . ,,,... I 1111; II 12; II 14.
6 ,,,, fractured (id) brain

ruptured .. ,,,,,., II 18 ; II 18-19.
7 Head : tpw of skull perforated ,, ,, ,, , III 2; III 5; III 12.

10 ,, eyebrow ; no injury to bone ,. ,, V 9.
27 ,, chin ; no injury to bone ,, IX 13; IX 13-14; IX 15.
28 Throat " perforating to gullet" IX 18-19.
29 Neck : " vertebra of his neck " " penetrating to the bone " X 3; X 4.
47 Shoulder gaping wound XVI 16; XVI 17 ; XVII 1;

XVII 10.

It will be obvious that the absence of kf-t was an important negative observation
in the description of the wound in our case as also in Case 18.

As the wound penetrates to the bone it is the duty of the surgeon to investigate
the injury and determine whether it not only" extends to "but also includes the bone.
This investigation is designated by the word d'=-)A drr, " to seek, search, search
out, investigate, probe, palpate." The word has long been known outside of the medical
papyri, where it is common; but its surgical use has never been determined clearly,
for it occurs outside of Pap. Smith only in Pap. Ebers, and there only three times.
One of these passages is of importance for determining the surgical meaning of the
word. It reads: q ='- o  -  '  " 1, If thy finger palpates and
it is like .pr under thy fingers,... " (Ebers 106, 18-19). The surgeon is investigating
a lanced boil or cyst, and the verb dr indicates his subsequent palpation with the
finger. This is quite in accord with the usage in Pap. Smith, where the word occurs
ten times besides the restored passage in our Case 1. The significant passages are as
follows:

" Thou shouldst palpate (drr) his wound, and if thou findest something disturbing
therein under thy fingers " (Case 4, II 8-4).
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" Thou shouldst palpate (drr) his wound, and if thou findest that smash (fracture)
which is in his skull deep and sunken under thy fingers" (Case 5, II 12-13).

" Thou shouldst palpate (.jrr) his wound and if thou findest that smash (fracture)

which is in his skull . . . and something therein throbbing and fluttering under thy

fingers " (Case 6, II 19-21).
" Thou shouldst palpate his wound and if thou findest the temporal (bone) unin-

jured " (Case 18, VII 8-9; cf. Case 27, IX 14-15).
Besides the explicit statement that the surgeon palpates with his fingers, it is

interesting to note that it would only be in this way that he could feel the pulsations

in the brain. There is no reference in the surgery of our treatise to probing with an

instrument. Another evidence that such investigation is done with the fingers is

found in the fact that Case 2 and Case 7 display a variant but parallel text at this

point, which reads : " Thou shouldst lay thy hand upon it " (see text of examination

above). It should be noted also that our word " palpate " (drr), as found in Case 10

(V 6), is twice represented by the variant " examine " in Case 26 (IX 7) and Case 29

(X 5). See commentary on -lE'y, " examine" in Case 1 (I 8). This would suggest
that " dEr " may sometimes also connote the idea of making a more general examina-
tion. In this connection it is important to observe that in Case 8 (IV 5-6) the surgeon
is directed to " palpate " (der) a serious fracture of the skull, when the overlying soft
tissue is uninjured. See commentary on Case 8, examination, IV 5-6.

" ": gmmk, "Shouldst thou find, etc.," is restored as in Case 18. Case 2
has a slightly different text at this point.

The list of three injuries to the bone: thm, pn, and id (" perforation," " split,"
and "smash" (" fracture")) are restored here in the order in which they are taken up

in Cases 3, 4, and 5 respectively; but Case 18 gives the list at this point in a different

order, viz., pn, thin, .4d (VII 9; likewise Case 2, I 17), although the cases following

Case 18 take up the injuries in the order thin, pn, 4d.

DIAGNOSIS

I 1-2

2 a

a The amount of space lost here at the beginning of 1.2 may be seen by comparing the certain

restorations at the beginnings of the lines of this column on Pl. I B and C.
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a Part of this sign is preserved at the beginning of the lacuna; see commentary.

Translation

[Thou shouldst say regarding him: " One having a woun]d in his head, while
his wound does [not] have two lips, - - -, nor a gash, although [it penetrates to the
bone of] his head. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

That Column I begins with the diagnosis is shown by the fact that the verdict is

in 1. 2, and in all cases it is preceded by the diagnosis which makes the verdict possible.

It will not have differed in form from the other cases in the same group and throughout
the document. The beginning of the preserved text of Column I must be compared
with an analogous case to justify the restorations suggested. As we have already noted

Case 1 is the first of a group of cases chiefly concerned with grave injuries to the skull.
In the same way Case 18 is the first of a group of cases dealing chiefly with injuries
of the temporal bone. See comparative table in examination, p. 89. Case 1 and

Case 18 deal with flesh wounds over the bone, and they are parallel or analogous both
in position, each in its respective group, as well as in the character of the content of
the discussion. Like Case 1, Case 18 states that the wound has no gash, and a gloss
explains this statement as meaning that the wound does not have two lips (VII 18).
Placing the two statements together:

[, \\ , ,, "while his wound has [not] two lips" (I1, from Case 1);

o and his wound has not two lips " (VII 13, from Case 18),
we cannot doubt that the lacuna in Case 1 contained a negative, although it is difficult
to determine the exact word which will fit the fragmentary signs still visible on the
upper edge of the papyrus at this point. In view of the certainty that some negative
filled the lacuna in Case 1 at this point, it is remarkable to find the verb mn
preceding d4pt.wy in the repetition of this passage quoted for purposes of explanation
by the ancient editor in Gloss B (I 9-10). This difficulty will be found discussed in
the commentary on Gloss B (pp. 114-116).

Continuing the discussion of the restoration before taking up the commentary,
it is regrettable that the short lacuna at the beginning of 1. 2 resists all efforts to
determine its former content. The only source for material is Case 18 and nothing
drawn thence seems to fit the sense, though it would be easy to fit the space. The
restoration in the last bracket is certain. In the first place the edge of the papyrus
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at the beginning of the lacuna has preserved the right end of the cross stroke of 4.
Turning now to Case 18 (VII 12) we find after n wurnt kf.t, the words yst dw rr n .
This makes the correctness of our restoration quite certain.

4dpt'wy, " two lips." This term is used eleven times in the Pap. Smith to
designate the two edges of a gaping gash-wound. This usage is peculiar to our treatise,
for it is not found in any of the other medical papyri. Pap. Ebers employs it once for
the " two lips of the vulva " (95, 22, correcting determinative), which is a similar
comparison; but otherwise it is used only for the shores of a body of water.

The concluding statement of the diagnosis is the most important proposition it
contains. For lack of a modern equivalent, we call it the " verdict." The reader is
referred to the discussion in the introduction (pp. 46-48). As we have noticed in
the introduction, the verdict is the conclusion of the diagnosis, both together form-
ing an apodosis of which the examination is the protasis. It is quite certain that the
principal proposition of the apodosis is the statement " Thou shouldst say," at
the head of the diagnosis, and the verdict is simply a second direct object of the verb
" Thou shouldst say."

11a k mr " hurt, injury, pain, ailment, disease." This word, used both as
verb and noun, evidently applied either to artificial and accidental injury, or to
natural suffering and disease. An old example of its use in connection with an artificial
case is found in the Fifth Dynasty tomb of K1 at Sakkara in a scene of manicure
and pedicure treatment in which the patient says to the man operating on his foot:

o "Do not let it hurt " (mr) (from my own copy). Its use in our treatise
is exclusively confined to artificial injuries.

- . yry'y, " which I will treat " (literally " make ") is grammatically a fine
example of the new " prospective relative" form, of the existence of which Gunn has
recently given a brilliant demonstration in his Studies in Egyptian Syntax. See p. 8,
example No. (8) for the form .(-q tq. Strong and unquestionable evidence as addi-
tional proof of the correctness of his recognition and identification of the new form
might have been adduced from Papyrus Ebers, where it occurs sixteen times in this
form of the physician's verdict.

Of the three forms of the verdict this one which we call verdict 1 is found outside
of our papyrus a total of nineteen times: twice in the Berlin Medical Papyrus (8088,
Nos. 154 and 161); once in the Hearst Papyrus (No. 174, 12, 2) and sixteen times
in Papyrus Ebers (fourteen times in the concluding group of suppurating sores and
the like, Nos. 857-860, 863-872, and twice elsewhere, Nos. 200 and 617). Among the
fourteen occurrences at the end of Papyrus Ebers are four in which this verdict receives
the addition ' ,, thus: = -- " An ailment (mr) which
I will treat with the lancet " (105, 4). In this connection one might conclude that
yr means " operate," but it is used so often in cases where no operation is involved
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that one can hardly doubt the rendering " treat." In Pap. Smith this verdict occurs
thirty times, and in twenty-nine of these treatment is prescribed. The case lacking
treatment is the second group of symptoms in Case 34, where it is quite evident that
the scribe has inserted verdict I when he really intended verdict 3, a verdict indicating
treatment is useless. Compare his similar error in Case 35 (see list of titles). In these
thirty occurrences of verdict 1 the result of the treatment is given in twenty-five and
in all of these twenty-five it is continued "until he recovers " (r ndm-f). Of the five
cases in which no result (like r ndm-f) is given, one is due to the loss of the conclusion
(Case 48), one to the error of the scribe already noted (Case 34); and in only three is
there really no statement of the result, which, as we have seen, where given at all
is uniformly favorable. It is evident that verdict I suggests a favorable outcome
of a case easy to treat, although it is not evident that r ndm-f always indicates complete
recovery.

TREATMENT

I 2-3

a [I i \b

& Written out fully as in XIII 16; the restoration then exactly fills the gap. Otherwise it is
taken from Case 18.

b Remains of a single sign in red; the scribe has employed the red for the entire text of the
treatment. " Restored as in Case 18.

Translation
Thou shouldst bind it with [fresh] meat [the first day] (and) treat afterward with

grease, [honey] (and) lint every day until he recovers.

Commentary
Swt, "to bind, to bandage." The Egyptian idiom seems to us curiously perverted.

It literally means " Thou shouldst bind it (the wound) upon fresh meat." Any one
who has visited a modern museum and seen a really good example of the Egyptian
embalmer's bandaging knows that he was a master in the art of applying and arrang-
ing bandages (see Pl. III, Figs. 6-7). The same skill was available for the benefit
of a wounded patient. We therefore find bandaging occupying an important and
effective place in Egyptian surgery and medicine. Bandages were applied for two
purposes : for covering and keeping effectively in place the medicaments prescribed;
or for mechanically retaining in position and protecting while healing the ruptured
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tissue or the broken bone of the injury. The first is a matter chiefly of medicine, the

second is purely a matter of surgery. We shall postpone the discussion of the second
until later (Case 7, Gloss C, III 18; Case 11, treatment, V 18), as we are concerned
here solely with the first.

The medicaments applied by being bound on are either simple remedies like the
fresh meat above, or a combination of two ingredients, especially grease and honey
applied with lint as above; or a more elaborate prescription of as many as five in-
gredients to be triturated together and bound on (Cases 41 and 46). There are in
our treatise thirty-three instances in which medicaments are externally applied in
this way. They are the following:

Fresh meat: Cases 1, 2 (restored), 3 (restored), 10, 14, 16, 17, 18, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 32, 40, and 47.

Grease, honey, and lint: Cases 7 and 14. These are the cases with our verb wt "to
bind "; but all the instances employing srwh "treat" with grease, honey, and some-
times lint, as shown in Case 1 (pp. 100-102), should also be added here. There are
nineteen of these instances, see 4rwh, below, p. 100.

With ymrw : Cases 15, 32, 35, 36, 87, 88, 42, 48.
With ymrw and honey: Case 25.
With a triturated prescription of several ingredients up to five: Cases 41 (three

prescriptions), and 46 (four prescriptions).
We will take up the discussion of these medicaments as we meet them in the course

of translating the document.
q Tj' ywf w'd, " fresh meat." In all of the sixteen cases in which meat is

employed in this way as an external medicament, it is carefully specified in fifteen
(omitting Case 2) that "fresh meat " shall be used, and that it shall be applied for the
first day only. It was a preparatory remedy, anticipating the application of other
medicaments. In only one case (Case 29) do we find " fresh meat " as the only
medicament employed. As a " folk remedy " it has survived down to the present day,
although modemrn scientific therapeusis would regard it with a smile. It has been suggested
that its use was purely magical. This suggestion is at once refuted by an examination
of the table below, showing that in the most dangerous cases where the assistance of
supernatural forces would be most needed, like Cases 4 and 5, it was not employed.

Cases in which "fresh meat" is bandaged on a wound the first day

Case 1. Flesh wound on head over calvaria, penetrating to bone (verdict 1,

treatment " till he recovers ").
,, 2. Flesh wound on head over calvaria, penetrating to bone (same).

,, 3. Wound on the head, puncturing the calvaria (same).
,, 10. Flesh wound in top of eyebrow, penetrating to bone (same).

H
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Case 14. Flesh wound in nose (verdict 1, treatment " till he recovers ").
,, 16. " Split " (pin) in maxilla (verdict 1, treatment " till he recovers
,, 17. " Fracture " (dd) in maxilla (verdict 8 by error, treatment " till he

recovers ").
,, 18. Flesh wound in temple (verdict 1, treatment " till he recovers ").

,, 26. Flesh wound in upper lip (verdict 1, treatment "till he recovers ").

,, 27. Flesh wound in chin (verdict 1, treatment " till he recovers ").

,, 28. Flesh wound in throat (verdict 2, treatment " till he recovers ").
,, 29. Wound in cervical vertebra (verdict 2, result doubtful).
,, 80. Sprain in cervical vertebra (verdict 1, treatment "till he recovers ").
,, 82. Displacement in cervical vertebra (verdict 1, treatment " till he re-

covers ").

,, 40. Wound in sternum (verdict 1, treatment " till he recovers ").
,, 47. Wound in shoulder (verdict 1, treatment " till he recovers ").

Out of the sixteen cases thirteen receive the favorable verdict 1, and there should
be fourteen including Case 17, q. v. In fifteen cases the verdict is followed by treat-
ment " until he recovers." This would indicate that the surgeon employs the applica-
tion of fresh meat almost exclusively in simple and less dangerous cases, in which
recovery is regarded as practically certain. It is significant that after having recom-
mended its use in two head wounds which penetrate to the calvaria without injury
to the bone (Cases 1 and 2), he also advises its employment when the calvaria itself
has suffered a perforation (Case 3), but not in the case of a more serious injury like
a split (Case 4), or a fracture (Case 5). On the other hand a split or a fracture of the
maxilla is not serious in our surgeon's opinion, and may wisely receive the application
of fresh meat.

In all but one (Case 29) of the sixteen cases employing the application of fresh meat,
it is introductory to further remedies. In seven cases (1, 2, 18, 26, 27, 28, and 40) it
is followed at once after the first day by an application of grease and honey sometimes
bandaged on with lint. In two cases (16 and 17) there is intervening treatment for
reducing the swelling before the application of the grease, honey, and lint. In one case
(14) there is special attention to the bandages holding together the wound in the nose,
before the grease, honey, and lint are to be bandaged on. This is also true of Case 10,
a wound in the eyebrow, of Case 47, a gaping wound in the shoulder, and of Case 32,
the only dangerous wound of the fifteen-a displacement of one of the cervical vertebrae.
In this case the final bandaging is with the problematical ymrw, which we find combined
with honey for the bandaging immediately after the fresh meat in one case (30).

In the other medical documents the use of an external application of " fresh meat
the first day" is not common. It occurs twice in Pap. Ebers, once for crocodile bite
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(64, 13) and again for human bite (64, 9). For the crocodile bite it is also employed

in Pap. Hearst (XVI 5) and likewise for the bite of a swine (XVI 6), but is limited to

these two cases. Pap. Ebers employs other kinds of meat in poultices and ointments,
especially for softening stiffness of the limbs (88, 9, where the meat is called "living
flesh ") or limbering the groin, etc. (77, 7; 80,19; 81,1; 82,19, all employing "ox flesh;"
and 76, 20 employing "fat meat"; of. also Pap. Hearst VIII 16, and XV 5). 1 It is
quite characteristic of the gross superstitions of the Ebers papyrus that it should
advocate the use even of decayed meat for application to an open wound (70, 12-14);
but this has nothing to do with the use of fresh meat. As an ingredient in prescriptions
for internal use Pap. Ebers employs " fat meat " a number of times (50, 21; 51, 10;
51, 14; 55, 1; 38, 1; 38, 21 ; likewise Pap. Hearst III 12) and once even" decayed
meat " (55, 11). The London Medical Papyrus and the Berlin Medical Papyrus 3038
do not employ "fresh meat," but the Berlin Papyrus once advocates the use of "living
flesh " internally (13, 8-9); compare also " meat of living ox" (Ebers 23, 2).

( 4 rwh, " to treat," " treatment." Usually with =, but again with.-
in II 7; the abbreviation -o occurs twice (VI 17 and XV 16), . once (XIV 7),
and ' once (VIII 21). This word was long read 4twh, and is found in this form in
all the existent glossaries. In his transliteration of Pap. Hearst Wreszinski was the
first to be able to employ the correct reading, which had been communicated to him
by D6vaud. The real reading 4rwE has, however, long been available in hieroglyphic
texts, e.g., Harhotep 337 (old 463); cf. 350 and 306-307 (old 476 and 432-433).
Gardiner calls my attention to its existence in Book of the Two Ways 11, 2 and 6
(Schack-Schackenburg, Das Buch von den Zwei Wegen, p. 32). An interesting example
is found also in Newberry, Rekhmara, pl. VII, 11. 22-23: ~ ±iA ci
"I fostered my office " (as collated by Gardiner).

In meaning the word is a general term for "foster" or "cherish," and then in
a medical sense to "care for," or to "treat." It is employed in the medical papyri
with the widest and most inclusive meanings. In Pap. Hearst it is used only eleven
times, six of them for the treatment of diseased fingers or toes (Hearst XI 17; cf.
Ebers 78, 16; Hearst XII 3, cf. Ebers 78, 12-14; Hearst XII 7-8, cf. Ebers 78, 10
and 18-19; Hearst XII 13; XIII 2, cf. Ebers 78, 10-12; Hearst XIII 4, cf. Ebers
78, 18). The remaining five uses are for the lungs (Hearst IV 8, cf. Ebers 6, 17-18;
11, 19), blood (Hearst I 7), urinary affections (IV 12), the " left side" (II 12) and
an uncertain ailment (V 4). The four occurrences of the word in the Berlin Medical
Papyrus are instructive; among them are two treatments for the heart: one external
fumigation with incense, etc. (7, 5) and the other internal (10, 2), but both treat-
ments are called 6rw&. In Papyrus Ebers it appears forty-five times for both external
and internal treatments. It may take as its object (if a verb) either the patient, the

1 The use of "meat" without further qualification in Pap. Ebers 103, 13 is not clear.
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organs to be affected, like the teeth (89, 12-13), or the bowels and anus (30, 18); or
the ailment itself (a wound, 107, 1) or the agent of the ailment (worms, 22, 16). In
the London papyrus it does not occur at all.

This highly promiscuous application of the term in the other medical documents
is confirmed by its use in Papyrus Smith. As a surgical treatise Pap. Smith employs
the term chiefly to designate external applications. It is used as in our passage above
nineteen times for the application of grease, honey, and sometimes lint, six times for
application of honey alone, and once for ymrw and honey, a total of twenty-six times
with the meaning treatment by external applications bandaged on. Again the treat-
ment is to be "according to these directions," whatever they may be (Cases 41 and 45).
In two cases the surgeon is to " treat with a wound treatment" (Cases 39 and 46,
as in Ebers 107, 1). The troublesome (sometimes without pw) " his
treatment is sitting," which occurs four times (Cases 4, 7, 8, 16), will be taken up in
the discussion of these cases.

The omission of the object of 4rwh as in our passage is common.

[ o, , . mrh t, by-t, fit, " grease, [honey], lint." The kind of mrht
" grease " intended, when the word is left without any further indication or qualifica-
tion, is unknown. It was made from the fat of various animals. For example, in
Pap. Hearst an ointment for making hair grow was made of gazelle fat, serpent
grease, crocodile grease, and hippopotamus grease (X 6-7). Even this relatively small
collection of recipes in Pap. Hearst contains, beside the above, four more kinds of
animal grease : ox, 'pnn-t reptile, cat and fish grease. In Pap. Ebers, where it occurs
as an external remedy scores of times, we find the grease of the above-mentioned
animals and a number of others. Goose grease is very frequent (e. g., 11, 18 et passim),
and the most grotesque animal grease is that of the hippo's foot (67, 6). An ointment
found in the tomb of Tutenkhamon yielded on analysis " 90 per cent. of neutral
animal fat and 10 per cent. of some sort of resin or balsam," of course of vegetable
origin.1 The surviving recipes likewise show that in making mrh-t, plants were also
employed, e.g., castor beans (Ebers 27, 11), and C, (76, 11-12), evidently the oil of
the castor bean (so Loret), and called mrh't 4, ,. In such cases mrht might properly
be rendered " oil," as doubtless also occasionally elsewhere; but the occurrence of

, ,mrht w(*t) " dry mr't," would indicate the meaning grease very clearly
(Ebers 88, 14; 96, 14). Other sorts used medicinally are " new grease " (Ebers
78, 15); "grease two days old" (Ebers 82, 7); "pure grease" (Ebers 26,4); "white
grease" (Ebers 26,12; also Hearst); "fuller's grease" (Ebers 85, 4-5); and "foreign
mrht (perhaps "oil," Ebers 22, 8). " Head grease" (Ebers 35, 10) is obscure in

I Paper by A. Chasten Chapman and Dr. A. Plenderleith read at ninety-fourth meeting of British
Association for Advancement of Science, Oxford, 1926. See New York Times, Aug. 6, 1926,
p. 4, oeel. 6.
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meaning. Mrht as the designation of a fragrant toilet pomade is widely mentioned
outside of the medical papyri and constantly appears in tomb paintings and reliefs, for
it was a universal luxury of the toilet. Much additional information regarding it

might be added from such sources. See the useful essay by Chassinat on mrkht

(Recueil Champollion, pp. 447-465).
The combination of mrh*t, " grease" with honey (by.t), was evidently a recognized

standard mixture. The proportions are given in a prescription for ear trouble in

Ebers 91, 7. In Pap. Ebers in a case of internal ear trouble we find the instructions:
o -. S, 1, " Thou shouldst prepare for it grease and honey" (Ebers

92, 1-2) " applied in its interior with lint " and bandaged on. The combination was

a kind of honey ointment. In Pap. Smith we find mr ht used alone only six times,
whereas the honey ointment (Written simply " grease-honey ") is employed twenty-
two times. Besides this, mrh-t appears twice as the vehicle in an ointment prescrip-
tion (IV 20; XVI 11).

In our treatise honey alone is applied externally to a wound in six cases. If bandaged
on, it might have been protected from the swarms of flies which otherwise would have
settled on it. More often, as noted in the preceding paragraph, honey is employed in an
ointment, by mixing it with mrh-t, or " grease." In two cases in Pap. Smith honey is
mixed with the problematical ymrw mineral for external application (IX 6; X 11).

Of the twenty-two cases in which honey ointment is employed in Pap. Smith, its
application is effected by means of absorbent lint in seventeen. This lint was called
-t ftt, a masculine noun in which the final t is not the feminine ending. It was

some kind of vegetable tissue obtained from a plant called ~ H,', dby-t.

Three times in cases where H is prescribed in Pap. Ebers it is said to be , ,

Sj~,, ftt.w nw dby-t (Ebers 70, 4) or oI I'q , , ftt n dby-t (Ebers
70, 17; see variant in 73, 15-16). The plant dby-t has not yet been identified with
certainty. In these three passages in Pap. Ebersftt is laid over an injury and bandaged

on. It occurs in four more cases in Pap. Ebers (seven in all), and these are very in-
structive as to the character of fit. In a recipe for preventing conception ftt is impreg-

nated with the medicaments and inserted into the vulva (93, 8). Similarly it is dipped

into an ointment and inserted into the anus (Ebers 82, 2), and likewise into the ear
(Ebers 91, 7 and 92, 2). Medicated fit-lint was thus employed both for external
application and for insertion into the orifices of the body. Its preparation was under-

stood as a matter of course, as shown by one of the ear cases just cited :

" Thou shouldst prepare for him lint (ftt), grease (mrh-t) j and honey , applied to it
frequently" (Ebers 91, 7-8). In our treatise lint is used with honey ointment in seven-
teen instances out of a total of eighteen. In the one case (X 2) in which it is employed
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alone " dry ftt" is prescribed to be applied to a wound in the throat in the secondary
stages of healing, and seemingly when the bandages had been removed because of
fever (Case 28).

,Oa """r nl1m-f, " until he recovers." This phrase, which is common in the
medical papyri, has been of somewhat vague meaning heretofore. Its force is rendered
more definite by the use of it in Pap. Smith. It is never used with the untreatable or
hopeless cases, and its appearance in Case 17, seemingly after verdict 3, the hopeless
verdict, is an error. As shown in the commentary on that case verdict 3 is either an
error for verdict 1, or the insertion of r nlm-f is an error. With the doubtful
verdict 2, designating cases of uncertain outcome, the result " until he recovers "
occurs once (Case 28) in a total of eight cases. On the other hand we find it inserted
after the treatment in twenty-five out of thirty instances receiving verdict 1, the
favorable verdict (see p. 46). Of the five cases with verdict 1 not inserting "until
he recovers," the conclusion, where it should appear, is lost in one (Case 48); the
verdict itself is an error in one (Case 84, XI 22); and the conclusion " until he
recovers " is therefore really lacking in only three. It is certain then that this often
repeated result should be rendered by " until he recovers," " until he is well," or the
like, with perhaps some uncertainty as to the unqualified completeness of the recovery
from a scientific point of view.

GLoss A

I 3-9

Explaining: " Thou examinest a man "
4

0 r/0 
5I

* The right.hand ends of these two signs make their restoration certain.
b The restoration is based upon the certainty of the s and the preceding context.

o Part of the sign is preserved.

d The traces fit the restoration fairly well, but are hardly sufficient to make it certain.

* Fragments of three uncertain signs are visible. I Remains of a vertical sign.

* The left-hand half of the sign is preserved; one expects something under it, see Vol. II, p. x,
col. 2.
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N wAAjwin

0........o c\ ,., I I k J I I

I k l I J .

hnn~ Resord ro\Ebrs99i1 ' Rsoe fo brs9,4

ILI c3=fl J I jl~rr rIJ

/vw~M C~i ~ \f\\ P(

cr= 1 _ '=II

Restored from Ebers 99, 2.
IC This sign in 1. 6 might be read r, giving us dr~t; but in 1. 7 it is clearly a hand.

1 Restored from Ebers 99, 3. m Restored from Ebers 99, 4.

a~ Restored from Ebers 99,56. Left end of a short horizontal sign, which is certainly n is visible.
The length of these lacunae at the beginnings of all the lines in Gloss A may be seen on P1. I B,
Vol. II, especially by examination of the certain restorations bridging the gaps.

aThis f is certain, although almost entirely gone, for the tail may be seen in 1.9 just at the left
of the middle lacuna of Column I.

P In all probability there is nothing lost at the end of this line.
Q The word is fragmentary, but the restoration is certain, although not at first evident owing

to the distortion caused by the mounting of the papyrus on paper. See full discussion of this
reading in the Introduction, Vol. II, p. x.

r The right-hand half of these two signs is preserved.
In this group of four signs : ?r , there is some displacement owing to distortion on the

edge of the papyrus fragment. For the writing with ", see 1. 4 (p. 102) and P1. I, Vol. II.
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Translation

As for: " Thou examinest a man," [it means] counting any one -- [rlike cou]nting
things with a bushel. (For) examining (h'-t, literally "measuring ") is [rlikel] one's
[rcountingl] a certain quantity with a bushel, (or) counting something with the fingers,
in order to [know] - - -. It is measuring ('"t) things with a bushel which - -- one in
whom an ailment is [cou]nted, like measuring (h'"t) the ailment of a man; [in order to
know the action] of the heart. There are canals (or vessels, mt) in it (the heart) to [every]
member. Now if the priests of Sekhmet or any physiciana put his handsb (or) his fingers
[upon the head, upon the back of the] head, upon the two hands, upon the pulse, upon
the two feet, [he] measures (h'Y) [to] the heart, because its vessels are inc the back of the
head and in the pulse; and because its [pulsation is in] every vessel of every member. He
says "measure" (h'.t) regarding his [rwoundl] because of the vessels (mt-w) to his head
and to the back of his head and to his two feet - - - - his heart in order to recognize
the indications which have arisen therein; meaning [rto meas]ure it in order to know
what is befalling therein.

a Pap. Ebers has a third investigator here, a X Q 8, or " priest of a phyle ;" see variant
text, p. 106. b Literally " two hands."

c The preposition m is omitted by an error common before another m.

Commentary

The words to be explained in Gloss A, form the first clause of the examina-
tion, which is itself always introduced by . It might be at first supposed therefore
that our paragraph beginning q " is an examination. Its position, however,
at the end of a case, that is, following upon the treatment, shows conclusively that we
are here dealing with a gloss, introduced as usual by the particle -=' yr and followed
by the quoted words to be explained: . h'y-k s, "thou examinest a man." With
regard to the restoration of j " man," it should be noted that the preceding word

" thou examinest " is certain. It is followed by the horizontal -- s at the top
of the line, leaving room below for the determinative and stroke as usual in forty-six
cases in our papyrus. Granted that the particle yr must be followed by a quota-
tion from the preceding text of the case as reconstructed from other cases, it is obvious
that the quotation must read ~ .

The reading of - as h'y is not new. It was known from Ebers 36,4-5: =
S.as compared with 38,17: - ,?. In Pap.

Smith the abbreviation - is used in all forty-eight cases (Cases 1 and 3 restored)
in the introductory formula of the examination: . yr h'y-k; but it occurs in

other connections in Pap. Smith written out: * (IX 7) and oe (XVII 6).

The meaning " examine " or " investigate " drawn from the frequent use of the
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word in Pap. Ebers, is now confirmed by the variant rr, found in Pap. Smith in the
following two passages, which immediately precede the parallel passages exhibited
in the commentary on Case 10, treatment (V 7-8) :

Case 26 e j (IX 7).

Case 10 4 oo ec~_ (V 6).

From this parallelism it is evident that h'y must be very similar in meaning to
drr, " to seek, search, search out, investigate, probe." See commentary on this word
in Case 1 (examination, p. 92). Compare also h'y in Case 29 (X 4-5) in parallelism
with d r in Case 4 (II 3).

The word may be related to the well-known verb* .cD by " to measure," 1
used of grain or of the superficial area of land, or of weighing. Our treatise conceives
that the physician or surgeon " counts " or " measures " the symptoms observable
in a patient and as it were appraises his condition. It is with these parallels that this
explanatory gloss deals, when it states "' thou examinest' means counting any one
- - -, [rlike cou]ntingl things with a bushel." In the next comparison the short lacuna
after (middle of 1. 4) perhaps requires a little more than the word Iq yp
to fill it up, but it is obvious that he is here explaining ht as like or identical with
" measuring (or counting) a certain quantity with a bushel, (or) counting something
with the fingers." It is barely possible that the three uncertain signs at the end of
the lacuna at the beginning of 1. 5 are part of the word --x h'ty " heart," for the long
narrow Fragment C bearing these traces is distorted (see Vol. II, P1. I A). It matches
badly with the lines on Fragment B. It might also be moved to the right a trifle,
for there is a slight loss of a narrow vertical splinter of papyrus between Fragment C
and Fragment B. Making these changes it is perhaps possible to reconstruct the word
" heart," although the determinative (see 1. 6 directly under it) would be lacking. To
reconstruct here then =. [ .. ] "in order to know the action(lit. 'going')
of the heart," is too hazardous; but there can be no doubt about the correctness of
the restoration of the same phrase (from Ebers 99, 1) at the beginning of 1. 6.

When we note that the discussion in the next few lines (11. 6-8) pictures the physi-
cian as placing his hands or fingers at various points along the body of the patient
and discerning the pulsations of the heart from one extremity to the other, the ques-
tion inevitably arises whether he is not discussing the counting of the pulse in making
these references to q yp, "counting." If so it is the earliest such reference in the
history of medicine, for the counting of the pulse was unknown to early Greek medicine
and is not mentioned until Democritus and the Hippocratic treatises. It first occurs
in the treatise irepi rpo fr about 400 B.C. It would be of especial interest as occurring

1 In discussing the meaning of h'y the possibility of some connection with 'yt
or hyt "disease" may be disregarded as remote.
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at this remote age, not only in the history of physiology, but also in the history of
the development of instruments for time measurement; for it would be impossible
to count the pulse without an instrument finely enough developed to measure small
intervals of time. The Egyptian water clocks or shadow clocks now known to us would
have been rather ill suited for use in accurate counting of pulse beats. The physician
would have needed a portable time measurer. Such an instrument was carried by
Thutmose III on his first campaign in Palestine in the Fifteenth Century s.c.; and
an actual example of such a portable shadow clock was found in Palestine at the
excavation of Gezer. It bears the name of the Pharaoh Merneptah (Thirteenth Cen-
tury B.C.). 1 The earliest known counting of the pulse with a time measurer was done
by the distinguished Herophilos of Alexandria in the Third Century B.c.

On this whole point of counting the pulse the fragmentary condition of the text
unfortunately leaves us in some uncertainty. Beginning with " one in whom, etc."
it is perhaps possible that we should divide the text differently and render thus:
" Counting an ailment is like examining (h'.t, lit.' measuring ') the ailment of a man,
in order to know the action of the heart." Observing that the counting is done with
the fingers (1. 4) and that this counting is done "in order to know the action of
the heart," the conclusion that counting of the pulse is what is meant is very plausible.

It is in explanation of the term h'.t, " examine," literally "measure," that all
this obscure discussion of counting is introduced. Evidently the author of our
treatise considered that the origin of the term " measure " =f" examine" was to be
found in an enumeration of some kind. In usage h'y (infinitive h'.t) may take as its
object either the ailment, the diseased organ, or the patient, the last being much
the most common. It would seem that the last is the only object which really suits
the explanation, although our surgeon uses the word " ailment" itself as the object
of both yp " count " and '.t "measure."

The correctness of the restorations based on the duplicate passage in Pap. Ebers
will be more evident if the two texts are placed parallel for comparison. The passage
paralleled in Pap. Ebers (99, 1-5) extends from the beginning of 1. 6 into 1. 8.

Ebers Title . .\ 9,'

Smith [ '

2

Ebers

1 See E. J. Pilcher in Palestine Exploration Fund, LV (1923), pp. 85-88.
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Smith [f9 9 n,

Ebers ' - a -

Sm ith I [ 

Smith

Ebers
Smith [ I (l ] °' acs

At the beginning of the parallel the question might be raised whether the
of Smith, 1. 6, should correspond to the first or to the second '- in the text of Ebers.
The question is easily settled. An examination of P1. I A (Vol. II) shows that the
lacuna at the beginning of 1. 6 has the same length as the words:
restored at the head of 1. 13. The length of this phrase in the original proportions
of our column will be found by measuring it in 1. 18. This length carried over with
the dividers to our lacuna shows we have a liberal amount of room for the restoration of

f °.A, but not for the restoration of The lacuna
in the middle of 1. 6 cuts off the right end of the group At the end of the
lacuna beginning 1. 8 the end of - from the word o is well preserved.

This extraordinary discussion of the action of the heart is preceded in Papyrus
Ebers by the title : D *," Beginning of the Secret Book of the
Physician." The papers of the scribe who was copying Papyrus Ebers, however,
were in such confusion that his excerpt on the action of the heart is cut in two by
intrusive matter made up of glosses incorrectly introduced in the middle of the
excerpt.1 Must we conclude that this treatise has perished? How far we have in
the material following this title in Pap. Ebers a trustworthy excerpt from it is a
doubtful question, and in view of demonstrably intrusive matter now appearing
embedded in it, we may seriously question whether it represents an unalloyed citation.
It is significant that the Ebers text is paralleled by Pap. Smith only from the begin-
ning of the " Secret Book," to the point where the latter leaves the heart and begins
a catalogue of the vessels or canals of the heart. It is highly probable that this
catalogue is from another source. It displays much less sane and intelligent command
of the scanty knowledge regarding the heart and its system than the preceding general
statements about it. We have indeed in the section placed in parallel lines from the

xSee Schaefer, Zeiteclhrift, 30 (1892), pp. 107-108.
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two papyri above (Ebers 99, 1-5= Smith I 5-8), a little summary of the cardiac
system as known to the ancient physician. In Pap. Ebers this summary is obviously
a citation and its source is indicated. In Pap. Smith, however, there is no indication
that it is a citation. Indeed its beginning in Pap. Smith (I 5-6) appears as the com-
pletion of what would otherwise be an incomplete sentence, a fact which goes far to
show that the whole summary of the cardiac system is an integral part of the text
in Pap. Smith. If in Pap. Ebers it is quoted from Pap. Smith, then the title given
in Ebers is the title of our treatise. If this conclusion is correct, and I do not regard
it as wholly certain, the title of our book of surgery was: " The Secret Book of the
Physician." Quotation by Pap. Ebers directly from our copy of Pap. Smith is of
course impossible, in view of the difference in text. The scribe of Pap. Smith was
not an accurate copyist, and his text, at three points slightly less full than that of
Ebers, doubtless contains omissions; or the transmitted text used by the scribe of
Pap. Smith was less full than that employed by the scribe of Pap. Ebers.

In any appraisal of this summary of the cardiac system two important questions
arise : has this ancient surgeon discerned the circulation of the blood ? and whatever
its meaning, why has this little account of the heart and its connections been inserted
in this place ? Taking up the first question, Dr. Luckhardt remarks that our surgeon
" must have noted that the apex beat and the pulsation of the peripheral arteries
were roughly synchronous and therefore that the rate, volume, and regularity of the
latter were roughly an index of the state of functional activity of the former." It
is then obvious that the ancient surgeon has discerned that the action and influence
of the heart are carried to all parts of the body by means of canals or vessels. From
the enumeration of these canals in Pap. Ebers it is also clear that he conceived these
vessels as supplying the organs they reached, some of them with blood, some with
water, some with air. With regard to the air we have the remarkable statement of the
physician: " As for the air that enters at the nose it enters to the heart and lungs,
and they convey to the whole body" (Ebers 99, 12-13). He had thus recognized that
the heart was the center of a system which conveyed needed supplies from the heart
to all parts of the body. There is no intimation that these supplies came back to the
heart again, much less that they went through a process of oxygenation before being
again discharged into the system. Oxygenation involves a knowledge of chemistry
and of chemical elements which the world of science did not attain until thousands
of years after our Egyptian physician was dead. It would carry us much too far
afield to discuss the difficult question of whether the Hellenistic physicians of Alexandria
had gained a knowledge of the circulation of the blood. There are scholars who think
they did, and certainly our old Egyptian physicians of the Seventeenth Century B.C.,
nearly fifteen hundred years before the highest development of Hellenistic science,
had already summarized a knowledge of the cardiac system in a form very likely
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to suggest the circulation of the blood. They brought investigation to the point
where it would be obliged to meet the question of what happened to the blood and
water carried by the heart to all parts of the body. Under these circumstances it
would seem not at all unlikely that this question would be dealt with by the Alex-
andrians, and the mere fact of the circulation of the blood (leaving out the process of
oxygenation) is not a phenomenon so difficult of discernment that we must conclude
it was beyond the means of observation available by Alexandrian scientists.

We may take up now the second question, that of the physician's reason for intro-
ducing this brief summary of the cardiac system in discussing the word 't," measure,
examine," incident to an injury in the head. It is clear from the remarks which follow
the discussion of the heart, that the physician regards the connection between the
injury or the injured region and the heart as of great importance. The injury has
an effect upon the heart, which he calls "the indications which have arisen therein,"
or " what is befalling therein " (1. 9), meaning in the heart. It is clear that he means
the heart is a gauge by means of which the patient's condition may be appraised.
This he recognizes, no matter where the injury may be located. When we consider
that all that the ancient physician could examine in the heart was the rate and power
of its pulsations, the probability that he counted the pulse is considerably increased.
One cannot but admire the physician's intelligence, which in an age of such limited
knowledge of the human body, discerned the vital importance of the heart's action
and endeavored to determine its condition as a gauge for establishing that of the patient.

In this connection we have no means of determining the extent of the Egyptian
physician's knowledge of the heart itself. Popular custom and belief, already ancient
in our ancient medical man's time, made the heart the seat of emotions and intelligence.
Philosophical theologians regarded it as the shrine of the god, whose very voice was
heard there.1 Over against these notions, and probably divesting himself of them to
no small extent, our physician endeavors to determine the anatomical and physio-
logical character of the heart. The fuller form of the text in Pap. Ebers gives as the
subject of the brief summary of the cardiac system this title: " Knowing the action
of the heart and knowing the heart." Here is a clear distinction between anatomy
(" the heart ") and physiology (" the action of the heart "). There is no reference to
inherited popular notions regarding the heart. The physician merely states his
observations regarding it, its connections, and its action discernible at the remotest
points in those connections.

Several terms in the discussion of the cardiac system require some commentary.
The first of these is , mt, "canal, vessel, ligament, muscle." The plural is
mtw. The meaning " canal, vessel " has long been recognized from its use in Pap.

SSee the present writer's essay in Zeitecvrtft, 39 (1901), pp. 45-50.
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Ebers. The meaning "ligament, muscle," however, seems to have remained unnoticed.1

This meaning is perfectly clear from a number of passages in Pap. Smith, especially
the gloss in Case 7 (III 18), where mt is used to explain the word " cord." See the
discussion in the commentary on Case 7.

As canals or vessels of the cardiac system it is important to know to what organs and
parts of the body the mt'w lead. The following list makes no attempt at organization.

List of organs or parts of the body to which the "mt'w" lead:

Heart: their connection with the heart is shown by our Gloss A, now under
discussion and the corresponding passage in Pap. Ebers. The latter also states
(103, 2-3) that these canals are twelve in number, an error of the scribe for twenty-two,
as Schaefer has shown.2 See also Ebers 100, 18; 100, 21-101, 1; and especially 100,
19-20 which states, " It is the heart which causes them to enter into his canals (mt'w)."

Two to the irtyw of the two maxillae: Ebers 103, 8 (emended after Berlin
3088, 15, 6).

Two to the loins : Ebers 103, 6.
Two to the neck : Omitted in Ebers 103, 8 (see Schaefer, loc. cit.).
Two to the arms: Ebers 103, 11.
Two to the back of the head : Ebers 103, 18-14.
Two to the forehead : Ebers 103, 14.
Two to the eyes : Ebers 103, 14.
Two to the eyebrows: Ebers 103, 14-15.
Two to the nostrils: Ebers 103, 15.
Two to the right ear: Ebers 103, 15.
Two to the left ear: Ebers 103, 16.
This completes the list of twenty-two.

Another list of fifty follows immediately upon the summary of the cardiac system
in Pap. Ebers. They are the following:

Four to the two nostrils (Ebers 99, 5-6).
Four to the two temples (? gmrn.ty): Ebers 99, 6-7.
Four to the crown (read p § ?) of the head : Ebers 99, 10.
Four to the two ears: Ebers 100, 2.
Two to the right shoulder: Ebers 100, 2.
Two to the left shoulder: Ebers 100, 2-3.

1 Stern has used the word "junctura" to define mt (8. v. in Glossary of Pap. Ebers); but does
not indicate any such function of mt.

2 See Schaefer, Zeitchrif, 30 (1892), pp. 35-37.
s Schaefer (Zeitschrift, 30, pp. 35-37) makes a total of forty-six tw by omitting these four which

are introduced by a different formula in connection with the four leading to the two ears; but I see
no good reason for such omission.
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Three to the right arm : Ebers 100, 5.
Three to the left arm : Ebers 100, 5. These six lead also to the fingers.
Three to the right leg : Ebers 100, 6.
Three to the left leg : Ebers 100, 6. These six lead also to the bottom of the sole.
Two to the two testicles: Ebers 100, 7.
Two to the pitdw (kidneys ?) : Ebers 100, 7-8. One to each of a pair.
Four to the liver : Ebers 100, 8.
Four to the lungs and spleen: Ebers 100, 10.
Two to the bladder: Ebers 100, 11.
Four to the anus : Ebers 100, 11-12, of. 100, 13.
Not in connection with any list, Pap. Smith mentions two mtw which are under

the thorax and lead to the lungs (XII 1-2), and Ebers and some other documents
make casual references to the mt'w as being in the groin (m'.t, Ebers 79, 19) ; toes
(Ebers 81, 2; 81, 5; Hearst VIII 15) ; lower legs or calves (yns't, Pap. Berlin 8088,
10, 10-11); feet (Ebers 103, 18; Berlin 8088, 16, 5); " every member " (Ebers
81, 14; 99, 2; 99, 4; Hearst XV 10; Ebers 108, 13; Hearst XV 12). In the Metter-
nich Stela (1. 170) they are called the " mt~w of the flesh."

When we recall that the mt*w of the above lists are possibly not always canals, but
that some of them may be ligaments or nerves, the effort to identify them severally
and one by one with the various blood-vessels of modern science must proceed with
discretion. In so far as they are avenues conceived as conveying substances, the latter
are said to be: blood (Ebers 61, 3); nwt (Ebers 99, 5-6); water (Ebers
99, 19) ; air (Ebers 100, 9-10; and very clearly implied in 99, 12-18); and semen
(Ebers 100, 7). Popularly they seem to have been regarded as vital to health and
essentially contributing to it, so that a friend might be greeted with a wish for the
health of his rmtw, and such a wish was not infrequently placed on his tombstone.'
This popular notion is supported by the views of the physician. He regards the mt'w
as " taking up " ( 4p) the remedies or the disease. There were recipes supposed to
accelerate the process of absorption by the mt'w of the remedies administered (Ebers
80, 15-81, 1) and the mt'w of an affected region are said to have " taken up " the
disease (Ebers 103, 6-7; cf. also Hearst VIII 12). In a document relying so largely
on magic as does Pap. Ebers, the mt'w are made to disgorge disease by magic (Ebers

1 On the wooden statue at Turin No. 176 we find ' , ",, may his mt.w flourish"

(Recueil de tray., 2, p. 175; the same, Amon Ritual, Berlin, P 3055, 12, 10; and tomb of Vizier Peser,
Sethe's copy 11, 23) and quite commonly. A similar good wish is O 't',4 "may (his) mtw be

comfortable" (Tomb of Paheri 9 in Taylor, Paheri, pl. XVI; Tomb of Nebamon, Bouriant, Recueil

de tray. 9, p. 96). Less common is o "may thy mtw be sound" (Tomb of Vizier Peser,

Sethe's copy 11, 50). In Ptolemaic times we find once 9J7 "may (his) mt'w be excellent" (Edfu,
Rochem. I 192).
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108, 14). They are addressed by the magician in the Metternich Stela (1. 170). It
is in accordance with magical notions that an ailment is conceived as an "enemy of
the mt " (Ebers 109, 17).

Based on saner pathological conceptions, however, there are diseases of the mt-w
themselves as observed by the physician. It is obvious that some of these ailments
are those of the muscles and ligaments, as when they are said to be " stiff" (Ebers 85,
12; Hearst VIII 11), and probably also when they are said to "tremble" (Ebers
91, 6). Unfortunately it is impossible to determine with any degree of certainty what
the designations of the various diseases of the mt"w mean, or how they should be
rendered in the modern terminology of scientific pathology. We find the following
ailments of the mt"w in the medical papyri:

®~ nhp (Ehers 84, 14; Hearst VIII 3; or ® Ebers 80, 18).

t=a7 ftn (Pap. Anast. IV 13, 6).
n (rw (Pap. Berlin 3038, 18, 7).

Sr' (Ebers 106, 20 ; 108, 8; 108, 6; 108, 9; 108, 11-12).
t ~,4' (Ebers 82, 21= Hearst VIII 17).

[ 4f't (Ebers 109, 14 ; 109, 11; 106, 17-18).
~ 4kr (Ebers 109, 14).

g p~t (Ebers 84, 19).C3, -fw (Hearst VIII 13). " Swellings" of some kind.

fg iwa (Ebers 82, 16= Hearst VIII 14).rThe recipe is for the "softening of
the 5w t of the mt."

The physician acquainted with a list of troubles like this, affecting the mit-w, of
course had treatments for these ailments. We find the following:

f.j"giving life to the rntFw " (Ebers 81, 17 = Hearst VIII 5 and IX 1).

[11~~" making vigorous the rn'w " (Ebers 81, 17 -= Hearst VIII 5).

S" making firm the rnt'w " (Ebers 79, 5 ; 70, 18 ; 84, 21).

HI making comfortable the rtiv" (Ebers 108, 2; 81, 20; 79, 5; 81, 10, 14
.= Hearst XV 6 ; VIII 1 ; VIII 4 ; VIII 6 ; Berlin 3038, 4, 12).

J(.Z " cooling the tw" (Ebers 85, 10= Hearst VIII 18; XVI 3; VII 16;
XVI 13).

~ softening the mt~w " (Ebers 85, 3-4; 81, 7 ; 82, 10-11 ; 82, 22;
Hearst VII 14).

w " quieting the mt-w " (Ebers 85, 2 = Hearst VIII 7).
... " anointing the mtiv " (Hearst VIII 14).
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Some of these remedies, like the one for " softening the mt-w" doubtless refer to
affections of the muscles or ligaments, and have nothing to do with the circulatory
system.

It will now be clear to the reader that the observations of the Egyptian physician
regarding the heart and its " canals " (mt.w) had disclosed to him that the heart was
the center and active force in a system which conveyed the effects of both disease and
remedy to all parts of the body. It is on the basis of this knowledge that our surgeon
introduces a discussion of the cardiac system and the importance of examining the
heart and pulse in treating a wound in the head.

-jJ n d't-yb (or yd.t-yb), " pulse." Gardiner has remarked that the word ]
(d.t) " when prefixed to words meaning some member of the body,.., expresses the
activity of that member " (Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch., 35 (1912), p. 261). This state-
ment cannot be improved upon; the " d*t of the heart" means the activity of the
heart, and in this case that activity as it is locally manifested at the pulse. Other-
wise the more inclusive term for the pulsation of the heart as a general and con-
tinuous activity, and not any local manifestation of it, is T2 mdw, literally " to
speak."

uI" nt, commonly "before." On the meaning "in," see Sethe, Zeitschrift, 44
(1907), Tafel II, 1. 12 and p. 32, n. 18.

Je' ~ mh' must be regarded as a scribal error for 3 °l mkh', in spite
of the fact that our copyist has written it twice in two successive lines. The omission
of m before this word is like the frequent omission of m before mrht (p. 74).

[ ejp [ wbnwl]-f. The restoration is a guess based upon the preservation
of the f. It fits the requirements very well, but is not entirely certain.=,. .q yhwt h&pr ym "indications having arisen therein" with the perfect
participle, seems to be explained by -=q- M hpr'y"t ym, "what is befalling
therein," with the imperfect participle. The physician recognizes that the effects
observable in the heart are a continuing process. It should be observed that the
technical medical use of hpr " to happen" very often includes an unfavorable im-
plication like that of our word " befall." The other technical meaning of &pr is
" arise, originate." Besides the two cases in our Gloss A, the verb hpr occurs fourteen
times in Pap. Smith. A typical example is:

S o ~/I -=-"] "every wound that befalls in his breast" (XIII 9). See
also VII 12-18; X 16=X 19-20; XIII 17; XIV 7; XIV 21; and further dis-
cussion in Case 80 (X 10). A similar usage of hpr occurs in Pap. Ebers, e. g.,
106, 5.

The question may arise whether q ym may not be rendered "to it," the heart, as
in the Coptic ugone at.to- "happen to" (Zoega, p. 804). If so our phrases would mean
"the things that have befallen it " (the heart), and " what is befalling it." It is not

I
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likely that the implied pronoun after ym could refer to anything else than the heart
which is the last noun mentioned in the preceding context. To happen in an unfavor-
able sense is expressed in the Pyramid Texts by Apr r (Pyr. 1654 c), and it occurs in
the Middle Kingdom with mr, e.g., Shipwreck, 1. 22; and see also Case 80 (X 10).

On the translation of the final phrase see note s, p. 103.

GLoss B

I 9-10

Explaining: " While his wound does not have two lips."
10

a On the amount of space available see Vol. II, P1. I B. The restoration is certain; see discussion,
p. 115.

b This sign 8 is placed low in the line as in 1. 12, Vol. II, PI. I B.
o The space is sufficient for this restoration, as will be seen by measuring the same phrase

(nn wf) in 1. 12. Cf. Vol. II, Pl. I B.
d The word is fragmentary, but parts of each sign are preserved and the reading is certain.

Translation
As for: " While his [wou]nd does not have [two lips]," it means his wound is

narrow, [not wide]; without gaping of one (lip) from the other.

Commentary

The chief difficulty in this passage is the word _ , imn, "be ailing, sick," where

we expect a negative. This difficulty cannot be discussed until the restoration at the
head of line 10 is made certain. The restoration of the words "his wound " is shown
to be indubitably correct by the survival of the last three signs of the group wbnw-f,
discernible in red on the original. The preceding group, Aptwy " two lips," is
demonstrated to have been present in the quoted statement by the phrase , _

sm-nw-s, "its (fem.) second "= "the other." The use of the numeral "second" proves
that a pair was mentioned in the lacuna. If it be argued that the feminine pronoun
s shows that this pair could not have been dptwy "lips," which is not feminine, it
may be replied that kpt is nevertheless treated unmistakably as a feminine noun in
Case 10 (V 9), which tells us of bandages "applied to the two lips of a gash-wound"
S ~ , "in order to make one join to the other." Here 4pt is twice

resumed by the feminine substantive adjective w-t, written with the feminine ending.
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Furthermore Gloss B introduces for explanation a quotation beginning with y4"t.
In our case there are only two occurrences of this word, both in the diagnosis. Now the
clause introduced by the second occurrence of ydt is explained in Gloss C, leaving only
the first yt clause as the one explained in Gloss B. On this basis alone we are entitled
to restore in Gloss B the quoted words 4ptwy wbnw-f. Unfortunately there is in
the diagnosis a small lacuna preceding the word 4ptwy; but it is obvious that this
lacuna contained the negative (see the discussion of the diagnosis, p. 94). We may
now place the two texts parallel : the phraseology of the diagnosis and the quotation
from it in the gloss :

Text of diagnosis : o[],^ \\ le.° .\\

Text of Gloss B: e .
Where the gloss has mn the diagnosis has a negative. That the gloss is in
error is obvious. The error may have arisen from oral dictation at some stage in the
transmission of the text, the scribe hearing mn for nn; or he may have heard the
wrong mn, and while .'^ mn was read to him he wrote g mn" be sick ";
although we must admit that this would be an early occurrence of the New Egyptian
negative. In any case our statement, quoted from the diagnosis, must mean "while
his wound does not have two lips," just as it does in the diagnosis itself. It may be
remarked here that a comparison of the quotations in the glosses with the texts from
which they quote discloses quite commonly gross carelessness and inaccuracy of the
scribe. Whether these are due to the copyist of Pap. Smith, or to some earlier scribe,
is not always to be determined, although our copyist is obviously very careless.

This gloss should be compared with Case 18, Gloss A.
o Idd pw, literally " it says," is perhaps a fuller form of the simple pw, which

we found in Gloss A, and which is by far the more frequent. pd pw is found in six
passages besides Gloss B (I 1l; II 11; III 1; X 20; XIII 11; XIV 11, perhaps .d-tw).

-e nn w4h, "not wide." In view of the 9 0', [1 nds nn w4 of Gloss C
(I 12), this restoration is highly probable, though perhaps not entirely certain. The
space available is probably sufficient, though not quite as long as that occupied by
the same words in 1. 12. On the use of the negative nn as a conjunction see Gunn,
Syntax, pp. 162-168. In such cases it should be called an adversative conjunction.
Gunn also discusses its use with adjectival predicates as here (ibid., Chap. XXVII).
The phrase nms . .. nn w4h is curiously reminiscent of the well-known description of
the highway in the Peasant (R. 45).

^],, o n [Rl] kf't. There is probably room for the insertion of the n, as in
nn kf.t in 1. 11 in the next gloss. The use of .. alone would be another evidence of
the antiquity of our text; for as Gunn has observed (Syntax, p. 195) the indiscriminate
use of n and nn is old and continued no later than the early Middle Kingdom. He

12
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has an excellent discussion of the infinitive negatived by nn (Syntax, pp. 155-159)
and has organized all the cases of this infinitive with following modifiers. No case
of the negatived infinitive with following logical subject introduced by L~- seems
to have come under his notice. There is another case in the next line Q. 11) of
our text; but otherwise it does not occur again in Pap. Smith, and I do not recall
having met it elsewhere.

we r 4n-nw-s, " one from the other." The text is inconsistent: it should
read either W r en-nw-f, or w"t r en-nw-s. In the example above quoted (V 9) wri
(fem.) referring to "lip " appears twice. The phrase makes clear the meaning of
kf"t, which has been discussed fully above (pp. 90-92).

GLoss C
I 10-12

Explaining: " Penetrating to the bone of his skull but not having a gash."
all

A 1~~A Ia I

... .,,.,,. a n

a The line division may have been before the n, but certainly not after (nnt.
b An unmistakable part of the possessive f is preserved. The tail of it is visible on the original

crossing the d of (Id; see vol. II, p. x, col. 2. The remnant of another sign is doubtless the handle
of the knife.

a The sign is unusually short for n and also rather thick ; but the right end of n preserved at
left end of 1. 11 is equally thick. The probabilities aire in favor of n.

d1 The lacuna in the middle of the column begins to be wider at this point ; see vol. If, Pl. I.
o Only half of the sign is preserved, but the reading is certain in view of the duplicate passage

in Gloss B.
fThe restoration repeats the text of Gloss B without correcting the inconsistency in gender.

Translation

As for : " Penetrating to [the bone of his skull, (but) not having a gash]," it
means that there is a gaping of the flesh, although r.i ._-_r.i over the bone of
his skull, without gaping [of one (lip) from the other], being narrow, not wide.
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Commentary
As we have already noticed in discussing the examination itself, this gloss is an

explanation of words quoted from the examination. Unfortunately the quotation
is not perfectly preserved. Regarding the restoration of the loss at the end of 1. 10
and beginning of 1. 11, there can be no question, except the minor one: whether we
should restore the negative "nn, or ,a n. wn*t. There is practically no difference
in the meaning of these two negatives in such a construction (see Gunn, Syntax,
p. 166, IX), and there is only room for nn. With reference to the order of the two
observations : " penetrating to the bone, &c." and" not having a gash," the fragments
at the end of the lacuna at the head of 1. 11 prove that the last of the lost words was
not dnnt-f ; but some other word with the possessive f written at the top of the line.
This is only possible when hieratic f is begun somewhat high along the back of some
sloping sign, that is in this case ,. The dd pw immediately following this f shows
that the suffix " his " was the last sign in the quotation, and the quotation could end
only in dnnt-f " his skull," or kf.t-f " its gash." As it is not dnn.t-f it must be kf.t-f.

In the explanation after the introductory ddpw the scribe inadvertently omitted
o' (following kf) and inserted it afterward. The possible reading pw would seem
to require the infinitive kf.t, while yn permits a preceding passive. I am unable
to suggest any probable rendering as far as hr ks. This is the only passage in our
treatise in which " bone " is preceded by the preposition hr. The remainder of the
explanation is unfortunately practically a repetition of Gloss B. Gloss B deals with the
lateral dimensions of the wound, while we should expect Gloss C to discuss the depth of
the wound. The structure of the explanation therefore probably was: first a statement
of the depth of the wound (in the obscure first half of the gloss preceding hr kd) pene-
trating to the bone, followed in the second half by a natural reference to the fact of the
narrow lateral extension of the wound, meaning that this lateral limitation is a fact
notwithstanding its depth; hence the repetition from Gloss B. See discussion of Gloss C
above in commentary on rr "penetrate " (p. 87), and compare Case 18, Gloss A.

Regarding the three glosses on this case together, it is obvious that they furnish
explanations of terms an understanding of which is a prerequisite to the compre-
hension of such cases as those discussed in our treatise. The term " examine,"
explained in the first gloss, is employed in all the cases in this document, without
reference to the nature of the case. It is quite evident that such a term would be
explained early in such a treatise as Pap. Smith. It is so unlikely that it would be
explained in connection with any other case than the first, that we must regard its
occurrence among the glosses of our first preserved case as satisfactory evidence that
it was in real fact originally the first case in Pap. Smith.

On ~ , hr.w (plural) meaning " flesh," see Montet, Sphinx, 18, pp. 1 if., and
Gardiner, Sinuhe, p. 111.
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CASE TWO

1 12-18

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE

Case 2 differs from Case 1 only in the addition of the word " gaping." In Case 1
the soft tissue overlying the bone has been ruptured as by some blunt weapon, leaving
an ill-defined and constricted orifice; in Case 2 on the other hand there is a well-
defined gash such as may be produced by a knife or a sword, with a resulting yawning
or gaping of the orifice.

TITLE

I 12

a The word kf.t itself, curiously enough, falls in a lacuna wherever it occurs in Case 2; but the
genitive n following wbnw both in the title and Gloss A make the restoration certain, cf. I 18.

b The left ends of the arm and the r are preserved.

Translation

Instructions concerning a [gaping] wound [in his head], penetrating to the bone.

Commentary

All the terms needing explanation will be found discussed in the commentary on
Case 1. It is noticeable that after the word " bone " the further defining words " of
his skull " are here omitted, probably because they have been used in Case 1, which is
regarded as making clear what bone is meant.

EXAMINATION

I 12-14
13

STraces of the determinative of wbnw are discernible.
b The tail of the f is preserved. The text is a repetition of the title, making the restoration

quite certain.
o The traces on left edge of fragment B might be the head and one foot (thrust forward) of

the gm-bird (following wd-br-k r.k 4r-f here as in III 10, q. v.); these same traces also fit ',

a restoration which I rejected for reasons given on p. 119; but D6vaud again urges the correctness
of this restoration, and the .. at the end (tail crossing 1. 14 above tp-f on fragment F) is a strong
argument for restoring as above in accordance with IX 14 (q. v. p. 310), which is also followed by
yr gmy-k as here in I 13.
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14

d For these words compare IX 14 in the same context. In our text the head of the gm-bird is
a little thicker and shorter than normal, but the m is perfect. The k crosses the tear between fragment
A and fragment F, but the top of its loop is visible on fragment A and its heavy oblique stroke is
well preserved on fragment F. This is part of the proof that these two fragments belong together.

e This restoration is based on IX 14. The place of the line division is not quite certain, but the
w was certainly in 1. 13, for remains of it are visible above the tail of the f, just as in VII 9 in the same
context. In IX 15 uwd is the first word of the line and is therefore separated from the preceding
f which is in 1. 14.

r The nt preceding thmin makes this restoration certain.

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a [gaping] wound [in] his [head], penetrating to
the bone, thou shouldst lay thy hand upon it (and) [thou shouldst] pal[pate hi]s
[wound]. If thou findest his skull [uninjured not hav]ing a perforation in it,
(conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary

The examination repeats the title as usual. It might be concluded that the
laying of the hand on the wound means purely external examination, as opposed to
" palpation" (Err). Such is indeed the case in III 9-10 (Case 7), but the distinction
is not everywhere maintained.

The restoration d.rr-hr-k wbnw-f (1. 14) urged by D6vaud is doubtless correct;
see note c, p. 118. There is nevertheless, besides the context in III 10, a gram-
matical argument in favor of gmm-k, etc., as a continuation of the condition.
In twenty-eight out of our forty-eight cases in Pap. Smith it is used as the continuation
of the examination. In the majority of the cases in which it appears it follows imme-
diately upon yr h'y-k " if thou examinest " (twenty-one times); but it occurs also
immediately after der-hr-k," thou shouldst palpate" (seven times: Cases 8, as restored,
4, 5, 6, 8, 18, 47), or wd-hr-k (sometimes wd-yn-k) r-k, "thou shouldst lay thy hand"
(four times: Cases 2, 7, 24, and 47). In only one case (27) do we find q=' yr
gmy-k, "if thou findest" continuing the examination after dfr. Pap. Smith evidently
throws light on the normal function of gmm-k as contrasted with yr gmy-k. When our
treatise desires to start afresh with a new condition observed, it does so with yr gmy-k,
as we observe immediately following the lacuna in the above examination.

The lacuna at the end of 1. 18 and beginning of 1. 14 may be restored with certainty
on the basis of the analogous text in Case 27 (IX 14-15). Allowing for a margin of
uncertainty in the length of 1. 18, we may conclude with much probability that the

1 In Cases 12, 14, 15, 16, 21, 25, 31, 33 bie, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 bis, 43, 44, 45 bis, 46.
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restoration completely fills the lacuna. The word rendered " uninjured " is more
literally " sound," that is, it is not a word indicating injury, to which a privative
syllable is prefixed to indicate freedom from injury. Hence our surgeon adds a negative
statement that a certain kind of injury to the skull is not present. He states that the
skull is sound and re-enforces this statement by also denying the opposite. The
injury declared to be not present, thin (" perforation "), is found in the next case, and
will be discussed there. We learn from Gloss C that the scribe has been guilty of an
omission here. He should have included besides a "perforation" also a "split" and
a " fracture." See Gloss C. As in Case 18 (VII 9), in order to make clear that there
is no injury to the bone, our surgeon should have stated that the entire list of bone
injuries known to him was not present.

DIAGNOSIS

I 14

The readings and restorations are based chiefly on the obvious fact that the observable fragments
and traces of signs show clearly that we have at this point the text of the diagnosis. The beginning
falls just at the lower edge of fragment B, and above this lower edge only the upper parts of signs are
preserved, like the head of the serpent, the top of y, and the upper part of k under a short n. As the
edge wanders we are able to see the end of r in rf ; and just beyond it (at the left) the upper end of
the hr.sign. Beyond hr the gap is complete.

b The words in this bracket are restored from the usual form of the diagnosis as regularly found
throughout the treatise, and the designation of the case as above in the title.

0 The end of the knife handle is visible in front of m.

a The tail of the s-- in kf"t is visible in 1. 15 just over the determinative of fit. It is possible
that this . belongs to fit in 1. 15, but the tail seems too high and not at the right angle for
joining with the f in fit.

Translation

Thou shouldst say regarding [him]: "One hav[ing a gapingwou]nd in his head. An
ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

As noted in the introduction (pp. 48 ff.), the diagnosis often contains little more
than the title, as if it were simply a catch-word memorandum. For the practical
purposes of the surgeon the essential thing in such a diagnosis is the verdict at the

end. See the fuller discussion in Case 1 (I 1-2). As usual this favorable verdict is

followed by treatment and recovery, showing that the injury is not a serious one.
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TREATMENT

114-15

15

B Part of this h is preserved and recognizable.
b The place of the line division is not exactly determinable. At the bottom edge of fragment B

traces of the last signs visible on this fragment may be the tops of three signs at the end of the above
bracket or possibly at the beginning of the next bracket. The restoration in the two following
brackets is fully discussed in the commentary. On the amount of space see the discussion of column I
in volume II. o With m omitted as commonly before mrH't.

Translation

[Thou] shouldst bind [fresh meat upon it the first day ; thou shouldst apply for

him two strips of linen, and treat afterward with grease, honey, (and) lin]t every day

until he recovers.

Commentary

Almost the entire treatment is lost in the large lacuna extending from a point
toward the end of 1. 14 to beyond the middle of 1. 15. Nothing has survived but

a few signs at the beginning and a few at the end. The beginning is marked by

S wt and the end by hI, the determinative of lint. The treatment therefore begins
with the usual binding with fresh meat and concludes with the customary application

of "grease, honey, and lint every day." But Gloss B shows that two 'wy-strips were
also applied, as we might expect in the case of a gaping wound. This application of

the two strips must have been mentioned in the lost middle portion of the treatment.
The treatment therefore consisted of three items:

(1) Binding with fresh meat.
(2) Application of the two 'wy-strips.
(8) Application of grease, honey, and lint every day.

The 'wy-strips are used in only five cases (2, 6, 10, 27, and 47). An examination

of the other four reveals the fact that in one of them (Case 27) we find the same three
items of treatment, although in a different order, the 'wy-strips being first and the
fresh meat application second. The limitation of the fresh meat application to the
first day however is a fair justification for questioning this order in Case 27; and it
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should be noted that in Case 10 (which omits the lint), the order is as in Case 2, with

the fresh meat application the first and the 'wy-strips following (V 7-8). We are there-

fore safe in restoring from Case 27 (IX 16-17) with slight modification, chiefly in two

particulars. We must insert the binding with fresh meat first to connect with the

opening signs preserved in Case 2 (0 wt); and we must insert in the text furnished

by Case 27 the words " of linen," which our Gloss B demonstrates were in the text of

the treatment. The available space will barely contain the long restoration, and it

helps in this direction to omit the 4w after srwh-k, as in VII 19, to omit hr kf.t yptf

after 'wy as in V 8, and to use the short writing of mrh-t.
S 'wy, " two strips." It is unfortunate that we do not better understand these

surgical appliances. The word is unknown outside of our treatise and we are therefore

confined to the data obtainable from Pap. Smith for an understanding of the term.

It was not clear to the readers of the original treatise and fortunately for us the ancient
Egyptian commentator has added a gloss explaining it. Almost all of the gloss is
lost in the text of our case, but by a happy chance the commentator forgot that he
had once explained 'wy in Case 2, and he explained it again in Case 10 (V 9), evidently

in the identical words used in Case 2 (Gloss B, I 16-17). The explanation reads:

"'The two 'wy-strips of linen', it means two bands of linen, which one applies upon

the two lips of the gaping wound in order to cause that one (lip) join to the other."

Similarly in Case 10 we find the same function of the two 'wy-strips in the directions to
the surgeon: " Thou shouldst draw together (the wound) for him with two 'wy-strips"

(V 8). The injury is a wound in the eyebrow. In treating a gaping wound in the

shoulder (Case 47) the surgeon is directed " Thou shouldst draw together for him
its gash with two 'wy-strips of linen over that gash " (XVII 3-4). With regard

to the method of applying we find in Case 6 this significant hint. The patient has

a frightful wound in the skull which has laid bare the brain, and the directions

charge the surgeon : " Thou shalt not bind it (the wound); thou shalt not apply

two 'wy-strips upon it " (II 28). It is clear from the above cases that the 'wy-

strips are not ordinary bandages. They are always "applied," literally "laid on"
( f. wd), and their effect is to " draw together" the gaping wound. The words

"lay on" certainly could not be applied to thread employed in stitching together the

wound. Thread and stitching being excluded the only other alternative is obviously

strips of linen plaster, a kind of adhesive tape, of which two pieces are " applied "

transversely across the gaping wound. It is noticeable that the word is always used

in the dual, "two 'wy-strips." The word is curiously written. In Case 10 we find
Q 'twy (twice, V 8 and 9), Case 6 1 4 'ywy (II 28), Case 47 also qQ 'ywy

(XVII 4), and Case 27 'yrwy (IX 16). The root is 'r or 'yr, which weakened

by " mouillirung" of the final r. Cf. the peculiar writings of words ending in 'r,
e.g., , , . - , eg , or even perhaps . Our
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word is perhaps the source of the cord which is so commonly written after the con-
sonants 'r thus . The incorrect writing in our passage $6 is due to the
preceding particle qo yr, the two words f 6 6 producing a combination very like
the writing in Case 27: 1

The discussion of the final treatment with grease, honey, and lint will also be
found in the commentary on Case 1.

GLoss A

I 15-16.

Explaining: A gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone.
16

a The words immediately following wbnw n are quite certain from the parallel passages. The
exact place of the line division is uncertain. It would be possible to restore further into the following
lacuna, but the amount or extent of the quotation is uncertain.

Translation

As for: "A [gaping] wound [in his head penetrating to the bone," it means]
-- --- his wound.

Commentary

The entire explanation of a " gaping wound " is lost. Its nature is, however,
recoverable from the observations regarding a wound which is not gaping, or as the
Egyptian puts it "has no kf.t" (gash). See the commentary on kf.t in Case 1 (pp.9 0 ff.).

GLoss B

I 16-17

Explaining: Two strips of linen
17

* Only the right end of this d is visible, but the duplicate from Case 10 makes the reading certain.
b The text of this restoration is drawn from the duplicate gloss in Case 10, V 9.
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Translation

As for: " Two strips of linen," [it means] two bands [of linen which one applies
upon the two lips of the gaping wound in order to cause that one join] to the other.

Commentary

Fortunately for us the ancient commentator forgot that he had supplied this
explanation in Case 2, and inserted it again in Case 10 (V 9), where it begins with
Aldwy and ends with r "w*t, as in Case 2, showing that both glosses undoubtedly read
alike. The curious use of the feminine wrt " one " as a substantive resuming dpt

" lip," which is not feminine, will be found discussed in Case 1 in the commentary on

the lips of a wound (pp. 114 f.).
dmy "join," with the preposition r, literally means " to stick to." In

surgical use it is applied e. g. to the " sticking " of a fragment of bone to a swab of
linen (VIII 16). In our gloss it is evidently used for "heal," and might have been
so rendered.

The explanation does not make clear by what physical arrangements the lips of
the wound are brought together, and therefore does not indicate unequivocally the
nature of the 'wy, " the two strips." See the discussion in the commentary on the
treatment above (p. 122), where it has been made practically certain that the strips
are employed as plaster or adhesive tape.

GLoss C

I 17-18
Explaining : Not having a split, a perforation or a smash in it.

18

a Restored from VII 9.

Translation

As for : "Not having a split, a perforation, (or) [a smash in it," it means] ..... - -

Commentary

The three injuries here enumerated constitute the list recognized by our surgeon
as injuries of the bone. Undoubtedly the text of the examination (I 14) should
likewise have contained all three. The ancient commentator may have quoted from
memory without noticing the omission, or the omission was in the older original
from which our scribe copied, or he copied carelessly and skipped two words. It is
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regrettable that the description of these three injuries, or the indication of what we
are to understand by the statement that they were not present, is lost. Fortunately
they occur frequently in the following cases, where full discussion of them will be found.
On pn, " split," see Case I and Case 4 (II 2) ; on thm, " perforation," consult Case 1
under " wound," and Case 8 (I 18, pp. 125-126); and on ad, " smash " (=com-
pound comminuted fracture) see Case 1 under " wound," and Case 5 (II 11).

CASE THREE

I 18-II 2

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE AND PER-

FORATING THE SKULL

With Case 3 our treatise passes from the consideration of superficial wounds in-
volving only the soft tissue overlying the skull, to a series of wounds which involve
very serious injuries to the calvaria itself, as well as the internal organs of the head.

This series forms a group of seven cases (Case 3 to Case 9), which are perhaps the most
interesting in the whole treatise. They contain the first references to the brain now

accessible in the whole range of earliest oriental science, including extraordinary
descriptions of its appearance and even observations indicating some discernment of

the localization of functions in the brain.

TITLE

I 18

a This determinative and the preceding nw sign make the restoration of wbnw obvious. The first
word maw is restored from the customary form of the title, as I 12, et paseim.

b Only the foot is visible.
° The tail of the f is preserved crossing 1. 19 at the extreme end. Pnn.t is certain from the

examination (1. 19).

Translation

[Instructions concerning] a gaping [wo]und in his head, penetrating to the bone
(and) perforating his [skull].

Commentary

The title indicates that the injury is more than superficial and involves the skull.
The injury affecting the bone is designated by the word

J thin, " perforate." Several times we find the word written jo with
a circle as determinative to indicate more clearly the meaning of the term (VIII 8;
XIII 13,15). It is written out fully with all three consonants throughout the calvaria
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cases, but in the late cases it may be abbreviated, e.g., o (Case 15, maxilla, VI14),
or even I (Case 20, VII 22).

Outside of the medical literature it was a not uncommon word meaning "to pass
over, pass through, penetrate, pierce, perforate." It is employed, in accordance with
the use of the legs as determinative, to express the idea of traversing a country.
Hence it is applied to the journey of the dead in the next world: "Thou passest
through (thinm) the earth " (Berlin Pap. 3044, 1. 20). Similarly the rebellious enemies
of the Pharaoh lament in their defeat: " "The fire which we have
made penetrates (thm) to us " (Semneh Stela of Amenhotep III, Brit. Mus. 138, 1. 12).
It is this meaning " to pass over, through," which accounts for the determinative of
the leg. Illustrative of the meaning " perforate," even outside of the medical docu-
ments is the application of the word to the horn of a bull. Thus Ramses III is com-
pared to a bull "standing in the arena, ... his horns pointed, ready to pierce (thin)
his adversary with his head " (Medinet Habu, Roug6, Inscr. hier., 145,1.57). Approach-
ing its medical meaning is its significance in charms against diseases, as in those for
mother and child, in which the mother says to the demon: " Fall not on his mouth,
beware of being concealed; fall not on his teeth, beware of penetrating (thin)"
(Mutter and Kind, Berlin Pap. 3027 E III, 10).

Our knowledge of the surgical use of the term is drawn exclusively from Pap. Smith,
where it is applied to wounds in the calvaria (Cases 3 and 7), maxilla (Case 15), temporal
region (Cases 19 and 20), cervical vertebra (Case 29), and ribs (Case 40). It was defined
and explained in Gloss A appended to our present case, but unfortunately the text
is fragmentary. One item of the explanation has however survived: " a contracted
smash, through his incurring a break like a puncture of a (pottery) jar." The surgeon
is here comparing the calvaria to a bulbous jar, in which a blow with some sharp
instrument has punctured a hole. Such an injury may be seen in the forehead of
King Sekenenre (P1. II, Fig. 5), who lived in the time when our medical treatise was
copied and in use. Such a wound may of course be very serious. In Case 7 the
symptoms it causes are very grave and the patient's condition regarded as hopeless,
as it was in the case of King Sekenenre. On the other hand the surgeon does not
hesitate to pronounce a verdict of successful treatment, as in our Case 8, or in a per-
foration (thin) of the maxilla (Case 15), a perforation of the temporal region (Case 19),
or of a rib (Case 40). A perforation of the temporal bone however (Case 20) may be
hopeless; and a perforation of a cervical vertebra very doubtful (Case 29). It is
obvious that a thin is customarily a perforation of the bone, but in Case 19 (q. v.)
there may be doubt about it. Such a wound is one chiefly occurring in battle, and
doubtless produced by a spear thrust; though now and again it may have occurred
in civil life.
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EXAMINATION

I 19-20
19

sic

20

a Restored from II 3 and the usual beginning of the examination; also from the title above.
b The tail of the f is visible in 1. 20 under the following r.
C Only traces of this stroke.

d The left end of the head of the owl is preserved at the right-hand edge of fragment E, 1. 19, and
just below it, and further to the left, as it should be, is the final stroke of the owl. By measuring the
length of gm as found in 1. 25, it will be seen that this m in 1. 19 is the first m in gmm-k; the second
m therefore being the first sign of 1. 20. The other material in this bracket is drawn from I 25 and
II 4-5. On the question of space available, see commentary.

Translation

[If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in] his [head], penetrating to the
bone, (and) perforating his skull; thou shouldst palpate his wound; [shouldst thou
find him unable to look at his two shoulders] and his [br]east, (and) suffering with
stiffness in his neck, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary

Down to the end of 1. 19 the terms needing explanation will be found fully discussed
in the preceding commentary on Cases 1 and 2.

With regard to the restoration at the beginning of 1. 19, there can be no question
regarding its correctness; for it is obvious that 1. 18 contained the title of a new case.
The words " thou shouldst palpate, etc." (1. 19) show that the examination began
in 1. 19, and began without any doubt with the usual words as restored above. Com-
pare also the above notes on the restoration of 1. 19. Regarding the next bracket,
which begins at the end of 1. 19 and includes 1. 20 as far as the right edge of fragment G
(where the text is preserved again), we should note that this bracket begins after
the injunction, "thou shouldst palpate his wound." This charge to the surgeon occurs
ten times in our document; in nine of these passages the following context is pre-
served, and it begins in six of them with gmam-k, and in one with yr gmy-k, "if thou
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findest," which is the same thing. In seven out of nine passages then, the direction,
" thou shouldst palpate, etc." is followed by "shouldst thou find," or its equivalent,
" if thou findest," thus furnishing a satisfactory basis for the restoration W :

gmm-k adopted above. There is hardly room for the restoration 4"= z" yr

gmy-k, "if thou findest," as appears in Case 27 (IX 14), after "thou shouldst palpate,
etc. ; " but this would not alter the meaning of the restoration. There is uncertainty
regarding the use of the pronoun 4e dw, " him; " but there is just enough space for
it in 1. 20. There can be no doubt about the restoration of the text after gmm-k 4w.
The data are these : 1. Gloss B (1. 25) shows that the discussion of the case contained
the words " unable to look at his two shoulders and his breast; " 2. At the end of

the lacuna in 1. 20 we find the signs Jam, which are obviously the last four signs of
the words ]c k'b.t-f, "his breast." By a curious coincidence the passage in
1. 25 breaks off at the end of the line at exactly the same place in the word n J
at which the passage preserved in 1. 20 begins. By measuring the length of the
preserved passage in 1. 25 from .... to ah (the first two signs of k'bt, " breast "),
we find by placing this measurement at the right end of 1. 20 (before Ja) that there
is just room for it, when we have prefixed to it the signs _ : , continuing the
gm at the end of 1. 19, in the words , , gmm-k 4w. We may therefore
regard the restoration of 1. 20 as certain.

One further question, however, arises in view of our restoration of the treatment
(I 21-23). This restoration mentions the fact of the stitching of the wound as already
done, just as in Cases 10 and 26. Indeed all six cases which employ stitching in our
treatise, place the injunction to stitch in the examination, and then refer to it again
(if at all) in the treatment. We should therefore expect instructions to stitch in
our examination; but it is quite clear that there is no room for such instructions
in the second large lacuna above.

... .,"'. n. gmy-n-f, " he is not able," literally "he does not find." This
interesting idiom occurs in six cases in our treatise, each time with context indicating
physical inability to turn or drop the head (Cases 8, 4, 5, 7, 29, and 82). Gram-
matically this so-called gnomic use of the n-form in the negative is of course common,
but I do not recall a case in which it is employed attributively after a pronoun,
following the verb " find." This is clearly a construction parallel with the pseudo-
participle after " find," in the well-known example, " He found a man standing on
the dyke" (literally " a man, he was standing "). So in our treatise the surgeon is
addressed, "shouldst thou find him, being unable" (literally "he is not able"). Gunn
has discussed the negative n-form (Syntax, Chap. XII), but he too seems not to have
met this construction elsewhere in the available documents. Gmy and a negative,
with the meaning "be unable," seems to be construed in our passage with a finite
verb following it, literally meaning " that he should look," and really a substantive
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clause functioning as the direct object of " find." It is not impossible, however, that

we should regard the form (dg'-f) after " find " as an infinitive, literally meaning

" his looking."
It is assumed in this examination that the physician will make this observation

of the patient's inability to twist or drop his head without prescribing any means for

aiding such observation. In three other cases, however, the physician is charged to

say to the patient: "Look at thy two shoulders " (Case 19, VII 16), or " Look at

thy two shoulders and thy breast" (Case 80, X 9), or "Look at thy breast " (nb't,

Case 32, XI 2), and then to observe whether the effort causes pain or difficulty.
. The usage of this common verb mn, meaning "to be sick," "to suffer," has

not yet been precisely determined in the medical papyri. While it may be intransi-
tively used, e.g., -h . " you are not sick " (Eloquent Peasant 317)and
Metternich Stela 68; Louvre Stela, C 26, 1. 18; it is nevertheless commonly and

strongly transitive. In the Old Kingdom indeed it takes the neutral object " thing,

something," even when it is used to mean " be sick," or "be ailing." Thus a man

making his will says of himself: "who was not (yet) sick," .. , literally
"who was not ailing (with) anything" (Gizeh, Tomb of Nekure, Lepsius, Denkmaeler,
II. 15 : fcf. also in Urk. I, 152). It is evident then that this verb means " to
suffer with " or " to be ailing with," without the interposition of a preposition, as
we say, " He suffered a stroke of paralysis." Until recently it was understood that
such transitive use of the verb is always followed by the name of the ailment, e.g.,
Ebers 32, 21; 49, 7; 39, 21, etc. Such was the understanding of the character of the
object given in the Erman-Grapow HandwBrterbuch, p. 64. The word mn is, however,
constantly used in the Papyrus Ebers with some ailing member of the body immediately

following as a direct object, e. g., Q - "if he is ailing in his groin"

(Ebers 103, 6). This usage, already noted by Stern in his vocabulary, is now in the

Worterbuch (see p. 66). We have then three uses of mn " to be sick:" (1) intran-

sitive; (2) transitive followed by the name of the disease as a direct object;

(3) transitive followed by the name of the diseased part or member of the body

as direct object. These facts are of importance in the interpretation of the words

immediately following mn in our passage.
S1 tsw," stiffness, rigidity." The word occurs seventeen times in our treatise,

eight times written out fully as here, and nine times abbreviated either to I (II 4;

III4; IV9,12; VII 18; VIII4,13) or to jl (III18; X 7). In all seventeen occurrences

it is immediately followed by the words "in his neck." At first glance, therefore, it

might easily be confused with the word T ts, "vertebra," which occurs thirty-two

times in our document, and is twenty-five times followed by the genitive phrase "of

his neck," thus, e.g., in X 8, 4, etc.: J4 IJ,.- "vertebra of his neck." In every

case, however, "vertebra" is written with the single sign -, followed by the stroke,
K
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and is modified by the following indirect genitive; whereas our word .e 1J is
followed by the adverbial phrase " in the neck." This distinction, combined with
the consistently different writing, clearly distinguishes the two words.

Ten cases exhibiting ".tsw" in the neck

Case. Injury. Reference.

3 Cut in head with perforation of skull . . . . . 120, 21; 126-II 1.
4 ,, ,, ,, ,, split in skull . . . . . . II 4, 6.

5 ,, ,, ,, ,, fracture of skull . . . . . II 13-14, 15.
6 ,, ,, ,, ,, brain envelope broken open . . . . II 22.
7 .,,,, ,, ,, perforation of sutures of skull; various symptoms

incl. constriction of "ligament of his mandible;" mouth cannot be
opened . . . . . . . . III 4, 6, 13.

8 Fracture of skull without visible injury to overlying external tissue . IV 9, 12.
19 Perforation of temporal bone (presumably) ; neighboring eye inflamed . VII 18.
20 Wound in temple with perforation of temporal bone . . . VIII 4.
22 Fracture in temporal bone . . . . . . VIII 13-14.
29 Cut in cervical vertebra and perforation of this vertebra . . X 7.

The meaning of our tsw is superficially clear. In Case 8 the statement that the

sufferer has a tsw in his neck immediately follows the observation that he is unable

to " look at his shoulders or his breast," meaning that he is unable to lower his head

either obliquely (toward the shoulders) or vertically (toward the breast). In Case 4,

however, the statement that the patient suffers with a tsw in his neck is followed by

what is essentially a clause of result stating that he is unable to " look at his shoulders
or his breast" (II 4-5). It is obvious that tsw must indicate some kind of inability

to operate the muscles and articulations of the neck. This conclusion is rendered

certain by the explanation of the symptom " he suffers with a tsw in his neck " in

Gloss C (I 26-II 1), which states, "it is a lifting up (ts.t), (resulting) from his having
incurred this injury which has shifted (lit., " wandered ") into his neck, so that his

neck (also) suffers with it." Our tsw is therefore a noun derived from the verb .tsy" to

lift up," which is regularly employed of lifting or raising a member of the body,

especially in a middle voice, when the member lifts itself or rises (X 21). Tsw is

therefore a permanent or stationary uplift or elevation in the neck, which cannot be

bent downward. Obviously, as a rendering, the word "stiffness" is pathologically
very vague and unprecise. Nevertheless, Dr. Luckhardt states: " The physical

findings of inability to look at shoulders and breast and particularly the stiffness

of the neck are quite characteristic of a meningitis or meningeal involvement. The

stiffness of the neck really makes it difficult and painful for the patient to look at

the shoulders or bend the head enough to look at the chest : . . . I think the rendering
'stiffness' ('rigidity') is very good. It is so used daily in medical practice to-day.

It is due to reflex spasm of the musculature of the neck." It is to be noted that ts
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in the neck in every case accompanies an injury in the head. Of the ten cases in which
it forms one of the symptoms, six are injuries of the skull approaching or penetrating
the brain. Of the other four cases three are injuries to the temporal bone, and the
last is a cut in one of the cervical vertebrae itself. The pathologist can best grasp
the nature of the evidence by an examination of the preceding conspectus of the ten
cases exhibiting tsw in the neck, but it should be noted that he will find in the text of
the cases themselves additional important symptoms accompanying tsw, which are
too bulky to be incorporated in the previous brief summary.

This effect of the injury in the head on another region differentiates this case from
the two preceding, which were superficial wounds leaving the bone uninjured.

DIAGNOSIS

I 20-21

21

a Traces of the f are visible, especially the head on fragment F. See Vol. II, P1. I.
b A fragment of this sign is visible. The other restorations in the diagnosis are obvious, being

mostly drawn from the title (I 18) and the examination (I 19).

Translation

Thou shouldst say [regarding] him: " One having [a gaping wound in his head,
penetrating to the bone, (and) per]forating his skull, while he suffers with stiffness in
his neck. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

This is the first diagnosis recording symptoms or conditions elsewhere than in the
wound itself. See the discussion in the introduction (pp. 45-51). On the verdict form-
ing the conclusion see Case 1 (I 1-2). The surgeon now turns to the treatment,
which is the first in our treatise to make use of a surgical suture. It is
unfortunate that this important reference falls in a lacuna; but the restoration
including it (1. 22) is based on conclusive grounds.
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TREATMENT

I21-23

[A c 4 Q
... I old D I oC E

I I II [ \

" On this restoration and all the following restorations in the treatment, see the following
commentary and also Vol. II, P1. I B and C.

Translation
Now [after thou hast stitched it, thou shouldst lay] fresh [meat] upon his wound

the first day. Thou shouldst not bind it. Moor (him) [at his mooring stakes until the
period of his injury passes by]. Thou shouldst [tre]at it afterward with grease, honey,
and lint every day, until he recovers.

Commentary
The restoration of this broken text at first presented some difficulty. The large

lacuna in 1. 28 is easily filled by comparison with the parallel text in II 7 and inXVII 12-13 ; but the long gap in 1. 22 is not so easily restored. Luckily the first
word of the treatment is preserved at the end of 1. 21. Now there are only two more
cases in our treatise in which the treatment begins with 9 yr and continues with
an apodosis concluding with application of fresh meat, which we find immediately
after the lacunh in 1. 22 above. These are Cases 10 (V 7) and 26 (IX 9-10). An
examination of these two cases shows that in both of them the treatment begins with

Syr and the following context concludes with the words q M je ywf
w'dl hrw tpy, " fresh meat the first day." We can hardly doubt therefore that our
text should be restored in conformity with Cases 10 and 26; at least this should be done
with the context immediately following yr. The text in Case 26 is as follows :
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" Now after thou hast stitched it thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first
day. Thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease and honey every day until he
recovers."

The treatment in Case 10 even more closely resembles that in our Case 3, because
it likewise inserts an additional precaution between the application of the fresh meat
and the final treatment with grease and honey, see Case 10 (V 7-8).

Our treatment in Case 3 displays two noticeable differences as compared with
Cases 10 and 26. Case 3 has the words J . hr wbnw-f, "upon his wound,"
immediately following the words " fresh meat the first day." Furthermore Case 3
carefully enjoins the surgeon, " Thou shalt not bind it; " whereas Cases 10 and 26
charge him to bind the wound with fresh meat, or as the Egyptian text literally
rendered expresses it, " thou shouldst bind it upon fresh meat the first day," in which
the object of the binding is the wound, and the meat is an indirect object. In Case 3,
however, the preserved text with the phrase " upon his wound " (1. 22) shows that
the wound was the indirect object, and that consequently meat must have been the
direct object. The verb of which it was the direct object is lost, but this lost verb was
obviously not the verb " bind," because not only does the prohibition to bind forbid,
but also the words " upon his wound," a phrase never used with the verb " bind."
The lost verb was therefore probably ×wdy, " lay," as restored above.

With regard to the fitness of introducing stitching into the above restoration, it
should be noted that Case 3 is one exactly furnishing the conditions in which our
surgeon elsewhere prescribes stitching. An examination of the list of such cases in
which our treatise prescribes stitching (see Case 10, commentary on V 6) reveals the
fact that they are six in number, and that in all of them we are dealing in each case
with a wound in a thin stratum of soft tissue, just as in Case 8. We are therefore deal-
ing with a wound in Case 3, such as the surgeon would stitch. When therefore we
find that not only the characteristics of the wound, but likewise the preserved context
on both sides of the lacuna (1. 22) are identical with the parallels in Cases 10 and 26,
we may conclude that the evidence is fairly conclusive in favor of the restoration
above inserted.. ydr, " stitch," see commentary in Case 10 (V 6).

Q' wdy, "lay," used of medicaments in the directions, appears three times in
our document (Case 41 twice; and Case 46) with the preposition .= r," to," and com-
monly in Pap. Ebers. With the preposition , hr, "upon," as above in our text of
Case 3, it is used twice in Pap. Smith, both times with plaster or adhesive tape as the
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object (Case 6, II 28; Case 27, IX 16). See full commentary on this word in
Case 11 (V 11).

" Thou shouldst not bind it." This prohibition is found five times in our treatise.
In Case 47 (XVII 12-13) this seems to be due to the appearance of feverishness in the
wound. Again the seriousness of the rupture of tissue in Cases 4 (II 6-7) and 5 (II 15),
perhaps causing the surgeon to apprehend displacement of the bone or soft tissue,
may have been the reason for the injunction not to bind. The same is true in Case 6
(II 23), in which the surgeon is charged neither to bind nor to apply plaster or adhesive
tape. The case is one of a compound comminuted fracture. Just why the surgeon
should avoid binding on the fresh meat in Case 8 is not clear, but the prohibition is
followed by the same context in all the other three cases.

The extraordinary injunction, " Moor (him) at his mooring stakes," is fortunately
explained in Gloss D as meaning: " putting him on his customary diet without ad-
ministering to him a prescription " (II 1-2). It is evidently an archaic idiom, not clear
even to the usual ancient reader of this treatise, as the presence of the explanatory
gloss shows. The idiom is amusingly suggestive of our western cowboy term " grub-
stake." We are aided in its analysis by the variant : x4 ) ,., "Put
him at his mooring stakes," which occurs in three instances (V 12, though lacking 4w;
VII 18, and VIII 9). See commentary on ~' wdy in Case 11 (V 11-12). Of the ten
instances in which the idiom is found, the other seven employ the form wdy r t,
three times written " dr t' (I 22; X 8; XVII 18), three times written '

(II 7; II 15; X 3), and once written " (II 1).
The scribe has in all cases where this idiom is found abbreviated the writing of

"stakes " to '1, , (eight times) or )1 (once, X 8). The sign is quite different from
his writing of finger.' He always makes mny-t, "stake," thus (, once three times
repeated for the plural as we have seen (X 8); whereas his writing of "finger "
(II 13; VIII 10; IX 8, etc.) or plural (I 4; I 6; II 4, and usually) always turns
the tips toward the left, that is, away from the beginning of the line, as we commonly
find them also in Middle Kingdom hieroglyphic, e. g., Tomb of Hepzefi, Siut). It is
clear therefore that we are to read here an abbreviated writing of the word 'Q.
rny~t, "mooring stake."2

The regimen indicated by the injunction " Moor him at his mooring stakes " is
followed by three different results :

(1) "=' .. " until he recovers " (once, Case 28, X 8).

1 The distinction was, I think, first noted by Gardiner.
2 Dr. Grapow makes the interesting suggestion that the passage in Shipwreck 53-54, literally:

"I put on the ground on account of the abundance in my hands," may be explained from our
above idiom. The lack of the phrase, "at his (my) mooring stakes," however, seems to destroy the
parallelism with the idiom of Pap. Smith.
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(2) =-. ro"'' "until the period of his injury passes by" (six times, Cases

3 (restored), 4, 5, 19, 29, 47).

(3) = 3'c s 19 ', " until thou knowest that he has reached a decisive
point " (literally, "he is arriving at something," once, VIII 9).

As we have learned from the discussion in Case 1, (1) is very common in favorable
cases. (2) is used in favorable, doubtful, and hopeless cases; see discussion in following
paragraph. (3) means a point just past the crisis, when the physician knows whether
the patient will " live or die." See Case 4, Gloss C, II 10-11.

Oq im r 4w'y ".t yh-f, "until the period of his injury passes by." This
time limitation never occurs except after the curious idiom, "moor him at his mooring
stakes." The word >.I't usually means a point of time, an instant; but is also
used for longer periods. Here it is obvious that it must designate a lapse of time
long enough to permit a resumption of normal diet continuing at least for a number
of meals, and probably longer. The interpretation of the clause depends largely upon
the meaning of q yh-f, " his injury, ailing, pain," or the like. Does the word
mean the concrete, specific wound or injury; or does it mean pain, suffering in general?
Its medical or pathological use is very limited. It is found in the medical documents
only three times outside of Pap. Smith, and all these occurrences are in Pap. Ebers.
In each of these three passages (37, 15 ; 88, 15; 88, 16) the word is used to designate
a stomach trouble,1 that is, the ailment specifically and not pain or suffering in general.
In Pap. Smith the word occurs twelve times. Five of these are in the clause r 4w'y
S.t yh-f, and therefore do not aid us. Of the remaining seven cases, three designate the
specific wound or injury under discussion, e. g., q ro ._ " the side of him
having this injury" (viz., a fracture of the skull IV 15-16). See also IV 16 and XVI13,
which are not quite so certain. In four passages our word designates the source of
symptoms, e.g., "his neck is tense and stiff because of his injury" (yh, III 20); see
also III 17-18 and XIII 10-11, but especially Gloss C (II 1). The evidence therefore
favors understanding the word yh in our clause, r .w'y '.t yh-f, as the specific injury.
The phrase " period of his injury" would then mean the period during which his
injury continues, that is, until it can be said to have healed and thus "passes by."
This interpretation is favored by the fact that in Case 28 the instructions " Moor
him at his mooring stakes " are followed by the words " until he recovers " (X 3).
The fact that in one case the word yh receives the determinative of a typhonic animal
(XVII 13) does not aid us in a scientific determination of the pathological meaning
of the word, though it discloses the current superstitions of the age, in which our
scribe and our treatise of course both share.

1 The other, older form of the word, 'h, also occurs three times in Pap. Ebers : once in a magical
formula (57, 21) and again designating internal troubles (37, 16; 106, 14). These throw no light on
the specific meaning of the word.
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GLOss A
I 24-25

Explaining: "Perforating his skull"
24

c gm I- e

I ~

a The original shows clearly a pair of legs ; hence we cannot read thi, as the following qnnt would
suggest. There are no traces of a sign over the legs.

b The loss is some three-fifths of a line, the longest lacuna in this broken column. The tail
of "... at the end of the lacuna is visible in 1. 26. See Vol. II, P1. 1 and I B.

Translation
[As for : " Perforating his skull," it means] - -- his skull, a contracted smash,

through his incurring a break like a puncture of a (pottery) jar,---------which he
incurred."

Commentary
The other three glosses appended to this case explain all the symptoms and con-

ditions following thin, and we must conclude therefore that the first gloss contained
an explanation of this injury. The explanation itself makes this conclusion quite
certain ; hence the restoration. The beginning of the explanation is unfortunately
entirely lost and there is no source from which to recover it. It proceeds with a loose
application of the word " smash " (4d), otherwise our surgeon's technical term for
a compound comminuted fracture (see Case 5). It is clear that it is applied here in
a loose and popular sense, in keeping with the character of the illustration, drawn as
it is from the incidents of every-day life. The rendering of nnjs " small," as " con-
tracted," is justified by the surgeon's use of this word as the opposite of w41&, " wide,"
e. g., in the head wound of Case 1. Compare Fig. 13, P1. VII, infra.

.-.. rpr-f, " his incurring " is evidently a surgical use of the word rpr, " to
acquire, gain," e. g., .,. 4z ,' Thou gainest thy happiness"
(Letter from Ana, in Griffith, Papyri from Kahun, pl. 29).
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nr§, " puncture." This noun is unknown anywhere else. Whether it is
to be connected with the word ° n', " strong," or "terrible," is not clear. NO
does not aid us in the explanation therefore ; on the contrary it is the obvious meaning
of thin, which leads to the translation of nr6 as "puncture."

[]J rpr-n-f, " which he incurred." This restoration, while uncertain, is very
probable. We cannot restore fppr n-f, as in II 21 and IV 11, for lpr never has a deter-
minative in our document, and seldom does elsewhere.

GLoss B

I 25-26

Explaining: " Unable to look at his two shoulders and his breast"
c26

a Only the left-hand portions of these two signs are visible ; they make the restoration of the
preceding bracket quite certain. It is the preservation of fragment H which makes the gloss
intelligible. See Vol. II, P1. I and I B.

Translation
As for : " Unable to look at his two shoulders and [his] bre[ast," it means it is not

easy for him to look at] his two shoulders (and) it is not easy for him to look at
his breast.

Commentary
The restoration of the first part of 1. 26 as above can hardly be doubted. The

completion of the word k'b~t-f is obvious, and the preservation of " his two shoulders,"
plainly parallel with " his breast " (2nd time), makes equally obvious the completion
of the parallel statement preceding " his two shoulders " from the statement preceding
" his breast." It is clear also that we must insert the usual o Q pw in the restored
parallel statement, although it is not present in the second. The silence of the explana-
tion regarding the cause of the difficulty is doubtless due to the writer's knowledge
of the coming explanation of the stiffness in the neck, which is to be inserted in the
next gloss. The explanation indicates not impossibility, but difficulty and probably
pain, caused by the effort to turn the face vertically or obliquely downward.

It is to be noted that Fragment H (P1. I, 1. 26) must be moved slightly to the
right (as on P1. I B) to make room for ' , as first observed by D6vaud.
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GLoss C

I 26-II 1

Explaining: " Suffering with stiffness in his neck "

II 1

Translation

As for: " Suffering with stiffness in his neck," it means a lifting up (resulting)
from his having incurred this injury, which has shifted into his neck, so that his
neck (also) suffers with it.

Commentary
The general meaning of the gloss has already been discussed in the commentary

on the examination (1. 20).
-. p'w-f, " his having incurred " is an interpretation perhaps subject to

question. The auxiliary V p'w, "to have done," is commonly followed by an
infinitive; r yh, however, is known only as a noun. There may be some doubt
whether p'w yh may mean "to have incurred an injury." Nevertheless the context is
strongly in favor of this meaning; for it is impossible to accept the form p'w-f as the
possessive demonstrative " his." There are two objections: the form is not normal;
and the entire treatise contains no other example of the possessive demonstrative, for
the document is not written in the Middle Kingdom koind. However, even if it were
accepted as the possessive demonstrative, the sense would not be essentially altered.
We could render: " (resulting) from this his injury," accepting the really redundant
second demonstrative as re-enforcing the first.M , .nnm. This reading, correcting the old reading tnm first noticed by Devaud
(Maximes de Ptahhotep, p. 28), is corroborated by our text, which has pretty clearly
nn rather than in. The word means " to go astray," " to turn aside" and the like,
as of a traveler who has missed the road and gone astray (Sinuhe, B 96; Pyr. 1695 c).
Its use by the surgeon in this connection is interesting, suggesting that as the injury
is in the head, any results of it found elsewhere must have gone astray or wandered !
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GLoss D

II 1-2

Explaining: " Moor (him) at his mooring stakes"

2

0

Translation

As for: " Moor (him) at his mooring stakes," it means putting him on his
customary diet, without administering to him a prescription.

Commentary

The meaning of this valuable gloss in general has been already discussed in the
commentary on the treatment (II. 22-28).

2) mtr, " customary." This meaning of the word long awaited notice in the
dictionaries; but there can be no question as to its correctness. From its use in the
historical inscriptions this meaning was established twenty years ago.'

There might be some discussion as to the more exact meaning of the last phrase
in the explanation, " without administering to him a prescription." The word
rendered "administering" literally means "making," and the word "make" has

in Egyptian a very wide range of meanings, such that it is possible the surgeon may
mean "prepare." Phr't, like its English equivalent " prescription," means both the
actual medicine or the written recipe. Hence our final phrase may mean, either

"without administering to him any medicine;" "without writing for him any
recipe; " or "without preparing for him any medicine."

CASE FOUR

II 2-11

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE AND

SPLITTING THE SKULL

This case is far more serious than those which preceded it. It illustrates the

organization of materials in the treatise in groups of cases beginning with the simpler

and easier injuries and passing then to more complicated and dangerous cases.

SSee Breasted, Ancient Records, Vol. III, p. 168, note b.
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TITLE

II 2

Translation

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone, (and)

splitting his skull.
Commentary

The terms employed in this title have all been explained in the commentary on

the preceding cases except the word X' pin, " splitting." It is an archaic word
found outside of Pap. Smith only in the Pyramid Texts and the Middle Kingdom

Coffin Texts. In the Pyramids it is found only in 805 a, 679 b, and 1963 b. One of

these passages is valuable for its graphic indication of the meaning of the word,
having as the determinative :", an axe actually splitting a billet of wood (Pyr. 805 a).

Valuable for our surgical use of the word is the phrase , "who splits
your heads, ye gods " (Pyr. 1968 b). In chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead the
word is applied to the splitting of the yld-t tree; cf. Harhotep 208 (old 103), and,
referring to same incident, Book of the Dead, ed. Naville, 125, final address, 1. 14.
Pn is used in four different cases in Pap. Smith as the technical surgical term for

designating an injury to the bone, and is not found elsewhere in the ancient medical
documents of Egypt. These four injuries are in the skull (Case 4), the maxilla (Case 16),

the temple (Case 21), and the arm (Case 38). It occurs as one of three different bone
injuries: p§n, " split; " thin, " perforation; " and .4d, " fracture," the presence of
which may be denied to indicate that the bone under a flesh wound is uninjured,
e.g., Case 2, or Case 18. Pin is a kind of wound which would be produced especially
by the long-headed Egyptian battle axe (see Fig. 2), which may have an edge as
long as 164 inches, a type of battle axe especially common in the Middle Kingdom.
A sword might produce a similar wound in the skull, but the sword was little used in
Egyptian warfare in the age preceding our document, though the Egyptian armies
would probably have met some type of it in Asia. A wound in the skull to which the
term pfn would have been applied is shown in Fig. 8, which illustrates the difference
between a" split " (pn) and a" fracture " (4d). The weight of the blow has fractured
the skull at both ends of the p.n, which is the actual cut produced by the edge of the
weapon. There are no traces of healing and it is evident that the injury produced
death before any healing had occurred. A similar injury, seemingly involving only
a prn, is found in Fig. 4, a case with which the surgeon's art was able to deal; the
wound healed and the patient recovered. Our treatise regards such an injury as serious
and critical when it is in the skull (Cases 4, and 21); but when it is in the maxillary
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region (Case 16) or in the arm (Case 38), it is not considered serious. It is explained
in Gloss A of Case 4 as meaning the " separation of one shell from another shell of
his skull, while fragments (evidently of bone) remain sticking in the flesh of his head
and do not come away " (II 9). See the commentary on Gloss A.

EXAMINATION

II 3-5

3~

<==)I~hEM X ...

Aij2<Qj \

1 1 1 6 ":=7 z\--

sic

a This m is the first sign in 1. 5 and is almost lost in the break between columns I and II ; but
the remains make the reading certain.

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the
bone, (and) splitting his skull, thou shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst thou find
something disturbing therein under thy fingers, (and) he shudders exceedingly,
while the swelling which is over it protrudes, he discharges blood from both his
nostrils (and) from both his ears, he suffers with stiffness in his neck, so that he is
unable to look at his two shoulders and his breast, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary
All terms preceding the results of the palpation have been discussed in the comn-

mentary preceding Case 4.
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®m yi*t, " thing," as used in Pap. Smith, appears in a range of usages which
require discussion. We find it used as follows :

1. Without a modifier, to designate some material object, e.g., to "measure some-
thing " in a bushel (I 5); to seize " something" (of a bird's claw, VIII 15); a "thing "
is clammy (III 19), etc.

2. Without any qualitative modifier, and indicating something often immaterial,
neutral or unfavorable :

a. Neutral, as in the frequent expression " until thou knowest whether he (the
patient) is arriving at anything," meaning whether he is arriving at anything decisive,
either favorable or unfavorable (II 8, 10, 23; III 8, 15; IV 9; VIII 9; XII 18-19).

b. Unfavorable, as in the statement that the skin overlying a fracture of the skull
is uninjured, thus: " If thou examinest a man having a smash of (var. " in ")
his skull under the skin of his head, while there is nothing at all upon it" (the skin,
Case 8, IV 5), in which " nothing at all " (* -) 1 clearly means an injury. Another
example will be found in VIII 18-19.

8. With a following modifier, especially the following:

a. An adjective, in cases where "thing" designates something purely material,
e.g., @,, yh.t §m, " something hot" (III 7); *! 2, y,,A ~gnn, "some-
thing soft" (VI 14; IX 13); ...... y 't .fw, "something swollen"
(XIII 10; XVI 13), although this last example may possibly belong under 3 c or
8 d below.

There are indications that in some such cases the two words merge together, if not

in pronunciation, at least in meaning, and serve as an abstract noun, e.g.,
y*t d&r (XIII 11), " redness," literally "red things," in which " things " seems to
serve like an abstract prefix or termination such as -schaft or -keit in German. This
is a usage which is known in literary Egyptian, e.g., " Happy he who tells what he
has tasted (experienced), when the evil is passed " (Shipwreck 124), a passage in
which evil is expressed, ®I, , yht mr, evil thing (or " things ").

b. An adverb, especially ymin, "therein," e. g., Pap. Ebers 108, 19. This
ymin is not infrequently followed by a noun in the genitive, as in our text above,

0 ~*, Q - I y &'t ym nhe' "something therein disturbing" (II 8-4); or it may

be that we must classify this modifier as a participle, as in the following cases.

c. A participle, e.g., "I ~J yhit k'b, "something folded" (XII 5); " J -T
yh't pry-t (XIV 16). A participle also sometimes follows the adverb ym of 8 b, e. g.,
* 'q o 10 yltt yin nhdhd np'p, "something throbbing and
fluttering therein" (II 20).

1 The modifier abit is not to be classed as qualitative within my meaning in the above discussion,
and hence I have placed the example among those without qualitative modifiers above.
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d. A noun, e. g., ,,.J I yh*t nrb' (XVI 1 with det. supplied from XVI 14),
" something of clamminess," probably meaning " some clamminess." We should
perhaps compare with this usage the use of " thing" with the meaning "portion,"
as in the archaic words for the morning and evening meal in the Pyramid Texts:

,7o'o s yfht nhpw, lit. " morning thing" and @jj yght wh', lit. " evening thing"
(Pyr. 978 d, e). It is quite clear that in such examples as these two yh*t designates
a material thing, and its use with a following modifier may originally have arisen in
cases of this kind. It is equally clear, however, that in some of these phrases" thing "
or " something " does not designate a material object. We may compare our English
" something " or " somewhat," employed to indicate a " measure of " or a " certain
amount of." This usage is closely allied to the Egyptian use of " thing " to mean
" manner " or " fashion," as in the well-known example in the Piankhi Stela C= 1 .
" in the manner (lit. ' thing') of women " (1. 63). Our papyrus has a related case
in the passage 2qQ -==- _ my yht rm-f," as if he were weeping" (III 12; IV 2),
literally "like the manner (' thing ') that he were weeping." Gunn has called my

attention to its occurrence also in the still unpublished tomb autobiography of

Gemnikai: m yht mrrt ny-4w-t, " in the manner (lit. 'thing') which

the king desired." These various usages and shades of meaning of yh-t must be re-

membered in interpreting the passage above (II 8-4).

The lack of agreement in gender between yh't and its following modifier is of course
a well-known peculiarity. Yh-t is in most of the above cases obviously not plural,

and it is possibly singular in all.
,-to,' nh', " disturbing," the modifier of y}'t, " thing," is a difficult word.

Although it is not uncommon it is applied with highly varied meanings. It is used

of a" terrible "face, of an" unfavorable "wind, of" dangerous "water, of a" terrify-
ing" voice; it is applied to fire, and it appears parallel with, or in addition to .
ohm, " mighty." In Egyptian medicine it is known in only four passages besides the

one we are discussing: one more in our papyrus (III 1) and three in Pap. Ebers. Of

these four the one in Pap. Smith is the most instructive : o q19''
"something foreign (or' disturbing ') upon it like rwrinklesl (py.w)." We do not know
with certainty what these pyw are, but the context shows that the wrinkling surface

of slag floating on molten metal is meant, and this makes the rendering of nh' as
"foreign," " disturbing," or "rough" very probable. Such a meaning would also
suit Pap. Ebers 108, 18, a passage in which a cist or swelling or abscess is found to
be - nh&'. In the other two passages in Pap. Ebers the determinative of

nh' is ( (Ebers 89, 9-10; 89, 12) and the context does not fit the meaning "rough,"
nor suggest clearly any other meaning. It may indeed be that this nh' with is
a different word.

( (q\' 'nry, "he shudders" is not clear until it is compared with the five
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other passages in which it occurs in our papyrus. These disclose the following five
variants :

118 ; III8;

\ VIII1;

\ X 5 (h in red corrected in over a in black);

c XIII 14;

SXIV 18.

These variants disclose this curiously written word as a form of the verb
nry, " to be terrified," " to shudder," or the like. The prosthetic q is once written

1j, of which the has been inserted in red ink by the scribe as a correction over
an o which is in black. This is an interesting suggestion of the weak pronunciation
of q in Hyksos times, and also of q - as 'e.

The word is usually construed with the preposition n, introducing the cause of
the fright, but =. is sometimes employed, e.g., ,- "Offered
to thee is the Horus-eye at which () the gods are terrified " (Abydos Ritual,
Mariette, tabl. 19, according to Amon). See also Lacau, Textes relig. XVII= Recueil
de Trav. 27, p. 56. The ° which immediately follows 'nry in all six passages of our
papyrus, however, is evidently not an example of introducing the cause. The
phrase . is either the customary emphatic, or more probably its predecessor, in
which .-. is still felt to refer back to the subject and has not yet become impersonal.
It is probably much like the German "ihn " in "es schaudert ihn," an impersonal
reflexive not common in English. Our form, in which the ending appears as either
y or w, is probably a participle. It is noticeable that in all six passages containing
our word, it follows the surgeon's palpation or manipulation of the wound, except
one (XIV 18). In all cases it is followed not only by ", but this . is also always
followed by - wrt, "exceedingly." Our word, therefore, evidently indicates the
patient's shrinking or shuddering as a result of the surgeon's palpation. But in the
case of XIV 18 it may refer to a shuddering or trembling caused by disease rather than
by a wound (see Case 42).

o yw-w, "protrudes " occurs eleven times in Pap. Smith, with the following
variants :

e II 10;

Q Il13; IV6; V10;

qe y? ( V 17; VI 19;

Mq VI15;

qpg psd. ptcp., VIII 6; XV 21;

QV e psd. ptcp., XII 22.
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It would seem from these examples that the root is yaw. Neither the verb yil,
nor the noun yuw is known in the medical papyri elsewhere; but comparing the noun
: 1 yaw, " spittle " (Pyr. 246 a, 850 a), with the verb , " to spit,

it is probable that our verb yaw is a cognate of yAA, " to spit," and might mean "to
spit," " to ooze," " to discharge," " to excrete," meanings which would fit very well
all the above passages in which yaw occurs. Besides these etymological and semantic
evidences, we have also to consider the evidences offered by Gloss B (II 10) which
contains the following interesting explanation of our passage: " As for: 'the
swelling (tqb) which is over it protrudes,' it means that the swelling which is over this
split is large, rising upward." From this explanation we must conclude that yaw'w
means " protrude " or " project," a meaning closely allied to the root significance
of y H, if we understand its fundamental meaning to be something like" exude." An
exuding substance of semi-fluid consistency might be said to protrude or project.
The same might doubtless be said of the bulging tissue which covers the injury. In
our treatise, however, yaw is used exclusively with thb as subject, and if thb means
" swelling," as the following commentary indicates, then it is evident that yaw must
mean " project," " protrude."

This rare word yw is further evidence of the early date of the material in the
Edwin Smith Papyrus ; for both verb and noun, unknown as we have said to the other
medical documents of Egypt, occur elsewhere only in the oldest literature. The
appearance of yaw certainly supports the conclusion that our surgical treatise was
composed in an age far older than Hyksos times. The same is probably true of the
grammatical form of the word. In six of the eleven passages employing yaw (IV 6;
VI 15, 19; VIII 6; XII 22; XV 21) the subject thb precedes the verb, which is in the
pseudo-participle with the ending e or (q written out. The remaining five passages, of
which ours is one, place the verb first, but everywhere give it the ending Q (four times)
or q q (once). It is true that the pseudo-participle when preceding a nominal subject
does not customarily take any ending, and is therefore indistinguishable from a .dm-f
form (see Sethe, Verbum II, § 3, 1); but the question arises, nevertheless, whether

yww (and yaw.y) in these five passages where it precedes the subject, is not a
pseudo-participle. If so, we have in this form an additional indication of the great
age of our document; for the sentence with the pseudo-participle preceding a nominal
subject has survived only in the oldest texts (see Erman, Zeitschrift, 27 (1889), 783-76
and Sethe, op. cit.).

x x thb, "swelling " occurs fourteen times in our treatise: once written with
the determinative x as here, twice with c, five times with , , and six times with '.
It is evidently some cognate form of the well-known word J thb, " to moisten,"

x These highly specialized determinatives from the Pyramid Texts are not available in type.
The first one is three spewing mouths, the second one is a face with mouth spewing.
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" to water," " to irrigate," e.g., of the effect of the Nile inundation in the great
Amarna Sun hymn. In the medical literature the verb itb is used of moistening
the ingredients of a recipe for mixing, e.g., with oil (Pap. Ebers 13, 17-18), or with
honey (ibid., 69, 22; Hearst I 2; I 8), or with honey as a real vehicle (Berlin
Papyrus 3038, 4, 48).

In all fourteen examples in Pap. Smith, however, thb is used as a noun exclusively,
and the verb employed with it is either yAw, "exude," "protrude;" or it is .', "be
drawn off." The wound is in all cases an injury to the bone, which may or may not
involve an injury to the overlying soft tissue. It is used in the description of the
following eleven kinds of injury :

Case. Injury. Remark about "tab." Passage.

4 split in skull tlb exudes or protrudes (yew) II4, 10.
5 smash in skull tb exudes or protrudes (yiw) II 13.
8 smash in skull, but skin over tb exudes or protrudes (yew) "on the out- IV 6.

smash unbroken (Gloss, IV 13) side of that smash."
11 break in bridge of nose ttb exudes or protrudes (yew); treatment : V 10, 12.

small plugs of linen soaked in ointment
inserted into nostrils, " until his thb is
drawn off" (or "reduced ")

12 break in inaccessible portion tbb exudes or protrudes (yew) V 17.
of nose

15 perforation in maxillary tb exudes or protrudes (yew), obscure de- VI 15.
tail added

16 split in maxillary "thou findest th protruding and red on the VI 18-19, 20-21.
outside of that split"; treatment "until
thb is drawn off" (or "reduced ")

17 smash in maxillary treatment "until 1tb is drawn off" (or VII 6.
"reduced ")

21 split in temporal bone tb protrudes (yew) "on outside of that VIII 6.
split"

38 split in arm thb protrudes (yew) "on outside of that XII 22.
split"

46 uncertain injury in the breast "thou findest tb very large, protruding on XV 21-XVI 1.
his breast, oily, like fluid under thy hand"

In addition to the above data it should be noted that the t1b is, in four cases out
of the eleven, stated to be " on it" or " over it," namely the injury. In view of the
treatment for" drawing off" the t .b, one might conclude that ti.b is a fluid, like pus;
but it is conceivable that" draw off" or" draw out" may refer to the act of reducing
a swelling, as we say "to draw out the swelling," although the same verb, it', is used
a number of times in Papyrus Ebers for drawing off pus. The problem of the meaning
of ttab is evidently to be settled chiefly on the basis of the other data exhibited in the
above table. Five of the eleven cases (4, 5, 11, 12, 15) simply refer to the ijb as "pro-
truding or exuding " (y.w), while four more of them (8, 16, 21, 38) add the phrase
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" on the outside of that smash " (once, or " split," thrice). The first of these four
(8) is a compound comminuted fracture of the skull, the external tissue covering
which displays no injury. In this case it is a physical impossibility that the tb
should be a fluid exuding on the outside of an external wound. We might be led to
conclude that thb is therefore necessarily the bulge or swelling of the tissue covering
the fracture; but it is nevertheless conceivable that tib is here under the covering
tissue, but " outside " of the fracture, and therefore might be a substance exuding
or protruding from the fracture. Another of these four cases (16) states that the" tb
protruding ... on the outside of this split " is red. The wound is a " split in the
maxillary," and the modern surgeon may be able to determine whether the redness
of the t hb in this case is of value in identifying it. Finally in Case 46, that of a breast
injury of uncertain character, the th is said to be "very large (possibly" very plenti-
ful "), protruding (or " exuding," y w) on his breast, oily, like fluid under thy hand."
These last hints come very near giving us a decision as between " fluid" and " swell-
ing " for the meaning of tb. The phrase " very large " may mean " very plentiful"
in poetry, e. g., the description of Syria in the Tale of Sinuhe (B 82), but in a prosaic
description like Case 46 the meaning " very large " is almost certain. Accepting
this rendering, we must conclude that the tjb is a swelling, the bulge of the tissue over
an injured bone. In Case 46 the content of this swelling is largely fluid, and under
the surgeon's hand is yielding and "oily, like fluid." This conclusion is confirmed by
Gloss B in 11 10, which uses ifw.t, a common word for " swelling" in the medical
papyri, as the explanation of ttb. In Ebers (110, 8-4) we find e - "any
swelling of a wound," precisely the kind of swelling discussed in our gloss (II 10),
and the word for swelling is fw.t. It would seem that t&b was an ancient word for
" swelling," which, like our " gathering," arose from the thought of the collected
fluid within the swelling, and at the time when our treatise was written thb was
already sufficiently uncommon or unfamiliar to need explanation by the more familiar
word fw.t, the only word employed in Papyrus Ebers and the other Egyptian medical
documents.

f ~gr.ty-fy, " both his nostrils." The reading 1rt, " nostril" and not fnd,

" nose," is obvious from the occurrence of the word in the dual, which would be sense-
less with the word " nose." Moreover, when the discharge of blood is from one
nostril only, we find the word regularly written A r.t. See VI 5; VII 83; VII 4;
VIII 7; VIII 8. It is hardly likely that in such cases we are to read the unusual
word ~ ~' mid-t, "nostril" (which will be found discussed in Case 11, commentary
on Gloss A), a word so unfamiliar that when used in Case 11, we find Gloss B appended
as a necessary explanation of the term (V 15). The anatomical meaning of Art,
which includes more than the mere orifice of the nares, will be found explained in
the introduction of Case 13. See also the commentary on VI 8.

L2
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06'' mkirwy.fJy1 " both his ears." In the case of this dual noun we find the
same question arising as in the preceding phrase, "both his nostrils." The word is
nowhere written phonetically and we are at first uncertain whether to read 'n4- or
m ejr~wy. It should be remembered however that n "ear" occurs only in the dual;
whereas the word is commonly employed in our document in the singular in the same
phrase, e.g., VI 5; VII 5 ; VII 14; VIII 7; etc. It is clear then that we must
read mk1r. It obviously designates the orifice of the ear in this case. For fuller
discussion see Case 23.

The commentary on the concluding symptoms of the examination will be found
in the preceding cases.

DIAGNOSIS

II 5-6

mow C~P, X1~3 E

~(= h~h.l--- 
Gam'~

Mwo . --- -- I.

Translation
Thou shouldst say regarding him : " One having a gaping wound in his head,

penetrating to the bone, (and) splitting his skull ; while he discharges blood from
both his nostrils (and) from both his ears, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck.
An ailment with which I will contend."

Commentary
Th le terms used in this diagnosis have all been discussed in the preceding com-

maentary, except the physician's final conclusion, " An ailment with which I will
contend," which we call verdict 2. It will be found discussed in the introduction
(pp. 46-48) ; but the following facts about it should also be noted here. It indicates
a case too critical for prediction of the outcome. It is not found in any of the medical
papyri except Smith and Ebers, and in Ebers it occurs only twice (105, 12 and 105,

19-20). Some light on the meaning oft1f fh 1, " contend " may be gained from

the following passage in Ebers:an ' .- °1 '" You should con-
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tend with him with lsm'w-prescriptions " (Ebers 41, 15-16). This verdict might
suggest demoniacal disease, with which the physician is obliged to " contend." This
interpretation is, however, obviously incorrect. In the Edwin Smith Papyrus it is
repeatedly the verdict in cases of wounds and injuries which have no possible connec-
tion with demoniacal causes. Such is our Case 4, a deep and dangerous cut penetrating
through the calvaria. Gloss C is quite specific in its statement of the condition of the
case denoted by this verdict; it says: " (until) thou knowest whether he will die
or he will live ; for he has ' an ailment with which I will contend' "(II 11). Verdict 2
occurs in eight cases in Pap. Smith, as follows :

Case 4. Gaping wound, penetrating to the bone, splitting skull.
,, 7. Gaping wound, penetrating to the bone, perforating sutures of skull.
,, 21. Split in temporal bone.
,, 28. Gaping wound in throat.
,, 29. Gaping wound in cervical vertebra.
,, 87. Break in the arm, with wound over it.
,, 45. Bulging tumors on breast.
,, 47. (XVII 11) Gaping wound in the shoulder.

Of these eight cases the surgeon expects a favorable outcome in only one (Case 28),
although another may show a fortunate turn (Case 47, fifth examination, XVII 18-14).
All the remaining six cases are distinctly doubtful, and are accompanied by clauses
indicating what the surgeon is to do until the critical issue between life and death is
determined.

TREATMENT

II 6-8

7

S 0 i , . .. c 1 II -
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Translation

Now when thou findest that the skull of that man is split, thou shouldst not bind
him, (but) moor (him) at his mooring stakes until the period of his injury passes by. His
treatment is sitting. Make for him two supports of brick, until thou knowest he has
reached a decisive point. Thou shouldst apply grease to his head, (and) soften his
neck therewith and both his shoulders. Thou shouldst do likewise for every man whom
thou findest having a split skull.

Commentary

po yr dr. In view of the fact that the surgeon's examination and diagnosis
have already declared the presence of the " split" (pn), it is clear that this clause
refers back to the previous establishment of this fact. Yr dr must therefore mean
" now as soon as," or "now when," introducing the observation already made.
Compare Case 8 (IV 10) and Case 20 (VIII 4). It is decidedly an archaic use of the
particle dr.

All terms following yr dr down to yh-f, "his injury " will be found discussed in
the commentary on the preceding cases.

''_ hms*t, " sitting." This word is to be understood as comprising the treat-
ment. It does not mean that while being treated the patient is to occupy a sitting
posture; it means that the treatment itself consists in the quiet and repose of sitting,
at the same time tacitly showing that the condition of the patient is regarded by the
surgeon as precluding a lying posture. The importance of the sitting position is
further indicated by the special mechanical contrivance prescribed for enabling the
patient to maintain it.1 The same is true in Case 7, in which "sitting" is also pre.
scribed. This treatment is found in seven cases in our treatise, all of them injuries of
the head: 4, 7, 8, 16, 17, 20, and 82. In four of these (4, 7, 8, and 20) little or nothing
in addition to " sitting" is prescribed; in the remaining three the familiar " fresh
meat" or" grease, honey, and lint" appear. The significant fact seems to be that all
the cases employing " sitting" as treatment are injuries of the head.

L . - mk'.ty, "two supports." This word is clearly c , rnk~t, "place,
resting place, proper place," etc., as is shown by the fact that the word is written

.h \\ mk.ty in Case 7 (III15). It is more commonly written with the determina-

1 Gardiner has suggested to me in conversation that "sit" may be used here in the sense of
"defer" or similar like Amew in Sinuhe B 59. The suggestion is interesting, but would raise the
difficulty of explaining the purpose of the supports which clearly indicate literal sitting.
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tive of the book roll, but occurs twice elsewhere with c-: Book of the Dead 180, 25;
and Stela of the Banishment, 1. 21. The Pyramids write it , but it occurs in

the Solar Litany and the Book of the Gates written 1 or -U,. Outside
of the medical papyri the word means especially the proper place, or resting place for
a thing, particularly for parts of the body, e.g., Pyr. 286 d, 896 d; especially the heart,
e. g., Stela of the Banishment, 1. 21; Lepsius, Denkmaeler, Text I, p.8; Culte d'Atonou,
pp. 89, 68; and quite commonly. The gods and the dead are in their mk't (Book of
the Gates, 6th hour, below; also 8th hour; sometimes with the determinative J).

The medical or surgical use of the word is confined entirely to Papyrus Smith,
where it is used to designate a " pair of supports" (dual), designed especially to
maintain in an upright sitting posture a patient having a serious wound in the skull,
which makes motion dangerous and forbids lying down. Its use is confined to two
cases of such injury (Case 4 and 7), in one of which (Case 7) the patient is said to be
" placed between two supports (mk.ty) of brick " (II 7). How these were made is not
indicated, but the word employed means sun-dried brick. It may be recalled that
a woman in child-birth among the common people sat on two bricks (see Spiegelberg,
Recueil de Trav., XXVI, p. 47); and the bed in houses of the poor might be a mere
bench of adobe. It may be of interest to note at this point that our Spanish-American
word " adobe " is the same word here employed in our medical text of 8,500 years ago
or more (see Wiesmann, Zeitschrift, 52 (1914), p. 180). The probability is that the clay
was moulded to fit the patient's figure, and that our word 1%J db.t, "adobe," is
used rather for the whole mass than for a structure made of individual bricks.

The entire treatment of the patient consists in his resting quietly, sustained by the
two supports until the crisis is past. Thereupon the physician may attempt alleviation
by softening applications on the head, neck and shoulders. The frequent conclusion
of the treatment " until he recovers " is here conspicuously lacking. In its place
appears an injunction to treat all patients with a split skull in the same way.

The interesting grammar of the first and last sentences of the treatment is quite
in order. In both cases pan is a passive, presumably a participial form:

"thou findest that man, his skull being split; " and
" every man whom thou findest, his skull being split."

It is interesting to observe that in the first case pn is attached to the noun (" that
man "), while in the second case the relative form gmm-k functions as the substantive
to which pa~n is attached.

The above interesting case contains a series of new and important terms,
difficult to understand. They were not clear without explanation, even to the
ancient Egyptian reader; hence the commentator has added three glosses
explaining: A, "Splitting his skull;" B, "The swelling which is over it pro-
trudes ;" and C, "(Until) thou knowest he has reached a decisive point."
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GLoss A
I 8-9

Explaining: Splitting his skull

o I I I1

Translation
As for: " Splitting his skull," it means separating shell from shell of his skull,

while fragments remain sticking in the flesh of his head, and do not come away.

Commentary
It is important to determine at once the literal meaning of a V ''

plc't n't dnn.t-f, " shell of his skull." Plc t originally means a "sherd." We find
it a number of times in Pap. Ebers as n C . " Sherd (pt) of
a new pot" (Ebers 61, 18; 78, 17; 94, 12); similarly Hearst XI 17; XIII 2
Pap. Westcar 6, 10. As an anatomical term it is applied to the shell of a turtle
a number of times in Pap. Ebers (e. g., 67, 5-6; 86, 12-13, etc.), which even
writes the turtle quite clearly in the determinative (e. g., 71, 15). As a term of the
human anatomy pqc't is found only in Pap. Smith, where it occurs in four cases
(4, 7, 8, and 9), all injuries of the skull. In all these cases it designates the squamae,
the shell-like segments of the skull. In our Case 4, the region of the skull is not
defined ; the same is true of Cases 7 and 8. In Case 9, however, the region is the
frontal bone, which is fractured. The case is called " a wound in his forehead,"

° "smashing the shell (plk-t) of his skull" (IV 19). This
passage shows us that p'kc't may designate the os frontal., and if so is likely to have
been limited by the sutures. Not only is this conclusion the correct one, but we even
find the word probably meaning sutures in Case 7, where Gloss A defines the

~ ~tp'w2 nw dinn-t-f, as " that which is between shell and shell of [his skull]."
See the discussion of Case 7, Gloss A. The question might arise whether in our phrase,
" separating shell from shell of his skull," the ancient surgeon might not be referring to
the separation of the outer table from the inner table of the same segment of the skull,
as for example of the os frntale. There seems to be no way to decide this question
from the statements contained in our Case 4. In Case 7, however, " that which is
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between shell and shell of his skull" is defined as =- d9hr, "hide" or "skin,"
obviously meaning the cartilaginous suture, and not designating the spongy bone
between the outer and inner tables of the skull.

- , sp.w, " fragments." This meaning is not found in the dictionaries but is
quite evident from the inscriptions outside of the surgical use of the word. In the
Annals of Thutmose III we find o-aao--h . Fragments (spw) of wood

(and) much firewood " (Sethe, Urk., IV, 670, 1. 106). Again in the Turin Papyri:
"' !c ,"fragments (sp.w) of firewood " ed. Pleyte and Rossi, VI, 4. With
reference to food, o |J " my fragments" would make even better sense than " my
remainder" in the Book of the Dead (ed. Budge, 189, from Nu 19, 6). The same is
true in the Pyramid Texts (Pyr. 1674 d; 551 e; cf. Book of the Dead, Chap. 52, 5).
The surgical meaning " fragments " is quite obvious in our passage in Gloss A, but
is even clearer in Case 5, where it is stated that his skull is in "numerous fragments
(sprw) which sink into the interior of his skull " (II 17).

The following discussion will show that the " fragments" referred to in our gloss
have been detached by the violence of the blow which inflicted the wound, and can
be nothing else but bone.

~n , mn m, " stick fast in," " be fixed in " is a phrase which the surgeon draws
from the common use of it to describe a foreign or intrusive body sticking in flesh. One
recalls at once the familiar words in the Tale of Sinuhe: f:A ( .- e - J
" My arrow stuck fast in his neck " (Sinuhe, B 188-189). Similarly in the autobio-
graphy of Ahmose of El Kab: ~-- - 4 (" . His majesty
discharged) his first arrow, which stuck fast in the body of that foe" (Sethe, Urk., IV,
8, 1. 88). The same is said of a spear in the hippo's legs (Naville, Mythe d'Horus,
Pl. VI) or of a battle axe in the head of the foe (Abu Simbel, Ptah Stela, 1. 22). The
Berlin W"rterbuch has nineteen examples of weapons "sticking fast in " (mn m):
the crown, the head, the ribs, the dr.w, the loins (mn.t), buttocks, legs (yn4.t), belly,
neck, nose, and thnw. Besides our example in Gloss A, Pap. Smith has one more
example of a foreign substance or body which remains sticking fast in a wound.
Case 28 mentions an instance of surgical stitching which "remains sticking in (mn m)
the two lips of his wound" (VIII 20-21). Parallel with this use of mn m describing
a foreign substance " sticking in " tissue where it does not belong is its use elsewhere
to indicate the natural articulation and attachment of parts belonging to each other
anatomically and functioning together. Of this use of the words mn m there are three
very interesting cases in Pap. Smith.

(1) -~ ' 
' ' '

,, " Ligaments at the end of his ramus,
which are attached to (mn m) his temporal bone" (III 17).

(2) ' 7~ "' , ,-%t £ ]',J,, "The heads of them (clavicles) are

attached to (mn m) the upper bone of his sternum" (XI 28).
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(8) ... ' a .W "thetips.... oftheribs
of his sternum, which were attached (mn m) to his sternum " (XV 4).

Case 28 (VIII 18-19) is difficult to place in the above classification.
The fragments which have been broken away by the blow and remain "sticking

fast " are said to be "in the flesh of his head." This last term means the tissue
exterior to the calvaria as is shown by Case 8, a fracture of the skull inflicted without
injury to the external tissue of the head, which is called "the flesh of his head "
(IV 18) in the commentary explaining " the skin of his head."

* ® =- n hr-n r t', "(and) do not come away," literally "do not fall to the
earth." The same idiom is found also in Pap. Smith of spittle hanging at the lips of
an unconscious man (III 4), where it might possibly be taken literally, but more likely
means simply " does not come away." In Pap. Ebers a finger nail that is coming
off is said to be P ~ " falling to the earth" (Ebers 78, 18). Similarly in
the Shipwreck (1. 58) the hero says of the superfluous food which he found on the
island: -m , "I threw (some) away" (literally " to the ground," r t').

This use of 7 r t?" to the earth " meaning" away," "off," may be connected with
the use of the same phrase as meaning " completely." See Ebers 91, 12; Mutter und
Kind, 1, 8; 5, 7 (see also ibid. 8, 4, where the variant r hrw is instructive). In our
papyrus this use of r t, is found three times (Case 4 as above, Case 7, III 4; and Case 47,
XVII 14). This last example is significant for the verb is j ' ty, "scatter, disappear"
or the like, which entirely precludes any local meaning in r t, and shows conclusively
that it means " entirely." In Case 41 we find the variant 9" hr t' instead of r t'.

GLoss B

Explaining: The swelling which is over it protrudes
10

', written very small, is a later correction inserted above Z.

Translation
As for: "The swelling (tb) which is over it protrudes," it means that the

swelling (4fw.t) which is over this split is large, rising upward.

Commentary
This gloss has been fully discussed in the commentary on yw.w and ta in the

examination above. It should be noticed that the explanation employs a different
word for "swelling " (ofwt) from that (tjb) found in the quotation to be explained.
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GLoss C

II 10-11

Explaining : (Until) thou knowest he has reached a decisive point

-:--I I I

0 A ANOMM

Translation

As for : " (Until) thou knowest he has reached a decisive point," it means
(until) thou knowest whether he will die or he will live; for he is (a case of) " an ail-
ment with which I will contend."

Commentary
In our translation the clause " until he has reached a decisive point " is far clearer

than in the Egyptian, for we have translated it on the basis of the ancient com-
mentator's explanation. Literally rendered the clause runs: " until thou knowest
that he has reached something," to which our rendering above adds the idea "decisive."
Gloss C shows that all cases receiving the comment, which it explains, are doubtful
cases. It is employed in the following six cases :

Case 4. Gaping wound in his head... splitting his skull.
,, 6. Gaping wound in his head ... smashing his skull.

,, 7. Gaping wound in his head... perforating the sutures of his skull.
,, 8. Compound comminuted fracture of the skull, without injury to external

tissue.
,, 21. Split in his temporal bone.
,, 37. Break in the arm, with external wound.

It is possible that the climate of Egypt with its frequent cases of blood poisoning
or infection, whenever an external wound is present, may account for the doubtful
character of a case of a broken arm (Case 87).

. is undoubtedly the correct reading. The a is joined in ligature with
7 in a cursive form, but it is quite unmistakable (see Vol. II, P1. II, 1. 11). This

reading makes a good form; see Gardiner, Grammar, § 407.
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CASE FIVE

II 11-17

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD WITH COMPOUND COMMINUTED
FRACTURE OF THE SKULL

Just as Case 4 involved a more serious wound than the preceding cases, so Case 5
discusses an injury more dangerous than Case 4. The fracture is such that fragments
of bone have been driven deep into the interior of the skull. The surgeon is unable
to suggest any treatment, and evidently anticipates a fatal issue of the case.

TITLE

II 11

Translation

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, smashing his skull.

Commentary

All the terms in this title have been discussed in the preceding commentary
on Cases 1 to 4, except the important word " smashing" which remains to be dis-
cussed here.

' 4d, "smashing." This common word appears frequently in Egyptian as the
verb for " to smash," " break." In the Pyramid Texts its word sign, a pottery jar

with a hole smashed in it (Pyr. 491 a), and again a pair of crossed sticks either breaking
each other or the two parts of a broken stick, suggest its meaning very graphically.
The crossed sticks long survived as the graphic determinative of the word, as regularly
in our document. It is used of smashing or breaking the most varied objects, a board,

a pen-case, sealed bolts, a clay seal, or of breaching a city wall. Important for our
treatise are especially the determinative of the broken pot (c), and the use of the
word for breaking an egg-shell (Pyr. 1969c; Amarna Sun-Hymn, Davies, Amarna,

Vol. VI, pl. XXVII). Outside of the medical papyri the word appears for breaking
a head, e.g., ,\ " Thy head is broken (id) with that knife"
(Book of Apophis, Brit. Mus. Pap. 10188, 30, 1). Similarly it appears to express
the breaking of bones in general in the name of a weapon called: '" o " Bone-
breaker" (Zeitschrift, 18 (1880), 94-95, transliteration as emended for Berlin
Wrterbuch). A mortuary demon hailing from Heracleopolis also bore the name
"Bone-breaker" (Book of the Dead, ed. Naville, 125, 9).
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Surgically the word may designate either (1) a fracture of a bone, (2) a rupture of
a membrane or of fleshy tissue, or (8) the opening of cists and the like by the external
application of medicaments causing the swelling to break and discharge pus.

(1) Fracture of the bone. The known cases are all in Pap. Smith. It is used of
fracture of the skull in all twenty-three times, of which twenty-one are in the four
following cases : 5, 6, 8, and 9; of the nose (Case 13); of the maxilla (Case 17); of
the temporal bone (Cases 18 and 22).

(2) Rupture of a membrane or of fleshy tissue. In Pap. Smith, Case 6, there is an
interesting use of the word to indicate a rupture of the meninges of the brain (II 24-25).
Again it is used of the rupture of fleshy tissue overlying a fracture of the bone: in
the mandible (Case 24); in the clavicle (Case 34); in the arm (Case 87); and in the
ribs attached to the sternum (Case 44).

(8) Opening of cists and the like by external applications. In Pap. Ebers such
applications are called , 1 I( " medicines for rupturing (Ad) swell-
ings (and drawing out the pus) " (Ebers 104, 10-11; similarly 105, 5; cf. also Ebers
28, 2; 24, 10; 80, 8; Hearst II 14; II 10; Pap. Berlin 8038, 5, 2; 5, 6; 5,7;
5, 8; 5, 9; 12, 10 ; 13, 7; 18, 11-14, 1; 18, 8).

The only gloss appended to our case explains the simple term Ad dann.t-f, "smashing
his skull," as meaning a fracture so extensive and serious that broken pieces of bone
have gotten into the break and have penetrated deep into the interior of the skull
(Gloss A, II 16-17). Our ancient commentator quotes some old authority as affirming
that a Ad of the skull means that it is broken into many fragments (II 17). This
definition of a Ad of the skull is useful in aiding us to distinguish between a " split "
(pan) and a dd. It is quite evident that what we would call a fracture of the skull
might be called by the ancient Egyptian surgeon a " split; " while the injury which
he calls a Ad, literally a " fracture," is what modern surgery would term a " compound
comminuted fracture." In other words the Egyptian surgeon has given the common
word " smash " a specialized and technical meaning, " compound comminuted
fracture." It may be noted as without doubt more than an accident, that in our
treatise Ad is not applied to any injuries of the bones except those of the head. As we
shall see, when he wished to indicate a simple " break" or "fracture" elsewhere, as
of the arm, he uses a different word, viz., hAb, " fracture." (See Cases 11, 12, 24,
85, 86, 37, 42, and 44). But as dd could be used as a verb meaning" to produce com-
pound comminuted fracture," and we have no such single verb in English, the transla-
tion of dd as a verb would involve an interpretation of the term rather than a transla-
tion. Under these circumstances the best rendering for the verb is evidently the
original meaning" to smash," which gives us also the noun" smash," employed above
for " compound comminuted fracture." The appropriation of this common word as
a technical term in surgery did not preclude its older loose or popular application. We
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find the surgeon in one case calling a " perforation" or "puncture " (thi) of the
skull a id, or " smash" (Case 3, Gloss A, 1 24). Grammatically considered 4d is
probably a participle in our title, parallel with pin, " splitting" (in the title of Case 4),
and can then only be interpreted " producing compound comminuted fracture."

EXAMINATION

11 12-14

sic

13 ~6 ca in F0 0 M

14

1 7 ItSX~, AA Q4

MWAA --- a>- r--

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the
bone, (and) smashing his skull ; thou shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst thou find
that smash which is in his skull deep (and) sunken under thy fingers, while the
swelling which is over it protrudes, he discharges blood from both his nostrils (and)
both his ears, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck, so that he is unable to look at
his two shoulders and his breast, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary
All the terms employed above have been already discussed in the preceding com-

mentary except the following two:
'nu," deep," an abbreviated writing as if the scribe was commonly employing

the word. This is, however, the sole occurrence of it in our document. A more
accurate transliteration into hieroglyphic will be found in Pl. II A, 1. 13 (Vol. II).13 hrp,"4 sunken " occurs only in this case and in Case 32, where it is explained
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by comparison with the sinking of a man's foot into plowed ground (XI 8), a graphic
and clear indication of its meaning. It is used twice also in a medical sense in Pap.
Ebers : once of the sinking of the heart from its proper position (Ebers 101, 14-15,
emend dr to ca d , " sink "); and again of a swelling which sinks under the
fingers (Ebers 110, 5).

DIAGNosIs

II 14-15

15

Translation
Thou shouldst say regarding him: " One having a gaping wound in his head,

penetrating to the bone, (and) smashing his skull, while he suffers with stiffness in
his neck. An ailment not to be treated."

Commentary
In this diagnosis, which contains only repetitions of the examination, the most

important part is the conclusion, " An ailment not to be treated," which is new. We
call it verdict 8, and a discussion of its significance in this treatise will be found in
the introduction (pp. 46-48). This remarkable verdict is not found in any of the
other medical documents of Egypt, although it occurs no less than fourteen times in
Papyrus Smith. One of these cases (17) has received this verdict by an evident error
of the scribe, as the commentary on Case 17 shows. We have left, therefore, thirteen
instances to which verdict 3 is correctly applied. Of these thirteen, ten contain
no therapeutic suggestions whatever; the remaining three commend certain precau.

tionary and alleviatory measures not intended to cure. Hence the outcome is referred
to in only two cases (6 and 8 a), in both of which it is indicated as entirely uncertain,
by the use of the above discussed clause," until thou knowest he has reached a decisive
point " (see commentary on Case 4, Gloss C)-a clause which indicates that either
life or death may follow. In these two cases the possibility that the patient may live
is suggested; in all the other (eleven) cases containing this verdict there is no sugges-
tion that the patient can survive. It may be said, therefore, that, with rare exceptions
verdict 3 indicates a hopeless case.
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The cases containing verdict 8 are the following:

Case 5. Compound comminuted fracture of the skull.
,, 6. Compound comminuted fracture of the skull with rupture of meningeal

membranes.
,, 7. Perforation of sutures of the skull.
,, 8a. Compound comminuted fracture of the skull without visible external

injury.
,, 8b. Same with rupture of meningeal membranes.
,, 13. Compound comminuted fracture of the bones of the nasal region.
,, 17. Compound comminuted fracture of the maxilla (verdict 3 scribal error).

,, 20. Perforation of the temporal bone.
,, 22. Compound comminuted fracture of the temporal bone.
,, 24. Fracture of the mandible.
,, 31. Dislocation of cervical vertebra.
,, 38. Crushing of cervical vertebra.
,, 37. Fracture of the arm with overlying wound.
,, 44. Fracture of the " ribs of the sternum."

Regarding these cases Dr. Luckhardt remarks: "Such cases were certainly hopeless
in those days, and most of them would be nearly so now." In view of the fact that the

surgeon discusses nine of these thirteen cases without recommending any treatment,

and that in four instances (Cases 5, 6, 8a, and 20) conditions seem to him to permit
only slight alleviatory measures, we can conclude that the inclusion of such a large
number of hopeless cases (about one fourth of the material in the treatise as preserved
to us) is due solely to scientific interest of the surgeon in the observed facts-an
interest which would not permit him to exclude his observations, in spite of the fact

that most of these cases were incurable and hopeless. Indeed at the time of the succes-
sive examinations of these cases it must often have been evident to the surgeon at
once that he could do nothing for the sufferer; yet he nevertheless continued making
and recording his observations in the same form as for the more hopeful cases which
he could treat. There is here an interest in truth and in science for its own sake,
quite unprecedented and not observable elsewhere in any of the ancient documents

of Egypt whatever the character of their content.
Grammatically considered the words . offer some uncertainty. ny is

without doubt the form 44 discussed and first noticed by Gardiner (Proc. Soc. Bib.

Arch., 40 (1918), pp. 5-7). He concludes that it may " best be translated ' through
which' in a relative clause," and thinks that the word "will in itself mean something
like' thereby' or, if the expression be allowed, ' therethrough.'" These observations,
based on only four Old Kingdom cases, are undoubtedly on the right track. There is
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an additional example of this curious 7 ny in the Misanthrope (1. 104), where we find
unfaithful friends described as _ 1 ,friends of to-day, not
to be loved." As in the Arabic the passive of even an intransitive verb may be used
to indicate that the action denoted by the verb does not take place, so here, if we
understand mr as a passive participle, we may gain a relative clause literally
meaning " for whom (or " through whom ") the act of loving does not occur."
There can be no doubt that our n yrw ny is parallel with the n mr(w) ny of the
Misanthrope. The use of ny in our surgical treatise would indicate that we must
add to the meaning "through which," suggested by Gardiner, also the meaning "for
which " or " for whom." As Gardiner has noticed, in all four of his examples ny is
preceded by a nominal form of the verb. We may therefore look for such a form here,
and possibly regard yrw as a passive participle. In view of the fact that all four of his
examples were from Old Kingdom texts, Gardiner regarded the form ny as "probably
moribund even at the time of the Old Kingdom." This observation is undoubtedly
correct, and we have in our verdict mr n yrw ny a current expression surviving from
a very remote stage of Egyptian medical practice.

With regard to the increasing seriousness of the cases successively taken up by
our treatise, the following glimpse of the successive verdicts will indicate it clearly:

Cases 1, 2, and 3, verdict 1.
Case 4, verdict 2.
Cases 5 and 6, verdict 3.

TREATMENT

II 15-16

16

Translation

Thou shalt not bind him, (but) moor (him) at his mooring stakes, until the period
of his injury passes by.

Commentary
The case is so serious that the surgeon can prescribe nothing, and makes no remark

suggesting his conclusions regarding the outcome. The gravity of the patient's situa-
tion is indicated in the following interesting gloss (A), which describes how the
fragments of the shattered skull have sunk into the interior of the brain. The
quotation of an old and authoritative surgical treatise by title is of importance in
the early history of medicine. Full commentary on the curious idiom, "moor him
etc.," will be found in the discussion of the treatment in Case 8.

M
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Gloss A

I 16-17

Explaining: Smashing his skull.

OQ

sic ne~n o
QAMMAN

I X K X . - M 0 I

Sic

AMA , WOAl J ,,

Translation
As for: "Smashing his skull," it means a smash of his skull (such that) bones,

getting into that smash, sink into the interior of his skull. The "Treatise on What
Pertains to His Wounds " states: " It means a smash of his skull into numerous
fragments, which sink into the interior of his skull."

Commentary
[.4 d, " smash." See commentary on the title of this case.

h 1nw, " inside, interior," occurs twelve times in our document, and is always
written without the later common determinative r-J. This is another evidence of the
very early origin of our treatise. Compounded with mr, " in," we also find h.nw
twelve times more in the recto, and in only two of these is it written with C-3. In
these two (Case 85, XII 7 and Case 86, XII 18) there is undoubtedly some difference in

meaning implied by rm.

t,' w, perhaps meaning " book, roll, treatise, regulation " or the like, is
a rare word. In the well-known passage in the Installation of the vizier :e0o

I M "'.4njULo, it is a saying which was in the regulation
of Memphis (= the Memphite ceremonial, p'w), as uttered by the king, etc." (Ulrk.

IV, 1089, 1. 12), Sethe has suggested that t' must be some long-accepted roll

containing the ancient ceremonial installation as practiced at Memphis (Sethe,
Eirnsetzung, pp. 14-15). Similarly the statues in crypt 8 at Dendera are made

04-k q° ^ "j110 according to the book (nw) of the sacred glyphs " (Mariette,
Deg raha, III Boa ; Duemichen, Resultate, 87 ; Kal enderinsckriftfen, pl. 60, c). Here
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11y n mdw ntr must be an ancient " book of hieroglyphs "containing the forms of the
gods as traditionally established. Otherwise the word tw is unknown outside of our
treatise, in which it occurs three times:

(1) As above in Gloss A.
(2) eC , The 'Treatise (t'w) on What Pertains to

a Wound ' says concerning it " (Case 41, XIV 10).
(8) Q - q-- .c_ - "The 'Treatise on What Pertains to the

Embalmer' (or " Bandager ") says concerning it " (Case 19, VII 20-21).

In view of the three passages in our papyrus it is highly probable that the word
means a book or treatise. In that case we find the author of our papyrus quoting from
two other treatises, which very interestingly suggest the existence of a literature of
medical science now totally lost to us. It should be noted that in our Gloss A the
possessive f, " his," at the end of the title (" his Wounds ") is very likely to be an
error of the scribe for : r-f " concerning it," as in the other two occurrences of the
same title just quoted above. " His wound " is such a common group in our text
that the mistake would be a very easy one.

q yry, probably meaning " what pertains to." The word is certainly to be read
yr, not yt. An examination of all three passages in which it occurs will leave no doubt
of the correct reading. It is each time followed by the determinative of the book-roll,
done with care and fullness, not in an abbreviated cursive form. In view of the great
age of our treatise we should consider whether the book roll in this group may not
be an Old Kingdom writing of the word . md'.t, " letter," or" document," giving us
possibly the title I yry md.*t, " keeper of letters," or " keeper of documents."
This title may be written , that is without the determinative of the man. See
treatment of the word by Gunn, Annales du Service, XXV, pp. 251-252. The title
is not, however, written with the q, as in our text. Moreover the acceptance of this
official title in our ancient book title would make nonsense. It is true that when it
means "what pertains to," our word yry is customarily in the feminine yry-t; but
masculine formations of this kind are not unknown. Compare + ! ymy.w,
" interior," literally "the things (masculine) that are in " (Case 12, V 18, and again
Case 22, VIII 11). It is doubtless a word of literary origin, being much like the de
and irepl of Latin and Greek essay titles.

- yn is several times employed in our treatise to introduce the subject after an
infinitive as so commonly elsewhere in Egyptian writings, but with modifications in
sense, due to the unusual surgical and physiological connections, to which we are
unaccustomed. For example :

" without a gaping of (yn) one (lip of a wound) away from the other (lip)" (I 10).
M2
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" It means a stiffening of (yn) the ligaments" (III 17).

" It means a smashing of (yn) his skull into many fragments "(II 17).

" A rending apart of (yn) two members" (X 12). See also I 11.

In the last two of these examples the word introduced by yn is obviously the
so-called " logical " object, whose place after yn is doubtless due to the lack of voice
characterizing the Egyptian infinitive, as it does likewise the Semitic infinitive. The
last two examples would be more intelligible to us if the noun had followed the
infinitive at once as an objective genitive.

CASE SIX

II 17-III 1

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD WITH COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE

OF THE SKULL AND RUPTURE OF THE MENINGEAL MEMBRANES

Of the five wounds of the head thus far taken up by the surgeon, this one is far the
most serious. It is in content also the most important we have met, revealing the
fact that the surgeons of this remote Egyptian age were acquainted with the appear-

ance and a number of important characteristics of the brain, which is mentioned in

this case for the first time in any ancient document. Its reference to the meningeal
membranes is also the earliest mention of this envelope of the brain. Unfortunately
it is not possible to determine the exact meaning of all the terms employed, although

the general sense of each section of the case is in the main intelligible.

TITLE

II 17-18
18

Translation

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone,

smashing his skull, (and) rending open the brain of his skull.
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Commentary
The last clause contains important new terms involving the internal anatomy of the

head, which will be found discussed in the following commentary on the examination.

EXAMINATION

II 18-22
i9

221

bA Compre I 11

Qo fTransl

palpatedifrounhd uldstetexthouf0,ind htsshw hic hsrine hissum[iktethse

b Compare IV 11.i~n~ _

~Translatio
Ifto eaies anhvngagpigwun nhi edpntrtn t h

bone, sashing is skul, ad enigopnte ri o i sul to hol,

papae i wun.Shuls toufndthtsmshwic i n issul [ie]ths
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corrugations which form in molten copper, (and) something therein throbbing (and)
fluttering under thy fingers, like the weak place of an infant's crown before it becomes
whole-when it has happened there is no throbbing (and) fluttering under thy fingers
until the brain of his (the patient's) skull is rent open-(and) he discharges blood from
both his nostrils, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary

y ng'y, "rending open," is a word of well-established meaning, although
the writing here employed is not the usual one. The reading is rendered certain by
the gloss (II 23) which furnishes the following parallelism:

Text of examination: [ 6 qq q1'

Text of gloss: ,,,, ,,q1 q

The 1 has gone over into q as so often when it is final, for the root of the word is
undoubtedly ng' originally, and we have here the common word ' -a ng', " to
open, break open " and the like. It is written in our treatise in three different forms:
(1) 7 q9; (2) ; () 6x (same in Ebers 40, 14). The change of to
seems to have produced a verb IIIae Inf., making a feminine infinitive. Cf.
ng-t, X 12; and M × X ng-t " break," in a dam (Eloquent Peasant, 277); similarly,
Ebers 39, 7. The medical and surgical use of the word is confined to our treatise and

Pap. Ebers, where it is once employed to indicate an opening or discharge in a case

too obscure to assist us (Ebers 39, 7). It is again used for a similar internal trouble
in Ebers 40, 14. The meaning in Pap. Smith is quite obvious, and may be based on
the usual significance of the word outside of the medical documents.

q i 'yl4, " brain," is a word of extraordinary interest, being the earliest refer-
ence to the brain anywhere in human records. In the known documents of ancient

Egypt it occurs only eight times, seven of which are in Pap. Smith. The eighth case

is in Pap. Ebers (65, 18-14), which commends " the 'y4 of many whr-fish" as a recipe

for preventing gray hair, when rubbed on the head. Preceding this delectable remedy

in the same document is a decoction of the horns of a black ox, made into an ointment

for the head, and likewise constituting a perfect preventive of gray hair. We may

conclude therefore that the whr-fish was a black fish, whose head gear, like that of a
black ox, might furnish a powerful protector of black hair on the human head. This
sole occurrence of the word 'y,4 in Pap. Ebers did not, however, suggest to anyone that
the word meant " brain " and it remained for many years a unique occurrence of an
enigmatic word, or was understood as viscera-a common ingredient of recipes in
ancient medicine. Indeed it may designate organic substances of a viscous or semifluid
consistency like marrow; for in five out of the seven occurrences of the word in Pap.
Smith it is followed by the phrase "of his skull," as if to render the word 'y4 more
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specific. " Marrow of the skull" would thus be the earliest designation of brain. It

occurs twice, however, in our treatise, without this modifying phrase (II 24 and IV 1).
There can be no doubt about the meaning " brain." It is a substance or an organ

disclosed and "rent open" (II 18; II 19) beneath a compound comminuted fracture

of the skull. When the surgeon probes with the fingers he feels "a throbbing and
a fluttering,... like the weak place of an infant's crown before it becomes whole "
(II 20-21). In a gloss explaining the exposure of the iy 4, we are informed that " the
fracture is large, opening to the interior of his skull, (to) the membrane enveloping
the 'yd, so that it breaks open his fluid in the interior of his head "(II 24-25). Perhaps
the most convincing item of the surgeon's description is his comparison of the con-
volutionsof the 'y4 with the rippling surface of metallic slag (II20). No one can doubt
that he means the convolutions of the brain. The word occurs in our treatise only
in Cases 6, 7, and 8.

loe wrmew, " corrugations," belongs to that interesting class of words
drawn by our surgeon from the range of common observation, and employed as a
descriptive term intended to render outward and physical form and shape more clear
and vivid than would otherwise be possible. This is a method still employed in
description by modern science. Our word has various applications. In architecture
its feminine form means the crenellations along the top of a battlemented wall; e. g.,
Sethe, Urk. IV, 889; see also Mariette, Abydos, I, 52, 17. In the Pyramid Texts it is
used of the ribs of a booth: ,mmm (Pyr. 2100b), which of course produce
a rippling along the top of the roof. This meaning was already known to Brugsch,
Wirterbuch, II, pp. 885-33886. See discussion of the word by Sethe, Gott. Toten-
buchstudien, in Zeitschrift, 57 (1922), p. 82, commentary on III 22.

The gloss which explains this term (Gloss B, II 25-III 1) makes it quite clear that
it is employed to describe the convolutions of the brain, which are compared to the
rippled surface of metallic slag forming on the top of molten metal. It is a term drawn
from the craft of the coppersmith, and graphically suggests the external appearance
of the convolutions of the brain.

The passage fortunately occurs twice and the duplicate (IV 10) contains the
preposition j my before wrmw, which in Case 6 has been omitted by error of the
scribe. The id itself is said to be "like those corrugations " found on the surface
of molten metal, meaning doubtless that the convolutions of the brain are exposed
at the bottom of the id, or within it.

-'-"""- rdn.t, with the determinative -, is unfortunately an unknown word,

occurring, so far as I know, in no other document known to us. The Berlin W rter-
buch files contain no other examples. The Sign Papyrus gives 4.'I rdn as the

value of -, which must equal - or having the related value rnd. The Middle
Kingdom Coffins contain" ".1 rdn't, seemingly an armlet or collar (Cairo, 28024; in
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Lacau, Sarcophage8, Vol. 1, p. 58, and especially Lepsius, Denkmaeler, II 147b). The
determinative is probably an armlet or bracelet, but might possibly be confused with
a melting pot or crucible in the coppersmith's workshop. I have therefore conjectured
" crucible copper " meaning " molten copper" as the rendering of ' '-.1 It is

defined in Gloss B as "metal which the coppersmith pours off before it is rforcedl into
the rmouldl, because of something foreign upon it like [wrinkles.1" In spite of the three
uncertain words in this passage, it is evident that "rdn.t-metal " is something that
gathers on the surface of molten copper. It has" corrugations," meaning the wrinkles
and folds which are characteristic of the appearance of slag, and whatever the exact
and specific meaning of rEdn.t, it must in some way characterize the metal as molten.

The n before rdn-t is so high above its group that it was probably corrected in by
the scribe. At first sight it looks like the negative n , owing to the fact that q in the
line above it comes down into it. The lower end of this vertical stroke has been cut
off by the detachment of a surface fibre of the papyrus, producing the appearance
of the dot over the horizontal stroke of -. It is however the genitive -, as in IV 10,
where it is quite clear.

=r == y&t ym nhdhd should be compared with
yl*t ym n.'h of II 8-4, on which see commentary s.v., Case 4, II 3-4.

oa n r o nhdhd np'p', "throbbing (and) fluttering." Although
these two interesting words are peculiar to our treatise, and are found nowhere else,
the root meanings, the formation and the context combine to make them fairly clear
to us. Both verbs are of course the familiar formation displaying biconsonantal
reduplication with a prefixed n. As in the Semitic grammar the reduplication com-
monly indicates intensity and repetition. In Egyptian the formation is especially
common with verbs of motion. Np'p' is the easier of the two words. It is of course
built up on the root a 9 1 p', " to fly," and up p" obviously means "to flutter,"
describing the sensation experienced by the fingers of the surgeon as he lays them on
or even into the exposed brain which" flutters "with the pulsations received from the
heart-pulsations which Gloss A describes as identical with those discernible on
" the weak place of an infant's crown before it becomes whole " (II 21). Nhdhd is
built up on the root hd as in ' hd, "to thrust" and the like, which is used for
example of a bull, thrusting with his head. In the mastaba reliefs it appears over
two bulls fighting. There seems to have been a verb formed from hld by prefixing n,
which is used of a bull in the Pyramid Texts (897a) and similarly in the name of a bull
(Pyr. 1767b, cf. also London Med. Pap. 13, 8).1 The reduplicated form nhdhd of course

1 This nhd seems to have no connection with nd of our treatise (III 14), which appears

as a variant of 1 'ht, "weakness, feebleness, faintness" and the like. This is doubtless the

O j I hd of Berlin Pap. 3038, 10, 1; or -d London Med. Pap. 13, 3 and 13, 4-5; or

r of Pap. Ebers 100, 21.
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signifies " to thrust repeatedly," and may be rendered by " throb." The use of the
determinative of speech is in accordance with the usage of the medical papyri in
terming the pulsation of the heart its " speaking " (mdw).r 1 'ht, " weak place." This word is peculiar to our treatise, and is not found in
any other known Egyptian document. Whether the final t is the feminine ending or the
third radical is uncertain. With regard to its use and meaning we note that it is used as
a variant of '~e nhd; for in Case 7 the text of the examination has nhd
(III 14), while the quotation of the same passage in the gloss has a (IV 4). In the
same way our text in Case 6 has I 'ht (II 21), while the corresponding passage
in the duplicate text (Case 8) has if hd, which is doubtless an error for nhd.
Evidently 'ht and nhd are synonyms. In the explanation (Case 7, Gloss J, IV 4) it is
pretty evident that 'ht must mean something like "weakness, feebleness, exhaustion."
This leads us to compare our word with I Mour word with d, "to be weak, feeble" or the like
in VII 21-22, q.v. If this comparison indicates actual root relationship, the t in our
word may be a weakening from d. On the basis of the meaning "weakness" for 'ht,
the rendering "weak place " for the fontanel of an infant would seem satisfactory.

Slzro whnn, " crown of the head." This rare word is known only in a recipe for
the head in Papyrus Ebers and Hearst (Ebers 86, 17, 18 and 21= Hearst II, 2 and 4).
These passages in Ebers and Hearst do not identify the portion of the head designated
by the word. It occurs only twice in Pap. Smith, both times to designate the region
of the fontanel of an infant's head, thus identifying with precision the portion of the
head included in the meaning of the word. In the Ebers and Hearst papyri the
determinative of whnn is always (5 times) te; whereas in Pap. Smith it is once
(II 21), and the other time (IV 11) it is quite different from that used for tp, dd',
or dnnt, and may possibly be read c, a chest. Indeed our word whnn is likely
to be connected with the term 0c= hn, "chest," actually applied to the head
several times in our treatise (e.g. III 11, 21 and IV 1).

n ed.nf (rnd.n-f), "before it becomes whole," more literally rendered,

means " it has not (yet) become whole." There is no temporal adverb " yet " in
Egyptian, and it must regularly be understood from the context (see my note in
Untersuchungen, II, Heft 2, p. 11, ed. Sethe). There is here what Gunn calls " an
implicit restriction of the time-field " (Syntax, p. 111), although he does not cite
this particular construction in which .. has the force of" not yet."

The duplicate of our passage exhibits the interesting variant: - (for ... ).- ) .,.

"before it is knit together" (IV 11), where the verb ts, " to knot, to join to-
gether," appears instead of ," to be whole." It is possible in II 21 to trans-
literate ; but the - and the lack of a cross stroke distinguishing - from

in hieratic forbid transliterating "_ for ' in II 21. Grammatically the form
(in IV 11) may be pass. in tw, or i.m-t-f with negative = " not yet." See p. 208.
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pr-n.f. The connection and rendering of the following context is exceedingly
difficult. The rendering "When it has happened," referring back to the completion
by the fontanel of the process of becoming whole, is perfectly good syntax, and the
interpretation of - n as the negative n is justified in our very passage in the
duplicate text which employs - for . in the temporal clause, - ..- n ts.t-f,
" before it is knit together." We must also consider nhdhd and np'p" as impersonal

kim-fforms; if they were nominal or substantive in character, the form of the negative
would be rnn ; although Gunn notes the use of n for nn in such sentences
as late as the Nineteenth Dynasty (Syntax, p. 195, 8). "As soon as" or "when" is
the usual meaning of dr in Pap. Smith. It occurs eight times, and in seven of these
it means "as soon as" or "when" (dr alone three times: II 21; IV 11; XIII 9:
yr dr four times: II 6; III 7; IV 10; VIII 4); but this "when" evidently has
the force of " until " when it is preceded by a negative (II 21; IV 11).

The meaning seems to be that " when it has happened," that is when the fontanel
has become whole, the throbbing and fluttering it displayed are no longer visible until
the skull is broken open. The ancient anatomist is calling attention to the fact that
the pulsations once visible in the fontanel, though they are no longer visible when it
grows over, are nevertheless still going on under the calvaria, and are disclosed when
it is ruptured.

DIAGNOSIS

II 22

Translation

[Thou shouldst say]: " An ailment not to be treated."

Commentary

Full commentary will be found in Case 5, which contains the same verdict (II 15),
and in the introduction (pp. 46-48).

The significance of the fact that the surgeon has entirely omitted any further
diagnosis than this unfavorable verdict, declaring the case untreatable, is, of course,

that for the practicing surgeon such a verdict serves alone as his diagnosis. It classifies
the case as belonging among those for which the surgeon can suggest no remedy, no
treatment; and such a classification is in itself a sufficient diagnosis. The long descrip-
tion and list of observations in the examination, however, show that the brief diagnosis

by no means ends the surgeon's interest in the case. Neither does this fatal verdict
necessarily end the surgeon's concern for the patient, nor his effort to alleviate the
injured man's sufferings. It is here followed by alleviatory measures.
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TREATMENT

1I 22-23

sic

nA c~e c~~~

Translation
Thou shouldst anoint that wound with grease. Thou shalt not bind it; thou

shalt not apply two strips upon it : until thou knowest that he has reached a decisive
point. Commentary

nsr, rendered above " anoint," is a word entirely unknown elsewhere. The
rendering " anoint " is a guess based on the context.

The other terms employed in the treatment have been discussed in the com-
mentary on Cases 1 to 5. It is evident that the treatment suggested is purely allevia-
tory. The injury is so serious that neither bandage nor strip (adhesive tape) shall be
applied to it, and the surgeon is simply to await the issue of a serious or hopeless case.

GLoss A

11 23-25

Explaining : Smashing his skull (and) rending open the brain of his skull.
24

Translation
As for : " Smashing his skull, (and) rending open the brain of his skull," (it

means) the smash is large, opening to the interior of his skull, (to) the membrane
enveloping his brain, so that it breaks open his fluid in the interior of his head.
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Commentary

This extraordinary gloss discloses the fact that our ancient Egyptian surgeon had
already discovered the meningeal membranes of the brain. Two difficult words in
the explanation need more precise definition.A-" ntn.t, " membrane." The determinative is somewhat different in form
from the usual hieratic sign for a skin: but it is different from (bnr, see Moeller,

Palaeogr. I, 297 Illahun) and also from (rd, ibid., I, 298, Prisse). Hence there seems
to be no other possible transcription than the skin . When we reflect that ntn.t is

followed by the words " enveloping his brain," there can be little doubt that ntn-t

should be rendered " skin " or " membrane." Outside of our treatise the word is

found only once, in a list of parts of the body with the sternum (kb.t) and the breast

(mnd) and followed by " belly " and " navel" (Mutter and Kind, 4, 5). It is not

likely that it has any connection with the '7 , ntnt, "filth " or similar. On

the determinative see -'-' (Annales du Service V, 234-235). Cf. also Blackman,

Zeitschrift, 47 (1910), 118 and Gardiner on Participial Formations in Rev. 1g. 2 sr.,

2, pt. 1-2, p. 52. The t after rrf.t would indicate that ntnt is a feminine noun from

a root ntn.
rp h, "fluid" is evidently the same as r nh (Pyr. 1965a) and (Pyr.

686b). The determinative of the latter example is the human mouth spitting or drooling.

Very important in this connection is the form -" "water " (Pyr. 25c). Compare

also the noun _ (Pyr. 1965 a). Elsewhere this word occurs five times in our

papyrus (XIII 19; XIV 15, where m is an error for w; XIV 16; XVII 9; X 20),

written with 9 instead of h, the interchange so often observable in the Pyramid Texts,

and another evidence of the great age of our treatise. It is explained in a gloss (XIV

15-16; consult commentary) as meaning to "issue, stream forth, flow out." As a noun

it means" exudation," "fluid," and the like. The noun =e is found designating

some fluid secretion (in Mutter und Kind, 1, 2: 8, 1 et passim) which is adjured to

"run out" (r0 - " 1, 2-3or roJ -~, e"~ 8,4). Cf. Oefele, Zeitschrift, 89 (1901),

pp. 149 if. The reference in our passage is possibly to the soft or viscous consistency

of the brain itself. Dr. Luckhardt remarks that this description " most certainly

refers to the cerebrospinal fluid by which the brain is surrounded." "his head"

is abbreviated to the determinative. It is impossible to determine whether the surgeon

means " head" (tp or dd') or" skull" (dnn't).

* The uncertain word-sign, possibly ", with pd.t-f, does not throw any light on the meaning.
Grammatically the verb is a &m.t-f form with preceding negative, meaning "not yet," "before."
I have rendered it as a passive although Gardiner notes lack of "certain examples with pronominal
subject" (Grammar, 404). Our pronoun ... may indeed refer to the smith and we might render
"before he forcesl (it) into, etc.," but this leaves us without an object.
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GLoss B

II 25-III 1

Explaining: Those corrugations which form in molten copper.

III 1

o00

Translation
As for: " Those corrugations which form on molten copper: " it means copper

which the coppersmith pours off (rejects) before it is rforcedl into the rmould', because
of something foreign upon it like rwrinkles1. It is said: " It is like ripples of pus."

Commentary
This explanation makes it quite certain that the surgeon is comparing the convolu-

tions of the brain to the slag which gathers on molten copper. He employs some of
the terms of the coppersmith's craft, which, however clear they may have been to
medical students on the Nile 8,500 years ago, are far from clear to us. When we
recall that the technical terms employed in his autobiography by Benvenuto Cellini
to describe the successive steps of pouring the cast of a statue are very difficult to
understand, although written in a language of which we know more than we shall
ever know of Egyptian, it is to be expected that a comparison drawn from the ancient
coppersmith's processes will not be wholly clear to a modern reader. The first difficult
word is ' pds.t-f. The only verb pds now known is the one occurring five
times in our treatise and written j e.g., V 10. It means "to stamp, trample,
knock in, smash in" and the like, and applies exclusively to injuries to the face,
especially the nose in Cases 11 and 12. It might conceivably designate here the act
of "forcing" the molten metal into the mould. See foot-note, preceding page.*

r, " on" is a significant preposition in this connection. It is to be compared
with the use of the same preposition with members of the body, like " at (r) the
nose," or "at (r) the throat," meaning "near" or " upon," that is on the surface, as
of a piece of jewelry. The word here suggests the idea of something on the surface
of the copper, before it is poured off.
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An examination of the gloss as a whole discloses two processes (1) the pouring
(wd.); (2) the act of pds, which is done with or into an " r,.t. This last is probably
an * 7 r*t, that is a "stone vessel," meaning a stone mould. It is well known that
the copperfounder's moulds in ancient Egypt were commonly of stone, as they were
likewise in early Europe. Pds m r>.t is therefore likely to be the term for "pouring
into," or "forcing into the mould." This would designate the final process with
the clean metal, from which the floating impurities have been separated. This act of
" forcing into the mould " is thrust into our text as a parenthesis, between the
" pouring off" (wd 4), that is the rejection, of the slag, and the words indicating the
reasons for rejecting it (r y *t hr-f nkh'). These two stages of the process may be made
clear in the rendering thus : " It means copper

(1) which the coppersmith pours off (rejects) . .. because of something foreign
upon it;

(2) before it is forced into the mould."
The rendering of the preposition r should be more literally " against " in the

sense of " to avoid."
Dr. Grapow has suggested another rendering of interest, which connects r yh*t

with n pds.t-f m r,.t, thus: "before it stiffens in the mould to (become) something
(a cast), its surface (hr-f) is rough like py~w." The existence of the inseparable phrase
y*t ym n ', however, indicates conclusively that we have a similar phrase here, thus:

, 0(II 8--4)
The parallelism of the two phrases cannot be doubted, and it is therefore inadmis-

sible to separate 9 , hr-f from the preceding y.t.
o q , py'w, which has been rendered " wrinkles" above, is a word otherwise

unknown, unless it be connected with the feminine oa q (Ebers 89, 9), employed in
very obscure context, of no value in determining the precise meaning.

q q c%, or 4 r,,ry*t (or ty't?) "pus." In our passage (III 1) the more
probable reading is decidedly ry~t, but the word does not occur in hieroglyphic, and it
has always been read ty.t in Pap. Ebers. The word occurs five times in our papyrus,
and with one exception (XIII 12), one can hardly doubt the reading with r (see III 1;
XIII 4; XIII 6; XIII 11). A careful examination of the writing of the word in
Pap. Ebers leaves little if any doubt that we should always read r. Compare the form
of the first letter in Ebers 105, 9, with the r in ?o e r-pw in the very next line (Ebers
105, 10). Very decisive in favor of r are the following: Ebers 104, 10; 104, 11;
104, 14; 104, 15; 104, 16; 105, 12; 105, 19; 107, 9; 107, 10; 107, 16. We shall
therefore read the word ryt. The reference must be to pus drying in ripples about a
suppurating wound or open sore.
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CASE SEVEN

III 2-IV 4

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE AND PER-
FORATING THE SUTURES

This interesting case is the longest in our treatise. The surgeon had met it a number

of times and had found that, following upon the conditions disclosed by the first exami-
nation, the case might further develop along two different lines, one favorable, the

other unfavorable. The discussion of the case therefore contains two examinations
following the first, that is, three in all. In construction the discussion is consequently

more complicated than any case we have yet met. The three examinations are
marked off and introduced as follows:

First Examination

The usual formula omitted by error of the ancient scribe.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (III 2), " If thou examinest a man having, etc.

Second Examination

S";~°o (III 8), " If then, thou findest that man, etc."

Third Examination

6 geQ , (III 18), " If however, thou findest that man, etc."

This arrangement shows us that , usually meaning "If however," is
employed as a correlative to introduce both the alternative groups of symptoms. The
same will be found at the end of Case 47. It is obvious that the two clauses: Yr cwt
... Yr dwt... must mean : " If on the one hand... ; if on the other hand . . ."

The correlative relationship of these two clauses is probably sufficiently well indicated
by the above rendering: " If then . . . ; if however, . ."

The arrangement of the discussion is as follows:

I
Title (III 2).
First Examination (III 2-5).
First Diagnosis (III 5-6) with verdict 2.
First Treatment (III 7-8).

II
Second Examination (III 8-12).
Second Diagnosis with verdict 8 (III 12-13).
No Treatment.
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III
Third Examination (III 13-14).
No Diagnosis.
Third Treatment (III 14-15).

All three of these stages of the case exhibit symptoms which would suggest tetanus.
Dr. Simon Flexner informs me, however, that if the tetanus infection had reached the
brain, there was no possibility of recovery. In I, however, our surgeon regards the
conditions as indicating possible recovery; but his efforts to alleviate the patient's
suffering and to relieve the tensely drawn ligaments of the mandible by hot applica-
tions, while the wound in the skull receives no attention, would not essentially affect
the patient's condition. In II the case takes an unfavorable turn, the patient is
feverish, flushed or livid, and the only diagnosis offered by the surgeon is verdict 8,
followed by no suggestion of treatment. It is evident that if the symptoms set forth
in II follow upon the first examination, a fatal issue is inevitable. In III, however,
the surgeon finds the patient pale, as contrasted with the flushed or livid face in II,
and although exhaustion is noticeable, there is evident hope. The surgeon adds no
diagnosis or verdict after the third examination, but he proceeds at once with an effort
to feed the patient with liquid food, introduced through his clenched teeth by means
of a wooden device ; while the sufferer is to be maintained in an upright position upon
two supports of sun-dried brick until the doubtful outcome is decided. No attempt is
made to touch the wound.

The long discussion of the case is followed by no less than ten important glosses,
defining and explaining the various terms employed in the text. They take up what

seem to be the sutures, which are well defined (Gloss A); the rigidity of the liga-
ments of the mandible (Gloss B); these ligaments themselves (Gloss C); the patient's
perspiring face (Gloss D); the tense ligaments of the neck (Gloss E) ; the color terms
applied to the patient's face (Gloss F); the odor of the wounded crown (Gloss G);
the definition of " crown," literally " chest of the head " (Gloss H); description of
the distorted features (Gloss I); and the exhaustion of the patient (Gloss J).

Perhaps the most interesting item in this case is the description of the sutures,
which seem to appear here for the first time in the history of science.

TITLE

III 2

I2

D J) I QI o 17
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Translation
Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone,

(and) perforating the sutures of his skull.

Commentary
The title introduces a new term, the " sutures " (tpw), which will be found

explained in the commentary on Gloss A, pp. 185 f. All the other terms have been
explained in the discussion of the preceding cases.

EXAMINATION

1II 2-5

3 3

A \\ K \\
\.....,

Translation
[If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the

bone, (and) perforating the sutures of his skull], thou shouldst palpate his wound,
(although) he shudders exceedingly. Thou shouldst cause him to lift his face ; if it is
painful for him to open his mouth, (and) his heart beats feebly ; if thou observe

N
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his spittle hanging at his two lips and not falling off, while he discharges blood from
both his nostrils (and) from both his ears; he suffers with stiffness in his neck, (and)
is unable to look at his two shoulders and his breast, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary

The surgeon's purpose in having the patient lift his face is probably to disclose
the stiffness in the neck, although this is not immediately mentioned. In view of the
hanging spittle it may be that we should separate u r'-f from the preceding and
connect it with the following context thus: "his mouth being open, etc." Such
a rendering, however, would seem to require r'-f wn, with the verb in the pseudo-
participle.

" His heart beats feebly " is an interpretation of the literal meaning : "His heart
is weary to speak," or perhaps "too weary to speak." The use of the verb Ij
mdt, " to speak," as a designation of the " beating" of the heart has been noted
already in Case 1. In view of the preceding reference to difficulty in opening the
mouth, we should perhaps render literally: "his heart (=" his spirit" or "his
mind ") is too weary to speak," or " for speech."

Sc=1= y, " spittle," has been discussed in the examination of Case 4 in connection
with the word q 4 yw. The scribe has written the suffixf so far forward that it seems
at first sight to be in front of the determinative 1, giving us a word y.J. In the
writing of f, however, the scribes are accustomed to use a good deal of latitude in
placing the letter, and the context shows clearly that we have here yy, " spittle," and
the suffix. It is followed by the verb " fall," but in view of the phrase " at his two
lips," which immediately follows " fall," accompanied by the statement that the
spittle does not fall, we must render here " hangs," that is " falling" but not com-
pletely. It may be that we should render "" r t' literally here " to the ground,"
as this rendering quite fits the preceding context; but r P is often an idiom for
" completely," of which I have intended to bring out the force by the adverb "off."
It is quite clear that the surgeon means, as indeed he literally says: " falling at his
two lips, but not falling completely."

All other terms will be found discussed in the preceding commentary on Cases 1
to 6.

The scribe, or possibly the surgeon himself, has omitted the usual introduction of
the examination, which we have placed in brackets and prefixed to the translation
above. In view of the fact that the text of the examination, which we have now gone
through, does not mention the perforation of the sutures of the skull, the most im-
portant feature of the injury, it is obvious that it must have been mentioned in the
omitted introduction. The omission in this case was the more easy in view of the
fact that the words omitted would have been a repetition of the title for the most part.
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FIRST DIAGNOSIS

III 6-6
sic

6

P ~ C raslatio

MMA M .... _-"m.-- IC ~

Translation,

Thou shouldst say regarding him: " One having a gaping wound in his head,
penetrating to the bone, (and) perforating the sutures of his skull; the cord of his
mandible is contracted; he discharges blood from both his nostrils (and) from both
his ears, while he suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment with which I will
contend."

Commentary
The injury is shown to involve the anatomy and pathology of the sutures and the

mandible. The terms employed in these connections are explained by the ancient
surgeon in the glosses (A and B) and will be found fully discussed there. The surgeon's
statement, " the cord of his mandible is contracted," is based upon the observation
in the examination that the patient suffered pain when he opened his mouth, and
possibly indicates the presence of tetanus. This is a good example of induction. See
the introduction (pp. 49 ff.), and also the commentary on this verdict in Case 4 (II 6).

FIRST TREATMENT

III 7-8

N2
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c I I I I

Translation
Now as soon as thou findest that the cord of that man's mandible, his jaw, is

contracted, thou shouldst have made for him something hot, until he is comfortable,
so that his mouth opens. Thou shouldst bind it with grease, honey, (and) lint, until
thou knowest that he has reached a decisive point.

Commentary
4 yr dr, "as soon as;" see above Case 4 (II 6), and below Case 20 (VIII 4).
The use of both words for " mandible" and "jaw" here would indicate that the

second word (read wgw-t), which is a later and more common term, is an old gloss which
has crept into the text. It was intended to explain the other word rrt, which, as we
shall see in Gloss C, was a very archaic term. On the use of the dual here see also
Gloss C.

cs" I i yw&t , m, " something hot" (compare commentary, Case 31, X 19),
is obviously a hot application, intended to relax the rigid muscle, "until he is com-
fortable so that his mouth opens." After this the surgeon is to bind on a softening
application as long as the case remains uncertain, or until the critical point is reached.

The anatomical terms will be found discussed in the glosses on this case, and
everything else in the commentary on the preceding cases (1-64).

SECOND EXAMINATION

1118-12

10
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9 I tir~+ x

(1, . I is lealy din ur txtIV . iL3

TraInlation
If, A then, t n

iThis sin resembles r ; for similar writing of see Meehs aeisruddNhis=teeth a
c, ., It is clearly d in our text, IV 2.

irenslatiolu

If, then, thou findest that the fesh of that manseo effevertalread
which is in the sutures of his skull, while that ma s
thou shouldst lay thy hand upon him. Shouldst tohvfever"icae iI 12);
with sweat, the ligaments of his neck are tense, iefas rultyofhaseondrat
bc [-], the odor of the chest of his head is likew n lyinoCse7panddoesont

occuoutsi(ad otPa.ith.broThae dconxtifle ittlaeasistancf einaetaicningsits

m enanduithwlremiaindorlthethlogist osescotinanues.Thfeveared

or Ifthen tyou andes tyw mncotunof Pap.Ebers(55,"1; (88,14;48 , )XwIhIs12an
unknownsine dicoenofaresriptsfrishea he.Thsul i se dobathlae

as q *ty iand24, 16. f o tysw(inKahun Med.1Pa8, 2;wh 1, 16,a

and 3, 8. Gardiner calls my attention to a passage in a magical text among the
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unpublished Ramesseum papyri which refers to the birth of Set and then proceeds:
, 4 A , ,, A q o "before he comes forth (from the womb) to the world,

tyx-." Unfortunately the loss of the immediately following context leaves the mean
ing of ty' obscure. Dr. Luckhardt queries "convulsions " or "delirium."

" His face livid " (" red " or" flushed ") is to be noted as a symptom differentiating
the patient's condition from the second group of alternative symptoms (11113-14)
in which the patient is pale.

"His teeth and his back" are left without any observation of their condition
attached, and we can only suppose that the scribe has again been guilty of an omission.

O my yt, " as if," is discussed in Case 4 in the commentary of the exami-
nation (II 3).

All the other terms will be found taken up in the commentary on the glosses attached
to this case.

SECOND DIAGNOSIS

II 12-13
Arc

13

EMM

'S

Translation
Thou shouldst say regarding him : " One having a gaping wound in his head,

penetrating to the bone, perforating the sutures of his skull ; he has developed ty", his
mouth is bound, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment not to be
treated."

Comimentaryj

All of the terms employed in this diagnosis have already been discussed in the
preceding commentary. It would seem that the essential item in the new diagnosis
is the enigmatic ty, (see above, p. 49). The symptoms disclosed by this second exami
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nation are so unfavorable that the case is regarded as hopeless, and the surgeon closes
his diagnosis with verdict 3. See full commentary on this verdict in Case 5 (II 14),
and also the discussion in the introduction to the treatise (pp. 46-48). As a result
no treatment is suggested.

THIRD EXAMINATION

III 18-14

14

Translation

If, however, thou findest that that man has become pale and has already rshown
exhaustion1 .

Commentary

In these second alternative symptoms the patient displays paleness, as contrasted
with the first alternative symptoms in which he is hot, perspiring and flushed. There
is some uncertainty in the exact rendering of the second symptom "shown exhaus-
tion," which will be found discussed in Gloss J.

Following these symptoms the surgeon records no further diagnosis or verdict,
but proceeds at once to a treatment which would indicate that the second alternative

symptoms are somewhat more favorable than in the preceding (second) examination.

THIRD TREATMENT

III 14-15

it-it J5C=
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Translation
Thou shouldst have made for him a wooden brace padded with linen and put into

his mouth. Thou shouldst have made for him a draught of wrh-frit. His treatment
is sitting, placed between two supports of brick, until thou knowest that he has reached
a decisive point.

Commentary
It is unfortunate that this interesting treatment is not taken up in the numerous

glosses appended to this case. The patient's mouth, it will be remembered, is "bound"
and difficult to open. Here we find he is to be fed on liquid food, and without doubt
for the purpose of introducing this food some kind of a wooden device is placed in his
mouth. Meantime he is to be kept quiet and remain sitting, as in Case 4. A number
of terms need explanation..UI C.. ,, md'.t n't ft, " a wooden brace," literally " a brace of wood." The
surgeon regards this term as in itself sufficient and furnishes no explanation of its
construction or method of use. We must conclude that it was sufficiently well known
to need no explanation. This is, however, the sole occurrence of the word in the
medical papyri, and as a result we must conjecture the exact character of the device,
and the manner in which it was applied. It is possible that the word is identical with

0 ' md'*t, some kind of " chisel " or " graver" (Leyden, K 15, Leemans, Mon.fun.,
pl. XXIV; Schiaparelli, Libri dei funerali, T. 70, lowest row, No. 2; cf. also Griffith on

0 md'*t, in Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch., 21 (1899), p.270). It is likely to be the same word
as - d't, mentioned only in Book of the Dead (Budge, 158 A, from Nu 20,30-31)
as part of a fowling net, and being made of wood is doubtless one of the posts or braces
which support the net. It is true that dmd.t is preferred by some as the reading of
. (e.g., Sethe, in Borchardt, Sahure, Vol. II, p. 76). The question then arises: how
was the "wooden md'.t" used in our Case 7. It was padded or wrapped in linen for
some purpose-doubtless to make it less hard and harsh before insertion into the
mouth. Was it simply a wedge (cf. " chisel " above) or means of holding the mouth
open, like the modern surgeon's pieces of cork, while the liquid food was being
administered ? Dr. Grapow makes the interesting suggestion that it was a tube
intended for the introduction of food by suction on the patient's part. In Pap. Ebers
a tube used for inhalation is a hollow reed, which would seem much more suitable for
use in our case also. I am not sure that the preposition 0 tp should be rendered
"into," as I have done. Its exact force is difficult to grasp, and much depends upon
understanding it correctly.

*-j~ 4dhbw,_ " draught," is a rare word, found elsewhere only in Berlin Med. Pap.
8088, 9, 4, where it designates a draught employed in reducing fever.

'' w9' is an unknown fruit or grain, which we see piled up in the granaries or

magazines of the Empire, e.g., in the tomb of Rekhmire (Newberry, Rekhmara,
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XII). It must have been a nutritious product, as it seems to be used in our Case 7
as food rather than as medicine. Cf. Oefele, Zeitschrift, 89 (1901), p. 150.

The treatment " sitting, placed between two supports of brick " is found also in
Case 4, although with less precision regarding the manner of use. The two supports
evidently rose on each side of the patient, probably to the height of the arm-pits,
where they stopped, thus supporting the patient under his arms. In this case also,
as in Case 4, the treatment is quiet. The patient is to be given liquid nourishment
of the lightest character, and supported in an upright position until the critical point
is reached.

GLoss A

III 15-16

Explaining: Perforating the sutures of his skull.

10

Translation
As for: " Perforating the sutures of [his skull]," it means what is between shell

and shell of his skull ; and that the sutures are (composed) of hide.

Commentary
This explanation probably discloses the earliest mention of the sutures in the

history of anatomy. What our surgeon calls " shell " is obviously the " squamae "
of the skull, as they are known to the modern anatomist. The original meaning of
the term (p'k-t), that is a " potsherd," or the "shell" of a turtle, will be found dis-
cussed above in the commentary on Case 4 (Gloss A, II 8-9). The a Q, , tp'-w,
" sutures," are said to be "what is between squama and squama of his skull," a very
good identification of the suture joint. In view of the separative r it is evident that
-+, should be read ymytw, " between," obviously an archaic writing of this pre-
position. The force of wnn with n is somewhat vague; whether we should render
" belong to" or " composed of" does not greatly modify the surgeon's obvious
intention of indicating that the sutures are not of the bone so much as something
between the bones in the nature of skin or hide, which is evidently the ancient surgeon's
designation of cartilage. The word c-=- dhr, " skin " or "hide" seems like an
excellent designation of the tough, hide-like tissue which fills the sutures before
complete ossification has taken place. The term tp'*w, "suture," is probably itself
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a word with some such meaning as " cartilage." In our treatise it is found only in

Case 7, where each time (six passages) it seems to designate the sutures; but it

occurs also five times in Pap. Ebers, where it probably designates: (a) " goat's

gristle " as an ingredient of prescriptions (Ebers 80, 11-12; 83, 17; 85, 9); (b) the

tough gristly rind of the wrn-tree (Ebors 82, 6 = Hearst IX, 4), and (c) some affection

of the head, perhaps a thick, tough dandruff (Ebers 86, 15= Hearst II 1).' These are

probably special applications of a more general term with the meaning " cartilage"

or the like. When the limiting phrase " of the skull" is added, tp'.w then designates

the cephalic sutures.
The only doubt or question about the identification of the sutures in this passage

lies in the interpretation of the phrase " between shell and shell of his skull." This

phrase may be understood as designating the meandering seam of the suture

separating one squama of the skull from another; but it might also be interpreted

as referring to the spongy bone which in places lies between the outer and inner

plates or tables of the skull. The objection to this latter interpretation lies in the

ancient commentator's final remark, namely, " the tp'.w are composed of skin "

(or hide), a statement hardly likely to be made regarding the spongy bone. We may

therefore regard the identification of the tp' w with the sutures as fairly certain.
The genitive nw " of " after tp'*w in our gloss makes it quite clear that the

scribe has inadvertantly omitted dnnt, "skull" in quoting from the diagnosis
(III 5-6).

GLOSs B

III 16-18

Explaining: The cord of his mandible is contracted.

17

18

1 There is also a feminine of the word, tp'.wt, occurring four times in Ebers (32,20; 103, 5; 106,

1-2; and 42, 20). It is a botanical term, except possibly 42, 20.
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Translation

As for : " The cord of his mandible is contracted," it means a stiffening on the
part of the ligaments at the end of his ramus, which are fastened to his temporal bone,
that is at the end of his jaw, without moving to and fro, so that it is not easy for him
to open his mouth because of his pain.

Commentary

This remarkable discussion of the muscular articulation of mandible and temporal
bone should be compared with the related account of the articulation of the same
two bones in Case 22, Gloss A, and also with the ancient surgeon's indication of the
situation of the temporal region in Case 18, Gloss B. The statement which our gloss
is intended to explain contains only four words in the Egyptian, and of these, three
are archaic : " cord " (w'.t), " two jaws " (rr.ty), and "is contracted " (htr). The first
is explained in the next gloss (C) ; the other two in this one (B). ,i

S,~t htr, " is contracted." The archaic noun from this root, fJ-=' htr.w,

" cords," is found in the Pyramid Texts referring to the cords with which a ladder
is bound (Pyr. 2080 b); but the verb is exceedingly rare and unknown before Greek
times when it appears as an archaic revival, e.g.,

" The four courtiers twist (or bind, htr) a cord of reeds" (Mariette, Denddrah, IV 20
= Duemichen, Kalenderinschriften, pl. 104). The verb ° htr, "to catch, seize,
bind," etc., used of already captured birds is probably the same verb as ours, cf.
Gauthier, Inser. dddicatoire, 86.

0. f"r.ty-fy, "his mandible," is a very ancient and rare word of curious
application, architectural and anatomical, much like our words " buttocks " and
" buttress," both of which are covered by the single Egyptian word rrty. In a
developed form it meant one side, that is the doorpost and half of the lintel, of a door-
way. See for example the writing , with half the doorway as determinative
(Coptos Decree of Pepi II, Weill, Ddcrets Royaux, p. 25). The same determinative
is found in the Pyramid Texts with rrw*t (Pyr. 292 d), and hence we find a right and
left rrw.t (Book of the Dead 125, Budge, from Nu 24, 28-29; cf. Gardiner, Journ. of
Egypt. Arch., IV, 1917, p. 147). Written .0 with the entire gateway as deter-
minative it occurs in the Pyramid Texts (1740 b). Designating the whole gateway
it was probably at first a dual, "two sides of the door." In this connection it passed
over, perhaps in a derived form, to designate the council that sat in the city gate.
Anatomically it appears already as early as the Pyramid Texts written to
designate the "buttocks" of an ox (Pyr. 1849 a) or other animal. Similarly it is
used of the buttocks of a man in the Coffin Texts with reference to the anus:

A f.J " I defecate with my rit" (B 1, 1. 850 =Lacau, Textes relig.,
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p. 72 and p. 108). In the same age it was applied to the two arms of man or woman
in the Coffin Texts (ibid. Ie.; compare also ibid. p. 77, 81; p. 110, LXIII, 5; p. 78,
XXVII, 31, and pp. 136 and 209). In our treatise it is employed twelve times to
designate the mandible, and characteristically appears six times in the dual. This dual
does not mean the upper and lower jaw; but refers to the two sides of the mandible,
as is demonstrated by the passages where the scribe has written the determinative of
the dual twice, both times depicting the mandible, for example in IX 4 and IX 5,
thus : :. In writing the dual determinative of .pt.wy, " two lips," however, the
scribe regularly indicates both the upper and lower lip, thus: 'ca. If in the case of
our word trrt he intended to designate the upper and lower jaw, he would have indi-
cated each in the determinative, just as in the case of the two lips. This employment
of a dual to indicate the mandible because of its two branches is known as early as
the Pyramid Texts, where we find (Pyr. 30 a). In our gloss rr.t is explained
by the word ,. wgw-t, which is the common and current word for "jaw,"
meaning, as the determinative shows, the mandible. Wgwt "jaw " is likewise used
to explain rr.t in Gloss C (III 18). As we noticed above also (III 7), the scribe has
inserted the common current word wgwt "jaw" as an explanation after the archaic
rr.t, thus: *9- " "his two rr.t, his jaw."

- yn. See commentary on Gloss A, Case 5 (II 17), pp. 168 f.
ji mt.w, " ligaments," is explained in the next gloss by the ancient commentator ;

for full discussion see commentary on Gloss A, Case 1. In our passage here it is
evident that the surgeon is referring to the musculus temporalis, which is attached to
" the end of his ramus " (coronoid process) and is " fastened to his temporal bone."
It has been customary to attribute the Egyptian's knowledge of human anatomy to
the familiarity of the embalmer with the bodies he was eviscerating and embalming.
Here, however, we find the surgeon familiar with a muscle of the head which was never
touched by the embalmer. His knowledge of it could have come only from dissection
and from treatment of wounds.

$ ph.wy, " end," is commonly employed in our treatise for the end of a bone,
or the limit or margin of a region or organ. The phrase "end of his ramus " occurs
in three other passages, Case 22 (VIII 10, 14) and Case 25 (IX 3). See the dis-
cussion of phwy in the commentary on Case 12, Gloss A (V 21).

m 'rwt, "ramus." See full discussion in Case 22, Gloss A (VIII 14)
and compare Case 8 (IV 17).

' ny. The force of this particle is not clear in this connection. See discussion
in Case 5, verdict (II 15). If we render ny" thereby" (its usual literal meaning), we
must conclude that p'wy is here not prepositional in force, and then translate:
"stiffening on the part of the ligaments, and (also of) the back (or end) of the ramus
thereby."
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S mn m, " fastened in," has been explained in commentary on Case 4
(II 9).

i1C gmin, " temporal bone." See full discussion in Case 18 (VII 9, and 13-14).

.4 f t- yt.t yn.t, " moving to and fro," literally " taking away, (or) carrying
to " has been discussed by Gardiner, Journ. of Egypt. Arch., I, p. 104, note 3.

Sro yh, " pain," has been discussed above in commentary on Case 8 (I 23). If
the patient is suffering from tetanus, which has infected the brain through the wound
in the skull, there is no possibility of recovery, as Dr. Simon Flexner informs me, and
the verdict which follows the observation of this symptom (III 6) should have been
the hopeless one (verdict 3).

GLoss C

III 18

Explaining: The cord of his mandible.

\ \\

Translation
As for: "The cord of his mandible," it means the ligaments which bind the end

of his jaw, as one says, " the cord " of a thing in (or as) a splint.

Commentary
S~ w'.t, " cord," is an archaic word of great rarity. It will be found in an

example from Greek times above in the commentary on Gloss B (III 16). In our
treatise it occurs only in Case 7. It is evidently a simpler form of the better known
-1 1C w'w'.t, " cord," an ancient ceremonial word occurring only in the temple

foundation ceremony of " stretching the cord."
Both " mandible" and "jaw" are here written in the dual-a writing discussed

above in Gloss B (III 16). There is intelligible reason for its use here, because the
temporal muscles are indeed a pair, one on each side.

The colloquial phrase at the end for explaining w't does not make the matter
very clear to us. It was evidently some current expression, the full force of which
escapes us.

~ sa, "splint," is a new word, the correct understanding of which is at first not
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easy. In three cases it is obviously an external appliance of linen for holding in place
the fractured bone. These cases are:

Case 85, broken clavicles;
Case 86, a broken arm (humerus) ;
Case 87, the same with a wound over it.

It should be noted that in these three cases the surgeon is charged as follows:
" Thou shouldst make for him two sl of linen "(XII 12). This linen device is therefore
something made by the surgeon himself. In all cases where the device is mentioned
it is in pairs. In the use of a pair of s;, the surgeon is charged as follows: " Thou
shouldst apply for him one of them both on the inside of his arm, (and) the other of
them both on the under side of his arm." The phrase " the inside of the arm"
( b - is a common one meaning " embrace" (noun). We cannot doubt that
the two s6 of linen were applied, one in the hollow of the elbow, the other on the
opposite side of the arm, and that they were long enough and rigid enough to serve as
splints. They are always said to be " of linen." The only ancient Egyptian splints
as yet recovered were excavated by A. C. Mace in a Fifth Dynasty cemetery at Naga
ed-Deir in Upper Egypt about a hundred miles north of Luxor. They have been
carefully examined by Dr. G. Elliot Smith and described by him in The British
Medical Journal, Vol. I (1908), pp. 782-734. These splints, in one case of wood, in
the other of bark, were bound about with linen before being applied. On the wooden
splints this bandaging is still preserved. Now the phrase" of linen" may conceivably
be loosely employed in our papyrus to designate wooden splints covered with linen;
just as the Egyptians spoke of things in their inscriptions as being "of gold,"
when only overlaid with gold. Another possibility is conceivable, namely, that these
" splints of linen" were stiffened with plaster or gum, forming a cartonnage. The
mortuary craftsmen were accustomed to shaping masks, pectorals, and the like to
conform with the body. These craftsmen of the cemetery were moreover regularly
furnishing this kind of equipment to the surgeons (see Case 9, IV 21), and in view of the
fact that cartonnage was shaped to the human body when dead, it would have been
an easy step to apply it to the broken limb of a living patient. Hence our" two splints
of linen " may have been the earliest known casts, like those employed in modern
surgery. It is noticeable that our treatise prescribes only two splints, whereas Elliot
Smith found three on the forearm and four on the femur (op. cit.). Modern native
village practice still employs only two, continuing the tradition of 8,500 years ago.

Again our word e appears in two other cases, where it would seem to designate
a tampon or swab for cleansing clotted blood from the interior of the nostrils (Cases
12 and 14). The difference between this usage and the one discussed above (Case
35-87) is evident. Obviously the two are quite different devices of linen. Both
are used in pairs; but the first is made by the surgeon himself and applied externally to
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serve as a splint; while the other is a swab or plug for insertion into the nostrils.
We are dealing, therefore, with two different things. Moreover, it will be remembered
that in Case 11 the nostrils of the injured nose are cleansed, not with swy,
but with " Ai{ 4fm (?)-wy. Otherwise the treatment is identical with that in Cases 12
and 14. Note the following comparison :

Case 11

" Thou shouldst cleanse (it) for him [with] - j. Thou shouldst place
two (other) "i" -- saturated with grease in the inside of his two nostrils "
(V 11-12).

Case 12

" Thou shouldst clean out for him the interior of both his nostrils with -
... Now afterward thou shouldst place '"',-  saturated with grease and put
into his two nostrils " (V 18-19).

Case 14

"Thou shouldst make for him - j (and) thou shouldst clean out all
coagulation of the blood which has formed on the inside of his nostril" (VI 9-11).

In Case 41 (XIV 11-12) the form P~ .4w., indicating some action of heat or
fever, has no connection with our word 4Am. The text in Case 11 raises the ques-
tion whether the cleansing swab should not in all three cases be ' lsm, which
the scribe in Cases 12 and 14 has momentarily confused with the linen splint = s .
It is much to be doubted that there is any word d, " swab," " plug," or " tampon."
In conclusion then, the two linen devices under discussion seem to be: (a) ets,
usually ' s .wy, " two splints; " (b) 46m (?), often p 4 d4m(?)-wy, "two
swabs."

Returning now to Gloss C, sA, if properly rendered " splint," is a perhaps better
designation of the broad, flat temporal muscle than " cord." On the other hand it
may be noted that our scribe seems to have trouble with the words for these linen
devices. He has inserted the word '= where it evidently does not belong in Case 12
quoted above, and we may raise the question whether he has not made a similar
mistake here, perhaps using Q si, when he really meant (i 4'id, " bandage,"
which suits the requirements of the passage here in our gloss very much better.

The surgeon employs the phrase" end of his jaw "here as about the same in mean-
ing as" the end of his ramus "in Gloss B (III 17).

The entire gloss is an illustration of how limited our knowledge of Egyptian
is, whenever we are called upon to deal with highly specialized terms; and even
when the ancient commentator has furnished us with a definition we are often
unable to understand the terms he uses in explanation.
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GLoss D

II 18-19

Explaining: His countenance clammy with sweat.
sic 19

AHM i~a~~~z i

AAAA"892 2 ,K i _
Translation

As for: "His countenance clammy with sweat," it means that his head is a
little sweaty, as (we say), " A thing is clammy."

Commentary

I is an error of the scribe in quoting 1 (III 10), mhnt, "counte-
nance," a rare and ancient word. In referring to the color of the face in 11I 10, the

surgeon employs the common hr. The explanation of mhnt would indicate that it
might mean more than merely the face.

J ~ C b'y-iv, " clammy," is again a rare word of which the only related
example seems to be J V I b-y, "pool" or" body of water" (Golenischeif
Glossary =Pap. Hood, 1. 10, in Maspero, +tudes e'gyptiennes, v. 2, pp. 1 if.), which
may be connected with the well-known by', " celestial ocean." It was a word
insufficiently familiar to the Egyptian reader of 3,500 years ago, and needed explana-
tion. Nevertheless it seems still to have been used in one current expression quoted
by the ancient commentator at the end.

Gloss E
III 19-20

Explaining : The ligaments of his neck are tense.

~2

Translation
As for : " The ligaments of his neck are tense," it means that the ligaments of

his neck are stretched stiff by reason of his injury.
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Commentary
q re dwrn-y, " tense " is a very common word, most often referring to the

human body and its parts. It is doubtless for this reason that the surgeon purposes
to indicate that in his use of the word it designates something special and abnormal
and not the usual dwn, so commonly applied to parts of the body. Hence in the
explanation he adds the word nht, " stiff," indicating an extreme stretching, like that
when the word dwn is employed for the stringing or stretching of a bow (e. g., Pyr. 678 b).
This was the more necessary in view of the fact that there was a medical use of
the word indicating the " stretching " of contracted muscles to a normal condi-
tion. Pap. Ebers contains a recipe entitled : °"
" Another (recipe) for the stretching (dwn) of contractions and the softening of stiffness"
(85, 5-6). Devaud also calls attention to , (ibid. 87, 6).

All other terms will be found discussed in the preceding commentary.

GLoss F

III 20-21

Explaining: His face is ruddy.

21

So 0

Translation

As for: "His face is ruddy" (tm4), it means that the color of his face is red, like
the color of tm4t-fruit.

Commentary
The significance of this passage turns on two color designations. It is well known

that ancient color names are exceedingly difficult to bring out with precision or to
render with exact modern equivalents. To this day the Arabs, for example, will
cover a wide range of colors with one term, and when an Arab guide tells you a hill
is ,r , you may think of it as being any color from green to black. Our treatise
furnishes valuable material for defining the two colors employed in the above
explanation.

0
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,~~ tmd, " ruddy " is evidently a color, prevailingly red or reddish. This is
shown by a gloss in Case 46:

" As for : ' There is no ruddiness (tmn) upon it;' it means there is no redness upon it "
(XVI 15-16). This conclusion is confirmed by another important gloss in Case 41:

" As for : ' Its two lips are ruddy (tm),' it means its two lips are red like the color of
the tmdt-tree " (XIV 12-13). We learn also from this example that fm4 is a color
designation drawn from a tree of some kind, although it is impossible to identify it.
There seems to be no other occurrence of the tree in the Egyptian documents unless
we recognize it also in the ,= 1-- tm of the Dream Stela (Urk. III, 68), but
this passage is of no assistance in identifying the tree. Besides the three glosses
above the word occurs eight times more in our treatise. It designates the colors of
the following :

the human face, Case 7 (III 10 ; III 20);
a swelling, Case 16 (VI 19);
cists or the like on the breast, Case 39 (XIII 5);

the two lips of a wound, Case 41 (XIII 20; XIV 12-18) ;
the "heads of the ribs of the sternum" when dislocated, Case 43 (XIV 22-XV 1);
absence of tnm-color in a swelling on the breast, Case 46 (XVI 2).

The emphasis on red in the first two glosses quoted above suggests " ruddy " as

an approximately correct rendering. Its use in Case 46, the last example cited in
the above list, would indicate that .tn sometimes is neutral, meaning simply" color; "
and as we say of a pale face that it lacks color, so the Egyptian might say it had no
tm. And when we say this we mean by " color " red; but this negative meaning
of " color " will not fit our Gloss F, where some positive color designation must be
implied.

Dr. Luckhardt adds the following interesting remark:

"I am inclined to the view that the color meant is the one medical men have in
mind when they say that the person is ' cyanotic '. It is a mixture of a red and a blue
with the blue more in evidence, particularly as the ' cyanosis ' increases in severity.
The purplish discoloration in this condition is due essentially to a deficient oxygenation
of the blood."

,, yrtyw" blue." Like tmd this color name is derived from a plant, more
specifically presumably from its fruit, as we say " orange; " or from its flower as we
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say " violet." We find it in festive garlands in the Mut Ritual (Pap. Berlin 8058,
18, 4). It is employed as an ingredient in recipes in Pap. Ebers 80, 5; Pap. Hearst
IX 5 ; and Pap. Berlin 8088, 5, 2.

As a color designation it appears as the name of colored linen as follows :

In addition to green linen at Dendera (Duemichen, Resultate, 26, XIII).
In addition to red (ydm) and an uncertain color at Edfu (Rochem. I, 126).
In addition to red (ydm) (ibid.).
In addition to white and red (ibid., I, 418).
In addition to red (ibid., I, 289).
In addition to white, green and red in Room 18 at Dendera (Duemichen, Resultate,

23 -Mariette, Denddrah, II 1 b).

All the above are from Greek times, but it is found in earlier examples of colored
linen, as follows:

In addition to green and red at Deir el-Bahri (Naville, Temple of Deir el-Bahari,
pl. 130, with five chests). The above examples alone would by comparison indi-
cate that yrtyw means " blue," notwithstanding its occurrence over red 1111 in the
sarcophagus of Sebek-o (Berlin 45; Mitth. Orient. Samml. IX, p. 8).

In a relief at Dendera four calves led by Ptolemy IV are marked T (green),
(red), a (black), and j (white). In the accompanying text they are called I (white),

I (green), (red) and qof (yrtyw). Here yrtyw corresponds to the well-known word
for black in the preceding list, as dark blue much resembles black. The yrtyw-dyo,
according to an inscription at Dendera in Room 6, was made of 00 .k wrn wd,
" fresh wrn," which seems to have been a needle-wood, growing in Syria (Mariette,

Denderah, I 72 c = Duemichen, Tempelinschriften, Vol. 2, pl. XIX, 8); but this may
have been a blue dye called yrtyw with its color meaning, and therefore having no
botanical significance. Gardiner concludes that yrtyw may mean simply " color "
(Zeitschrift, 47 (1910), p. 162).

In the medical papyri the use of the word to designate color is found only in our
treatise and in Pap. Ebers. It seems actually to designate the contents of a pus cist
of some kind (Ebers 105, 11; 105, 8), and again to call such content "like yrtyw "
(104, 7). This might refer to the cloudy bluish color of discolored pus. It is used
nine times in Pap. Smith, as follows:

To describe a hue mingled with the color of a ruddy, flushed or livid face, Case 7
(III 20-21).

To describe the hue of the two lips of a wound which are " like the color (yrtyw) of
the tm.t-tree," Case 41 (XIV 13; see commentary on tmd above).

Yrtyw also appears in Pap. Smith in connections which would indicate that it
sometimes means simply "color," e. g.: o o / , , ' ¢l - 

l " the
02
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shell, the color being like the egg of an ostrich" (Case 9, V 1). Similarly in Case 19 (VII
20), the yrtyw of an inflamed eye is said to be like '3I& , P 0 " yrtyw of the
A-plant," evidently referring to the color of the fruit or flowers of some unidentified
plant. Again in Case 46 Gloss B contains the following explanation:

Ignoring the obscurities in the passage, it is obvious that " their yrtyw" is rendered
in the explanation by " their skin " or " their hue" (XVI 14-15). In such a con-
nection yrtyw must mean something like " tint." It is such a shade of meaning as
this which makes it possible to say: " their yrtyw is hot,"
where it must mean something like " surface " (Case 41, XIII 22).

To sum up in conclusion, yrtyw originally means a fruit or blossom of uncertain
identity, presumably bluish in color. It then became a color designation, indicating
a dark hue, verging into blue, and thus came to indicate blue linen. In some way it
also gained the meaning " color, hue, tint," or even " surface." We may compare it
with our use of " carnation," which may designate a flower, a color, the hue of flesh,
both the color laid on by an artist in painting flesh, and in art criticism sometimes
having a meaning not unlike " surface;" although the derivation of the term
" carnation " is not at all parallel with that of our Egyptian word.

1 pr't, " fruit," lacks the phonetic complement; but we meet the same diffi-
culty if we read rw*t, perhaps the same as -= ,, ry"t, "pigment," " color,"

which occurs in hieroglyphic (e. g. Mariette, Abydos, I 81 a).

GLoss G

III 21-IV 1

Explaining: The odor of the chest of his head is like the bkn of sheep.

IV1

Translation

As for: " The odor of the chest of his head is like the bkn of sheep," it means
that the odor of his crown is like the urine of sheep.

Commentary

This gloss is intended to explain the unfamiliar word 2o bkn, which is unknown
anywhere in Egyptian documents outside of our treatise. The genitive -after bkn
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has led to the omission of the final - of the word itself, as the scribe copied the
excerpt from III 11. Whether a wound of the head like this one customarily exhales
such an odor would be an interesting question for experienced surgeons of to-day.
It may be noted that the word rw-t, rendered " sheep " above, really means " small
cattle," including a number of varieties of both sheep and goats.

GLoss H

IV 1-2

Explaining: The chest of his head.

a In r hw the scribe at first wrote r hw and then corrected the error by writing over
and adding '.

Translation

As for: " The chest of his head," it means the middle of his crown next to his
brain. The likening of it is to a chest.

Commentary

The explanation is intended to make clear the word M::z " chest" as applied to
the head. This application of the word " chest " to the dome of the skull is exactly
parallel to the German " Gehirnkasten." Our own designation " chest " for the
region under the thorax is a similar example of the use of the word to indicate a
capacious container and protector of organs. The region of the head thus designated
in our treatise is defined as the Y wpw*t, " crown," the situation of which is graphi-
cally pictured in the writing of the word with the horns of an ox.

As in the case of whnn (IV 11), the hieratic determinative of hn is different from
that employed with tp and d>d" (" head ") or dnn-t (" skull "). This determinative
is consistently given this special form in all four passages where it occurs (III 11;
III 21; IV 1; IV 2). Furthermore, an examination of the above six passages shows
clearly that the determinative of hn is quite different from that of whnn. The deter-
minative of hn in our treatise is always (4 times) to be transliterated c ; that of
whnn is once a and once probably c=. See p. 169.
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GLoss I

IV 2-4

Explaining: His mouth is bound, both his eyebrows are drawn, while his face
is as if he wept.

9 I
Q3

SThis sign is inserted above the line as a subsequent correction by the scribe in red ink.

Translation

As for : " His mouth is bound, (and) both his eyebrows are drawn, while his
face is as if he wept," it means that he does not open his mouth that he may speak,
both his eyebrows are distorted, one drawing upward, the other drooping downward,
like one who winks while his face weeps.

Commentaryqi 4 dy, "distorted," or "drawn." In the list of symptoms from which

this is quoted, it is written with a sign which resembles r. Nevertheless we must
read d. It is written clearly d in our gloss, and the name of the god (Mariette,
Mastabas, D) 19, and Palermo Stone, First dynasty, Year x + 11), also written with
a jackal as in our text above, likewise shows that we must read d. Such a verb is
unknown elsewhere, and its meaning is determined exclusively from this gloss, in which
the explanation renders the significance of the word sufficiently clear.IT my yI&-t, " as if," will be found discussed in the examination in Case 4, 118S.ql y't, "distorted." It occurs also in the form JN t (Ebers 108, 7). The

verb originally means " to wound," or " to injure." It has also the meaning " to twist,"
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or " to distort," applying especially to facial distortion. In the Book of the Dead
we read that when Re addressed his followers I "his mouth was dis-
torted" (Budge, 115, from Nu 18, 5). Gardiner also calls my attention to Zeitschrift,
57 (1922), p. 38*, 14 for a further example of distortion of the mouth; and to the
causative "-y'ty," " pervert," in Eloquent Peasant B 1, 99. A similar medical

meaning is evidently to be found in our treatise, in its only other use of the word,

to indicate the " diverting " of fever till it passes off (Case 47, XVII 13-14).

. e ... O e ... , literally " making a case of (drawing upwards), (and)
a case of (drooping downwards)." Such a use of sp is common enough, e. g., the acts
of extortion forbidden in the laws of Harmhab.

Io frt, "drawing." The meaning has been surmised from the context. No

such verb is known from any other example. Its opposite a..--u k'p literally means
" to cover," referring to the covering of the eye by the drooping lid and eyebrow,

and hence the above rendering " drooping."

-~trm, " to wink." The meaning of this word has been successfully cleared

up by Spiegelberg (Zeitschrift, 54 (1918), p. 134). The act involved unpleasant implica-

tions among the Egyptians and the deceased denies ~ in the Book of the
Dead (Naville, 125, 26 Aa). Cf. also Coffin Texts (Recueil de Tray. 29, p. 145).

S"A his face weeps." For another example of this see Newberry,

Rekhmara, pl. IV 5. The t is probably an error of the scribe. The form must be

a pseudo-participle, 3d masculine, singular.

GLoss J

IV 4

Explaining: He has become pale and has already shown exhaustion.

a This has been inserted in red ink as a subsequent correction, and a second which had

been written incorrectly after h has been canceled with an oblique stroke of the pen.

Translation

As for: " He has become pale and has already rshown exhaustionl," it means

becoming pale, because he is (a case of) "Undertake [[himl], do not desert [[himl],"

in view of the exhaustion.
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Commentary
The scribe or commentator has again quoted inaccurately. At the end of the cita-

tion he has written 'ht, whereas the text excerpted has 75 nhd. We may
conclude that the two words are approximately synonyms. The meaning" weakness "
rests on the use of the word "ht to designate the " weak place," the fontanel on the
crown of an infant's head (see commentary on II 21, Case 6), and from this meaning
the rendering " exhaustion " is not far removed. From this rendering one may infer
that wd-t 'ht means "to show exhaustion." The use of the infinitive following p'w,
" to have done " is common.

I 4- id -hdt, " to become pale," would be an intransitive use of an otherwise
transitive verb, but whatever the interpretation adopted, it is evidently left without
object, and therefore intransitive in our passage. Literally rendered, 4-hd would
mean " to cause to be white," " to make white," and an intransitive use of a causative
transitive is a common phenomenon. " To become pale " is therefore a justifiable
rendering. It does not occur elsewhere in the medical papyri, and I do not know of
any other passage in which it has the meaning " to become pale."

Z o ntt .w pw, " in that he is." The proposition "he is, etc." is apparently
substantivized by the prefix of ntt, as commonly, and then left in an accusative case,
like the accusative infinitive in Arabic, indicating cause. More commonly in such
cases ntt is introduced by hr, or by dr, e.g., II 11.

,?2J -m rk m btw. In all probability these words have suffered corrup-
tion at the hands of an inaccurate scribe. The original phraseology can be drawn from
the four occurrences of the same passage in Pap. Ebers. We find it there in two forms:
positive and negative, as follows:

Positive: J..JQr e'k r-f m btw w, " Undertake him; do not desert him" (Ebers
40, 7; 41, 20-21; 42, 5).

Negative:
' ... , o cm rk r-f btw pw, "Do not undertake him; he is an incurable

(Ebers 41, 15).

The word .J]w _, or in the Middle Kingdom ]J _ (e. g., Pap. Prisse 10, 2;
see also Kahun Med. Pap. 2, 18; 1, 20), btw, literally means " one deserted," or" one
to be deserted," from the verb J bt, " to desert, forsake." Gardiner also calls my
attention to examples in Urk. IV, 117 and 500. From meaning " an incurable,"
the noun is also employed with the meaning "incurable disease" (Metternich Stela
57) and related to this use of the word is doubtless its employment as the name of
a serpent in the so-called Book of Apophis (British Mus. Pap. 10188, 82, 45) and in
the Turin Pap. (ed. Pleyte and Rossi, recto, 181, 6, magical text of the Empire).
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In view of the above four passages from Pap. Ebers, in which JA ri precedes
btw, it can hardly be doubted that the doubtful word preceding btw in our gloss is to
be read ric. This word occurs six times in our treatise, and only twice is it written
with the usual bird ". In the other four cases it is each time written alphabetically
thus '7~ (IV 8; IV 15; IV 16, twice). In none of these four cases does the A form
a ligature with the -- ; although in IV 16 the Li is very small and hastily made.
Even if the reading -'ric be accepted, our text would still be out of order as compared
with the four passages in Pap. Ebers, where ric is followed by ", and btw by e w
or o Q pw. Nevertheless the use of the passage in Ebers establishes it as a kind of
verdict characterizing the case and the physician's attitude toward it, like one of the
three verdicts in Pap. Smith. One of these verdicts in Pap. Smith is used to charac-
terize a patient thus: " Until thou knowest whether he will die or he will live,

Sefor he is (a case of) 'an ailment with which I will con-
tend' " (II 11). With this our passage o jf m. is strikingly parallel,
in spite of the lack of 1 dr before ntt.

The negative m before btw would indicate that we have here the positive form of
the admonition as above, that is: " Undertake him, do not desert him," and the m
before ric is doubtless the introduction to the quotation, like the m before mr in
verdict 2 (II 11) just quoted. We must also understand that a case receiving this
verdict ("Undertake him, do not desert him ") is a serious and doubtful case, involving
" exhaustion " ('ht). Emending the text as follows then: [ o] C [ ]

J e' [vI} e], we may render : "For he is (a case of) 'Undertake [[himl], do not desert
[himl].' " The emendations are too extensive to make the result entirely certain.

ro mc ht, " exhaustion." See commentary on Case 6 (II 21).

CASE EIGHT

IV 5-18

COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF THE SKULL DISPLAYING NO VISIBLE

EXTERNAL INJURY

This case like Case 7 is one of unusual interest. Notwithstanding the terrible
blow which has shattered the skull like an egg-shell, there is no discernible external
contusion. The present editor would not of course feel competent to express any
opinion on the possibility of such a terrible fracture being produced without any
visible external mark, were it not for the fact that some years ago he lost a friend and
colleague whose skull was fractured in exactly this manner, though without any
visible external contusion. The injury was caused by a fall on an icy side-walk. In
our case a set of alternative symptoms (II) probably gives us really a second case.
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The discussion is divided as follows :

I
Title (IV 5).
Examination (IV 5-7).
Diagnosis (IV 7-9), and Verdict 3 (IV 9).
Treatment, only complete rest and quiet (IV 9).

II

Second Examination (IV 10-12). (Duplicate of Examination, Case 6, II 19-22).
Second Diagnosis (Verdict 3, IV 12).
No Treatment.

III
Five Glosses (IV 12-18).

In the first set of symptoms (I) the surgeon, for the first time in the history of science,
has noted the effect of the cranial injury on the lower limbs with reference to the side
of the skull which has received the injury. In other words the ancient Egyptian surgeon
has begun observations on the localization of functions in the brain. He carefully
notes that both an eye that is askew and a partially paralysed leg and foot are on
the same side as the injury in the skull. It would seem that contre-coup must have
taken place in the case which he is reporting. He gives the unfavorable verdict 8 and
prescribes only quiet.

The second set of symptoms (II) involves laying open the injury and disclosing the
pulsating brain, which is described in the same terms as in Case 6 (II 19-22). There-
upon the surgeon renders verdict 3, and evidently regards the case as hopeless, for
he suggests no treatment.

The five glosses (III) contain explanations of extraordinary interest. It is evident
that the lack of any visible external mark of the blow creates in the mind of the surgeon
the apprehension lest his readers, possibly his students, should in such a case conclude
that the observable symptoms may be due to disease, or what might be termed some
internal cause. In the diagnosis he cautions his reader to regard the patient as "one
whom something entering from outside has smitten." In the glosses he carefully
explains what this means, and warns his reader that he is not dealing with "the
intrusion of something which his (the patient's) flesh engenders," meaning some
seemingly spontaneous form of disease. In this connection the surgeon's point of
view toward the whole range of casualties afflicting humanity from outside reveals
a conception of an accident as due to the action of the gods, not unlike the notion of
" divine Providence " still widely current in our own day. It is evident that " some-
thing entering from outside " was actually personified and deified (see Gloss D).
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TITLE

IYS

Translation
Instructions concerning a smash in his skull under the skin of his head.

Commentary
The meanings of the above terms describing this injury are taken up in Gloss A

by the ancient surgeon himself. It will be recalled that what the surgeon calls a
" smash " of the skull is a compound comminuted fracture, as shown by Gloss A in
Case 5 (II 16-17). See also the discussion of the title of Case 5 (II 11).

EXAMINATION

IV 5-7

sic

__ t I Ica ..
6

enI I

For the correct form see Vol. II, Pl. IV A, 1. 7.

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a smash of his skull, under the skin of his head,

while there is nothing at all upon it, thou shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst thou
find that there is a swelling protruding on the outside of that smash which is in his
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skull, while his eye is askew because of it, on the side of him having that injury which
is in his skull; (and) he walks shuffling with his sole, on the side of him having that
injury which is in his skull, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary

The slight variant 4d n dnn.t-f, " smash of his skull," while the title has m " in"
his skull, is of no significance. As shown by the title and the repetition in Gloss A

(IV 12-18), the scribe has omitted q4, the first three signs of ynm," skin."

The scribe's inability to copy an excerpt correctly is useful to us in the following:

Examination (IV 5) : -...

Quotation in Gloss A (IV 18) : ... .. r =, .

The parallelism shows that yh-t, " thing" is equivalent to wbnw, "wound." See
the discussion of y'*t in Case 4 (examination, II 8).

-1 [l .A] drr evidently means " palpate" here; but we know that at some stage of

his investigation the surgeon cuts through the unruptured tissue covering the fracture,

for it is evident in the following development of the discussion that the surgeon has
access to the brain. See the discussion of drr "palpate " in Case 1.

Thb yAw-w, " swelling protruding " has been discussed in Case 4 (examination, II 4).
' ' hr 4d, " on the outside of." This meaning is demonstrated by the use of this

compound preposition as the opposite of m tn, " on the inside of," e. g., Louvre Stela

C 12,1. 8. Of its surgical use we have four examples in our document (Cases 8, 16,21,
and 88), all of which modify the phrase, thb yw-w, " swelling protruding." See also
for the medical use of the preposition, Pap. Ebers 60, 10, where it means" on the out-
side of" (both eyes).

"t ~ -gw.-t(y), " askew" is evidently the rare verb m ~ I&. g.w-,
" to turn aside, diverge, be askew," or as an adjective, " crooked." See Pap. Anast.

IV 11, 10; de Rouge, Inscr. hier. 142; Papyrus of Nesikhonsu IV 22; IV 22-23;
IV 23 (Maspero, Momies royales, pl. XXVI); Papyrus judic. de Turin, 2, 9; Maximes

d'Ani (Pap. Boulaq 4), 9, 13; 8, 18-19. The determinative varies: × (Anast. and
Pap. judic.); (de Roug6); and A (Nesikhonsu and Ani).

SJ dkr, "injury," is doubtless a derivative from the familiar verb dkr, " to

strike, to smite," written in the same way. It must mean" bruise," or" contusion,"
and this is doubtless its meaning in the two passages in which it occurs in Pap. Ebers
(109, 18; 109, 14). It is not known elsewhere in the medical papyri, and occurs

otherwise only in the Book of the Dead, referring to the injury to the eye of Horus,

which is called a , (ed. Naville, 112, 6 and 8 Aa). In Pap. Smith it occurs
seven times as follows:

Case 8, as a designation of the compound comminuted fracture on the side of the
skull (IV 7, thrice; IV 15) with qr' .yh as a variant (IV 15-16 twice).
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Case 17, as a designation of a compound comminuted fracture of the maxilla
(VII 3).

Case 19, as a designation of a perforation in the temporal bone (VII 17).
Case 21, as a designation of a split in the temporal bone (VIII 8).
The surgeon notes that the affected eye is on the same side as the injury to the

skull. He also observes that the partially paralysed leg is on the same side as the
wound in the skull. It must be, therefore, that the case which he is recording was one
in which the contre-coup on the opposite side of the patient's skull resulted in paralysis
on the same side as that which had received the blow.

Since writing the above I have received the following interesting remark from
Dr. Luckhardt: " The interpretation of a contre-coup fracture is convincing. However,
the paragraph dealing with it is not quite clear. Early after such an injury there may
be a conjugate deviation of head and eyes to the side of lesion with a hemiplegia of
the opposite side because of weakness of the muscles which turn the head and eyes to
the hemiplegia side. But this does not fit this particular case. This case can be inter-
preted only as a contre-coup fracture since the hemiplegia is definitely stated to be
on the side of the injury."

i o.4y, " shuffling" is probably an inaccurate writing, for the quotation in
Gloss B (IV 13) has 4y-f. See commentary on Gloss B.

DIAGNOSIS

IV 7-9
8

Y O X I

9

a Comparison with the same word in IV 15 shows that this sign is certainly t. The scribe evidently
made some other sign first, and then corrected it.

Translation
Thou shouldst account him one whom something entering from outside has smitten,

as one who does not release the head of his shoulder-fork, and one who does not fall
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with his nails in the middle of his palm; while he discharges blood from both his
nostrils (and) from both his ears, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment
not to be treated.

Commentary

This obscure diagnosis is almost unintelligible in the second and third items.
The first is fairly clear. It is intended to affirm that the symptoms observed are due to
an injury arising from an external cause, and by implication, as explained in Gloss D,
not due to the " penetration of something which his flesh engenders " (IV 17). This
distinction is obviously made in view of the fact that the absence of any visible
external injury might mislead the surgeon to conclude that the symptoms were due
to some internal disorder arising from disease " which his flesh engenders." It can
hardly be doubted that the second and third items of the diagnosis are similar indica-
tions of causes or symptoms affirmed not to be present, and evidently concerning the
shoulder and hand on the side affected. Apparently the condition of the patient is
similar to that resulting from some other injury or disease, producing the symptoms
noted in the second and third items, and the surgeon is warned against false conclusions
resulting from this similarity. These matters will be found discussed in Gloss E.

It should be noted here that items two and three of this diagnosis contain two
scribal errors. The initial - of )mr.t "fork," is an error for initial , which the scribe
has written correctly in Gloss E (IV 17) and elsewhere in our treatise. Again the $
of the second item should be the negative ^^II as likewise shown by Gloss E (IV 17).

All other items of the diagnosis have occurred before and will be found discussed
above (I 20).

In spite of its obscurity this diagnosis is the most important one in our entire
treatise. It discloses its unique character in the first place, in the fact that it is not
in the usual form and is not introduced by the otherwise invariable formula, " Thou
shouldst say concerning him, etc." It is evident that this departure from the usual
form is due to the apprehension of the surgeon lest his reader should make the mistaken
conclusion that the symptoms are in any way due to internal causes, rather than to
the externally invisible injury, which nevertheless originated externally. In view of
the hopelessness of the case, this anxiety of the surgeon to ensure a right understanding
of it is a remarkable evidence of his scientific interest. Throughout the treatise

he shows his understanding of the fact that the troubles he is treating are due to
intelligible physical causes, not to demoniacal invasion. In the discussion of this
case, however, the surgeon really makes some effort to define this distinction in
scientific terms, although undoubtedly hampered in this effort by the superstitions
of his age. See the discussion of this diagnosis in the Introduction, pp. 49-50.

The hopeless conclusion (verdict 8) will be found discussed in Case 5 (II 15); see
also the introduction to the treatise (pp. 46-48).
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TREATMENT

IV 9

Translation

His treatment is sitting, until he rgains color, (and) until thou knowest he has
reached the decisive point.

Commentary

The treatment in this case consists simply in keeping the patient quiet, in a restful
posture. See discussion in Case 4 (II 7). The o Q pw employed in this sentence in
Cases 4 and 7 is omitted here.

T ., nrr, occurs here for the first time in such medical connection as a sympto-
matic indication, presumably of the patient's facial color. The word is used of
both natural and artificial coloring: of a cyst (Ebers 108, 20-109, 1); of a calf
(Newberry, Beni Hasan, Vol. II, pl. VII); of a woman (Tale of the Herdsman, Berlin
Pap. 8024, 160); wooden chariots (Annals of Thutmose III, Urk. IV, 690); a coffin

(Berlin Pap. 10496, verso 18) ; clothing (often in Papyrus Harris). It seems to mean
" brightly colored," or "parti-colored." It is doubtful whether the rendering "gain
color" as above is correct. The ancient commentator furnishes no explanatory gloss.

SECOND EXAMINATION

IV 10-12

sic

0h

a Compare II 21 where S is certain.
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Translation

Now as soon as thou findest that smash which is in his skull like those corrugations
which form on molten copper, (and) something therein throbbing and fluttering under
thy fingers like the weak place of an infant's crown before it knits together-when it has
happened there is no throbbing and fluttering under thy fingers, until the brain of his
(the patient's) skull is rent open-(and) he discharges blood from both his nostrils and
both his ears, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck, (conclusion in second diagnosis).

Commentary

We have here a group of symptoms which are a duplicate of the examination
in Case 6 (II 19-22), and will be found fully discussed there. Some variants, etc.
should be noted.

yr dr, " now as soon as," as in II 6 and III 7. Hence the symptoms are
probably those of a second stage of the same case.

Shd, " weak place," is a variant quite different from 'ht of Case 6. It is
doubtless a scribal error for nhd, which will be found discussed in Case 7, Gloss
J (IV 4) and Case 6 (II 21).

S ts t-f, "it is knit together." See variant in II 21 (p. 169). Gram-
matically it may be passive in tw, or sdm.t-f with negative = "not yet."

- for the more common .. is of course a well-known variant. See the same
writing in Case 20 (VIII 4).

The observation of the pulsations in the brain, beneath a fracture which has been
accompanied by no visible external injury or rupture of the soft tissue over the
fracture, would of course be impossible unless the surgeon operated and laid back
a flap of skin covering the fracture. It is strange that the ancient surgeon makes no
mention of this procedure; but it is perhaps due to the fact that he regards the case
as hopeless and suggests no treatment. The omission of all reference to any possible
treatment may have resulted in the omission of any mention of the operation also;
on the other hand the direction to "palpate " in the examination may have been
regarded by the surgeon as a sufficiently clear indication that the fracture was to be
rendered accessible.
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SECOND DIAGNOSIS

IV 12

Translation
[Thou shouldst say]: " An ailment not to be treated."

Commentary
As in Case 6 the surgeon attempts no further diagnosis than the unfavorable

verdict. He evidently considers that the conditions disclosed by the second examina-
tion make the case hopeless. He therefore appends the unfavorable verdict 8 and
leaves the case without suggesting any treatment. Verdict 3 will be found discussed
in Case 5 (II 15) and in the introduction (pp. 46-48).

GLoss A

IV 12-183

Explaining: A smash in his skull under the skin of his head, there being no
wound upon it.

13

Translation

As for: " A smash in his skull under the skin of his head, there being no wound
at all upon it," it means a smash of the shell of his skull, the flesh of his head being
uninjured.

Commentary

The gloss has misquoted the text of the case which reads : " there being nothing
at all upon it" (IV 5). This does indeed need some explanation, but when converted
into "there being no wound at all upon it," the misquotation furnishes a large part
of the explanation. One would like to know whether this inaccuracy in quotation
was due to the scribe or to the commenting surgeon himself. It is quite conceivable that

P
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the scribe, reading " nothing at all," and knowing what it meant, thoughtlessly wrote
its meaning, viz. " no wound at all." See discussion of y&t, " thing " in Case 4 (1I 3).

® ° c , p'wt is obviously a scribal error for o o0, p'k:t, "shell."
See Case 4 (1I 9).

The negative statement that there is " no wound at all upon it "is followed by the
positive corollary that the flesh of his head is whole. The verb in the Egyptian Q
wd' literally means " to be whole," not as I have rendered in English, "to be unin-
jured; "-that is, it does not have the force of a denial of injury (which is expressed
in the preceding denial of the existence of an external wound), but an assertion of
soundness.

GLoss B

IV 18-15

Explaining : He walks shuffling with his sole.

MMOA

Translation
As for : " He walks shuffling with his sole," he (the surgeon) is speaking about his

walking with his sole dragging, so that it is not easy for him to walk, when it (the sole)
is feeble and turned over, while the tips of his toes are contracted to the ball of his sole,
and they (the toes) walk fumbling the ground. He (the surgeon) says : " He shuffles,"
concerning it.

Commentary
11 .., d-f. The quotation in the gloss inserts f, which is lacking in the text

of the case (IV 7). This word is probably different from ji f .i of the Nastesen stela
(of. Maspero, MJI. d'arch ol. III, p. 126, note 5; suggested to me by De'vaud).
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Its meaning is sufficiently clear from its use in our Case 8, which is the only case

employing it in Papyrus Smith.

J.~~a nny-ty, from the verb nny, means " to move feebly," "to drag sluggishly
along " as of slack inundation water, or of uncontrolled urine dribbling sluggishly

(see X 22). The - was inserted by the scribe in red.

o U~ 1p pt pd-ty, " turned over," is known as early as the Pyramid Texts

(685 a). Besides this gloss it occurs once more in our treatise in Case 84 to describe

a dislocated clavicle (XI 18), but it is there written a0 p1hd. It is evidently identical
with the frequent verb phd, employed especially in the hymns of victory in

the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties to describe the overthrow of the enemy.

In Greek times it is twice written with an overturned ship as determinative.

tp.w, " tips," literally " heads." On the anatomical use of the word to indicate
" ends " or " tips," see Case 1 (lost column, commentary on m tp-f, p. 85).

"h.t, " ball" of the foot. I can find no other example for this meaning of the

word, but followed as it is by the words " of his sole" the usual meaning " belly "

can hardly be understood as anything else than " ball."t ~.h ., " fumble," is a rare word. It is known elsewhere in the medical

papyri only in the obscure passage in Ebers in which it designates some ailment of

the heart (Ebers 101, 3). Its ordinary meaning seems to be to " go astray, wander,

err," related doubtless to the common verb j J hyhy, " to seek." The rare examples:

? ? h'h' (Granite statue, Cairo Cat. 547= Urk. IV, 994) and 'f'_ (Theban

Tomb of i , Tomb No. 110) refer to loss of the mummy. Cf. 1J. Davies, Amarna,

Vol. V, pl. XXVIII. The rendering "fumble" seems to convey the idea intended
by the surgeon-the action of a partially paralysed and contracted foot, shuffling

along in the helpless effort to walk.

GLoss C

IV 15-16

Explaining: One whom something entering from outside has smitten.

a This seeming - is obviously to be read .. See original in IV 7, and compare . (IV 12) in
which - also appears as a straight line like hieratic -.

P2
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Translation
As for: " One whom something entering from outside has smitten" on the side

of him having this injury, it means one whom something entering from outside presses,
on the side of him having this injury.

Commentary

The commentator has included in his quotation the words " on the side of him

having this injury," but this is an error, for they do not belong in the above context

(IV 7-8), but were used in the earlier discussion of the affected eye and the paralysed

foot " on the side of him having that injury " (IV 6-7). There is no relevancy in their

inclusion in the text to be explained in the above gloss. They present an interesting

variant, the use of the word fro + yh where the original phrase has t skr.

' 'V m dd, " presses," is the important word of the explanation, and un-

doubtedly indicates that the chief cause of trouble from this injury is the intrusive
pressure on the brain from without.

GLoss D

IV 16-17

Explaining : Something entering from outside

Translation

As for: " Something entering from outside," it means the breath of an outside

god or death; not the intrusion of something which his flesh engenders.

Commentary
In the preceding gloss the surgeon shows a perfectly rational comprehension of

an external physical cause. In the last item of the above explanation: "not the
intrusion of something which his flesh engenders," there is again a clear distinction
between an internal affection, " something which his flesh engenders," arising as it
seems to the Egyptian surgeon from within, and the external physical cause of this
injury with its resulting internal disturbances. This rational distinction is unmis-
takable and demonstrates the surgeon's ability to discriminate judicially in the world
of objective phenomena and natural causes. But side by side with this scientific
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attitude of mind, we find equally unmistakable evidences of ancient superstition.
In the experience of early man the power of the gods impinged hourly upon the daily
life of man, and in the earliest scientific investigation of the human body the surgeon
could not entirely divest himself of such primitive prepossessions. Even in the
thought of a scientifically minded surgeon the accidental injury which he calls" some-
thing entering from outside " has not taken place without some relation to divine
decrees. I cannot find this phrase " something entering from outside " in any of the
other medical papyri, except in Papyrus Ebers, where it occurs only once, and in this
unique passage it is given a very interesting and unique writing (Ebers 102, 14-15).
It has heretofore been read . rk.t m lhr't (e.g., Wreszinski, Der Papyrus
Ebers, p. 212) ; but there can be no doubt that the last word is not hrt, but " = rwty.
The group appears twice in our gloss (Pap. Smith IV 16) and the first writing of the
two is less cursive, disclosing the true reading rwty quite unmistakably. In Pap. Ebers
therefore the phrase is to be read: of f ° = . What makes this appearance
of the term in Pap. Ebers of especial interest and importance is the insertion after it
of the figure of a god as determinative. What god is meant is impossible to determine.1

The important point to notice is, that for the physician of Pap. Ebers, " something
entering from outside " is personified and deified. The accident from without, the
external casualty, is a TvXy, a Fortuna, or rather a" Fortuitas," always unfavorable.
It is the surgeon's force majeure, always to him a mystery. A serious accident was
not thinkable without the decree of the controlling deity. And so our surgeon explains
" something entering from outside " as " the breath of an outside god," and possibly
alternative to this is " death." The two are set up here side by side: one the stroke
of the fatal accident; the other a casualty from which one may survive, if not assured
life, which would be the logical correlative of " death." Among the superstitions of

the Pap. Ebers is one which has bearing here. Its author in discussing the blood-vessels
says that there are four leading to the ears, two to each ear:

" The breath of life enters at the right ear; the breath of death enters at the left
ear " (Ebers 100, 83-4). The surgeon of Pap. Smith is pathologically more sound. In
the first place he recognizes that the accident may be on either side, and that on either
side " something entering from the outside" is either:

(1) "the breath of an outside god; " or
(2) " death."

SIt is impossible to recognize this divine figure, although it may be that of a buck. Moeller has
included the figure in his list (I 75); but it is his only example, and he does not attempt to connect
it with any known hieroglyphic form.
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(1) corresponds to " the breath of life " in Pap. Ebers, and seems to mean possible
survival for the sufferer; (2) means a fatal accident and seems not to be personified
or deified. In our gloss a good deal turns on the interpretation of o r'-pw, "or."
Does it in Egyptian always mean that something different is introduced as an alternative,

or something identical merely mentioned again under another name; as we may say
" twenty shillings, or one pound." In this case the two terms on both sides of " or"
are identical in essential meaning. If we could so interpret our gloss, " death "would
be simply a synonym of " the breath of an outside god." In this case the force of r-pw
would be simply " namely," or " that is," for which the Egyptian usually employed

,as is well known.
- yn, " not," is a rare negative. See Gunn, Syntax, pp. 89-90.

Sd.4.-rk.t-n, literally rendered means "what (that which his flesh engenders)
brings in."

GLoss E

IV 17-18

Explaining: One who does not release the head of his shoulder-fork, and who
does not fall with his nails in the middle of his palm

18

D \1 sic . , ... I.L

a The scribe has omitted the w of pw.

b This n was at first omitted by the scribe and corrected into the text in red ink above the line.
after the line was complete.

Translation

As for: " One who does not release the head of his shoulder-fork, and who does
not fall with his nails in the middle of his palm" it means that he says: "One to whom
the head of his shoulder-fork is not given, and one who does not fall with his nails in
the middle of his palm."

Commentary

This gloss, intended to explain the difficult statement of symptoms in the diagnosis
(IV 7-9), hardly accomplishes its purpose fora modern reader. In the first place the last
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item of the explanation merely repeats the text to be explained; and the first item is too

obscure to aid us. A number of errors in the original text of the diagnosis are corrected,

and these corrections are useful. The word 'm-t, written rmr-t in IV 8, is correctly

written here. We have here literally " the fork of his shoulder," that is " his shoulder-

fork," while the diagnosis had less clearly " the fork in his shoulder" (IV 8). The

diagnosis has nty fr, " one who falls," which is here corrected to

ywty hr, "one who does not fall." In view of the explanation in the gloss which

uses y~t tm hr, " one who does not fall," with the negative tin, duly spelled

out, it is evident that the ancient commentator accepted the negative force as the correct

one. Dr. Luckhardt's comment below indicates good internal reasons for not accepting

the negative reading.
As already noted above in the commentary on the diagnosis, the surgeon is warned

against mistaking the symptoms in Case 8 for those of a patient who exhibits some

affection of the shoulder and who falls down with his fist clenched and his finger nails

tight against the palm of his hand. It is important in this case to note that the word

" hand " or " palm " is not written in the dual. He is thinking of an injury which

affects only one side. The same is true of the word " shoulder." When the patient

with a stiff neck is told to look at " his shoulders," the dual indicating both shoulders

is regularly indicated by the scribe (see above Case 8). Here however we are dealing

with a symptom discernible in one shoulder only, and the word is correctly written

in the singular.
Turning now to the details of these similar symptoms, which however our

patient of Case 8 does not exhibit, we may note the following points.

p- d-fh literally means "to cause to be loose" or " to loosen," but its exact

surgical significance is not determinable. It is not the usual term for " dislocate,"

for which our treatise employs io". wn&. I have supposed it indicated a stiff

joint due to contraction of the ligaments, which the patient is unable to " release "

(d-fh).
- ~ me'- t n-t Ice.-f, literally" the fork of his shoulder." The rare

and interesting word 'mrt means a "two-toed claw " or a" fork," as is shown in Case

22, Gloss A (VIII 14-15). It is primarily applied to the fork at the top of the ramus, and

must designate here some bone of the shoulder sufficiently double at the end to be

called a " fork," like the claw of a two-toed bird. It may be that the two projecting

processes at the top of the shoulder-blade (scapula) are meant; that is the acromion

and the coracoid process, which are not unsuggestive of a bird's claw. In view of the

other symptom affecting the hand, one would look for some bone of the arm as the

one affected. It may be therefore that the top of the ulna is meant, where the olecranon

and the coronoid process project to form, it is true, a much less pronounced fork. Here

then at the shoulder would be the articulation which the patient is said to be unable
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to " release," or the " head " of which, according to the gloss, "is not given" to

the patient.

The other item of these symptoms consists of two observations: the patient does

or does not fall prostrate and lie with clenched fist so that his finger nails" are in the

middle of his palm." Two possible alternative renderings should be considered here.

It is possible that "finger nails" should be construed as the subject of "fall," in which

case we must render " one whose finger nails fall into the palm of his hand." This in

itself would eliminate the falling of the patient. It should be noticed that the word

n rn't, " finger-nail," is written in the singular, both in the diagnosis (IV 8) and

in the gloss (IV 18 twice), so that we have it written three times, all in the singular.

rn't designates the whole " claw " of a bird, as in VIII 15, and the rendering " finger-

nails," meaning as it were the whole claw of the hand, has therefore been retained

as probable. On the basis of this rendering it remains for the pathologist to suggest

what ailment is indicated.

Dr. Luckhardt has kindly added the following important remarks on this diffi-

cult passage:

" My interpretation of this case is as follows : The surgeon sees this patient some
time after the injury. I base this statement on the stated fact that the patient 'walks
shuffling with his sole.' Immediately after an injury to the brain involving the motor
cortex (or internal capsule) the opposite side of the body would be paralysed (hemi-
plegia) and walking would be impossible. However, the hemiplegic recovers the power
of walking even if, after a few months, the affected arm may at that time still remain
powerless. At this time the arm is particularly affected by what is termed' contracture.'
The upper arm is adducted (at the shoulder). This the scribe characterizes as ' one who
does not release the head of his shoulder-fork.' The lower arm is bent at a right or
acute angle with a pronated and slightly flexed hand and with the proximal phalanges,
and particularly the terminal ones, quite flexed. Since the upper arm is adducted and
fingers flexed, such a patient would fall as ' one who does not release the head of his
shoulder-fork,' and 'who falls while the nails are in the palm of his hand.' What I
cannot understand is that the gloss reads ' one who does not fall while his nails are in
the palm of his hand.' It would seem to me that one must accept the positive form as
given in the beginning of this history as the correct one. The negative form in the
gloss would seem to be an error of the scribe. When a normal person falls during walking
he involuntarily extends the hand at the wrist and extends and abducts his fingers. He
breaks the fall by extension of the upper arm (not abduction) and landing on the palmhn
of his hand, not' while his nails are in the middle of his palm.' "
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CASE NINE

IV 19-V 5

WOUND IN THE FOREHEAD PRODUCING A COMPOUND COMMINUTED

FRACTURE OF THE SKULL

The examination in this case contains only an inaccurate repetition of the title;
the treatment which immediately follows this examination is a recipe, a grotesque
product of superstition and belief in magic, accompanied indeed by a magical charm
to be repeated over it in order to ensure its efficacy ! It is obviously not an accident
that a discussion containing a treatment of this character should at the same time not
only lack an examination containing any observations, but also contain no diagnosis
nor any verdict ! Without these essentials of our surgeon's customary method, the
case becomes merely a recipe to which have been prefixed a title and the undeveloped
formula of examination introducing no observations. The entire discussion is without
any doubt a characteristic product of the recipe-hawking physician (as contrasted with
the surgeon). See the discussion of this case in the Introduction, pp. 42-43.

This case represents our surgeon's sole relapse into the superstition of his age, of
which he has elsewhere so surprisingly divested himself. It was doubtless the resem-
blance of the frontal bone to a segment of the shell of an ostrich's egg, which beguiled
some ancient physician into the belief that a paste made by triturating the shell of an
ostrich's egg would be efficacious in healing a shattered frontal bone ! Such a recipe
and such a method of treatment are obviously drawn from current folk medicine
universally practiced in ancient oriental lands. The recipe must have circulated in
one of the recipe-papyri which have hitherto constituted our sole inheritance from
ancient Egyptian medicine. We cannot but wonder whether our observant surgeon
could really have allowed himself to take over into his extraordinary treatise on cases,
a discussion which was such a typical product of the recipe-mongering physician of
the time. The character of our ancient book therefore raises the question whether
some later copyist is not to be held responsible for the insertion of this solitary
example of a folk-loristic recipe into his otherwise surprisingly rational treatise.

TITLE

IV 19
19

a The scribe wrote 'O' yb, "heart" immediately after the word "instructions," but noticed
the error and canceled the word with an oblique stroke of black ink over the red of the rubric.
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Translation

Instructions concerning a wound in his forehead, smashing the shell of his skull.

Commentary
o Ao7 a p'kt nt dnn~t-f, "shell of his skull," is evidently here the frontal

bone, the squama frontalis. On our surgeon's use of the word p't, see above Case 4,
Gloss A.

A dd, " smashing," see Case 5, Gloss A.
2Zdnnt, " skull," see above, Case 1, title, commentary on

EXAMINATION

IV 19-20

20 sic

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a wound in his forehead, smashing the shell of

his head, (conclusion in treatment).

Commentary
This case exhibits the methods and the form of the great bulk of the materials in

Papyrus Ebers. There is no real examination, and its place is taken by a mere

repetition of the title. Even in this repetition the word " skull " of the title is replaced
by the vague and inexact word " head " (dadi). There is no diagnosis, nor any verdict,
but after the suggestion of an examination, the discussion turns at once to a grossly
superstitious and unscientific treatment.

TREATMENT

1Y20-V4

21
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tic

\Jl c~r Q MMC
vi

1t j (a

<=> O /
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M~ j n %-W ,, 0

P.L.L -, - -fl & M% ~ 0

~4

a This word was at first omitted by the scribe and afterward inserted in red ink above the line.
Its exact position in the line was then indicated by a tiny x in red between gmm-k and plkS.

Translation

Thou shouldst prepare for him the egg of an ostrich, triturated with grease (and)
placed in the mouth of his wound. Now afterward thou shouldst prepare for him
the egg of an ostrich, triturated and made into poultices for drying up that wound.
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Thou shouldst apply to it for him a covering for physician's use; thou shouldst
uncover it the third day, (and) find it knitting together the shell, the color being like
the egg of an ostrich.

That which is to be said as a charm over this recipe:

Repelled is the enemy that is in the wound!
Cast out is the revill that is in the blood,
The adversary of Horus, Ton everyl side of the mouth of Isis.
This temple does not fall down;
There is no enemy of the vessel therein.
I am under the protection of Isis;
My rescue is the son of Osiris.

Now afterward thou shouldst cool [it] for him [with] a compress of figs, grease,
and honey, cooked, cooled and applied to it.

Commentary

This treatment is a curious hodge-podge of superstitions, without a suggestion of
the scientific attitude of mind which is so prominent in the ancient surgeon's discussion
of the other cases. As already stated, the significance of the "egg of an ostrich "
without doubt lies in its resemblance to the frontal bone. In some way the soundness
of the egg-shell, not vitiated by its being triturated, is conveyed to the fractured shell
of the skull. All this folk superstition is then reinforced by the recitation of a magical
charm. In the customary practice of medicine the procedure of the physician was
of course dictated by the current superstitions of the day, among which the mythical
story of the rivalry between Horus, the good and faithful son of Isis and Osiris, and
Set, the malicious and destroying enemy, played a great part. The wounds of the two
heroes in their combat with each other, and the maternal solicitude of Isis in caring
for the injury of her son Horus, constantly appear in the physician's charms. The
same means employed so successfully by Isis in relieving Horus are frequently referred
to in the spells uttered by the medical man. The patient becomes Horus; his ailment
is Set, the enemy of Horus and murderer of Osiris the father of Horus. Hence in
the above charm, " the enemy that is in the wound " and the" adversary of Horus"
are of course Set, while the patient enjoys the" protection of Isis " and of Horus, "the
son of Osiris "and Isis.

The following matters of detail require some explanation :

ca tmt.w (or tm.wt), " poultices." The word occurs only in Pap. Ebers and
in our treatise. In Ebers it is written with the sign = tin, showing that we must

read tmi and not rm (see Ebers 78, 14 and 15). The form of the root is a little uncer-
tain. In Ebers it is written all four times tmt"w. Of the three passages in Pap. Smith
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two write tmtw, and one (IV 21) tm-wt. It may therefore be a masculine noun tint,
plural tmt*w ; or a feminine noun tm~t, plural tmwt; but the genitive n in the masculine
(Ebers 91, 8 ; though it should be nw) favors the masculine tmt"w. It is not to be con-
fused with q q I, o, tmy~t, which is some sort of disease (e.g., Mutter und Kind,
I, 4, etc.). Our word tmt~w has commonly been translated "boluses." If bolus is
understood as a remedy administered internally (that is through the mouth), this
rendering is clearly incorrect. The word appears only four times in Pap. Ebers. It
is employed once for application to diseased toes, doubtless some rheumatoid or gouty
trouble, so commonly discernible in the feet of ancient Egyptian bodies from the
earliest times (Ebers 78, 14; and 78, 15). Again it is employed for a discharging ear:
. .o o -, ,I-- ®o "Thou shouldst make for him tmt w for drying up

a wound" (Ebers 91, 8-9). Here the tmt"w are most probably poultices. The third
and last case in Pap. Ebers employs the tmtw for treating pustules or sores in the anus,
perhaps piles. The remedies prescribed are to be made into tot*w, obviously for local
application though this is not stated (Ebers 106, 2). In this case they might possibly
be suppositories. In Pap. Smith tmt*w are employed three times, that is twice besides
our Case 9. In both the other cases they are for external application: Case 41, which
instructs the physician, " Thou shouldst make for him tmtw " .... . , wt hr-d,
" (and) bind upon it " (Smith XIV 6-7) ; and Case 46, which likewise directs : " Thou
shouldst make for him tmt*w " . .. -oC wdy r-4, " and apply to it." The tmw
applications seem to have been designed especially to dry up a sore or wound, e.g.,
the above case in Pap. Ebers (91, 8-9) ; and again Pap. Smith Case 46 states that the
physician is to prepare remedies for " drying up his wound " (XVI 9-12). This leads
us to the discussion of:

QR. o e. The text is certainly corrupt. The most obvious corruption is the
omission of the determinative of the first word, viz., 9, because it was identical with
the word-sign beginning the next word. The same error has occurred in XVI 9-10.
Compare the following passages :

SR a Q " Thou shouldst make for him remedies for drying
up the wound " (XIV 4-5).

-e a "Thou shouldst make for him [remedies for]
drying up [the wound] in his sternum "(XVI 9-10). And finally

= ae of Case 9 above (IV 21), in which we have a second stage of corruption,
the passage in XVI 9-10 representing the first stage. Obviously our text of Case 9
should be emended with the aid of XIV 4-5 as follows:

•2- o1- -- - ]10

meaning "tmt~w for drying up that wound." The writing of the corrupt text (XVI
9-10), quoted above, might suggest that we should read here o- ", ,-j1
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tmt~w n[w] s-wt wbnw, literally " poultices for causing the wound to dry up " (Ebers
91, 8-9, of. also j1e®, Ebers 65,15), but the emendation on the basis of Smith XIV 4-5
is more probable.

. . . __' .. y t hyt ..... nt hn swnw, "a covering for physician's
use," is a device found in the medical papyri only in this passage. The word
h'y"t, "covering" is written exactly like the verb q h'y, "to be naked," of
which the noun is q t of h'y*t, "nakedness." There can be no doubt that our
word means " covering " however. In the first place it is something which the surgeon
is " to apply.., .to it " (the wound); and in the second place the wound is there-
upon, after an interval of three days, to be " uncovered." Although no other case
of its medical use is known, our word P'y-t, "covering" is doubtless to be connected
with the word J ~ ~ employed in the phrase m h'"wt, which must mean

something like " in secret," literally " under cover," in the Pyramid Texts (803 a).
i hn, " use." The usual word for a " hide " or a leathern " (water)-skin" is

feminine, il hnt. Nevertheless there is a masculine word W" hnw, " skin." It
is used of goat skins and sheep skins; cf. Spiegelberg, Rechnungen, taf. XV c, d, and
XIII (col. a, 5; col. b, 9, 16, and 18). This masculine is also found in Pap. Mallet 1 5:
i I " I T " hide (hn) made into a coat of mail" (in Recueil de tray.,

Vol. I). The transliteration is from Gardiner's copy, and he has written "sic!" before
the determinative of hn, to call attention to the lack of the expected feminine t.
It occurs again without t in the same document (I 4). A sack called W (Naville,
Festival-Hall, pl. 19 and 24) and the word AT hn, " tent," are doubtless both
simply the word " skin " to designate something made of it, as we say " skin" for
a leathern water bottle, or " canvas " for a tent. In our passage hn is further given
a special meaning by an added genitive of specification. It is some kind of material
prepared especially for the use of physicians by the embalmers. The whole" covering,
etc." is explained in Gloss A as a" bandage," which the embalmers furnish. The first
difficulty in rendering our hn as " skin" lies in the determinative, which is, in both
passages where it occurs, a papyrus roll. Sethe therefore suggests to me the possibility
of connecting the word with the well-known verb iL hn, "to approach, to near,"
making a noun " nearness, approach, association, use." Thus it is conceivable that
An swnw might mean " physician's use." Then by construing the genitive nt as
meaning " for," a common meaning, we might render the whole "a covering for
physicians' use." See commentary on Gloss A.'

The subject of the verb following "find" (V 1) is masculine. It may therefore
1 Lacau has called attention to the fact that in the Middle Kingdom coffins the phrase

-means "in his hand" (Recueil de tray. 35, 220, n. 1); that is, there is a rare word

or i £t, meaning "hand ". Our word, with the determinative can hardly be identified with
this rare word hn, "hand."
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resume the noun "wound;" but not " covering" or " egg," both of which are
feminine. The word employed here for the knitting together of the wound is the same
as the surgeon used for the knitting together of the infant's fontanel in Case 8 (IV 11).
Grammatically our treatise more commonly follows the verb " find " with a noun,
which is then resumed by a pronoun as immediate subject of the verb following
" find ; " in other words Egyptian prefers to make a substantive the object of" find,"
rather than a proposition, such as we find here in V 1.

oo pk.t, "shell" is of course the word p'k*t, which we have met several times
before for the "shell," meaning one of the squamae of the human skull. It does not
here designate the " shell " of the egg, which we find called the qc- ynr, " stone"
of the egg in the great Amarna Sun-hymn (Davies, Amarna, Vol. VI, pl. XXVII,1.7).

S , yrtyw, "color," see above, Case 7: III, 20.

The charm is introduced by the usual formula often used in Pap. Ebers.
1 , is new and not found elsewhere. It is parallel with dr, "repel" and

must have some similar meaning. It is possibly a causative derived from the verb
t. 0 nwr, " to tremble " (Book of the Gates, 3rd Hour, Seti II, 12= Ramses IV,
P1. 21).

S' w"'t is a little uncertain in the reading. The first sign has some resemblance
to the hieratic form of why. The determinative is likewise questionable. The rendering
is based on the Middle Kingdom word f ° w'.t in the laudatory phrase 

uwy m w'-t, " free from w'-t," in which the word must mean something evil.
n nb n, is possibly a questionable reading. Dr. Grapow has suggested a, but

with entirely problematical meaning.

S'ht, literally the " splendid one " (feminine) is an epithet for Isis.

J2 A4bn, " fall down," " sink down," is common applied to serpent enemies in
the Pyramid Texts, where it is written -.- J ~, and appears in parallelism with ,
hr, " to fall." As for the fish, it must be employed here because of the 4bn-fish known
only in the Misanthrope 89. The " temple " of the patient is here identified with
the injured forehead, perhaps in reference to the fact that the dead sink down on one
temple as they lie with head northward and facing the rising sun.

S.. npw, with crocodile determinative reminds one of the word ' . dpy,
" crocodile." It is quite evident, however, that the word here means something
hostile to the patient, and there is a word ^ up, which is an abusive epithet applied
to Apophis (Metternich Stela 1-2, twice; and the Book of Apophis, British Mus. Pap.
10188, 29, 22, copy by Lange in Berlin W bierbuch).

m,, adt, "compress" is unknown elsewhere, unless the sole occurrence of the
masculine (Ebers 88, 5) is to be compared here. This is the reading of Wreszinski
(p. 179) and is questionable, as he has correctly recognized. The meaning "compress"
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has been drawn from the root significance of the verb. The construction of md-t, as
a direct object of a seemingly intransitive form of kbb, " to be cool "indicates probably
corruption of the text. One expects 4-kbb, "to cool," followed by an object such as
a pronoun referring to the wound, and a preposition " with" ( ) before md-t.

GLOss A

V 4-5

Explaining: A covering for physician's use.

Translation
As for: " A covering for physician's use," it is a bandage which is in the hand

of the embalmer, and which he (the physician) applies to this remedy which is on this
wound which is in his forehead.

Commentary
This explanation has been partially discussed above in connection with the word

hn, " use." The " covering for physician's hn " is here explained as a , d,
" bandage." The word is well known. It is found employed to designate the bandages
employed in wrapping the mummy, or as a fillet about the head; as a New Year's
gift, or accompanying a charm (possibly tied with the customary seven magical
knots). All such " bandages " were without any doubt made of linen. We would
therefore expect that the "covering " explained in our gloss would necessarily be
made of linen; and this is probably the strongest argument against the translation
of hn as " skin." The embalmers must have required enormous quantities of linen
bandages for the practice of their profession. Any one who has examined their work
has been impressed with the extraordinary skill disclosed by it. It is the neatest and
most elaborate bandaging ever done anywhere. The embalmers therefore became
remarkably adept in the art of bandaging, and finally even practiced it as a decorative
art, skilfully manipulating the final outer wrappings of the mummy into elaborate
decorative designs (see Vol. I, Pl. III, Figs. 6 and 7). Their skill in producing bandages
made them the inevitable source for such materials, and our gloss above furnishes us
with the interesting fact that they manufactured bandages for the useof the physician.
The young practitioner is here told where he can secure his bandages, just as he is
to-day given the address of some manufacturer of proprietary preparations.
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CASE TEN

V 5-9

A GAPING WOUND AT THE TOP OF THE EYEBROW, PENETRATING TO THE BONE

The surgeon's discussion of this case consists of a few hasty notes regarding a
flesh wound over the eyebrow. The diagnosis does not state as much as the title.
The treatment is, however, sound surgery, without any such relapse into superstition
as we found in the preceding case, and is of unusual interest as containing the earliest
known mention of surgical stitching of a wound.

TITLE

V 5-6
6

III= am - 4==hmu

Translation

Instructions concerning a wound in the top of his eyebrow.

Commentary

m tp, " in the top." This rendering is the more probable one, but it should
not be forgotten that the anatomical meaning of 0 tp is frequently the " end," or
" tip," of some other organ or part (see commentary on in Case 1). It may possibly
be that the inner or outer end of the eyebrow is meant. It should be noted also that
in the diagnosis (V 7), the text has only , " in " showing that the position of the

wound, "in" or" in the top of " the eyebrow, is not very precisely maintained. We
may compare: p a a - splitting blow upon his two eye-
brows" (Pap. Anast. III, 5, 7-8), in which the preposition is "upon" (hr), and both
eyebrows seem to be involved.

EXAMINATION

V6

Q
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Translation

If thou examinest a man having a wound in the top of his eyebrow, penetrating

to the bone, thou shouldst palpate his wound, (and) draw together for him his gash

with stitching.
Commentary

Important terms needing discussion will be found explained in the commentary

on the preceding cases, as follows :

S'y-k, " thou examinest," see Case 1, pp. 104-106.

9 wbnw, " wound," see Case 1, pp. 81-84.

S'rr, " penetrating," see Case 1, pp. 87-88.

' -) der, " palpate," see Case 1, pp. 92-93.

The last item, the " stitching," is new and important. It seems to be regarded

as a kind of " first aid," and is included in the examination in all of the six cases in

which it occurs in our treatise--that is preceding the diagnosis and the verdict.

Apparently the surgeon is to lose no time in drawing together and closing up the gaping

wound, whatever the treatment that is to follow may be.

.ndry, " draw together." In all of the eight occurrences of this word in Pap.

Smith, it is written either ndr-hr-k, " thou shouldst draw together " (six times) or

ndr-yn-k, " thou shouldst draw together " (once XVII 3, written incorrectly ndr-n-k),

except our case above (V 6), where we should of course emend to ndr-hr-k. The word

is common and in current non-surgical usage means " to seize, grasp." It takes as
its object : inanimate objects, like weapons, fishing or fowling net, leg of a slaughtered

ox, etc.; persons or animals: enemies, arrested criminals, oxen, game, wild animals,
serpents; or parts of the human body, the hand, or the breasts in mourning. It is
important for understanding our passage to notice that one of its non-surgical mean-
ings is to " close " (a door). The six cases in which it occurs in Pap. Smith will make

it quite clear that its surgical meaning is " to close up," " to draw together." Before
turning to these cases it should be noted that the surgical use of the word is found

elsewhere only in three cases, as follows : 1. An obscure passage probably prescribing
the bringing together (ndry) of the lips of the vagina (Kahun Med. Pap. 3, 19);
2. Description of the preparation of a lancet (Pap. Ebers 109, 6 and 7), very difficult

to understand; and 8. Description of lancing or treating a swelling of some sort
(Ebers 109, 10), likewise very obscure. These materials outside of our treatise are
therefore of slight value in understanding the surgical meaning of ndry. See com-
mentary on ydr immediately below.

kf-t, "gash," has been fully discussed in Case 1, q.v., pp. 90-92. The surgeon's
notes on this case are so hasty that there has been no indication heretofore that the
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injury was a wbnw n kf.t, " gaping wound," but it is clearly so designated in the
gloss at the end of the case (V 9).

,t A ydr, " stitching," is a new and difficult word. In seven different cases in
our treatise the surgeon is charged to " draw together the wound " " with ydr," or

to " ydr it." It is instructive to note where these wounds are, and their character:

Case 3. Gaping wound in the head, perforating skull (ydr in restored passage).
Case 10. Gaping flesh wound over the eyebrow.
Case 14. Gaping flesh wound in the nose, penetrating to the nostril.
Case 23. Gaping flesh wound in the auricula of the ear.
Case 26. Gaping flesh wound in the upper lip, penetrating into the mouth.
Case 28. Gaping flesh wound in the throat or neck, penetrating to the gullet.
Case 47. Gaping flesh wound in the shoulder.

It should be observed that six of these seven cases are flesh wounds. It is further
noticeable that, with the possible exception of the last case (47) the wound is in a
relatively thin stratum of soft tissue, through which it pierces, so that it is incon-
ceivable that a bandage which would " draw together" the wound could be applied.
In six cases, that is all but the last, no bandage could be applied at all, except by
winding it entirely around the head or neck. The pressure exerted upon the wound
by such a bandage could not possibly " draw together "the" two lips " of the wound.
Such "drawing together" requires two forces pulling toward each other, that is in
opposite directions, and as nearly as possible in the general plane of the surface around
the severed tissue, and not at right angles with this surface, as would certainly be the
case with a bandage passing entirely around the head. It is highly important to note
that in Case 3 the surgeon is charged not to bind the wound. Unfortunately this is
in a case in which ydr has been restored, though the correctness of the restoration of
the word can hardly be doubted. The only conceivable devices for meeting the
requirements and " drawing together " these wounds as described by the surgeon
are either plasters or stitching. We have already seen that adhesive plaster is called

S '"wy, or Jq 'yrwy, "two strips" (Case 2, commentary on treatment),
which are taken up also in Gloss A (V 9) appended to the present case. There is
strong a priori probability that we are dealing with surgical stitching in six of the
cases listed above; but the question requires close examination of the context in all
six cases (omitting Case 8, because of the restoration of ydr and its context). The

material is arranged below.

Case 10 : Gaping flesh wound over the eyebrow

a. . . J .. .. toI _tq
t '''  30

"Thou shouldst draw together for him his gash with ydr."

b. Diagnosis.
q 2
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c. Verdict 1.
d. q°-UeA- 4
" Now after thou hast ydr it,
e. [Thou shouldst bind it] with fresh meat the first day." See demonstration of

this restoration in commentary on V 7-S.

"If thou findest that the ydr of this wound is loose,
sic

thou shouldst draw (it) together for him with the two strips (of plaster)."
h. " Thou shouldst treat it with grease and honey every day until he recovers.

Case 14: Gaping flesh wound in the nose

a, b, and c, as in Case 10; in place of d, Case 14 has directions for cleansing the
wound of coagulated blood ; e, as in Case 10.

" When its ydr loosens, thou shouldst take off for him the fresh meat " (VI 11-12).
g. omitted.
h. " Thou shouldst bind grease, honey and lint upon it every day until he recovers."

Case 23: Gaping flesh wound in the auricula of the ear

a. of I
Thou shouldst draw (it) together for him with ydr behind the interior (of the

auricula) of his ear."
b and c as in Case 10.
d and e are omitted.

" If thou findest the ydr of that wound loose and sticking in the two lips of his
wound (VIII 20-21).

thou shouldst make for him stiff rolls of linen and pad the back of his ear there.
with " (VIII 21).

h as in Case 10, but with lint added.

Case 26 : Gaping flesh wound in the upper lip penetrating to the mouth

a, b, c, d, and e, as in Case 10.
f and g are omitted.
h as in Case 10.
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Case 28 : Gaping flesh wound in the throat penetrating to the gullet

a and b as in Case 10.
c. Verdict 2.
d of Case 10 omitted.
e as in Case 10.
f and g of Case 10 omitted.
h as in Case 10, with lint added.

Case 47 : Gaping flesh wound in the shoulder

a, b, and c as in Case 10.
d of Case 10 is omitted.
e as in Case 10.

" If thou findest that wound open and its ydr loose,

J1.1 I 36M..- l "" Z a\\ I I °IqI--

thou shouldst draw together for him his gash with two strips of linen (plaster)

upon that gash " (really plural, see commentary on kf"t, Case 1, examination).

h as in Case 10, with lint added.
Unlike any of the other cases, Case 47 at this point discusses alternative symptoms,

among which the wound is found " feverish, open and its ydr loose" as in the first

examination. No further light is thrown upon the meaning of the terms we are

examining, for the surgeon is then forbidden to bind the wound; but if the fever

passes off he may treat with grease, honey and lint until recovery.
An examination of the procedure in the above six cases, in all of which the wound

is first" drawn together with ydr" (a), discloses the fact that in four of them (Cases
10, 14, 23, and 47) after an interval during which a fresh meat application may have
been used (e), the ydr is found " loose" (f), when the fresh meat (if used) has been
removed (Case 14)-a condition which in two (Cases 10 and 47) of these four so found

necessitates drawing together the wound again with two strips of plaster. In Case 23

on discovering the ydr loose, the surgeon puts supports of linen padding behind the
auricula, that is between the auricula and the skull of the patient. In Case 14, how-

ever, after finding the ydr loose the surgeon thinks it necessary only to proceed with

the customary bandaging with grease, honey and lint. In Cases 26 and 28, wounds

piercing the lip and the throat respectively, the surgeon does not anticipate that the

ydr will be found loose, and so does not prescribe any resulting precautions.
The nature of the ydr is unmistakably disclosed in Case 23, where the surgeon not

only mentions finding the ydr loose, but adds that they are found " sticking in the
two lips of his wound." The words for "sticking in" are' U"sticking in" are mn m, the customary

phrase for describing weapons " sticking in" human or animal flesh, or fragments
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of bone "sticking in" the fleshy tissue of a wound. Consult especially the com-

mentary on Case 4, Gloss A (II 9). In describing a foreign, intrusive substance
invading organs or tissues mn m always means " sticking in," not " adhering to."

In view of this fact there can be no doubt that ydr is a word for surgical " stitching "

or "stitches." We have here then a surgical suture, the earliest known reference to

sewing up a wound in the history of surgery.
We must next inquire what happens to this "stitching" when it is °, wnh

" loose." This term is explained in two different glosses (Case 31, Gloss A, X 17-19;

and Case 48, Gloss A, XV 8-4) q.v. In the first, where it refers to the dislocation of a

cervical vertebra, it is said to designate the separation of one vertebra from another,

and the commentator refers to the colloquial use of wuh to indicate the separation, or

loosening from each other of two things that had formerly been joined (see Case 31,

Gloss A). Applying this knowledge to wnh, used to describe the condition of a stitched

gash, we find that in Case 47, when the stitching is found "loose" (wnh), the wound is
" open " (pgy, see above summary, Case 47, f). We must conclude then that in the

four cases of stitched wounds which the surgeon finds with the stitching" loose," he

means that the wound has failed to close wholly by healing, and still gapes. In two of

these cases therefore (Cases 10 and 47), the surgeon is charged to draw together the

wound again with the " two strips," that is with plaster. Of the remaining two with

the stitching " loose," one (Case 23) is to be aided by appropriate supports of linen

pads behind the gashed auricula of the ear; the other receives only the usual applica-

tion of grease, honey and lint, bandaged on (Case 14). Finally, in two of the cases

(26 and 28) as we have already noted, the surgeon does not apprehend and does not
provide for failure of the wound to heal after being stitched.

We may now return to consider further the word ydr itself, the meaning of which
has been drawn from its context in our treatise. It is used thirteen times in Pap. Smith

(exclusive of the restored passage in Case 3, I 22), and with the exception of an obscure
passage in Pap. Ebers (109, 9), it is otherwise unknown in the medical papyri. In the
thirteen passages employing it, it is eleven times a noun and twice a verb (Case 10,

V 7 and Case 26, IX 10). In this passage: , Ae " Now after thou

hast stitched it," it is obvious that ydr must be rendered " to stitch" or "to sew."
Hence the noun must primarily mean "stitching, sewing, stitches, suture," rather than

" thread " or " gut " or the like. Curiously enough the Egyptian word for " to

stitch," " to sew," common as it must have been in every day life, is unknown to us.

It is not unlikely that we have recovered it in this surgical use of ydr.

We find it written very erratically. As to determinative, the writings fall into two
groups: a with r and b with 0:

a. With ~:
to (V6); (VI ll); 1 (V7; IX10); L (V8); inVI9thescribe seems
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to have written (o , having evidently raised his pen between= and the seeming o,
but in view of the unmistakable spellings with o, we cannot doubt that he intended
to write © here, just as he has intended to do in the writing of the ligatures for

dr in the next group, where the o looks exactly like o (compare .kr in XIII 11-12),
as it often does in a ligature with some other sign above it, as in nr or r (see
Moeller, Palaeogr. I, Anhang, I and XVII). It would seem that the r of ydr was pro-

nounced so much like 1 and n, as to suggest ydn and the use of the ear (ydn) as a

determinative.
b. With :
r (IX 21, clearly =, detached and not in ligature); ( in ligature,

VIII 19 ; IX 8; XVI 20); (,, (= in ligature, VIII 20; XVII 3; XVII 8).

DIAGNOSIS

V7

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him : " [One having] a wound in his eyebrow. An

ailment which I will treat."
Commentary

The omission of fhry, " one having," is an obvious scribal error. The change

of ? m tp " in the top," to U m, merely " in," may be due to the haste of the
surgeon himself, in making his notes.

The diagnosis is here reduced to the briefest terms, suggesting merely a few note-

book catch-words, containing even less than the title, to which is added the hopeful

verdict 1. See commentary on this verdict in Case 1 (I 2).

TREATMENT

V 7-8

c, I I I
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a The scribe has canceled the three phonetic signs preceding O with a red stroke.

Translation
Now after thou hast stitched it, [thou shouldst bind] fresh meat upon [it] the first

day. If thou findest that the stitching of this wound is loose, thou shouldst draw (it)
together for him with two strips (of plaster), and thou shouldst treat it with grease
and honey every day until he recovers.

Commentary
The omission of the bracketed passage in the text is an obvious haplography due

to the occurrence of ce dw twice in the same line; the scribe having copied as far as
the first one jumped to the words following the second one. It is of great importance
to establish the fact of this error, for otherwise we would have a sentence : ydr-k dw4r ywf w'.d, which might be rendered: " thou hast bandaged (ydr !) it with fresh
meat," which would seem to give us the meaning " bandage" for ydr-a meaning
which has indeed already found its way into the dictionary from this very passage.1

It is important to demonstrate that there is no basis for the meaning " bandage,"
or " to bandage." This will be evident when we have placed our passage in Case 10
in parallelism with the corresponding passage in Case 26, thus :

Case 26 Q K[1 " (IX 8).

Case 10 (V 6).

Case 26 ' followed by diagnosis and verdict (IX 8-9).

Case 10 ' =_followed by diagnosis and verdict (V 7).

Cae2 (Ix 2 (IX 9-10).

Case 10 g (V 7).

Case 26c 1, o ° (IX 10)

Case 10 [ e ] %fi u (V 7).

The continuous parallelism between these two cases, extending from the examina-
tion, through the diagnosis, verdict and treatment, makes it perfectly certain that
the scribe has omitted the words 4. ce, wt-hr-k 4w, "thou shalt bind it," after

1 See Wrterbuch der Aegp*iSchen 8prache, p. 154.
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q 4 ydr-k 4w, "(after) thou hast stitched it." We must therefore insert these
omitted words and thus separate "thou hast stitched (ydr-k) it" from the following
words: "with fresh meat, etc." Ydr has therefore no connection with binding with
fresh meat in Case 10, and there is no other evidence that ydr has anything to do with
the idea of binding or a bandage. The above demonstration should be borne in mind
in reading the discussion of the meaning of ydr in the examination (V 6).

The application of " fresh meat " will be found discussed in Case 1 (I 2-3).

4 wnh, " loose," is discussed in preceding examination.

nb adry, " drawn together," is discussed above in V 6.

'wy (for 'rwUy), " two strips," will be found discussed in Case 2 (I 14-15),
and in Gloss A below.

The treatment with grease and honey is discussed in Case 1, treatment (I 3).

GLoss A

V9

Explaining: Two strips of linen

Translation

As for: " Two strips of linen," it means two bands of linen, which one applies
upon the two lips of the gaping wound, in order to cause that one (lip) join to the other.

Commentary

This gloss is a repetition of Gloss B in Case 2 (I 16-17), where it will be found
discussed, and the evidence adduced which shows that the " two strips " mean more
than ordinary bandages, being in reality strips of adhesive tape or plaster.

The curious resumption of the masculine word ept, "lip" by means of the feminine
substantive adjective w -t, has already been discussed above, Gloss B, Case 1
(I 9-10).
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CASE ELEVEN

V 10-15

A BROKEN NOSE

This case involves interpretation of local indications so limited in extent that it
is difficult to determine with precision exactly what parts of the nose the ancient
surgeon intends to define. It is highly probable that the injury is a rupture between

the cartilaginous tissue, especially the septum and the cartilagines laterales on the one
hand, and the nasal bone on the other. The process of setting seems to have been
no more than the insertion of soft plugs or tampons, saturated with ointment, into
the nostrils and the support of the nose in a normal position by binding on rolls of
linen, evidently sufficiently stiff to act as splints, and called indeed " spars " or

" posts " of linen.

TITLE

V 10
10

Translation

Instructions concerning a break in the column of his nose.

Commentary

The terms for the injury and the parts affected can be better explained in the
discussion of the examination, q.v.

EXAMINATION

V 10-11

11

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a break in the column of his nose, his nose being

disfigured, and a rdepression& being in it, while the swelling that is on it protrudes,
(and) he has discharged blood from both his nostrils, (concluded in diagnosis).
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Commentary

hdb is a very ancient word for " break," graphically suggested by the word
sign, x, the pair of crossed sticks, just as in the case of Ad (see Sethe, Zahlen, pp. 75 ff.;
and Grapow, Zeitschrift, 49 (1911), pp.116 ff.). It is found as early as the Pyramid Texts
(e.g., 954b ; 1144 c; 20380b). While it designated breakage of any ordinary object, it
already appears in the Pyramid Texts applied to the breakage of bones: ~l JJ.

S~1} "He has broken the vertebrae of the back" (Pyr. 409b). Also

-. xa, " A bone of N. is not broken" (Pyr. 1043b). The identity of our
word with this hdb is not to be doubted; for it is written out as [---J (V 11) and

J.K~ (XIV 18). Should the identity of these words with our o be doubted, the
following demonstration is complete:

Case 42 is an injury of the "ribs of the sternum" without 4 wn& or J "J o hdb.
Case 43 is the same with wnt.
Case 44 is the same with 0.
The equivalence between Jijo h b of Case 42 and Z of Case 44 is obvious.
The surgical use of the word is unknown outside of our treatise, and the noun,

h.4b, " fracture " has not yet been found in any connection elsewhere. The surgical
meaning of lAb has nowhere been defined for us in Pap. Smith, as the ancient com-
mentator has defined the meaning of Ad, "smash " in Gloss A, Case 5 (II 16-17).
Nevertheless the definition of id in the above gloss and the examples of its use enable
us, by a process of elimination, to determine the character of the injury designated
by hdb as the complementary term of 4d, " smash:" .db being used for a simple
fracture, while Ad is applied to injuries so serious that they are even compound com-
minuted fractures; see commentary above (Case 5, title, II 11). Another distinction
is the fact that in our treatise hdb is always employed to designate an injury of the
bone, while Ad may also apply to a rupture of the fleshy tissue.

HAb is employed in our treatise in eight different cases, a total of twenty-nine times,
as follows:

Case 11. Fracture in the bridge of the nose (os nasale).
,, 12. ,, ,, ,, glabella (?), or possibly spina frontalis (?).
,, 24. ,, ,, ,, mandible.

,, 35. ,, ,, ,, clavicle.

,, 36. ,, ,, ,, arm (humerus).

,, 37. ,, ,, ,, fracture in the arm (humerus) with wound over it.
,, 42. Sprain (nr.t without 4.db) in the "ribs of the sternum."

,, 44. Fracture in the " ribs of the sternum."

Sywnw, "column " (of the nose). This term is explained by the treatise itself in
Gloss A (V 14-15), pp. 240-242.
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6 fnd, " nose," is a common and current term which has hardly gained technical
anatomical meaning. It will be found discussed in connection with Gloss A, V 14.

Jn pd4, " crushed in " is explained in Gloss B, Case 12, q.v.

U ' mk' hr-f is a very difficult phrase. In the first place it is impossible

to determine whether hr-f is the prepositional phrase "upon it "or" in it "(the nose),
or the noun " his face." In the latter case ink' would be some stative verb describing
the condition of his face; in the former case ink' would be a noun designating some
injury or disfigurement of the nose, which has a " ik' upon it." The determinative
makes the latter alternative more probable. Mk' is probably to be connected with
mk'*t " support, resting place " (see above, Case 4, II 7). Considering that the bridge
of the nose is crushed in and flattened, the lower fleshy and cartilaginous portions
might abruptly project, suggesting a support or notch or depression. In a situation
of such detail, however, guesses like this are very hazardous.

The last two items will be found discussed above, especially Case 4.

DIAGNosis

V 11

a The scribe at first omitted this a and afterward inserted it as a correction.

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a break in the column of his
nose. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

This diagnosis is again a mere memorandum- a catch-word or two actually con-
taining only the title of the case. It produces the impression which we have often
gained before, that in such places the text is a hasty record of memorandum notes.
As in the preceding case its practical value lies in the concluding verdict 1 which will
be found discussed in Case 1 (I 2). Such brief notes serving as a diagnosis raise the
question whether the gradually developing diagnosis was not originally merely what
we find here, that is a repetition of the title to which was appended the practical
direction furnished to the surgeon by the verdict. Out of such a beginning the
more fully developed and logical diagnosis, of which our treatise furnishes a number
of examples, may then have gradually evolved. See also the Introduction (p. 78).
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TREATMENT

V 11-14

14

MMMA AAA~t i, MAA\

X c. \\ I nAAcw+ > \

s ic Oon~

X cam.... uaa, I mmI I

I I zlc" t I

Translation

Thou shouldst cleanse (it) for him [with] two plugs of linen. Thou shouldst place
two (other) plugs of linen saturated with grease in the inside of his two nostrils. Thou
shouldst put [him] at his mooring stakes until the swelling is reduced (lit, drawn out).
Thou shouldst apply for him stiff rolls of linen by which his nose is held fast. Thou
shouldst treat him afterward [with] grease, honey (and) lint, every day until he recovers.

Commentary

J .k, " cleanse," a rare word, originally written with a broom as deter-
minative. It seems in this passage at first sight to take " the two plugs " as its

object, but we must recall here the frequency with which this document omits the

Um, " with," even when the following instrument or remedy does not begin with
m ; e. g., "honey "(byt)in XI 6; XIIJ8; XII 14 ; XIII12; XIV20O; XVB8. In
fact in every case in which treatment " with honey " is prescribed in Papyrus Smith,
the " with " (in) is regularly omitted. The following passage : [ ,
" Cleanse for him with a swab of linen " (VIII 11-12), clearly shows that the normal

construction of 4k followed by " swab " is with an in," with," between 4k and " swab."
In these cases 4k is left without a direct object (cf. also VIII 16). Otherwise it takes

a direct object designating the organ or region to be cleansed (V 18) ; or the impurity
which is to be removed (VI 10). In the latter case 4k means to " clean off," or
" clean out." The only surgical occurrences of the word are the five passages above
cited.
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'~,- Ai dm(?).wy n .bd4, " two plugs of linen." This surgical device, a tampon,
occurs only in our treatise, and is never written out phonetically. Hence the reading
may be a little uncertain; but the sign in its hieratic form is quite clear and seems
to be the well-known " 4jm. It should be noted that in Case 12 (V 18) the two
plugs or swabs employed in cleansing the nostril before insertion of the two tampons
are called "- . See commentary, Case 7, Gloss C, III 18. It designates a device
made of linen, and employed in every case for the cleansing of an internal passage:
twice of the nostrils (Cases 11 and 12) and once of the ear (Case 22). There is no
indication of its form or construction further than the genitive of material, "of linen,"
which follows it in four out of the five passages in which it occurs. The fact that it
could be inserted into the nostrils and left there would indicate that it was probably
a small and soft mass or wad. It was also employed for the application of remedies.
In our case above (V 11), in which the surgeon first cleanses the nostrils with the
two tampons, it is obvious that (as in Case 12) he is then to take two fresh ones
which he is to saturate with fat and insert into the nostrils until the swelling is
reduced.

e wdy, "put " is an important surgical word. It is employed in our treatise
with five different meanings, or at least in five different connections:

a. With the preposition hr, " upon," in directions to the surgeon for " placing "
his hand or fingers in examination or operation, for example in the manipulation of
the mandible in the treatment of a wound in the temporal bone in Case 22 (VIII 10).
Its force in this connection is suggested by the fact that it is exactly parallel with
rdy" put " (literally " give ") in the setting of a dislocated mandible in Case 25:

Case 22: e O I × q --

" Place (wdy) thy thumb upon his chin " (VIII 10).

" Place (rdy) thy thumb(s) on the ends of the two rami " (IX 8).

The other passages containing this usage of wdy are: I 18; III 9-10; VI 4;
VIII 238; and XVII 8-9.

b. With the meaning " apply " a bandage or remedy, with or without a preposi-
tion. In the case of a remedy, if it is external, the preposition in our treatise is = r,
" to" (XIV 83; XIV 4; XVI 12), and once 9 hr, " upon" (I 22 where wdy is a
restoration). In the case of a bandage it is of course an external matter and the
preposition is h ?r, " upon." If the remedy is to be absorbed by a " tampon " or
" plug" of linen as in our treatment above, and inserted into a passage, wdy must be
supplemented by a very specific preposition, like m hnw (V 12), literally" in the inside
of." It is interesting to note that in the two similar Cases 11 and 12, one (Case 11)
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employs m hnw, " in the inside of," after wdy, and the other (Case 12) has rdy m, "put
into," in place of m hnw, after wdy, thus:

Case 11: " . . .

Case 12: ,, ,, ,, .

" Thou shouldst place two plugs of linen .. . in the inside of (so Case 11, but

Case 12, " put into," passive participle modifying" plugs ") his two nostrils."

Similar usage of m hnw with wdy will be found in Case 35 (XII 7) and Case 36
(XII 12-13).

c. To indicate the position of the patient during examination or treatment, accom-

panied by the words " stretched prone" (XII 4-5; XII 10-11; XVII 18-19) or

" between two supports " (III 15).
d. To indicate the return of a broken or dislocated bone, which is " put (wdy) into

its place: " of the nose (Case 12, V 18) ; dislocated jaw (Case 25, IX 5); dislocated

scapula (Case 34, XI 19).
e. In the phrase Q " wdy r t', literally " put to land," that is " moor," with the

addition " at his mooring stakes," the whole already explained in Gloss D, Case 3
(II 1-2), and especially in the commentary on I 22-23, in the treatment in Case 8.
In our passage (V 12) the phrase r t', " to land," is omitted, as also in Cases 19
and 21. It may be noted that two of these cases furnish us the correct reading with

Je dw, " him " after wd-Ehr-k, " thou shouldst put," which our scribe has incorrectly
omitted in Case 11.

Jb. ttb, " swelling," has been treated in Case 4, commentary on II 4.

J ,, bd'.w, " stiff rolls," is a difficult term to define with exactness. It is
a rare and archaic word otherwise found only in the oldest religious texts, where it

twice occurs as a "spar" of a ship (Book of the Dead, Naville, 99, 20 Aa and Lacau,
Recueil de tray. 80, 67, No. 15a). This second passage is a Coffin Text list of parts of
a ship, which are identified by the ancient text with the various members of Osiris, or
some other divinity. Bd'-w is identified with the phallus of Osiris, which is so often
shown in reliefs during erection. This doubtless indicates the shape of the bd'*w. We
must conclude that it means a post-like roll of linen, of sufficient stiffness to hold the
broken nose in its proper or normal position. It is unknown in the medical papyri
elsewhere, and besides its use in our Case 11 the surgeon employs it also in Case 12 in

the identical manner; in Case 23 for supporting the slit auricula of the ear; and
finally in Case 34 for the support of a dislocated clavicle. It should be noted that

even in hieratic the determinative is a narrow, elongated rectangle made with notice-

able care. This is doubtless a side view of the roll, seen across its axis.

The word is written in the plural and is resumed by a plural pronoun in the imme-

diately following context, notwithstanding the fact that it is construed with the
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genitive n in the singular. In case 34 the plural is followed by 0, and in Case 12 we
have the dual (bdj*wy) followed by -; while in Case 28 the writing of both the noun
and the genitive is again exactly as in Case 11, with in the singular. These facts
raise the question whether we have in Cases 11 and 23 defectively written duals, in
which case the pronoun 1'77 (V 13) would be a plural resuming a dual, just as in IX 4.

w le gw' is another difficult word. It is as old as the Pyramid Texts where it
occurs once in a very obscure passage (Pyr. 709 d). Its one occurrence in the Book of
the Dead is very instructive for our text. The passage (Urk. V, p. 176, Spruch 99) reads:
" I bring to thee this serpent ... I put him for thee in it (the barque), with his head
in thy hand, (and) his tail in my hand," TT ., "that we
may gw> him between us for ourselves." Here the meaning " pull him out straight "
or " straighten him out " would fit the passage and furnish us with exactly the mean-
ing we need for our passage. Other uses of the word must, however, be considered.
Construed with the preposition -= before the object it means to " besiege " (a city,
Piankhi Stela, 11. 5, 7, 9, 82, 91). It appears over people drawing in a full net, and
explaining their action (Davies, Deir el-Gebrawi, I, P1. IV). It occurs in three passages,
unfortunately much too fragmentary to be understood, in the London Medical Papyrus,
and it is found once indicating some obscure action of the heart in Pap. Ebers (101, 5).
Finally the Coffin Texts employ it twice (Recueil de tray. 29, p. 157; and 29, p. 158).
In reduplicated form it is also found in the Biography of Ahmose, 1. 25 (Urk. IV, p. 7).
The meaning most probably to be drawn from these passages is something like "hold
firmly." Grammatically gw' is probably a passive participle of which "his nose" is the
subject in a relative sentence: "held fast by which is his nose." The interpretation
of the participle as a purposive gerund is justified by common usage in Egyptian.

The subsequent treatment with grease, honey, and lint has been discussed above,
Case 1 (I 8).

The surgeon takes it for granted that the practitioner is acquainted with the method
of making and using this device. In Case 12, an injury to the upper part of the nose,
and in Case 84, dislocation of the clavicle, these" rolls "are" bound "on. In Case 23,
a slit of the outer ear, the " rolls" are used for padding the " back of the auricula,"
presumably with a bandage to hold everything in place.

GLoss A

V 14-15

Explaining: Column of his nose

60Q q
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15

SThis was omitted by the scribe in copying and was afterward inserted in the much too narrow
space between mf and d.

Translation
As for: " The column of his nose," it means the outer edge of his nose as far

as its side(s) on the top of his nose, being the inside of his nose in the middle of his
two nostrils.

Commentary
I fnd, "nose," is carefully spelled out by the commentator as fnd, and is

evidently to be so read throughout our treatise wherever it means the nose as a whole,
as distinguished from the nostrils. We find the writing , twenty-one times in our
treatise as against only two alphabetic spellings. One of the latter, however, is
significant. It occurs in V 21 in a quotation from V 16, where, however, the scribe
had written & . This is a good demonstration that ~ i is everywhere to be read

I fnd. The dual & found so frequently in our treatise is obviously a word for
" nostrils " (nares), and is undoubtedly to be read arty (see commentary on Case 13,
VI 3). Anatomically fnd (originally fnd) means the entire nose, that is at least the
nasus externus, which includes the ossa nasalia, and how far back into the cavum nasi
our surgeon would have carried its limits is nowhere indicated.

..... tp . . .hry interpreted by itself would be rendered "the upper
head." Tp is used anatomically to designate the " heads," " tips," or " ends " of
various bones (see commentary on 0 in Case 1, p. 85), and this might lead us to
conclude that our gloss intends to designate the radix nasi and the upper end of the
ossa nasalia. Gloss A in Case 12, however, quite precisely defines the Aty.t of the nose
as " the middle of the nose, as far as the back, extending to the region between the
eyebrows " (V 21). This is surely the ossa nasalia, leaving us only the lower and outer
part of the nose as the part concerned in Case 11. These considerations lead us to
conclude that tp . . . hry, if rendered the " upper tip " or " upper head " must refer
exclusively to the soft or cartilaginous tissues of the flexible outer nose, where it
articulates with the ossa nasalia.

Sshould evidently be read '- g4.wy-fy, " its two sides." The scribe has
certainly omitted the ' under s.., for the following context leaves no doubt that
the two sides of the nose are included. " The two sides on the top of his nose " must
designate the two lateral cartilagines. To these soft tissues of the nose the explanation
now adds also the soft central portion of the interior, the septum.

i m hnw fnd-f, " being the inside of his nose." With these words the
R
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commentator passes from his indication of the external limits of the " column of the
nose " to define its internal situation and limits. It should be noted that m hnw might
of course be understood here as the common preposition " in the inside of," without
seriously altering the sense: but the interpretation of m as meaning " being," or
" even," a very common use of it, makes the discussion much more clear.

9 " hry-yb m.d.ty-f y, " the middle of his two nostrils," is not clear
without defining the meaning of mod-ty " the two nostrils " beyond cavil. The word
is rare, and sufficiently unfamiliar, even to the ancient reader, to require definition
in the next gloss, q.v. The word hry-yb, "middle" is used anatomically by our treatise
to indicate the " middle region," like the " middle of the crown " (of the head, IV 1)
or the " middle of the palm " (IV 8); or a middle member of some kind like the
"middle of the nose " (V 21) in the next case; or, as an adjective, the " middle "
vertebra of the neck (X 16). The last example resembles the use of the word in our
passage, except that, having no single word for the body of tissue which he is here
discussing (like " vertebra "), the surgeon simply calls it the " middle." Indeed
the m here, in m hry-yb, might be considered as meaning, " even," "being," or
"to wit,' giving us the rendering " being the middle," as in m hnw just discussed
above. The tissue intended is of course the septum nasi, the wall between the two
nostrils (nares).

Our ancient commentator does not define any of the tissue he is discussing as bone
or cartilage, but it is highly probable that he is exclusively describing what a layman
might call the soft nose, that is, all of the external nose except the ossa nasalia. If
this conclusion is correct, then the " break "which Case 11 treats is a rupture between
the nasal bones and the cartilage which impinges upon them-a very common type of
broken nose at the present day. In that case the Egyptian surgeon intended only the
cartilaginous portions of the nose to be designated by the term " column of the nose."
Nevertheless, like our colloquial term " bridge of the nose," the designation "column
of the nose " may have been sufficiently loose in its application to include enough
of the nasal bone to enable the surgeon to speak of the injury as a" break in the column
of the nose."

GLoss B

V15

Explaining: His two nostrils
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S This f is placed low in the line and there are above it and below it traces of erasures. As

Smith himself noticed (Vol. II, p. ix, 2nd col.), the scribe originally wrote and corrected it
to fr . See commentary.

Translation

As for: " His two nostrils," [it means] the two sides of his nose extending to
his [two] cheek[s], as far as the back of his nose; the top of his nose is loosened.

Commentary
a mnd.t[y] -f[y], " his two cheeks " should obviously be in the dual, as is

shown by the dual of dr'wy, " the two sides." It is a word which has been little under-
stood. In the first place it has been frequently confused with the common word

A nd, " breast " (mamma). It has also been confused with the eye, or some
part of the eye; for it appears in lists of members of the body associated with the
eyes, Book of the Dead, (Budge, 172, from Nebseni 82-3388, 15 and 18). In the
common phrase 9-hb mnd'ty, "to make festive (meaning "to paint ") the two mndt "
(Hymn to Amon 11, 2 and also of other divinities), it is obvious the reference must
be to painting the eyes or the eyes or the region of the eyes. It must be recalled, however, that
eye-paint extends down upon the cheeks. The general situation of the mnd't is
indicated by the position it occupies in the list of cases in our treatise, which takes
up injuries to the head in the following order: calvaria, forehead, eyebrows, nose,
nostrils, mnd-t (three cases : 15, 16, and 17), temporal region, ear, mandible, lips,
and chin. The mndt, therefore, is taken up between the nose and nostrils on the
one hand, and the temporal region and ear on the other. In the transition from
the nose and nostrils to the temporal region and the ear, we of course pass over the
cheek, the maxilla and zygoma; and this is certainly the meaning of mnd*t. More-
over the injuries of the mnd t (Cases 15, 16 and 17) are such as could not possibly
occur to the eye or the nostril, both of which meanings have been wrongly assigned
to mnd't. These injuries are a " perforation" (thin), a "split " (pan), and a "smash "
(id). The first two are never found in our treatise in anything but bone. While we
may render mndt therefore " cheek," we must understand that it may also mean
the maxilla and the adjoining portion of the zygoma as far back as the temporal bone.
This accords with the passage in the Coffin Texts; " Re rises in the east of the sky,
he shines thence ' ( ( mhr mnd.ty-t) upon thy two cheeks," meaning "thy
face" (Recueil de tray. 27, p. 232). This must be the word which occurs in the
singular as far back as the Old Kingdom in the mastabas, e. g., "':166 (Tomb of
Mereruka A 3, East wall). See also Mutter und Kind, III 9.

R2
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°" ffh, the well-known word " to loosen," is a scribal correction. There is evi-

dently a statement here that it is the top of the nose which is broken, orf7h "loosened;"
and the traces of the erased signs support Smith's conclusion that the scribe

originally wrote 4. wnh, " dislocate," although this would of course be incorrect,
for our surgeon carefully distinguishes between hb," break," and wnh," dislocate."

We are now in a position to understand the ancient commentator's explanation of

m4d'ty, " the two nostrils." The " two sides of his nose " may be understood as
including the alae nasi, the cartilaginous wings of the nose, together with the adjoining

lateral cartilage above. The remainder of the explanation would seem to indicate
the other tissue surrounding and forming the nares, the limit on either side being the
cheeks. These indications correspond with those which may be drawn from the scanty
sources elsewhere. In Pap. Ebers (99, 5-6) the list of canals or vessels includes four
in the f ''~® md*ty, the " two md-t," two of which conduct an exudation and two
blood. The exudation - ngwt is obviously the secretions of the nose. At
Edfu the air and again the incense enters the , (mdd.t)" nostrils" of the god
(Rochem, Edfou, I, 569 and 571). See also Book of Breathings (British Mus. Pap.
9995, II 1 in Budge, Book of the Dead, Vol. III, p. 136). Finally it should be noted
that our word seems to have nothing to do with ~ " leg," or " thigh" or the
like used both of men and of cattle in food lists, unless we consider the possibility
that the alae nasi were conceivably regarded as the " thighs " of the nose.

CASE TWELVE

V 16-VI 8

A BREAK IN THE NASAL BONE

This injury, while confined to the external bone, is certainly higher up than the
preceding case, and in contrast with it quite certainly affects the bone. Thus these
two cases of nose injuries are arranged like the wounds of the head in our treatise,
which discussed first the injuries which were confined to overlying fleshy tissue
without affecting the bones, and thereafter proceeded to fractures and similar injuries
of the bones themselves. The case is interesting in that it is the first one we have
met which involves setting the bone. The term for " set " is literally " cause to
fall," followed by the words "so that it is placed in its position," or, more freely,
" lying in its place." Not until after the nose is set does the surgeon cleanse the nostrils
of the coagulated blood, called " every worm of blood." After the insertion into the
nostrils of tampons of linen saturated with grease, this internal packing is externally
reinforced by two stiff splint-like rolls, literally " posts" or " spars" of linen, pro-
bably laid one on each side, and " bound on." The three glosses are very instructive,
especially the quietly rational explanation of "every worm of blood" as the coagulated
blood" likened to a worm which subsists in the water."
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TITLE

V16
16

Translation

Instructions concerning a break in the chamber of his nose.

Commentary
As we shall see in the course of the treatment (V 17-20), our surgeon means the

nasal bone by his curious designation " chamber."

EXAMINATION

V 16-17

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a break in the chamber of his nose, (and) thou
findest his nose bent, while his face is disfigured, (and) the swelling which is over it is
protruding, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary

The terms are all discussed in the glosses, except the last remark, which has been
explained in the commentary on Case 4, examination, II 3-5 (pp. 144--147).

DIAGNOSIS

V17

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a break in the chamber of his
nose. An ailment which I will treat."
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Commentary
The terms will be found discussed in the treatment and in Gloss A. The diagnosis

is again a mere memorandum of a cue-word or two, as in the two preceding cases, to
which the favourable verdict 1 is appended. See commentary in Case 1 (I2) and
discussion in the introduction (pp. 46 if. and 73).

TREATMENT

V 17-20
18

'C

A1 1fc57 MMAJ I I5 I~

19

20)

I X 7NJ \\= 1~

SThis word was omitted by the scribe, but the omission was discovered and the word subsequently
inserted in the space over k, in red ink.

Translation
Thou shouldst force it to fall in, so that it is lying in its place, (and) clean out for

him the interior of both his nostrils with two swabs of linen until every worm of blood
which coagulates in the inside of his two nostrils comes forth. Now afterward thou
shouldst place two plugs of linen saturated with grease and put into his two nostrils.
Thou shouldst place for him two stiff rolls of linen, bound on. Thou shouldet treat
him afterward with grease, honey, (and) lint every day until he recovers.
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Commentary

The surgeon is charged to set the fracture as the first step in the treatment. It is
quite clear that he is dealing with a dislodged portion of bone which must be forced
back into position. As the region where the break has occurred extends, according to
Gloss A, as far up as the area between the eyebrows, it is obvious that the break is either
in the nasal bone, or has ruptured the suture between the os nasale and the frontal
bone. In view of this description of the setting of the fracture, we cannot doubt that
the " chamber " (ty.t) of the nose is the nasal bone. See discussion of Gloss A.

+, , ymyw, " interior," which occurs in only one other passage in our papyrus,
will be found discussed in Case 22 (VIII 11).

- sl-wy, " two swabs." The corresponding passage in Case 11 has
It might at first be concluded that the text in Case 12 should be accepted as the
correct reading and that we should understand Case 12 as furnishing the alphabetic
writing of . It should be recalled, however, that the word = s§ properly means
" splint ' and that there is no word s5, " swab," outside of Case 12, unless we
except the incorrect 4wa of Case 14. See full discussion in Case 7, Gloss C, III 18.

.._a... , rnrr"t, " worm," see Gloss C.

k' ts, " coagulate," is a derived meaning. The common meaning of the word
is " to tie," " to knot." It is used physiologically to designate the growing together
of the fontanel on the crown of an infant's head in Case 8 (IV 11), and its use in our
case quite appropriately suggests the knotting together, as it were, of stringy coagula-
tions, looking like worms.

p' 4 dm(?).wy, " two swabs." See Case 11 (V 11-12) and Case 7, Gloss C
(III 18).

Sbd,.wy, " two stiff rolls," see discussion in Case 11, V 18.
The final treatment with grease, honey, and lint has been discussed in Case 1, I 8.

GLoss A

V 20-21

Explaining: Break in the chamber of his nose

21
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Translation
As for: " A break in the chamber of his nose," it means the middle of his nose

as far as the back, extending to the region between his two eyebrows.

Commentary
4G0 A2ty't, "chamber." This is the word really explained in the gloss, which

does not take up the word " break " at all. Throughout the literature of ancient
Egypt Aty.t is a religious word, and its appearance in our case is certainly its only
medical or surgical use, if not its sole occurrence in a secular document. It is com-
monly employed to designate any sacred chamber. Hence we find it applied to the
tomb (Pap. Boulaq 10, verso, 5, 10, 10-11, 13), or even to the world of the dead, as in
the Book of the Gates; but it was especially a general term for any sacred room,
chamber, or building. Thus the room for the mourning women at Dendera and at
Edfu is called Sty-t. Likewise the crypts in the temple of Dendera are so called, and
similarly an outlying chapel by the temple of Ombos. It is incessantly applied to the
dwellings of the gods, especially to that of Sokar, or of the mortuary gods like
Osiris and Anubis, but also of Ptah. In the papyri of the Nineteenth and Twentieth
Dynasties it is commonly written .j 'yt, and was evidently connected by
the scribes of that age with the word a t, " to be secret, inaccessible." It
appeared, however, in the form ' .pt as early as the Old Kingdom, and the t was
certainly originally t. Hence the connection with St', " to be secret, inaccessible,"
which had t, is doubtful. Our surgeon writes the word in every case with the deter-
minative of a house, and must be comparing the upper bony portion of the nose with
a building, just as he designated the rest of it a "column." That he had any esoteric
suggestion in mind is highly improbable. The less accessible portion of the external
nose, the remotest from the entrance to the nares, suggests to the surgeon the barred
and less accessible chamber of a sanctuary or temple. The term " chamber" at once
raises the question whether the surgeon was not thinking of the frontal sinus, especially
in view of the extension of the 6ty.t to " the region between his eyebrows." The
instructions given the physician for setting the broken aty-t, however, show quite
clearly that it was a bone which might be forced from its normal position, to which
the surgeon must restore it, and if so it is difficult to see how it could include the
chamber of the frontal sinus. See commentary on treatment (V 17-18).ZQ phwy, " the back " or" end," has anatomical meanings which are not always
clear in the case of a short organ like the nose. It is used repeatedly to designate the
" end " of the ramus (Case 7, III 17; Case 22, VIII 10; VIII 14 twice; Case 25,
IX 8), which is said to be the " end " (phuy) of the mandible. Three times it means
the " end " of the mandible (wgw-t, Case 7, III 17; III 18; Case 18, VII 14; and
rr-t, Case 22, VIII 14), and once it is used of the end of the phallus (Case 81, X 20).
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We have already had the ph*wy of the nose in Case 11 (V 15), and in our Gloss A,

although not followed by the words " of his nose " (as in V 15), prhwy obviously

designates a part of the nose. In these two passages where it refers to the nose, it can

hardly refer to the outer end of the nose in Case 11, and certainly does not do so in

Case 12. It seems required then to render the word in accordance with its original

meaning " back," literally " buttocks." This rendering would indicate that the

ph&wy of the nose extends at least somewhat toward the interior. It is conceivable,
however, that the surgeon is thinking of an " end" of the nose toward the frontal

bone, at the point where the nose does actually come to an end and the frontal bone

begins. This view becomes more plausible if the phrase "extending etc." is regarded

as modifying p}'wy, with some such meaning as " the end that extends to the middle

of the eyebrows." There is nothing in the grammar to exclude this rendering. See

the discussion of - rr, " extend," " penetrate," etc. in Case 1, pp. 87-88.

GLoss B

V 21-VI 1

Explaining: His nose bent, while his face is disfigured
22

VI 1

Translation

As for: "His nose bent, while his face is disfigured," it means his nose is crooked

and greatly swollen throughout; his two cheeks likewise, so that his face is disfigured

by it, not being in its customary form, because all the depressions are clothed with

swellings, so that his face looks disfigured by it.
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Commentary
~ j.-..a h'b, " bent." There is no such verb known outside of our treatise,

but its meaning is determinable. The bent spiral wire a on the crown of Lower Egypt
If is called J cJ hb-t, as is well known. There is a designation of a sickle with
bent blade likewise ,, J) h'b. Cf. also hbb with determinative of two sickles
in the Eloquent Peasant, 107 ; and h~b with a bent arm in Pyr. 1041 d, which may be
added to Sethe's discussion in Zeitschrift, 57 (1922), p. 17. Besides the above evidence
we have now the indications of the gloss, which explains hb by the word 1j-dnb,
"crooked." The few known examples of this word are fortunately sufficient to deter-
mine its meaning. A dwarf with feet turned inward is called 'J dnb (Newberry,
Beni Hasan, Vol. II, p1. XVI). Another with crooked feet has the same inscription
(ibid., p1. XXXII). On a Middle Kingdom stela in Leyden (V 89, Boeser, Beschreibung
der Aegyptischen Sammiung, Vol. II, p1. XXVII) a man is named "crooked Kheti,"
that is 7 q~n . hty dnb. With these examples may be compared the Middle
Kingdom passage: ' jj "who follows in the way without deflect-
ing (dnb, British Mus. Stela No. 572, in Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae,
pt. II, pl. 22).

Smnd-ty-fy, "his two cheeks." Mnd-ty has been discussed in Case 11,
Gloss B, V 15.

° J pd1, " disfigured," is of course one of the well-known examples of a word
built up by adding 4 to the root, here the word f pd, " foot." It means originally
to " trample," " lay waste," especially of fields or landscape, as in Uni's wasting of
the fields of the Asiatics (Urk. I, p. 103, 1. 23). Cf. also the obscure incantation in
Ebers 30, 7, in which pdd indicates the destruction of a city. With reference to the
face or head the only other known passage describes a lion as JJ Opd4 tp, " with
head bruised " or " disfigured," Book of the Dead (Naville, 17, 100 and 106-107).
This is exactly parallel with our pd4 hr-f, " his face is disfigured." The writing ~

." his face " (instead of 9%, is also found in III 20.
~ ~ m kd-f mty, " in its customary form." In this phrase m is really

equivalent to " possess " (" be in possession of "), to " have." See the bull " in "
a certain color (Pap. D'Orbigny, XIV, 5), meaning that he " had " such and such
a color.

4krswt, "depressions," literally "holes," is a word otherwise entirely
unknown. There can be no doubt, however, that it is a form related to the familiar
word ... ' rr-t, " hole."

h ~r can hardly be rendered otherwise than above ; but it is not the customary
meaning. In the above two passages its syntax seems to be related to that of the
fir-form in clauses of result, e. g., above, Case 7 (III 7-8).
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GLOSS C

VI 1--3

Explaining: Every worm of blood which coagulates in the inside of his
two nostrils

2

~ )#h7

w , w h swr.

~aL, IVlo IQ AMAOYA

Translation

As for : Every worm of blood which coagulate nteisd fhstonsrl,

it means the clotting of blood in the inside of histontrlikedoth rr-

worml which subsists in the water.

Commentary

- kin, " clotting," is doubtless some word for "thickening," but elsewhere
usually meaning " to bake." Its meaning here can hardly be questioned. See also
Kahun Papyri (7, 29), where it is once likewise connected with blood.

'~~tat, "likened," is more than the mere preposition my, " like." See the
same use in Case 45, XV 18 ; and the causative 4-twt in Case 7, IV 2.-~v rnrr~t is an unknown worm occurring elsewhere than in our treatise
only once, as an ingredient of a prescription for exterminating the hair of a rival
beauty, called the " hated one "(Pap. Ebers, 67, 3-4). It is evidently some slender
and slimy worm thought to resemble the fibrous, stringy formations in coagulated
blood. Some one familiar with the life in the pools of the Nile inundation might be
able to identify it.

w unnt, " which subsists," is an interesting example of the verb wnn in its
ancient meaning, that is, indicating far more than merely " to be," the meaning to
which it finally weakened. Our example may be compared with the admonition in the
Proverbs of Ptahhotep to cherish a wife as long as thou " livest " (wnnt.k, Pap. Prisse,
10, 10).
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CASE THIRTEEN

VI 3-7

COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE IN THE SIDE OF THE NOSE

In Cases 11 and 12 the injured part is " the middle of his nose" (Case 11, V 14-15 ;
Case 12, V 21). Case 13 is followed by a case of injury affecting only one nostril
(Case 14) and Case 15 shifts completely over to one cheek. In the diagnosis of
Case 18 the injury is said to be " in his nostril; " he bleeds from only one nostril and
one ear; and the bleeding is distinctly stated, in this connection (VI 5), to be" on the
side of him having this smash." The injury is sufficiently far over on one side to affect
the ear, and we must conclude from all these facts that the use of "nose " (fnd) in
the title and its first occurrence in the examination (twice in all), is unquestionably
in both cases an error for " nostril " (ar.t). While we render the Egyptian word art
as " nostril," it is obvious from such a case as this that it means far more than the
orifice. It includes also the surrounding tissue extending far enough iaterally to
include some of the bony tissue on each side of the nose, the uppermost part of the
maxilla, known as the " frontal process," which rises almost as high as the root or
top of the os nasale. Along the sides of the latter this frontal process of the maxilla
adjoining the nasal bone might very easily be included by our surgeon in his notion
of the structure of the nose. This may explain why the injury in our case is regarded
as hopeless, and the surgeon prescribes no treatment. The fracture has burst through
into the cavum nasi, so that the surface over it yields or " breaks through " like an
opening door, under the fingers of the surgeon, and he records the unfavorable verdict
without suggesting any treatment. The injury must be very much like the compound
comminuted fracture (id) of the maxilla and zygoma in Case 17, to which the surgeon
also appends the unfavorable verdict 8 (VII 5), although he does follow it with
suggestions of rest and simple remedies in hope of possible survival.

TITLE

VI 8

Translation

Instructions concerning a smash in his nostril.

Commentary

On the surgical meaning of " smash" (.d) as a compound comminuted fracture,
see commentary on Case 5 (II 11).
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°~f - 6r.t-f, " his nostril." The demonstration that we are to read *rt, " nostril,"
and not fnd, " nose," as written (#c,) by the scribe, has already been given in the

introduction to this case. It occurs four times in this case, and in only two out of the
four has the scribe written the word correctly '? (VI 5 and 6). It is instructive to
compare the next case (14), where the same word occurs five times, each time written
correctly. This abbreviated writing is found outside our document only from
the Eighteenth Dynasty on; hence its earliest appearance is here in this case. In
all earlier texts the word is written alphabetically ° 6r.t. Its anatomical meaning
has been unavoidably touched upon in the introduction to this case. It should be

further noted that the word is distinguished from fnd, " nose " in such passages as
the following:

"The sweet North Wind for thy nose (fnd), the wind for thy nostril (r.t)." (Tomb of

Rekhmire, Urk. IV, p. 1166, 1. 1; cf. Petrie, Medum, pl. XXIV; Book of the Dead,

Naville, 172, 14 and 46). Nevertheless it is commonly used in the singular for" nose ;"
e.g., in the well-known list of parts of the body in Pap. Ebers 103, 17 (==Pap.
Berlin 3038, 16, 4) ; but it should be noted that in this list all other double parts of
the body are also in the singular, as also in Pap. Berlin 8038, 16, 2; and Mutter und

Kind III 9. Very important for the anatomical meaning of the word is the phrase
M -j- "II " the two sides of his nose"(Pap. Leyden 848, verso 5, 4-5,
in Gardiner's copy for the Worterbuch). It is quite clear here that the singular of
the word must indicate the nose, while the meaning " nostrils " is equally evident for
the dual in such a passage as " Give me this sweet breath - \\ that is

in thy two nostrils" (Book of the Dead, Naville, 56,3 Aa). We must conclude, therefore,
that in the twelve passages in our papyrus stating that as a result of an injury in the

head the patient is discharging blood } '", " from his two nostrils," we are to
read 6 arty. There are seven more examples of the writing 66 which we are to
read arty in Papyrus Smith, which furnish the best evidence on this point. They are
as follows: Case 11 (V 12), Case 12 (V 18, 19 bis, VI 2, and VI 3), and Case 22 (VIII 11).

To sum up: art is used for " nose," or for " nostril," and anatomically, especially
as shown by Pap. Smith, e.g., Case 14, it includes the tissue surrounding the nostril
and adjacent to it as already shown in the introduction to Case 13.

This word a*t is a good example of the difficulties experienced by our surgeon due
to the complete lack of technically precise terms for designating organs and parts of the
body. He is here, as quite commonly elsewhere, obliged to take over into his scientific
workshop a term which formerly served only as a loose popular designation such as
the modern surgeon has displaced by exact terms created by adaptation of Latin.
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EXAMINATION

VI 4-6

__ex I

g a . c t a e

htuponhsnsebat the pointlflts esmahresh.ou ald iatcortredthfinger s

while at the same time he discharges blood from his nostril (and) from his ear, on the
side of him having that smash ; it is painful when he opens his mouth because of it ;
(and) he is speechless, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary
; j-V 4 m .r~t-f. That we are to read rt, " nostril," in this phrase, and

not fnd, " nose," has been demonstrated in the introduction to this case.
9 j r fnd-.f, " upon his nose," on the other hand, is not to be altered to

it. S.t.f ; for the phrase which follows it, m hw id pf, " at the point of that smash,"
would in that case be superfluous. It is probably the correct use of the word fnd,
"nose," in this passage which has misled the scribe to write " nose " twice incorrectly

in the preceding context, that is, title and beginning of examination.
*je x n bb, " break through " or " crepitate." This rare word is not found in

any of the medical documents outside of our treatise. It is an archaic word found
otherwise only in religious texts of great age : three times in the Pyramid Texts and
once at Abydos. It appears in the Pyramid Texts parallel with the word ton, " open,"
with reference to bolts (Pyr. 1 94 a), to doors (Pyr. 1361 b), and to a coffin (Pyr. 2009 a).
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At Abydos it is said of doors (Mariette, Abydos, I, 40 a, 11). It should be noted that

the Pyramid passage applying nhbhb to the coffin has been restored with his customary

sagacity by Sethe; and one cannot doubt the correctness of the restoration.

This passage indicates that the word means somewhat more than " open," and

suggests the idea of violent opening. It probably means something like "break open."

In our papyrus we find it employed five times as a technical surgical term, applied
in each case to a fracture and indicating some kind of movement of the fracture under

the surgeon's fingers. The cases are as follows:

Case 183, a compound comminuted fracture at one side of the nose. " It nhbhb

under thy fingers " (VI 4-5).
Case 17, a compound comminuted fracture in the maxilla. "It nhbhb under thy

fingers " (VII 2).
Case 24, a break in the mandible. " It nhbhb under thy fingers " (VIII 23).

Case 37, a break in the arm. " It nhbhb under thy fingers " (XII 16).

Case 44, a " break in the ribs of his sternum." " They nhbhb under thy fingers "

(XV 7-8).

With the above material before him the modern surgeon is better able to determine

the meaning of nhbhb than the orientalist, and Dr. Luckhardt, after examination of

the above evidence, confirms my conjecture, that it means " crepitate."
( r -. yk 4w hm dy-f snf, "while at the same time he discharges

blood." A first glance at this passage might lead one to conclude that we have here

an unusual verb khm-f, " he discharges," as if it were a surgical specialization

of the verb o or L~5., " to repel, turn back," or the like. The same text occurs

again in Case 17 (VII 8). Nevertheless it would be an error to accept this verb. We

have here undoubtedly the particle .hm, written without determinative as

frequently. The -o after it is not a determinative, but must be read ,.., giving us

the customary statement dy-f snf, "he discharges blood," as in the duplicate

passage (VII 2-3) cited below (see also VIII 7). I am unable to cite another example

of yk 4w hm followed by a verb in the 4dm-f form, but essentially the same construc-

tion with hm is found in the Sinuhe passage: t ' L _ q (Sinuhe R 15), which

Gardiner renders " Even now he was returning " (see his Notes on the Story of Sinuhe,

p. 168), the force of the ty 4w hm being very well brought out by " Even now," as

I have tried to render our y4k 4w hm by" while at the same time." See also the follow-

ing paragraph.
S(corrected from ), m g4-f, " on the side of him." The evidence

for this correction is as follows. The phrase: I m g4-f hry 4cr pf,
" on the side of him having that injury," occurs six times in our treatise (twice with

the variant ( ,j yh pn, IV 15-16, for 4.cr pf). Indeed one of these six passages is
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very similar to our passage in VI 5 (except for the omission of the particle ?&m and the
parallel term 4kr " injury," in place of our .d "smash "). It reads:

(VII 2-3) and contains .., where our text has ° The source of the error
is moreover evident. The combination . occurs in the next line and without
doubt the scribe's eye fell upon it in the original from which he was copying.zz U 'qA dgm-y, " he is speechless," is explained by our ancient author himself
in Case 22, Gloss C.

DIAGNoSIS

VI 6-7

sic sic

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a smash in his nostril. An ail-

ment not to be treated."

Commentary
As in the preceding three cases we have the diagnosis again reduced to a mere catch-

word, probably serving only as a memorandum, or possibly a student's note, to which
the essential item, verdict 3, has been appended. See commentary on Case 5 (II 15)
and discussion in the Introduction (pp. 46-48 and 73). The injury is so serious that
it is regarded as fatal and no treatment is added.

CASE FOURTEEN

VI 7-14

FLESH WOUND IN ONE SIDE OF THE NOSE PENETRATING
TO THE NOSTRIL

As an examination of the introduction to Case 13 will show, Case 14 is the last
of the oases discussing injuries to the nose. Like Case 13 it carries the place of the
injury toward one side, that is away from the middle of the nose (Cases 11 and 12),
so that in Case 15 we leave the nose entirely and deal with the maxillary region.
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TITLE

VI 7

Translation
Instructions concerning a wound in his nostril.

EXAMINATION

VI 7-9

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his nostril, piercing through, shouldst
thou find the two lips of that wound separated from each other, thou shouldst draw
together for him that wound with stitching.

Commentary
This examination makes it clear that we are dealing with an injury which affects

only the soft tissue. It has pierced from the outside into the interior of the nostril,
a condition indicated by the rare word q [ J)1,r y db, which is explained by the
surgeon in a gloss (VI 13-14). See Gloss A at end of case. The inclusion of the stitch-
ing in the examination is our surgeon's usual custom ; see commentary on Case 10,
V 6. Dr. Luckhardt remarks : " Again a good indication in favor of stitching, since
such a wound is likely to lead to a retraction of the wound edges, because of severance
of the underlying cutaneous muscles."C4 -1 , ,.4't, "6separated," is again a new word. It occurs four times in our papyrus,
once with the determinative as above, twice with ., (XII 4 ; XII 10), and once
followed by corrupt text which contains S . (XVI 18-19). It always occurs as pre-
dicate of a noun following gmy " find," and is obviously a form of the pseudo-participle.
It has nothing to do with the noun LCAI 43t, " filth," which appears from the
Empire on, especially in the rituals. It may be identical with the verb 1
Pt, " to damage" or the like, which is found from the Book of the Dead onward, e. g.,
Naville, 125, Introduction, 9-10 ; 125, 42 ; 17, 80. It is always construed in our
document with the preposition-~, a construction which I have not been able to
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find elsewhere. This may be due to its specialized surgical meaning, for it does not

occur in any of the other medical papyri. The translation suggested above is based

largely on our passage in Case 14, which states that " the two lips of that wound areP't from each other," whereupon the surgeon is charged to" draw together that wound

with stitching." The implication is certainly strongly in favor of the meaning

" separated " for 4't. There is a similar implication in Case 47 regarding the gaping

gash which is stated to be P4t, and must then be drawn together with stitching (XVI

18-20). In Case 36, a broken arm, the surgeon finds the arm " hanging down and

dlt-y from its fellow " (XII 9-10). A similar statement is made in Case 35 in which
the surgeon finds a broken clavicle " short and .t from its fellow" (XII 3-4). If

" fellow " means the other arm and the other clavicle respectively in these last two

cases, P't cannot of course mean " separated." But "fellow " in these two passages
probably refers to the other piece of bone which has been separated by the fracture,
and such an interpretation will permit us to render " separated " in all the cases

employing 't.
1" dny, " each other," is a dual of the pronoun in, "they, their," and literally

means " they (or them) both." It is found also referring to two bandages in Case 85

(XII 7, corrupt) and Case 36 (XII 18, bis), where we have mention of " one of them

both" (', slight correction) and " the other of them both" (L q ). It is
well known that this dual form of the pronoun disappeared at an early date, giving

place to the plural form which supplanted it. Its appearance in our treatise is another

evidence of its great age.
L. ydr, " stitching." See commentary on Case 10, V 6, pp. 227-231.

DIAGNOSIS

VI 9
sic

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a wound in his nostril, piercing
through. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary
The diagnosis is again merely a catchword as so often in the preceding cases. The

commentary on "wound" will be found in Case 1, lost introductory column (pp. 82-84).
On " nostril" see Case 18, VI 8.
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4 JPfr yedb, "piercing through " will be found discussed in Gloss A of this case.
On the concluding verdict 1, see commentary in Case 1 (I2) and consult also the

introduction (pp. 46 if.).

TREATMENT

VI 9-12

AAAA4n ----- .... t MGM ...

,If c. 1 I I! I \\

o .=-> ! e I \.1I Iov

Translation

TIhou shouldst maake for him two swabs of linen, ad husols la u vr

worm of blood which has coagulated in the insideofhsntrlTouhudtbidt

with fresh meat the f~~~~irt)dy hnissicigloento hudttk f o

himth frshmea, and tou holds bn i wt gese hnyad)litevr

day util e recvers

_ommenLar

Thou souldstmakeouitob s iaoflnenr(ad) ou shoulstclansoutee

worhoebooi wichharcalaedin the"evrywinsi lode ofhsbenstril.thoun Csou, ldssinCi
wVI freshatthe ue firs da.ienyi"tstith inglosesthoumannsh ouldstteofffo

him thefrehf" rem eat atou shoulstindiwt(ges,2oey(n))it.vr

da until he reoes"i ul icse nCs 1,V6udryr h ur

ariss wh wherwy isnhtouubsgemytasrbaferr orexp twon arsabs Se
then adcussinoftspaallelingCaste1(18asndespeciallyotffllted yatmentrtin

efont o wtheueo"efreheascas ae adIi (Ie 2,-3,an3)..u

such absorption could not occur within a day. See the discussion in Case 10.
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=11 is doubtless to be read ydr as elsewhere, not yd"t. See full discussion of the

word, including our passage, in Case 10 (V 6).
° is probably to be read sp-yn-k, as a prescriptive form, but the dative

after the imperative, especially with asp, is of course common.
On the use of " grease, honey, and lint " see Case 1 (I 2-B).

GLOss A

VI 12-14

Explaining: A wound in his nostril piercing through
13

E] L:::::

14

Translation

As for: " A wound in his nostril, piercing through," it means that the two lips
of his wound are soft, opening to the inside of his nose, as one says: " Pierced

through " concerning soft things.

Commentary

This explanation is curiously enough repeated in another case, Gloss A, Case 26,

which contains some interesting variants noted below. The word which the com-

mentator is specifically explaining is
q j JIr y.4db, "piercing through." The explanation is not particularly successful

in making clear the meaning of y4db. Besides the four occurrences of the word in

Case 14, it is further found nine times in our treatise, four of which are in Case 26.

These passages are really more valuable in determining the meaning of the word than

any other source, for the word is unknown outside of our document. 1 In Case 26,

1 It is evidently not related to the well-known J, 4db of the Book of the Dead, which appears

as " I J in the Pyramid Texts (1340b, etc.) and means "damage" or the like. Nor has it any

discernible connection with [ I'j regularly occurring in the Pyramid Texts in parallelism with1n4, "life" (Pyr. 167a; 168 a; 176-178). We cannot suppose that it is related to -J( cab,

"instruments," or the like, e. g., Naophoric Statue in the Vatican, 2. See infra, p. 18, 7th line from top.
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a wound in the lip, the injury is described as " piercing through (yddb) to the inside

of his mouth " (IX 7 ; IX 9 ; IX 11-12). Similarly in Case 28 a wound in the throat

is described as " piercing through (y4db) to his gullet" (IX 19; IX 22). Helpful light

on the meaning of this passage is thrown by a detailed comparison with Case 27,

a " gaping wound in the chin." The parallel passages are as follows :

Case 27. " If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his chin,"-' - .

Case 28. " If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his throat," .1*ix

Except for the two different parts of the body concerned, the two passages are

identical until we reach the final descriptive phrase, where Case 27 has " penetrating

to the bone," and Case 28 has " piercing through (y.db) to his gullet." Thus it would

seem highly probable that yddb is nearly synonomous with e rr, "penetrate,"

the latter being here used where the penetration reaches a solid body, the former

(y.db) where it comes through into a void. In Case 84 the surgeon likewise describes

a rupture of overlying soft tissue which he finds accompanying a dislocation of the

clavicle, as " piercing through (ygdb) to the inside " (XI 21), meaning, of course, the

interior of the trunk. In Case 37, a broken arm with a rupture of the overlying soft

tissue, the meaning of y4db is not so clear (XII 20; XII 21). The surgeon first describes

a fracture " having a wound over it " and regards this injury as one with which he

can deal (verdict 2). He then adds: " If, however, thou findest that wound which

is over the fracture with blood issuing from it, piercing through (y4db) to the interior

of his injury, thou shouldst say '. . . A case not treatable'" (Verdict 8, XII 19-21).

See commentary on Case 87.
The form of the verb is interesting. With one exception (our gloss above), the

word is always written q c-Jj,- yddb, with initial q in all the thirteen passages in

which it occurs: and it should be noted with reference to the sole occurrence of

J 4db, that the parallel text (IX 12) has y4db. The context would indicate

that we have in this word in every passage a participial form. In our Case 14 y4db

occurs three times in the phrase" a wound in his nostril, piercing through." In none

of these three passages does y4db take a feminine t, which would show agreement with

§r.t (feminine), " nostril." It must qualify wbnw, " wound," which is masculine,

and we must therefore regard y4db as an active participle, describing the condition

of the wound. It is evidently then an imperfect active participle, having the vowel

after the second radical, and therefore taking a prosthetic q before the double

consonance at the beginning of the word. Confirming this identification is the

occurrence of the formq ( 1fYj ,4. yidb"w (XI 21), with the ending e. See Erman,

Grammatik3 , par. 390, p. 203. The form 4db in our gloss (VI 14), which seems to

make a sentence by itself, might be a perfect passive participle, and has been so
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considered in the translation, notwithstanding the occurrence of y4db in the parallel
gloss (IX 12).

.J d ~wb' n might possibly be considered as an n-form of the verb, with
hnw fnd-f (" the inside of his nose ") as the subject, giving us the sentence: " The
inside of his nose has opened." The surgical and anatomical conditions in these
cases, however, are not described by the use of the n-form (except with the negative,
e. g., II 14). It seems to me certain that we have here the common phrase -2o
n hnw, "to the inside," found also in Case 5 (II 16; II 17) with hrp, "sink;" Case 6
(II 24) with wb' " open; " Case 26 (IX 9; IX 11) with y4db, and (IX 12) with wb>,
" open; " Case 32 (XI 8) with hrp, " sink " (n omitted by error of scribe); Case 34
(XI 21) with y4db, " piercing through; " and Case 37 (XII 20), the same. We must
regard wb n, "opening to," as exactly parallel with r n, "penetrating to," so
common in the cranial cases in this treatise.

'"" my dd, " as one says," perhaps literally a passive participle, " like what is
said," or better an impersonal passive, " as is said," is represented by 'f., literally
" he says " in the repetition of this gloss in Case 26, Gloss A.

The plural of yh-t, " things," is treated as usual as a masculine, gnn following with-
out any indication of agreement in gender. See Case 31, commentary on X 19.

CASE FIFTEEN

VI 14-17

PERFORATION OF THE BONE IN THE REGION OF THE MAXILLA AND
THE ZYGOMA

With Case 15 we pass from injuries of the nose to those in the maxillary region,
including likewise injuries to the zygoma in all probability. Injuries in this region
are treated in the three cases 15, 16, and 17: Case 15 discussing a " perforation "

(thmrn), Case 16 a "split" (pan), and Case 17 a "smash" (.4d) or compound comminuted
fracture. The arrangement of these cases of injuries in the region mentioned is the
same as that which we have found in the discussion of injuries of the skull: Case 8
treating a " perforation," Case 4 a " split," and Case 5 a " smash."

Our surgeon regards a perforation of the bone in this region as an injury which he
can cure, notwithstanding the fact that there is possibly a diseased condition of the
wound. The remedy which he applies, a mineral called ymrw, which cannot be identi-
fled, would be interesting if it were safe to conclude that it was a mineral poison acting
as a disinfectant, but the reader should be warned that this is pure conjecture. Our
inability to identify this mineral is another illustration of our lack of information
regarding the terms belonging to the ancient Egyptian materia medica.
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TITLE

VI 14

6I I I"~CI~

Translation
Instructions concerning a perforation in his cheek.

Commentary

Io The reading thi is clear from the examination (V115) . For full commentary
see Case 3 (I 18).

' mnd-t, " cheek," is used here as a designation of the maxilla and the con-
tiguous portions of the zygoma, even as far back as the temporal bone. See com-
mentary in Case 11 (V 15).

EXAMINATION

VI 15-16

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a perforation in his cheek, shouldst thou find

there is a swelling, protruding and black, (and) diseased tissue upon his cheek,
(conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary
On thin m mnd~t-f, "a perforation in his cheek," see title above. Commentary

on tijb y 9w-y, " the swelling protruding," will be found in Case 4 (II 4).
Skm may mean " black " here, although with this meaning it usually has

the determinative -', while its meaning with the determinative is usually "to
be complete." It should be noted, however, that in the following case (VI 18-19),
the wording of the examination of which is exactly parallel to our passage, we find:;
" If thou examinrest a man having a split ($in) in his cheek, shouldst thou find there
is a swelling, protruding and red, on the outside of that split, etc. ;" that is, we have
a color designation immediately following the observation regarding the swelling.

c > 4 4 l y. This term is the same as ==,' J\ a' y of Case 41, see Gloss A.
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DIAGNOSIS

VI 16

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a perforation in his cheek.
An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

Again, as so often, the diagnosis is merely a hasty memorandum, omitting all that

should follow the introductory catchwords. On the meaning of these see commentary
on the title. On the significance of the concluding verdict, see commentary on Case I
(I 2) and also the introduction (pp. 46 ff.).

TREATMENT

VI 16-17
17

Translation
Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw and treat it afterward [with] grease (and) honey

every day until he recovers.

Commentary

~ ymrw, which we may call imru, must be identical with c" ", ymrw,
which occurs seven times in our treatise. The writing with =mr, which is found
in two other passages (IX 6 and X 11), is further evidence of the archaic origin of our
treatise, for it is known only in the Old Kingdom, or in religious texts retaining the
old orthography. The determinative shows that it is a mineral, which, however, we
are unable to identify, as it is entirely unknown outside of Pap. Smith. It can hardly
be the same as the like-sounding ( ,! , ydmry, commonly guessed at as "emery,"
which appears for example in Asiatic tribute (Sethe, Urk. IV, p. 686). If we really
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have in our case here an example of gangrene, one would like to see in imru some
poisonous mineral which would act as a disinfectant; though, if so, it is obvious that
the nature of its effects would not have been understood by the ancient surgeon.

' rw h-k, " thou shouldst treat." Although the customary determinative of
4rwhl is the book roll, nevertheless we cannot doubt that we should read .. asrw
in this passage, as a comparison of the corresponding passage in Case 16 immediately
following will show.

The omission of L m "with" before mrh-t, "grease," is frequent in Pap. Smith;
but it is not due to the fact that mrfht begins with m, for it is also often found omitted
before by*t, " honey," and even ydr, " stitching" (Case 26, IX 8).

On the use of grease and honey see commentary on Case 1 (I 2-3).

CASE SIXTEEN

VI 17-21

SPLIT OF THE BONE IN THE REGION OF THE MAXILLA AND
THE ZYGOMA

This case is the second of the group of three (Cases 15, 16, and 17) treating injuries
of the maxillary region. See the introduction to Case 15. The case is regarded as one
quite curable.

TITLE

VI 17-18
18

Translation

Instructions concerning a split in his cheek.

Commentary

On the surgical meaning of " split " (pan), see commentary, Case 4 (II 2). See
also preceding Case 15 (VI 14).

EXAMINATION

VI 18-19

19

I I '-=4
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Translation

If thou examinest a man having a split in his cheek, shouldst thou find that there
is a swelling, protruding and red, on the outside of that split, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary

" Shouldst thou find . . . that split" is found also in Case 8 (IV 6), referring to
a fracture of the skull (except that our passage in Case 16 has inserted the additional
detail " red "). Consult commentary on Case 8 (IV 6), and, on "swelling protruding,"
see also Case 4 (examination), II 4.

DIAGNOSIS

VI 19-20

20 ~ c= X

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having a split in his cheek. An

ailment which [I] will treat."
Commentary

As in a number of the preceding cases the diagnosis contains only a memorandum
repeating the title, the verdict at the end forming the important item. On this verdict
consult commentary on Case 1 (I 2) and the introduction (pp. 46 ff.).

TREATMENT

VI 20-21

21

Translation
Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. His treatment is sitting

until its swelling is reduced (lit. drawn out). Thou shalt treat it afterward [with]
grease, honey, (and) lint every day until he recovers.
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Commentary
On the treatment with " fresh meat," see commentary on Case 1 (I 2-8); and on

" grease, honey, and lint " see Case 1 (I 2-8). The term "swelling " (ttb) is discussed
in full in Case 4 (II 4). The chief item in the treatment is " sitting," that is quiet

and rest ; see Case 4 (II 7).

CASE SEVENTEEN

VII 1-7

COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF THE BONE IN THE REGION
OF THE MAXILLA AND THE ZYGOMA

This is the third in the series of three progressively more serious injuries to the
bone in the maxillary region, beginning with Case 15. As in the case of a similar
injury to the skull (Case 5), to the nasal bone (Case 13), and to the temporal bone

(Case 22) the surgeon appends the fatal verdict 3, " An ailment not to be treated."
In view of these analogous cases just cited (513, , and 22), our verdict in Case 17 is
probably correct, and the stereotyped words, following the conventional treatment
with grease, honey, and lint, " until he recovers," are doubtless to be regarded as
a scribal error. See discussion of these passages below, and see Pl. VII, Fig. 14.

TITLE

VII 1
1

Translation

Instructions concerning a smash in his cheek.

Commentary

On the surgical meaning of id "smash," really a compound comminuted fracture,
see commentary on Case 5 (II 11).

EXAMINATION

VII 1-4

SA l
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Translation

If thou examinest a man having a smash in his cheek, thou shouldst place thy
hand on his cheek at the point of that smash. Should it crepitate under thy fingers,
while he discharges blood from his nostril, (and) from his ear on the side of him having
that injury; (and) at the same time he discharges blood from his mouth, while it is
painful when he opens his mouth because of it, (conclusion in diagnosis).

Commentary
The parallel passage in Case 18 (VI 4-6) has interesting variants. The surgeon

uses wdy "put, place " interchangeably with rdy, literally "give," when the object is
the hand placed on the injury.

M h'w, which I have rendered "at the point of," probably suggests some local
refinement which may not have been sufficiently suggested by this rendering. See
parallel in Case 13.

On n bb, " crepitate," see commentary on Case 18 (VI 4-5).
On ydk 4w in 1. 2 and ydk .w h m in 1. 8 see commentary on Case 13 (VI 5).
Both the nostril and the ear on the side which has suffered the injury are affected.

The apparent writing kn, as in IV 15 (see also original, IV 7), is to be read 4kr.
The discharge of blood from the mouth, as well as from the nostril and the ear,

shows that the wound has broken through and ruptured the tissue in the oral cavity.
Naturally the facial muscles are effected, making it painful to open the mouth, just
as in Case 13.

DIAGNosIS

VII 4-5

& The scribe wrote ~.. by error immediately after c. He then wrote a over this . and
added %.. at the end.
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Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him : "One having a smash in his cheek, while he

discharges blood from his nostril, from his ear, (and) from his mouth, (and) he is
speechless. An ailment not to be treated."

Commentary
The diagnosis is fuller than in the two preceding cases, in which it offers only a

repetition of the title. It adds also the interesting circumstance that the patient is
speechless. This word, dgmy, " he is speechless," is explained by the surgeon himself
in Case 22, Gloss C, q. v. This remark regarding speechlessness is dropped in here as
a single word in Egyptian, whereas in Case 183, where it has been properly inserted as
part of the examination, the same Egyptian verb has been introduced by a preceding
auxiliary verb , yw-f, "he is" (VI 6). See discussion of this diagnosis in the Intro-
duction (p. 50).

This verdict, regularly used of fatal cases, will be found discussed in Case 5 (II 15).
I formerly regarded it in our case as an obvious error of the scribe, in view of the phrase
" until he recovers," at the end of the case. Indeed the scribe has made the same
error and corrected it back to verdict 1, " a case which I will treat," in Case 85. An
examination of Case 13, however, makes it quite possible that the verdict is correct
and the conclusion (VII 7) an error. See Case 13, introduction.

TREATMENT

VII 5-7
o

Translation

Thou shouldst bind with fresh meat the first day. His rreliefl is sitting until its
swelling is reduced (lit. drawn out). Thou shalt treat it afterward [with] grease, honey
(and) lint every day, until he recovers.
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Commentary
This treatment is identical with that in the preceding case, but we cannot suppose

that the scribe has absentmindedly raised his eyes to the treatment in the preceding
case (immediately above our case in his original roll), and thus copied the wrong treat-
ment; for he has written the extraordinary ~ ~ .for 1 4r . -f, "his treat-
ment " (VI 20), and he has written the variant - for . of VI 21, besides the
cursive j for the fuller 0 O by.t, "honey," of VI 21. As for the conclusion,
" until he recovers," it is so frequent in our treatise after the treatment with "grease,
honey and lint," that the scribe may have written it quite thoughtlessly, without
having seen it in the original before him. It is quite possible therefore that this con-
clusion is an error and that the fatal verdict above is correct.

( ~. sry-f, " his rreliefl," is not an error, for it is found in two other passages
in our treatise, three in all. In each case it is written exactly as above, without any
determinative, in a verbless sentence with " sitting" as the predicate noun. In both
the other cases it is followed by the copulative ' pw (Case 20, VIII 5; and Case 82,

XI 6-7). In our Case 17 it may be used in connection with a fatal condition of the

patient ; in Case 20 it is certainly so used; but in Case 32 it is immediately followed

by the clause " until he recovers." If the meaning above suggested is correct, it is

applied both to relief in a favorable, as well as in a hopeless case, in which temporary

alleviation is all that can be expected. The rendering hazarded is based on a very un-

certain identification of our word with the causative 1=q A .4-rwy, "to cause to flee,"

used of exorcising spirits, and as a legal term, of " transferring " a person or pro-

perty levied for tax payments, a term which might possibly be applied by our
surgeon to relief from physical suffering. In all three occurrences of the word we
find -- s instead of the 4 needed to justify the etymology suggested. In any case it

should be noted that our puzzling word is found in all three cases in a context which

elsewhere repeatedly has 4rw -f, "his treatment," in place of our sry-f-a fact which

shows that sry-f must have some meaning which will make sense when substituted for

rw-f, " his treatment."

CASE EIGHTEEN

VII 7-14

A WOUND IN THE SOFT TISSUE OF THE TEMPLE, THE BONE
BEING UNINJURED

This case is the first of a group of five cases of injuries affecting the temporal region

between the eye and the ear. The surgeon has thus been passing from the nose back-

ward towards the ear, which follows this group of five cases. Like the first eight cases

in the treatise, discussing injuries to the head, our group begins with a flesh wound

affecting only the overlying soft tissue (Case 18) and passes then to deeper and more
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serious wounds affecting the bone: a perforation (thm, Cases 19 and 20), a split
(pan, Case 21), and a compound comminuted fracture (id, Case 22).

The discussion includes two interesting glosses, the first explaining the size and

nature of the flesh wound, the second defining the new term gin, and showing that it

was closely equivalent to our modern popular word " temple."

TITLE

VII 7

Translation

Instructions concerning a wound in his temple.

Commentary

The important new word gin, " temple," or " temporal bone," is explained by

the surgeon himself at the end of this case in Gloss B, q. v.

EXAMINATION

VII 7-9
8

9

s The scribe has apparently written r, at least it is unusually large fort. Such a large t is however
occasionally found, and the gloss in 1.12, quoting this passage, writes t.

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his temple, it not having a gash,
while that wound penetrates to the bone, thou shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst

thou find his temporal bone uninjured, there being no split, (or) perforation, (or) smash
in it, (conclusion in diagnosis).
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Commentary
The parallel passage in Case 27 (IX 14-15) offers interesting and important variants.

Grammatically it is interesting to find above gmm-k, "shouldst thou find," parallel with

yr gmy-k, " If thou shouldst find " in Case 27. More important is the following variant:

Case 18: a W e IIt

" Shouldst thou find his gmin uninjured."

Case 27: qA<:- U ...( L
" If thou shouldst find his bone uninjured" (IX 14-15).

The full discussion of gm', " temple," will be found in Gloss B, in connection with

the surgeon's own explanation of the word; but the point to be made here is the evident

application of the word both to a bone and to the soft tissue lying over it. We observe

that the injury is assumed both by the title and the first clause of the examination

to be in the patient's gm', whereas the latter part of the examination (beginning 1. 9)

states quite clearly that the gmin' is " uninjured " and has no "split, perforation, (or)

smash in it." The specified injuries are those of the bone (pn and thm are used ex-

clusively of bone, 4d primarily) and the parallel passage above cited, referring to the

chin, actually employs the word " bone " where our case has gin'. It is obvious there-

fore that our surgeon is describing an injury which has penetrated the soft tissue over-

lying the bone and exposing it, but without inflicting any injury upon it. We find,

therefore, wide latitude in the anatomical meaning of gm', here rendered "temple"

and " temporal bone," which will be found discussed in the commentary on Gloss B,

where the Egyptian surgeon is noticeably vague in his definition of gin', and is probably

intentionally so; for he calls it " the region thereof between the corner of his eye and

the rorificel of his ear, at the end of his mandible " (p. 275). His terms leave it quite

uncertain, therefore, whether the designation gin' includes the bone or refers exclusively

to the overlying soft tissue. The superficial area included is indicated with fair pre-

cision, but like our own word " temple ", the Egyptian gm' does not suggest what

is included below the surface (see pp. 275-277 and PI. V, Fig. 11).

On the meaning of the term kf.t, " gash," see commentary on Case 1, pp. 90-92.

On " palpate " (d'r) consult commentary on Case 1, pp. 92-93.
On " penetrates to the bone " ('r n t4) see Case 1, pp. 87-89.
PA, " split," confined to injuries of the bone, has been discussed in Case 4 (II 2).

Thm, " perforation," also confined to injuries of the bone, has been discussed in

Case 3 (I 18).
Ad, " smash," primarily used of injuries to the bone, but sometimes of soft tissue,

is discussed in Case 5 (II 11).

The order of the three injuries excluded from this case is different from that of the

following four cases (19-22), in which they are taken up, viz., thin, pa, id.
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DIAGNOSIS

VII 9-10
10

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a wound in his temple. An
ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

Considering the surgeon's vague use of gm), " temple," in this case (see coma ntary
on examination), this memorandum serving in the place of the diagnosis is singularly
insufficient. It merely repeats the title, as in the cases on the maxillary region (Cases
15-17). For the practical surgeon, however, the line of action he is to follow is in-
troduced in the favorable verdict 1, which is explained in Case 1 (I 2) and discussed
also in the introduction (pp. 46 ff.).

TREATMENT

VII 10-11
11

a Preposition m, "with" omitted as commonly.

Translation

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day, (and) thou shouldst treat
afterward [with] grease, (and) honey every day, until he recovers.

Commentary

On this frequent remedy, fresh meat followed by grease and honey, often with lint
added, see Case 1, treatment (I 2-8). The case is evidently a simple one, and recovery
is regarded as certain.

T
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GLoss A

VII 11-18

Explaining: A wound, not having a gash, while it penetrates to the bone.
12

* The scribe at first wrote "its two lips," and then discovered that his original had "his wound"
instead of the pronoun "its." He therefore canceled " its" ( ) with a vertical stroke of red ink

over the black. Wnt and t of kf.t (1. 12) are also corrections entered in black in the rubric.

Translation

As for: " A wound, not having a gash, while it penetrates to the bone," it means

that the wound is contracted, reaching as far as the bone, (though) there is no gash in

it. He speaks of (its) narrowness, his wound not having two lips.

Commentary

The scribe again demonstrates his carelessness in quoting an excerpt from the text

of the case, which has" that wound "(VII 8) instead of " it "as quoted (VII 12).

This wound in the temple is of the same kind as that in the head, described in

Case 1, where much the same terms are employed to indicate the character of the

wound as a small rupture of the soft tissue, such as would be produced by falling and

striking the head on a stone, or such as would result from the blow of a club. Compare

Case 1, diagnosis (I 1-2) and Gloss B (I 9-10). This gloss explains the phrase in the

text "while his wound does not have two lips " and states the meaning as: "his

wound is narrow; without gaping of one (lip) from the other." Compare also Case 1,

Gloss C. The gloss is of interest as showing the surgeon's intention to create precise

terms for flesh wounds just as he does for injuries to the bone. This gloss, further-

more, correlates well with the term gm as sometimes designating the soft tissue of

the temple.
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GLOSS B

VII 13-14

Explaining: His gin

\ \ 
n 

M © 
.....- 

G- am 
...

a The two signs have been canceled by two oblique strokes in red ink over the black.

Translation

As for: "His gm'," it means the region thereof between the corner of his eye and
the rorificel of his ear, at the end of his mandible.

Commentary

+. ymytw (or ymywty) literally means "between." It is, however, twice used
elsewhere in our document to designate the " region between "or the "tissue between,"
that is, it becomes a substantive meaning " what is between." The two examples are:

" It means what is between shell and shell of the skull," a description of the sutures
(Case 7, III 16, Gloss A) ; and

" it means the middle of his nose ......... , extending to the region between his two
eyebrows " (Case 12, Gloss A, V 21). These two passages quite justify our rendering
" region between" in Case 18.

" ny. The force of the particle is not wholly clear here, although it can be under-
stood as meaning " thereto " or " therefor," somewhat in the sense of " thereof."
See commentary on verdict 3, Case 5 (II 15).

l" 4rnd, corrected to l 4d. The two signs r n have been canceled by the
scribe with two oblique strokes of red ink over the black. Such a word as id, with
determinative of the evil bird, is however unknown; whereas the word 4'nd, although
corrected by the scribe, is a perfectly good word with the right meaning for this
passage. The correction is therefore in all probability an error by the scribe.

&nd is employed as the opposite of 4-w4h, " make broad " (Lepsius, Denkmaeler,
III, 18, 7); as the opposite of 4-i', "make numerous " (Pap. Leyden 347, 8, 8); and
as the opposite of 4 -,, "make great" (Tomb of Neferhotep, Duemichen, Hist. Inschr.

T2
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II 40a, 11). It is clear from these examples that 4-rnd means " to diminish"
(transitive), or more specifically in the three cases cited," to make narrow,"" to make
few," " to make small." Confirmatory examples will be found in Edfu (Rochem. I
294 ; I 429 = Piehl, Inscr. II 3 Da) ; Gardiner, Admonitions, p. 80; Dvaud, Maximes
de Ptahhotep, p. 19; and Gunn, Syntax, p. 15, example 89. The meaning " to make
narrow " fits our passage very well. It must indicate the narrow end of the eye, as
distinguished from the broad end, a difference accentuated very strongly by Egyptian
eye-paint. Our surgeon is designating the outside corner of the eye.w q gny-t " rorificel " is possibly to be transliterated Q q gry-t. It is a new
and unknown anatomical term, not found in any other ancient document. As a part
of the ear, it renders a little more definite one limit or boundary of the region which
the surgeon is defining. Whether it designates a portion of the auricle or outer ear,
or indicates the orifice itself, we cannot decide on the basis of this passage, the only
occurrence of the word thus far known.

" At the end of his mandible." The preposition r is the usual one indicating prox-
imity to a member of the body; compare such well-known phrases as r h14, " at the
throat " (used of a necklace) ; or r fnd, " at the nose " (used of a flower, or the symbol
of life). It is grammatically possible, however, that r, the regular preposition introduc-
ing the other limit after the word " between," is to be so construed here. This would
give us " the corner of his eye " as one limit, while the other limit would be double,
" the rorificel of his ear " and " the end of his mandible." An examination of the
actual anatomy of the head, however, is conclusive in excluding this rendering. We
must understand r as meaning " at."

~) ~gm-f. The region connoted by this word, as defined in our gloss therefore,
is that between the eye and the ear, at the end of the mandible, and this conclusion is
clearly confirmed by the other evidence in our document. It is interesting to observe
that the ancient surgeon finds it necessary to define the term gm', as if it were un-
familiar to his generation. It is certainly so to ours, for the word is entirely new
to us, and is not found in any other document. Fortunately it occurs no less than
twenty-two times in the Edwin Smith Papyrus. Of these, three passages are very
helpful in determining its meaning. One of them is our Gloss B, just discussed. Before
taking up the other two, we should note the position of our case with reference to
what has preceded and what follows. After discussing wounds of the skull, including
the frontal bone and eyebrows, the surgeon has proceeded to take up injuries to the
bridge of the nose, to one nostril, to the cheek and maxillary region. He then takes
up the gin', and follows it with a discussion of the ear. He thus proceeds from the nose,
through the maxilla and the gm' to the ear. The order and sequence of his discussion,
therefore, would suggest that in taking up the gm' he is proceeding through the tem-
poral region to the ear. Gloss B has just confirmed this conclusion, and we may now
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proceed to examine the other two instructive occurrences of the word gmn in our
papyrus.

We find symptoms arising from a gaping wound in the skull, partially described as

follows : "Stiffening on the part of the ligaments at the end of his ramus,"

"which are fastened to his gm', that is at the end of his jaw, without moving to
and fro, so that it is not easy for him to open his mouth because of his pain" (Case 7,

Gloss B, III 17-18). The ligaments which operate the mandible are here said to be
" fastened to his gmi," making the identification of gin as "temporal bone " quite

certain. The reference is of course to the temporal muscle, which is attached to the
coronoid process and to the temporal bone.

The third instructive example is found in a discussion of the ramus, the inner or

upper end of the mandible. It defines the ramus as follows

" as for the ramus, its end is in his gm, as the claw of an 'mr-bird grasps an object "

(Case 22, Gloss A, VIII 14-15 q. v.). We have here a very interesting description of

the forked upper end of the ramus as engaging in the gin', just as the claw of an

'mr-bird (obviously some two-toed bird) clutches a thing. The reference is of course

to the fossa temporalis, the depression in the lower part of the temporal bone, into which

the condyle is articulated, while the coronoid process, together with the incisura

mandibulae between it and the condyle, passes around to the inner side of the zygo-
matic process, which it clasps, as it were, like the claw of a two-toed bird. See P1. V.

It is quite clear then, that the ancient term ginm' refers to the temporal bone, but

certainly not to the whole of it. The limits defined in our Gloss B confine it to the
region between the outer corner of the eye and the ear " at the end of his mandible."
These limits would include only the outer and anterior portions of the temporal bone,

especially the zygomatic process, and also the portion of the zygoma lying between
the eye and the ear. It should be further noted that gin' defines a region, and hence,
as we have already seen in the examination, it may designate either the underlying
bone or the soft tissue lying over it. It would seem therefore that our surgeon in
developing his terminology for the parts of the human skull did not strictly follow the
natural divisions suggested by the sutures, but was doubtless somewhat governed by
the popular designations available, just as we employ a term " temple " to designate
the flat area between the forehead and the ear, which does not at all correspond in
extent to the temporal bone, and might include both the bone in this region and the
overlying soft tissue. Our popular term " temple ", therefore, is a very satisfactory
modemrn equivalent of the ancient Egyptian gin'.
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CASE NINETEEN

VII 14-22

A PERFORATION IN THE TEMPLE

This case is the second in the group of five cases of wounds in the temple (Cases

18-22). It is also the first of two which deal with a " perforation," possibly of the

bone in the first case, and certainly so in the second (Case 20). Full discussion of the
term thm, " perforation," will be found in Case 8 (I 18). The difference between the
two cases of " perforation " (19 and 20) is unmistakable as far as the patient's con-

dition is concerned. Case 19 is curable by simple treatment; Case 20 is incurable
and only alleviatory measures are suggested. In Case 19 the patient's eye on the
injured side is " blood-shot " and his neck is stiff ; in Case 20 both eyes are blood-shot
and both are discharging, while blood also issues from both nostrils, and the patient
is unable to speak. It is possible that in Case 20 the perforation has been so deep that
the rupture of internal tissues has affected both the eye and the nostril on the opposite
side from the wound, as well as the eye and the nostril on the injured side of the head.
The weapon which presumably caused the injury has perhaps thrust more deeply in
Case 20 than in Case 19, but the use of the dual " two eyes," " two nostrils " in Case
20 may be a scribal error in writing (see commentary).

Some further indication of this difference, included in the actual descriptions of the
two wounds themselves, might therefore be expected, and it is possible that we have
this indication suggested by the surgeon in the examination (VII 15) in Case 19 in the
words, " a perforation in his temple, a wound being upon it; " for it is conceivable

that we should render " the wound being over it " (the temporal bone), and therefore
perhaps confined to the overlying soft tissue. Indeed it is difficult to find any other
satisfactory explanation of the little circumstantial verbless sentence, "a (or the)
wound being upon it."

TITLE

VII 14-15

Translation

Instructions concerning a perforation in his temple.

Commentary

Full commentary on this injury, a "perforation" (thin) of the skull, will be found in
Case 8 (I 18). On the term" temple" (gm,) see the preceding case, Gloss B (VII 13-14).
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EXAMINATION

VII 15-17
sic

sic

16

17 sic

a The scribe has omitted the preposition "in" (m).
b The scribe has corrected out this stroke, canceling it with an oblique cross stroke in red ink over

the black.

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a perforation (thm) [in] his temple, a wound being

upon it, thou shouldst inspect his wound, saying to him : "Look at thy two shoulders."
Should his doing so be painful (even though) his neck turns around (only) a little for
him, while his eye on the side of him having that injury is blood-shot, (conclusion
follows in diagnosis).

Commentary
This is one of the examinations in which a certain capability or function of a part

of the body is tested by the physician by means of directions given to the patient.
° tr y, "little," is in a position which makes it somewhat uncertain whether we

should connect it with the preceding or the following context. Normally, as an adverb,
it should follow the proposition to which it belongs, and we should render " should his
doing so a little be painful; " but this leaves the following proposition without much
force, as a weak circumstantial clause, " when he has turned his neck around." In
the above translation I have understood ry as a predicate adjective in a sentence of
which the following proposition is the subject, thus : " even though little be that his
neck turns for him." The proposition phr n-f nhb.t-f, " his neck turns for him "
(regarding n-f as a dative), may quite properly serve as the subject of Ary, " little."
To accept an n-form, unless it were nominal, as the subject of Ary, would not be so easy.

1 q q k sm-ty," blood-shot," found only in the medical papyri, is fully explained
by the surgeon in a gloss at the end of this case. The grammatical form with the
double 4 q for y, is of course wrong, but occurs several times in our treatise, see especially
Case 31 (X 15).
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pn 4r, " injury," seemingly written 4kn, occurs so written in Case 8 (IV 15)
and also in Case 17 (VII 3).

On the force of " a wound being upon it," see the introduction to this case.

DIAGNOSIS

VII 17-18

18

a The scribe made an erasure here while the ink was wet, and made a subsequent alteration now
indistinct and uncertain. Below is evidently a w; but the traces above it show two indistinct
oblique strokes over a horizontal stroke: hardly ph, which moreover makes no sense.

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a perforation in his temple r.1,

while he suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary
The symptom "he suffers with stiffness in his neck" occurs seventeen times in

our papyrus, and never elsewhere with the introduction _ yw-f, " he is." Hence it
is unlikely that the scribe intended to use this auxiliary verb here; nor do the visible
traces in the lacuna favor such a reading. Hence the uncertain word must belong to
the preceding gm -f. No probable restoration of the word suggests itself.

Full commentary on the phrase, " he suffers, etc." will be found in Case 3 (I 20).
It is a symptom which the surgeon recognizes especially as accompanying injuries to
the skull, and is therefore recorded in each of the group of six such cases (three to eight
inclusive). It is interesting to notice that the surgeon established the presence of this
symptom by experiment with the patient's ability to turn his neck and look at either
shoulder. In Case 5, a very serious compound fracture of the skull, the surgeon records
the symptom (II 13-14), but it is not stated that he directed the patient to make an
effort to look at his shoulders. We have there the simple statement that he could not
do so. The point here is that the stiffness was discovered by actual experiment in the
examination, and then recorded in the diagnosis. Here then is a case of sound in-
ductive reasoning after experiment-a method in no wise different from that of the
modem surgeon, but appearing here for the first time in the history of science as
known to us. (See introduction, pp. 48-51). On the favorable verdict 1, see
Case 1 (I 2).
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TREATMENT

VII 18-19

X c?~~- I I I I \ I

h-19

Translation
Thou shouldst put him at his mooring stakes until the period of his injury passes

by, (and) thou shouldst treat with grease, honey, (and) lint every day until he recovers.

Commentary
On the extraordinary figure of speech, " put him at his mooring stakes," see Case 8

(I22-23). The obscure phrase " until the period of his injury passes by "is discussed
in Case 3 (I 23). The nominal form of the verb here (dwt) is unusual; the other four
cases containing this passage have 4wy. On the familiar treatment, see Case I (I 3).

GLoss A

VII 19-22

Explaining : His two eyes are blood-shot.
2

E j\ ' I II I I

Translation
As for : " His two eyes are blood-shot," it means that the color of his two eyes is

red like the color of p 4-flowers. The " Treatise on What Pertains to the Embalmer "
says concerning it : " His two eyes are red rwithl1 disease like an eye at the end of its
weakness."

Commentary
The inaccuracy of the scribe in quoting " his two eyes," whereas the text of the

case (VII 17) has " his eye," and expressly stipulates that it is the eye on the inured
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side which is meant, is an outstanding example of the carelessness with which he has
copied our treatise. In the explanation he continues the dual as is evident especially
from the writing ".0 must certainly be read yr.ty-f(y), as shown by the following feminine verbal
form Ism-ty ; for the other word for eye, of uncertain spelling, is masculine.

. L14 gsm-ty, " is blood-shot " is really a color designation. As a verb it is found
elsewhere only twice, where it is also applied to the color of the eyes : Pap. Ebers 83
18 and 109, 20. As a substantive it occurs as a designation of bandages as far back as
the Pyramid Texts (2114b) and of a kind of stone in the Annals of Thutmose III
(Sethe, Urk. IV, p. 706,1. 12), and probably designated reddish or red-streaked objects.
Perhaps with such a meaning as a masculine noun in Pap. Ebers 37, 7; 41, 3;
41, 16; 41, 2; it is evidently so in the case of the feminine noun Ism-t where it
is used together with der, "red, inflamed" (Pap. Ebers, 62, 9). No other examples
of the word are known.

Yrtyw as a color designation, especially as a word for" color," is discussed in Case 7
(III 21). At the same time, in our gloss it is possible that this puzzling word may have
its older more original meaning " blue," and be intended to designate the white of the
eye, which so often has a bluish cast, especially when an eye is blood-shot. The objec-
tion to this interpretation is the repetition of the word with the A'd-blossoms, where it
would seem to be superfluous if it designated some particular color of the blossoms.
On the other hand the phrase " like the color of A~-blossoms "would be expected.

2 O A'4, is a plant or blossom otherwise found only in the Berlin Medical
Papyrus (3038), 9, 8. It is impossible to identify it here.

S 'w, " book," or" treatise "is discussed in Case 5 (II 17). It would seem
that some current treatise on the practice of the embalmer is cited by the surgeon.
The quotation from this book confirms the meaning of .sm as" red," or " blood-shot,"
but is otherwise obscure.

j o P'w is a very general word for " ailing," or " affected," and is applied to
diseased eyes in the case of a woman in the Kahun Medical Papyrus (3, 10), where it
is written ~ 'dy. In the Pyramid Texts (1658b) ' d'w is contrasted with
m'rw, "straight, right, correct." D6vaud suggests that I q o (in Mutter und Kind)
is the ancestor of the Coptic mo (icvp'rds), "crooked," or "hump-backed " and would
make j q q ' d'y-t mean" something crooked "as opposed to ---- m'r.t, "some-
thing straight." The feminine xS id'-t, meaning" sickness, wretchedness," is very
common. Compare both masc. and femrn. in Pap. Ebers 1, 15. All this is of slight value
in determining the specific force of dw in the quotation from the Treatise on What
Pertains to the Embalmer.

The comparison" like an eye at the end of its weakness " eludes explanation. The
verb Irk 'hd, meaning" to be weak " or the like is rare. It is found in Medinet
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Habu referring to the limbs (de Roug6, Inscr. hidr. 145, 56) and also in the Book of the
Sky Cow (29), where it is written n ,. See an uncertain example in Pap. Ebers

102, 7. Consult commentary on Case 6 (II 21).

CASE TWENTY

VII 22-VIII 5

A WOUND IN THE TEMPLE PERFORATING THE BONE

This case is the third in the group of five cases of wounds in the temple (Cases
18-22). It is also the second of two which deal with a " perforation " of the temple
(Cases 19 and 20), and as we have seen in the introduction of Case 19, is much the more
serious of the two. Our case illustrates the progressively increasing seriousness of the
cases in this group of five. The introductions to Cases 18 and 19 should be read before
undertaking the study of this case. The reader will find it instructive also to examine
Case 3 in the course of studying Cases 19 and 20.

The description of symptoms in Case 20 is among the most vivid and picturesque
paragraphs in the entire papyrus.

TITLE

VII 22

Translation

Instructions concerning a wound in his temple, penetrating to the bone, (and)
perforating his temporal bone.

Commentary

The discussion of gm", " temple," will be found in Case 18, Gloss B (VII 18-14).
The injury, though consisting chiefly of a" perforation " (thm), is evidently much more
serious than in Case 19, which also deals with a " perforation." This injury is dis-
cussed in Case 8 (I 18), where this abbreviated writing of the word, .J thin, is also
taken up.

EXAMINATION

VII 22-VIII 3
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VIII I

2

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a wound in his temple, penetrating to the bone,

(and) perforating his temporal bone, while his two eyes are blood-shot, he discharges
blood from both his nostrils, and a little drops ; if thou puttest thy fingers on the
mouth of that wound (and) he shudder exceedingly ; if thou ask of him concerning
his malady and he speak not to thee ; while copious tears fall from both his eyes, so
that he thrusts his hand often to his face that he may wipe both his eyes with the back
of his hand as a child does, and knows not that he does so, (conclusion follows in
diagnosis).

Commentary
The term " blood-shot " (.sm-ty) has been discussed in the preceding case.

~ Arh", " a little drops." Here we have the use of hy, " to fall," in

the very specific application to falling drops, as in this same examination, referring
to falling tears (VIII 1-2). It occurs with the same meaning in our document in
VIII 11 (of blood from the nostrils), X 22 (of urine from the male member), and

XI67(fwtr.AgopaaelifoninCs41Q" secretions drop therefrom " (XIII 22-XIV 1 ; same in Case 47, XVII 9-10).
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These usages of the word, which have arisen directly from its meaning " to
fall," have resulted in a further series of medical applications of it. It is applied
to various discharges, excretions, outflows and the like in Papyrus Ebers (48, 1;
41, 4; 42, 15; 96, 17; 42, 16; 91, 16; 88, 19; 56, 9; 106, 14; 51, 18;87, 4),
in Papyrus Hearst (III 6), and the Kahun Medical Papyrus (2, 27; 2, 29; 2, 30). In
a highly specialized application, the word designates a miscarriage (Turin, Papyri,
ed. Pleyte et Rossi LV, 1), and in an interesting passage it is used in the phrase

4-nrou~~._ q4 meaning "death by miscarriage" (Magical Texts of
the Empire, transcribed by Gardiner for the Berlin Dictionary, 121). In the well-

known passages in Charms for Mother and Child (Mutter und Kind) it is applied to the
expulsion of disease, and so in the idiom rdy h'y, " cause to go forth," it is applied to
the effect of remedies on disease in the medical papyri (Pap. Ebers 39, 14-15; 51,
19; 94, 11; 73, 20-21 ; Hearst III 4 (corrupt, comp. Ebers 51, 19); Pap. Berlin
3038, 11, 7).

"If ...... he shudder exceedingly" is a description of a symptom found six times
in our papyrus. See full commentary in Case 4 (II 4).

If we accept the text as we find it, this examination reveals a more serious condi-
tion of the patient than in the preceding case, in which only the eye on the injured side
of the head was blood-shot and there is no mention of a discharge of blood from the
nose. In Case 20, however, both eyes are blood-shot and discharge, while blood issues
from both nostrils. These symptoms would indicate rupture of internal tissue so deep
as to affect even the eye and the nostril on the opposite side of the head from the
injury. It should not be forgotten, however, that owing to the ease with which the
words " his eye " may be transformed in Egyptian to " his two eyes " by the addition

of two tiny strokes of the pen, our scribe has repeatedly written the dual out of habit,
where only the singular was intended. Compare for example four occurrences of this
error in Case 22. Admitting this possible correction however, the symptoms of speech-
lessness and the dazed, half unconscious manner in which the patient continually
wipes the exudations from his eye, would suggest a more serious injury than in the
preceding case.

DIAGNOSIS

VIII 3-4

4
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Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a wound in his temple, penetrat-

ing to the bone, (and) perforating his temporal bone; while he discharges blood from
both his nostrils, he suffers with stiffness in his neck, (and) he is speechless. An
ailment not to be treated."

Commentary
" Penetrating to the bone " (rr n ks) will be found discussed in Case 1 (I 2).
" Perforating " (thinm), see Case 8 (I 18).
" Temple " and " temporal bone " (gm'), see Case 18, Gloss B.
" Stiffness in his neck " (tsw im nhb;t-f), see Case 3 (I 20).
" He is speechless " (dgm-y), see Case 22, Gloss C, where the surgeon himself ex-

plains the word.
The first half of the diagnosis was already contained in the title, the discharge of

blood from the nostrils was observed in the examination, the stiffness of the neck
new and is rather a symptom, as in the preceding case, than a particular in a diagnosis.
Finally the surgeon repeats, seemingly by the use of a technical term (for he later thinks
it necessary to explain it in a gloss, Case 22, Gloss C), the fact that the patient is
speechless. On the hopeless verdict see Case 5 (II 15). This is another evidence of the
very serious character of Case 20 as contrasted with Case 19.

See another example of - for.. in Case 8 (IV 11).

TREATMENT

VIII 4-5

a The scribe has left an empty space here, as if he intended it for the determinative of wdh, "pour,"
which, however, he has failed to insert.

Translation
Now when thou findest that man speechless, his rreliefl shall be sitting; soften

his head with grease, (and) pour rmilk' into both his ears.
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Commentary

-O yr dr again introduces a reference to an observation already made in the
examination and diagnosis, and dr must therefore have some such force here as " at
the beginning," or " above," which is perhaps sufficiently suggested by simply render-
ing " Now when." Compare Case 4 (II 6) and Case 8 (IV 10).

On " his rreliefl " (sry-f) see Case 17, VII 6.
7 mhwy," rmilk1" is not the usual word. It occurs in the Middle Kingdom

in the Kahun Medical Papyrus (2, 10) written ~ o E and in Papyrus Ebers

essentially as here: ~ r~o . It is not a common term. As an ingredient in pre-

scriptions it is found in Pap. Hearst IX 2 ; Pap. Ebers 88, 10; 38, 7; 49, 7 (emend);

82, 2-3. As produced by or made of fat, ointment, or grease, it occurs in the mhwy n

mrht of Kahun Med. Pap. 2, 10 and Berlin Med. Pap. 3038, 16, 8; 18, 3; 18, 6;
19, 4. It is perhaps employed as a verb in the Kahun Med. Pap. (3, 4). It is possible
that it means cream.

The omission of the frequent clause " until he recovers " after the treatment is

noticeable. The treatment is evidently only alleviatory until the patient is released
by death.

CASE TWENTY-ONE

VIII 6-9

A SPLIT IN THE TEMPORAL BONE

This case is the fourth in a series of five dealing with injuries to the temple (Cases
18-22). The surgeon's memoranda on the case are very brief, and he seems to regard

it as an injury rather less serious than the" perforation "in Case 20. It will be found

instructive to read at the same time Case 4 discussing a similar injury in the skull.

TITLE

VIII 6

Translation

Instructions concerning a split in his temple.

Commentary

The nature of the injury which our surgeon calls a" split" (pin) will be found dis-

cussed in Case 4 (II 2).
On the meaning of" temple" (gin') see Case 18, Gloss B.
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EXAMINATION

VIII 6-8

7

8

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a split in his temple, shouldst thou find a
swelling protruding on the outside of that split, while he discharges blood from his
nostril and from his one ear having that split, (and) it is painful when he hears speech,
because of it, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary

"Swelling " (tQb) will be found discussed in Case 4 (II 4), which must be carefully
studied in order to understand our case.

It is interesting to observe that the injury is so close to the neighboring ear that
this " his one ear " is spoken of as" having that split; " and the ear is furthermore so
close to the wound that hearing sound is painful. We should perhaps render md-t as
" sound " rather than as literally " speech."

DIAGNOSIS

VIII 8-9

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a split in his temple, while he
discharges blood from his nostril and his ear having that injury. An ailment with
which I will contend."
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Commentary

On 4 cr, " injury," see Case 8 (IV 7). For the other terms see the references in the
examination.

The diagnosis merely repeats the observations already noted in the examination
and adds no new conclusions.

On the doubtful verdict 2, indicating a case too doubtful for prediction of the
outcome, see Case 4 (II 6), and consult the introduction (pp. 45-47).

TREATMENT

VIII 9

X< c>- I II

Translation

Thou shouldst put him at his mooring stakes, until thou knowest he has reached
a decisive point.

Commentary

On the meaning of this extraordinary treatment, see Case 8, Gloss D (II 1-2),
where the ancient commentator found it necessary to include an explanation.

The meaning of " reach a decisive point " is discussed in Case 4, Gloss C.

CASE TWENTY-TWO

VIII 9-17

COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF THE TEMPORAL BONE

This case is the last of five injuries of the temporal region and the temporal bone.
The nature of the injury, which our surgeon calls [f 4d, is discussed by him in Case 5

(II 11). It is the most serious case in the group, and includes the neighbouring ear in

the area of the injury, so that in the course of his examination the surgeon is charged

to probe the ear and seemingly to remove splinters of bone. The examination is
followed by Verdict 8, the hopeless verdict, and no treatment is suggested.

Some interesting anatomy is included in the discussion. The word " chin" occurs

for the first time in the medical papyri. The three explanatory glosses are instructive,
especially Gloss A, where the word 'mr-t, "ramus," thus far found only in our papyrus,
is interestingly compared with the claw of a two-toed bird, which engages in the tem-

poral bone as the bird's two-toed claw clutches an object. It is another striking
U
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example of our surgeon's ability to find familiar objects in the material world surround-
ing his readers by which to describe the shape of the organs or parts which he is
explaining,-a method still practiced in all branches of natural science at the present
day.

TITLE

VIII 9

Translation

Instructions concerning a smash in his temple.

Commentary

The surgeon's understanding of a " smash " (.d) will be found discussed in Case 5
(II 11) ; and a gloss explaining gm,, " temple," has been included by the ancient
commentator in Case 18 (VII 18-14).

EXAMINATION

VIII 10-1210, 1
11

-_ _ , _ ..\,.. \\ X1 x

12

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a smash in his temple, thou shouldst place thy
thumb upon his chin (and) thy finger upon the end of his ramus, so that the blood will
flow from his two nostrils (and) from the interior of his ear having that smash. Cleanse
(it) for him with a swab of linen until thou seest its fragments (of bone) in the interior
of his ear. If thou callest to him (and) he is speechless (and) cannot speak, (conclusion
follows in diagnosis).
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Commentary

This interesting examination involves the surgeon in cleansing the nostrils and
the ear on the injured side. The detailed instructions for placing the thumb and finger
are presumably for applying pressure and inducing a flow of blood.

The question might arise whether we are to understand that the first "thy
finger " was intended to designate the thumb. The spreading and stretching of the
other fingers from the chin to the head of the mandible would result in a rather
ineffective and cramped position of the hand. In Case 25 (IX 4) the surgeon uses.- - cn.t "claw " for the entire group of four fingers, and then unmistakably
designates the thumb by ',. We are therefore entitled to conclude that he would
employ dbr " finger " to mean thumb in Case 22.
q ' n ynr.t, "chin," is a very rare word. Ember suggests a relationship with

Hebrew y $ (Oriens, No. 1, vol. I, Jan. 1926, p. 7, No. 10). The word is not found in
any of the Egyptian medical papyri, and occurs outside of Papyrus Smith only in a
masculine form employed once in the Pyramid Texts (1308a), where it is written
The chin beard seems to be the significant thing about the determinative. In our
papyrus it is employed five times, that is in four more examples besides Case 22. In
Case 25, a dislocation of the mandible, the surgeon is to put his two "claws" (rn.ty,
meaning two groups of four fingers each) " under the ynr.t" of the patient. The
remaining three examples are all in Case 27. The position of this case in the treatise
leaves little doubt as to the region designated by ynr.t. Case 23 carries us from the
temple to the ear, Cases 24 and 25 are injuries of the mandible, Case 26 is a wound
in the lip and the context shows that the upper lip is meant, while Case 27 deals with
a wound in the ynC-t, which must be the lower part of the front of the face, having
bone underlying the soft tissue. The meaning " chin " is obvious.

The anatomical term " end of his ramus " is interestingly explained in Gloss A
(VIII 14-15).

The doubled form of the verb h" in h"-hr is also found in the Mathematical
Papyrus. On the medical use of h" see Case 20 (VII 24).

" His two nostrils." The scribe's unfortunate habit of writing any paired member
or organ in the dual, even when it is obvious and important that only one should be
designated, should be remembered here. It may be that he intended to write " his
nostril." Compare the next paragraph.

S" his two ears " is of course an obvious error for m4dr-f, "his ear," as the
following phrase "having that smash" shows. The ear next to the injured temple is
so close that it is referred to as "having " or " carrying," or " bearing " (hr) the
injury, and this fact makes it certain that only one ear, the one on the injured side, is
here designated. Compare the same mistake in the next sentence.

U2
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T'°' 4k, " cleanse," will be found explained in Case 11 (V 11), where the omis-
sion of the object " it " is also discussed. The" swab (or ' plug') of linen " will also
be found discussed in the commentary on Case 11 (V 11).

' .w.t-f, " his w§At," is a difficult term which is explained in Gloss B at the
end of our case (VIII 15-16).+.-§ ymyw, " interior," literally " that which is in," probably designates here the
inside of the ear, not the exudation which is to be cleaned out. In Case 12 (V 18)
ymyw might designate the " content" of the nostrils, in view of the fact that it is the
direct object of the verb 4k " clean out." In both passages however it is more pro-
bably a variant of hlnw, " interior."

The syntax of the conditional sentence at the end of the examination is unusual,
beginning with the employment of the n-form after the conditional particle yr-a
combination which is rare. The pseudo-participle (dgm.y) followed by a - +n-form for
the imperfect is of course common (cf. Gunn, Syntax, Chap. XII); but the two clauses
here belong to the protasis after yr, continuing the description of the symptoms on
the basis of which the surgeon makes the diagnosis which is really the apodosis. It
is also true that the two clauses, yw-f dgm-y n mdw-n-f, form an apodosis after " If
thou callest to him," but the experimental calling and the observed result together
form a composite protasis leading to the conclusion expressed in the diagnosis.

DIAGNOSIS

VIII 18-14
13

14

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a smash in his temple; he

discharges blood from his two nostrils and from his ear; he is speechless; (and) he
suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment not to be treated."

Commentary
All of the terms employed have already been discussed above. The dual " two

ears "is undoubtedly an error as in two places in the examination. " He is speechless"
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(dgm-y) is explained by the surgeon at the end of the case in Gloss C (VIII 16-17),
and the final item, stiffness in the neck, has been discussed in Case 8 (I 20). See the
discussion of this diagnosis in the introduction (p. 51). The unfavorable verdict 8
has been explained in Case 5 (II 15) and also in the introduction (pp. 45-47). It is
a case so serious that the surgeon cannot deal with it, and therefore follows the
diagnosis by no suggested treatment.

GLOSS A

VIII 14-15

Explaining: The end of his ramus.

Translation
As for: " The end of his ramus," it means the end of his mandible. The ramus (mr.t),

the end of it is in his temple just as the claw of an 'amre-bird (mr) grasps an object.

Commentary
Sph'wy, " end," as an anatomical term is discussed in Case 7 (III 17) and Case

12 (V 21).

S 'mr.t, "ramus," is evidently a technical anatomical term. Our papyrus
contains the only known examples, of which there are eight. It is twice written with
a w, as the fourth radical (III 17 and IX 8). It is likely to have been a word mean-
ing " fork" or something similar, and this would explain its application (in the
masculine ,mr) to a two-toed bird. In Case 8 it is employed to describe a forked bone
in the shoulder (IV 17-18), and that is obviously its application here. In our gloss
we have the following parallelism:

" the end of his ,mr.t."
" the end of his mandible."

The second phrase is used by the commentator as the equivalent of the first. This
might lead us to the conclusion that the "mr.t is merely another term for mandible.
This conclusion would be wrong however. In Case 25 (IX 8-4) we have the phrase:
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" the end of the two 'mrw.t of the two (sides of the) mandible." This not only shows
that the 'mr.t is part of the mandible, but also that there were two of them, one on
each side of the mandible. The other indications of the position of the ,mrt in Papyrus
Smith confirm and amplify what we have just learned. In Case 7 (III 17) the liga-
ments which operate the mandible are referred to as "the ligaments at the end of his
'mrw.t, which are fastened to his temporal bone, that is at the end of his jaw" (see
commentary on III 17). In treating a case of dislocation of the mandible (Case 25),
the surgeon is directed to place his thumbs "on the two 'mew.t of the two (sides of) the
mandible in the inside of his mouth " and his " two claws (= groups of fingers) under
his chin." Finally our own gloss (VIII 14-15) states that the end of the ,mr.t is "in his
temple,"-a statement which can leave no doubt that mr t designates the ramus. The
articulation of the ramus with the bones of the skull is then very interestingly compared
with the grasp of a bird's claw. Before discussing the possible identity of this bird, we
should note that the phrase ,A "claw of the amre" is treated as a single
word, to which is appended the determinative . This is obviously the claw of some
two-toed bird, inserted here more or less as a drawing, or sketch of the bird's claw.
It is of course an otherwise entirely unknown hieratic sign. To this two-toed bird's
claw the ramus is appropriately compared, for its familiar forked head, terminating
in the condyle and coronoid process, readily suggests such a forked or two-toed
claw. See P1. V, Fig. 11.

The identity of the 'amre-bird is a difficult problem. He does not occur in any
other scientific document of Ancient Egypt; but he is depicted once in a Twelfth
Dynasty tomb at Benihasan 1 and both Rosellini and Champollion reproduce his colors.
It should be borne in mind, however, that both in the colors themselves and in the
distribution of the colors to form the markings distinguishing a given bird, the
Egyptian painter allowed himself wide latitude. The old publications of nearly a
century ago were likewise very inaccurate in such matters.

I have submitted these Benihasan paintings to the specialists at the Gizeh Zoo-
logical Gardens near Cairo and also to the eminent ornithologist Professor Dr. A.
Koenig of Mecklenburg who has made a special study of African birds. Professor
Koenig has kindly informed me that the only known two-toed bird is the ostrich, and
has taken the trouble to study the paintings in detail. They are obviously not the
ostrich, but the ancient painter's colors, if at all in harmony with those of the bird
himself, do not, in Professor Koenig's opinion, permit identification with any African
bird known at the present day. This was also the opinion of Major Borman, Director
of the Gizeh Zoological Gardens.

I No. 15, Newberry, Vol. II, pl. IV - Leprius, Denkmaeler, Text II, p. 98- Rosellini, Mon. civ.,
IX = Chainpollion, Monuments IV, pl. CCCL = Champollion, Notices descr., II, p. 366.
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GLoss B

VIII 15-16

Explaining: Thou seest his w§.t in the interior of his ear.

Translation

As for: " Thou seest its fragments (w5.t) in the interior of his ear," it means that
some of the fragments (wA.t) of the bone come away to adhere to the swab which was
introduced to cleanse the interior of his ear.

Commentary,=, w.t, " fragments." The ancient commentator's practice of not infrequently
including the word to be explained as an essential part of the explanation sometimes
makes his commentary difficult to understand. We note in the first place that in the
explanation the w.t (plural) are said to be " of the bone," and that they can further-
more " come away " adhering to the cleaning swab introduced into the inner ear. If
now we recall the nature of the injury as defined by the ancient surgeon himself, we
find that a 1 4d, "smash," is stated in Case 5 to be" a smash of his skull (such that)
bones, getting into that smash, sink into the interior of his skull" (II 16). A similar
injury of the skull in Case 4 results in carrying splinters of bone inward so that " frag-
ments remain sticking in the flesh of his head and do not come away " (II 9). The
word employed for fragments is q ° spw. It is highly probable that our word w§t
is simply a synonym of sp.w, " fragments." The origin of this meaning for the other-
wise entirely unknown word w1.t may possibly be the familiar word wA, " to be
empty, to be bare, to be destroyed." The last meaning might conceivably be applied
to fragments of shattered bone.'

The dual, "his two ears," is again twice written by the scribe incorrectly for the
singular " his ear." M hnw after 4k, " cleanse," may possibly be a noun formation
with m, i. e. mhnw, meaning " interior" rather than "in the interior," which leaves
Ak without an object. See another possible example in Case 26 (IX 7).

The word (for ), occurring twice in the Empire (Pap. Ebers 14, 11 and Pap.
Leyden 345, verso 2, 9-10) is very unlikely to have any connection with our word wit.
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GLoss C

VIII 16-17

Explaining: He is speechless.

8 This L. is an error of the scribe which he has corrected by a cross inserted afterward in red ink
over the black and intended to cancel the '... The word is therefore to be read 'k-t, not 'k-t-f.

Translation

As for : "He is speechless," it means that he is silent in sadness, without speaking,
like one suffering with rfeeblenessl (dgy) because of something that has entered from
outside.

Commentary

The word dgm-y explained in this gloss is rare and difficult. Outside of
our papyrus the word is known only twice: once applied to a sick ox in the Kahun
Veterinary Papyrus (1. 59) and again in a very obscure passage in the Metternich
Stela (1. 202). These throw no light on its meaning. It is used in five different cases
in Papyrus Edwin Smith, where it occurs nine times as follows:

Case 18, Compound Comminuted Fracture in the Side of the Nose. The patient
is unable to open his mouth except with much pain and he is dgm.

Case 17, Compound Comminuted Fracture of the Bone in the Region of the Maxilla
and the Zygoma. The patient is unable to open his mouth except with much pain,
and he is dgm.

Case 20, Wound in the Temple, the Bone Being Perforated. The patient is semi-
unconscious, makes no reply when questioned as to his condition, and is dgm.

Case 22, Compound Comminuted Fracture in the Temple. According to the ex-
amination (VIII 12), " if thou callest to him, he is dgm, and he cannot speak,"
while according to the above gloss, dgm means "his being silent in sadness, without
speaking."

Case 88, Broken Neck, One Vertebra of the Neck Being Crushed into the Next.
The patient's arms and legs are paralysed, he is dgm and unable to speak.

In view of this evidence it can hardly be doubted that dgm means " to be speech-
less," so widely interpreted, however, that it could also designate the inability of an
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ox to use his voice ; that is, it had originally some such meaning as" to be voiceless."
The root is doubtless triliteral, and the 4 at the end is of course the ending of the
third masculine singular of the pseudo-participle.

m~I ( rgmw is a rare word meaning " mourning, sadness " or " to mourn."
During the Seven Years' Famine recounted in the Famine Stela (1-2), the king says,
" I mourn (f~s ) in the great seat in the palace." The noun Na gmw,
"mourning, sadness," is found in the Tale of Sinuhe (R, 1. 9). A feminine noun,
seemingly with the same meaning, is found in the Book of the Dead (ed. Naville,
7, 3 Ca) and in the Book of Apophis (Brit. Mus. Pap. 10188, 26, 13).

II dgy, F" feebleness,"" is not a rare word, but its medical or pathological
significance is difficult to determine. It is obviously something undesirable, and may
mean something like " be feeble " or " feebleness," " be paralysed " or " paralysis."
In the description of the fleeing king of the Libyans on the Israel Stela it is said of
him: - " His two feet were dgy" (1. 6).

" Something that has entered from the outside " is our surgeon's designation of
an external physical cause. See full commentary in Case 8, Glosses C and D.

CASE TWENTY-THREE

VIII 18-22

A SLIT IN THE OUTER EAR

This is the only case in our treatise which deals exclusively with the ear, although
a number of injuries to the head have involved the ear. It is a very simple case of a
wound by which the outer ear has been slit, and furnishes one of the clearest of this
earliest known group of cases which obliged the surgeon to resort to sewing up the
wound. According to his custom the ancient surgeon has here included the instructions
to stitch up the wound in his paragraph on the examination, preceding the diagnosis.
The treatment therefore begins with the wound already stitched, and concerns itself
with what is to happen after that point has been reached, especially with the con-
tingency that the wound does not heal and that the stitching loosens. The " lips of
his wound" are then to be kept together with linen rolls placed as pads behind the
auricle, until with the application of the inevitable " grease, honey (and) lint," the
wound finally heals.

TITLE

VIII 18
18

Translation
Instructions concerning a wound in his ear.
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Commentary
The surgeon's understanding of the word wbnw, "wound," will be found discussed

in Case 1 (pp. 81-84). "Ear" has been treated in Case 4 (II 4). It is to be read m.skr
here, and its anatomical meaning in this case will appear as the discussion proceeds.

EXAMINATION

VIII 18-19

0 
1 9

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a wound in his ear, cutting through its flesh, the

injury being in the lower part of his ear, (and) confined to the flesh, thou shouldst draw
(it) together for him with stitching behind the hollow of his ear.

Commentary

fmijr, " ear," has been discussed as to the reading in Case 4 (II 4). Anatomically
its range of meaning in Egyptian is wide, as it is in English. It occurs twenty-five
times in Papyrus Smith, and of these examples six are in our Case 28. Of the remaining
nineteen examples, thirteen occur in the statement that the patient discharges blood
from his ear, meaning of course the orifice of the ear. In Case 22 the ear is mentioned
four times in the phrase " interior of his ear ; " in Case 20 a medicament is " poured
into his two ears " (VIII 5). In all these cases the orifice or the inner ear is the
meaning of m.4lr. The anatomical description in Case 18, locating the ginw as between
the corner of the eye and the C #0 0 (VII 14), possibly "F1orificel of his ear,"

may be dealing with the outer or the inner ear, or both. In our Case 23, however, it is
obvious that the surgeon is discussing an injury of the outer ear, the auricle.

qfK 11y'p, "cutting," is a new word, of which only one other occurrence is known,
if we may accept its probable identity with the similar word found in a descriptive
phrase inscribed over a man working with mallet and chisel in an Old Kingdom relief
scene : Q (Davies, Deir el-Gebrdwi, I, pl. XVI). Here ysp evidently designates
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the act of chiseling or cutting, and its determinative of an axe is doubtless a variant
of the knife appearing in the Smith Papyrus.

I r-r', " through," literally "into the mouth of," is a compound preposition
not very well understood. It is not certain that the rendering " through" adequately
represents its meaning here. The prepositions in our papyrus are employed to desig-
nate positions, situations and local relations confined within such narrow local and
physical limits, that the traditional renderings applying to more spacious situations
are insufficient or even incorrect.

Shrw-f, "its flesh." It is obvious that the pronoun here does not refer to

the patient (" his flesh "), but to the masculine " ear," that is, "its flesh," meaning
of course the flesh or soft tissue of the outer ear.

°j yhyt, " injury " (literally " thing ") will be found discussed in the commentary
on Case 4; see II 3 (2 b).

-- mn-_ m, " confined to," is a rather free rendering of one of the anatomical
meanings of this phrase, when it may be rendered "attached to." See Case 4, Gloss A
(II 9). Reverting to its original meaning " remaining in," we see that its significance
here, " confined to," is not at all unnatural.

-=j n dry, " draw together," as employed surgically will be found discussed in
Case 10 (V 6).

0 ydr, " stitching," one of the six earliest known examples of surgical stitch-
ing, has been fully treated in Case 10 (V 6). The modifications following " stitching "
are not easy to understand. As rendered above they seem to be intended to indicate
the side on which the surgeon will stitch the wound, suggesting that he will work
on the convex side of the auricle, the side next to the head. We are again confronted
by the difficulty in rendering our old and familiar prepositions when applied within very
restricted local limits. H1, " behind," often means " around " or " beside." Hnty,
rendered "hollow" is otherwise unknown, and the meaning "hollow," which doubt-
less refers to the concave side of the auricle, is based on the common and related word
hnw, " interior, inside." If now we accept the rendering " with stitching behind the
hollow of his ear" as containing a correct interpretation of the local terms h and

hnty, we have still to interpret these instructions in terms of the surgeon's actual
manual and physical procedure. The wound has slit the auricle from front to back,
and the surgeon might therefore pass the needle back and forth between back and
front of the auricle. It would seem, however, that these directions are so phrased as
to instruct the surgeon to work exclusively from the back of the auricle, that is, to
keep his needle there, thrusting it both in and out again from the back of the auricle.

In this examination our surgeon has included the directions to stitch the wound
together, in accordance with his custom of inserting instructions regarding purely
physical manipulation in the examination rather than in the treatment.
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DIAGNOSIS

VIII 19-20
C1 tv v" <=>

q0T l I

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having a wound in his ear, cutting

through its flesh. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary
These words are only a repetition of the beginning of the examination to which

the favorable verdict has been appended. On this verdict see the commentary in
Case 1 (I 2), and the discussion in the introduction (pp. 45 if.).

TREATMENT

VIII 20-22

21U.Il I EC n r

00

SThe scribe has inserted a small globular object under the hand. See Vol. II, p1. VIII, 1. 21.
Translation

If thou findest the stitching of that wound loose (and) sticking in the two lips of
his wound, thou shouldst make for him stiff rolls of linen (and) pad the back of his
ear therewith. Thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease, honey (and) lint every
day until he recovers.
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Commentary

The initial condition literally reads " If thou findest that wound, its stitching

loosened,"-a common participial construction. Full commentary on ydr, "stitch-
ing," will be found in Case 10 (V 6), and mn m, " sticking in," has been treated in

Case 4 (II 9). " Rolls " (bd'w) or " plugs " of linen have been taken up in Case 11
(V 13).

t .h h' is not the preposition here. It is followed by the genitive n, which never
appears with the preposition and hence must be a noun, here meaning " back."

Grammatically it is probably the subject: " wherewith the back of his ear is to be

padded." The question arises whether the loosening of the stitching is due to the

absorption of surgical gut or the like, used in the stitching, a result desired and in-

tended by the surgeon; or due to failure of the wound to heal, so that the rolls of

linen placed behind the auricula are a substitute intended to accomplish the healing

together, which the surgeon's stitching failed to do. An examination of the related

material discloses four cases (10, 14, 23, and 47) in which the stitching is found loose.

They have been discussed in Case 10 (V 6), and the loose stitching found to be due to

failure to heal (see p. 230). On " grease, honey (and) lint," see Case 1 (I 3).

CASE TWENTY-FOUR

VIII 22-IX 2

A FRACTURE OF THE MANDIBLE

This case is the first of two concerning injuries to the mandible. Although the

surgeon calls the injury hob, not so serious a type of fracture as 4d, a compound com-
minuted fracture, it is nevertheless a case which he regards as fatal, and he suggests
no treatment.

TITLE

VIII 22

Translation

Instructions concerning a fracture in his mandible.

Commentary

hob, "fracture," has been fully treated in Case 11 (V 10).
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EXAMINATION

VIII 22-23

.93

x c J;cc= "~ F,,.

a The demonstrative Was at first omitted by the scribe and afterward inserted.

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a fracture in his mandible, thou shouldst place
thy hand upon it. Shouldst thou find that fracture crepitating under thy fingers,
(conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary
The surgical meaning of nlb&b, "crepitate," lit. "break open," "break through"

will be found discussed in Case 18 (VI 4-5).

DIAGNoSIs

VIII 23-IX 2

I.X 1

Q\\

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a fracture in his mandible, over
which a wound has been inflicted, r- - i (and) he has fever from it. An ailment
not to be treated."
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Commentary
1' 4d, " inflicted," lit. " broken open," as used of soft tissue overlying an injured

bone, is discussed in Case 5 (II 11).

'J18g J 7I,' is totally unintelligible.
The injury is here shown to be a fracture of the mandible such that the soft tissue

overlying the fracture has been ruptured. The three or four unintelligible words
following this observation probably described further the injury to the soft tissue.
The injury is serious enough to cause fever, and permit no hope of the patient's
recovery. The unfavorable verdict is followed by no treatment. See the discussion
of this verdict in Case 5 (II 15) and in the introduction (pp. 46-47). The diagnosis as
a whole will be found discussed in the introduction (pp. 45-51).

CASE TWENTY-FIVE

IX 2-6

A DISLOCATION OF THE MANDIBLE

This case is of unusual interest. The surgeon's directions for the reduction of the
dislocated mandible, with the " thumbs upon the ends of the two rami of the mandible
in the inside of his mouth," while the fingers of both hands are clutching the mandible
below, that is on the outside, are so detailed as to the position of the surgeon's hands
that the manipulation can be compared with that shown in the drawing of the process
by Apollonios of Kitium in his commentary on Hippocrates. See introduction above,
pp. 16-17 and P1. VI, Fig. 12. There can be no doubt but that the Hippocratic
manipulation was identical with that of our treatise, and Dr. Luckhardt informs me
that the modemrn manipulation is also still the same as described in our papyrus.

According to his custom our surgeon has included his instructions for the physical
manipulation of the injury in the examination. The treatment which follows is evi-
dently intended merely to soothe the strained muscles and irritated tissues after the
surgeon has restored the dislocated mandible to its proper place.

TITLE

IX2

Translation

Instructions concerning a dislocation in his mandible.
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Commentary
Wnhj, "dislocation," has been treated in Case 10 (under ydr, V 6). rrt, "mandible,"

is fully discussed in Case 7 (III 16).

EXAMINATION

IX 2-5

/~-AA~ 
ccs'... 

a 

MWAAr

&. e A

5

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a dislocation in his mandible, shouldst thou find
his mouth open (and) his mouth cannot close for him, thou shouldst put thy thumb(s)
upon the ends of the two rami of the mandible in the inside of his mouth, (and) thy
two claws (meaning two groups of fingers) under his chin, (and) thou shouldst cause
them to fall back so that they rest in their places.

Commnentary
Smrwty, " the two rami," written in the dual, has been discussed in

Case 22, Gloss A (VIII 14). The feminine dual of the following genitive f; n~ty is an
archaic survival almost unknown outside of Papyrus Edwin Smith, and an important
evidence of the early date of the text.

In accordance with our ancient surgeon's custom we find the physical manipulation
of the injury included in the examination and not in the treatment.

rn'ty, literally " two claws," means of course the two groups of fingers of
both hands exclusive of the thumbs. See discussion in Case 8, Gloss E.

although written in the singular, must be dual, as the connection clearly shows ;
for the surgeon is to put his " on each of the two rami. The use of rn.ty for the fingers
also shows that i must designate the thumb. It is also used for the thumb in
Case 22, q.v.
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d, " so that they rest " (from wdy), is of course a pseudo-participle of resulting
condition, as long ago recognized by Erman (Grammatik3 , § 832, p. 175). The subject
of this verbal form is a pronoun, of which the antecedent is the same as that of 7' n.
The latter must be either the two rami, or the mandible itself considered as a dual.
17 4n is not written as a dual; another example perhaps in Case 11 (V 18). The
disregard of the fact that the subject of d is a feminine noun in the dual is also to
be expected after the pronoun [l,.

DIAGNOSIS

IX 5

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a dislocation in his mandible.
An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

The diagnosis is, as so frequently, merely a repetition of the title (q. v. for refer-

ences to the commentary), to which the favorable verdict 1 has been appended. On

this verdict see the commentary in Case 1 (I 2) and in the introduction (pp. 45 if.).

TREATMENT

IX 5-6

- aII ® I

Translation

Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw, (and) honey every day until he recovers.

Commentary

On ymrw see Case 15 (VI 17) and for treatment with honey see Case 1 (I 8). The
treatment is evidently intended merely to soothe the strained ligaments and tissues.

x
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CASE TWENTY-SIX

IX 6-18

A WOUND IN THE UPPER LIP

This case is another convincing example of the ancient surgeon's employment of

stitching to draw together a wound in the soft tissue. He does not state anywhere that

the wound is in the upper lip, but the instructions are to probe " as far as the column

of the nose," indicating clearly that the wound is in the upper lip. The discussion is

accompanied by a single gloss, explaining the meaning of a rare word (yddb) for

" piercing through." This gloss furnishes an interesting example of the ancient com-

mentator's carelessness in collecting his materials, for in inserting this gloss he forgot

that he had already included it once in Case 14 (VI 12-14), in explaining the character

of a wound in the nostril.

TITLE

IX 6

Translation

Instructions concerning a wound in his lip.

Commentary

Wbnw, " wound," will be found discussed in Case 1 (pp. 81-84).

EXAMINATION

IX 6-8
7

8

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his lip, piercing through to the inside

of his mouth, thou shouldst examine his wound as far as the column of his nose. Thou

shouldst draw together that wound [with] stitching.
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Commentary

CJ jx yddb, " piercing through," has been treated in Case 14, Gloss A (VI12-14).

TM nhnw, " the inside," is a noun formation of hnw with m. Compare Case 22,

Gloss B (VIII 16), which perhaps contains a similar example; but it should be noted

that the text of our case in the parallel passages in the diagnosis and in Gloss A writes

n hnw not n mhnw.
y. wnw n fnd-f, " column of his nose," will be found discussed in Case 11

(V 14), Gloss A.
. nd nry, " draw together," has been treated in Case 10 (V 6).

qcs ydr, " stitching," is also discussed in the same connection. The omission

of the preposition m, " with," is very common in our treatise, especially before the

names of medicaments. This peculiarity suggests for the document the character of

rapid memoranda. It may also raise the question whether these omissions are possibly

survivals from an archaic stage which practiced the omission of prepositions, as for

example on the Palermo Stone.

DIAGNOSIS

IX 8-9

a The scribe wrote a and then covered one stroke of \\ with the head of ,., leaving the

other stroke visible.

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a wound in his lip, piercing
through to the inside of his mouth. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

See commentary on the examination, of which this diagnosis is a partial repetition,
to which the favorable verdict 1 has been added. On this verdict see commentary on
Case 1 (I 2) and the introduction (pp. 45 fI.).

This diagnosis is another good illustration of the fact that the diagnosis is often
regarded as not necessarily containing any other conclusion than the statement of

the practical course of procedure which the surgeon is to follow, that is, the verdict.
See Introduction, p. 48.

X2
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TREATMENT

IX 9-11
10

11

a This word was at first omitted by the scribe and afterward inserted in red ink in a passage written
in black.

Translation
Now after thou hast stitched it thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first

day. Thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease (and) honey every day until he
recovers.

Commentary
Sydr, " stitch," is one of only two cases in our treatise, in which it is employed

as a verb. See Case 10 (V 6) where it is fully discussed.
On the treatment with fresh meat, followed by grease and honey, see Case 1 (I 2-3).
We notice that as usual the surgeon places the stitching of the wound in the

examination, and that the treatment is a matter of medicaments. His reversion
to the stitching at the beginning of the treatment is not usual. It is found also in
Case 10 (V 7). In Case 10, however, he provides for the possibility that the wound
may not heal after stitching. In our case he does not apprehend any such contingency.

Dr. Luckhardt remarks: "Because of the high vascularity of the lips, wounds in
them heal with great rapidity and by primary intention (per primam intentionem), i. e.,
without infection, in spite of the fact that neck wounds may be infected. But a stitch
in the lip, especially if the cut is deep and at right angles to it, is important to prevent
gaping and subsequent healing with a separation of the cut edges (because of the
transection of the m. orbicularis oris)."

GLoss A

IX 11-18

Explaining: A wound in his lip piercing through to the inside of his mouth

12

ia blatcX

Ny"M ...
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13

a

a The scribe at first incorrectly omitted the -, and afterward inserted it in red ink in a passage
written in black.

Translation
As for: " A wound in his lip, piercing through to the inside of his mouth ;" it

means that the two lips of his wound are soft, opening to the inside of his mouth. One

says: " Pierced through " (y.db) concerning soft things.

Commentary
This explanation of the meaning of ygdb, " piercing through," has already been

given by the ancient commentator in discussing a wound in the nostril (Case 14, VI

12-14). The text in our gloss is a little fuller than in Case 14, and the variant "he says,"

where Case 14 has "as is said" or " as one says" is of slight consequence. By gn, "soft,"

the commentator doubtless means " permeable," or " penetrable." See commentary

on Case 14, Gloss A.

CASE TWENTY-SEVEN

IX 18-18

A GAPING WOUND IN THE CHIN

This case is the last in the series discussing injuries to the head (caput). The pre-

ceding case dealt with a wound in the upper lip, and in Case 27 the discussion passes to

the region below the mouth, which the surgeon calls q3' ynr.t, "chin." It is

interesting to observe that in Case 26, a wound in the upper lip, we are informed that

the wound has " two lips " (IX 12), and that the surgeon is to close it with stitching;

whereas in Case 27, a similar wound as the description shows, he employs the " two

strips," doubtless adhesive tape, to accomplish the same purpose, as will be seen by

an examination of the discussion of " two strips " in Case 2 (I 15). The explanation

is perhaps to be found in the different situation of the two wounds.

TITLE

IX 18
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Translation
Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his chin.

Commentary

-4 5 ".t wbnw n kf"t, " gaping wound," is fully discussed in Case I (ex-

amination), pp. 91-92.q45o' ynrt, " chin " is treated in Case 22 (VIII 10).

EXAMINATION

IX 1--15
14

15

AIWOM FDCL~ I,
-LWWA EZ1 X Lid

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his chin, penetrating to the

bone, thou shouldst palpate his wound. If thou shouldst find his bone uninjured, not
having a split, (or) a perforation in it, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary
"Penetrating to the bone " (rr n !c.4 has been discussed in Case 1, pp. 87-88.

Drr, " probe," or " palpate," see Case 1 (pp. 92--98) and Case 8 (IV 5).
On uninjured bone under the wounded tissue, and the list of possible injuries to

the bone enumerated as not present, see Case 2 (I 13-14, and Gloss C, I117) and especi-
ally Case 18 (VII 9), from which it will be seen that our text has omitted one (4d," com-
pound comminuted fracture ") of the three injuries to the bone usually enumerated
by our ancient author in such cases. Commentary on these injuries will be found in
Case 4 (pa~n, " split," 1I 2) and Case 3 (thin, " perforate," I118). It is at this point,

at the conclusion of the examination, that this treatise is inclined to insert instructions
for the physical manipulation of the injury, which in this present case, however, are
included in the treatment. See Introduction, p. 42.
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CASE 27 TRANSLATION AND COMMNENTARY31

DIAGNosIs

IX 15-16
18

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a gaping wound in his chin,
penetrating to the bone. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

See examination above (IX 13-15), of which the diagnosis is a partial repetition,
followed by the favorable verdict 1. See the discussion of this verdict in the com-
mentary on Case I (I 2) and in the introduction (pp. 45 if.).

TREATMENT

IX 16-18

sic 9 Yn~ C O op

© . tIIt\

sic Isic 18

$ The knife drips blood, but the character is not available in the fount.

Translation
Thou shouldst apply for him two strips on that gash. Thou shouldst bind it with

fresh meat the first day, (and) thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease, honey
(and) lint every day until he recovers.

Commentary
On the meaning of the " two strips," probably adhesive tape, see Case 2 (I 15).

Our example is a significant indication of the function of the " two strips," for they
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are employed here on the chin for the same kind of injury, which in the preceding case,

a wound in the upper lip, required surgical stitching.

On this difference in treatment between this and the preceding case Dr. Luckhardt

remarks : " Wounds of the chin are likely to gape less than wounds of the lip, particu-

larly if the wound of the chin is parallel with the course of the fibers of the m. trian-

gularis and platysma. Hence we have stitching in the preceding case as against taping

in Case 27."
The use of the plural of the word " gash " (kf.t), which cannot be brought out in

the translation, is discussed in the commentary on kf.t in Case 1. On the treatment

with fresh meat, followed by grease, honey, and lint, see also Case 1. The meaning of

" until he recovers " is likewise discussed under Case 1.

CASE TWENTY-EIGHT

IX 18-X 8

A GAPING WOUND IN THE THROAT PENETRATING TO THE GULLET

After the discussion of twenty-seven miscellaneous injuries in various parts of

the head, the surgeon now moves downward and in Case 28 takes up an injury in the

throat. It is a gaping knife wound which penetrates to the gullet, so that if the injured

man drinks water it issues from the mouth of the wound. Included in the examina-

tion is the stitching of the wound, a physical manipulation such as our surgeon

customarily inserts in his examination, confining the treatment to the external

application of medicaments. Such a classification of the surgical operation suggests

that as a mechanical manipulation it was not regarded by ancient Egyptian medicine

as properly belonging to the treatment, which was a matter of recipes and medicinal

applications. We have here a suggestion of specialization. See Introduction, p. 42.
If a second examination discloses that the fever persists, a second treatment is pre-

scribed, and it is interesting to observe that in spite of the persistent fever, the patient
is placed on his normal diet, or as the Egyptian surgeon phrases it, he is moored at
his mooring stakes (compare Case 8, Gloss D).

The organization of the discussion is as follows:

I
Title (IX 18)
First examination and instructions to stitch (IX 18-21).
Diagnosis and verdict 2 (IX 21-22).
First treatment (X 1-2).

II
Second examination (X 2).
Second treatment (X 2-3).
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CASE 28 TRANSLATION AND COMMENTARY31

TITLE

IX 18

Translation
Instructions concerning a wound in his throat.

Commentary
On "wound" see Case 1 (pp. 81-84). The anatomical meaning of hm, "throat,"

will be found discussed immediately below.

EXAMINATION

IX 18-21

9

20

< -LAAMIMA

21

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his throat, piercing through

to his gullet ; if he drinks water he rchokesI (and) it comes out of the mouth of his
wound ; it is greatly inflamed, so that he develops fever from it ; thou shouldst draw
together that wound with stitching.

Commentary
" Gaping wound " (wbnw n kf "t) has been fully discussed in Case 1 (pp. 90-92).
1u ., rm, or itrmw, " throat," is a rare word the anatomical meaning of which

has never been studied or determined. In Papyrus Ebers there is a case of fatty
swellings on the ptrm, which require lancing, but the text does not contain any
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intimation of the meaning of hrm (Pap. Ebers 105, 1-8). The only other case (Ebers

76, 8) in the medical papyri is likewise of no assistance. Outside of the medical papyri

only two examples of the word are known (Petrie, Dendereh, pl. XXXVII G, 1. 686

and Lacau, Sarcophages, Vol. I, p. 144 = Cairo 28052), both of which are in hopelessly

obscure passages. We are therefore dependent on Papyrus Edwin Smith for the

meaning of the word. It is not found in our document outside of Case 28, which,

however, fairly well discloses its meaning. We are told in the above examination

that the wound in the hrm penetrates to the gullet (5bb). Irm therefore means

" throat " rather than "neck," for which our surgeon regularly employs nhb-t.

Y4db, " piercing through," has been discussed in Case 14 (VI 14).

©cJ j . bb, " gullet," is not a common word. The following parallel passages in

the Book of the Dead, however, determine its meaning:

Q-n =f= Book of the Dead, ed. Naville, 172, 22 (Aa).

q Ibid., 172, 19 (Aa).
It will be seen in these two passages that bb is used as a variant of hty-t, a well-

known word for " throat."
.. . tp-br-f " he chokes," is really a guess. The hr-form of the verb indi-

cates that it expresses the result which follows upon the act of drinking. We should

possibly regard this choking or gasping as the cause for the issuance of the water from

the mouth of the wound, and render, " so that it comes out, etc." Stp is seemingly a

arac AeytCevov.
nsr-y, " it is inflamed," is explained in Case 41, Gloss A, q. v. The masculine

pronoun might be taken here as designating the patient. A study of the parallel

cases, however, shows that nsr is employed to describe the local inflammation; its

subject is often the wound. The result for the patient is fever as here.
~. ~rf, "fever," will be found discussed in Case 41, Gloss B, where the ancient

commentator has thrown some light on it.
On surgical stitching see ndry, " draw together," and ydr, "stitching," in Case

10(V 6).
DIAGNOSIS

IX 21-22
22

SProbable traces of the first word of the treatment, afterward smeared out.
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Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a wound in his throat, piercing

through to his gullet. An ailment with which I will contend."

Commentary
The terms will be found discussed in the preceding examination, of which the

diagnosis is an incomplete repetition of the first part. The omission of "gaping"
(n kf.t) is probably a scribal error. The doubtful verdict 2 will be found discussed in
Case 4 (II 6). See also the introduction (pp. 45 ff.).

FIRST TREATMENT

X 1-2
X1

sic

2

Translation
Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. Thou shouldst treat it after-

ward [with] grease, honey (and) lint every day, until he recovers.

Commentary
On the treatment with fresh meat followed by grease, honey and lint, see Case 1

(I 2-3).
SECOND EXAMINATION

X2

SThis word 6w was omitted by the scribe and was afterward inserted as a correction in red
ink over black.

Translation
If, however, thou findest him continuing to have fever from that wound, (con.

clusion in following second treatment). I

Commentary
In view of the fact that the first treatment deals with the fever arising from the

inflammation in the wound, we expect some other symptom to be disclosed from the
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second examination, which necessitates additional treatment. We must conclude
therefore that §mm, " to be hot, feverish " in the second examination, either means a
greater degree of fever than 4rf, the synonym employed in the first examination
(IX 21) ; or the verbal form .mm-f in the second examination indicates continuance,
perhaps persistent continuance of the fever. The latter is the more probable con-
clusion. In Case 47 the fourth examination employs Amm-f in precisely the same con-
nection. On the other hand when a case has not yet disclosed any fever and it is
discovered in a second examination, the surgeon says, " If, then, thou findest that
man, his flesh having developed (n-form) fever," as we find it in Case 7, second
examination (III 8-9). See also the discussion of the words for fever in our treatise,
in Case 41, Gloss A.

SECOND TREATMENT

X 2-3

Translation
Thou shouldst apply for him dry lint in the mouth of his wound, (and) moor (him)

at his mooring stakes until he recovers.

Commentary

Regarding the application of" dry lint," apparently without a bandage, Dr. Luck-
hardt remarks : " In a case of high fever because of infection, the dry lint was perhaps
indicated to promote drainage in place of the usual grease and honey ointment. By
capillary attraction it would hasten the absorption of the wound secretion and the pus."

The discussion of fit, " lint," will be found in Case 1 (I 3).
The strange figure of speech "moor him at his mooring stakes " is explained in

Case 3, Gloss D (II 1-2).

CASE TWENTY-NINE

X 8-8

A GAPING WOUND IN A CERVICAL VERTEBRA

The preceding case concerning an injury which must have been located somewhere
in the general anterior portion of the neck involved only soft tissue. The surgeon now
proceeds to the back of the neck and takes up five cases of injuries to the cervical
vertebrae (Cases 29-88). In only one of these (Case 81, X 16) does he designate which
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of the cervical vertebrae he means. In Case 31 he refers to the possible extension of
the injury further down to affect the spine, and also the peculiar character of the
symptoms when the " middle " cervical vertebra is the one affected.

The injury in Case 29 is one most likely incurred in battle. It not only left a
yawning gash in the overlying soft tissue but also " perforated " one of the cervical
vertebrae. It caused stiffness of the neck, but was not deep enough to induce paralysis
of any of the limbs, as we find happening in other cases of this group. The surgeon
returns the doubtful verdict, and probably regards a cure as possible.

TITLE

X3

Translation

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in a vertebra of his neck.

Commentary
On the terms employed see the examination below.

EXAMINATION

X 8-6
4

a In this space the scribe at first wrote r with black ink. He afterward came back and with red

ink inserted the w-bird directly on the r. There is possibly an intimation here that yw and yr were
almost identical in pronunciation, either being used as the prosthetic vowel.

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in a vertebra of his neck, penetrat-
ing to the bone, (and) perforating a vertebra of his neck; if thou examinest that
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318 THE URGICAL TETS AE2wound, (and) he shudders exceedingly, (and) he is unable to look at his two shoulders
and his breast, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary
The discussion of " gaping wound " will be found in Case 1 (pp. 91-92).

's, " vertebra " is treated under Case 31, Gloss A.

rjJ 'thin, " perforating." See Case 3 (118), and consult p. 272.

c *.... wet' is obviously an error for the usual h'y, "examine." The corre-
sponding context in Case 4 (examination, II8-5) has der," probe," at this point.

'nrw rf, " he shudders," see Case 4 (II 4).

.. .. n gmy-n-f, " he is unable," has been explained in Case 3, examination
(1 19-20) and Gloss B (I 25-26). Dg'-n-f is an error for dg'.f, see Case 3, ibid.

DIAGNOSIS

X 6-7

~~gflcI~'"

a The scribe at first wrote C here, and no plural strokes. He afterward inserted the plural strokes
in black ink over the w which was in red.

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him : "L[One having] a wound in his neck, penetrat-
ing to the bone, perforating a vertebra of his neck, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his
neck. An ailment with which I will contend."

Commentary

The word " gaping " (n kf «t) found even in the brief title has been omitted, doubt-
less by scribal error, in the diagnosis. It is noticeable also that the situation of the
wound " in a vertebra " is likewise omitted in the diagnosis, though included in
both title and examination. Except for the addition of the words " perforating a
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vertebra " we would not know from the diagnosis that a vertebra had been injured.
This is perhaps the worst case of scribal carelessness in the whole document.

The last symptom, " stiffness in his neck," has been treated in Case 3 (I 20). On
mn, " to suffer," see Case 3 (I 20). On the uncertain verdict 2 see Case 4 (II 6) and the
introduction (pp. 45 if.). This diagnosis is also discussed in the introduction (p. 51).

TREATMENT

X 7-8

8

Translation
Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. Now afterward moor (him)

at his mooring stakes until the period of his injury passes by.

Commentary

On the treatment with fresh meat see Case I (I 2-8).
The remainder of the treatment will be found discussed in the commentary on the

treatment in Case 8 (I 21-23).

CASE THIRTY

X 8-12

SPRAIN IN A CERVICAL VERTEBRA

The term employed by the ancient surgeon to designate this injury (nrw.t) is
unknown elsewhere, and indeed was not clear even to the ancient reader without ex-

planation (Gloss A). It is from this explanation that the rendering " sprain" has
been derived. There is no mention of any wound in the overlying tissue, and it was
not regarded as serious; the surgeon expected to effect a cure.

TITLE

X8

Translation

Instructions concerning a sprain in a vertebra of his neck.
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Commentary
The terms will be found discussed in the commentary below.

EXAMINATION

X 9-10

sic

10

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a sprain in a vertebra of his neck, thou shouldst

say to him: " Look at thy two shoulders and thy breast." When he does so, the
seeing possible to him is painful.

Commentary
-, ,nrw-t, " sprain," is explained in Gloss A below.

On the surgeon's test of the patient's ability to twist his head to either side or to

drop his face, see Case 3, examination (I 20).
' yrr-f, " when he does so," is doubtless a conditional use of the so-called

emphatic form, like gmm-k, " when thou findest," so common in this papyrus. The
o is written rather small; to read t is grammatically possible, but we find -=:occa-

sionally written as small as this, e.g., twice in this very case (ll. 11-12), in which
is even smaller than in our yrr-f. See also yr as compared with yst (VIII 18).

Spr mr-f, literally means " done by him." So we find Apr mr.y ds-y,
" done by me myself" (Shipwreck, 22-23). A similar example is in Gesprich eines

Lebensmiiden, p. 21; Semneh Stela of Sesostris III, 1. 6; and finally in Papyrus Ebers
(21, 14-15) we have the title of a remedy for expelling " A_ "ail-
ments arising from the pnd-worm," more literally "done by" this worm. In this last
example the feminine t shows that hpr-t is an attributive participle belonging to mr-wt,
"ailments," the immediately preceding noun. This is likely to be the construction

of &pr mr-f (literally "done by him ") in our passage. That is, hpr is an attributive
modifier of the infinitive m", " to see," so that we may render literally" the seeing done
by him; " or including the potential element sometimes implied by the participle,
we may render, " the seeing which may be done by him," or more freely "the seeing
possible to him." It is, of course, obvious that it is not the " seeing " itself which is

the source or cause of the pain, but rather the movement making the seeing possible.
This movement, however, is sufficiently indicated by the preceding words " When he
does so."
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The reader will find the surgeon's methods of making his observations discussed

on pp. 40-41, (a) to (e); see especially (e). The patient must have turned his face

downward and then to right and left alternately, so that he looked obliquely down-

ward, in a position somewhat cramped even for a sound neck, and sure to cause
pain in a sprained one. We are not informed whether in our Case 80, the surgeon

noted the patient's distress (resulting from the movement of his head) by ocular

observation, or by further questioning of the patient.

DIAGNOSIS

X 10

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a sprain in a vertebra of his

neck. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary
On nrwt, " sprain," see commentary on Gloss A.
" Vertebra" will be found discussed in Case 31, Gloss A (p. 328). The diagnosis is

again only a repetition of the title, to which the favorable verdict 1 has been appended.

See Case 1 (I 2) and consult the introduction (pp. 45 ft.).

TREATMENT

X 10-12

12

Translation

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. Now afterward thou shouldst
treat [with] ymrw (and) honey every day until he recovers.

Commentary
The second occurrence of m lt, "afterward" is an error due to the fact that the

word is sometimes inserted at this point (after 4rw-k) e. g., VIII 21-22. On the treat-
ment with fresh meat followed by ymrw see Case I (I 2-3) and Case 15 (VI 17).
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GLoss A

X 12

Explaining: A sprain.

Translation
As for: " A sprain," he is speaking of a rending of two members, (although) it

(= each) is (still) in its place.

Commentary
j. ng-t, " break " or " rend apart," is discussed in Case 6 (II 19).

, ty, " two members," is a word applied to limbs, members, organs, etc., and

designating almost any part of the body. It must here be employed by the surgeon
with reference to two neighbouring vertebrae which have been forced apart. Gram-
matically '-ty is the subject of the infinitive ng-t, and introduced by the particle yn.

This construction will be found discussed in Case 5, Gloss A (II 16-17).
In the clause " it (each) is in its place," the antecedent of " it " (an Egyptian

feminine) is evidently '.t, " member," meaning one of the two separated vertebrae.
The only other feminine noun in the passage, the infinitive ng-t " rending apart," is
not likely to be the antecedent. It can hardly be said to have a "place." The
meaning obviously is, that the two members are wrenched apart, although each (the
text actually reads "it ") still remains " in its place." The remark is intended to
indicate that no actual dislocation has taken place.

."-"" Inrw-t, "sprain," occurs in the medical papyri only in our treatise, where
it is found in three cases (80, 42 and 48). In Cases 80 and 48 it designates a trouble in
a vertebra of the spinal column; in Case 42 it affects the thoracic ribs. Judging from
the above gloss, nrw-t concerns the articulation of one vertebra with another, or of the
thoracic ribs with the sternum. This articulation has suffered sufficient strain so that
a rending or wrenching (ng.t) has occurred; but the vertebra or rib (referred to in the
gloss above as "member," '.t) is still " in its place." This is in accord with what we
find in Case 42, where the thoracic ribs are affected by nrwt, and it is distinctly stated
that there is no" dislocation" (u4n), " nor is it broken" (Mb). An injury which has
produced a rending of an articulation without a dislocation or an actual break is
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evidently what we would call a " sprain." It is difficult to trace the origin of the word
to any known root. It is a feminine noun formed from a third weak root, for it is
written three times in Case 48, or It may have some connection
with the verb nry, meaning " to shrink," " to shudder," or the like, as used in our
document and discussed in Case 4 (II 4). It evidently has inclined in its semantic
history in a different direction from the other feminine noun nrt, "fright, terror "
(Pyr. 1488 a; Louvre C, 87, an Empire tomb stela), or still another feminine noun
" or -nr-t, " neck " in the phrase =- r nr.t-f, " at his neck,"said of a collar

(Tomb of Senebtisi, p. 66).

CASE THIRTY-ONE

X 12-22

DISLOCATION OF A CERVICAL VERTEBRA

This is one of the most interesting cases in the papyrus, especially in the patho-
logical details, but also in the knowledge of anatomy revealed. The surgeon has
observed that the dislocation of a cervical vertebra causes paralysis of arms and legs,
or as the Egyptian idiom expresses it, the patient "is unconscious of his two arms and
his two legs." He has noted that the patient exhibits an erection of the phallus and
has no control over the discharge of urine. He differentiates between a dislocation
of a lower cervical vertebra near the backbone, which causes paralysis of the arms and
legs, and dislocation of the middle cervical vertebra which causes an emissio seminis,
a phenomenon observed in modern times in the case of a criminal whose neck has been
broken by hanging. Dr. Luckhardt remarks : " Priapism is certainly a characteristic
sign of cord involvement in the cervico-dorsal region. In this case the lesion must
have been below the fourth cervical vertebra, since the patient was still breathing."

The examination (X 18-16) yields the surgeon an unusually long and interesting
list of symptoms. The diagnosis, however, is scanty and merely lists the paralysis of
arms and legs, and the escape of urine. The verdict is of course unfavorable. No
treatment of any kind is suggested. It is evident that the case is one which excites
the surgeon's interest,-an interest which we may properly term scientific. He records
the phenomena observed with no hope of being able to treat or assist the injured man,
but obviously solely from his interest in the facts observable.

The three glosses are important, and doubtless indicate that the words explained
were already old and no longer fully understood. The explanation of i* wnh,
" dislocation" is very valuable, because the ancient commentator uses two different
words to elucidate the meaning of wnh, whereas he elsewhere often makes the word
to be defined itself the chief defining term. The discussion of PL - mn',
"emissio seminis " and q qF nny, " dribble" also enrich our knowledge of the
Egyptian dictionary.

Y2
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TITLE

X 12-13

Translation
Instructions concerning a dislocation in a vertebra of [his] neck.

Commentary
The terms will be found discussed below.

EXAMINATION

X 13-16

14

A M & q r
~A~;ci\ B~ s 2 ~IC

job -- n \ \

q Q4111t

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a dislocation in a vertebra of his neck, shouldst

thou find him unconscious of his two arms (and) his two legs on account of it, while
his phallus is erected on account of it, (and) urine drops from his member without
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his knowing it; his flesh has received wind; his two eyes are blood-shot; it is a disloca-
tion of a vertebra of his neck extending to his backbone which causes him to be un-
conscious of his two arms (and) his two legs. If, however, the middle vertebra of his
neck is dislocated, it is an emissio seminis which befalls his phallus.

Commentary

" Dislocation " and " vertebra " will be found discussed in Gloss A.
e mny, " to be unconscious of," literally "not to know," occurs only in Cases 31

and 33 in a pathological sense. It evidently means " both to lose control of," and
" to have no feeling in " either the arms or legs. A similar use of this verb applied to
the entire person or the entire body, first understood by Gardiner, occurs in the Tale
of Sinuhe where the hero says: ~~ .. ." I became unconscious

in his presence," literally, " I knew not myself etc." See Gardiner, Notes on the Story
of Sinuhe, p. 96 (B. 253).

n t is already known with the pathological meaning, " to be stiff," e.g.
Case 7 (III 17). It is here applied to an erection of the phallus.

re I h", " fall, drop, dribble " has been discussed in Case 20 (VII 24).

" member " is without doubt some special word for the phallus written here
with the word-sign. The determinative is not wholly clear in 1. 14, but there can be
no doubt about it in 1. 22, where it is obviously a papyrus roll. The question of the
phonetic reading is difficult. The most probable reading is bh, as in the common
preposition m b'h. Written out J ' ==o b'h, it occurs in Pap. Ebers 49, 14 and
93, 2; likewise in Naville, La Litanie du Soleil, pl. XIV, 11. 37-88 and spelled ,4 -.

(where it is distinguished from hnn); and again Theban Table of Hours ( ) II 16, 7,
written . "her phallus "(!), and showing that the word originally meant
sexual organ without distinction of sex (see the variant in Tomb 6 which has

though rrt is the female hippo); ibid., 17, 6; 18, 5; 20, 2, and written once
(as if to be read nit?). Compare Champollion, Monuments, pl. 272. No example of
a word nit, " phallus," has yet been found, but we may compare m nt," suppository "

(Pap. Ebers 9, 8; 31, 11; 31, 13; 31, 15; 33, 3; 33, 16; 33, 19) and for the vulva
also (ibid., 94, 17; 94, 21). Mt meaning " man " is found only in the Pyramid Texts
(510 c, 601 b). The evidence is therefore in favor of the reading b'h.

g t -. eliterally " his flesh has received wind " or " breath."

On this curious statement Dr. Luckhardt remarks : " One of the early signs of severe
spinal cord involvement or actual transection is meteorism. The normal movements
of the intestine are interfered with; gases develop in the bowel and are not discharged.
As a result there is great distension of the abdomen." This observation by modern
medical science seems to explain what our ancient surgeon had in mind in this case.

6_ _ q q Asm-ty, "are blood-shot," has been discussed in Case 19 (VII 19-20),
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Gloss A. The incorrect I Lt instead of Iq might be regarded as an effort to write the
dual, but we find the same writing with a singular subject, e.g., Case 19 (VII 17).

rr n, " extending to," in an anatomical sense, will be found discussed in
Case 1 (title).

J A k.bldw, "backbone," is an ancient word, found several times in the Pyramid
Texts. Its meaning " backbone " is fairly evident. In the first place we find vertebra or
vertebrae of the blkcw (e. g. Pyr. 229 b and 409 b). The determinative in the Pyramid

Texts is several times written thus: ' , evidently three vertebrae seen from the

front or back and showing the connections of the ribs; or r c, seen from above
or below, and showing the articular surfaces and the round foramina of three of the
twelve thoracic vertebrae. Finally the passage of Pap. Smith which we are discussing
shows that the bk~lw approaches near the cervical vertebrae, but does not include
them. The chief occurrences of bkdw, which is probably a plural (see e. g., the plural
genitive i nw used with it in Pap. Ebers 65, 16) are the following: applied to animals
(serpent, grasshopper (!), bird, etc.), Pyr. 1772 b; Great " Amduat," twelfth hour;

Ebers 65, 10; 65, 16; a vertebra or vertebrae of blkw, besides two Pyr. references

above, Lacau, Textes Religieuz, p. 78 (XXVII), 1. 47 b; Book of the Dead, Naville,

31, 5 ; in list of parts of the body of a giant in Theban Table of Hours IX, Tomb 6,
Tomb 9, etc. (written with m eight times); miscellaneous, Naville, La Litanie du
Soleil, pls. XIII, 1. 26; XXXI, 1. 25; XIV, 1. 37, and XLVII, 1. 47; Great "Amduat,"

tenth hour (Leyden, Turin, Seti II) ; same in seventh hour; Book of the Dead, Naville,
149, 5 (determinative of balances evidently wrong); ibid., Chap, 133, 2; Pyr. 234 c.

While the title and the beginning of the examination do not localize the injury
further than to place it somewhere in the cervical vertebrae, the conclusion of the

examination proceeds to assume two different and more precise localizations of the

dislocation: first one near or extending to the thoracic vertebrae, that is at the lower

end of the cervical vertebrae; the other higher up and affecting only the " middle
vertebra of his neck." The surgeon seems to indicate that in these two cases the

symptoms vary: in the first case he finds paralysis of arms and legs; in the second

there is loss of control of the sexual organ, and an emissio seminis results. The word
for this phenomenon (ranm') is explained by the ancient commentator in Gloss B.

DIAGNosIs

X 16-17
17

'~2~ I M V

ISz A
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Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a dislocation in a vertebra of

his neck while he is unconscious of his two legs and his two arms, and his urine

dribbles. An ailment not to be treated."

Commentary

The last symptom is explained by the ancient commentator in Gloss C below. The

other matters requiring comment have already been discussed. This diagnosis is

interesting in its connection with the examination; see introduction (p. 51). The

unfavorable verdict 3 has been discussed fully in the commentary on Case 5 (II 15);

see also the introduction (pp. 46-48). As usual when this verdict appears, the surgeon

does not venture to suggest any treatment.

GLoss A

X 17-19

Explaining: A dislocation in a vertebra of his neck.
18

I Y

a In writing these two words p -t wet, the scribe made some error, which he erased by smearing

it out while still wet, producing a smudge. He then inserted in red ink the following corrections :
the last three signs of phd-t, and a s which he crowded in between the .... and the stroke. Compare
wr.t in V 9 (bis).

Translation

As for: "A dislocation (wnt) in a vertebra of his neck," he is speaking of a

separation of one vertebra of his neck from another, the flesh which is over it being

uninjured; as one says, " It is wnh," concerning things which had been joined

together, when one has been severed from another.
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Commentary

" ts, " vertebra." The evidence in our papyrus, especially in this case, con-
clusively shows that " vertebra " is the correct rendering for this word. It is a render-
ing which has long been common, although anatomically it has not hitherto been

wholly certain. The word occurs thirty-two times in our document. Of these, twenty-
five are accompanied by the following genitive, " of his neck," and four by " of his

backbone." Only thrice (XI 10, 11 and 15) does it occur in Payyrus Smith without
one or the other of these modifiers. The examination (X 15-16) shows that there are
ts, which are lower down in the neck near the" backbone," and that there is a" middle

ts of his neck." It can hardly be doubted that s is here the middle one of the seven

cervical vertebrae. The recognition of a middle ts in the neck also shows that there

is a series of ts. According to our Gloss A these is are attached each to the next, and

a forcible separation may take place in case of a dislocation (wnh). On the other hand,

in Case 8833 we learn that when a man falls head foremost and strikes violently on his

head, it " causes that one is (of the neck) crush into the next one " (XI 11). The

correctness of " vertebra " as the meaning of is is therefore evident.
e a dmy, " join," as the two lips of a wound are joined by healing (Case 10,

V 9), is evidently here the word describing the relation of two ts, or " vertebrae "

before they have been separated by the " dislocation " (wnh).:et wnh, " dislocation," is the word which the commentator especially intends

that this gloss shall explain. In this purpose he has been unusually successful. In

the first place he does not, as so often in other glosses, employ the word he desires to

explain as the most important designating term in the explanation itself. On the

contrary he gives us two different words as suggesting the meaning of wnh: one being

" separation " (ywd) and the other " severance, detachment " (phd) or the like. The

first refers to a " separation " between two contiguous vertebrae, the second to the

"severance" from each other of two things which had been joined together. It will

be seen then that a wth takes place between two things, each of which has an identity

of its own. Although joined together they did not at first form one thing, like a single

bone, which is broken into two pieces. An important differentiation between wnh and

a " fracture " (hdb) is found in Case 42 (XIV 18), where an injury of the " ribs of his
thorax " is said to be neither a wnh nor a " fracture " (hdb). Wnh therefore does not

mean a fracture of any kind (d4d or .sb) ; it quite evidently designates something that

happens to the articulation between two bones, and must mean " dislocation." This

meaning which emerges so clearly from the ancient commentator's explanation in

Gloss A is interestingly confirmed by a study of the further use of the word in our
document.

In Case 25 it designates a dislocation of the mandible, and the surgeon is directed

how to apply his fingers so that the displaced mandible may fall back into its proper
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position. Similarly in Case 34 wnh is applied to a dislocation of the two clavicles or

collar-bones, and in this case, too, the surgeon is charged to force them back into their

places. A wnh " in the ribs of his breast " in Case 43 is described in Gloss A as a

" displacement of the heads of the ribs of his breast " (XV 3-4). This word " dis-

placement " (nft) is also applied to the wnh of the clavicles in Case 34.
The use of wZnh to describe the condition of surgical stitching that has become

" loose " is discussed in Case 10 (under ydr in V 6). The only other occurrence of

unh in the medical papyri is in Pap. Ebers (31, 20), where it designates an ailment or

condition in the anus which is treated with ointment applied on lint. What this ail-

ment called unh may be is entirely problematical.
yh-t, " things," must be a plural here (possibly a dual), in view of the following

phrase, " one .... from another." The lack of any feminine sign of agreement, as in

the form of wnn, is common with the noun yh-t in our document, as indeed also else-

where, especially when yh-t is in the plural. The following are the examples in Papyrus

Smith: III 1 ; VI 14; IX 13; XII 5 and 11; XIII 10 and 11; XVI 1, 13 and 16;

some of the preceding may be singular; the following are certainly singular: II 3

and 20; IV 10.
Wnn is of course common with the force of a past tense; its use hero to throw the

following participle dmy into a pluperfect is interesting.

oQ phdl-t(w), " has been severed," is a rare word which seems to be used only
in the medical papyri. It is used of the dismembering and cutting up of animals for

external medical application : of a bird (Pap. Ebers, 76, 9); of a lizard (Berlin

Medical Pap., 3038, 3, 2). It is also employed of the cutting open of tissue with a lancet

over a swelling or cist (Pap. Ebers 109, 6). Similarly it even appears as an intransitive

verb to designate the rending or breaking of tissue over a pus cist (ibid., 91, 13;

91, 18). In all these examples the word denotes the severance of animal tissue, but

our gloss would indicate that it had a wider usage to indicate severance or detachment

of any object from another to which it had been attached (dmy).

, t, feminine, is of course out of agreement with the in r .n-nw-f. Compare

the same incongruity in V 9 and conversely in I 10 and consult commentary, pp. 114

and 116.
GLoss B

X 19-21

Explaining: It is an emissio seminis which befalls his phallus.

20
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a This word yw-f was at first inadvertently omitted by the scribe, and was afterward inserted
in red in the space at the end of line 20.

Translation

As for : " It is an emissio seminis which befalls his phallus," (it means) that his
phallus is erected (and) has a discharge from the end of his phallus. It is said: " It
remains stationary " (mn s'w), when it cannot sink downward (and) it cannot lift
upward.

Commentary

S I eh - mn.', " emissio seminis," is a rare word which has been shown by
Kees to mean onanism, self-pollution (Zeitschr. fiir Aegypt. Sprache 57, p. 110). The
ancient commentator makes it clear that he is using the word for an involuntary
emission. This meaning is even suggested in the text to be explained, by the use of
hpr r, " happen to," which frequently is used in an unfavorable sense like our" befall."
The determinative of a jar employed in the text (X 16) is due to the fact that there
is a word mnm4, meaning " jar." Gloss B has the correct text with the determinative
of a phallus.

, , w, " discharge," is fully explained in Case 41, Gloss E (XIV 15-16). The
interpretation of hr, the preposition so often used by our surgeon to introduce the cause
of a symptom, is difficult. It follows directly after "phallus " (rnn) in the examina-
tion (X 14), to introduce the cause, that is, the injury. It is possible that we should
understand our gloss as meaning that the phallus is erected as a result of the emission.
Hr is, however, employed so often with the meaning "possess" that this meaning
seems not improbable here.

Having quite adequately explained mn', the commentator proceeds with a second
explanation, perhaps led to do so by an idiom or proverb, yw-f mu slw, "It remains
stationary," in which the occurrence of mn and s', one following the other, have
suggested to the commentator some connection with mnP', "emissio." It would seem
highly improbable that the two words mn "remain" and 'e s'w,
" protect " (rendered above " be stationary ") should have any etymological con-
nection with mn4'," emissio." The commentator has either been misled by the simple
paronomasia, or found it too attractive to be resisted.

In the translation of this idiom or proverb, the rendering of ' s'w as " be
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stationary" is based entirely upon the explanatory statements which follow, and
which clearly indicate that the member is stationary. Whether we should understand

s'w to be the common verb " protect " or the less common Empire word Ie s'w,
" break, fracture," or the like, applied to members of the body, may be left uncertain.

t i~ l g4', " sink," is a relatively rare word, not otherwise found in the

medical papyri. Its meaning is established by its use in the Eloquent Peasant where

it occurs six times. Of these, five (77 (B 2) = 312 (B 1); 87 (B 2) = 322-323 (B 1); 96;

162 and 163) are employed to indicate the incorrect deflection of a pair of balances by

which the peasant suggests divergence from justice, symbolized by the balances. In

the sixth example (92) g4' designates the collapse of a timber or support and is parallel

with J'"' ' bn, which is the - of the Pyramid Texts, used to designate the "fall"

of a serpent. Any one who has seen an upreared cobra in Egypt will understand at

once the meaning of 4bn, employed so regularly in serpent charms in the Pyramid

Texts, adjuring the serpent to " fall" or " sink down." In this passage then

(Peasant 92), gd4, parallel with 4bn, evidently means "to sink" or " to sink down."

In Pap. Prisse it is used once figuratively to indicate the "yielding" of an opponent

(13, 4).
An interesting parallel between our opposed tsy n hrw," lift upward "and g ' n hrw,

" sink downward " is furnished in a different pathological connection concerning an

ailment of the heart in Pap. Ebers (101, 16-17) :

" It does not rise upward,
it does not fall downward."

The potential meaning of the negatived n-form is highly probable here. The use

of the negative -, for the usual - is made certain by the parallel - in the preceding
proposition. Compare Case 82 (XI 8).

GLoss C

X 21-22

Explaining: While his urine dribbles.
22 IVU vw 

c
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Translation

As for: " While his urine dribbles," it means that urine drops from his phallus
and cannot hold back for him.

Commentary

4~J nny, rendered " dribble " above is a common word but is unknown

as applied to human physiology outside of our treatise. Its commonest meaning is
" to be weary." It is sometimes applied to the slow movement of the back-water
of the inundation, e. g.,

"IC

" Thou art the great flood, settling itself upon the fields" (Brugsch, Reise nach der

Grossen Oase, Tafel XXVII, 40-41). This and other such examples indicate con-
clusively that a slow, sluggish movement of water is implied. The corresponding

noun for sluggishness of food movement 4J. .. nnw, which is a word for "weari-

ness, laziness " is twice employed in Pap. Ebers in a case of digestive trouble (36, 21;

37, 3). It is employed in Case 8 (IV 14) to describe the motion of half paralysed
limbs. Our commentator explains nny in Gloss C by the word r IA h", which

in its medical applications means "to fall, to drop," and is the verb employed when
the quantity of fluid is small. See e.g., Case 20, VII 24, where h" is discussed in the

passage " a little (of the fluid) drops " (h"). " Dribble " is evidently, therefore, a

fair rendering of our verb nny. In quoting from the text in X 17 the commentator
has misspelled the word, using the noun form nnw. The text, though lacking a deter-
minative, has the correct form nny.

, probably to be read b$h, is discussed above, in the examination (X 14).

L is obviously a scribal error for 9a1 4, "draw together, pull to-
gether, contract " and the like. In medical usage it is found with the direct object

~T , " vulva " (Ebers 96, 9-10; 96, 6-7); and with the direct object o
" pupil of the eye" (Ebers 57,2-3, see Loret, Recueilde Trav. 1, p.132). In these passages
it must mean " contract the vulva (or vagina)," or " contract the pupil of the eye."

Besides such examples, with an organ of the body as the direct object, we find it also
with - " urine " as the direct object (Ebers 50, 13= Hearst V 2), where its

meaning is probably "restrain, withhold, control, hold back " or the like. The occur-
rence of this phrase bA alq 4~ mwy-t, "control (or hold back) the
urine " (Ebers 50, 13), makes our restoration of the verb 41 in Pap. Smith quite
certain. It should be noted, however, that in our passage, mwy-t, " urine " is the
subject, whereas in Pap. Ebers it is the object of 9'k, " restrain, hold back." The
potential meaning of the negatived n-form is again quite probable.
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CASE THIRTY-TWO

XI 1-9

DISPLACEMENT OF A CERVICAL VERTEBRA

This is the fourth of the group of five cases (29 to 33) treating injuries of the
cervical vertebrae. In such groups the surgeon has usually proceeded from less to
more serious cases. Case 32 however, which is regarded as an injury quite capable of
successful treatment, has been placed after a dislocation of a cervical vertebra (Case
31). It deals with a displacement of one of the cervical vertebrae, an injury which we
would be inclined to regard as serious but to which the ancient surgeon appends
verdict 1. He also adds to the treatment of the patient the clause" until he recovers."
The gloss at the end, explaining the term " displacement " (nsw.t), is one of the best
and clearest in our papyrus.

It is in this case that the ancient scribe has made use of a scribal device of great
interest. At the beginning of line four he unintentionally omitted the words " Thou
shouldst say concerning him," the opening formula of the diagnosis. Having later
noticed the omission, however, he inserted the lacking words at the top of the column
(see Plate XI), and then called attention to the insertion by means of a red cross (see
end of line three, Plate XI). This cross is the lineal ancestor of our asterisk.

TITLE

XI-1

Translation

Instructions concerning a displacement in a vertebra of his neck.

Commentary

The terms will be found discussed below, especially in the gloss.

EXAMINATION

XI 1-3

2
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a This cross inserted in red is the ancient scribe's asterisk, explained in footnote a under diagnosis

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a displacement in a vertebra of his neck, whose

face is fixed, whose neck cannot turn for him, (and) thou shouldst say to him: "Look

at thy breast (and) thy two shoulders," (and) he is unable to turn his face that he may
look at his breast (and) his two shoulders, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary

Snswt, " displacement," is explained in Gloss A, q. v.

mn, " fixed," has a number of interesting anatomical uses in our document,

which have been discussed in Case 4 (II 9). It is here used pathologically to indicate

that owing to an injury of a cervical vertebra the neck cannot turn and the face remains
" fixed " as it were, looking in one direction.

We have here another good case of the potential force of the negatived n-form.
J '5nbt, " breast," is a word that has commonly been rendered" body, surface

of the body, skin," etc. Its real meaning is, however, "breast." See for example the
epithetJ.. meaning " big-breast " as a designation of a hawk or falcon
in the Pyramid Texts (1048 c). The phrase 1 J Xnb't, " make festive (= adorn) the

breast " in the Empire tomb scenes is another example in point. See Davies-Gardiner,
Tomb of Amenemhet, pl. XXX, 1. G, and p. 43, n. 13, where he also renders " breast."

Our case above is a clear demonstration of this meaning, for a comparison with other
cases shows that they employ the well-known word k',b-t, " breast," where our case

has nb-t. For example, Case 80 (X 9) has

in the directions for testing the patient's ability to turn his neck, where Case 32
(XI 2-3) has

Case 30 puts " shoulders " first and " breast " second, while Case 82 reverses this
order ; but otherwise the two texts are strictly parallel and the equivalence between
Anb~t and cb~t is obvious. The anatomy of !c'b-t is explained by the ancient com-

mentator in Case 40, Gloss A (XIII 17) and in Case 43, Gloss A (XV 3--4).
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.E is obviously an error for .
... for the usual - is found also in the preceding case (X 21).

DIAGNosIs

XI 8-4
4

a These words ild-dynk r-f, "Thou shouldst say concerning him," were unintentionally omitted
by the scribe in the text at the beginning of 1. 4. It was an omission too large to be inserted above
the line in the text, as he sometimes did. He therefore wrote the missing words in red at the top of
the column of text and called attention to the omission in the text at the proper point by a cross,
likewise in red. He inserted the cross at the end of 1. 3 however, not wishing to break the smooth
right-hand edge of his column with anything added at the beginning of 1. 4. This red cross is of course
the ancestor of our asterisk.

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a displacement in a vertebra of
his neck. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary
The diagnosis again consists only of the title with the favorable verdict 1 added,

as noted in the introduction (pp. 48 ff.). On verdict 1 see Case 1 (I 2), and the intro-
duction (pp. 46 ff.). The terms employed in the diagnosis will be found discussed below.

TREATMENT

XI 4-7

i I I ==..- I I I

7

It is possible that the scribe wrote ~,.
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Translation
Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. Thou shouldst loose his

bandages and apply grease to his head ras far asp his neck, (and) thou shouldst bind
it with ymrw. Thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] honey every day, (and) his
reliefi is sitting until he recovers.

Commentary
On the treatment with fresh meat see the discussion in Case 1 (I 2-3).
jjiy~ is doubtless a sportive writing of the verb1J A 'J by, "to traverse," especially

in the phrase [B JA " to traverse the marshes " in hunting. See Mariette, Abydos
I 49 o; 49 f; Newberry, El-Bersheh, pt. I, XX. It perhaps originally meant "to jackal

the marshes," ignoring the confusion between-and [1. I do not know of any other
example of our phrase here, r sby r, literally "to traverse as far as" which probably
means pimply " as far as." It would be analogous with r mn m, "to remain with," the
well-known compound preposition for " as far as."

On bandaging with ymrwu see Case 15 (VI 17).
The word by-t, " honey " written with a sign like the flying bird instead of the bee

is common in our document, e. g., VII 6.

,q q sryf, 11 his rreliefi " is discussed in Case 17 (VII 6).
" Sitting " as used in treatment in Papyrus Smith will be found discussed in Case 4

(II 7).
GLoss A

XI 7-9

Explaining : A displacement in a vertebra of his neck.

The scribo at first wrote ~~ and then corrected the to q simply by drawing the oblique cross

stroke in hieratic q through the ~ It is practically certain that he intended to write cfyt, not eftyt.

Translation
As for : " A displacement in a vertebra of his neck," he is speaking concerning

a sinking of a vertebra of his neck [to] the interior of his neck, as a foot settles into

cultivated ground. It is a penetration downward.
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Commentary

This gloss is one of the most successful discussions appended by the ancient com-
mentator. He first explains the meaning of Z nsw't, which we have rendered

" displacement " by the use of the word hrp, " to sink" (see commentary on Case 5,
II 13), before he employs the related verb nsy, "go, lead, introduce." His use of this
related verb is wisely combined with the subject "foot " and the phrase "into (or
'in ') cultivated ground," so that there can be no doubt of its meaning. The picture

is that of a foot sinking into soft, plowed ground.
The omission of the preposition before knw, "interior " is probably a scribal error.

We have the combination of n f.nw with hrp, " sink," twice in Case 5.
.A nsy is a verb of going, otherwise known only in late texts like those of Edfu

and Dendera. It is possible that the word is used here only with the meaning " go,
walk " in soft soil, and that the added idea of sinking into the soft soil is contained

solely in the verb _dfy.t; but it is more probable that the verb nsy means "to sink"

or " to settle," and that our word nsw~t is derived from the verb nsy.
qq "fy-t, " penetration," is a rare word. The verb, with the obvious meaning

" penetrate," is found in the following passage :
" 0 ye who pass by, if ye wish to live, etc.

so shall ye penetrate the stela of this tomb, and enter into the writings that are in it "
(Theban tomb of qJ q, Mission archdologique franaise, Vol. V, Aba, pl. VI, left, 11. 9-10).
Here fy, rendered above "penetrate," is parallel with rc m, " enter into." This
meaning fits our context in Gloss A perfectly.

In view of the ancient commentator's explanation therefore, it is clear that the
injury assumed in Case 82 is a displacement of one of the cervical vertebrae, it being
understood that the vertebra has been displaced directly toward the inside, that is
toward the front of the injured man. It is a question for the pathologists to decide
whether an injury of this kind would so easily respond to external treatment as our

surgeon assumes, for in neither verdict nor treatment does the surgeon regard it as
a serious case.

CASE THIRTY-THREE

XI 9-17
A CRUSHED CERVICAL VERTEBRA

This case is the last of the group of five treating injuries of the cervical vertebrae.
It is the most serious probably in the entire group. The surgeon is at pains to explain
just how the injury occurred, and this makes the case one of the most interesting in our
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treatise. Many of the injuries it discusses are such as could be expected only in war,
or in a case of murderous assault. It is explained in Case 33, however, that the injured

man has fallen headlong and has struck on his head, driving a vertebra of his neck with
such violence into the next that the first vertebra is crushed into the other, the two
remaining jammed thus together, and forming what modern surgeons call an "im-
pacted fracture " as Dr. Luckhardt informs me. This is such an accident as might
happen any day in civil life in ancient Egypt, especially among workmen who were
employed in such great numbers on the vast buildings of the Pharaohs, like the
pyramids and temples. The surgeon appends verdict 3, the fatal verdict, and makes
no reference to any treatment.

It is quite clear that the presence of this case in our document is due to scientific

interest in the symptoms displayed and the nature of the injury. The account contains

some old terms which the commentator considers it wise to explain in two interesting
glosses.

TITLE

XI 9

Translation

Instructions concerning a crushed vertebra in his neck.

Commentary

The title literally reads " a crush in a vertebra of his neck." The noun " crush "

( 4hm) will be found discussed below in Gloss A, p. 340.

EXAMINATION

XI 9-12
10

12
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Translation

If thou examinest a man having a crushed vertebra in his neck (and) thou findest

that one vertebra has fallen into the next one, while he is voiceless and cannot speak;
his falling head downward has caused that one vertebra crush into the next one; (and)
shouldst thou find that he is unconscious of his two arms and his two legs because of

it, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary

k h.m, " crush " is explained in Gloss A.
% hr, " has fallen," is an unusual application of the common verb " fall," and

is perhaps peculiar to surgery. The explanation in Gloss A shows that it means

" penetrate," the force of the man's fall driving one vertebra into the next.
' dgm-y," speechless, voiceless," has been explained in Case 22, Gloss C

(VIII 16-17).
Sy4hdhd, " be head downward," is discussed in Gloss B (XI 15-17).

Sfj"h my, " be unconscious," literally "not to know," employed to indicate

paralysis of arms and legs, has been discussed in Case 31 (X 13).

DIAGNosIs

XI 12-183

ailment not to be treated."

The terms will all be found discussed above, except 4km, which is treated in Gloss A.
It is interesting, and grammatically important to notice that the n-form of the verb,

1my-n-f, is employed with a permansive meaning parallel with that of the following
pseudo-participle (dgm-y).

Verdict 3 indicates that there is no hope of recovery. See Case 5 (II 15). It is
therefore, as usual, followed by no directions for treatment.

Z2
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GLoss A

XI 13-15

Explaining : A crushed vertebra in his neck.
14

15

a This was at first omitted by the scribe and afterward inserted above the line in red.

Translation
As for: "A crushed vertebra in his neck," he is speaking of the fact that one

vertebra of his neck has fallen into the next, one penetrating into the other, there being
no movement to and fro.

Commentary

11 d.hm, "to crush," is a very old word appearing in the Pyramid Age written
-- , though it is otherwise mostly written with . It means "to crush," especially
with blows, as with a pestle. Two men pounding with large pestles are depicted in a
tomb painting at Benihasan and the accompanying inscription calls their work hi
hm (Tomb 15, Newberry, Vol. II, pl. VI). A small stela in the Cairo Museum has the

word hm written with the determinative of a man pounding with a pestle in a mortar.
This writing suggests that the determinative of dhm, I (XI 15) is intended to represent
a pestle in a mortar. Indeed in Papyrus Hearst (X 6), in the next example quoted, the
determinative of the word Ad, "mortar" in hieratic is ,, exactly like the curved line at
the bottom of I which is therefore probably a mortar. The ingredients of a prescription
in Papyrus Hearst are , "crushed (.hm-ty) in a stone mortar"
(Pap. Hearst X 5-6; compare Pap. Ebers 77, 8). In the model kitchens sometimes
placed in tombs, grain is both crushed in a mortar and ground in a hand mill. These
two processes applied to a jar of grain are designated in Pap. Ebers (75, 15) J (
" crushed (ihm) and ground." The trampling and crushing by oxen on a threshing
floor is called hm in the tomb of Sennofer (Sethe's copy). In the medical papyri a
noun ohm, meaning " a trituration "is derived from the verb hm, "to crush." Thus
in the Kahun Medical Papyrus (8, 7) we have , -- ," a trituration (4hm)
of natron;" and in Papyrus Ebers (86, 10) p ,, , 7 , " trituration (4hm) of
d'r.t" (some kind of fruit). Related to this noun, a crushed substance, a triturated
drug, is our word shim in Case 3388. Literally rendered the injury is "a crush in a ver-
tebra of the neck ; "that is, the crushed vertebra is called "a crush." This is perhaps
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what is meant in Papyrus Ebers in a recipe intended to prevent 1 ei ±"abrasions"
(4hm.w) occasioned by some ailment in the teeth (Pap. Ebers 72, 13).

Hr, " fall " in this unusual connection, is discussed above (1. 10).
The gloss indicates that one vertebra has been driven so firmly against and into the

next that the two are adhering and preventing all independent motion of either.

GLoss B

XI 15-17

Explaining: His falling head downward has caused that one vertebra
crush into the next.

16

17

Translation

As for : " His falling head downward has caused that one vertebra crush into the
next," it means that he has fallen head downward upon his head, driving one vertebra
of his neck into the next.

Commentary

The repetition of r in hrr-f, after the determinative, is an obvious scribal error,
suggestive of oral dictation. The text in XI 11, from which the scribe is quoting is

correctly written hr-f.

Ov. hd, and the reduplicated 0 Lhdhd, are probably derived from the
simplex Ady, "to stream, to flow," most familiar to us in the common verb a dy,

" to float down stream." The causative 4-hd is used originally of clothing with the

meaning "hang down." This is especially true when the hanging object is inverted, as

when a goddess lets her breasts hang down. For this idea of hanging inverted, the

Pyramid Texts employ the determinative rvl (Pyr. 2171a). Similarly the stars hang
from the sky (Pyr. 1516 b). See also Pyr. 2155 b. Finally the dead are said to walk
.4dhdd (see Lacau, Textes relig., Chap. XXIII, A, p. 67 =Recueil de tray., 29, p. 151,

1. 59, compare determinative in B. Confer also Zeitschrift, 49 (1911), p. 58) and the
determinative is that of a man with head down and feet up. The word is sufficiently
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old and unfamiliar to lead our commentator to explain it by the phrase hr djd-f,
"upon his head."

ji f g, " driving," is an otherwise unknown word, and the meaning given
has been derived from the context in this case.

CASE THIRTY-FOUR

XI 17-XII 2

DISLOCATION OF THE TWO CLAVICLES

In this case we have two examinations, the first of which discloses only a dislocation
without other injury; the second an injury of the overlying soft tissue, an injury
which penetrates to the interior. These are conditions which the surgeon found in
two different cases, as our text shows clearly enough. This conclusion is further
corroborated by the fact that Case 86, a fracture of the humerus corresponding to our
first examination in Case 34, is discussed by itself as a complete case, while the condi-
tions corresponding to the second examination in Case 34 have become a new case
(Case 37). Dr. Luckhardt here makes the important observation: " In the second
case it is plain that the surgeon is discussing a backward dislocation, the first case
being probably a forward dislocation of the collar-bone. In a so-called backward
dislocation of the collar-bone the head of the bone lies behind the upper end of the
sternum. This head presses on the trachea, esophagus, and larger vessels of the neck,
causing difficulty in breathing and swallowing. Because of such pressure a semi-
comatose condition may supervene. In modern surgery the head of the bone is ex-
cised if ordinary methods of reduction fail."

In the first case (34, first examination) the surgeon first prescribes the reduction of
the dislocated bones to their sockets, together with proper adjustment of pads and
bandages to hold them in place, and soothing applications. After the second case,
however, the surgeon offers no diagnosis, and no treatment. The injury to the soft
tissue is described in the same terms as in the alternative examination in Case 87
(XII 19-20), where verdict 8 follows, and there can be no doubt that the second
examination in Case 84 is regarded as having disclosed a hopeless case, notwithstand-
ing verdict 1, which follows it (see commentary below).

The case closes with an interesting explanation of the term "a dislocation in his
two clavicles" by the ancient commentator, which demonstrates his knowledge of the
bones of the thorax, contains an unusual excursion into the internal anatomy beneath
this region, and furnishes us with a number of new anatomical terms.

The question arises whether the consistent writing of the dual "his two collar-
bones " throughout this case is due to a common scribal habit in writing the dual
when mentioning members which are in pairs, and therefore possibly an error for the
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singular. It is important to note that the treatment twice uses "it " (" bind it " and

"treat it," XI 19-20) to designate the injury; while the second examination mentions

finding a " rupture (of the soft tissue) over it " (the dislocation, XI 21). In this case

only one collar-bone would be dislocated. In the first treatment (XI 19), however, the

surgeon returns the dislocated bone(s ?) to "their" place; while in Gloss A the dis-

location is described as affecting " the heads " (plural) of the bones concerned, and the

articulation of " their heads " is further explained. The rendering "his two collar-

bones " seems therefore to be justified.

TITLE

XI 17

Translation

Instructions concerning a dislocation in his two collar-bones.

Commentary

The terms are discussed below.

FIRST EXAMINATION

XI 17-18

18 sic

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a dislocation in his two collar-bones, shouldst thou

find his two shoulders turned over, (and) the head(s) of his two collar-bones turned

toward his face, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentaryz gmm is an error for gmm-k. See the same context in Case 85, after yr h'y-k

(XII 3).

p&hd-wy, "turned over," is discussed in Case VIII (IV 14). The form is

evidently a pseudo-participle, and as one of the rare duals of this verbal form another

evidence of the early age of our document.
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" The head(s) of his two collar-bones " is explained in Gloss A. The remark seems
to indicate that the S-shaped clavicle, when dislocated, twists or turns somewhat, so
that the "head," the end next the sternum, turns upward toward the patient's face.

FIRsT DIAGNOSIS

XI 18-19
19

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a dislocation in his two collar-

bones. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary
The terms will be found discussed below. The diagnosis again consists of the verdict

appended to a repetition of the title of the case. This verdict is explained in Case 1
(I 2). See also the introduction (pp. 46 ff.).

FIRST TREATMENT

XI 19-21
rsic

20

Translation

Thou shouldst cause (them) to fall back, so that they rest in their places. Thou
shouldst bind it with stiff rolls of linen; thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease
(and) honey every day, until he recovers.

Commentary
The surgeon has here placed the physical manipulation of the injury in the treat-

ment, where it really belongs, and not in the examination, where he has customarily
placed it (compare Case 25). The slight error in the writing of 4-hr-yn-k may be
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corrected by comparison with the surgeon's account of a dislocated mandible, where
he uses verbatim the same language (IX 4-5). The omission of all directions for mani-
pulating the dislocation, such as we find so carefully given in Case 25 (IX 3-4), and
such as he gives in the next case, a fracture of the clavicle, is noteworthy. It may well
be due to inadvertent omission by our notoriously inaccurate scribe.

I I bd'w, " stiff rolls," is explained in Case 11 (V 13).
On the use of grease and honey see Case 1 (I 3).

SECOND EXAMINATION

XI 21

Translation
If, however, thou shouldst find his two collar-bones having a rupture (of the tissue)

over it, penetrating to the interior, (conclusion in second diagnosis).

Commentary
p .4d, " rupture," will be found discussed in Case 5 (II 11). It refers here to a

rupture of the soft tissue over the dislocation and penetrating the wall of the thorax
to the interior. The first examination assumes that the overlying soft tissue is un-
injured ; The second examination discloses an injury of this tissue, which constitutes
a new case, to which a new verdict is appended. Dr. Luckhardt raises the question:
"Does not the rupture here refer to most of the ligaments about the clavicular manu-
brium joints ? "

SECOND DIAGNOSIS

XI 22
22

Translation

(Thou shouldst say) : " An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary
The diagnosis consists only of the favorable verdict (see Case 1, I 2), which after

declaring "I will treat," is curiously enough followed by no treatment. There are
thirty cases in our treatise containing this favorable verdict. In twenty-nine of these
cases this verdict is immediately followed by a description of the treatment. The only
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exception is the above example in our present case (84). It should be noted further-
more that in all other cases prescribing no treatment, the verdict is regularly verdict 3
(e.g., Case 7, III 18; Case 8, IV 12 ; Case 87, XII 21). In this particular, Case 87
throws important light on Case 34. Turning to Case 37 we find that it falls into two
parts exactly parallel with the two parts of our Case 34. The second part in both
cases (37 and 84) is an alternative condition of the soft tissue overlying a dislocation
or fracture, the soft tissue having suffered a dangerous rupture which pierces entirely
through. Nowin Case 37 the description of this injury to the soft tissue in the examina-
tion is followed by a diagnosis concluding with the unfavorable verdict 3. The parallel
second examination in Case 84, describing the injury to the soft tissue in the same terms
as in Case 87, should therefore likewise be followed by a diagnosis including verdict 3.
This will be clear if we place the corresponding portions of the two cases parallel:

Case 34. Aj 1 (XI 21).

34. J x (XI 21).

,, 37. ........... .. .. (XII20).

,, 34. (XI22).

3,, 7. " (XII 21).

In view of the above evidence we can hardly doubt that in Case 34, our second
diagnosis (XI 22) should contain verdict 3 in place of verdict 1.

It may be objected that a scribal copyist would not copy so important a remark as
the verdict incorrectly. In the very next case (35), however, it will be found that he
has done this very thing. He at first wrote verdict 3, although his original from which
he was copying undoubtedly contained verdict 1. To be sure he noticed his error
before hlie finished and corrected it by inserting verdict 1 over verdict 3. In our case
we must conclude that he not only made the error, but also that he failed to notice it.
The probability is that the cases of dislocation of the clavicle known to our surgeon, in
which there was also injury of the overlying soft tissue, had been fatal oases. It is
perhaps significant that in the only gloss appended to our case, the commentator calls
attention to the "two canals " underlying the region of the injury, canals which lead
to the lungs. It may have been an injury in close proximity to these canals which the
surgeon's experience had led him to think was too dangerous to be treated. The mere
physical difficulties involved in reducing a backward dislocation were probably beyond
the skill of the ancient surgeon. He had not yet learned to excise the head of the
bone (see Dr. Luckhardt's remark, p. 842); he had no treatment for such disloca-
tions and he probably lost most of them.
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GLoss A

XI 22-XII 2

Explaining: A dislocation in his two collar-bones.

213

.. ...13 1 I 1 1

XII 1I

j II Q I

Translation
As for: " A dislocation in his two collar-bones," it means a displacement of the

heads of his sickle-bone(s). Their heads are attached to the upper bone of his breast,
extending to his throat, over which is the flesh of his gorget, that is the flesh that is
over his bosom. Two canals are under it : one on the right and (one) on the left of his
throat (and) of his bosom ; they lead to his lungs.

Commentary
w wnh, " dislocation " is discussed in Case 10 under ydr (V 6) and Case 14

(VI 11).
J J? ' bb~wy-f y, " his two collar-bones " is a new word, the meaning of which is

derived from this gloss. It is not found in any other Egyptian document now known
to us. It is doubtless related to the rare word J J o bb, "tcollar " (Piankhi Stela,
1. 112), otherwise known only in Ptolemaic inscriptions. The word J Q J bwbw, the
material for a chain or necklace (Pap. Harris 52 b, 2), is perhaps related. We learn
from the ancient surgeon's interesting description in this gloss, that the heads of the
two bb-wy are attached to, or articulated with the upper bone of the breast (manubrium
sterni) " extending to his throat." There can be no doubt therefore that the two
bb-wy are the collar-bones.
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.o nft, " displacement," is a new word, at least in this form. We may compare
the Coptic noyqT, "turn around, draw aside, to let out." See also O'yTq in Spiegel-
berg, Koptisches Handwrterbuch, p. 81, and his . The determinative of a cord,
and the use of nft to explain wnh, suggest that it means "detachment, loosening,
displacement." The special application in this case to the displacement of the heads
of the clavicles from their articulation with the sternum is paralleled by the use of the
same word to describe the dislocation of the heads of the ribs which articulate with
the sternum in Case 48 (XV 4).

J) _h'b "sickle-bone," is a rare word not otherwise known in the medical
papyri. It occurs once in the Book of the Gates and Coffin Texts (Grapow, Urk. V,

p. 161) where it means simply " sickle." There is clear parallelism between uwh,
"dislocation" with nft, "displacement," as one pair, and bb.wy-fy, "his two collar-
bones " with h'b-f, " his sickle-bone(s) " as the other pair. That is to say, h'b is a word
meaning " sickle," which is applied to the collar-bone, and is a more popular designa-
tion of that bone than bb, which needed explanation. The slightly S-shaped form of
the clavicle probably gave rise to the suggestion that it resembled an Egyptian sickle,
so that it was finally termed a sickle, just as the moder term clavicle is the old Latin
word "a little key." Thence came the application of the word hb, "sickle" to the
neck; see c [.J], , h'b, "neck" in Kahun Medical Pap.1, 19 as the opposite of

, ,, #pd'w, " buttocks." It also appears as part of the body of the constellation,
the Giant (s), listed between p g w.ty, " two sides " and - mnd-t, "cheek," an
order of parts which does not aid us much. In the Theban Table of Hours it appears
with the Giant ( ) in II, III, IV, and VI, with the writing J ' (see Cham-
pollion, Monuments, pl. CCLXXII, 17). In our text h'b should be plural, for the word
"heads " immediately preceding is in the plural; and the words " their heads " in
the next sentence must refer back to h'b as a plural (" their "). See below.

,=. .. .. mn ...... m, " attached to," meaning " articulated with " is
discussed in Case 4 (II 9).

" Their heads " is probably intended to refer back to hib, " sickle-bone," which
should be written in the plural (or dual). Otherwise the only other noun to which
" their " can refer is bb~wy-fy, "his two collar-bones."

= -." a ks hry n k'b-t-f, "upper bone of his breast," is quite clearly, as
shown by this gloss, the topmost bone of the sternum, the manubrium sterni, the bone
with which the heads or inner ends of the two clavicles are articulated.

i j c'b~t, " breast," will be found discussed in Case 40, Gloss A (XIII 17).
ty't, "throat," is a very old word, already found in the Pyramid Texts, which

also employ a masculine ,' (Pyr. 606 d). The general meaning "throat" is well
established, e. g., as the seat of thirst in Sethe, Urk. IV, p. 482. As we have shown
above, it occurs as the variant of == J J bb, "gullet" in the Book of the Dead
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(Naville, 172, 19 Aa = 172, 22 Aa). See Case 28 (IX 19). Its mention here is useful
as aiding to define the upper limit of the region concerned in the injury.

j]j q bby-t, "gorget," is a very rare word. It is doubtless a derivative from J Jo
bb, " collar-bone," already discussed above. Gardiner tells me that it occurs in the
unpublished Ramesseum Glossary papyrus, following k'b't, " breast." Unfortunately
this list observes no orderly arrangement, and no safe conclusion can be drawn from
the juxtaposition of bby-t and k'b't. In our gloss, however, the flesh of the bby-t is said
to be " over it," that is over the throat (4ty.t). The bby't is therefore evidently the soft
tissue covering the general region of the front of the throat extending downward
toward the top of the sternum (manubrium), for this tissue is at once explained by the
ancient commentator as that of the bosom also. No common English word for this
region seems to exist, and the little current designation " gorget " may perhaps serve
to suggest the meaning of the Egyptian word.

S~z ~~ N'gt," bosom," is likewise a very rare word, and heretofore of quite
uncertain meaning. It occurs twice as the seat of an uncertain disease, a swelling
appearing on the a'$'y-t (Pap. Ebers 104, 14 and 104, 17). Neither these two nor the
only other known example of the word (Mariette, Dendjrah, I 78 a) throw any useful
light on its meaning. Our passage shows clearly that it means the region of the lower
throat extending downward to the upper part of the sternum. We can hardly doubt
therefore that it is related to the word ~ §'§'y.t, " necklace," which
hangs down from the neck over this region. The somewhat vague word " bosom"
would seem to be a fair rendering.

The item with which the gloss closes is of unusual interest, for the surgeon here
turns to the internal anatomy beneath the region he is discussing, and makes a remark
possibly explaining why a rupture of the tissue in this region was so dangerous. When
we recall that the surgeon suggests no treatment for the case disclosed in the second
examination, we may raise the question whether he had not had experience with some
case, in which a dislocation of the clavicle was accompanied by a rupture not only of
the overlying soft tissue but also of one of the large blood-vessels beneath,-an injury
from which the patient rapidly bled to death. The vessels of which the commentator
is speaking he calls mt, and it should be remembered that this term mt means not only
" canal," but also " ligament, tendon." See Case 1 (I 6) and Case 7 (III 17). Since
writing the above I have received Dr. Luckhardt's important remark inserted in the
introduction to this case, in view of which he adds the following observation: " There
is therefore a direct relation between the description of the dislocated clavicle and the

structure beneath the sternum. Of course the canals mentioned may be the bronchi
(left and right) and not blood-vessels, particularly in view of the commentator's state-
ment that they lead to the lungs." Dr. Luckhardt also mentions the fact that the
branching of the trachea into the bronchi occurs at the level of the third and fourthribs.
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CASE THIRTY-FIVE

XII 83-8

A FRACTURE OF THE CLAVICLE

The surgical procedure prescribed in this case, having, even in the Seventeenth
Century B. c., evidently developed from long experience, is very interesting. The
patient is laid prostrate on his back, with some object placed under him between his
shoulder blades, of such a height that the shoulders are somewhat raised from the
bed or floor, permitting the surgeon to spread the shoulders, probably by pressing
down, so that the fractured bone is longitudinally stretched, and the fractured ends
can be fitted together. It is unfortunate that the two bandages which are then applied,
presumably to prevent disturbance of the fracture, are so described that their position,
as affecting the fractured clavicle, is not clear.

TITLE

XII 8

J J
Translation

Instructions concerning a break in his collar-bone.

Commentary

z hb, " break " or " fracture," is explained in Case 11 (V 10). It is quite clear that
there is only one " break " discussed in this case. The scribe's writing of the dual
bbwy, " two collar-bones," is either an error from the habit of writing the word so
often in the dual, or is a loose form of expression, employing "his two collar-bones "
with the meaning "either one of the two."

EXAMINATION

XII 3-4

4

Translation

If thou examinest a man having a break in his collar-bone, (and) thou shouldst
find his collar-bone short and separated from its fellow, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).
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Commentary
On the nature of the injury see commentary under title.

?w ~tw, " short." This meaning has been demonstrated by Gunn, Recuei
de trav., 39, p. 101. See especially wr, " dwarf " (determinative inexact
in type). It is here a verb in pseudo-participle.

I 4't, "separated " is discussed in Case 14 (VI 8). The physical situation
here described is due to a single break in one clavicle; the other clavicle must not
be considered as playing any part in the situation. In view of these facts we must
conclude that the separation referred to is between the two pieces of the broken
clavicle. As the text stands the description is obviously incomplete; before "separ-
ated " we expect the words " one piece," that is, "(one piece) separated from its
fellow."

DIAGNOsIS

XII 4

c \\ D \\3=

anciently __

corrected
_______________ from \

a The scribe at first wrote verdict 3, five signs all in red. He then corrected the error and con-

verted the text into verdict 1. He canceled the red .A- with a cross stroke in black, and the red \\ in

the same way. He inserted q in black so that one q was over Q and the other over ~ . The insertion

of at the end completed the reading of verdict 1. The. was left in red unaltered. Cf. Vol. II,

P1. XLI.

Translation

Thou shouldet say concerning him : " One having a break in his collar-bone. An
ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

The diagnosis is again a repetition of the title, followed by the verdict (see intro-
duction, pp. 48 if.). On the favorable verdict 1 see commentary on Case 1 (I12) and
introduction (pp. 46 if.).

TREATMENT

XII 4-8
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T" X 9 ym ..

r- I c~j\\ V L~

- - I,

aThe scribe has omitted the two cross-strokes on 8.
Translation

Thou shouldst place him prostrate on his back, with something folded between

his two shoulder-blades ; thou sbouldst spread out with his two shoulders in order to
stretch apart his collar-bone until that break falls into its place. Thou shouldst make
for him two splints of linen, (and) thou shouldst apply one of them both on the inside
of his upper arm and the other on the under side of his upper arm. Thou shouldst
bind it with ymrw, (and) treat it afterward [with] honey every day, until he recovers.

Commentary
S.4tsw, " prostrate on his back," is otherwise known in the medical papyri

in Pap. Ebers (36, 7), in which a man suffering with digestive trouble is to be examined
by the physician, it~4s y,"i prostrate on his back." The determinative is a man
lying prostrate with face up, and with both arms down toward the waist, not up, as in
the only available type. It is important for our case to demonstrate that the word
indicates this posture, particularly the detail, that the patient lies with face up.
The evidence for this is conclusive. Fallen enemies are said to lie "4.ts y," and the
determinative is that of a human figure prone, with face up (Annals of Thutmose III,
Urk. IV, p. 659 ; see also Recucil de tray., 2, p. 143). Swimmers in the celestial ocean
are depicted in the water face up and are said to be 4tsy~w (Great " Amduat,"
10th Hour, Seti II, Turin and Leiden). The dead, being embalmed and lying as
a mummy does, face up, is called 4 s~y (Ritual of Embalmment, Pap. Boulaq 3, I, 19),
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and the embalmed dead are referred to in the same way (Buch veom Durchwandel
der Ewigkeit, Berlin Pap. 3044, 1. 23). The indications from sources outside of
Papyrus Smith are quite conclusive on this point. In our document also, even in
the hieratic, the determinative is clearly that of a prone human figure, lying face
up, as shown by the feet in both cases, and in XII 11 also by the arms which are
thrown upward. The root is probably IV-lit. with a fourth weak radical, and in our
passage the form is a pseudo-participle, as likewise in Pyr. 685a (noted by D6vaud).

A ] k' b, " folded," which occurs only here and in the duplicate passage (XII 11)
is in both cases left without a determinative. It may be that we should ignore this
extraordinary lack of the determinative, and that we should accept the writing as it
is, and understand the word _~,n_~j .k'b, "to double, to fold over, be folded,"
meaning a piece of linen or the like folded to give it thickness and height, as required
by this situation. It is conceivable also that the J is possibly an error for ' and that
we have here the well-known word l k' y, "high." It is evident that the object
here designated is intended to be placed between the prostrate patient's shoulder
blades, supporting him and lifting the shoulders from the bed or the floor. The lack
of any sign of agreement in gender between k'b and yht, " thing " is common in our
document throughout.

Sim-rik.-ty-fy, "his two shoulder-blades," literally "his two razor-
blades," is discussed in Case 47 (XVI 18).

-. sny (s ?), "spread out," evidently designates the act of spreading the shoulder
apart. Compare the discussion of this procedure in the next case where it is repeated
for a fractured humerus.

i dwn, "stretch apart," is discussed in Case 7 (III 19-20).
" Until that break falls into its place " is an inexact expression doubtless meaning

until the bones or pieces of bone on each side of the break fall into their places, so that
the fractured ends fit together.

Ss.wy, " two splints," has been discussed in Case 7, Gloss C (III 18).

- ... . .. . .. should be read wr.4ny ..... kyy-dny, in accordance
with the repetition of these directions in the next case (XII 18), which has :

"~. . . .. ".., " one of them both, ....... the other of them
both." The genitive ' 4ny after kyy shows clearly that we must also expect a genitive
.4ny after wr, and the appearing after wr (before any) is obviously a scribal error.

II J ...- g'b, "arm" or " upper arm," see next case. An indication of what the
Egyptian meant by the phrase "inside of the arm " is doubtless to be found in the
expression W , lit. "inside of the two arms," a term meaning " embrace." The
application of the two splints is quite clear, and indeed this description of their applica-
tion is the best evidence of the nature of the two = as splints, which would not
otherwise have been certain. One of them is applied to the anterior surface of the arm,
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which the papyrus calls the " inside of the arm," and the other to the opposite side,
which, especially when the arm is crooked, is naturally described by the Egyptian as
the " under side of the arm." The effect of this position on the fractured bone is
not clear, but is clearer in the next case, a fracture of the humerus, in which the
positions of the two splints are identical with those in Case 35.

Ymrw will be found discussed in Case 15 (VI 17). On the use of honey for wounds
and injuries see Case 1 (I 8).

This process of setting and treating a fractured clavicle is repeated verbatim for
a broken humerus in the next case, in which the physical relationships involved are
somewhat clearer than in Case 35. The two cases should be studied together.

CASE THIRTY-SIX

XII 8-14

A FRACTURE OF THE HUMERUS

The ancient surgeon's discussion of this case closely resembles that of the fractured
clavicle in Case 85. It is obvious from these two cases that a fracture of this nature,
if free from complications, was regarded by the surgeon of the Third Millennium s.C.
as an injury with which he was quite able to cope. He appends to both cases verdict 1,
and proceeds to prescribe the treatment for both fractures in the same language.

We cannot doubt that our surgeon was acquainted with dislocation of the humerus,
which is probably more common than dislocation of the ribs, discussed in this treatise
(Case 43). His two cases of injury of the clavicles are: first a dislocation (Case 34)
and second a fracture (Case 85). One would therefore expect that the first case of
injury of the humerus would be a dislocation and the second a fracture, rather than
two kinds of fracture. There is indication here that a case has been omitted at some
time in course of copying. One's first thought is that Case 86 may be an error for
a dislocation instead of a fracture; for the two subdivisions of Case 37 are exactly
parallel with those of Case 85, and similarly we expect Case 36 to be parallel with 34,
a dislocation, but the treatment in Case 86 is too closely parallel to the fracture treat-
ment in Case 85 to be applied to a dislocation.

TITLE

XII 8-9
9

Translation
Instructions concerning a break in his upper arm.

354 CASE 35
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CASE 36 TRANSLATION AND COMIMENTARY35

Commentary
o hb, " break " or " fracture," is explained in Case 11 (V 10).

rij..&- g'b, " upper arm," is discussed in Case 85; further discussion will be found
in the treatment below (XII 12), showing that it means "upper arm," and here of
course the bone (humerus) of the upper arm.

EXAMINATION

XII 9-10

10

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a break in his upper arm, (and) thou findest his

upper arm hanging down, separated from its fellow, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary
BWC dh, "hang down," see Devaud, Zeitschrift, 49 (1911), p. 182. It is not

found elsewhere in the medical papyri. More literally it means simply to "be low,
sink down," as shown for example in the following antithetic use with k'y, " be high:"

I T(DA t 13 w j q Q ; " Re is high, the enemies are low (d)" (Hymn to
Re-Harmakhis, Berlin Pap. 3050, Col. 4, 1. 4). It is also written where the
determinative suggests a sinking of the arm. In our passage it evidently describes
the helpless hanging of the broken arm.9 1 . 't-y, " separated," is discussed in Case 14 (VI 8). As only one arm is
discussed here, it is clear that the separation mentioned is that between the two
pieces of bone produced by the fracture. As in Case 35 (XII 4) the description is
incomplete ; before " separated " we expect the words " one piece ; "that is " (one
piece) separated from its fellow."

DIAGNOSIS

XII 10

Aa2
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Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him : "One having a break in his upper arm. An

ailment which I will treat."
Commentary

The terms have all been discussed above. The diagnosis, as so often in this treatise,
is simply a memorandum,-nothing more indeed than the title itself, with the essential
note, the favorable verdict 1 appended. See Case 1 (12) and introduction (pp. 48 if.).

Verdict 1 ; see Case I (I 2).

TREATMENT

XII 10-14
Ii

X (c7 ~ 1
X0 wIC~ n~, ..1 5

9 a

13 Nw ,NAM ;i. nMW

Ill Z53 C II \/Ifl~SWL

14

a The - in looks like .. , but is doubtless only an unusually thick ,,.

Translation
Thou shouldst place him prostrate on his back, with something folded between

his two shoulder-blades ; thou shouldst spread out with his two shoulders, in order
to stretch apart his upper arm until that break falls into its place. Thou shouldst

356 CASE 36
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make for him two splints of linen, (and) thou shouldst apply for him one of them both
on the inside of his arm, (and) the other of them both on the under side of his arm.
Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw, (and) treat afterward [with] honey every day until
he recovers.

Commentary
This treatment is verbatim a repetition of that in the preceding case, except that

the stretching apart here affects the upper arm (gb), whereas in Case 35 it affected
the collar-bone (bb). The terms are all treated in the commentary on Case 85, but
there are some variants in Case 86 which should be noticed. The use of g'b, "upper
arm," just noted, is of value in explaining " spread out with his two shoulders." Such
a procedure would have no effect upon the upper arm unless two persons on opposite
sides of the patient should each grasp an arm and pull against each other, thus
stretching the fractured arm, and permitting the surgeon to fit together the fractured
ends of the humerus.m Ji . g'b, " upper arm," is commonly used as a loose designation of the arm, and
its Coptic descendant or o' also seems to mean" arm," without suggesting upper arm
or forearm. Nevertheless the physical situation above described makes it probable
that g'b is used by our surgeon to designate the upper arm. If he is speaking of a break
in the forearm, we miss any indication whether it is in the ulna or the radius. More-
over, he speaks of " that break," with the demonstrative in the singular, showing that
he has but one fracture in mind. Still more important is the fact that to stretch the
forearm it would not be necessary to involve both shoulders ; whereas the stretching
of the humerus is much more naturally accomplished in the manner above described
by pulling from both shoulders. The application of the bandages to the fractured
humerus is prescribed in the same terms as for the fractured collar-bone in Case 85.

The correction of the superfluous -=in wC r dny, has been explained above in Case 35.

CASE THIRTY-SEVEN

XII 14-21

A FRACTURE OF THE HUMERUS WITH RUPTURE OF OVERLYING SOFT TISSUE

The sole difference between this and the preceding case of fracture of the humerus
lies in the injury to the overlying soft tissue. The surgeon has met two different
cases of this kind. In the first the tissue is not deeply ruptured, and apparently does
not bleed, at least not outwardly ; in the second the wound bleeds and the rupture
of the tissue penetrates clear through to the fracture itself. The surgeon regards the
first case as doubtful, and appends the verdict 2, followed by treatment; but the
second case is hopeless, and received verdict 8, followed by no treatment. It would
seem then that the laceration of the soft tissue overlying a fracture of the humerus
was regarded in ancient Egyptian surgery as a fatal injury.
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TITLE

XII 14-15
15

Translation
Instructions concerning a break in his upper arm, with a wound over it.

Commentary

hsuib, " break," and rd- glb, " upper arm," see Case 36. On "wound," see
Case 1 (title).

FIRST EXAMINATION

XII 15-16

l tl

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a break in his upper arm, over which a wound

has been inflicted, (and) thou findest that that break crepitates under thy fingers,
(conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary
' ,t' 4d wbnw, " a wound has been inflicted," is an idiom more literally

meaning " a wound has been smashed " over it (the fracture). See Case 1, discus-
sion of wbnw, " wound," A 4.

' Jx n/tb/b, " crepitates," see Case 13 (VI 4-5).

FIRST DIAGNOsIS

XII 16-17

17

~c~I

CASE 37
358
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Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a break in his upper arm, over
which a wound has been inflicted. An ailment with which I will contend."

Commentary
The terms have all been discussed above. The diagnosis consists only of the title,

with the doubtful verdict 2 appended. See Case 4 (II 6), and introduction (pp. 46-48).

FIRST TREATMENT

XII 17-19

18

I I

Translation
Thou shouldst make for him two splints of linen; thou shouldst bind it with

ymrw; (and) thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease, honey and lint every day
until thou knowest that he has reached a decisive point.

Commentary
It is very extraordinary that we have here no instructions for setting the broken

bone. In the preceding case the measures for bringing together again the two pieces
of bone are carefully described, and only after this difficult operation are the two
linen splints mentioned. The position of each is then carefully indicated. All this
is taken for granted in Case 87, where the treatment consists chiefly of catch-
words suggesting measures which are doubtless quite familiar to the surgeon. It
is only on this supposition that we can understand the omission of all directions for
the application of the " two bandages." The setting of the bone itself must be
implied in the mere injunction to make the bandages.

-- j sS.wy, "two splints," will be found discussed in Case 7 (III 18) and Case 12
(V 18).

Binding with ymrw is discussed in Case 15 (VI 17).
Treatment with " grease, honey and lint " has been explained in Case 1 (I 8).
" Until thou knowest that he has reached a decisive point " has been treated in

Case 4, Gloss C. Compare also Case 3 (I 23).
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SECOND EXAMINATION

XII 19-20

Translation
If, however, thou findest that wound which is over the break, with blood issuing

from it, and piercing through to the interior of his injury, (conclusion in second
diagnosis).

Commentary
The second examination discloses two new particulars: the bleeding of the over-

lying wound ; and the rupture of the tissue inward to what the surgeon calls "the
interior of his injury (wbnw) " indicating that the wound is not merely an abrasion
but a rupture of the tissue, presumably right down to the fracture itself. It is probable
therefore that the meaning of wound in this last phrase is the "injury " as a whole,
a meaning which the use of the term wbnw, "wound "in our document quite justifies
our assuming in this case. See commentary on wbnw in Case 1.

~ c! x y4db, " piercing through," is discussed in Case 14, Gloss A (VI 18-14),
where this passage in Case 87 has received some attention. This example again
illustrates the Egyptian surgeon's experience that a serious rupture of the soft tissue
over a fracture creates a condition which he cannot hope to treat successfully.

SECOND DIAGNOSIS

XII 20-21

21

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having a break in his upper arm, over

which a wound has been inflicted, piercing through. An ailment not to be treated."

360 CASE 37
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Commentary

The terms have all been discussed above.
The conclusion is the unfavorable verdict 3; see commentary on Case 5 (II 15),

and especially the introduction (pp. 46-48). This verdict is, as usual, not followed
by any treatment. The difference between this fracture and that of the preceding
case (86) consists solely in the existence of a penetrating wound in the overlying soft
tissue in the latter case, which is regarded by the surgeon as a situation too serious
to be treated.

CASE THIRTY-EIGHT

XII 21-XIII 2

A SPLIT IN THE HUMERUS

This is the last of the three cases concerned with injuries of the humerus. Contrary
to the custom of the ancient author he has placed at the end of the group a case which
he regards as relatively simple and to which he appends verdict 1. It is the shortest
case in the entire treatise, occupying only a scant four lines.

The seriousness of a " split " (pn) depends upon its situation. If it is in the skull
(calvaria), it may be a serious and doubtful case (see Case 4). The same is true if it
is in the temple (Case 21); but if it is in the maxillary region (Case 16), or in the
humerus as in our case, it is not a serious injury. See the discussion in Case 4 (II 2,
and Gloss A, II 8-9).

TITLE

XII 21

Translation

Instructions concerning a split in his upper arm.

Commentary
S7- p n, " split," has been discussed in Case 4 (II 2). It is an injury occurring

only in bones, and hence g'b must here designate the humerus itself.

EXAMINATION

XII 22-XIII 1
22

XIII I" lk k ' I -D = 0 =J== ,_ ,_
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Translation
If thou examinest a man having a split in his upper arm, (and) thou shouldst find

the swelling protruding, on the outside of that split, which is in his upper arm, (con-
clusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary
J* ttjb, " swelling," has been fully discussed in Case 4 (II 4).

Q y.ww, " protruding," is explained ibid.h 4r 4), " on the outside of," see Case 8 (IV 6).

DIAGNOSIS

XIII I
%Y~xlo o x

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him : "One having a split in his upper arm. An

ailment which I will treat,"
Commentary

The terms have all been discussed above. As so frequently before, the diagnosis
consists merely of the subject followed by the verdict, in this case favorable. See
Case 1 (I12) and introduction (pp. 46 if.).

TREATMENT

XIII 2
I, 3

Translation
Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw ; thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] honey

every day until he recovers.
Commentary

On binding with ymrtv see the discussion of Case 15 (VI 17). The treatment with
honey is discussed in Case I (I13).
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CASE THIRTY-NINE

XIII 8-12

TUMORS OR ULCERS IN THE BREAST PERHAPS RESULTING FROM INJURY

This case is the first of a series of eight (39 to 46) concerned with ailments of the
breast, by which is meant both the sternum and the soft tissue overlying it (see Case 40,
Gloss A). The nature of the ailment (called bn.wt) is not wholly clear, but the available
evidence adduced below would indicate some kind of tumors, or possible ulcers. The
occurrence of such a case of disease after a series of thirty-eight cases of injuries
requiring surgical treatment raises the question whether it is introduced into this
treatise because it required cauterization, essentially a minor surgical operation; or
because the bn-wt were superinduced by some antecedent injury. There is perhaps
some reference to this injury in the phrase m' yh-f, "because of his yh," in which yh
may mean " injury," and probably does so in our case (see Case 8, I 28). It should
be noticed also that the text refers to a wbnw, possibly "wound," as designating one
of the bnwt (XIII 9). The only other case of bn wt in our papyrus, however, contains
no such hints of any connected injury or wound (Case 45).

The treatment by cauterization is the oldest known reference to this practice.

TITLE

XIII 8

Translation

Instructions concerning tumors with prominent head in his breast.

Commentary

Discussion of all terms will be found below.

EXAMINATION

XIII 3-5
sic 4

CASE 39 363
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Translation
If thou examinest a man having tumors with prominent head in his breast, (and)

thou findest that the swellings have spread with pus over his breast, (and) have pro-
duced redness, while it is very hot therein, when thy hand touches him, (conclusion
follows in diagnosis).

Commentary
On " tumors with prominent head " see Gloss A.

.? tw'-w," swellings," is a rare word. It is not found again in our treatise,
and is otherwise known only in four passages in Pap. Ebers. In the treatment of some
uncertain kind of tumor or pustule (KknknWt), the physician is enjoined as
follows:

"Thou shouldst make for her applications for breaking open the swellings (tww)
and drawing off the pus " (Pap. Ebers 104, 10-11).

B. Ebbell has recently suggested with much probability that inkn~t in Pap.
Ebers and also in Mutter und Kind means " Lymphdriisenschwellung " or swelling
of the lymphatic glands (Zitschrift filr aegyptische Sprache 63 (1927), pp. 73 f.). See
also Pap. Ebers 105, 5, a case in which the " swellings " (tw'.w) in the fat of the
throat are to be " broken open " (9d) by applications. Again in the same ailment
the physician shall " make for it applications for drawing off the swellings (tw'.w)
in his throat" (Pap. Ebers 105, 13). The fourth example (Pap. Ebers 105, 18) is not

so clear. In our case (Smith XIII, 4), the tw'"w are likewise clearly accompanied
by pus. The word may possibly be connected in origin with c- RI tw, "lift."

fi .cd, "4spread," may perhaps be cognate with f .9cd, "slope,
deflection " (of a pyramid), with a meaning verging toward " divergence, spread; "
but no other occurrence of the word in the medical papyri is known.

~~~~~ry~t, " pus," often read ty't ; but see Case 6 (III 1).

im4-w, " redness." It is well known that ancient color designations
are loose, indefinite, and greatly lacking in precision ; but the root tm4 is known to
designate red in general. The form tmkw is doubtless a formation like of r.w,
"beauty." On the color tm4, see Case 7, Gloss F (III 20-21).
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DIAGNOSIS

XIII 5-6
6

III 11 a 00 I I I I si\Iac(I III/~jh ~ I Ik Is~l~9 c

a The scribe at first wrote the plural form yry-n-In, all in red like the rest of the context. Ho
afterward canceled the 6n with an oblique stroke through the 6 and a vertical stroke through the
n and plural strokes, and inserted f before the 6A. All these alterations were inserted in black on
the red.

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having tumors with prominent head

in his breast, (and) they produce rcistsl of pus. An ailment which I will treat with
the fire-drill."

Commentary
" Tumors with prominent head " will be found discussed in the gloss. There can

be no doubt that bn~wt, " tumors " is in the plural, for it is followed by the plural
demonstrative in XIII 7. Hence the ancient scribe's correction from yry-n-an, "they
produce " to yry-f, "it produces," or "he produces" is probably wrong. If the
antecedent is bn-wt, the correction is obviously wrong, and to understand f, " he " as
referring to the patient is hardly permissible.

On ry~t, " pus " see Case 6 (III 1).
On the favorable verdict 1, see commentary on Case I (I 2), and introduction

(pp. 45-47).
j d," fire-stick " or " fire-drill " is the well-known Egyptian device for kindling

fire. The hieroglyph is a good representation of the implement. It doubtless furnished
the surgeon with the most convenient means of procuring a hot point for application
to the tumors. The pointed top of the stick was whirled between the palms, while
the thicker lower end revolved in a hollow in a block of wood. The friction quickly
produced fire, and when the end of the fire-stick was glowing, the surgeon could apply
it to the tumor. There is a reference to a " hot lancet " in Pap. Ebers 108, 8. It is
not usual to connect the verdict directly with the device to be employed; but it occurs
again in Case 46 (XVI 3) and five times in Pap. Ebers (Wreszinski's 860, 866, 869,
and 870 " with lancet "; and 200 " with applications "). See further discussion
below.
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TREATMENT

XIII 6-9

79

Translation
Thou shouldst burn for him over his breast (and) over those tumors which are on

his breast. Thou shouldst treat him with wound treatment. Thou shouldst not
prevent its opening of itself, that there may be no mnhty'w in his wound (sore?). Every
wound (sore?) that arises in his breast dries up as soon as it opens of itself.

Commentary
SA'm, " burn," is a rare word, of which there is only one other medical

example known, viz., Pap. Ebers (109, 15): _U 0;= q ," Thou shouldst

burn it over fire." In this passage §,m, " burn " has heretofore been read ' Aw,
with final Q w. In our text a careful examination of the word leaves no doubt that it
is written 6'm. When the scribe makes the uppermost hook of the hieratic in hastily

it sometimes almost disappears, leaving a sign that can with difficulty be distinguished

from w ; e. g. in the word armn (IV 3, end of line), the mn is scarcely distinguishable
from w. In view of a'm in XIII 6-7, we can hardly doubt that we are to read 6'm also

in Pap. Ebers 109,15. See also the incorrect for (XIV 15). IDevaud notes,Pm in hieroglyphic (Quibell-Lacau, Saqqara (1906--07), p. 58), parallel with

The use of cauterization, for which the glowing tip of a fire-drill seems to have
been employed, is interesting. In Pap. Ebers (109, 15) there may be some question
whether the burning applies to the reed knife or lancet, which the surgeon is to harden
by heating ; or to the cauterization of the lanced cist. Cf. Ebers 108, 8.
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rwh wbnw, " treatment of a wound" or "wound treatment," is
rendered according to the prevailing meaning of wbnw in our treatise; but it should
be recalled that the term wbnw is sometimes loosely applied to a sore, as indeed it
seems to be in the immediately following context in this treatment (XIII 9). The
term " wound treatment " is employed in only one other passage in our treatise, where
it designates an externally applied remedy for allaying inflammation. See Case 46,
XVI 7-8.

The n preceding the subjunctive verb after s'W, "prevent," is unusual and
superfluous, and must be regarded as a scribal error.

SQ e mnh&y~w is otherwise unknown and its meaning cannot be established.

GLoss A

XIII 9-12

Explaining: Tumors with prominent head in his breast.
10

0 Q X

12~N~C I cl

DOa The scribe omitted q by mistake and afterward inserted it in red ink.

Translation
As for : " Tumors with prominent head in his breast," it means that there are

swellings spreading over his breast because of his injury ; they produce pus and
redness on his breast ; (as) it is said : " It is like rparti-coloreds things," whose pro-
duct is pus.

Commentary
S, bn-wt, "tumors," is a difficult word, of which the suggested rendering

is doubtless only a very rough approximation. We learn at once that the bnwt have
tp 4kr, which as we shall indicate below means " a prominent head." The examina-
tion (XIII 4) informs us that the physician finds " swellings " (tw'w), which spread
over the breast, accompanied by pus, redness, and a very fevered surface (XIII 5).

These observations are confirmed by our gloss, which explains that bn-wt tp A r means
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swellings spreading over his breast, producing redness and pus. The allusion at the
end of the gloss is, as we shall see, unfortunately not clear. The rendering "tumors "
is further confirmed by Case 45, in which another variety of bn-wt are treated. In the

examination (XV, 9-14) they are said to be cool, without fever, with no granulation
or fluid (mw, literally " water "). In Gloss A Case 45 further explains that this

second type of bn-wt is swellings spreading on the breast, having a touch or surface like
that of a kind of ball, and they are likened to an unripe hm'y-t-fruit, which is described
as hard and cool to the touch (XV 18-19). Bn-wt may occur, according to Case 45
(XV 15) " in every member " (m r.t nb.t), and this remark is confirmed by Papyrus

Ebors, which states that bn~wt may be found '' , , "in the flesh of
a man in any member " (Pap. Ebers 72, 10-11). The other examples in Papyrus

Ebers are important. In one case the bn-wt are hr c'bt, " on the breast " (Pap. Ebers
71, 2). Again we find the case of a woman suffering from a " devouring (wnm.t,
" cancer "?) in the vulva, producing bn-wt in her vagina " (Pap. Ebers 95, 17), or

from " kImy-t (leucorrhea 2) in the vulva, producing bn-wt in her vagina " (Pap. Ebers

96, 2-3). In three cases we find bn-wt in the teeth, which must of course mean in the

contiguous gums. The physician has a recipe for " preventing crumbling (dhm)

arising from bn-wt in the teeth " (Pap. Ebers 72, 13), and also for "preventing bn-wt

in the teeth and restoring the gums " (hr.w, literally "flesh," Pap. Ebers 72, 14-15,
repeated in 89, 10). Twice in Pap. Ebers the bn-wt are said to be in a wbnw (Ebers
70, 24-71, 1), as above in Pap. Smith (XIII 9), raising the question of rendering
" sore " or " wound." The above examples comprise all the occurrences of the word

in the medical papyri. Elsewhere it is known only once, in the Book of the Dead,

in a passage where the deceased says: " When I am led to the fields where the gods

cut their food, then may the horns of Khepri be turned aside, and may bn-wt arise in

the eye of Atum" (Naville, 93, 11. 5-6). Summarizing this material it may be said

that the hard bn wt of Case 45 may have been boils, while their occurrence in the teeth

in Papyrus Ebers suggests ulcers. The rendering "tumors " may serve at least as
approximating the ancient meaning of the word.

Since writing the above comments and since they have been in proof, I find that

B. Ebbell has recently discussed the nature of these bn-wt (Zeitschrft fur aegyptische
Sprache, 63 (1927), pp. 71-78). He concludes that the word designates a " gangra-

noses Geschwir," that is a gangrenous ulcer or sore. He regards the masculine word

bnw (Mutter und Kind, III 4), which I had relegated to a footnote, as identical with

our bnwt, and quotes the instructive charm addressed to it as an exorcism:

" Thou bnw, brother of blood,
Friend of pus,
Father of hnhn-t,
Jackal of Upper Egypt,"
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which associates the bnw with blood, pus, swellings of the lymphatic glands (according
to Ebbell), and the evil odor of the Upper Egyptian jackal.5U- . tp 4kr, " prominent head " refers to the point at which, as we also say, the

tumor " comes to a head." The word 0 tp, "head," used in this sense is found in
Papyrus Ebers in the description of a suppurating tumor, of which it is said :

" Thou findest its head (tp) sharp and elevated like a breast " (mamma; Pap. Ebers

104,15-16). On the further anatomical or medical use of tp, "head" see Case 1 (title),
and Case 10 (V 5). 4--o kr " prominent, elevated " is a rare and unusual term,

which seems to have no connection with the well-known word p a .cr, "strike."

The rendering suggested is supported by the fact that in Case 46 the Gloss writes
tp .kr, while the text of the case writes - and - (XV 20 and XVI 2). See

Case 46. Dr. Ware has suggested to me the well-known parallel use of .kr meaning
" to raise, lift, set up " as of a ladder in the Pyramid Texts (e. g. Pyr., 1431c).

yhL.t, with modifiers, consult Case 4 (II 3), p. 142. It is probably plural
here, though singular in Case 46 (XVI 13).

'q-ro. mr yh-f, "because of his injury." It is not quite certain that yh always
means an " injury," as contrasted with a disease; otherwise we might conclude
that the bn wt in this case were due to an injury, and the reference to a wbnw (XIII 9)
would indicate a wound.

oQ Ia, ry.t, " pus," see Case 6 (III 1).

4 yh.t hkr, " rparti-colored ' ", literally " adorned," if this hkr, with the

determinative is to be identified with the common hkr, "adorn." Th
hkr-ornament is sometimes gayly colored. The text refers to matters for comparison,
which elude the present editor.

CASE FORTY

XIII 12-17

A WOUND IN THE BREAST

This is the second of the group of eight cases discussing ailments of the breast.
The wound is one which penetrates the soft tissue and perforates the upper part of the
sternum (k'b.t), which the surgeon calls .hnt', meaning the manubrium, as he explains

in a gloss at the end. Ancient methods of warfare made wounds of this kind common;
a wound " perforating the manubrium " is likely to have been inflicted by a spear.
Presumably none of the underlying organs was injured, for the treatise appends the
hopeful verdict and prescribes simple external applications, leading to recovery.

1 Bnw was discussed many years ago by Oefele, Zeitschrift fir aegyptische Sprache, 39 (1901),
p. 149.

Bb
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The gloss at the end is another illustration of the origin of anatomical terms in
natural objects, and combined with the other references to kbt in our papyrus makes
it possible to determine the Egyptian names both for the sternum and the manubrium.

TITLE

XIII 12

Translation

Instructions concerning a wound in his breast.

Commentary
"Wound " will be found discussed in Case I (title), "breast" is explained in Gloss

A at the end of our case.

EXAMINATION

XIII 12-14

LIzI

14

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a wound in his breast, penetrating to the bone,

perforating the manubrium of his sternum, thou shouldst press the manubrium of his
sternum with thy fingers, (although) he shudders exceedingly, (conclusion follows in
diagnosis).

Commtaryy
q Y1, " penetrating," is the same as rr, " penetrating," discussed in Case I

(title), q. v.' _UIo 1km, " perforating," is discussed in Case 1 (under wbnw) and Case 3 (118).
I tt ohnt ), " manubrium," is explained in Gloss A at the end of this case.
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.". inn, " press," is doubtless a transitive or peel form of the common verb
mn, " abide, endure, be firm, etc.," with a causative meaning, "to make firm, to press."

As the second main verb after the conditional particle yr, it is parallel with the common
gmm-k, which we have found so often as the second conditional verb.

1 f ~ ynrw r-f, " he shudders," is explained in Case 4 (II 4).

DIAGNOSIS

XIII 14-15

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a wound in his breast, penetrat-

ing to the bone, perforating the manubrium of his sternum. An ailment which I will

treat."
Commentary

The diagnosis repeats only the terms of the examination, where the discussion

will be found. The favorable verdict 1 forming the conclusion will be found discussed

in the commentary on Case I (I12) ; see also introduction (pp. 45-47).

TREATMENT

XIII 15-16

c 1 .. 1 1 iI \

Translation
Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day ; thou shouldst treat it after-

ward [with] grease, honey, and lint every day, until he recovers.
Bb2
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Commentary
Treatment with fresh meat followed by the application of grease, honey and lint,

will be found discussed in Case 1 (I 2-3). See the commentary on " until he recovers "

in the same connection.
GLoss A

XIII 17

Explaining: The manubrium of his sternum.
17

Translation
As for: "The manubrium of his sternum," (it means) the upper head of his sternum;

it is like as it were a porcupine.

Commentary

We have in this gloss another explanation of the designation of a bone of the human

skeleton which is drawn from its resemblance to some animal or part of an animal,

like the "mr.t, " ramus," so called because of its resemblance to the two-toed claw of

the 'mr-bird (pp. 215, 293-294). The animal in our case is called hnt,

and very little is known about him. A recipe for a hair tonic in Papyrus Ebers
has as its chief ingredient the hair of I 1 h.nt" (Pap. Ebers 66, 12), from which

it is obvious that the animal must have vigorous and robust hair. Another recipe
prescribes i dr-t nt Anty, " the spine of a hnty " (Pap. Ebers 92, 7),
which is doubtless the same animal as the hnt', and seems probably to be a hedgehog

or porcupine. The latter animal is depicted on the ancient Egyptian monuments.

No other evidence for the identity of the hnt' is available. The appearance of the

thorax seen from in front, especially the sternum with the spreading ribs which diverge

from it like the legs of an insect, strongly suggests an animal, and the comparison with
a porcupine is quite possible. The difficulty lies in the further limitation of the hnt"
by our surgeon as being the " upper head " of the breast (sternum), as we shall see
below. If we limit hnt' to the manubrium, as our gloss clearly does, the resemblance
to a porcupine is far from obvious, though it might still suggest an animal.

A. . k'b-t, " breast," is a word of which the meaning has been commonly mis-
understood as the "nipple " of the mamma. It occurs sixty-five times in Pap. Smith
in sufficiently varied use to indicate its meaning with some precision. In eight passages,
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where the surgeon desires to ascertain the patient's ability to use the muscles and
vertebrae of the neck, he directs the patient to look " at his two shoulders and his
breast (k'b.t)." See Cases 3, 4, 5, 7, 29 and 30. In these cases kb-t obviously means
the breast in general. It is used in thirty-four passages to locate swellings, tumors,
or abscesses, some of which secrete pus and have to be drained (Cases 89 and 46) or
are so described as to show that they are in the soft tissue (Case 45); and wounds in
the soft tissue (Case 41), which may penetrate to and include the bone (Case 40).
The remaining twenty-three passages containing the word use it in a more limited
sense, designating bone. They are very instructive. In Case 84, a dislocation of the
clavicles, these bones are described as follows :

" Their heads are attached to (articulated in) the upper bone of his kIb-t " (XI 28).
Here k'b-t is clearly the sternum, and its " upper bone " is of course the manubrium
sterni. The explanation of the hnt' in our Gloss A as , , J ] " the upper
head of his .kb-t," is obviously a variant of the term " upper bone of his k'b-t " in
Case 34. The use of k'b-t to designate the sternum is corroborated by Gloss A in Case 43,
which refers to the thoracic ribs as

" the ribs of his .k'bt, which are attached to (articulated in) his k)b-t" (XV 4). In the

same case the patient suffers with pains in his sides, which the surgeon explains in
Gloss B as follows :

" It means: he suffers in the articulations thereof (viz., of his two sides, including

their ribs) in his kbt " (XV 5). In accordance with this evidence there are fourteen

passages mentioning the true ribs (costae verae) as , o, J "the ribs of
his k'bt" in Cases 42, 48 and 44.

Summarizing the evidence for the meaning of k1b t in our papyrus, we find it used
as a designation for the breast in general, for the soft tissue overlying the bony
structure, and finally quite specifically for the sternum. It nowhere means the mamma
in particular or any part of it, and the Coptic einhn, mamma is evidently a later and
secondary development.

, "tp hry, "upper head," employing "head" in an anatomical sense to
designate the end of a bone, will be found discussed in Case 1 (title).

Smy hpr-t m, literally "like what happens (or what has happened) in,"
or " like what is " (with porcupine as predicate introduced by m), which occurs also
in Case 42 (XIV 21), is perhaps only a circumlocution for " as it were," meaning
simply "like."
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CASE FORTY-ONE

XIII 18-XIV 16

AN INFECTED OR POSSIBLY NECROTIC WOUND IN THE BREAST

This is one of the most completely discussed cases in the papyrus. It is the third
in the group of eight cases concerned with the breast. The examination is one of
the most detailed presentations of the pathological conditions which we find in our
treatise, and the interesting glosses add much to this description. Gloss A especially
explains the sluggish character of the wound, its refusal to heal, and quotes from the
venerable " Treatise on What Pertains to a Wound," which we find quoted also in
Case 5, Gloss A. The data seem hardly sufficient, however, to determine whether the
wound is infected or in a necrotic condition.

The treatment is medicinally very elaborate. It consists of external local applica-
tions, which are systematically arranged in a succession of three stages :

1. Cooling applications for drawing out the inflammation:

a. Various leaves, etc., bandaged on.
b. The same.

2. Astringent applications for drying up the wound:

a. Ointment of mineral salts bandaged on.
b. The same.

3. Poultices :

a. Various herbs bandaged on.

Unfortunately the drugs employed cannot be identified in more than a few cases.
It is of interest to note that in the first recipe for allaying the inflammation (1, a and b)
there seems to be salicin or salicylic acid, in the form of willow (salix) leaves, although
in modern times before its synthetic production, salicin was obtained from willow bark
rather than the leaves. The astringent applications (2, a and b) contain copper and
sodium salts; the only constituent of the poultices which can be identified is sycamore
leaves. The surgeon was evidently accustomed to find these agencies effective, for
he gives the case the hopeful verdict, and adds to the treatment the injunction to
treat the same trouble in any part of the body in the same way.

At the end the commentator has added five important explanations of terms not
otherwise clear, including an already ancient color designation (tm4, which he had
once before explained in Case 7, Gloss F (III 20-21). In the other four glosses the
commentator is especially interested in the discussion of the feverish and inflamed
condition of the wound and in explaining the terms involved. In so doing he quotes
from the already ancient and now lost " Treatise on What Pertains to a Wound."
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TITLE

XIII 18
18

Translation
Instructions concerning a diseased wound in his breast.

Commentary
The terms will be found discussed below.

EXAMINATION

XIII 18-XIV 1

20

... 
C ..

n0 _
P-p (~fZZ I~ B I

21

a

C3a I n AQV i

XIV 1

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a diseased wound in his breast, while that wound

is inflamed and a whirl of inflammation continually issues from the mouth of that
wound at thy touch ; the two lips of that wound are ruddy, while that man continues
to be feverish from it ; his flesh cannot receive a bandage, that wound cannot take a
margin of skin ; the Fgranulationl1 which is in the mouth of that wound is watery, their
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surface is hot and secretions drop therefrom in an oily state, (conclusion follows in
diagnosis).

Commentary

~~, T'y, " diseased," see Gloss A.

. J1 Jk'bt, " breast," see above, Case 40, Gloss A (XIII 17).

q q a nsr-y, " inflamed," see Gloss A (X1V 8).

a n.aw, " issue," see below, Gloss E.T4 tm4, " ruddy," see below, Gloss C.

i e' 4w§, " whirl," see below, Gloss B.

f srf, "heat, inflammation," see below, Gloss B.

q C ' ydb, " margin," is really a topographical term meaning "shore." Its
medical or surgical use here is quite parallel with .. pt "lip," which is also a word
for " shore." The reference is to the contracting margin of newly forming skin around
a healing wound.

o 2 qI q p'ys~t, r" granulation"1, is an otherwise entirely unknown word. The

translation is a suggestion by Dr. Luckhardt. The word lacks any indication of the

plural, but it is resumed by a plural pronoun in the next clause.
q q mwy, " be watery," is a rare verb, of course cognate with the noun mw,

" water." It occurs in the same connection in Papyrus Ebers (91, 8); q
"if its (the ear's) mouth is watery." There seems to be a non-medical use of the verb

in the obscure passage - (Eloquent Peasant B 1, 258).

~ .''m, rendered above " be hot," is a transitive verb in Case 39 (XIII 6-7).
The meaning is obviously that of an intransitive verb here. The reading .'m, rather

than 6'w, is here quite certain.q' yrt y-w, " surface," see Case 7 (III 20).

rhr-w, " secretions," is the word originally meaning a " pile " of grain or

goods, then a " measure " or a " quantity," as in mathematics. Its medical applica-
tion is known chiefly from, our papyrus, where it occurs three times as follows :

q -7 a Aq 0qq" Secretions (rkr.w) drop therefrom in an oily state

(Case 41, XIII 22-XIV 1). ~FJ ~ ~ fz"ertos(h~)dopn
therefrom are cool (Case 47, XVII 9--10). -- i1) They generate

no secretions of fluid " (Case 45, XV 13). With this we may compare _ ~'
" It forms secretions of pus "(Pap. Ebers 105, 19).

J ! i , qq b'k-y, " in an oily state," is doubtless a verb derived from the
noun b'k, " oil." It may be compared with the verb mwy, " be watery " used imme-
diately above (XIII 22). Grammatically it is parallel in construction with( _ kbb,
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" be cool," occupying an analogous position in the example quoted above from Case 47
(XVII 9-10). It may of course be derived from the verb J . A Q bi.c, "to be clear,"
and the only other example of our word in the medical literature would at first sight

seem to support this meaning. In Case 46 we find J * " bk like fluid
under thy hand " (XV 21-XVI 1). The reference is to a " swelling (thb) very large,
protruding on his breast." We have only to understand " protruding " (yAw-y) as
meaning " discharging" and we obtain an excellent rendering for bk etc., namely

" clear like water under thy hand." Against this interpretation, however, there are

conclusive objections. In the first place the touch of the hand is obviously not the

means for observing clearness, a quality appreciable only by the eyes. The very fact

that the quality here observed is one appreciable by the touch of the hand shows

that it must belong to the order of physical qualities like hot or cold, hard or soft
and the like. Furthermore a study of all the cases in which the above " swelling"

(thb) and " protrude " (ylw) occur, makes it highly improbable that a fluid exudation

is here meant. The reference is to a protruding swelling which is here discerned by

the fingers to be soft or " oily like fluid under thy hand." See the commentary
on thb and y.w in Case 4 (II 4).

DIAGNOsIS

XIV 1-2

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having a diseased wound in [his] breast,

it being inflamed, (and) he continues to have fever from it. An ailment which I

will treat."
Commentary

The terms have all been discussed in the preceding commentary on this case, or in

the glosses which follow. On the favorable verdict 1 see Case 1 (I 2) and the introduc-

tion (pp. 45-47). Since rendering mm-f, " he continues to have fever," I note that

Gardiner in his new Grammar (pp. 352 f.) especially emphasizes "repetition or con-

tinuity" as implied in the geminated form. This is good Semitic as well as Egyptian

usage, as noted above, supra, pp. 815-816.
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TREATMENT

XIV 2-8
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Translation
Thou shalt make for him cool applications for drawing out the inflammation from

the mouth of the wound :

a. Leaves of willow,
nb.-tree,
ksnty.

Apply to it.

b. Leaves of ym'-tree,
dung,

hny-t',
ksnty.

Apply to it.

Thou shalt make for him applications for drying up the wound:

a. rPowderl of green pigment
wbt,

grease.
Triturate ; bind upon it.

b. Northern salt,
ibex grease.

Triturate; bind upon it.

Thou shalt make for him poultices :

Red .pnn,

garden tongue,

sycamore leaves.
Bind upon it.

If the like befalls in any member, thou shalt treat him according to these instruc-
tions.

Commentary

The following notes contain the little that is known regarding the character and
identity of the herbs, minerals, and other constituents of the five recipes above pre-
scribed, and the form in which they are employed.

Ssp'w, " applications," is a word of varied meanings. The meaning " frag-
ments "has been discussed in Case 4 (II 9). Its more common meaning is "remedy"
in a very general sense. It is usually used in the plural as in our text, though referring
to a single recipe, e.g., Pap. Ebers 40, 7; 40, 21; 39, 10; and is quite commonly
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introduced by the injunction " :"-0-- " Thou shalt make for him remedies,"
followed by the genitive 0 nw with the effect of the remedy, the name of the ailment
or the ailing organ, or by the content of the prescription, e.g., Pap. Hearst III 17;
IV 9 = Ebers 2, 7 b; Hearst IV 14 = Ebers 50, 6-9; Hearst I 1 = Ebers 11, 3;
Ebers 73, 13; etc. Very much less commonly it occurs in the singular, e.g., Ebers
89, 17; 7, 11; Kahun Medical Pap. ,19; 3,15; 8,17; 8, 20; Ebers 9, 17, 19;
42, 11 ; 36, 9. Cooling applications as in our case are found also in Pap. Ebers

... ,]zJJ (Ebers 43, 1) and , ~ e- (Ebers 91, 5-6). It may finally be
noted that while sp almost invariably designates a medicinal remedy, it may, though
very rarely, also indicate a magical remedy, e.g. Kahun Medical Pap. 3, 23; Mutter
und Kind, VIII 3-4.

qc yth, " draw out," is a verb primarily designating the application of physical
power in drawing a heavy object like a monument, and hence the determinative of
a coil of rope. Its use in the medical papyri elsewhere is limited to three examples in
Pap. Ebers, in which the remedy acts to " draw out " (yth) "blood " (Ebers 70, 4-5;
and 96, 18) or a "swelling " (tw'*w) (Ebers 105,18), meaning in the latter case doubtless
the content of the swelling, so that in these cases the object of the verb is material
substance. In the two cases employing this word in Pap. Edwin Smith however, the
object of the verb is the word drf, " heat, inflammation " (Pap. Smith XIV 8; XVI 8),
an intangible thing, which could be allayed to be sure, but only figuratively " drawn
off," although even among us the phrase " draw out inflammation " is not unusual.

.'drd, " leaves," is a difficult word. It is universally written with the ear, ,, and

the reading drd is known only from a single passage where it is written out in
the Berlin Medical Papyrus 8088 (Verso 8, 7). It is a part of various trees (Hearst
XV, 4; XVI, 8) of which the following are known :

and once I "divine drd," which are explained as ,- Berlin Med. Pap.
8088, 10, 5). The rendering " leaves "is not wholly certain ; the word might possibly
mean "bark" (cortex), and indeed in the case of willow, the bark is medicinally more
efficacious than the leaves.

- nb4, a tree mentioned as far back as the Old Kingdom, and occurring in
Greek as -vov 4, but not yet identified with certainty. The word drd, (" leaves," or
" bark ") may possibly be understood also with nb4.

1 "- ° .ksnty, occurring at the conclusion of each of the first two recipes, may
possibly refer to some form of preparing the preceding ingredients. It is more probably,
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however, an additional ingredient, an herb which is written ° , k4nty (Pap. Ebers

45, 4) and 8 , , in the corresponding passage in Hearst (VII 2). This is probably the

same as o, , (Ebers 46,18 and 73, 2 ; see variants in Hearst X 1 and V 8). It has not

yet been identified.

, J1 ym' is an unidentified fruit tree.

J ~ bnf, as used in the medical papyri, is, with the exception of one passage,

always followed by the name of some animal. We have the bnf of cattle (Ebers 87, 10;

104, 5; Berlin Med. Pap. 3038, verso, 2, 8) ; of an ox (Ebers 22, 7); of a fish (Ebers

62, 6; 65, 6). It appears outside the medical papyri probably as early as the Pyramid

Texts (1464 b, doubtful). In our papyrus, where it is used twice, the other passage has

" the bnf of an ox " or " bull " (XVI 9). Judging from this passage our recipe in

Case 41 has probably omitted the word ox by error. One might be tempted to read

bnf kny-t', and interpret tiny-t' as the animal hnt', " porcupine," which we met in

Case 40. This supposition is rendered improbable by the fact that we find hny-t',

written ° . n , occurring twice in Pap. Ebers (79, 21; and 96, 1)as an ingredient

by itself. In Pap. Smith (XVI 9), furthermore, the word is written with

the determinative of a plant. We must conclude then that it is an herb, the name

of which terminates in 7"' t>, " earth, ground." Compare the plant name "ground-

hair " written also with 7 in Pap. Ebers (43, 16). It cannot be identified with any

known plant. These considerations make it highly probable that our scribe has unin-

tentionally omitted the word ox after bnf. The determinative in the Pyramid Texts

suggests that bnf means " excrement " or " dung."
7:9a s-.r-t, " drying up," is evidently derived from the verb e ~ D-w'r,

occurring so written only once (Pap. Ebers 40, 4). Otherwise, without the e w, it

occurs seven times in Pap. Ebers (62, 21; 65, 15 ; 82, 21; 95, 8 ; 95, 15; 92, 5 and

70, 13). Of these passages five are pharmaceutical and refer to the drying of drugs

(62, 21; 65, 15 ; 82, 21 ; 95, 3 ; 95, 15). The other two refer to treatment : one to

the drying up of a running ear (92, 5, read -Ir-t as in Smith XIV 4) and the other to

the drying up of a wound (70, 18) as in our Case 41. A case quite parallel to ours is

found in Pap. Ebers (91, 5 ff.) prescribing the treatment of an ear. After the use of

cooling applications to reduce the inflammation, combined with absorbents, the text

prescribes : ~. - " If its (the ear's) mouth

is watery, thou shouldst make for him poultices for drying a wound" (Ebers 91, 8-9).

In our case the process of drying up the wound is accomplished by two prescriptions,

both of which are ointments. The basis of the first is merely called" fat " or " grease "

('dy), while the second prescribes " ibex grease." The remedies carried by these bases

are the following minerals, two of which cannot be identified:

Ai 4.t, is a difficult word, which probably indicates the form in which the mineral
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ingredient of a prescription (Ebers 56, 12) without the name of a mineral following
would indicate that it must be used exclusively in connection with one mineral, the

name of which might therefore on occasion be omitted. The only other known occur-

rences of the word (see next paragraph) combine it with w'dw, " green pigment "as in

our case.

(1, w'dwiw, " green pigment," is given an eccentric writing, which is doubtless

archaic. The sign m dw, is found at the end of the word in the Pyramid Texts (1681 a),

but outside of our papyrus no other example is known with the sign v w'. There can

be no doubt about the reading w'qw,however, for the combination S q, ,
Isy.t nt w'dw, " powder of green pigment " is found in Pap. Ebers (78, 5-6), and again

with exactly the same writing as in Ebers in Pap. Hearst (XII 1). The word wdw,

really meaning simply " green " is applied especially to the green pigment used as

a cosmetic for painting the eyes ; but also designates a green pigment employed by

Egyptian artists in painting. It consisted of copper salts (chiefly basic carbonate

according to Lucas), which the physicians had discovered were astringent. It is

employed for drying a wound in the same way in Case 46 (XVI 10), written eM ,.

Q..j wb-t is an entirely unidentifiable mineral, known elsewhere in the Egyptian
documents only in two passages, both in Pap. Ebers. The first is a recipe for softening

hard or stiffened tissues (Ebers 80, 9-10) and the other is a recipe for the treatment of

a wbnw (" wound " or " sore ") in the breast, which is evidently a case like ours. In

this recipe (Ebers 70, 1-3) wb-t is employed along with " northern salt "just as in the

two astringent recipes of Pap. Smith (XIV 4-6), and applied in the form of an oint-

ment. As a medicinal agent it was also doubtless an astringent.

0" thn.t is another unknown mineral, which is not unlikely some form of

mineral glass, in view of the word $ &thn employed by the Egyptians both for glaze

or glazed ware, and glass. It is not elsewhere found in our papyrus, and is known

otherwise only in four passages in Pap. Ebers (49, 21; 80, 6; 105, 15; 108, 16), where

the usual reading ( is an error for f (see Moeller, Palaeogr. I, No. 504, where the

hieratic sign for M No. 417 has been mistaken for a). It is employed once internally

for urinary troubles, but otherwise in an ointment externally for softening hard or

stiffened tissues or for drawing off the content of a swelling ; and once in a magical

charm (Ebers 108, 16).
"i has been given the determinative of a stone by our scribe, but the prescription

is obviously an ointment like the next one and we must conclude that the scribe has

written in error for ' 'dy "fat, grease."
' nd, " triturate," has been graphically abbreviated by our scribe who has drawn

a hand and arm over a mortar. A comparison with the directions following the next

prescription shows that this abbreviation stands for a nd, " triturate."
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I7° ,'°4toj hm'-t ntht, " northern salt " is evidently one of the salt minerals from
the northern desert along the west side of the Delta, chiefly chloride of sodium. It is
commonly used in Pap. Ebers in recipes for the same purpose.

I is a defective writing for ny'w, also written
nr'w (XVI 11) the name of Ibex Nubiana. See Gaillard, Revue d'Ethnogr. et de
Sociol., 1912, p. 338.

0 tmt~w, " poultices," is fully discussed in Case 9 (IV 21).

7' 6pnn is an unidentified drug, presumably an herb. It is once called
© C°0 'pn*w nw, pn " apnn (pl.) of 5pn " (Pap. Ebers 93, 8), indicating

that .4pn is an herb, as shown by its determinative, of which the .pnn (pl.) are parts,
like blossoms, leaves, petals or the like. On the other hand Apnn has identity of its
own to stand alone in all other known examples, namely three passages in Pap. Ebers
(64, 17 ; 64, 21 ; 65, 1) and one more in our papyrus (XVI 12). It is employed intern.
ally to quiet a crying child (Ebers 93, 3), and in ointments and poultices for scalp
troubles (Ebers 64, 17 ; 64, 21 ; and 65, 1). Whether "Idr, " red" is a designa-
tion of some drug, or merely a modifier of .pnn, is not wholly certain.J- ns-., "garden tongue," is evidently the same botanical term as 7
found in Pap. Ebers (31,12), in which the determinatives of ns and P' show that we are
dealing with the words X " tongue " and "garden." It is an unidentified plant
employed in Pap. Ebers in a recipe for allaying inflammation in the anus. It occurs
twice also in the London Medical Papyrus (6,3 and 6,6) where it is written c I ° 0 and
seems to be employed in external applications for allaying inflammation.

' 0 d'rnt is a fruit occurring very commonly in the medical papyri, which
nevertheless cannot be conclusively identified. It is very common without any pre-
ceding or following modifiers in the following papyri : Ebers, Hearst, London, and
Berlin 3038. It occurs also with various modifiers, as follows

D'r~t . . .'' d'r~t wt wh't, " d'r~t of the oasis " (Ebers 43, 16).

DPrt " fresh (or " green ") d'r't " (Ebers 14, 12 ; 53, 1 ; 54, 17 ; 65, 7).+U- d'r~t, "inside of dPrt-fruit " (Ebers 47, 10, etc., Pap. Berlin 3088,19, 11, etc.).011, d'rt, " fruit of the d'r't " (Ebers passirn, Hearst XVI, 11 ; also Pap. Berlin
3038).

°d'r-t, " fruit of the d'r~t" (Hearst XIII 7).

q ,7d'rt, "rFfiberl (or something similar) of the dPrt " (Ebers 69, 8-9).

~ "juice of the d'r~t " (Ebers 62, 1, etc.; Pap. Berlin 8038, 4, 4 ; etc.)IQ ° d "r" topsl of the drt " (Hearst IX 2). Munier, Deux recettes
medicales coptes (in Annales, XVIII, 285-286) identifies our d'r~t with the Coptic
pctie, which he believes is the " caroube."
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GLOss A

XIV 8-11
Explaining: A diseased wound in his breast, inflamed.

" I l~ I ~~ic t~

',n ti Dw \

Itt
I I I - 5

Translation
As for: " A diseased wound in his breast, inflamed," it means that the wound

which is in his breast is sluggish, without closing up ; high fever comes forth from it,
its two lips are red, (and) its mouth is open. The " Treatise on What Pertains to a

Wound " says concerning it : " It means that there is very great swelling ; (and)
'inflamed' is said concerning the height " (of the fever).

Commentary
1 A4n'y, " diseased," is a word not otherwise known in the medical papyri.

It is probably a different word fromc=)', an epithet applied to the Asiatics in the
Eighteenth Dynasty (Urk. IV 890 and 740). It seems to be found elsewhere only in
the following late texts of Ptolemaic date. In the Edfu temple we find the words :

~ "protecting thy body against ray" (Ptolemy IV,

Rochenmonteix, Edfou, I, 237) ; and again =-a L j" They (the gods)
protect thee against 5my" (Ibid., 278). At Philac the goddess Wosret is called

S" Wosret, mistress of .ny " (Philae, Berlin Dictionary photograph
No. 505, reign of Neos Dionysos). At Kom Ombo the temple inscriptions have

~ Exorcising (4-4r) the . rn y" (De Morgan, Omnbos I, pp. 44, 45, 8-9). From

these examples we would conclude that §my must mean some form of disease or decay,
and in the last example the demons of disease. It is therefore probably some general
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word for disease. Applied to a wound which refuses to heal, as in the present case, it
would be difficult to decide whether the ancient surgeon means some form of infection,
or a gangrenous condition of the tissue-necrosis. The grammatical construction in
which the term is here used literally " disease (decay ?) of a wound," is that "wound"
really has the force of an adjective, "wound disease," like " house of stone," meaning
" stone house." What is intended is doubtless the disease or decay that arises in a
wound. In Case 15 the noun §Im'y seems to be used for " diseased tissue." It was not
considered dangerous, for Case 15, the only other case in which it is known, a perfora-
tion of the bone in the region of the maxilla and zygoma, also receives the favorable
verdict and the patient recovers (Case 15, VI 15-16). The curious writing of the last
radical, with n, seemingly after the determinative, occurs four times in Case 41, but
in Case 15 the last radical is written tq, and there is no determinative. In all
probability the '\ should be written above the determinative in a hieroglyphic trans-
literation. We should without doubt recognize ff~~ 6'mw (Pap. Edwin
Smith XX 1; XX 9), meaning " demons of disease," as another form of our
word am y.

.=-q a nsr-y," inflamed," is of course derived from the common verb nsr, "to
burn," with its nouns nsr and nsr-t, " flame." It is not common in a pathological
sense, for it is not otherwise found with the above meaning " inflamed "in the medical
papyri. It occurs in an Empire magical text with this meaning:

" Another spell (n.t) for inflammation arising on the rlegl" (Leyden Pap. 345, Leemans,
Monuments e'gyptiens, pl. CXXXI, I, II, 1. 121). In our papyrus, however, it is
employed eight times in a pathological sense. These passages are important for
determining whether the word means local inflammation, or designates a general
condition of fever, affecting the patient's whole body. As we have just seen in the
examination in Case 41 (XIII 19), the wound itself is nsr-y: og. -- =:*q
"while that wound is nsr-y" (XIII 19). The same description is repeated verbatim in
Case 47 (XVII 8) and again in the same case, with a slight variant (XVII 12). In
view of these examples it is obvious in Case 28 that .. = , following as it
does directly upon the words " his wound," (wbnw-f), must be rendered " it (the
wound) is inflamed," and not " he (the patient) has fever." This conclusion har-
monizes perfectly with the fact that when the wound is nsr-y, the patient develops
fever; so in Case 28: . " it (the wound) is greatly
inflamed (nsr-y), so that he (the patient) develops fever from it " (IX 20-21).
This is paralleled by a variant, and hence strongly confirmatory, description of
the same phenomenon in Case 41: ". ... a diseased wound in his breast,

S"inflamed, (and) he continues to have fever (§mm-f) from
cc
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it " (XIV 2). This wording is repeated verbatim in Case 47 (XVII 11). The same case
describes this situation further on in very explicit terms which cannot be mistaken

" If, then, thou findest that man continuing to have fever (Imm-f), while that
wound is inflamed (nsr-y) " (XVII 12).

It is obvious, therefore, that the verb nsr is employed to describe local inflamma-
tion, rather than a general condition of fever involving the whole system.

~~ a i mm.t, "fever," is derived from an old intransitive verb,© :mm,
" be hot," which was later used transitively, but was originally intransitive as the old
causative cognate form p, p ,4-hmm and = s-Imm," to heat" shows. The
verb is employed pathologically six times in our treatise. In two of these passages the
patient is unmistakably the subject: qri __ " while that man con-

tinues to be feverish from it " (Case 41, XIII 20). The second case has just been quoted
above (Case 47, XVII 12). In the other four cases (Case 24, IX1; Case 28, X 2; Case 41,
XIV 2; Case 47, XVII 11, repetition of XIV 2) the subject is the pronoun and might
refer either to the wound or the patient, but the context is decisive in indicating the
patient. We may therefore conclude that in our papyrus the verb always indicates general
fever of the patient and not local inflammation. The noun, amm-t, however, is not so
decisive. In our gloss above (XIV 9) 6mm-tis said to come forth from it (the wound). This
must refer to local inflammation. The adjective "high" applied to it is interesting,
and seemingly exactly parallel with our use of " high " in the common phrase " high
fever." It is superfluous to state that it obviously does not refer to the thermometer, an
instrument unknown to the ancient world. Even our own use of "high" to describe
a fever is probably far older than the introduction of the bedside thermometer.
Literally rendered the Egyptian Immt k'-t means "high heat," which is said to come
forth from it (the wound). The reference is to the physical sensation of heat affecting
the hand when it is laid on the wound, as the explanation in Gloss E discloses. The
Egyptian thinks of such heat as streaming from a wound. In this case the heat is
extreme, and "high " used thus to describe it is doubtless equivalent to " exceed-
ingly," or "extremely." As we shall see in Gloss D Amm't is probably used there also
to designate local inflammation. In the third and last passage employing the noun
(Case 47, XVII 18-14) it probably means " fever," describing the patient's general
condition. Summarizing the evidence in our papyrus we may say that the verb 6mm

regularly means " to be feverish," but this precise use of the verb is probably an acci-
dent in view of the employment of the cognate noun 6mm~t to designate either" fever "
or "inflammation " of a local character. It should be noted that the verb ,mm in
Case 28 (X 2) is introduced in a second treatment after 4rf has been employed to de-
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scribe the patient's condition in the examination. It may be therefore that smm
indicates a greater degree of fever than drf. In that case the three words for an ab-
normal degree of heat in a patient would be distinguished as follows. Nsr is employed
exclusively to designate local inflammation as just demonstrated above ; mm perhaps
implies an extreme degree of fever but may also (at least in the noun form) describe
local inflammation ; while 4rf possibly indicates a milder degree of fever but usually
designates local inflammation. On drf see Gloss B (XIV 11-12).

The venerable book on wounds, here called " Treatise on What Pertains to a
Wound," from which our ancient commentator quotes, is cited also in Case 5, Gloss A
(II 16-17). See commentary ibid.

GLoss B

XIV 11-12

Explaining : A whirl of inflammation in his wound.
12

Translation
As for : " A whirl of inflammation in his wound," it means a whirl of inflammation

which circulates through the interior of his entire wound.

Commentary
e dwl, "whirl," is derived from the verb ~ e 4w, meaning "to twist cord"

or similar (see Great " Amduat," 10th Hour) and it occurs in connection with spinning
in Mutter und Kind (verso), 11, 1. The noun used in a pathological sense is confined to
Case 41. With the meaning " coil, bandage, wrapping," the noun is used once in

Papyrus Ebers (95, 11), and this meaning in our treatise is discussed in Case 7 (III 18)
and Case 11 (V 11). Its pathological meaning is obscure. In Papyrus Ebers we find
a recipe for treating a : 44w n Pt'w, "4w5 of heat " in the heart (Pap.
Ebers 44, 8). Among the glosses in the papyrus we find explained -f r-i

" the fall of a 4w5 on his heart," which is defined by the gloss in the following words :
Se= ° -" ,-o... " It means the fall of a 4w of heat upon his heart "

(Pap. Ebers 102, 6-7). Among recipes for the eyes is one for the treatment of

S"-" a wi of heat in the two eyes" (Pap. Ebers 57, 18). These are
the only pathological examples known in the medical papyri besides its occurrence above
in Case 41. It can hardly be doubted that the " 4w5 of heat (t'w)" occurring three
times in Papyrus Ebers is parallel with our " 4w of inflammation (4rf) " in Case 41.

0CC2
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In our gloss the .4wi.is explained as one which " circulates " throughout the entire

interior of the wound, and the meaning of going around, whirling, twisting is evidently

inherent in the verb, employed as it is to designate the twisting of cord. The thought

suggested by 4wl seems to be a twisting, whirling circulation of the heat. This is no

more remarkable than our use of the Greek word paroxysm, derived from a verb

meaning " to sharpen " (o'v'vw).K.. drf, "inflammation," is not common as a pathological term in the medical
papyri. It is more usually employed of artificial heat. In the preparation of prescrip-

tions and of kyphi-incense we find it in Berlin Papyrus 3038 (7, 12) and Papyrus Ebers

(76, 14). Prescriptions are brought to the warmth (4rf) of the finger (Ebers 76, 1; 8, 2;

9, 14 ; 10, 6; 4, 10 ; 89, 17 ; 54, 16-17 ; 94, 18-14; 69, 21; 81, 6; and confer 66, 5);

to an agreeable warmth (Ebers 23, 19; 53, 9; 24, 3; 71, 12-13); between two

warmths (tepid ?, Ebers 46, 10; 24, 6 ; Berlin 3038, 12, 12); or merely warmed up

(only medical, Ebers 12, 8; 35, 20). Outside of our treatise the use of the noun

" fever, feverish heat " is not frequent (Berlin 8088, 8, 7; Hieratic Writing Tablet,

Brit. Museum 5645, verso, 1. 9, see Gardiner, Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage,

p. 100). It is employed 14 times in Papyrus Edwin Smith if we include XIV 16 where

the writing . is without doubt to be read .rf. In all of these cases it is possible to

render " inflammation ; " of these it must mean local inflammation in ten passages

(Case 41, XIII 19, XIV 3, 11, 12, 15, 16; Case 45, XV 12; Case 46, XVI 8; Case 47,
XVII 9, and 14). This meaning is also quite probable in Case 39, XIII 5. Neverthe-
less, being a word originally meaning " to heat," or "heat," 4rf may mean " fever."
It is quite clear that it means " fever " in the three following interesting cases (7,
28, 47) in which it indicates the first appearance of fever (A) disclosed by examina-
tion, as contrasted with a second examination revealing persistence of fever (B)

already noted in the first examination

(B) ,, ,,

(A) " If then, thou findest that the flesh of that man has developed fever from that

wound " (Case 7, III 8-9) employs 4rf, "fever;" while (B), "If, however, thou findest

him continuing to have fever " (Case 28, X 2) uses the verb §mm, "to be hot, have
fever." See also Case 28 (IX 21) and Case 47 (XVII 6-7).

m wbnw-f, "in his wound," are words which have been inserted in the
quotation and are not to be found in the text, where they would be quite superfluous

in view of the following phrase " from the mouth of that wound."
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GLoss C

XIV 12-13
Explaining: Its two lips are ruddy

13

Translation
As for : " Its two lips are ruddy," it means that its two lips are red like the color

of the tmf~t-tree.
Commentary

~ [1 Y tm4, "ruddy," is evidently an archaic color designation which had
become more or less unfamiliar to the reader of the Seventeenth Century B.C. ; for
after applying the term to a patient's face in Case 7, our treatise appended an explana-
tion, using the same term dAr, " red " to describe the hue indicated by tm4. See Case
7, Gloss F (III 20-21) where full discussion will be found. The surgeon then repeated
this explanation in our Case 41, Gloss C.

GLoss D

XIV 13-15

Explaining : His flesh cannot receive a bandage.
14

15 sic

Translation
As for : " His flesh cannot receive a bandage," it means that his flesh will not

receive the remedies because of the inflammation which is in his flesh.

CASE 41
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Commentary
The surgeon identifies " bandage " with the remedies bandaged on, and explains

that the inflammation (nm.t, possibly " fever "), prevents the patient's flesh from
absorbing these remedies. The repetition of ntt hr is obviously a scribal error.

GLoss E

XIV 15-16

Explaining: While heat continually issues from the mouth of his wound at thy touch.
8/C

16l I I

,.11 I S

Translation
As for : " While heat continually issues (now) from the mouth of his wound at thy

touch," (it means) that heat comes forth from the mouth of his wound at thy touch;
as it is said that a thing which has come forth entirely, has issued (nkw)."

Commentary
This gloss covers some material already explained in Gloss B; that is they both

include the word Arf. Hence the quotation from the text of the case has, probably
intentionally, omitted everything between tf y4t and 4rf (XIII 19), which
would have included p~ 4w5 n (before srf) already explained in Gloss B.

C= & is obviously an error by the scribe who has mistaken the w in nw for m
and read nm instead of nw. This is an error sometimes made by modern scholars
in reading hieratic. See for example the word a £ .fm, usually misread .'w in
Pap. Ebers (109, 15). Cf. commentary on Case 89 (XIII 6-7). The scribe has written
the word correctly in 1. 16. e ndw, " issue " is a rare word derived from the
uncommon verb QA n, " drive out." This transitive verb is found as far back as the
Old Kingdom; compare "I drove out (== - , nJ-n-y) the domain officials who were
there" (Uni, 1. 9, Urk. I, p. 100). In the Pyramid Texts we find '"( nhy, designating
the treatment of a new-born child (Pyr. 1965 a, infinitive nhw-t, ibid.). This n hy must be
a variant form of mfw. The explanation in Gloss E above shows that new is equivalent
in meaning to pry, "go forth." We have here therefore an intransitive verb new
meaning "to issue," the use of which is confined to our treatise where it occurs four
times, three times in Case 41 and once in Case 47. The curious writing in Case 47
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(XVII 9) is of course an abbreviation, writing the word with the determinative, or

word-sign already found in the Old Kingdom in the form (see Uni above). The word

has been discussed by Sethe in Zeitschrift, 57 (1922), p. 21 (Gott. Totenbuchstudien).

We have already met the noun e ,, nw, " issue, discharge " in Case 31 (X 20).

It must be related to the word ©= 1 (Pyr. 199 a) and , 1 (Pyr. 1270 b), which

must mean something like " emanation." Compare also " water " (Pyr. 25 c)

in the term n.-rnpw, " fresh water." In the Middle Kingdom the noun w

is used as a designation of an uncertain disease (Mutter und Kind, 1, 2; 3, 1 et passim).2

See Case 6, Gloss A (1124-25). Cf. 9 Q, i an exudation of the nose (Pap. Ebers 99, 6).

is evidently an abbreviated writing of , B rf, discussed above under Gloss B.

"" hr t', literally " upon the ground ; " see Case 4 (II 9), p. 154.

CASE FORTY-TWO

XIV 16-22

A SPRAIN OF THE STERNO-COSTAL ARTICULATIONS

This case is the fourth in the group of eight cases concerning the breast, and the

first in a smaller group of three dealing with the ribs. These three cases are as follows

Case 42, sprain of the sterno-costal articulations.

,, 43, dislocation of the true ribs.

,, 44, break in the true ribs.

We meet with the Egyptian word ~ , hnw, " ribs "for the first time in these

three cases, and it does not occur in any other oriental document of this remote age.

In the above cases the word is always followed by the qualification O J nw .c'b.t,

"of the sternum " in a total of fourteen passages. Our surgeon's term for the true

ribs (costae verae) is therefore evidently , hn ] hn.w nw k'b-t, "ribs of the

sternum;" but the designation was not sufficiently clear to the reader of the Seven-

teenth Century B. c. and the commentator has added a gloss to explain it.

TITLE

XIV 16-17
17

1 There are no exact hieroglyphic types for these highly specialized determinatives.

s This word has been discussed from the medical point of view by Oefele, who suggests that it

means Pemphigus (Zeitschrift, 39 (1901), pp. 149 f.).
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Translation
Instructions concerning a sprain in the ribs of his breast.

Commentary

Full discussion of the terms will be found below.

EXAMINATION

XIV 17-18

18

Translation

If thou examinest [a man having a sprain in the ribs of his breast], (and) he suffers

in the ribs of his breast, not having a dislocation, (and) it is not broken, while that

man continues to suffer with it and shudders exceedingly, (conclusion follows in

diagnosis).
Commentary

The usual form of the examination runs : "If thou examinest a man having,"

followed by the name of the trouble or ailment already mentioned in the title. It is
clear therefore that our scribe has here omitted the words which are inserted within

brackets in the above translation.
The exclusion of a dislocation and a broken bone by means of the negative n wnt

is customarily indicated in our document by the mere enumeration of the injuries not

found, which follow the negative n wnt as nouns; e. g.:

"Not having a split, a perforation (or) a smash in it " (Case 18, VII 9). N Mb-f

therefore, following n went wn , is unusual, and the question might arise whether..

in n Mb-f is not possibly the preposition -, giving us the rendering "because of his

break" or the like. This possibility is, however, excluded by the fact that the next

case (48) is a "dislocation" (vm) and the next (44) is a " break" (hb). It is clear

that we have a group of three cases of injuries to the ribs, the first being a "sprain,"

without a dislocation or a fracture; the second being a dislocation (wnu); and the
third a break or fracture (.Mb). The three cases are arranged in a succession of increas-

ing seriousness, like the first five cases in the treatise.

..- ,. n Mb-f, "it is not broken," is perhaps to be understood as a predicative
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negative n + infinitive with suffix, where we more commonly have _ nn. See Gunn,
Syntax, Chaps. XXV and XVII. The identification of the antecedent of the pronoun
is important. The meaning of the verb is such that the pronoun must refer to a bone,
and the only masculine noun preceding is either the patient or one of the ribs (hn).
It is obvious therefore that the surgeon desires to state that the rib is not broken,
although the wrench or sprain is exceedingly painful.

Sinn, " suffer," see the discussion in Case 1 (I 9) and Case 3 (I 20).

S',r, " shudder " or the like; see Case 4 (II 4).

DIAGNOSIS

XIV 19
19

cam; .. aII I I. ..

a The scribe intended to write nrw-t, with @ written, as he has done throughout Case 48; but he
changed his mind at once and having written Q he inserted Q over the ', both being in red ink.
Both signs are still legible.

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a sprain in the ribs of his breast.

An ailment which I will treat."
Commentary

n \ rwt, "sprain," is explained in Case 30. On the remaining terms, see below.

On Verdict 1, the favorable verdict, see Case 1 (I 2).

The diagnosis is again a repetition of the title followed by the verdict. See

introduction (pp. 48 ff.).
TREATMENT

XIV 19-20
20

Translation

Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw; thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] honey

every day until he recovers.
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Commentary
On treatment with ymrw, see Case 15 (VI 17); and with honey, Case 1 (I 3).

GLoss A

XIV 20-22

Explaining : Ribs of his breast.
21

1 0 U A c..

22

Translation

As for: " Ribs of his breast," it means the bones of his sternum; being spine(s)
like as it were a spine-roast.

Commentary
, hn-w, " ribs," is a word which we meet in this case for the first time; for

it is unknown outside of Papyrus Edwin Smith. In this gloss the ancient commentator
has given a colloquial explanation, drawn from the daily familiarity of his readers
with meats served as household food. It is not as good an explanation as we find in
the next case (43, Gloss A), where a dislocation of the hn'w is explained as" a displace-
ment of the heads of the hn.w of his breast, which are fastened to (articulated in) his
sternum (k'bt-fl." It is clear then that the hnw, on tile basis of Case 43 (Gloss A)
alone, are the seven (sometimes eight) true ribs which are articulated in the sternum
on each side (fourteen in all), and our case is therefore a sprain or wrenching of the

sterno-costal articulations, while Case 48 is that of an actual rending of these articula-
tions, producing a dislocation. Our gloss is evidently using the word " breast " with
the meaning "sternum " (see Case 40, Gloss A, XIII 17). The commentator does
not mean, however, that " the bones of his sternum" are the parts of the sternum
itself, like the manubrium; he means the bones attached to the sternum, as is shown
by Gloss A in Case 48, that is, the true ribs.

~" rt, "spine" or "thorn." The hieratic writing is misleading, and seems at
first sight to be almost certainly [I ho4t, which is the more tempting in view of io
dwt," grain" or i q ( u wy.t "bead" (Berlin, Mittheilungen aus den Or. Samml., VIII,
p. 29). Compare Lacau, Sarcophages, vol. 2, p. 2 2 (Cairo, 28089). This last word, 4wyt, is
used to designate a pill, bolus, or suppository in Pap. Ebers (14,9; 4,20; 22,4; 81,20;
84, 2). In all likelihood, however, we should not read in this gloss any of the words
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just cited. We recall that in Case 40 the manubrium is called ' v hnt', and in
the accompanying explanation (Case 40, Gloss A, XIII 17), this word is identified with

hnt t, "porcupine." Now in Pap. Ebers we find that the "spine of a
porcupine " is called \\ r.t nt lnty (Ebers 92, 7). The sternum, with the
ribs diverging from it, was therefore thought to look roughly like a porcupine with
his bristling spines. It is highly probable, therefore, that in our gloss above the com-
mentator is talking about the diverging ribs as "spines." The hieratic ligatures
wt and rt are often practically identical. Compare the ligature wt (Moeller, Palaeogr. I,
p. 68, IV, Sinuhe, 87) and rt (ibid., p. 71, XXIX, Sinuhe h, 182). Notwithstanding the
high top of our ligature (XIV 21 and 22), so characteristic of the ligature wt (see bnwt,
XV 10), it seems much more probable that we should read rt, and translate "spine."
Any explanation of the word requires that it should be in the plural. Such abrupt
changes from plural to singular are not rare in oriental documents; compare Case 30,
Gloss A (last clause, X 12). It has therefore been rendered " spines" in the translation.

2 qfA my hprt m has already been discussed in Case 40, Gloss A, where it
cannot mean " like what is in," as it might very well be rendered here. In view of
the unlikelihood of this meaning in Case 40, it has not been employed here in Case 42.

19 Awn, "roast " or the like, is a meat dish ready for the table. A picture of it,
lying in a bowl, is often shown as the determinative of the word hwn in the food lists

displayed on tomb chapel walls, at the end of the series of meat dishes, e.g., Newberry,
Beni Hasan, Vol. I, Tomb 2, P1. XVIII; Cairo, Tomb-stela 20057; Mariette, Abydos,
I, 33, 29. The earliest examples are from the Middle Kingdom. It is evidently a cut
of meat containing ribs, which seems to have been colloquially called a "spine cut,"
or a " spine roast," from the ribs still in it, as our housekeepers say, " a rib-roast."
Other orientalists may be able to offer some other explanation of this gloss, but it is
very improbable that any intelligible explanation can be derived from the reading ewt.

CASE FORTY-THREE

XIV 22-XV 6

A DISLOCATION IN THE STERNO-COSTAL ARTICULATIONS

This case is the fifth in the group of eight cases concerning the breast and the
second in the smaller series of three having to do with the ribs. The cause of the
dislocation is not stated but the surgeon finds redness over the "heads " of the ribs
and there is pain in the sides, where swellings appear.

The discussion says nothing of any surgical effort to reduce the dislocated bones,
but proceeds at once to alleviatory remedies externally applied, and the patient is
expected to recover. The case is followed by three instructive glosses giving us valuable
surgical and anatomical data.
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TITLE

XIV 22

I I G'1 I 7 , kk2I
Translation

Instructions concerning a dislocation of the ribs of his breast.

Commentary
The terms will be found discussed below. The genitive nw between wnhand

hnw is a scribal error; see examination and diagnosis.

EXAMINATION

XIV 22-XV I

_n -- ryyr k

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a dislocation of the ribs of his breast, (and) thou

findest that the ribs of his breast are [projecting1 , and their heads are ruddy, while
that man suffers continually with swellings in his two sides, (conclusion follows in
diagnosis).

Commentary
4 wn , " dislocation," has been discussed in Case 10 (V 6 under ydr) ; also in

Case 14 (VI 11), and especially in Case 31 (X 17-19).
knw, " ribs," has been discussed under Gloss A of the preceding case.

, J q cb~t, "breast," is here a designation of the sternum. It has been discussed
in Case 40 (XIII 17).

1 ( h'&4) " projectingl," is a new word unknown anywhere else in Egyptian
documents. A word written e j (W~&, occurring in the Amon Ritual (Berlin Pap.
3055, 34,1--2) designates some action connected with the face, but is otherwise entirely
obscure. It may have some connection with our word, which has the determinative
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of face. The meaning "to project " is a conjecture, suggested by the following state-
ment, " their heads are ruddy." The dislocation is of course due to an injury; but
the surgeon does not state that the overlying tissue covering the dislocation has been

ruptured. In stating that the heads of the ribs are ruddy, he can hardly mean that

they are projecting through the overlying soft tissue, and are visible. What he pro-

bably means is that the soft tissue over the dislocation is bruised and congested, while

the heads of the ribs in a forward dislocation, though invisible, are projecting.

4I ot.wt, " swellings," is without doubt the familiar word t-t, " swelling,"

though written without ', for the phrase a repetition of our

passage, except for ", is known (Pap. Berlin 3088, 4, 9).
J~ 3.w-ty, " two sides," is discussed in Gloss C (p. 400).

DIAGNOSIS

XV 1-2

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a dislocation in the ribs of his
breast. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary

The terms will be found discussed above, and in the gsses. The insertion of

m, "in," is a variant not found in the preceding text. We again find the diagnosis
consisting of a repetition of the title with the verdict added. See introduction

(pp. 48 ff.). On the favorable verdict 1 see Case 1 (I 2) and introduction (pp. 46 ff.).

TREATMENT

XV 2-3

Translation

Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw; thou shouldst treat afterward [with] honey

every day, until he recovers.
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Commentary
Treatment with ymrw has been discussed in Case 15 (VI 17), and the use of honey

has been taken up in Case I (I 3).
GLOss A

XV 3-4

Explaining: A dislocation in the ribs of his breast.

Translation
As for: " A dislocation in the ribs of his breast," it means a displacement of the

heads of the ribs of his breast (sternum), which are fastened to his breast (sternum).

Commentary
J'~ nft, " displacement," is discussed in Case 34, Gloss A (XI 22), where it is

applied to the heads of the dislocated clavicles, as here to the heads of the dislocated
ribs.

eo , tp w, " heads," applied to the sterno-costal tips of the ribs by the ancient
surgeon is interesting, in view of the fact that modern anatomy designates these tips
as " capitulae," or " little heads." It is applied by our surgeon also to the heads of
the clavicles in Case 34. See the discussion of I' as an anatomical term in our docu-
ment in Case 1 (pp. 84487) and Case 10 (V 5).5!"- mm m, " fastened to," literally " being fast in," meaning " articulated in,"

as an anatomical term has been discussed in Case 4 (II 9).

J k'b~t, " breast," is obviously used here to designate the sternum ; see the
discussion in Case 40, Gloss A (XIII 17).

GLoss 13

XV 4-5

Explaining : He suffers with swellings in his two sides.

5 f f n l ~ X P
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Translation

As for: " He suffers with swellings in his two sides," it means that he suffers in

the articulations thereof in his breast (sternum) rspreadingl in his two sides.

Commentary

p ~wity, " two sides," is discussed in the next gloss.

e' wd-t, " articulations," is a new word, not found elsewhere in our document,

nor indeed in any other Egyptian document. The meaning above suggested is derived

from the technical and surgical use of the verb c . wdy, " put, place," to designate

the return of a dislocated bone to its socket, e.g., a dislocated mandible in Case 25

(IX 5), or dislocated clavicles in Case 84 (XI 19). The feminine noun wd-t, in the
plural, might therefore mean "puttings," or " placings," and designate the point

where one bone is put or placed into another, that is, the articulation.

o'f 4 gtw, " spreading," is a very uncertain guess based on the use of the verb

IT gty, to describe the scattering of inflammation or fever in Case 47 (XVII 14).

We have here in our case, however, an unusual writing, and one gains the impression

that the text is not correct. The determinative suggests that it may be connected

with the verb T. used in Pap. Ebers (91, 12) to describe the discharge of secretion

in the ear. It is not at all impossible that the scribe was intending to write dt*wt,

" swellings," in which case it would be construed as parallel with "articulations,"

giving us the rendering: "he suffers in the articulations thereof in his breast, and
(in) the swellings in his two sides."

GLoss C

XV 5-6

Explaining: His two sides.

0

Translation

As for: " His two sides," it means his two flanks.

Commentary

" dp.ty, "two flanks," is a rare word, of which the exact anatomical applica-

tion is still to be better determined. It seems to be the ancestor of the Coptic fne

"groin," used in the Coptic version of the Old Testament to render the Greek doqt',

"hip " and Hebrew a.yn, (dual) "two loins," "two hips." It has been treated by

D6vaud (tymologie Copte, pp. 18-20). His oldest example (Middle Kingdom
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Glossary from the Ramesseum) lists three different internal parts possessing a dp*t.

The first two are anatomically unidentified; the third is called "dp-t of the anus."

In its earlier history the word evidently was very general, requiring some identifying

modifier. It had therefore some range of application, like rr.ty, meaning " buttocks"

or "two sides of the mandible" (see pp. 187 f.), and was probably an unprecise

designation like our " flanks " for sides. In the Golnischeff Glossary (7, 10, con-

tinuation of Pap. Hood) there is a list of parts of the body which has: "back, ribs,
loins, buttocks" and then' "A Q I Jdp and knkn-t. A list of members of the body

in a papyrus in Turin (ed. Pleyte-Rossi, 125, 8; magical texts of the Empire copied
by Gardiner) contains .a f, -. m , -"the dp-t of his back," and

Pap. Ebers (40, 20) mentions go dp in connection with an ailment in the right

side. In our case the swelling evidently extended beyond the area over the dis-
located ribs and over the patient's sides.

pp gwwty, " two sides," is hardly a specific anatomical term, for it may mean "side"
with reference even to the head ; e.g., 7 , "He placed (his) eye(s) in their

sides," viz. one on each side of the head (Rochem, Edfou, I, 417=Piehl, Inscr. II, 20g).

In the lists of the parts of the body in the Tables of Hours we find V V occurring after
" cheek " (mnd.t) and tongue, and again on both sides of (in I); the same order
is found in II, III (before neck), IV, V, VI, examples which indicate that the two
sides of the head are meant. Again (in E III) w-ty is found after "buttocks " (hpd)
and mnd-t, an order indicating great confusion. The Berlin Medical Papyrus 3088

(4, 8-9) contains a prescription for removing T"[, , \\ " swellings in his two
sides," presumably the two sides of the body. In a case of heart trouble of some kind

Pap. Ebers states t''" he suffers continually in his two sides "(Pap. Ebers
41, 14), a statement which must refer to the two sides of the body. In Leyden papyrus

348 (verso 5, 7) §w'ty is listed between the arm and fingers and the back, a placing
which is evidently significant.' The word is usually in the dual, but among the eight

examples of it in our treatise there are four in the plural in Case 47. One of these

possibly refers to the " sides "of a wound, a use of the word which is parallel with the

" side of a ligament " (Pap. Ebers 82, 16). The only other example of the singular of
twt is in the case of a patient with heart trouble, who suffers some displacement of

the heart due to fatty growths ...- "in his left side (§w-t) " (Pap. Ebers
101, 14). In this case iw-t obviously designates the left side of the body in the
general region overlying the heart. This passage in Papyrus Ebers illustrates a use

of the word closely analogous to our case where the swellings in question occupy the
region over the kidneys.

1 Incidentally it may be mentioned that this passage compares the word .iwty with the two
feathers of Min, and thus determines the correctness of the reading hvty. I owe this remark to
Gardiner.
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CASE FORTY-FOUR

XV 6-9

FRACTURED RIBS

This case is the sixth in the group of eight cases concerning the breast, and the
third of the smaller series of three dealing with the ribs. The examination shows that
the injury is more than a fracture of the true ribs (" ribs of his breast "), for the soft
tissue overlying the fractured ribs has been ruptured, and the shattered ribs give way
under the pressure of the surgeon's fingers. The fatal verdict 3 is appended, and is
followed by no treatment, showing that the surgeon had no expectation of the patient's
recovery. We cannot but wonder whether the surgeon had never met a case of
fracture of the ribs without a serious rupture of the overlying soft tissue, as in Case 36,
a fractured humerus, which the surgeon is able to cure ; whereas in Case 87 when he
finds a serious flesh wound overlying the fracture, he regards it as a fatal case just
like our Case 44. We would like to know whether our surgeon had never successfully
treated a case of fractured ribs. It is possible that we have a scribal omission here,
and that an entire case has fallen out by carelessness of the scribe.

TITLE

XV 6

Translation
Instructions concerning a break in the ribs of his breast.

Commentary

ah.b, " break," has been discussed in Case 11 (V 10). On hnw, "ribs " see

Case 42 (XIV 20-21); .c'bt, " breast " has been explained in Case 40 (XIII 17).

EXAMINATION

XV 6-8

Sic

Dd
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Translation

If thou examinest a man having a break in the ribs of his breast, over which a
wound has been inflicted; (and) thou findest that the ribs of his breast crepitate under
thy fingers, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary

The word .h4b, "break," is in the singular, but it is stated to be "in the ribs,"

suggesting that the expression " break in the ribs " indicates that several ribs are
broken. This indication is rendered certain by the fact that the surgeon's fingers find
the " ribs " (plural) yielding to pressure and giving way, so that "they crepitate" (lit.
" break through "). In addition to this situation, the soft tissue overlying the fractures
has been ruptured forming an open wound.

[ X'ad, " inflicted," will be found discussed in Case 5 (II 11). Compare Case 87 for
a similar wound over a fractured bone.

9", wbnw, " wound," has been discussed in Case 1 (pp. 81-84).

. J xJ nhbntb is an error for xJ j x nhbib, "crepitate," which will be found
discussed in Case 18 (VI 4-5).

DIAoNosIs

XV 8-9

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a break in the ribs of his breast,

over which a wound has been inflioted. An ailment not to be treated."

Commentary

The terms have all been discussed above, especially under the examination.
On the unfavorable verdict 3 see Case 5 (1115) and also the introduction (pp. 46ff.).

In view of this verdict the surgeon considers the case hopeless and hence adds no treat-
ment.
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CASE FORTY-FIVE

XV 9-19

BULGING TUMORS ON THE BREAST

This case is the seventh in a group of eight concerning ailments of the breast. The
tumors described differ essentially from those treated in Case 89. It is clear further-
more that these bulging tumors result from a disease and not from an injury which
may be the source of the tumors of Case 89. There seems to have been no treatment
known to the physician, either for these tumors or for the same trouble appearing
anywhere on the body. It is possible that the detailed description devoted to them
both in the text and in the interesting gloss at the end of the case may enable the
modern pathologist to determine the nature of the disease described.

TITLE

XV 9

Translation

Instructions concerning bulging tumors on his breast.

Commentary
bnwt, " tumors," is discussed in Case 39, Gloss A (XIII 9-12). On" bulging"

see the explanation in the gloss on this case (45).
A J k'bt, " breast "is treated in Case 40 (XIII 17).

EXAMINATION

XV 9-14
10

IoJ0,, ,I

121

d12

II)d '
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14

Translation

If thou examinest a man having bulging tumors on his breast, (and) thou findest
that [swellings] have spread over his breast ; if thou puttest thy hand upon his breast
upon these tumors, (and) thou findest them very cool, there being no fever at all
therein when thy hand touches him; they have no granulation, they form no fluid,
they do not generate secretions of fluid, and they are bulging to thy hand, (conclusion
follows in diagnosis).

Commentary

The description of these tumors on the breast has some resemblances in form to the
description of a different variety of tumor in Case 89. We find there, however, that the
subject of the verb " they have spread " is the noun =a , tw'*w, "swellings "
(XIII 4). It is obvious that the scribe has omitted the word in Case 45 (XV 10,
between gmm-k and 4d.d-n-dn) by error.

J'~q bnwt, " tumors," is discussed in Case 39, Gloss A (XIII 9-12), where
a totally different variety of bn-wt is described.

J 4 hmty is discussed in the gloss at the end of the case.
The three negative statements all seem to be in the same form, raising the question

whether :r, " sand," known hitherto only as a noun, may not here be used as a
verb, meaning " to be sandy," that is "to be granulated," just as the noun mw,
"water " is used by our surgeon as a verb meaning " to be watery "(Case 41, XIII22).

rhr.w, " secretions," is discussed in Case 41 (XIII 22-XIV 1).
mw, " fluid," literally " water " is an elastic word widely applied in medicine

and botany to the juices of fruits and plants, or the secretion of a sore, ulcer or wound.

DIAGNosIs

XV 14-15
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Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having bulging tumors. An ailment

with which I will contend."
Commentary

The terms are all discussed above or in the gloss at the end of the case.
Verdict 2, the doubtful verdict, has been discussed in Case 4 (II 6).

TREATMENT

XV 15-16

0 (W0)

00 0 I Iir

?9-r- L--, 6 M, W-]A

Translation
There is no rtreatmentl. If thou findest bulging tumors in any member of a man,

thou shalt treat him according to these directions.

Commentary
.A.7G.:?eo Q n y jt pw, " there is no rtreatmentl," literally means "there is nothing."

It stands immediately after the verdict, that is, in the position usually occupied by the
treatment. In view of the fact that all treatment is lacking, the terse statement" there
is nothing" probably means "there is no treatment." On the highly varied use of

Syhyt, " thing," see Case 4 (II 3). The curious injunction " thou shalt treat him,"
when no treatment is offered in the discussion, must mean that the treatment is omis-
sion of treatment.

GLoss A

XV 16-19

Explaining : Bulging tumours on his breast.

17

1

aThis o has been inserted as a correction over some earlier incorrect sign.
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l 'i

~ A ILII C=/ AM~z

M9P~ -n 10,h J ,Q

'U1.~JIlA... U1I

b This was at first omitted by error of the scribe and he afterward inserted it in red ink.

Translation
As for " Bulging tumors on his breast," it means the existence of swellings on his

breast, large, spreading and hard ; touching them is like touching a ball of wrappings;
the comparison is to a green hemat-fruit, which is hard and cool under thy hand, like
touching those swellings which are on his breast.

Commentary

m bn~wt, "tumors," a variety quite different from those treated in Case 39,
Gloss A (XIII 9-12).

W q h km'ty, " bulging," is without doubt connected with
hm'y~t, a fruit of unknown identity occurring only in our treatise. From 1. 18 of this
gloss we learn that when this fruit is green it is hard and cool to the touch. In the
magical treatise on the verso of our papyrus the preparation of this fruit for use in
a recipe required that it be bruised, dried, husked, winnowed, and the "fruit " (pr-t)
sifted (XXI 9-13). In this recipe the determinative is lo not © as in our gloss. This is
the common writing of hm'y~t, " salt " from the XVIIIth Dynasty on; but the de-
scription of the preparation of the 4mayt-fruit leaves no doubt whatever that it is to
be distinguished from salt, and regarded as a vegetable product. It may have been
a rotund fruit, much like a ball, and hence possibly given a name derived from 1)> Q
4&m', " ball' (1. 18). It is possible that jt m' means " to be round, rotund,"
from which we havo the masculine noun h&m', " ball," the feminine noun hm'y~t,
" rotund," meaning the fruit ; while the form following bn~wt, "tumors," might be
a pseudo-participle modifying bn~wt, and meaning " swelling like a ball," rendered
above " bulging."

I dmy is a familiar verb meaning " to reach, touch, arrive at, adhere, join,
attach " and the like ; e. g., to touch the ground in obeisance in Shipwreck, 11. 137--138
and Sinuhe, B 200-201. It is not common in medical or surgical use and is known in
the medical papyri elsewhere only in Pap. Ebers where it occurs twice in rather obscure
connections (Pap. Ebers 91, 14-15 and 109, 9-10). In our papyrus it is used of the
adhesion of one lip of a wound to the other in healing (Case 10, V 9), of the adhesion
of a fragment of bone to a cleansing swab of linen (Case 22, VIII 16), of the cohesion of
two parts of a thing afterward separated by breakage (Case 31, X 19), and finally of
the touching of the tumor or the fruit by the surgeon's fingers in our gloss.
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CASE FORTY-SIX

XV 20-XVI 16

AN ABSCESS WITH PROMINENT HEAD ON THE BREAST

This case is the last in a group of eight concerning ailments in the breast. The
abscess which it discusses is not very definitely defined beyond the facts that it is soft

and secretes pus, that it protrudes, has a prominent head, is cool or clammy and with-

out redness. It is several times called a wbnw, " wound " or "sore," and once a yh,

" injury," or " ailment," leaving open the possibility that a wound or injury may have

been the origin of it, just as in Case 89. Dr. Luckhardt remarks : " I wonder if he is

treating a so-called ' cold abscess.' It would certainly fit the description. An abscess
which is cold to the touch and not ruddy or inflamed is of a tuberculous nature."

The treatment resembles that in Case 41, but is slightly more elaborate, containing

four stages, whereas Case 41 contains but three. These four stages are:

1. Cool applications, which seem incompatible with the symptom of a cool or

clammy surface of the abscess. One of these two applications contains mason's
mortar, the only ingredient besides water, identifiable.

2. " Wound-treatment," which is to be employed only if the preceding treatment

has failed. It consists of an application containing acacia and sycamore leaves, ox

dung, and two more unidentified ingredients, and was intended to allay inflammation,

which we must conclude has succeeded the " clamminess of surface "observable before

treatment began.
8. An astringent application including the copper salts employed for the same

purpose in Case 41, and the other ingredients included there.

4. Poultices also like those which concluded the treatment in Case 41.
Three glosses at the end discuss the terms needing explanation.

TITLE

XV20
20

Translation

Instructions concerning an abscess with prominent head in his breast.

Commentary

All the terms will be found discussed below, especially in connection with the

three glosses at the end (pp. 413-415).
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EXAMINATION

XV 20-XVI 2

XVI I

I I I 1 1 ,..... I I

MWA i I i I

Translation
if thou examinest a man having an abscess with prominent head in his breast, (and)

thou findest a very large swelling protruding on his breast, oily, like fluid under thy
hand, while they produce some clamminess of the surface, (and) their faces have no
ruddiness, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commenar
Commentary 4r tp .4r (var. .4r), see Gloss A.

~j '9 ttb, " swelling," see Case 4 (II 4).

q ~ ywy, " protruding," see Case 4 (II 4).

,61 J 'b.t, " breast," see Case 40 (XIII 17).

J bAOK) " oily," see Case 41 (XIV 1).

Sylit (lit. " thing "), see Case 4 (II 3).

~ nib', " pallor," see Gloss B.

C:,J try., " ruddiness," see Gloss C.

It is important to note that while the title and the examination seem to refer to
a single " abscess " (4?tr), the description suggests that there is a group of abscesses.
" They " (XVI 1) and " their faces " (XVI 2) can refer to nothing other than .hr,
" abscess," which is treated as in the plural. On the other hand the occurrence of
rn r n wbnw m l'b.i-f, " from the mouth of the wound (sore ?) in his breast " (XVI 8)
again indicates that the trouble is a single abscess, although the text further on (XVI15) again employs the plural pronoun, " their " (in " their skin ") in referring to the
ailment. The question arises whether n tm n may not be regarded as a negative
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followed by the n-form of a verb tm4, " to be red," the subject being "their faces,"
giving us the meaning, " their faces are not red." See further discussion of Gloss C
below.

DIAGNosIs

XVI 2-4

Y -- -- v +++n iww v

Translation

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having an abscess with prominent
head in his breast. An ailment which I will treat with cold applications to that
abscess which is in his breast."

Commentary

See commentary below, especially Gloss A. In this diagnosis the verdict conclud-
ing it at the same time connects with the treatment as in Case 39, q. v. and it is at this
point difficult to make any separation between diagnosis and treatment. See intro-
duction (p. 46).

TREATMENT

XVI 4-12

oL I - -iI I o II- -e..-

Sic

1 N~ \ .1
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Translation

ntrt,
ksntij,

Triturate, bind upon it.

b. Fruit of §s,

kcsnty,
mason's mortar,
water,

Triturate, bind upon it.

If there is resistance to these cooling applications, thou shouldst avoid those

remedies until all fluid which is in the abscess with a head exudes.
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Thou shouldst treat him with wound-treatment, with applications for drawing out
the inflammation from the mouth of the wound (sore ?) in his breast :

Leaves of acacia,
sycamore,

juice of ym'-leaves,
ox dung,
pny-t',

Bind upon it.

Thou shouldst make for him astringents, in his breast :
a. rPowderl of green pigment,

d'r't of cedar,
ointment fat,
northern salt,
ibex grease,

Bind upon it.

Thou shouldst make for him poultices :

Red ipnn,
sycamore,

Triturate, apply to it.

Commentary
The verdict is immediately connected with the treatment, an arrangement found

also in Papyrus Ebers in several cases (see p. 865).

-- o sp-w, "applications," see Case 41 (XIV 2), where the purpose of the " cool
applications " is stated to be " drawing out the inflammation from the mouth of the
wound " (XIV 2-8). In our Case 46 we have the same statement of the purpose of

a certain "treatment," called "wound-treatment " (XVI 7-8), which is, however,
the second stage of the entire treatment (see introduction to Case 46). The word

"applications " (sp-w) seems to be sufficiently verbal in force to take the preposition

r, literally "at the abscess," like r fnd, "at the nose" or r h, "at the throat," well-

known uses of the preposition r with parts of the body.

p o 4h.t is a frequently recurring fruit, from the Old Kingdom on. The
Pyramids write vkZ (or t), and the Old Kingdom " '. It was gained by a process
of pounding, doubtless to free it from husks (see Newberry, El Bersheh, pt. 1, pl. XXXI)

and was obtained in two varieties ' and 1, that is "white " and " green." It is
common in the offering lists beginning as far back as the Pyramid Texts (108 b and c,
96 b); see also Mariette, Mastabas, D 16, p. 215 and D 88, p. 269. It was so plentiful

that it was kept in granaries, e.g., Tomb of Kagemni (Sixth Dynasty). It continued
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in very common use, appearing regularly in the offering lists, e.g., in the great Medinet

Habu calendar, down to Saitic times. In medicine its use has hitherto been known
only in Pap. Ebers and Pap. Hearst ; see Ebers 10, 21; 87, 14= duplicate 88, 14); 41,
4 ; 43, 5 (twice) ; 82, 21 (= Hearst VIII 17); 89, 20-21 (Hearst XIII 12); 90, 9 and 10

(twice). A drink known only in Pap. Ebers (90, 6) called j h , h t, was probably

prepared from this fruit. Its use in our Case 46 as an externally applied, local febrifuge

is an added datum to be noted in identifying this drug, but no satisfactory identifica-
tion has yet been offered.

n, nr.t is an unidentified drug, otherwise known only in Pap. Ebers (48, 16;
48, 18; 79, 1), in prescriptions which do not enable us to identify it. It is possibly
a preparation of natron, the native sesquicarbonate of sodium, found in great quantities

in the Egyptian deserts, especially on the west side of the Nile valley, and known to
the Egyptians at a very early date under the name r try, a designation from which

our word nitre has descended through Greek v&rpov and our word natron likewise
through Arabic ,; " natrun," which reached us through the Spanish and French.

, " ° k snty, see Case 41 (XIV 3).
The first " application," consisting of the above three drugs, is dry; the second

" application " was mixed with water and must have been a soft paste.

' dk(r), " fruit," has been hastily written by the scribe, or was perhaps an in-

tentional abbreviation. The lack of the determinative is noticeable, but the spelling

with omission of the r is common. Compare the frequent form ~ ' ; or the late

form ~~ o as in Pap. Harris frequently.
S Oas is an unknown plant or tree, not occurring elsewhere as a botanical name,

and hardly to be connected with the Empire word 6( .As, "grain."
° dbn," mortar," is not a common medicament. It is otherwise known only

in two cases in Pap. Ebers where it appears as an ingredient in an externally applied

remedy for a pus-secreting sore (75, 1). In this recipe it is triturated with a juice

(as in our Case 46 with water) and the word 1 o stands alone without the mason.
In Ebers 48, 17, however, we find ___, ' eJ . dbn n ykdw, with genitive n con-

necting the two words. (Cf. Pap. Hearst XIV 17). In this second recipe the mortar,

together with the other remedies, is triturated with water, just as in our Case 46,
and is externally applied " for cooling a head, when it is ailing," perhaps headache.

S~ij is of course a scribal error for 4' nn, "these."

"These cooling applications" (XVI 5-6) of course refers back to the two preceding
prescriptions. If they are ineffective the physician is to resort to "wound-treat-

ment," for allaying the inflammation, a treatment here consisting of a long prescrip-

tion containing much the same ingredients which we find employed for the same
purpose in Case 41 (XIV 2-4), where the discussion of these drugs will be found. The
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term " wound treatment " is otherwise found in our treatise only in Case 89, where

it is employed after cauterization. See Case 89, XIII 7-8.
The third stage of treatment consists of an astringent prescription for drying up

the abscess (or abscesses 2) of much the same content as we found employed for the

same purpose in Case 41 (XIV 4-6).
The fourth stage repeats the poultices found in Case 41 (XIV 6-7), though with two

ingredients omitted.

GLoss A

XVI 12-14

Explaining : An abscess with prominent head in his breast.

13

Translation
As for: " An abscess with prominent head in his breast," it means that there

is a large swelling due to the injury which is in his breast, soft like a fluid under

the hand.
Commentary

Sf dhr, " abscess," is an entirely new word, unknown in any other Egyptian

document. We learn from this gloss that it is a soft swelling, and the treatment

(XVI 6-7) states that it contains pus. On these two data rest the justification for

translating the term " abscess."Nz ztp 4kr, " prominent head," is written in the title ,' (XV 20) and in

the examination (see also tp rr in XVI 2). We can hardly assume that the
occurrence of rr twice and d4r once, is due to incorrect writing by the scribe. It seems

probable that we have here the familiar verb rr, "rise, ascend," suggesting the idea of

a "rising," that is a " prominent head." See commentary on the same term applied

to a tumor in Case 89 (XIII 10).
Syh't, "thing," is seemingly rather superfluous here. See discussion, p. 142.

ru L. hr yh, "due to the injury," literally "on account of the injury." One

is tempted to see a local meaning in the preposition, and to render "over the injury,"

meaning on the spot or place of the injury. This rendering is unlikely in view of the

variant text in Case 39 which reads: , .-- ].,' --- X q
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" It means that there are swellings spreading over his breast because of his injury "
(XIII 10-11). Yh may, as in Case 39, designate disease, rather than injury, and there
is no way of settling this uncertain point.

2 gn, " soft," of course refers back to the swelling.

GLoss B

XVI 14-15

Explaining: Clamminess of their surface.

Translation
As for : " Clamminess of their surface," it means their skin is not hot.

Commentary

a__4j r. b nb', "clamminess," is a word entirely unknown outside of this
Case (46). It is here parallel with nbybyw, " be hot," preceded by a negative, and
must therefore contain the idea of being cool.

' yrtyw, " surface," is discussed in Case 7 (III 20). It is here parallel with

Synm, " skin," which also has the well-established meaning "surface."
- q q J q Q nbybyw, " be hot," is derived from the simplex -j . nby, a well-

known verb meaning "to burn, be hot." No other example of the reduplicated verb
is known.

It may be noted that the quotation of the text of the case in the gloss is inaccurate;
Sbefore nrb, has been omitted and the suffix sn, " their " is not in the original

text of the case (XVI 1).

GLoss C

XVI 15-16

Explaining : There is no ruddiness upon it.

Translation
As for : " There is no ruddiness upon it," it means that there is no redness upon it.
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Commentary

The quotation varies essentially from the original text of the case (XVI 2), which
has: " their faces have no ruddiness," or more literally "there is no ruddiness to
their faces," in which the phrase " to their faces " has become " upon it " (singular),

giving us an interesting suggestion of the meaning of the words "to their faces."
[f a tmr, " ruddiness," must be an archaic word which aroused special

apprehension that it would not be understood, for this is the third time that the

commentator has explained it as " redness." See commentary on Case 7 (III 20,

Gloss F).
yh.t, literally " thing," employed as here with a following adjective, is

discussed in Case 4 (II 3), p. 142.

CASE FORTY-SEVEN

XVI 16-XVII 15

A GAPING WOUND IN THE SHOULDER

This case deals with the soft tissue enveloping the articulation of the shoulder.

Although not as long as Case 7, the discussion of Case 47 is very intelligently and

systematically organized, and is more complicated indeed than that of Case 7. It

first follows the case through two stages of progress toward recovery. It then takes

up an alternative second stage (third examination) which is unfavorable. It is

attended with inflammation of the wound and with fever, which the modern surgeon

would presumably consider due to infection. The patient's condition is declared

critical (verdict 2). Two different developments may follow this stage : one unfavor-

able with continuance of the fever (fourth examination); the other with abatement

of the fever (fifth examination) and presumable recovery.

These five examinations are introduced as follows:

First Examination

With the customary formula, " If thou examinest a man having etc."

Second Examination

409g a ,u  " If thou findest that wound etc." (XVII 8).

Third Examination

,° , , " If, however, thou findest that wound etc." (XVII
6-7). Fourth Examination

, ^ "0, -, "If, then, thou findest that man continuing

to have fever " (XVII 12).
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Fifth Examination

S"If, however, his fever abates, etc." (XVII 13-14).

On the correlation of the last two examinations by means of the introductory
po- " If however," compare the same correlation of two alternative examinations

in Case 7, introduction to case (p. 175).
The organization of the discussion may be outlined as follows :

I. Normally Favorable Development :

1. First Stage:
First Examination, stitching of wound, verdict 1, simple first treatment.

2. Second Stage :
Second Examination, stitching loose (possibly absorbed), open wound drawn

together with plaster, simple treatment and recovery.

II. Doubtful Development :

1. Alternative Second Stage:
Third Examination, inflammation of wound, stitching loose (possibly absorbed),

wound open and suppurating, fever, patient's condition critical, verdict 2.
Leading either to:

2. Final unfavorable condition:
Fourth Examination, disclosing inflammation and continued fever, no applica-

tions, normal diet, no medicine; outcome uncertain.
Or to :

8. Final favorable condition:
Fifth Examination, fever abates, inflammation disappears, simple treatment,

patient recovers.

A point concerning which there is some doubt is the interpretation of the state-
ment that the surgeon finds the wound with "its stitching loose." This question has
been discussed in Case 10 (V 6). While the indications are that the wound has failed
to close wholly by healing, and has still to be drawn together by plaster, the fact that
it at once enters the second stage and heals, would indicate the possibility that the
loose stitching had simply been absorbed. If not, however, then we must consider
that the stitching proved insufficient, obliging the surgeon to resort to plaster for
drawing the gash together.

TITLE

XVI 16
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Translation
Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his shoulder.

Commentary
The terms are all discussed in the examination below.

FIRST EXAMINATION

XVI 16-20

~$-~i~ 9 w C~ I I~k j~ ~~fl ooT

iss~

20

aThe scribe wrote djd wbnw-f, which is nonsense. He then inserted in red ink, in the insufficient

space between dd and wbnw-f, the three letters, hr-k, making d/d-4r-k. On the meaning see com-
mentary.

Translation
If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his shoulder, its flesh being laid

back and its sides separated, while he suffers with swelling (in) his shoulder blade, thou
shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst thou find its gash separated from r-1 its sides
in his wound, as a roll of linen is unrolled, (and) it is painful when he raises his arm
on account of it, thou shouldst draw together for him his gash with stitching.

Commentary
a wbnw n kf "t, "tgaping wound," is an injury treated in Cases 2 to 7, as

found in the head. On kf "t see Case 1, pp. 90-92.
h Itt, " shoulder," a meaning long ago demonstrated by ]Jevaud. It is not

a common word, see Pap. Ebers 110, 2 and confer the verb 1 . h, " to carry on the
shoulder " (Pyr. 2171 b ; determinative in type inexact) or as in English " to shoulder."

Ee
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f r, "laid back." Devaud calls my attention to an example of hr with

-, as a variant of hr with o, in Lacau, Textes religieux, p. 49. A parallel passage

in Pap. Ebers (64, 12) shows that we have here the familiar verb ; compare:

In this passage the variant ywf, " flesh " for " is very instructive.

Swdr, "separate," is not a word with an established surgical or anatomical
meaning. It is in this passage however, as in the parallel from Pap. Ebers just cited
above, intended to be understood in its original meaning, " separate," from which its
more common meaning, " distinguish," "judge "is derived.

A .Z I w.t-f, "its sides," while written with the plural strokes is obviously a dual

in sense, and is written in the dual in the Ebers parallel. The pronoun, both here and
with " flesh," may of course be rendered "his "and might be referred to the patient.

A comparison of the parallel in XVII 5-6 in our Case 47, however, shows that it must
refer to the wound and not to the patient.

n, .t'wt, " swelling " or " swellings," has been discussed in Case 43, XV 1.9 ®- mrkct, "shoulder-blade," is a feminine noun derived from the rare word

mhrk (mrk), " razor," known from the following three examples:

V2 4 mhrk (British Museum Inser. in the Hieratic Character, pl. XVI, 5633

verso, left 1. 5, in a list).
1 V mrh.cr.w (Merneptah Libyan War, Mariette, Karnak, 55, 61, in list of

spoil).

e smhrk (Sign Papyrus X, 1. 5, explaining ^).
These examples are all sufficiently late to contain only h, and include no writing with
6, so commonly alternating with h in the Pyramid Texts. In Papyrus Edwin Smith,
however, all four occurrences of the word have 6 (Case 85, XII 5; Case 86, XII 11;
Case 47, XVI 18, XVII 2), furnishing another indication of the great age of our
document, for this interchange of h and 6 had ceased by the end of the Old Kingdom,
let us say about 2500 B.C. The shape of the shoulder-blade suggested to the Egyptian
surgeon the bronze razor, of which the hieratic determinative furnishes one form, and
the first example above discloses another. It is a curious coincidence that the phonetic
history of the Germanic "Schulterblatt " (literally "shoulder-leaf ") has resulted in
the English "shoulder-blade," so closely parallel to the ancient Egyptian "razor-
blade " for the same bone. The term is otherwise unknown in the medical papyri, or
in any early Egyptian document before the Ptolemaic Age, when it is found in five
passages in the Dendera temple, in a list of the parts of the body of Osiris (Mariette,
Dendah, IV 42 =Diimichen, Geographische Inschr. I 82; III 1; III 43, three times).
In all these passages it is written with 4, with one exception which has h.
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a dd-br-k is obviously an error for A ) .A dr- r-k, "thou shouldst
palpate; " compare Case 4, II 83, where we have drr-hr-k in the same context.

j L evidently contains a corruption of the text after dty. The dis-
cussion of P'ty in Case 14 (VI 8) shows that it means" separated," especially if followed
by r. It is obvious that we should read the r in the text immediately after qty, leaving
the enigmatic "- . before A'wt-f. The phrase "in his wound," directly following,
introduces a reference to the patient, and it may be that we should understand the
immediately preceding f, in w"wt-f, as referring to the patient, not to the wound, and
thus giving us " his side " not " its side." If we disregard the plural strokes, so often

superfluous, we then have a reference here to the side of the patient. If the wound
were not on the top of the shoulder, the surgeon might mean that a portion of the

severed tissue was thrown back like a flap, and separated from the side of the patient.
This leaves unexplained the enigmatic "- , for the text really reads "separated
from the - of his side." This explanation is in close agreement with the probable
meaning of the following comparison, " as a roll of linen is unrolled." The inner face

of the flap of severed tissue would then be designated by kf.wt-f, lit. "its

gashes," as demonstrated in the commentary on Case 1, examination (pp. 90-91),
where the " two lips " of the wound are exactly parallel with the plural kf.wt, literally

"gashes," not meaning more than one gash, but designating the two surfaces of
severed tissue which are to be drawn together by the surgical stitching.

.- nfnfn, " unrolled," is a new word, unknown outside of this passage. The

meaning proposed above is a guess, suggested by the context, and in harmony with the

determinative, a coil.
Sr wt, "roll of linen," is a very ancient word, found for example in the reliefs of

Hesire, and occurring also in the tomb lists.

.Andry, " draw together," will be found discussed in Case 10 (V 6).

c' ydr, "stitching," see commentary ibid.

FIRST DIAGNOSIS

XVI 20-XVII 2
XViI 1

2

Ee2
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Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him : "One having a gaping wound in his shoulder,

its flesh being laid back and its sides separated, while he suffers with swelling (in) his
shoulder blade. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary
All the terms have been discussed above in the commentary on the examination.

The favorable verdict at the end is explained in Case I (12); see also introduction
(pp. 46 ff.).

FIRST TREATMENT

XVII 2-3
3

Translation
Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day.

Commentary
On the treatment with fresh meat see Case I (I 2-3).
This treatment is assumed by the surgeon to be successful and leads to a second

examination disclosing normal progress of the patient toward a second favorable stage
which, in the judgement of the surgeon, does not require a second diagnosis. The
following account of the new conditions therefore passes naturally over any diagnosis

directly to the concluding treatment as the patient advances to complete recovery.

SECOND EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT

XVII 3-6

Sicr 4
WAvwti IA A 0 {~Q fl 9 ~ 7

£ f

... .. ,.. t .. ° ]

.01
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Translation

If thou findest that wound open and its stitching loose, thou shouldst draw together

for him its gash with two strips of linen over that gash; thou shouldst treat it after-

ward [with] grease, honey, (and) lint every day until he recovers.

If thou findest a wound, its flesh laid back, its sides separated, in any member of

a man, thou shouldst treat it according to these directions.

Commentary

* q q pgy, "open," is without doubt a form of the verb s l1' pg' "to spread out,

to open." The determinative , is employed to indicate its surgical use, just as we

find 9 1 in our treatise, which a parallel passage in Pap. Ebers shows is the com-

mon verb 1 " (see above commentary on XVI 17). A suggestive derivative from

our verb pg' is the noun pg, " bowl," or flat open vessel, spreading and opening as

a wound might do. The verbal form pgy is probably a pseudo-participle.

On the loosening of the stitching, see Case 10 (V 6).

1 q; )y.wy, " two strips," doubtless adhesive tape, see Case 2 (I 15) and Case 10

(V 9). It is important to note that " gash " is here in the plural, designating the two

faces of the gash, which are to be drawn together by the plaster. See commentary, ibid.

On treatment with grease, honey, and lint see Case I (I 8).

THIRD EXAMINATION

XVII 6-10
7

8

sic

10
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Translation

If, however, thou findest that his flesh has developed inflammation from that wound

which is in his shoulder, while that wound is inflamed, open, and its stitching loose,
thou shouldst lay thy hand upon it. Shouldst thou find inflammation issuing from the

mouth of his wound at thy touch, and secretions discharging therefrom are cool like

wenesh-juice, (conclusion follows in second diagnosis).

Commentary

While the second stage of the treatment led to uninterrupted recovery, an alter-
native development of the case disclosed in this third examination shows the presence
of infection and the discharge of pus. The contrast is marked. The surgeon's
observation that he finds " that wound open and its stitching loose," already con-
tained in the second examination (pp. 420-421), was not followed by unfavorable
results (see Case 10, p. 230). Here in our third examination however, the "open"
wound, with "its stitching loose," is found to be "inflamed" and discharging
" secretions." While the second examination, omitting any diagnosis, proceeds
directly to treatment with favorable result, this third examination discloses a con-
dition so questionable that the surgeon appends the uncertain verdict 2 (p. 243)

The beginning of the third examination really reads, more literally rendered:
" If, however, thou findest that wound, his flesh has developed inflammation from that
wound which is in his shoulder," in which the first " that wound " would have been
resumed by a pronoun, except for the fact that a relative clause (" which is in his
shoulder ") followed, and it could not be appended to a pronoun.

~ .rf, "inflammation," has been discussed in Case 41 (XIV 12).

< nsr-y, "inflamed," is taken up in Case 41 (XIV 8).

On the loosening of the stitching see Case 10 (V 6 under ydr).

U-n.w, "issue," is of course an abbreviated writing of Q; nwvw, discussed in
Case 41 (XIV 15).

rhr.w, "secretions," will be found discussed in Case 41 (XIII 22-XIV 1,
p. 876). The question may arise whether secretion discharging from a feverish and
inflamed wound would be cool.
:1! 0°t\yw , "wenesh-juice," is a substance not yet satisfactorily identified.

The plant is referred to as far back as the Old Kingdom; see ° .tnl in Berlin
18466. See also Griffith, Hieratic Papyri from Kahun and Gurob, pl. XXVII,
1. 21, which mentions umw-fruit. It occurs frequently in Pap. Ebers and also Berlin
8038. In later times it occurs in the Dendera temple (Mariette, Denddrah, I 17),
where it is parallel with wine; and three times in the same temple, for wine (ibid.
II 76; III 16 c, and III 19 p). Loret has suggested that it is to be identified with
coriander (see Recueil de tray. 15, p. 105) ; but this identification seems uncertain.
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DIAGNOSIS FOLLOWING THIRD EXAMINATION

XVII 10-11

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a gaping wound in his shoulder,

it being inflamed, and he continues to have fever from it. An ailment with which I
will contend."

Commentary

Although this diagnosis follows the third examination it is not the third diagnosis,
for the second examination revealed normal progress toward recovery and was there-
fore followed by no diagnosis. The insertion of a diagnosis with a different verdict
after the third examination shows that we have disclosed by it an alternative second
stage of the case.

The terms have all been discussed above. It is important to note that nsr-y, " it
being inflamed," refers to the wound; while §mm-f, " he has fever," refers to the
patient. See the discussion in Case 41 (XIV 8-9). The doubtful verdict 2 has been
discussed in Case 4 (II 6). See also introduction (pp. 46 ff.).

FOURTH EXAMINATION

XVII 12
12

Translation

If, then, thou findest that man continuing to have fever, while that wound is in-
flamed, (conclusion in following treatment).

Commentary

On the distinction between "fever" and "inflammation "see Case 41 (XIV 8-9).
No treatment follows the above diagnosis because the surgeon evidently desires first to
introduce one of the two alternative stages which he knows will follow the condition
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revealed by the third examination. He therefore passes at once to the unfavorable
persistence of the inflammation and fever, for which the following treatment can do
nothing. Like English " as," which may mean either" while "or" because," yak here
has much of the force of " because." This is demonstrated by the parallel passage in
Case 28 (X 2), which in place of this y4k clause has hr wbnw pf, "on account of (or,
because of) that wound."

TREATMENT FOLLOWING FOURTH EXAMINATION

XVII 12-13

Translation
Thou shalt not bind it ; thou shalt moor (him) at his mooring stakes, until the

period of his injury passes by.

Commentary
On the meaning of the extraordinary injunction, " moor (him) at his mooring

stakes," see Case 3 (I 22-23) and ibid., Gloss D (II 1-2). It is obvious that the surgeon
can do nothing but await the course of nature, meantime feeding the patient a normal
diet. Discussion of the concluding temporal clause and the unusual determinative
of yh, " injury," will be found on p. 185.

FIFTH EXAMINATION

XVII 13-14
14

Translation
If, however, his fever abates and the inflammation in the mouth of his wound dis-

sipates entirely, (conclusion in following treatment).

Commentary
We have here disclosed a final favorable outcome, which, as after the second

examination, is followed by no diagnosis.
On 4 -- y't, "abates," more literally "is diverted " or " turned aside," see

commentary on Case 7 (IV 3).
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S:,'-" 4ty, " dissipates," means more literally "scatters," as for example in the
scattering of seed-grain.

- = r t, " entirely," literally " to the ground," is discussed in Case 4, Gloss A
(II 9).

TREATMENT FOLLOWING FIFTH EXAMINATION

XVII 14-15

Translation

Thou shouldst treat him afterward [with] grease, honey, (and) lint every day, until
he recovers.

Commentary

We find here the final favorable outcome possible after the disclosure of the un-

favorable conditions listed in the third examination. On the simple treatment with
grease, honey, and lint, see Case 1 (I 3).

CASE FORTY-EIGHT

XVII 15-19

A SPRAIN IN A SPINAL VERTEBRA (INCOMPLETE)

This, the last case in our treatise, is the first of what was doubtless a series of dis-

cussions of injuries to the spine, beginning with the less serious, an arrangement which

we have found was likewise that of similar groups of cases, like the series of five cases

of injuries to the temple (Cases 18 to 22). The case is a simple one, unfortunately

incomplete, breaking off abruptly at the beginning of an interesting treatment by

manipulation. Inspection of the original or the facsimile of Plate XVII discloses the
fact that the scribe stopped in the middle of a line, in the middle of a sentence; in the

middle of a case. With his pen full of ink and with space on the papyrus sheet before

him for several columns more, he laid down his pen and never copied any more of the

remarkable surgical treatise we have been studying. See Introduction, Vol. II, p. xii.

TITLE

XVII 15
Nwvk 1 t ""
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Translation
Instructions concerning a sprain [in] a vertebra of his spinal column.

Commentary
The terms will be found discussed below. It is obvious that our scribe has omitted

the preposition " in ". See commentary below.

EXAMINATION

XVII 15-18
16 sic

17

18

Translation
If thou examinest [a man having] a sprain in a vertebra of his spinal column, thou

shouldst say to him : " Extend now thy two legs (and) contract them both (again)."
When he extends them both he contracts them both immediately because of the pain
he causes in the vertebra of his spinal column in which he suffers.

Commentary
The form of the examination is always : " If thou examinest a man having; "

hence it is clear that the scribe has omitted by error the words " a man having."

V. inrwt, " sprain," is discussed in Case 30, Gloss A (X 12). It is regularly
followed by the preposition m, "in," as here, and hence it is clear that this
has been omitted by scribal error in the title.

7 p, " vertebra," has been discussed in Case 31, Gloss A (X 18).
'~psd, originally p'4!1 has long been known to mean " back," but primarily

"spine " or &# spinal column.
Sm'r, " extend," is evidently an anatomical or physiological use of the

verb m~ send, dispatch, lead." A very apt illustration of its meaning in our
passage is found in the Great " Amduat " 10th Hour, where Horus says to
swimmers : ,_'mo IH " Stroke (or paddle) the Celestial Ocean with
your feet" (Leyden, Turin and Seti, II 19). This is exactly the motion which is
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required of our patient with the injured spine. Dr. Grapow calls my attention to

a similar use of the word in the Book of the Dead (ed. Budge, Chap. 11, 3, cf. Pap.
of ooo~ not in Naville): . ° : d " I extended my arm as lord
of the wrr-t-crown."

U-- nmr, " now," presumably the rather rare particle; it is written with a ligature
which might possibly be read ° rd, the phonetic writing of "foot " before the
determinatives j . Compare the similar writing of the ligature - in XIII 11.

. * .krf, " contract " or " draw in," is a rare verb, and, with one exception,
unknown in the medical papyri. Its meaning however can be determined from two

passages in the Book of the Dead. We find the deceased saying: " Geb..... has

opened my two jaws, he opens my blind eyes, and ,f~ .. .he
stretches out my two contracted legs " (ed. Naville, 26, 7, Pb). Again the deceased

is addressed as follows :

" Geb opens for thee thy two blind eyes; he stretches out thy two contracted legs

(ed. Budge, 169, 2-3). In this example it is important to note that Geb's action

in the first line is one which reverses and overcomes blindness; that is, the condition

indicated by the word after " eyes " is more or less the opposite of that resulting from

the god's action. In the second line therefore the word after legs must denote a condi-

tion rather the opposite of that produced by the god when he "stretches out " the

legs of the deceased. They are therefore in a condition of contraction or constriction.

These examples enable us also to understand a passage in an obscure case in the Berlin

Medical Papyrus (8088, verso I 11): ... " Thou shalt contract her arm."

An example in Mutter und Kind (3, 7) is not clear. On the other hand, in connection

with cases of stiffness and rheumatoid troubles, Papyrus Ebers contains the following

instructive example of the noun derived from our verb, in the title of a recipe for

A -~ , g "-^9 "stretching out the contractions (krf.wt) and soften-

ing the stiffness" (Pap. Ebers 85, 5-6). Here again the noun .krf-wt, "contractions"

is opposed to the verb dwn, "stretch out," as is the verb krf, " contract" in the two

examples from the Book of the Dead. In our treatise the verb .crf occurs only in the

above examination, where it twice appears opposed to the verb .A mr, "extend."

The meaning " contract " or "constrict" would seem to be established.

. yrr-f, "(which) he causes," literally "he makes," may also be rendered

" when he does (so)," as a parenthesis, before "in the vertebra."

Sq4 mn.y-f, "in which he suffers," literally, "his made-to-suffer," seemingly

a passive participle; for mn, " to suffer " is a transitive verb in Egyptian. See dis-

cussion in Case 3 (I 20).
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DIAGNOSIS

XVII 18

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having a sprain in a vertebra of his

spinal column. An ailment which I will treat."

Commentary
The terms have all been discussed above. This diagnosis, as so commonly, consists

only of the title, followed by the verdict. On this verdict see Case 1 (I2) and the
introduction (pp. 46 ff.).

TREATMENT

XVII 18-19

The scribe wrote the preceding diagnosis in red ink. On resuming the black ink pen he filled
it very full and when he stopped as indicated above in the middle of 1. 19, his pen was still flooded
with ink producing broad and intensely black lines. The interruption, whatever it may have been,
therefore appears to have been a sudden one, unexpected by the scribe. See Vol. I, p. xv;
Vol. II, p. xii.

Translation
Thou shouldst place him prostrate on his back ; thou shouldst make for him

Commentary
Q .taw, " prostrate on his back," is usually written .ts(y), without the

Sappearing here. See discussion in Case 85 (XII 5).
The last sentence has been left incomplete by the scribe, and the discussion of the

case remained unfinished. See full discussion in the introduction to Volume II, p. xii.

CASE 48428
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NOTES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF THE READER

THE reader should note that the introduction to this treatise has been lost, and
hence the abruptness of the beginning. Furthermore, no modern reader will be able
to understand this ancient surgical treatise as presented in the following consecutive
translation unless he consults the introductory material at the beginning of this
volume. In order to gain a general knowledge of the background necessary to an
understanding of the document, pages 1 to 25 of the General Introduction should be
carefully read. Equally or even more indispensable is an acquaintance with pages
33 to 73 of the Special Introduction.

In the long section called Translation and Commentary, which begins on page 78,
and forms the bulk of the volume, the discussion of each separate case is introduced
by explanatory material. In attempting to read any particular case in the following
consecutive translation, therefore, the reader should turn back to the case in question
in the Translation and Commentary, which he will find it very easy to do because the
case numbers are inserted as running heads at the top of the page. He should then
read the introduction to each case before attempting to read the translation in the
following consecutive rendering. The introduction to Case 1 will be found on page 78;
the introduction to Case 2 will be found on page 118; Case 8 on page 125, etc.

Some few technical terms, names of medicaments, etc., of which we do not know
the meaning, have been carried over in the form of transliterations in italics, even in
this consecutive translation. They will be found explained in the Commentary.

It should be noted that the case numbers and the titles of the case subdivisions are
insertions of the modern editor.

CASE ONE

Bottom lines of lost column to I 12

A WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE

TITLE

[Instructions concerning a wound in his head, penetrating to the bone of his skull.]

EXAMINATION

[If thou examinest a man having a wound in his head, penetrating to the bone of
his skull, (but) not having a gash, thou shouldst palpate his wound (or, thou shouldst
lay thy hand upon it); shouldst thou find his skull uninjured, not having a perforation,
a split, or a smash in it,] (conclusion in diagnosis).
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DIAGNOSIS

[Thou shouldst say regarding him: " One having a woun]d in his head, while his
wound does [not] have two lips,. - -, nor a gash, although [it penetrates to the bone
of] his head. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with [fresh] meat [the first day] (and) treat afterward with
grease, [honey] (and) lint every day until he recovers.

GLoss A
As for: " Thou examinest a man," [it means] counting any one - - [rlike cou]nting

things with a bushel. (For) examining (h'-t, literally "measuring ") is [rlikel] one's
[rcountingl] a certain quantity with a bushel, (or) counting something with the fingers,
in order to [know] - - -. It is measuring ('t) things with a bushel which - - - one in
whom an ailment is [cou]nted, like measuring (h'.t) the ailment of a man; [in order to
know the action] of the heart. There are canals (or vessels, mt) in it (the heart) to [every]
member. Now if the priests of Sekhmet or any physician put his hands (or) his
fingers [upon the head, upon the back of the] head, upon the two hands, upon the
pulse, upon the two feet, [he] measures (h'y) [to] the heart, because its vessels are in
the back of the head and in the pulse; and because its [pulsation is in] every vessel
of every member. He says " measure " (h'.t) regarding his [rwound'] because of the
vessels (mt.w) to his head and to the back of his head and to his two feet - - - - his
heart in order to recognize the indications which have arisen therein; meaning
[rto meas]ure iti in order to know what is befalling therein.

GLoss B

As for: " While his [wou]nd does not have [two lips]," it means his wound is
narrow, [not wide]; without gaping of one (lip) from the other.

GLoss C

As for: " Penetrating to [the bone of his skull, (but) not having a gash]," it
means that there is a gaping of the flesh, although r.1 .... - - - r--.1 over the bone of his
skull, without gaping [of one (lip) from the other], being narrow, not wide.

CASE TWO

I 12-18

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a [gaping] wound [in his head], penetrating to the bone.

430 CASES 1, 2
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EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a [gaping] wound [in] his [head], penetrating to

the bone, thou shouldst lay thy hand upon it (and) [thou shouldst] pal[pate hi]s

[wound]. If thou findest his skull [uninjured, not hav]ing a perforation in it,

(conclusion in diagnosis).
DIAGNosIS

Thou shouldst say regarding [him]: " One hav[ing a gaping wou]nd in his head.

An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

[Thou] shouldst bind [fresh meat upon it the first day; thou shouldst apply for

him two strips of linen, and treat afterward with grease, honey, (and) lin]t every day

until he recovers.

GLoss A

As for: "A [gaping] wound [in his head penetrating to the bone," it means]
-------- his wound.

GLoss B

As for: " Two strips of linen," [it means] two bands [of linen which one applies

upon the two lips of the gaping wound in order to cause that one join] to the other.

GLoss C

As for: " Not having a split, a perforation, (or) [a smash in it," it means]

CASE THREE

I 18-II 2

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE AND PERFORATING

THE SKULL

TITLE

[Instructions concerning] a gaping [wo]und in his head, penetrating to the bone

(and) perforating his [skull].

EXAMINATION

[If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in] his [head], penetrating to the

bone, (and) perforating his skull; thou shouldst palpate his wound; [shouldst thou

find him unable to look at his two shoulders] and his [br]east, (and) suffering with

stiffness in his neck, (conclusion in diagnosis).

431CASES 2, 3
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DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say [regarding] him : " One having [a gaping wound in his head,
penetrating to the bone, (and) per]forating his skull, while he suffers with stiffness
in his neck. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Now [after thou has stitched it, thou shouldst lay] fresh [meat] upon his wound
the first day. Thou shouldst not bind it. Moor (him) [at his mooring stakes until the
period of his injury passes by]. Thou shouldst [tre]at it afterward with grease, honey,
and lint every day, until he recovers.

GLoss A

[As for: "Perforating his skull," it means] - - - - his skull, a contracted smash,
through his incurring a break like a puncture of a (pottery) jar, which
he incurred.

GLoss B

As for: " Unable to look at his two shoulders and [his] bre[ast," it means it is
not easy for him to look at] his two shoulders (and) it is not easy for him to look at
his breast.

GLoss C
As for : " Suffering with stiffness in his neck," it means a lifting up (resulting)

from his having incurred this injury, which has shifted into his neck, so that his
neck (also) suffers with it.

GLoss D
As for: "Moor (him) at his mooring stakes," it means putting him on his

customary diet, without administering to him a prescription.

CASE FOUR

II 2-11

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE AND

SPLITTING THE SKULL

TITLE

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone,
(and) splitting his skull.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the
bone, (and) splitting his skull, thou shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst thou find
something disturbing therein under thy fingers, (and) he shudders exceedingly, while
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the swelling which is over it protrudes, he discharges blood from both his nostrils (and)
from both his ears, he suffers with stiffness in his neck, so that he is unable to look at
his two shoulders and his breast, (conclusion in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say regarding him: " One having a gaping wound in his head,
penetrating to the bone, (and) splitting his skull; while he discharges blood from
both his nostrils (and) from both his ears, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck.
An ailment with which I will contend."

TREATMENT

Now when thou findest that the skull of that man is split, thou shouldst not bind
him, (but) moor (him) at his mooring stakes until the period of his injury passes by.
His treatment is sitting. Make for him two supports of brick, until thou knowest he
has reached a decisive point. Thou shouldst apply grease to his head, (and) soften
his neck therewith and both his shoulders. Thou shouldst do likewise for every man
whom thou findest having a split skull.

GLoss A
As for : " Splitting his skull," it means separating shell from shell of his skull,

while fragments remain sticking in the flesh of his head, and do not come away.

GLoss B
As for : " The swelling (thb) which is over it protrudes," it means that the

swelling (fwt) which is over this split is large, rising upward.

GLoss C
As for : " (Until) thou knowest he has reached a decisive point," it means (until)

thou knowest whether he will die or he will live ; for he is (a case of)" an ailment with
which I will contend."

CASE FIVE

II 11-17

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD WITH COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE
OF THE SKULL

TITLE

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, smashing his skull.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the
bone, (and) smashing his skull; thou shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst thou find

Ff
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that smash which is in his skull deep (and) sunken under thy fingers, while the
swelling which is over it protrudes, he discharges blood from both his nostrils (and)
both his ears, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck, so that he is unable to look at
his two shoulders and his breast, (conclusion in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say regarding him: " One having a gaping wound in his head,
penetrating to the bone, (and) smashing his skull, while he suffers with stiffness in
his neck. An ailment not to be treated."

TREATMENT

Thou shalt not bind him, (but) moor (him) at his mooring stakes, until the period
of his injury passes by.

GLoss A

As for: " Smashing his skull," it means a smash of his skull (such that) bones,
getting into that smash, sink into the interior of his skull. The " Treatise on What
Pertains to His Wounds " states: " It means a smash of his skull into numerous
fragments, which sink into the interior of his skull."

CASE SIX

II 17-III 1

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD WITH COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE
OF THE SKULL AND RUPTURE OF THE MENINGEAL MEMBRANES

TITLE

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone,
smashing his skull, (and) rending open the brain of his skull.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the
bone, smashing his skull, (and) rending open the brain of his skull, thou shouldst
palpate his wound. Shouldst thou find that smash which is in his skull [like] those
corrugations which form in molten copper, (and) something therein throbbing (and)
fluttering under thy fingers, like the weak place of an infant's crown before it becomes
whole-when it has happened there is no throbbing (and) fluttering under thy fingers
until the brain of his (the patient's) skull is rent open-(and) he discharges blood
from both his nostrils, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck, (conclusion in
diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

[Thou shouldst say concerning him] : " An ailment not to be treated."
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TREATMENT

Thou shouldst anoint that wound with grease. Thou shalt not bind it; thou shalt
not apply two strips upon it: until thou knowest that he has reached a decisive

point.
GLoss A

As for : " Smashing his skull, (and) rending open the brain of his skull," (it
means) the smash is large, opening to the interior of his skull, (to) the membrane
enveloping his brain, so that it breaks open his fluid in the interior of his head.

GLoss B
As for : " Those corrugations which form on molten copper," it means copper

which the coppersmith pours off (rejects) before it is rforcedi into the rmouldl, because

of something foreign upon it like rwrinklesl. It is said : " It is like ripples of pus."

CASE SEVEN

III 2-IV 4

A GAPING WOUND IN THE HEAD PENETRATING TO THE BONE AND

PERFORATING THE SUTURES

TITLE

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the bone,

(and) perforating the sutures of his skull.

EXAMINATION

[If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his head, penetrating to the

bone, (and) perforating the sutures of his skull], thou shouldst palpate his wound,

(although) he shudders exceedingly. Thou shouldst cause him to lift his face ; if it

is painful for him to open his mouth, (and) his heart beats feebly; if thou observe

his spittle hanging at his two lips and not falling off, while he discharges blood from

both his nostrils (and) from both his ears ; he suffers with stiffness in his neck, (and)

is unable to look at his two shoulders and his breast, (conclusion in diagnosis).

FIRST DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say regarding him: " One having a gaping wound in his head,
penetrating to the bone, (and) perforating the sutures of his skull; the cord of his
mandible is contracted; he discharges blood from both his nostrils (and) from both his
ears, while he suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment with which I will contend."

FIRST TREATMENT

Now as soon as thou findest that the cord of that man's mandible, his jaw, is con-

tracted, thou shouldst have made for him something hot, until he is comfortable, so
yf2
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that his mouth opens. Thou shouldst bind it with grease, honey, (and) lint, until
thou knowest that he has reached a decisive point.

SECOND EXAMINATION

If, then, thou findest that the flesh of that man has developed fever from that
wound which is in the sutures of his skull, while that man has developed ty" from
that wound, thou shouldst lay thy hand upon him. Shouldst thou find his counten-
ance is clammy with sweat, the ligaments of his neck are tense, his face is ruddy, his
teeth and his back [-], the odor of the chest of his head is like the bkn (urine) of sheep,
his mouth is bound, (and) both his eyebrows are drawn, while his face is as if he wept,
(conclusion in diagnosis).

SECOND DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say regarding him: " One having a gaping wound in his head,
penetrating to the bone, perforating the sutures of his skull; he has developed ty,
his mouth is bound, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment not to be
treated."

THIRD EXAMINATION

If, however, thou findest that that man has become pale and has already shown
exhaustion1 .

THIRD TREATMENT

Thou shouldst have made for him a wooden brace padded with linen and put into
his mouth. Thou shouldst have made for him a draught of iveh-fruit. His treatment
is sitting, placed between two supports of brick, until thou knowest he has reached
a decisive point.

GLoss A
As for : " Perforating the sutures of [his skull]," it means what is between shell

and shell of his skull; and that the sutures are (composed) of hide.

GLoss B

As for : " The cord of his mandible is contracted," it means a stiffening on the
part of the ligaments at the end of his ramus, which are fastened to his temporal bone,
that is at the end of his jaw, without moving to and fro, so that it is not easy for him
to open his mouth because of his pain.

GLoss C
As for : " The cord of his mandible," it means the ligaments which bind the end

of his jaw, as one says, " the cord " of a thing in (or as) a splint.

GLOss D
As for: "His countenance clammy with sweat," it means that his head is

a little sweaty, as (we say), " A thing is clammy."

CASE 7436
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GLoss E

As for: " The ligaments of his neck are tense," it means that the ligaments of
his neck are stretched stiff by reason of his injury.

GLoss F

As for: " His face is ruddy " (tzn4), it means that the color of his face is red,
like the color of tnt-pigment.

GLoss G
As for: " The odor of the chest of his head is like the bkn of sheep," it means

that the odor of his crown is like the urine of sheep.

GLoss H
As for: " The chest of his head," it means the middle of his crown next to his

brain. The likening of it is to a chest.

GLoss I
As for: " His mouth is bound, (and) both his eyebrows are drawn, while his

face is as if he wept," it means that he does not open his mouth that he may speak,
both his eyebrows are distorted, one drawing upward, the other drooping downward,
like one who winks while his face weeps.

GLoss J
As for: " He has become pale and has already rshown exhaustion'," it means

becoming pale, because he is (a case of) " Undertake [rhimi], do not desert [rhiml],"
in view of the exhaustion.

CASE EIGHT

IV5-18

COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF THE SKULL DISPLAYING NO
VISIBLE EXTERNAL INJURY

TITLE

Instructions concerning a smash in his skull under the skin of his head.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a smash of his skull, under the skin of his head,
while there is nothing at all upon it, thou shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst thou
find that there is a swelling protruding on the outside of that smash which is in his
skull, while his eye is askew because of it, on the side of him having that injury which
is in his skull; (and) he walks shuffling with his sole, on the side of him having that
injury which is in his skull, (conclusion in diagnosis).
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DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst account him one whom something entering from outside has smitten,
as one who does not release the head of his shoulder-fork, and one who does not fall

with his nails in the middle of his palm; while he discharges blood from both his
nostrils (and) from both his ears, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck. An

ailment not to be treated.

TREATMENT

His treatment is sitting, until he rgains colors, (and) until thou knowest he has

reached the decisive point.

SECOND EXAMINATION

Now as soon as thou findest that smash which is in his skull like those corruga-
tions which form on molten copper, (and) something therein throbbing and fluttering
under thy fingers like the weak place of an infant's crown before it knits together-
when it has happened there is no throbbing and fluttering under thy fingers, until
the brain of his (the patient's) skull is rent open-(and) he discharges blood from
both his nostrils and both his ears, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his neck, (conclu-
sion in second diagnosis).

SECOND DIAGNOSIS

[Thou shouldst say concerning him]: " An ailment not to be treated."

GLoss A

As for : " A smash in his skull under the skin of his head, there being no wound
at all upon it," it means a smash of the shell of his skull, the flesh of his head being
uninjured.

GLoss B

As for : " He walks shuffling with his sole," he (the surgeon) is speaking about
his walking with his sole dragging, so that it is not easy for him to walk, when it
(the sole) is feeble and turned over, while the tips of his toes are contracted to the ball
of his sole, and they (the toes) walk fumbling the ground. He (the surgeon) says
"He shuffles," concerning it.

GLoss C
As for : " One whom something entering from outside has smitten " on the side

of him having this injury, it means one whom something entering from outside presses,
on the side of him having this injury.

GLoss D

As for : " Something entering from outside," it means the breath of an outside
god or death ; not the intrusion of something which his flesh engenders.
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GLoss E
As for : " One who does not release the head of his shoulder-fork, and who does

not fall with his nails in the middle of his palm," it means that he says: " One to
whom the head of his shoulder-fork is not given, and one who does not fall with his
nails in the middle of his palm."

CASE NINE

IV 19-V 5

WOUND IN THE FOREHEAD PRODUCING A COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE
OF THE SKULL

TITLE

Instructions concerning a wound in his forehead, smashing the shell of his skull.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his forehead, smashing the shell of
his head, (conclusion in treatment).

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst prepare for him the egg of an ostrich, triturated with grease (and)
placed in the mouth of his wound. Now afterward thou shouldst prepare for him the
egg of an ostrich, triturated and made into poultices for drying up that wound. Thou
shouldst apply to it for him a covering for physician's use; thou shouldst uncover
it the third day, (and) find it knitting together the shell, the color being like the egg

of an ostrich.

That which is to be said as a charm over this recipe :

Repelled is the enemy that is in the wound !

Cast out is the revill that is in the blood,
The adversary of Horus, ron every side of the mouth of Isis.
This temple does not fall down;
There is no enemy of the vessel therein.
I am under the protection of Isis;
My rescue is the son of Osiris.

Now afterward thou shouldst cool [it] for him [with] a compress of figs, grease,

and honey, cooked, cooled, and applied to it.

GLoss A

As for: " A covering for physician's use," it is a bandage which is in the hand of

the embalmer, and which he (the physician) applies to this remedy which is on this

wound which is in his forehead.
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CASE TEN

V 5-9

A GAPING WOUND AT THE TOP OF THE EYEBROW, PENETRATING TO THE BONE

TITLE
Instructions concerning a wound in the top of his eyebrow.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a wound in the top of his eyebrow, penetrating
to the bone, thou shouldst palpate his wound, (and) draw together for him his gash
with stitching.

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " [One having] a wound in his eyebrow.
An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Now after thou hast stitched it, [thou shouldst bind] fresh meat upon [it] the first
day. If thou findest that the stitching of this wound is loose, thou shouldst draw (it)
together for him with two strips (of plaster), and thou shouldst treat it with grease and
honey every day until he recovers.

GLoss A
As for: " Two strips of linen," it means two bands of linen, which one applies

upon the two lips of the gaping wound, in order to cause that one (lip) join to the other.

CASE ELEVEN

V 10-15

A BROKEN NOSE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a break in the column of his nose.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a break in the column of his nose, his nose being
disfigured, and a rdepression, being in it, while the swelling that is on it protrudes,
(and) he has discharged blood from both his nostrils, (conclusion in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a break in the column of his
nose. An ailment which I will treat."
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TREATMENT

Thou shouldst cleanse (it) for him [with] two plugs of linen. Thou shouldst place
two (other) plugs of linen saturated with grease in the inside of his two nostrils. Thou
shouldst put [him] at his mooring stakes until the swelling is reduced (lit. drawn out).
Thou shouldst apply for him stiff rolls of linen by which his nose is held fast. Thou
shouldst treat him afterward [with] grease, honey, (and) lint, every day until he
recovers.

GLoss A
As for: " The column of his nose," it means the outer edge of his nose as far as

its side(s) on the top of his nose, being the inside of his nose in the middle of his two
nostrils.

GLoss B
As for: " His two nostrils," [it means] the two sides of his nose extending to

his [two] cheek[s], as far as the back of his nose; the top of his nose is loosened.

CASE TWELVE

V 16-VI 3

A BREAK IN THE NASAL BONE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a break in the chamber of his nose.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a break in the chamber of his nose, (and) thou
findest his nose bent, while his face is disfigured, (and) the swelling which is over it is
protruding, (conclusion in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a break in the chamber of his
nose. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst force it to fall in, so that it is lying in its place, (and) clean out for
him the interior of both his nostrils with two swabs of linen until every worm of blood
which coagulates in the inside of his two nostrils comes forth. Now afterward thou

shouldst place two plugs of linen saturated with grease and put into his two nostrils.
Thou shouldst place for him two stiff rolls of linen, bound on. Thou shouldst treat

him afterward with grease, honey, (and) lint every day until he recovers.
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GLoss A
As for: " A break in the chamber of his nose," it means the middle of his nose

as far as the back, extending to the region between his two eyebrows.

GLoss B

As for: " His nose bent, while his face is disfigured," it means his nose is
crooked and greatly swollen throughout; his two cheeks likewise, so that his face
is disfigured by it, not being in its customary form, because all the depressions are
clothed with swellings, so that his face looks disfigured by it.

GLoss C
As for : " Every worm of blood which coagulates in the inside of his two nostrils,"

it means the clotting of blood in the inside of his two nostrils, likened to the rnr.t-
worm, which subsists in the water.

CASE THIRTEEN

VI 3-7

COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE IN THE SIDE OF THE NOSE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a smash in his nostril.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a smash in his nostril, thou shouldst place thy
hand upon his nose at the point of this smash. Should it crepitate under thy
fingers, while at the same time he discharges blood from his nostril (and) from his ear,
on the side of him having that smash ; it is painful when he opens his mouth because
of it ; (and) he is speechless, (conclusion in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a smash in his nostril. An
ailment not to be treated."

CASE FOURTEEN

VI 7-14

FLESH WOUND IN ONE SIDE OF THE NOSE PENETRATING TO THE NOSTRIL

TITLE

Instructions concerning a wound in his nostril.
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EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his nostril, piercing through, shouldst
thou find the two lips of that wound separated from each other, thou shouldst draw
together for him that wound with stitching.

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a wound in his nostril, piercing

through. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst make for him two swabs of linen, (and) thou shouldst clean out every

worm of blood which has coagulated in the inside of his nostril. Thou shouldst bind

(it) with fresh meat the first day. When its stitching loosens, thou shouldst take off

for him the fresh meat, (and) thou shouldst bind it with grease, honey (and) lint every

day until he recovers.

Gnoss A

As for: " A wound in his nostril, piercing through," it means that the two lips

of his wound are soft, opening to the inside of his nose, as one says : "Pierced

through " concerning soft things.

CASE FIFTEEN

VI 14-17

PERFORATION OF THE BONE IN THE REGION OF THE MAXILLA AND THE ZYGOMA

TITLE

Instructions concerning a perforation in his cheek.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a perforation in his cheek, shouldst thou find there

is a swelling, protruding and black, (and) diseased tissue upon his cheek, (conclusion

in diagnosis).
DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a perforation in his cheek. An

ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw and treat it afterward [with] grease (and) honey

every day until he recovers.
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CASE SIXTEEN

VI 17-21

SPLIT OF THE BONE IN THE REGION OF THE MAXILLA AND THE ZYGOMA

TITLE

Instructions concerning a split in his cheek.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a split in his cheek, shouldst thou find that there
is a swelling, protruding and red, on the outside of that split, (conclusion in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a split in his cheek. An ail-
ment which [I] will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. His treatment is sitting until
its swelling is reduced (lit. drawn out). Thou shalt treat it afterward [with] grease,
honey, (and) lint every day until he recovers.

CASE SEVENTEEN

VII 1-7

COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF THE BONE IN THE REGION OF THE
MAXILLA AND THE ZYGOMA

TITLE

Instructions concerning a smash in his cheek.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a smash in his cheek, thou shouldst place thy
hand on his cheek at the point of that smash. Should it crepitate under thy fingers,
while he discharges blood from his nostril, (and) from his ear on the side of him having
that injury; (and) at the same time he discharges blood from his mouth, while it is
painful when he opens his mouth because of it, (conclusion in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having a smash in his cheek, while he
discharges blood from his nostril, from his ear, (and) from his mouth, (and) he is
speechless. An ailment not to be treated."
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TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind with fresh meat the first day. His rreliefl is sitting until its
swelling is reduced (lit. drawn out). Thou shalt treat it afterward [with] grease, honey,
(and) lint every day until he recovers.

CASE EIGHTEEN

VII 7-14

A WOUND IN THE SOFT TISSUE OF THE TEMPLE, THE BONE BEING UNINJURED

TITLE

Instructions concerning a wound in his temple.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his temple, it not having a gash,
while that wound penetrates to the bone, thou shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst
thou find his temporal bone uninjured, there being no split, (or) perforation, (or)
smash in it, (conclusion in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a wound in his temple. An
ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day, (and) thou shouldst treat
afterward [with] grease, (and) honey every day until he recovers.

GLoss A

As for : " A wound, not having a gash, while it penetrates to the bone," it means
that the wound is contracted, reaching as far as the bone, (though) there is no gash

in it. He speaks of (its) narrowness, his wound not having two lips.

GLoss B

As for: " His gin' (temple)," it means the region thereof between the corner

of his eye and the rorificel of his ear, at the end of his mandible.

CASE NINETEEN

VII 14-22

A PERFORATION IN THE TEMPLE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a perforation in his temple.
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EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a perforation (thi) [in] his temple, a wound being

upon it, thou shouldst inspect his wound, saying to him: " Look at thy two shoulders."

Should his doing so be painful (even though) his neck turns around (only) a little for

him, while his eye on the side of him having that injury is blood-shot, (conclusion

follows in diagnosis).
DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : "One having a perforation in his temple r.i,
while he suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst put him at his mooring stakes until the period of his injury passes

by, (and) thou shouldst treat with grease, honey, (and) lint every day until he recovers.

GLoss A

As for : " His two eyes are blood-shot," it means that the color of his two eyes

is red like the color of g'-flowers. The " Treatise on What Pertains to the Embalmer"

says concerning it: " His two eyes are red rwithl disease like an eye at the end of
its weakness."

CASE TWENTY

VII 22-VIIl 5

A WOUND IN THE TEMPLE PERFORATING THE BONE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a wound in his temple, penetrating to the bone, (and)
perforating his temporal bone.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his temple, penetrating to the bone,
(and) perforating his temporal bone, while his two eyes are blood-shot, he discharges

blood from both his nostrils, and a little drops ; if thou puttest thy fingers on the
mouth of that wound (and) he shudder exceedingly; if thou ask of him concerning
his malady and he speak not to thee; while copious tears fall from both his eyes, so that
he thrusts his hand often to his face that he may wipe both his eyes with the back of his
hand as a child does, and knows not that he does so, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a wound in his temple, penetrat-

ing to the bone, (and) perforating his temporal bone; while he discharges blood from
both his nostrils, he suffers with stiffness in his neck, (and) he is speechless. An ailment
not to be treated."
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TREATMENT

Now when thou findest that man speechless, his rreliefl shall be sitting; soften
his head with grease, (and) pour rmilkl into both his ears.

CASE TWENTY-ONE

VIII 6-9

A SPLIT IN THE TEMPORAL BONE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a split in his temple.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a split in his temple, shouldst thou find a
swelling protruding on the outside of that split, while he discharges blood from his
nostril and from his one ear having that split, (and) it is painful when he hears speech,
because of it, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a split in his temple, while ho
discharges blood from his nostril and his ear having that injury. An ailment with
which I will contend."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst put put him at his mooring stakes, until thou knowest he has reached
a decisive point.

CASE TWENTY-TWO

VIII 9-17

COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF THE TEMPORAL BONE

TITLE
Instructions concerning a smash in his temple.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a smash in his temple, thou shouldst place thy

thumb upon his chin (and) thy finger upon the end of his ramus, so that the blood will
flow from his two nostrils (and) from the interior of his ear having that smash. Cleanse
(it) for him with a swab of linen until thou seest its fragments (of bone) in the interior

of his ear. If thou callest to him (and) he is speechless (and) cannot speak, (con-
clusion follows in diagnosis).
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DIAGNosIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a smash in his temple; he
discharges blood from his two nostrils and from his ear ; he is speechless; (and) he
suffers with stiffness in his neck. An ailment not to be treated."

GLoss A

As for: " The end of his ramus," it means the end of his mandible. The ramus
('mr.t), the end of it is in his temple just as the claw of an 'amre-bird ('mr) grasps an
object.

GLoss B

As for: " Thou seest its fragments (w.-t) in the interior of his ear," it means
that some of the fragments (wit) of the bone come away to adhere to the swab which
was introduced to cleanse the interior of his ear.

GLoss C

As for : " He is speechless," it means that he is silent in sadness, without speak-
ing, like one suffering with rfeebleness' (dgy) because of something that has entered
from outside.

CASE TWENTY-THREE

VIII 18-22

A SLIT IN THE OUTER EAR

TITLE

Instructions concerning a wound in his ear.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his ear, cutting through its flesh,
the injury being in the lower part of his ear, (and) confined to the flesh, thou shouldst
draw (it) together for him with stitching behind the hollow of his ear.

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a wound in his ear, cutting
through its flesh. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

If thou findest the stitching of that wound loose (and) sticking in the two lips of
his wound, thou shouldst make for him stiff rolls of linen (and) pad the back of his
ear therewith. Thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease, honey, (and) lint every
day until he recovers.
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CASE TWENTY-FOUR

VIII 22-IX 2

A FRACTURE OF THE MANDIBLE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a fracture in his mandible.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a fracture in his mandible, thou shouldst place

thy hand upon it. Shouldst thou find that fracture crepitating under thy fingers,

(conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a fracture in his mandible, over

which a wound has been inflicted, - - - -1 (and) he has fever from it. An ailment not

to be treated."
CASE TWENTY-FIVE

IX 2-6

A DISLOCATION OF THE MANDIBLE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a dislocation in his mandible.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a dislocation in his mandible, shouldst thou find

his mouth open (and) his mouth cannot close for him, thou shouldst put thy thumb(s)
upon the ends of the two rami of the mandible in the inside of his mouth, (and) thy

two claws (meaning two groups of fingers) under his chin, (and) thou shouldst cause
them to fall back so that they rest in their places.

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having a dislocation in his mandible.

An ailment which I will treat."
TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw, (and) honey every day until he recovers.

CASE TWENTY-SIX

IX 6-18

A WOUND IN THE UPPER LIP

TITLE

Instructions concerning a wound in his lip.
Gg
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EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his lip, piercing through to the inside
of his mouth, thou shouldst examine his wound as far as the column of his nose. Thou
shouldst draw together that wound [with] stitching.

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a wound in his lip, piercing
through to the inside of his mouth. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Now after thou hast stitched it thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day.
Thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease (and) honey every day until he recovers.

GLoss A

As for: "A wound in his lip, piercing through to the inside of his mouth," it
means that the two lips of his wound are soft, opening to the inside of his mouth. One
says : " Pierced through " (yddb) concerning soft things.

CASE TWENTY-SEVEN

IX 13-18

A GAPING WOUND IN THE CHIN

TITLE

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his chin.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his chin, penetrating to the
bone, thou shouldst palpate his wound. If thou shouldst find his bone uninjured,

not having a split, (or) a perforation in it, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a gaping wound in his chin,
penetrating to the bone. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst apply for him two strips on that gash. Thou shouldst bind it

with fresh meat the first day, (and) thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease,
honey (and) lint every day until he recovers.
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CASE TWENTY-EIGHT

IX 18-X 3

A GAPING WOUND IN THE THROAT PENETRATING TO THE GULLET

TITLE

Instructions concerning a wound in his throat.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his throat, piercing through
to his gullet; if he drinks water he rchokesl (and) it comes out of the mouth of his
wound; it is greatly inflamed, so that he develops fever from it; thou shouldst
draw together that wound with stitching.

DIAoNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a wound in his throat, piercing
through to his gullet. An ailment with which I will contend."

FIRST TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. Thou shouldst treat it
afterward [with] grease, honey, (and) lint every day, until he recovers.

SECOND EXAMINATION

If, however, thou findest him continuing to have fever from that wound, (con-
clusion in following second treatment).

SECOND TREATMENT

Thou shouldst apply for him dry lint in the mouth of his wound, (and) moor
(him) at his mooring stakes until he recovers.

CASE TWENTY-NINE

X 8-8

A GAPING WOUND IN A CERVICAL VERTEBRA

TITLE

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in a vertebra of his neck.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in a vertebra of his neck, penetrat-
ing to the bone, (and) perforating a vertebra of his neck; if thou examinest that wound,
(and) he shudders exceedingly, (and) he is unable to look at his two shoulders and his
breast, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

og2
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DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : "[One having] a wound in his neck, penetrat-
ing to the bone, perforating a vertebra of his neck, (and) he suffers with stiffness in his
neck. An ailment with which I will contend."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. Now afterward moor (him) at
his mooring stakes until the period of his injury passes by.

CASE THIRTY

X 8-12

SPRAIN IN A CERVICAL VERTEBRA

TITLE

Instructions concerning a sprain in a vertebra of his neck.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a sprain in a vertebra of his neck, thou shouldst say
to him : " Look at thy two shoulders and thy breast." When he does so, the seeing

possible to him is painful.
DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a sprain in a vertebra of his
neck. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. Now afterward thou shouldst
treat [with] ymrnrw (and) honey every day until he recovers.

GLoss A

As for: "A sprain," he is speaking of a rending of two members, (although) it
(= each) is (still) in its place.

CASE THIRTY-ONE

X 12-22

DISLOCATION OF A CERVICAL VERTEBRA

TITLE

Instructions concerning a dislocation in a vertebra of [his] neck.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a dislocation in a vertebra of his neck, shouldst

thou find him unconscious of his two arms (and) his two legs on account of it, while his
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phallus is erected on account of it, (and) urine drops from his member without his know-
ing it; his flesh has received wind; his two eyes are blood-shot; it is a dislocation
of a vertebra of his neck extending to his backbone which causes him to be unconscious
of his two arms (and) his two legs. If, however, the middle vertebra of his neck is
dislocated, it is an emissio seminis which befalls his phallus.

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a dislocation in a vertebra of his
neck, while he is unconscious of his two legs and his two arms, and his urine dribbles.
An ailment not to be treated."

GLoss A
As for: "A dislocation (wnh) in a vertebra of his neck," he is speaking of a separa-

tion of one vertebra of his neck from another, the flesh which is over it being uninjured;
as one says, " It is wnh," concerning things which had been joined together, when one
has been severed from another.

GLoss B
As for : " It is an emissio seminis which befalls his phallus," (it means) that his

phallus is erected (and) has a discharge from the end of his phallus. It is said: " It
remains stationary" (nn s'w), when it cannot sink downward (and) it cannot lift up-
ward.

GLoss C
As for: " While his urine dribbles," it means that urine drops from his phallus

and cannot hold back for him.

CASE THIRTY TWO

XI 1-9

DISPLACEMENT OF A CERVICAL VERTEBRA

TITLE

Instructions concerning a displacement in a vertebra of his neck.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a displacement in a vertebra of his neck, whose
face is fixed, whose neck cannot turn for him, (and) thou shouldst say to him : " Look
at thy breast (and) thy two shoulders," (and) he is unable to turn his face that he may
look at his breast (and) his two shoulders, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a displacement in a vertebra of
his neck. An ailment which I will treat."
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TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day. Thou shouldst loose his
bandages and apply grease to his head ras far as1 his neck, (and) thou shouldst bind
it with ymrw. Thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] honey every day, (and) his
rreliefl is sitting until he recovers.

GLoss A

As for : " A displacement in a vertebra of his neck," he is speaking concerning a
sinking of a vertebra of his neck [to] the interior of his neck, as a foot settles into
cultivated ground. It is a penetration downward.

CASE THIRTY-THREE

XI 9-17

A CRUSHED CERVICAL VERTEBRA

TITLE

Instructions concerning a crushed vertebra in his neck.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a crushed vertebra in his neck (and) thou findest
that one vertebra has fallen into the next one, while he is voiceless and cannot speak;
his falling head downward has caused that one vertebra crush into the next one; (and)
shouldst thou find that he is unconscious of his two arms and his two legs because of
it, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a crushed vertebra in his neck;
he is unconscious of his two arms (and) his two legs, (and) he is speechless. An ailment
not to be treated."

GLoss A
As for: "A crushed vertebra in his neck," he is speaking of the fact that one

vertebra of his neck has fallen into the next, one penetrating into the other, there being
no movement to and fro.

GLoss B

As for: " His falling head downward has caused that one vertebra crush into the
next," it means that he has fallen head downward upon his head, driving one vertebra
of his neck into the next.
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CASE THIRTY-FOUR

XI 17-XII 2

DISLOCATION OF THE TWO CLAVICLES

TITLE

Instructions concerning a dislocation in his two collar-bones.

FIRST EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a dislocation in his two collar-bones, shouldst thou
find his two shoulders turned over, (and) the head(s) of his two collar-bones turned
toward his face, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

FIRST DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a dislocation in his two collar-
bones. An ailment which I will treat."

FIRST TREATMENT

Thou shouldst cause (them) to fall back, so that they rest in their places. Thou
shouldst bind it with stiff rolls of linen ; thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease
(and) honey every day, until he recovers.

SECOND EXAMINATION

If, however, thou shouldst find his two collar-bones having a rupture (of the tissue)
over it, penetrating to the interior, (conclusion in second diagnosis).

SECOND DIAGNOSIS

[Thou shouldst say concerning him]: " An ailment which I will treat." (Scribal
error, cf. pp. 345 f.)

GLoss A
As for: " A dislocation in his two collar-bones," it means a displacement of the

heads of his sickle-bone(s). Their heads are attached to the upper bone of his breast,
extending to his throat, over which is the flesh of his gorget, that is the flesh that is
over his bosom. Two canals are under it: one on the right and (one) on the left
of his throat (and) of his bosom; they lead to his lungs.

CASE THIRTY-FIVE

XII 8-8

A FRACTURE OF THE CLAVICLE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a break in his collar-bone.
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EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a break in his collar-bone, (and) thou shouldst
find his collar-bone short and separated from its fellow, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAoGNosIs

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a break in his collar-bone. An

ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst place him prostrate on his back, with something folded between his
two shoulder-blades; thou shouldst spread out with his two shoulders in order to
stretch apart his collar-bone until that break falls into its place. Thou shouldst make
for him two splints of linen, (and) thou shouldst apply one of them both on the inside
of his upper arm and the other on the under side of his upper arm. Thou shouldst
bind it with ymrw, (and) treat it afterward with honey every day, until he recovers.

CASE THIRTY-SIX

XII 8-14

A FRACTURE OF THE HUMERUS

TITLE

Instructions concerning a break in his upper arm.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a break in his upper arm, (and) thou findest his
upper arm hanging down, separated from its fellow, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNosIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a break in his upper arm. An
ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst place him prostrate on his back, with something folded between his
two shoulder-blades; thou shouldst spread out with his two shoulders, in order to
stretch apart his upper arm until that break falls into its place. Thou shouldst make
for him two splints of linen, (and) thou shouldst apply for him one of them both on the
inside of his arm, (and) the other of them both on the under side of his arm. Thou
shouldst bind it with ymrw, (and) treat afterward [with] honey every day until he
recovers.
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CASE THIRTY-SEVEN

XII 14-21

A FRACTURE OF THE HUMERUS WITH RUPTURE OF OVERLYING SOFT TISSUE

TITLE

Instructions concerning a break in his upper arm, with a wound over it.

FIRST EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a break in his upper arm, over which a wound has
been inflicted, (and) thou findest that that break crepitates under thy fingers, (con-
clusion follows in diagnosis).

FIRST DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a break in his upper arm, over
which a wound has been inflicted. An ailment with which I will contend."

FIRST TREATMENT

Thou shouldst make for him two splints of linen; thou shouldst bind it with ymrw;
(and) thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] grease, honey, (and) lint every day until
thou knowest that he has reached a decisive point.

SECOND EXAMINATION

If, however, thou findest that wound which is over the break, with blood issuing
from it, and piercing through to the interior of his injury, (conclusion in second
diagnosis).

SECOND DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a break in his upper arm, over
which a wound has been inflicted, piercing through. An ailment not to be treated."

CASE THIRTY-EIGHT

XII 21-XIII 2

A SPLIT IN THE HUMERUS

TITLE

Instructions concerning a split in his upper arm.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a split in his upper arm, (and) thou shouldst find
the swelling protruding, on the outside of that split, which is in his upper arm, (con-
clusion follows in diagnosis).
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DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a split in his upper arm. An
ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw ; thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] honey
every day until he recovers.

CASE THIRTY-NINE

XIII 83-12

TUMORS OR ULCERS IN THE BREAST PERHAPS RESULTING FROM INJURY

TITLE

Instructions concerning tumors with prominent head in his breast.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having tumors with prominent head in his breast, (and)
thou findest that the swellings have spread with pus over his breast, (and) have pro-
duced redness, while it is very hot therein, when thy hand touches him, (conclusion
follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNosIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having tumors with prominent head in
his breast, (and) they produce rcists1 of pus. An ailment which I will treat with the
fire-drill."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst burn for him over his breast (and) over those tumors which are on his
breast. Thou shouldst treat him with wound treatment. Thou shouldst not prevent
its opening of itself, that there may be no mn y~w in his wound (sore ?). Every wound
(sore 9) that arises in his breast dries up as soon as it opens of itself.

GLoss A
As for: " Tumors with prominent head in his breast," it means that there are

swellings spreading over his breast because of his injury; they produce pus and redness
on his breast ; (as) it is said : " It is like rparti-colored 1 things," whose product is pus.

CASE FORTY

XIII 12-17

A WOUND IN THE BREAST

TITLE

Instructions concerning a wound in his breast.
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EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a wound in his breast, penetrating to the bone,

perforating the manubrium of his sternum, thou shouldst press the manubrium of his
sternum with thy fingers, (although) he shudders exceedingly, (conclusion follows in
diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a wound in his breast, penetrat-
ing to the bone, perforating the manubrium of his sternum. An ailment which I will
treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day; thou shouldst treat it after-
ward [with] grease, honey, (and) lint every day, until he recovers.

GLoss A

As for: " The manubrium of his sternum," (it means) the upper head of his ster-
num ; it is like as it were a porcupine.

CASE FORTY-ONE

XIII 18-XIV 16

AN INFECTED OR POSSIBLY NECROTIC WOUND IN THE BREAST

TITLE

Instructions concerning a diseased wound in his breast.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a diseased wound in his breast, while that wound is
inflamed and a whirl of inflammation continually issues from the mouth of that wound

at thy touch; the two lips of that wound are ruddy, while that man continues to be

feverish from it; his flesh cannot receive a bandage, that wound cannot take a margin

of skin; the rgranulationl which is in the mouth of that wound is watery, their surface
is hot and secretions drop therefrom in an oily state, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: "One having a diseased wound in [his] breast,

it being inflamed, (and) he continues to have fever from it. An ailment which I

will treat."
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TREATMENT

Thou shalt make for him cool applications for drawing out the inflammation from
the mouth of the wound :

a. Leaves of willow,
nbd-tree
ksnty.

Apply to it.

b. Leaves of ym'-tree,
dung,

4ny-t,
ksnty.

Apply to it.

Thou shalt make for him applications for drying up the wound:

a. rPowderl of green pigment
wAbt,
thn-t

grease.
Triturate; bind upon it.

b. Northern salt,
ibex grease.

Triturate; bind upon it.

Thou shalt make for him poultices :

Red Apnn,
garden tongue,
.d1rt,
sycamore leaves.

Bind upon it.

If the like befalls in any member, thou shalt treat him according to these instruc-
tions.

GLoss A

As for: "A diseased wound in his breast, inflamed," it means that the wound
which is in his breast is sluggish, without closing up; high fever comes forth from it,
its two lips are red, (and) its mouth is open. The " Treatise on What Pertains to a
Wound " says concerning it: " It means that there is very great swelling; (and)
'inflamed' is said concerning the height " (of the fever).
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GLOSS B
As for : " A whirl of inflammation in his wound," it means a whirl of inflammation

which circulates through the interior of his entire wound.

GLoss C
As for : " Its two lips are ruddy," it means that its two lips are red like the color

of the tin-t-tree.
GLoss D

As for: " His flesh cannot receive a bandage," it means that his flesh will not
receive the remedies because of the inflammation which is in his flesh.

GLoss E

As for : " While heat continually issues (nw) from the mouth of his wound at thy
touch," (it means) that heat comes forth from his wound at thy touch; as it is said
that a thing which has come forth entirely, has issued (nw)."

CASE FORTY-TWO

XIV 16-22

A SPRAIN OF THE STERNO-COSTAL ARTICULATIONS

TITLE
Instructions concerning a sprain in the ribs of his breast.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest [a man having a sprain in the ribs of his breast], (and) he suffers
in the ribs of his breast, not having a dislocation, (and) it is not broken, while that man
continues to suffer with it and shudders exceedingly, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a sprain in the ribs of his breast.
An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw; thou shouldst treat it afterward [with] honey
every day until he recovers. GLoss A

As for: " Ribs of his breast," it means the bones of his sternum; being spine(s)
like as it were a spine-roast.

CASE FORTY-THREE

XIV 22-XV 6

A DISLOCATION IN THE STERNO-COSTAL ARTICULATIONS

TITLE

Instructions concerning a dislocation of the ribs of his breast.
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EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a dislocation of the ribs of his breast, (and) thou
findest that the ribs of his breast are rprojecting1, and their heads are ruddy, while
that man suffers continually with swellings in his two sides, (conclusion follows in
diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a dislocation in the ribs of his
breast. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with ymrw; thou shouldst treat afterward [with] honey
every day, until he recovers.

GLoss A
As for : " A dislocation in the ribs of his breast," it means a displacement of the

heads of the ribs of his breast (sternum), which are fastened to his breast (sternum).

GLoss B

As for : " He suffers with swellings in his two sides," it means that he suffers in
the articulations thereof in his breast (sternum) rspreadingl in his two sides.

GLoss C
As for: " His two sides," it means his two flanks.

CASE FORTY-FOUR

XV 6-9

FRACTURED RIBS

TITLE

Instructions concerning a break in the ribs of his breast.

EXAMINATION
If thou examinest a man having a break in the ribs of his breast, over which a

wound has been inflicted; (and) thou findest that the ribs of his breast crepitate
under thy fingers, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a break in the ribs of his breast,
over which a wound has been inflicted. An ailment not to be treated."
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CASE FORTY-FIVE

XV 9-19

BULGING TUMORS ON THE BREAST

TITLE

Instructions concerning bulging tumors on his breast.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having bulging tumors on his breast, (and) thou findest
that [swellings] have spread over his breast ; if thou puttest thy hand upon his breast
upon these tumors, (and) thou findest them very cool, there being no fever at all
therein when thy hand touches him; they have no granulation, they form no fluid,
they do not generate secretions of fluid, and they are bulging to thy hand, (conclusion
follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having bulging tumors. An ailment
with which I will contend."

TREATMENT

There is no rtreatmentl. If thou findest bulging tumors in any member of a man,
thou shalt treat him according to these directions.

GLoss A
As for: "Bulging tumors on his breast," it means the existence of swellings on

his breast, large, spreading and hard; touching them is like touching a ball of wrap-
pings; the comparison is to a green hemat-fruit, which is hard and cool under thy
hand, like touching those swellings which are on his breast.

CASE FORTY-SIX

XV 20-XVI 16

AN ABSCESS WITH PROMINENT HEAD ON THE BREAST

TITLE

Instructions concerning an abscess with prominent head in his breast.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having an abscess with prominent head in his breast, (and)
thou findest a very large swelling protruding on his breast, oily, like fluid under thy
hand, while they produce some clamminess of the surface, (and) their faces have no
ruddiness, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).
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DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having an abscess with prominent head
in his breast. An ailment which I will treat with cold applications to that abscess
which is in his breast."

TREATMENT

a. h-t-fruit,
ntrt,

k.snty,
Triturate, bind upon it.

b. Fruit of Ss,

.csnty,
mason's mortar,
water,

Triturate, bind upon it.

If there is resistance to these cooling applications, thou shouldst avoid those
remedies until all fluid which is in the abscess with a head exudes.

Thou shouldst treat him with wound-treatment, with applications for drawing out
the inflammation from the mouth of the wound (sore ?) in his breast

Leaves of acacia,
sycamore,

juice of ymr-leaves,
ox dung,

Bind upon it.

Thou shouldst make for him astringents, in his breast:

a. rPowderl of green pigment,
.dr't of cedar,
ointment fat,
northern salt,
ibex grease.

Bind upon it.

Thou shouldst make for him poultices:

Red pnn,
sycamore.

Triturate, apply to it.
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GLOSS A

As for: " An abscess with prominent head in his breast," it means that there is
a large swelling due to the injury which is in his breast, soft like a fluid under the
hand.

GLoss B
As for : " Clamminess of their surface," it means their skin is not hot.

GLoss C
As for : " There is no ruddiness upon it," it means that there is no redness upon it.

CASE FORTY-SEVEN

XVI 16-XVII 15

A GAPING WOUND IN THE SHOULDER

TITLE

Instructions concerning a gaping wound in his shoulder.

FIRST EXAMINATION

If thou examinest a man having a gaping wound in his shoulder, its flesh being laid
back and its sides separated, while he suffers with swelling (in) his shoulder blade, thou
shouldst palpate his wound. Shouldst thou find its gash separated from r.1 its sides
in his wound, as a roll of linen is unrolled, (and) it is painful when he raises his arm
on account of it, thou shouldst draw together for him his gash with stitching.

FIRST DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a gaping wound in his shoulder,
its flesh being laid back and its sides separated, while he suffers with swelling in his
shoulder blade. An ailment which I will treat."

FIRST TREATMENT

Thou shouldst bind it with fresh meat the first day.

SECOND EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT

If thou findest that wound open and its stitching loose, thou shouldst draw together
for him its gash with two strips of linen over that gash; thou shouldst treat it after-
ward [with] grease, honey, (and) lint every day until he recovers.

If thou findest a wound, its flesh laid back, its sides separated, in any member of a
man, thou shouldst treat it according to these directions.

THIRD EXAMINATION

If, however, thou findest that his flesh has developed inflammation from that
wound which is in his shoulder, while that wound is inflamed, open, and its stitching
loose, thou shouldst lay thy hand upon it. Shouldst thou find inflammation issuing

Hh
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from the mouth of his wound at thy touch, and secretions discharging therefrom are
cool like wenesh-juice, (conclusion follows in second diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS FOLLOWING THIRD EXAMINATION

Thou shouldst say concerning him : " One having a gaping wound in his shoulder,
it being inflamed, and he continues to have fever from it. An ailment with which I
will contend."

FOURTH EXAMINATION

If then, thou findest that man continuing to have fever, while that wound is
inflamed, (conclusion in following treatment).

TREATMENT FOLLOWING FOURTH EXAMINATION

Thou shalt not bind it; thou shalt moor (him) at his mooring stakes, until the
period of his injury passes by.

FIFTH EXAMINATION

If, however, his fever abates and the inflammation in the mouth of his wound
dissipates entirely, (conclusion in following treatment).

TREATMENT FOLLOWING FIFTH EXAMINATION

Thou shouldst treat him afterward [with] grease, honey, (and) lint every day, until
he recovers.

CASE FORTY-EIGHT

XVII 15-19

A SPRAIN IN A SPINAL VERTEBRA (INCOMPLETE)

TITLE

Instructions concerning a sprain of a vertebra [in] his spinal column.

EXAMINATION

If thou examinest [a man having] a sprain in a vertebra of his spinal column, thou
shouldst say to him: "Extend now thy two legs (and) contract them both (again)."
When he extends them both he contracts them both immediately because of the pain
he causes in the vertebra of his spinal column in which he suffers.

DIAGNOSIS

Thou shouldst say concerning him: " One having a sprain in a vertebra of his
spinal column. An ailment which I will treat."

TREATMENT

Thou shouldst place him prostrate on his back; thou shouldst make for him
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THE INCANTATIONS AND RECIPES
(THE VERso)

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION

THE group of texts to which we have prefixed the title: "The Incantations and
Recipes" has no internal connection whatever with the Surgical Treatise. These
texts are like stray and disconnected memoranda which a modern reader might write

on the fly-leaf of a book. In the first place they are physically separated from the

Surgical Treatise by two things : (1) a blank space at the end of Case 48, with which

the Surgical Treatise stops; (2) by the fact that they occupy four and a half

columns on the back of the papyrus which bears the Surgical Treatise on the front.

Furthermore, they are in subject-matter a totally different body of writings as a glance
at the table of contents will demonstrate. Their method, their purpose, and their

conception of disease are identical with those of the well-known recipe papyri like

Papyrus Ebers or Hearst, and in sharp contrast with that of the Surgical Treatise.
They form a magical hodge-podge, without plan or arrangement, and we must regard

these incantations and recipes on the verso of the Edwin Smith Papyrus as in no

conceivable respect a continuation of the Surgical Treatise. This obvious fact is
emphasized here, even at the risk of being repetitious, because some readers of the
present writer's preliminary reports on the new papyrus seem to have gained the im-

pression that the group of magical texts on the back form part of the Surgical Treatise.
As already remarked in the general introduction, the same scribe who wrote the

seventeen columns of the Surgical Treatise on the front of the papyrus abruptly

abandoned the copying of that important document in the middle of a case, and,

much to our regret, never completed the copy. Presumably at a later date, he turned
over the roll, then not less than sixteen feet long, and leaving a blank and unwritten
space at the end of the front, and a second such space at the beginning of the back,
he began to write on the back the miscellaneous group of incantations and recipes,
a list of which is as follows:

EIGHT INCANTATIONS AGAINST PEST:

Title of the First Incantation . . . . XVIII 1
First Incantation . . . . . . XVIII 1-8

Conclusion of the First Incantation . . . XVIII 8-9
Directions for Pronouncing the First Incantation . XVIII 9-11

Title of the Second Incantation . . . . XVIII 11-12
Second Incantation . . . . . XVIII 138-15

Directions for pronouncing the Second Incantation . XVIII 15-16
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Title of the Third Incantation . . .
Third Incantation . .

Fourth Incantation .
Fifth Incantation . .

Directions for Pronouncing the Fifth Incantation
Title of the Sixth Incantation
Sixth Incantation .
Title of the Seventh Incantation
Seventh Incantation . . .

Directions for Pronouncing the Seventh Incantation
Eighth Incantation . . . . .

Directions for Pronouncing the Eighth Incantation

RECIPE FOR FEMALE TROUBLES . . .

Two RECIPES FOR THE COMPLEXION:

Recipe for Transforming the Skin . . .

Recipe for Beautifying the Face . . .

RECIPE FOR TRANSFORMING AN OLD MAN INTO A YOUTH

RECIPE FOR SOME AILMENT OF THE ANUS AND VICINITY

. XVIII 17
S XVIII 17-19
. XVIII 19-XIX 2
. XIX 2-9
. XIX 9-14
. XIX 14
. XIX 14-18
. XIX 18-19
. XIX 19-XX5
. XX 5-8
. XX 8-11
. XX 11-12

SXX 18-XXI 8

XXI 83-6
XXI 6-8

XXI 9-XXII 10

XXII 11-14

This list at once discloses the fact that these writings on the back do not form an
organized or coherent treatise like that on the front. A more grotesquely incoherent
hodge-podge could hardly be conceived. Of the four and a half columns, nearly
three are devoted to incantations exorcising some form of annual epidemic or pest, and
to these the copyist appends a column and a half containing five recipes: one for
female troubles, three for improving the complexion, and the fifth for some ailment of
the anus.

The animistic conception of disease is interestingly illustrated. The bearers of the
pest are not only malignant divinities, genii, and demons of disease, but also the dis-
embodied dead, male and female, both human and animal. It is of interest, and pos-
sibly of scientific importance to note that the pest might be borne by other agencies,
notably the wind. We have here doubtless the earliest occurrence of the belief in
pest-laden winds. Again we find an entire incantation devoted to the unfortunate who
has accidently swallowed a fly.

In view of modern knowledge of the fly as a carrier of diseases like dysentery, this

early example of similar experience is notable. Similarly we observe that the pest
must be exorcised from food, bedding, and household articles. The process is so strik-
ingly suggestive of the modern practice of disinfection, that the reader should be
warned against any such cone usion. It is barely possible that the ancient Egyptian
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physicians had noticed that this unidentified disease had been communicated through
bedding or food, but the method of rendering these things innocuous, as prescribed on
the back of our papyrus, is magical incantation pure and simple, and has not the re-
motest resemblance to the modern processes of disinfection. Microscopic life was
entirely unknown to medical practice throughout the ancient world, and must have
remained unknown until the introduction of lenses and the microscope in the Seven-
teenth Century of our era.

It is unnecessary to devote further space to the discussion of the five recipes
occupying the last two columns of the verso. The " Recipe for Transforming an Old
Man into a Youth " (XXI 9-XXII 10) is a very interesting example of the apothe-
cary's art, furnishing, as it does, full directions how to make an aqueous solid extract;
but as a remedy it proves to be nothing more than a face paste believed to be efficacious
in removing wrinkles and other facial evidences of old age.

These last two recipes, copied by a different scribe from the one who copied the
Surgical Papyrus and all the preceding material on the verso, bear on the question
of the date of our copy. The writing of this latter scribe is small, crabbed, and ungrace-
ful. It makes the impression of being later than the time of the first scribe. It is
possible that our roll, bearing all that the first scribe had written (I 1-XXI 8) was in
use for a generation before the second scribe added the last two recipes (XXI 9-XXII

14). The final owner or user, for whom the second scribe copied the last two recipes,
may have been contemporary with the scribe of Papyrus Ebers. He may indeed have
been the owner both of our document and Papyrus Ebers, thus making it quite possible
that the two papyri were found together by the modern natives, and brought to Edwin

Smith together.
Regarding the age of these incantations and recipes on the verso, there is little to

establish a precise date. The section XVIII 1 to XXI 8 shows some indications of an

earlier date than our copy, but the last two recipes, written by the second scribe, are
probably not equally old.
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EIGHT INCANTATIONS AGAINST PEST

XVIII 1-XX 12

THESE interesting exorcisms are directed against some form of annually recurring
disease called " the pest of the year " or even merely " this year," an epidemic which
cannot be identified. Various divinities and disease demons are regarded as bearing
this pest,-and the charms are accordingly addressed to these maligant beings. The
most prominent among these is Sekhmet, a goddess often associated with war and
destruction. In one charm the hostile beings are enumerated as men, gods, spirits,
and the dead (XVIII 18). Again they are summarized as " every male spirit, every
female spirit, every male dead, every female dead, the form of every animal, the one
(fem.) which the crocodile has taken, the one which the serpent has stung, the one which
has perished by the knife, (or) the one who has died in his bed." It will be seen that
the dead, both of men and animals, occupy a prominent place among malignant
beings who afflict the living. The charms operate not merely to banish the hostile
powers, but also to call in beneficient divinities and spirits to aid in the protection of
the patient. All these divinities, spirits, genii, or demons are introduced with allusions,
usually very obscure, to incidents in the sacred myths now largely lost, producing
a magical hocus-pocus difficult to understand at best, and sometimes quite unin-
telligible.

The manner of uttering these charms is carefully prescribed and was evidently
considered important, for five of the incantations are followed by full directions for
pronouncing them in connection with certain acts and equipment. Thus the man to
be protected by the first incantation must wear two vulture feathers while the charm
is pronounced over him; the beneficiary of the second incantation must pronounce
it himself while carrying a piece of des-wood around the outside of his house; again
everything in a man's house may be protected from pest if he says the seventh incanta-
tion, while he has before him a nefret-flower, bound with a strip of linen to a piece of
des-wood, which he passes over the food, the bed, and other objects in the house.

The bearers of the pest are any of the malicious beings listed above, as those against
which the exorcisms are employed; but there may also be some other sources. It
is interesting to note that the bearer of the pest may be the wind (XVIII 8-9; and
12-18). It enters at the mouth and throat, and to prevent this a man should wear
about his neck a band of linen bearing written upon it the words of the fifth incanta-
tion. Even asses, " the besbes-goose," and " the green-breasted goose" may enter
his throat unless prevented by this charm (XIX 12). Again the bearer of the pest is
a fly which a man may accidentally swallow, and the sixth incantation is entirely
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devoted to such a case. It raises an interesting question of possible knowledge of the
fact that the fly is a bearer of disease. In this connection it is important to observe
that the seventh charm is directed against the possible lurking of the pest in food,
bedding, or any of the articles in the house.

TITLE OF THE FIRST INCANTATION

XVIII 1
XVII[ 1

Translation
Incantation for exorcising the wind of the pest of the year.

Commentary
" The pest of the year " presumably designates an annual epidemic of some kind.

There is no indication of the character of the disease anywhere in the following text.
It is characteristic of these magical exorcisms, which are both exorcisms and recipes,
that there should be no proper examination, and no conclusions regarding the seat
and the nature of the disease. The word q © y'd.t, rendered above as " pest,"
has been touched upon by Gardiner in his Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage (p. 25),
where the common application of the word as a term of opprobrium is mentioned,
and especially the frequent occurrence of the term " y'dt of the year" in magical
texts. The medical significance of y'd-t still remains to be cleared up. The genitive
rnp't " year," apparently adjectival, would be more in accordance with common
usage if joined by the genitive n-t "of;" but the direct genitive does not preclude
understanding rnp*t as adjectival in force, and equivalent to " annual."

FIRST INCANTATION

XVIII 1-8

24

I" y 

0
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I ! o -- 0NTTIO

MWMasa
rr TI AV~

Translation
O Flame-in-:His-Face ! Presider over the horizon, speak thou to the chief of the

Hemesut-house, who makes Osiris, first of the land, to flourish. 0 Nekhbet, lifting the
earth to the sky for her father, come thou, bind the two feathers around me, around
me, that I may live and flourish because I possess this White One. The first is the
Great One dwelling in HIeliopolis ; the second is Isis ; the third is Nephthys ; while
I am subject to thee (fer.).

O Seizer-of-the- Great- One, son of Sekhmet, mightiest of the mighty, son of the

Disease-Demon, Dened, son of i~athor, mistress of the crown (nt), and flooder of the
streams ; when thou voyagest in the Celestial Ocean, when thou sailest in the morning
barque, thou hast saved me from every sickness.

Commentary
The incantation consists of adjurations addressed to hostile demons, as well as to

protecting divinities, and filled with obscure epithets and allusions.
.( lmivt are personifications of graces and good qualities who appear at royal

births, as in the birth scenes of Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahari, and of Amenhotep III
at Luxor. Isis and Nephthys are familiar as beneficent goddesses, but Sekhmet is
a goddess of terror and destruction, and throughout these incantations is closely
connected with the pest.

.Dud is the name of a demon doubtless derived from the old word

d !nd, " anger, wrath " (Pyr. 68 b and 2072 d). Compare also dinn and dndn;,
likewise the barque called Th&d-qndrw. .Adn~ is an ailment in Pap. Ebers 102, 7
(compare also ibid. 102, 10). As a god .Dnd appears as one of the four ram-headed
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divinities in the Book of the Portals, 12th hour, upper row (Ramses VI, Tausert,
Ramses III, but not Seti II). Written Dndn this god appears as early as the Pyramid
Texts (200d), and as Dndnw, Pyr. 1254b. In late times he still survives as
or v ~w. Dndn in Edfu and Dendera (Rochem. I, p. 525 and II, p. 25; Mariette,
Dendr ah, I 28).

%~ IL y-ty, "Disease-Demon," is evidently a derivative from q
h'yt, " disease," but seems to be a rather rare word. It appears in the plural in the
Book of the Dead, Chapter CXLIX (ed. Budge, 1898, Text, p. 872), as a designation
of malignant demons.

S i fff"t, " flooder," or " flooding " (fem.) is rare. See Pyr. 295 c where it
is parallel with -- po . Compare also Pyr. 298 a.

S n$ d1hr.t, " sickness," is common in the medical papyri. See Pap. Hearst
IX 10; Pap. Ebers 41, 20; 52, 20; 89, 16; 89, 18; 101, 1-2 (twice); 100, 18-20
where it is explained in a gloss. A charm against snake-poison adjures the vessels
of the body not to take up (d4p) , p) f "the excretion of sickness
(Pap. Turin, ed. Pleyte-Rossi, 131,1. 11, magical text of the Empire, copied by Gardiner,
11. 10-11).

CONCLUSION OF THE FIRST INCANTATION

XVIII 8-9

Translation
Incantation against this year, with the breath of every evil wind.
Horus, Horus, healthy despite Sekhmet, is around all my flesh for life.

Commentary
The point of this conclusion is of course a mythological reference to the success of

the youthful Horus against his enemies. The flesh of the speaker of the charm is
perhaps parallel with the flesh of Osiris, the father of Horus, who shielded his father's
body. The same charm is found again in XIX 9 and XX 11.

This final charm introduced at the end is preceded by what appears to be a con-
cluding title, such as are so commonly found at the end of a charm in the Coffin Texts.
The determinative of nf.t " breath," is incorrectly written, by habit of the scribe,
with following w, as in the common word Pw "wind," always written with the sail
and w. See following context.
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DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNCING THE FIRST INCANTATION

XVIII 9-11
10

wTrnslaio

a { { c=c ~

Tr\ P Translationr

Speak the words over two vulture feathers, with which a man has covered himself,
placed as his protection in every place where he goes. It is a protection against
the year, expelling sickness in the year of pest.

Commentary
The two feathers here used in pronouncing the spell are of course applied to the

man to be protected, while uttering the passage (XVIII 3-4) of the spell referring to

the two feathers. It would seem that any person not yet suffering from disease, who
assumes the two feathers, and pronounces the incantation, is assured of protection
against the pest.

TITLE OF THlE SECOND INCANTATION

XVIII 11-12
14

Translation
Another (incantation) for exorcising the plague-bearing wind, the demons of disease,

the malignant spirits, messengers of Sekhmet.

Commentary
St Icy, " another," is a common introduction in the medical papyri for a now

recipe for the same purpose as the last. It passed on into Greek treatises as c7AA ws
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or d(Mo. See Wessely's publication of the Greek magical Papyri in Paris and London
in Denkschriften der Wiener Akademie, 1888. We have in this fact a clear indication
of the use of the old Egyptian papyri in Greek times.3#1 njs-tyw, "malignant spirits," is a rare word of vague meaning not closely
determined. I find no other example of its appearance outside of our papyrus, except
in a copy of a Karnak inscription made by Sethe for the Berlin Werterbuch, in a text
of Graeco-Roman age, which suggests that nqsstyw are genii or semi-divine beings of
some kind (W arterbuch copies by Sethe, 4, 44).

SECOND INCANTATION

XVIII 13-15

14

15

Translation
Withdraw, ye disease demons. The wind shall not reach me, that those who pass

by may pass by to work disaster against me. I am Horns who passes by the diseased
ones of Sekhmet, (even) Horus, Horns, healthy despite Sekhmet. I am the unique
one, son of Bastet. I die not through thee (fem.)

Commentary
In these incantations, " those who pass by "is a designation of all the hostile,

disease-bearing demons or beings against whom the charms are directed. The picture
seems to be that these malignant spirits pass by on the wind, as if borne by it. We
notice that this incantation is to be uttered while the man pronouncing it goes
around the outside of " his house," thus evidently preventing the dangerous winds
from entering the house. We have here doubtless the earliest occurrence of the
notion of pestilential or disease-bearing winds.
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"DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNCING THE SECOND INCANTATION

XVIII 15-16

L A1 LT,_

to .. ... G

Translation
Let the words be spoken by a man having a stick of des-wood in his hand, while

he comes forth into the open and goes around his house. He cannot die by the pest
of the year.

Commentary
The alleged power of the incantation is doubtless due to the unidentifiable wood

which the man pronouncing the charm carries in his hand as he makes the circuit of
his house, walking around the outside, and thus preventing the winds from entering.

TITLE OF THE THIRD INCANTATION

XVIII 17

Translation
Another protection against the pest of the year.

THlIIRD INCANTATION

XVIII 17-19

I-K 0
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Translation
I am the abomination that came forth out of Buto. 0 Meskhenet, that came forth

out of Heliopolis; 0 men, 0 gods, 0 spirits, 0 dead, be ye far from me. I am the
abomination.

Commentary
The protection consists in becoming something abhorred which the spirits dare

not approach. The form hr-tywny, a plural pseudo-participle, is found again in the
singular with the same meaning in the next charm (XIX 2). Its optative force is
unusual. Gardiner calls my attention to its similar use in Mutter and Kind (8, 6-8,
several times).

FOURTH INCANTATION

XVIII 19-XIX 2

XI 1

2

Translation

Another (incantation). I am the healthy one in the way of the passer by. Shall
I be smitten, while I am healthy ? I have seen the great disaster. 0 this fever, do
not assail me, (for) I am the one who has come forth out of the disaster. Be thou far
from me.

Commentary

A charm the effectiveness of which consists in its asseverations of safety and

escape, a common device in Egyptian magic.
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FIFTH INCANTATION

XIX 2-9

LLi bf~oI

I

44~

hidden 5 tigthtaenBo mayT not shl o ne nom eto h onn

AR -7 ! G D-

folloersofantherearantits ielonHousiat,JenaHons,eaykespitteiskmeat, i
[aond allyflesheforli fe.y
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Commentary
The force of the charm seems to be exerted against a group of the dead, both men

and animals residing in Buto, and who are first called, therefore," the hidden things
that are in Buto," as a kind of group designation followed by a list of the members of
the group. They belong in the innermost center of Buto, for the unusual phrase
-+m, literally " dwelling in the inside of," must have some special significance
here.

The two negatives together, q1 ,z , are probably a double negative for the
sake of emphasis ; the verb to which they most probably belong is c-, where we
would expect 'A _hn, "approach." o literally means "my mat," here used for
" my seat." The verb before " knife " has been smeared by the scribe's finger and
is illegible ; but the context and parallelism show clearly that it must mean something
like " perish." Presumably the slaughter of an animal with the knife is the form
of death here intended. o hp, rendered above "die," is doubtless connected with
the verb *A Lhpy, " to go " or " depart." The final statement of the charm is found
also in XVIII 9 and XX 11, and from these parallels we are able to supply the word

~ 1 h , " around," omitted by error of the scribe.

DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNCING THE FIFTH INCANTATION

XIX 9-14
10

11

13

14
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Translation
Speak the words over (images of) Sekhmet, Bastet, Osiris, and Neheb-kau,

written with frankincense on a band of fine linen and attached to a man at his throat.
It will prevent asses from entering, - - the besbes-goose to me, and the green-breasted
goose. The protection of the life of Neit is around me, (even of) her who is over the
escaped of the sower. Bastet is repelled from the house of a man. A man shall say
(it) at the life of the year.

Commentary

The mention of the asses and the geese is of course in harmony with the inclusion
of the animals in the charm in 1. 6. There is apparently corruption of the text in the
passage ,-- <= - B which remains unintelligible. The besbes-goose is rare and found
only in the mastaba tomb of Manofer (Sakkara Tomb 17, Lepsius, Denkmdler, II
70= Berlin 1108). It is evidently an old word. The " green-breast" is better
known and occurs in the Middle Kingdom a number of times, and once in the Empire.
Neither variety can be identified with exactness. The obscure epithet after Neit (or
should we render "crown" as in XVIII 62 ) is quite unintelligible. Bastet as an un-
friendly goddess is also found in XIX 20. The " life of the year " perhaps means the
" yield of the year," that is, at harvest time; but this is uncertain.

TITLE OF THE SIXTH INCANTATION

XIX 14

Translation
Incantation for cleansing a fly.

Commentary
Although not clear in this title, the case is one of a man who accidentally swallowed

a fly, thought to be a bearer of disease, here presumably the pest.

SIXTH INCANTATION

XIX 14-18
15

09
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17

18

Translation

The mouth of this man who is under my fingers, and so forth, is the mouth of

a rhungryl calf, when he comes forth from his mother's womb. This insect which has

entered into this his belly, (although) he has entered, shall come forth alive, issuing

to the ground as earth or as excrement, without injuring his belly, (but) coming forth

as his excrement from him, having been assigned to Akeru.

Commentary
As literally stated in the title the charm is for cleansing the fly, not for cleansing

the man of the fly. Nevertheless the first statement of the incantation is that the
mouth of the man who has swallowed the fly is as the mouth of a new-born calf, that

is, entirely clean. It is evidently considered highly important that the stomach and
intestines should be relieved of the fly.

- J bhs hbw, rendered above " rhungryl calf" is a rare term of great
age. It is known elsewhere only in the Pyramid Texts (225 b). The difficulty is the

word hgbw, which is of uncertain meaning. Important for our passage is a similar

statement in the Pyramid Texts. The dead king is purified, and one says to him:

SJI_ q ®q -e q " Thy mouth is the mouth of a milk-calf on the day
on which he is born " (Pyr. 27 d). The parallelism would suggest that h>bw might

possibly mean " sucking " or the like. " Akeru" is an earth-god, to whom the
excrement is here consigned.

TITLE OF THE SEVENTH INCANTATION

XIX 18-19

Translation
Incantation for cleansing everything from pest.

1i2
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SEVENTH INCANTATION

XIX 19-XX 5

rpte aa n IXX~1

-"A1 h ~ If

AQ5lk

I~C1a \\

Translation
Thy messengers are consumed, 0 Sekhmet;! thy demons of disease retreat, 0

Bastet. The Year does not pass by to work disaster against me. Thy breath does
not reach me. I am Htorns over the diseased ones of Sekhmet, I am thy Horus,0 Sekhmet; I am thy unique one, 0 Buto. I die not by thee ; I die not by thee.
I am the rejoicing one, I am the jubilating one. 0 son of Bastet, descend not upon
me;, 0 Dweller in the Sepsepu, approach me not, draw not near me. I am the king in
the midst of his rshelterli
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Commentary
The charm is full of obscure allusions. "9;''I . ndsds, probably meaning to "burn,

consume," is a rare word occurring elsewhere seemingly only in the Book of the Dead,
ed. Naville, 78, 82. The obscure "sepsepu " may possibly be connected with the
Ptolemaic word o o 00% *spsp, "to rob" or similar. The older word 1011Q o

4pep, "to tousle, disarrange, pull, drag" (Carter-Newberry, Tomb of Thoutmsis,
IY, 46042) makes little or no sense here. The last word, t y. rendered
with uncertainty "fshelterl," is unknown elsewhere.

DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNcING THE SEVENTH INCANTATION

XX 5-8

E ~f l h I /1 IC~ ~

~M~h I _n~,C T- BT
Lt a m n ay X tinantain before a ner b

wise ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s bytebds1ilb1peetd

oaf

,,,,,,A a ommentar

Let nfrmansatillnientinfie a rflower, anod olikeieucertain.s-wThe

latter was used against the pest in the Second Incantation (XVIII 15).
h' tyw is commonly considered to mean " clothing," as in the Pyramid Texts (737 b)
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or later, Gayet, Le Temple de Louxor, p1. 12, 4 (Eighteenth Dynasty) and Dumichen,
Historische Inschriften, II 36 d (Medinet Habu, Eighteenth Dynasty); but it seems
obvious that we must render linen in our incantation.

EIGHTH INCANTATION

XX 8-11

EJ I cp~g~ cQ IM
I0

© C 0w I I I~

SIe

Translation
Another (incantation). A shames-flower is on me, the abomination of thy followers.

Thy diseased ones avoid me, the stretching of thy snare avoids me; I am the escaped
one of thy birds. Horus, Horus, healthy despite Sekhmet, is around all my flesh for life.

Commentary
Tihe identity of the P gm or "s/hams-flower " is unknown. It is

evidently some flower supposed to be effective in warding off pest, and may have been
some marsh flower growing like a thicket and thus furnishing a refuge for birds in
escaping the snare of the fowler.

DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNCING THE EIGHTH INCANTATION

XX 11-12

Translation
Let a man say this incantation when a shames-flower has been given to him in

his hand.
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Commentary

This is in accordance with the statement in the charm, "A shames-flower is on me."
This eighth incantation concludes the series employed in exorcising the pest. The
following recipe is for a female trouble and has no connection with the pest series.

RECIPE FOR FEMALE TROUBLES

XX 18-XXI 3

This case, like those in the latter part of Papyrus Ebers, begins with an examina-
tion. No title is prefixed. The diagnosis clearly indicates suspension or interruption
of the menses. The treatment consists of three recipes : one internal and two external.
The composition of the internal remedy is too uncertain to permit any opinion regard-
ing its efficacy; while the ointments applied externally were quite obviously of no
value. The final fumigation was rather a matter of toilet than of medical treatment.

EXAMINATION

XX 13-14
13

14

Translation

If thou examinest a woman suffering in her abdomen, so that the menstrual
discharge cannot come away for her; and thou findest trouble in the upper part of
her vulva, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

Commentary

It is obvious that in this recipe the word ='7 r'-yb, commonly meaning "stomach,"
is applied here to the female organs, especially the uterus, and as doubtless loosely
used to designate this region, perhaps best rendered by " abdomen," as above. The
most common term, usually employed by the Egyptians for this region, is the more
general designation h-t, " belly, womb." See XIX 15, 16, and 17.

The word rendered " vulva" is written with the determinative only, and should

perhaps be otherwise interpreted. See the word vulva in the diagnosis.
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DIAGONOSIS

XX 14-15

Translation
Thou shouldst say concerning her : " It is obstruction of the blood in her vulva."

FIRST TREATMENT, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL

XX 15-17

III'

116
/1 I IIII

. ° -- '

cS I I D ..I I I m --II ___

Translation

Thou shouldst prepare for her :

Warn,
Grease,
Sweet beer

Cooked and drunk for four days.

Besides preparing for her (the prescription called)" Discharge of the blood " (as

follows) : Oil, tepnenet, eye-.paint, sweet frankincense. Mix, (and) anoint the organ

therewith very frequently.
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Commentary

The first drug in the internal prescription, which was to be carried by the beer as
a solvent, is unfortunately entirely unknown and cannot be identified. A plant of
this name occurs twice in Pap. Ebers (92, 17 and 69, 11), and once in the Berlin Medical
Papyrus (3038, 5, 12); and the fruit of this plant is employed in recipes in Hearst
(VIII 6; IX 6--7; V 3 and duplicates in Ebers). See also Ebers 18, 8; 21, 22; 22,
3; 22, 5; 5, 1; 50, 15; 18, 14; and Pap. Berlin (8038, 1, 2). Presumably it is
this unidentified fruit which is employed here.

As commonly in the Egyptian medical papyri, the solids are enumerated first and
the solvent which is to carry them is placed at the end. The measures of parts seem
to be in two different series. Wam is measured by the heket, a common grain measure
containing almost 300 cubic inches. Our common bushel contains about 7j heket.
Roughly a heket was a little more than half a peck, that is a little more than four
quarts, and a sixteenth of a heket would therefore have been a trifle over half a pint of
the wan fruit, of which the patient is to take a decoction. The grease is followed by
the fraction j which does not imply any unit of measure; but the sign after the sweet
beer indicates j of a heket which would be a little over a pint.

The external remedy also begins with an unknown drug. The eye-paint was black
antimony. Its Egyptian name M aian name mdmt has been corrupted into Coptic crH
Greek oUTI p L, and finally Latin stibium. Whether the ingredients when mixed formed
a powder or an ointment is uncertain without knowing more about tepnenet, but the
verb " anoint " suggests ointment.

The word employed for the female organ here, __ ks, is not known elsewhere.

ALTERNATIVE EXTERNAL TREATMENT

XX 18-XXI 3
18

XXI 1

2
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Translation
Thou shouldst put hezret-ears into ointment. If afterward she has an evil odor,

wipe her off and anoint her two labia therewith very frequently. Thou shouldst apply
frankincense and incense between her two loins, (and) cause the smoke thereof to
enter her flesh.

Commentary
The active agency in the ointment prescribed is a plant evidently having leaves

which resemble the ears of an animal. This animal, 5 - hdr-t, is known from a list
of villages in an Old Kingdom mastaba (No. 45, Lepsius, Denkmdiler, II 29), in which
the determinative looks something like a hyena. See also Cairo 20066 and 20055, both
from the Middle Kingdom. In the storming of Dapur (Lepsius, ibid. III 166), Sethe,
collating the original, suggests a Springmaus or some similar creature. It must have
been some animal not distasteful to the Egyptians, for the word occurs as the name
of both men and women.

de nph.wyU (dual) is anatomically uncertain, but occurs with meanings which
must be connected with the lower part of the trunk; hence the rendering above, which
may be too much localized. The purpose of the incense burning is of course obvious.

TWO RECIPES FOR THE COMPLEXION

XXI 3-8

These are obviously toilet preparations having no place among medical recipes,
although a number of recipes for such preparations are included in the Papyrus Ebers.
The ingredients are again of too uncertain identity for us to say much regarding the
virtue of these two preparations for the complexion.

I. RECIPE FOR TRANSFORMING THE SKIN

XXI 3-6
4

I I I \ I I I

6oL~~?
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Translation
A recipe for transforming the skin:

Honey, 1
Red natron, 1
Northern salt, 1

Triturate together (and) anoint therewith.

Commen tary

If the natron here called ,, mn is the same as the other variety ' o ntry,
discussed above in Case 46, its chief ingredient was a sesquicarbonate of sodium. See
commentary on XVI 4. " Northern salt " will be found discussed in Case 41 (XIV
5-6) and was chiefly chloride of sodium.

II. RECIPE FOR BEAUTIFYING THE FACE

XXI 6-8

o

c55 0 ~C

Natro rkrns I

Northern salt, -

Honey, 1
Mix together, (and) anoint therewith.
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Commentary
The uncertain word o~,, dkcw, rendered "rkernelsl," is elsewhere a designation for

a preparation of grain. It may here possibly designate the physical form in which the
alabaster and the natron were employed.

RECIPE FOR TRANSFORMING AN OLD MAN INTO A YOUTH

XXI 9-XXII 10

Thus far the writing of the Papyrus Edwin Smith was the work of a single scribal
hand, which copied all the material on the recto (seventeen columns) and three columns
and eight lines on the verso. The last twenty-six lines (XXI 9-XXII 14) were added
by a different hand at some later date. The two recipes added by this second scribe
have no relation to each other whatsoever; but it is obvious that the first of the two,
which we are now taking up, was suggested by the preceding recipes for the com-
plexion; this recipe for transforming an old man into a youth being simply another
face ointment designed to banish the traces of age from the face.

As an illustration of the apothecary's art in the Sixteenth Century B.c., this recipe
is of unusual interest. It describes in great detail the preparation of an aqueous solid
extract of an unidentified fruit, and the successive stages of the process are fully ex-
plained. The resulting paste or ointment is externally applied, and the directions for
use assure us that the result is complete removal of all signs of age. It will be seen
then that what we have in this early oriental predecessor of the elixir of life is simply
a face paste which will remove wrinkles. It seems to have claimed no effect upon the
waning vitality of an old man. It is of interest to note that like the later elixir of life
it was to be kept in a precious vase or flask of semi-precious stone.

TITLE

XXI 9

Translation
Beginning of the Book of Transforming an Old Man into a Youth.

Commentary
While the meaning of this title is perfectly clear, a slight verbal modification of the

rendering proposed is possible. The idiom .. .. yr.t ...... m, meaning " to
transform ....... into," literally to " make ..... into " is well known. In
oriental hyperbole, when a boastful official digs a well in the desert he says : " I made
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the highlands a river, and the upper valleys a water way" (see Lepsius, Denkmiler, II
149, e, II. 10-11, and the author's Ancient Records, I, paragr. 447). My friend Professor
Golenischeff suggests that we should find here two other idiomatic uses of yr-t, "to
make," which are also well established, viz. " to pass" (time), or again "to make"
an official, meaning " to be " such an official. He quotes the well-known passage from
Papyrus Prisse (5, 2):

and renders, " To be an old man is evil for people in every respect" (or" to pass old
age is evil etc."). While we may object to render the form as an infinitive in Papy-

rus Prisse, Professor Golenischeff's suggestion seems to be perfectly possible in our
passage. It would not essentially alter the meaning of the title, which in either case
signifies much the same thing, whether we render as above or call it with Professor
Golenischeff " the Book of Passing Old Age as a Youth."

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING THE RECIPE

XXI 9-XXII 7
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c Q ~ a c0 0

o ... 1 Q .. , o f c> lia O I I Is7

Trlatio

Eh~V~hZo ~p-~, -L I :, J~2

r4 . .. .o Y 4Y -Pi

Let there be brought a large quantity of hemayet-fruit, about two khar. It
should be bruised and placed in the sun. Then when it is entirely dry let it be rhuskedl
as grain is rhuskedi, and it should be winnowed until (only) the fruit thereof remains.
Everything that comes therefrom shall be measured, (and) let it be sifted after the
manner of the rthreshing floors with the sieve. Measure likewise everything that
comes from these fruits and make them into two portions : one consisting of these
fruits and the other even so. Treat one like the other.

(First Process)
Let it be set aside, mixed with water. Make into a soft mass and let it be placed

in a new jar over the fire (and) cooked very thoroughly, making sure that they boil,
evaporating the juice thereof and drying them, until it is like dry, without moisture
therein. Let it be dug out (of the jar). Now when it is cool, let it be put into (another)
jar in order to wash it in the river. Let it be washed thoroughly, making sure that
they are washed by tasting the taste of this water that is in the jar (until) there is no
bitterness at all therein. It should be placed in the sun, spread out on launderer's
linen. Now when it is dry, it should be ground upon a grinding mill-stone.

(Second Process)
Let it be set aside in water. Make like a soft mass and let it be placed in a jar

over the fire and cooked thoroughly, making sure that it boils, that the fluids of the
mass may go forth therefrom. A man shall dip out the mass that has come of it with
a dipper. Put into a hin-jar after it is rof the consistency) of clay. Rub and make
thick its reonsistencyl. Dip out this mass and put upon a linen cover on the top of
this hin-jar. Now afterward it should be put into a vase of costly stone.
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Commentary

There is much that is not clear in this interesting account of the processes for

making an aqueous extract. In the first place the fruit from which it is made cannot

be identified. It will be found discussed in Case 45 (XV 15). It evidently had a hard

husk or shell, which suggests that it might even have been a variety of nut.

-ft fh'r must be a loose use of the term here as "measure." It can hardly be

2j bushels, making a total of 5 bushels, as computed by Griffith in his excellent article

(Proceedings of the Socy. of Biblical Archaeol., 14 (1892), p. 421).

dn, " thresh," or possibly ndl, perhaps meaning " to husk," is slightly

uncertain in the reading. The - is thrown back under the '-, so that one is

uncertain whether the n or the d is to be read first. It may possibly be an alphabetic

writing of jV..- nd, " grind," although if so, it would be the only example of this

writing in our papyrus.
In favor of the reading dn, D6vaud recalls ao I, (Sall. I 4, 12 and

Amenemope 19, 9), probably meaning "threshing floor "; compare S. tnoo :

B. 'ntoeo'. This etymology would indicate the meaning "thresh" for our

verb dn.
The meaning of " everything that comes therefrom "is not wholly clear. It might

mean exclusively the kernel or meat extracted from the husk; it might also include

the husk which in the immediately following instructions might form the second

portion.
? 3 is a word of uncertain reading, and the meaning furthermore is also un-

settled. It might also be read 0® .

Very important for an understanding of these directions is the meaning of the
"two portions." As noted just above, it might at first be supposed to mean the husks

as one portion and the fruits or kernels as the other. This would seem to be involved
in the phrase " one consisting of these fruits ; " but the other portion is not sufficiently

described in the following directions to make its character unequivocal. In any case
we must conclude that the " two portions " are both subjected to the same two

processes for making an aqueous extract. These two processes are identical in the
beginning stages. They both begin as follows:

First Process: (XXI 15-16);

Second Process: - (XXII 2-8),

the second being somewhat shortened. They then proceed with the steps for producing
a thick decoction by boiling and evaporation. The language of the two shows interest-
ing variants, important for our knowledge of the Egyptian dictionary. The first
process concludes with the production of a dry powder, while the second results in
a mass obviously of thick consistency, which is kept in a vase.
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The relation of the two processes is obscure. There is no explicit indication in the
text where the directions for the second process begin. Furthermore the product
resulting from the first process is never mentioned again. Indeed the directions for
using the preparation (XXII 7) clearly show that the finished preparation is a soft
mass with which the user can " anoint " himself. These facts seem to show that the
dry powder produced by the first process (and otherwise dropped in XXII 2, without
further reference being made to it) is again placed to soak in water (XXII 2) just as
at first (XXI 15-16), and is then boiled and evaporated a second time, to form at
last a thick paste. In that case we must suppose that the directions to make two
portions simply indicate that the quantity of the fruit taken was too large to be made
up in one lot, and that the apothecary is therefore to divide it up into two lots merely
for making.

*= Al d.t, meaning " mass " or similar, I was at first inclined to read ' rd.t
fat," used like mrh.t, " grease," in this passage for designating a soft mass; but

D6vaud calls my attention to the Coptic &'' w CeT ,& 'ti.looy epoc
eTpenTI w e cnon (Zoega, Cat., p. 562, 14), which makes the reading gd't per-
fectly certain. For the Id-sign see also XXI 18.

U78 4bh, " jar," is a new word, seemingly unknown elsewhere.
7-q' nkwt, " moisture," is also an unknown word, but the context here renders

this translation fairly certain. See Coptic etymologies, pp. 595 f.
The curious use of ? before finite forms of the verb in 1. 17 and again in 1. 21 raises

a question of syntax. Sethe suggests that it simply means " and " as sometimes
between two nouns.

e hr, "evaporate," is not known elsewhere with this meaning. In the
examples known (Daressy, Recueil de tray. 16, 125 and Diimichen, Geogr. Inschr.,
IV, 113) it means " consume."

~ _ . wgm," grinding," is not otherwise known with the causative 4 with the
following e preserved. The simplex occurs in an interesting Old Kingdom relief
scene showing two women grinding. One says: ~ ~ e " Grind thoroughly,"
and the other replies: q I q~ o=n "I am grinding as hard as I can " (Erman,
Reden, pp. 18-19, from Cairo 1534). The causative with loss of the e is found in
Pap. Ebers (21, 12), where a recipe is to be triturated in "°q2c(= "in a stone
mortar" ' "," until you pulverize it." i wgm as a kind of grain,
evidently from the root " to grind," occurs in the Ramesseum List Papyrus 261,
and again Urk. IV 687.

f of pnd-t is otherwise unknown except in two passages in Pap. Ebers, which
do not aid us as to the meaning. An examination of the parallel passage in the first
process (XXI 17) shows that our pnd.t is parallel with " the juice thereof." Pnd.t
must therefore mean something like " fluids."

Kk
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'd (possibly to be read : ~~~ is an entirely unknown word. The
rendering above is a guess. Just what happens to the mass placed in the hin-jar is
not at all clear. At the end of the hin-jar stage the soft mass is spread on a piece of
linen stretched over the top of the jar, seemingly as old-fashioned cottage cheese
is so placed in order to drain it, the fluid draining back into the jar. It was at this
stage still fluid enough to be " dipped."

At the close of the second process the resulting paste is ready for use, and is
therefore placed in a toilet vase of some costly stone like lapis lazuli, jasper, or
possibly alabaster or aragonite.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
XXII 7-10

s

10

I '~Ic I a,

Translation

Anoint a man therewith. It is a remover of rwrinklesl from the head. When
the flesh is smeared therewith, it becomes a beautifier of the skin, a remover of
rblemishesl, of all rdisfigurementsl, of all signs of age, of all rweaknessesl which are
in the flesh. Found effective myriads of times.

Commentary

The passage contains a series of uncertain words which are not found elsewhere.
These are all enclosed in half-brackets. The word __ m~ty is evidently a derivative
of the familiar word my " grow old," and must mean something like " signs of

old age." The other words undoubtedly list some of the unsightly external indications
of adarnedrage,1Vbut i i ~rimpsibede~~ trn their specficmeannigs.
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RECIPE FOR SOME AILMENT OF THE ANUS AND VICINITY

XXII 11-14

The examination, introduced by the verb "inspect" (in") in place of the usual
" examine "Qt ,y), is hardly worthy of the name, and recalls the lack of a full examina-
tion so usual in the recipe papyri. As there is no diagnosis, the recipe follows directly
upon the brief examination, the whole case occupying only a little over three lines.

EXAMINATION

XXII 11-12

19--~~--~ --

MMMA
12

Translation
If thou inspectest a man ailing in his anus, (and) whether standing or sitting,

suffering very greatly with seizures in both his legs, (conclusion in treatment).

Commentary
l nfr~wt, " seizures," is a word not found elsewhere in Egyptian documents.

It may possibly be derived from the well-known word' nary, "to seize," and
hence the rendering above.

TREATMENT

XXII 12-14

.... ... <= I I ^> I I )I I I 1

a I i .,.1I il~N% ~I

Kk2
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Translation

Thou shouldst give to him a recipe, an ointment of great protection (as follows) :
Acacia leaves, ground, triturated and cooked together. Smear a strip of fine linen
therewith and place in the anus, that he may recover immediately.

Commentary

.4tp, " strip," is not a common word. It is found made of " fine linen "
(pit) as here, in Turin Papyri, ed. Pleyte and Rossi, 31, 3 and 77, 17; and in Pap.
Leyden I 346, 2, 3. Gardiner calls my attention to it also in his transcription of Pap.
Leyden 947, 12, 9. As a magical bandage it is also mentioned in Mutter und Kind
VIII 83; the London Medical Papyrus 14, 8-9. Made of ) Llh4ty it appears
in the Kahun Medical Papyrus 2, 8 and in Pap. Hearst I 16; and without indication
of the material it appears again in Pap. Hearst X 8-9.
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INCANTATIONS AND RECIPES

N.B. The sub-titles have all been inserted by the modern editor and are not found
in the original text. Each of the ancient titles has likewise been introduced by a title
inserted by the present editor.

EIGHT INCANTATIONS AGAINST PEST

TITLE OF THE FIRST INCANTATION

XVIII 1

Incantation for exorcising the wind of the pest of the year.

FIRST INCANTATION

XVIII 1-8

O Flame-in-His-Face ! Presider over the horizon, speak thou to the chief of the
Hemesut-house, who makes Osiris, first of the land, to flourish. 0 Nekhbet, lifting the
earth to the sky for her father, come thou, bind the two feathers around me, around
me, that I may live and flourish because I possess this White One. The first is the
Great One dwelling in Heliopolis ; the second is Isis; the third is Nephthys; while
I am subject to thee (fem.).

O Seizer-of-the-Great-One, son of Sekhmet, mightiest of the mighty, son of the
Disease-Demon, Dened, son of Hathor, mistress of the crown (nt), and flooder of the
streams; when thou voyagest in the Celestial Ocean, when thou sailest in the morning
barque, thou hast saved me from every sickness.

CONCLUSION OF THE FIRST INCANTATION

XVIII 8-9

Incantation against this year, with the breath of every evil wind.
Horus, Horus, healthy despite Sekhmet, is around all my flesh for life.

DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNCING THE FIRST INCANTATION

XVIII 9-11

Speak the words over two vulture feathers, with which a man has covered himself,
placed as his protection in every place where he goes. It is a protection against the
year, expelling sickness in the year of pest.
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TITLE OF THE SECOND INCANTATION

XVIII 11-12

Another (incantation) for exorcising the plague-bearing wind, the demons of dis-
ease, the malignant spirits, messengers of Sekhmet.

SECOND INCANTATION

XVIII 13-15

Withdraw, ye disease demons. The wind shall not reach me, that those who pass
by may pass by to work disaster against me. I am Horus who passes by the diseased
ones of Sekhmet, (even) Horus, Horus, healthy despite Sekhmet. I am the unique
one, son of Bastet. I die not through thee (fem.).

DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNCING THE SECOND INCANTATION

XVIII 15-16

Let the words be spoken by a man having a stick of des-wood in his hand, while he
comes forth into the open and goes around his house. He cannot die by the pest of the
year.

TITLE OF THE THIRD INCANTATION

XVIII 17

Another protection against the pest of the year.

THIRD INCANTATION

XVIII 17-19

I am the abomination that came forth out of Buto. 0 Meskhenet, that came forth
out of Heliopolis; 0 men, 0 gods, 0 spirits, 0 dead, be ye far from me. I am the
abomination.

FOURTH INCANTATION

X VIII 19-XIX 2

Another (incantation). I am the healthy one in the way of the passer by. Shall I
be smitten, while I am healthy ? I have seen the great disaster. 0 this fever, do not
assail me, (for) I am the one who has come forth out of the disaster. Be thou far
from me.

FIFTH INCANTATION

XIX 2-9

Copy of another (incantation). 0 Jubilation, Jubilation, take not this my heart,
nor this my breast for Sekhmet. Take not my liver for Osiris, in order that the
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hidden things that are in Buto may not, shall not enter into my seat on the morning
of counting the Horus-eye, even every male spirit, every female spirit, every male dead,
every female dead, the form of every animal, the one (fem.) which the crocodile has
taken, the one (masc.) which the serpent has stung, the one which has rperishedl by the
knife, (or) the one who has died in his bed. Ye demons of disease, of the followers of
the year and its yield, lo, Horus, even Horus, healthy despite Sekhmet, is [around] all
my flesh for life.

DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNCING THE FIFTH INCANTATION

XIX 9-14

Speak the words over (images of) Sekhmet, Bastet, Osiris, and Neheb-kau,
written with frankincense on a band of fine linen and attached to a man at his throat.
It will prevent asses from entering, - - the besbes-goose to me, and the green-breasted
goose. The protection of the life of Neit is around me, (even of) her who is over the
escaped of the sower. Bastet is repelled from the house of a man. A man shall say
(it) at the life of the year.

TITLE OF THE SIXTH INCANTATION

XIX 14
Incantation for cleansing a fly.

SIXTH INCANTATION

XIX 14-18

The mouth of this man who is under my fingers, and so forth, is the mouth of a
[hungryl calf, when he comes forth from his mother's womb. This insect which has
entered into this his belly, (although) he has entered, shall come forth alive, issuing to
the ground as earth or as excrement, without injuring his belly, (but) coming forth as
his excrement from him, having been assigned to Akeru.

TITLE OF THE SEVENTH INCANTATION

XIX 18-19

Incantation for cleansing everything from pest.

SEVENTH INCANTATION

XIX 19-XX 5

Thy messengers are consumed, 0 Sekhmet; thy demons of disease retreat, 0
Bastet. The Year does not pass by to work disaster against me. Thy breath
does not reach me. I am Horus over the diseased ones of Sekhmet, I am thy Horus,
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O Sekhmet; I am thy unique one, 0 Buto. I die not by thee; I die not by thee.
I am the rejoicing one, I am the jubilating one. 0 son of Bastet, descend not upon me;
O Dweller in the Sepsepu, approach me not, draw not near me. I am the king in the
midst of his rshelterl.

DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNCING THE SEVENTH INCANTATION

XX 5-8

Let a man say this incantation before a nefret-flower, bound to a piece of des-wood,

and tied with a strip of linen. Let them be passed over the things; the pest will be
exorcised, (and) the passage of the disease-demons by everything that is eaten, like-
wise by the beds, will be prevented.

EIGHTH INCANTATION

XX 8-11

Another (incantation). A shames-flower is on me, the abomination of thy followers.
Thy diseased ones avoid me, the stretching of thy snare avoids me; I am the escaped
one of thy birds. Horus, Horus, healthy despite Sekhmet, is around all my flesh for
life.

DIRECTIONS FOR PRONOUNCING THE EIGHTH INCANTATION

XX 11-12

Let a man say this incantation when a shames-flower has been given to him in
his hand.

RECIPE FOR FEMALE TROUBLES

XX 18-XXI 8

EXAMINATION

XX 183-14

If thou examinest a woman suffering in her abdomen, so that the menstrual dis-
charge cannot come away for her; and thou findest trouble in the upper part of her
vulva, (conclusion follows in diagnosis).

DIAGNOSIS

XX 14-15

Thou shouldst say concerning her : " It is obstruction of the blood in her vulva."
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FIRST TREATMENT, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL

XX 15-17

Thou shouldst prepare for her:

Wam, 3
Grease,
Sweet beer, p

Cooked and drunk for four days.

Besides preparing for her (the prescription called) " Discharge of the blood " (as
follows) : Oil, tepnenet, eye-paint, sweet frankincense. Mix, (and) anoint the organ
therewith very frequently.

ALTERNATIVE EXTERNAL TREATMENT

XX 18-XXI 3

Thou shouldst put hezret-ears into ointment. If afterward she has an evil odor,
wipe her off and anoint her two labia therewith very frequently. Thou shouldst apply
frankincense and incense between her two loins, (and) cause the smoke thereof to enter
her flesh.

TWO RECIPES FOR THE COMPLEXION

XXI 3-8

I. RECIPE FOR TRANSFORMING THE SKIN

XXI 3-6

A recipe for transforming the skin:

Honey, 1
Red natron, 1
Northern salt, 1

Triturate together (and) anoint therewith.

II. RECIPE FOR BEAUTIFYING TIHE FACE

XXI 6-8

Another (recipe) for beautifying the face:

Alabaster rkernelsl, 1
Natron 1kemrnelsl, 1

Northern salt, 1

Honey, 1

Mix together, (and) anoint therewith.
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RECIPE FOR TRANSFORMING AN OLD MAN INTO A YOUTH

XXI 9-XXII 10

TITLE

XXI 9

Beginning of the Book of Transforming an Old Man into a Youth.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING THE RECIPE

XXI 9-XXII 7

Let there be brought a large quantity of hemayet-fruit, about two khar. It should
be bruised and placed in the sun. Then when it is entirely dry let it be rhuskedi as
grain is rhuskedl, and it should be winnowed until (only) the fruit thereof remains.
Everything that comes therefrom shall be measured, (and) let it be sifted after the
manner of the rthreshing floor1 with the sieve. Measure likewise everything that
comes from these fruits and make them into two portions: one consisting of these
fruits and the other even so. Treat one like the other.

(First Process)

Let it be set aside, mixed with water. Make into a soft mass and let it be placed
in a new jar over the fire (and) cooked very thoroughly, making sure that they boil,
evaporating the juice thereof and drying them, until it is like dry, without moisture
therein. Let it be dug out (of the jar). Now when it is cool, let it be put into (another)
jar in order to wash it in the river. Let it be washed thoroughly, making sure that they
are washed by tasting the taste of this water that is in the jar (until) there is no bitter-
ness at all therein. It should be placed in the sun, spread out on launderer's linen.
Now when it is dry, it should be ground upon a grinding mill-stone.

(Second Process)

Let it be set aside in water. Make like a soft mass and let it be placed in a jar over
the fire and cooked thoroughly, making sure that it boils, that the fluids of the mass
may go forth therefrom. A man shall dip out the mass that has come of it with a
dipper. Put into a hin-jar after it is rof the consistencyl of clay. Rub and make thick
its rconsistencyl. Dip out this mass and put upon a linen cover on the top of this
hin-jar. Now afterward it should be put into a vase of costly stone.

DIRECTIONS FOR UsE

XXII 7-10

Anoint a man therewith. It is a remover of rwrinklesl from the head. When the
flesh is smeared therewith, it becomes a beautifier of the skin, a remover of rblemishes1,
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of all rdisfigurementsl, of all signs of age, of all rweaknessesl which are in the flesh.
Found effective myriads of times.

RECIPE FOR SOME AILMENT OF THE ANUS AND VICINITY

XXII 11-14

EXAMINATION

XXII 11-12

If thou inspectest a man ailing in his anus, (and) whether standing or sitting,
suffering very greatly with seizures in both his legs, (conclusion in treatment).

TREATMENT

XXII 12-14

Thou shouldst give to him a recipe, an ointment of great protection (as follows)
Acacia leaves, ground, triturated and cooked together. Smear a strip of fine linen
therewith and place in the anus, that he may recover immediately.
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EXPLANATIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

References to Part I, the Surgical Treatise on the recto, are all double, that is, first by case and

second by column and line. Thus, C. =" Case ", that is, one of the forty-eight cases of the Surgical

Treatise; the number is that of the case; thus " C. 25 " = Case 25. In the second reference the
Roman numerals designate the columns of the original manuscript; while the following Arabic
numerals designate the lines of the original manuscript. The numbering of the lines is not consecu-

tive throughout the document, but begins anew with each column.

References to Part II, the Incantations and Recipes, the magical material on the verso (which
has nothing to do with the Surgical Treatise), are, are, in the case of an incantation, double; that is,
first by incantation, and second by column and line. Thus "I. 4 "= Incantation No. 4.

A reference in black letter thus: 0. 18, VII 13, indicates the particular passage in the com-

mentary where full discussion of a word or passage will be found. Occasionally more than one such

black letter reference indicates that the discussion was necessarily divided. All other references
indicate merely the occurrence of the word.

The half-brackets (r 1) indicate that the word so enclosed is of uncertain meaning. If they

enclose hieroglyphs or a transliteration, the half-brackets indicate an uncertain reading or uncertain
restoration.

" g." after a proper name = god or goddess.

A brief explanation of the transliteration of hieroglyphic into Roman letters will be found

on pp. xxi and xxii, and should be consulted by non-Egyptologists.

41'LL I1 VUL*catte mer

O ! : I. 1, XVIII 1.

period: C. 3,123 restored; C. 4, 11 7; C. 5,11 16; C. 19,VI 18;

C. 29, X 8; C. 47, XVII 13.
brain; also with plural strokes: C. 6, II 18, 19, 22, 23-24, 24;

C. 7, IV 1; C. 8, IV 12.

of uncertain meaning: C. 24, IX 1.

bird : I. 8, XX 10.

mix: XXI 8.

an unidentified two-toed bird, C. 22, VIII 15.

3B

3PD

'MY

,Mr
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,KR

YW
YTr
YI1)T
Ys'T

Y'D" -RNP-T

EGYPTIAN GLOSSARY

)". . fork, ramus, or with det. -. , or ; also (once

only III 17), ° (once only IX 3), (once

only IV 8) : 0.7, 111 17 ;C. 8,IV 8, 17, 18; C. 22, VIII 10-11,

14 bis; C. 25, IX 3.
, , Selzer-of -the-Great-One (a hostile demon) : I. 1, XVIII 5.

512

('MW.T)

'MM-WR*T

?NIY shudder ; also t-'q\ (III 3), (VIII 1,(X ),q j LQ (II14, (IV18): . 4 I 4

C. 7, 111 3; 0. 20,VIIII; C.29,X5;0.40,XIII14; 0.42,
XIV 18.

two strips; also (once only XVII 4), (once only

11 23), q (once only IX 16), 6 (once only 116) ;

C. 2, 115, restored, 16;C.6,1123; C. 1OV 8, 9;0.27, IX 16;
0. 47, XVII 4.

weakness, exhaustion, weak place: C. 6, II 21; C. 7, IV 4 bis.
See also NHD and HD.

be weak: C. 19, VII 21-22.

cultivated ground: 0. 32, XI 8.

spirit, also ,14 A (XIX 6) : I. 3, XVIII 18; I. 5, XIX 6.

j-T ) female "spirit ": I.5, XIX 6.

horizon: I. 1, XVIII 1.

Isis: C. 9,V2, 3.

Akeru :I. 6, XIX 18.
rto be of the consistency"1: XXII 5.

rconsistencyl : XI 6.

left : 0. 34, XII 2.

old man : XXI 9.

distort, turn aside: C. 7, IV 3; 0. 47, XVII 13.

snare : I. 8, XX 10.

pest ; also with det. \: I. 1, XVIII 11; 1. 7, XIX 19, XX 7.
pest of the year; also q (XVIII 1) : I. 1, XVmI 1;

I. 2, XVIII 16; I. 3, XVIII 17.

come away ; also (XX 13) : 0. 22, VIII 16; XX 13.

see rR.

wash, or with further det. ; also q.4 (XXI 20) : XXI

19, 20 bis.

or YR"WY

'lIT

'HD

3 'T

orca CC:]
~]ir -a

' 

.

I

o 

! 

I

YY

Yr

YrY
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YIN Used as main verb:

YW subject +prepositional phrase: C. 1, I 6; C. 7,
II 11; C. 9,V3; C. 30,X12; C. 31,X19; 1.1,XVIII5;
I. 5, XIX 13.

YW without subject +prepositional phrase: C. 6, III 1;
C. 39, XIII 11.

YW +subject +predicate noun: C. 9, V 3.

YW+predicate adjective +subject: C. 7, III 3; C. 13,
VI 5; C. 17, VII 3; C. 19, VII 16; C. 21, VIII 7; C. 47,

XVI 19.
Used as auxiliary verb:

YW--main verb in n-form: C. 5, 1116; C. 19, VII 20;
C. 31, X 14; C. 41, XIV 10; 1.1, XVIII 8; 1.4, XIX 1.

YW+main verb in simple form: C. 39, XIII 9; I. 8, XX 11.

YW +subject +qualitative: C. 7, III 20; C. 8, IV 6;
C. 11, V 10; C.13,VI6; C. 19, VI16; C.20,VI23; C.22,

VIII 12, 16; C. 28,IX20; C. 31,X13, 15, 20; C. 32, XI 2;

C. 41, XIIl 21; C. 45, XV 13.
ryW)1 ?- ox: C. 46, XVI9.

YWF flesh, meat :

YWF of the patient: C. 31, X 14; C. 41, XIII 21,
XIV 14 bis, 15; XXI 3.

YWF as a medicament :
WT-iJR-1K 9WV IR YWF W3D the first day, followed

immediately by use of grease, honey and sometimes lint :
C. 1, 1 2; C. 2, 114 restored ; C. 18, VII 10; C. 26, IX 10;
C. 27, IX 17; C. 28, X1; C. 40, XIII116.

WT-:HR-K 8W IHR YWF WQ the first day, followed by
8RWU-F UMS(Y)-T R 8TH TUB-F and then use of grease,
honey and lint : C. 16, VI 20; C. 17, VII 5.

WT-HR-K 9W H~R YWF WPT the first day ; intervening
attention to bandages and removal of meat, then use of grease,
honey and lint : C. 14, VI 11, 12.

WT-HR-K (restored in C. 10) 9W UR YWF WET the
first day, followed by attention to bandages, then use of grease
and honey with sometimes lint (C. 47) or YMRW (C. 32) :
C. 10, V 7; C. 32, XI 4; C. 47, XVII 2.

Li
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YWNW

YWNW

YWIJ

YWTY

YWD

YB

YP

YP"T
YPw

YPN

YPTF

q0 c

J- VT

YIP

YM

YMY

+2c (femn.)

YMYW

EGYPTIAN GLOSSARY

WT-R-K 8WIHR YWF W'D the first day, followed
immediately by YMRW and honey: C. 30, X 11.

WT-UR-K 8WIHR YWF W the first day with no

additional medicaments: C. 29, X 7.
WD-HR-K YWF... HR WBNW: C. 3,122 restored.
YWF in incantations: I. 1, XVIII 9; I. 5, XIX 9;

I. 8, XX 11.
column: 0. 11, V 10 bis, 11, 14; C. 26, IX 8.

Heliopolis : I. 1, XVIII 5; I. 3, XVIII 18.

saturate: C. 11, V 12; C.12,V 19.

one who does not; also " (IV 8): C. 8, IV 8, 17 his.
See also NTY, C. 8, IV 8.

separate :C.4,119; C. 31, X18.

heart : C. 7, 1113; I. 5, XIX 3.

8"T YB, " pulse ": 0. 1, I 7 his.
to count: 0. 1, I 3, 4 ter (twice restored), 5; I. 5, XlX 5.

bushel: C. 1, 14 his, 5.

those: C. 6, II 25.

these, those: C. 6, II 20; C. 8, IV 10; C. 41, XIV 8; C. 45,

XVI16; C. 47, XVII6.
those: C. 27, IX 17; C. 39, XIII 7; C. 45, XV 11; C. 47,

XVII 4.
injuring : 1. 6, XIX 17.

there : I. 1, XVIII 11.
therein : C. 1, 15, 9 his ; C. 4, II13; C. 6, 1120; C. 8, IV 10;

0. 9, V 3; 0. 39, XIII 5.

therewith : C. 4, 118; C. 23, VIII 21; I. 1, XVIII 10; XX 17,
XXII1; XXI 6; XXI 8; XXII 7, 8, 13.

therefrom : C. 41, XIV 1; XXI 12, XXII 4 his.
that is in: C. 9, V2 his.

YMY'T HNW: I. 5, XDX 5.

one dwelling in : I. 1, XVIII 4. Dweller in (+ ) 1. 7,
XX 4.
YMY'W 131, " followers ":I. 5, XIX 8.

that which is in (the " interior "), or without plural strokes :
C. 12, V18; C. 22,VII11.
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YMAYTW

YMY

q.
'I~,JTO 'V

Y

between; also - (once only XII 11): 0.7, I1115; 0. 35,
XII 5; C. 36, XIIi; XXI 2.

the region between (lit. "what is between "); also +R (twice
III 16, V 21) : C.7, 11116; 0. 12, V 21; 0. 18, VII 13.

Verb of negation.

Negative commands: 0. 3, I22; 0. 4, II6; 0. 5, II15;
0. 6, 1123 bis; 0. 39, XIII 8; 0. 47, XVII 12; 1. 5, XIX 3 bis.

Negative purpose clause: 0. 39, XIII 8; I. 5, XIX 4.

an unidentified fruit tree: 0. 41, XIV 4; 0. 46, XVI 9.

the hidden thingss: I.5, XIX 4.

unidentified mineral; also ', (three times only VI 17,
IX 6, X 11).

YMRW used alone: 0. 15, VI 17; 0. 32, XI 6; 0. 35, XII 8;
0. 36, XII 14; 0. 37, XII 17-18; 0. 38, XIII 2; 0. 42, XIV

20; 0. 43, XV 2.
YMRW with honey: 0. 25, IX 6; 0. 30, X 11.

Fdisfigurementsl: XXII 9.

by: C. 8, IV 18; I. 2, XVIII 15.
YN at head of sentence, introducing subject: 0. 1, I 5;

C. 31, XIS; C. 33, XII,15.

YN after infinitive, introducing so-called "logical subject":
C.1,110,Il1bis ; 0.5, 1117; 0. 7, 11117; C. 30, X12.

negative : C. 8, IV 17.

bring, carry to : 0. 33, XI 15; XXI 9.
7 moving to and fro " (C. 7, III 17).

chin: C. 22, VIII 10; 0. 25, IX 4; 0. 27, IX 13, 14, 16.

skin, or with det. 1, , or also (once only IV 5) :
0. 8, IV 5 bis, 12-13 ; 0.41, XIII 21; 0. 46, XVI 15; XXI 4;
XXII 8-9.

eyebrow, or with det. i : 0. 7, III 11, IV 2, 3; 0. 10, V 6 bis,
7; 0. 12, V21.

first person pronoun " I ", emphatic : I. 2, XVIII 14, 15; I. 3,
XVIII 17, 19; I. 4, XVIII 19, XIX 2; I. 7, XX 1, 2 bis,

3 bis, 4; 1.8, XX 1O.
mine, belonging to me : I I, XVIII 4.

L12

X T\J

YMN-WT

YMRW

YM J-WT

YN

YND

YNY

YNr-T

YNM

YNH

YNK
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YR if, as for:

YR 'Y-K : 0. 1, lost column restored; 0. 2, I12; 0. 3,
1 19 restored; C.4,113,0. 5,1112;0. 6,1118 ;0.7,1113;

C.8,IV5; C.9,IV19;.1OV6; C.11,V10;C.12,V16;

0. 13, VI 4; 0. 14, VI 7; 0. 15,VI 15; 0. 16, VI 18; C. 17,

VII 1; C. 18,VII7; 0. 19,VII 15; 0. 20, VII122;0.21,
VIII 6; 0. 22, VIII 10; 0. 23, VIII 18; 0. 24, VIII 22;
0.25,IX2; C.26, IX 6; 0. 27, IX 13; 0.28, IX 18; 0.29,
X3; 0. 30, X9; 0. 31,X13;C. 32, XI1;0. 33, XI9;0. 34,
XI 17; 0. 35, XII 3; 0. 36, XII 9; 0. 37, XII 15; 0. 38,

XII 22; C. 39, XIII 3; 0.40, XIII 12; 0.41, XIII 18; 0.42,
XIVI17; C. 43,XIV22; 0. 44, XV6; C.45,XV 9;0.46,
XV 20; 0. 47, XVI 16; 0. 48, XVII 15; XX 13.

YR introducing miscellaneous verbs: 0. 2, I 13; 0. 10,
V 7; C. 14, VI 11; 0. 20, VII 24, VIII 1; 0.22, VIII 12;
C. 23, VIII 20; 0. 27, IX 14; 0. 28, IX 19; 0. 29,X4; 0.41,
XIV 7; 0. 45, XV 11, 15; 0. 46, XVI 5; 0. 47, XVII 3, 5;
XXII 8; XXII 11.

YR SWT followed by verb: 0. 7, III 8, 13; 0. 28, X 2;
0. 31, X 16; 0. 34, XI 21; 0. 37, XII 19; 0. 47, XVII 6,
12, 13.

YR DR followed by GMM-K : 0. 4, II16; 0. 7, III17; 0. 8,

IV 10; 0. 20, VIII 4.
YR NW: 0. 1,1I 6 restored.

YR YSK or YST: XXI 19, XXII 1.

YR MHT : 0.3, 121; C. 9,IV 20, V3; 0. 10, V7; 0. 12,

V 19; C. 26,IX 9; C. 29, X7; 0. 30, XI11; XXI 11, XXII 7.

YRR81: XX18.

YR introducing glosses : C.1, 13, 9, 10; 0. 2,115,16,17;
C. 3,I24 restored, 25, 26,11I1; C. 4,11I8, l0 bis ; 0.5,11I16 ;
0. 6, 11 23, 25; 0. 7, III 15, 16, 18 bis, 19, 20, 21, IV 1, 2,4;

C. 8,IV 12, 13, 15, 16, 17; 0.9,V4; 0.10,V9; 0.11,V14,15; 0. 12, V 20, 21, VI11; C. 14, VI 12 ; 0. 18, VII 11, 13 ;
C. 19, VII 19 ; 0. 22, VIII 14, 15, 16 ; 0.26, IX 11; 0. 30,
X12; C. 31, X17, 19, 21; 0. 32, XI 7 ;0. 33, XI 13, 15 ;
0 . 34, XI 22;, 0. 39, XIII 9;, 0. 40, XIII 17;, 0. 41, XIV 8,
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YR (cont.) 90 11, 12, 13, 15; C. 42, XIV 20; C. 43, XV 3, 4, 5; C. 45, XV

16; C. 46, XVI 12, 14, 15.

YR miscellaneous: C. 1, I2; XXI 12.
YRY thereof: C. 43, XV 5; XXI 3; XXI 12, 17.

YR what pertains to: C. 5, II 17; C. 19, VII 21; C. 41, XIV 10.

YR-T eye; also (dual), co (dual VII 19): 0.8, IV 6; C. 18, VII 14;
C. 19, VII 17, 19, 20, 21 bis; C. 20, VII 23, VIII 2 bis; C. 31,
X15; I. 5, X1X5.

YRY to make.

Used in prescriptions with the meaning "prepare": C. 4,
117; C. 7, 1117,14 bis; C. 9, IV 20 bis, 21; C. 14, VI 9;
C. 23, VIII 21; 0. 35, XII 6; C. 36, XII 12; 0. 37, XII 17;
C. 41, XIV 2,4, 6; C.46, XVI9,11; C.48,XVIII9; XX1,
16; XXI 14, 15, 16, XXII2.

Used in descriptions of symptoms with the meaning "pro-
duce": C. 7, IV 3; C. 39, XIII 5, 6, 11; 0. 45, XV 13;
C. 46, XVI 1; 0. 48, XVIL17.

todo: C.4,118; C. 19, VIIi1; 0.20,VIII2,3; C.30,X1O.
to treat, as used in verdicts: C. 1, I2; 0. 2,114; 0. 3, I21;

C.5,1115;C.6, 1122 ;0.7,11113;0. 8, IV 9,12; 0.10,
V 7;C. 11,V11;. 12, V17; C. 13, VI7;0.14, VI9;

(C. 15, VI 16; (C. 16, VI 20; 0. 17, VII 5; 0. 18, VII 10;
0. 19, VII 18; 0. 20, VIII 4; 0. 22, VIII 14; 0. 23, VIII 20;
0. 24, IX2 ; 0. 25,1X5; 0. 26,1X9; 0. 27,IX 16; 0. 30,
X 10; C. 31, X17; 0. 32, XI4; C. 33, XI13; 0. 34, XI19,

22 ; C. 35, XII 4; 0. 36, XII 10; 0. 37, XII 21; 0. 38,
XIII 1; C. 39, XIII6; C. 40, XIII 1; C. 41, XIV 2; 0. 42,
XIV 19; 0. 43, XV 2; 0. 44, XV 9; C. 46, XVI 3; 0. 47,

XVII 2; 0. 48, XVII 18.

to administer : C. 3, 112.
YRY M, " to transform into ": XXI 9.

YRY M YI-T Wr.T, " to mix ": XX 17; XXI 15.

YRTYWXV, color ; also q )&° : C. 7, III 20, 21; 0. 9, V 1; 0. 19, VII

20 bis ; C.41, XIV 13.
surface (of a wound), or with det. o : 0. 41, XIII 22 ; C. 46,

XVI1, 14.
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YH QJ ru injury, pain, or with det. (XVII 13).

YH to designate a specific wound or injury under discus-
sion : C. 8, IV 15-16,16; C.46,XVI13.

YH as source of symptoms: C. 3, III; C. 7, III 182 20;

C. 39, XIII 11.

R 8W>Y '.T YH-F : . 3, I23 restored; C. 4, II7; C. 5,
1116; C. 19, VII 19; C. 29, X8; C. 47, XVII 13.

YHHY the jubilating one: I. 7, XX 3.

YU'T thing

YJH.T used without a qualitative modifier:

Designating some material object : C. 1, I4 bis, 5; C. 7,
III 18, 19; C. 22, VIII 15; I.7,XIX18,XX7,8.

Indicating something immaterial but neutral: C. 45,
XV 15.

8PR-F R YH.T: C. 4,118,10; C. 6,1123; C. 7,1118,

15; C. 8, IV 9; C.21,VIII 9; C.37,XII19.

Indicating something immaterial and unfavorable as
shown by further definition meaning "injury" disease
etc.: C. 8, IV 5; C. 23, VIII 18; XX 14.

YIT with a following modifier:
With adjective: 0. 7, III 7; C. 14, VI 14; C. 26, IX 13;

C. 39, XIII 11; C. 46, XVI 16.
With adverb YM, or adverbial phrase, followed by noun

or participle: 0. 4, 1I 3; C. 6, 1I 20, III 1; C. 8, IV 10.

With participle : C. 31, X 19; C. 35, XII 5; C. 36,

XII 11; C. 39, XII10,U1; C. 41, XIV16; C. 46, XVI 13;
I. 5, XIX 4.

XWith noun : C. 46, XVI 1.

MY y}{.rf: C. 7, III 12, IV 2.

YIIY M YH.T WXVT, " to mix ": XX 17 ; XXI 15.

M YU-T Wr.T, " togetlher " XXI 5 ; XXI, 8; XXII 13.

Y I. 5, XIX9.

YA;P to cut: 0. 23,V1118, 20.

Y 8K also q' (once only III 9).
Introducing circumstantial clause ; " while ": C. 7, III 9;
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YAK (cont.) 0. 17, VII 2; 0. 21, VIII 7; 0. 33, XI 10; 0. 39, XIII 5;
0. 42, XIV 18; 0.43, XVI;0. 47, XVII 12.

Y8K 8W HM, "while at the same time ": 0. 13, VI 5;
0. 17, VII 3.

YR Y8K, " now when ": XXI 19.
also Q7 (once only VII 8).

Introducing circumstantial clauses; "while ": 0. 1, I, 9;
0. 18, VII 8, 12; 0. 23, VIII 18; 0. 41, XIII 19, 20, XIV 15;

0. 47, XVII 8.
Introducing a parenthetical clause; "although": 0. 1,

Ill.
Y8T YR, " although": 0. 1, I2.
YR YST, " now when": XXII 1.
Y8T miscellaneous:I.5, XIX 9.

spittle : 0. 7, III 3-4.

protrude; or with det. t; also Vi c (once only II 10),

qj3 4 (twice only V 17; VI 19), 11 (once only VI 15),

q ( q (twice only VIII 6; XV 21), Q (once only XII 22):

C. 4, II 4,10; 0C. 5, II13;C.8,IVG;0.11,V10;0.12,
V 17; 0. 15, VI 15; 0. 16, VI 19; 0. 21, VIII 6; C. 38,
XI 22; 0. 46, XV 21.

a mason: 0C. 46, XVI 5.

grain : XXI 11.

father : 1. 1, XVIII 3.

river : XXI 20.

streams : I. 1, XVIII 7.

draw out ; C. 41, XIV 3; 0. 46, XVI 8.

take, take away ; also W.. (twice only III117; XIX 7) : 0. 20,

VIII 2; 0. 33, XI 15; 1.5, XIX 3, 4, 7.

W' ' " moving to and fro " (C. 7, III 17).
margin : 0. 41, X111 21.

stitching (noun, surgical suture) ; or with det. ~o; also

p (once only VIii1), L 1 I (once only V 8) : 0. 10, V.60,
8; 0. 14, VI 9, 11; 0. 23, VIII 19, 20; 0. 26, IX 8; 0. 28,

IX 21; 0. 47, XVI 20; XVII 3, 8.
to stitch: 0. 3, I122 restored ; 0. 10, V 7; 0. 26, IX 10.

Y9T

YS[W]

YIKDW

YT

YTF

YTRW

YTI"
YTY

::CD

W PiT

YDB

YDR

4r- I
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arm: C. 47, XVI20.
Patient unconscious of his r'WY: C. 31, X 13, 15, 17;

C. 33, XI 12, 13.
hand : C. 9, V 5; C. 20, VIII2; I. 2, XVIII 15.

r of surgeon used in examination: C. 1, lost column re-
stored; C. 2, I13; C. 7, III10; C. 13, VI 4; C. 17, VII 1;

C. 24, VIII 23; C. 47, XVII 8.

HR r-WY, " immediately ": C. 48, XVII 17; XXIl 14.
member: C. 1, 16,8; C.30,X12; C.41,XIV7; C.45,XV15;

C. 47, XVII 6.
many, great, greatly; also (once only XXII 12): C. 20,

VIII ; C.46,XV21; I.4,XIXI; XXII 12.
greatness.

R r' T WR-T: C. 41, XIV 11; XXI 10.

ass: I. 5, XIX 12.
costly stone: XXII 7.
Fmouldl : C. 6, III 1.

roll of linen: 0. 47, XVI 19.

sheep: 0. 7, III 11, 21,IV1.
animal: I. 5, XIX 6.
adversary: C. 9, V 2.

incur (lit. " acquire ") : 0. 3,1I24, r25-1.

a fly ; also ,, (X IX 16) : I. 6, X IX 14, 16.

see 'Mr'T.
claw, finger-nails : C. 8, IV 8, 18 his ; dual =" two claws,"

indicating the two groups of four fingers of the surgeon's two
hands, in setting dislocated mandible, C. 25, IX 4.

rN"T-'Mr, " claw of the 'anre-ird" : 0. 22, VII 15.

a kind of worm : 0. 12, V 18, VI 1-2, 3; C. 14, VI 10.

live: C. 4, 1111; I. 1, XVIII 4; 1. 6, XIX 16.

life ; also (once only XIX 14) : I. 1, XVIII 9; I. 5, XIX 9,

13, 14; I. 8, XX 11.
frankincense, or with det. o0:1. 5, XIX 10; XX 17, XXI 2.

jar: XXI 19, 21.

to extend, to penetrate; also Q- (C. 40, XIII 13, 15).
Yr[B] (older form)

r'T

p

r>"T

r)

r' T
r> T

r)-T

rW"T

rW[ ]TYW
rPI

rF

rMr'T
rN-T

c)4 0

i-it_
rNH

rNTYW

rNDW

rR
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rR (cont.) rR N, employed with other things than the term "bone":

C. 11, VI15; C. 12, V21; C.31,X15; C.34, XI23.
rR N K8: 0. 1, lost column bis restored, 12 restored, 10;

C. 2, I 12, 13, 16 restored; C. 4, II 2, 3, 5; C. 5, 1I 12, 14;
(. 6, II 18, 19; C. 7, III 2, 5, 12; C. 10, V 6; C. 18, VII 8,

12; C. 20, VII 22, 23, VIII3; C. 27, IX 14,16; C. 29,X4,6.
rR R K8: C. 3, I18, 19, 21 restored.
Yr[R]R K8: C. 40, XIII 13, 15.

rR elevated, prominent: C. 46, XV 20, XVI 2.
See also rR and 8IR.

rR*T mandible, or with det. r; also (once only IX 2): C. 7,
III 6, 7, 16, 18; C. 22, VIII 14; C. 24, VIII 22, 23, IX 1;

C. 25, IX 2 bis, 4, 5.
rRF to envelope: C. 6, II 24.

rH contend, or with det. u or -_: 0.4,116,11; C. 7, III6; C. 21,

VIII 9; C. 28, IX 22; C. 29, X 7; C. 37, XII 17; C. 45,

XV 14-15; C. 47, XVII 11.

rHr to stand: XXII 11.

rIHrW j secretions, or without det.: 0. 41, XUI 22-ly 1; C. 45,
XV 13; C. 47, XVII9.

UU I f3 evaporate: XXI 17.

rs cedar, or the like: C. 46, XVI 10.

rs' numerous (adjective): C. 5, 1117.
often, greatly (adverbs); written 3s , : C. 20, VIII 2;

C. 28, IX 20; XX 17, XXI 1.

rK enter; also ' : C. 8, IV 8, 15, 16 bis; C. 22, VIII 17; C. 33,
XI 14; I. 5, XIX 12; I. 6, XIX 16 his ; XXI 3.

Idiomatic with possible meaning of " undertake ": 0. 7,
IV 4.

rD to be whole: C. 6, 11 21.

rD grease, fat, or with (let. o, also ' j (once only XIV 5) : 0.41,
XIV5,6; C. 46, XVI 10, 11.

rDN*T ° r cruciblel : 0. 6,11I20, 25; C. 8, IV 10.

T cord; alsof (once only III16): 0. 7,1II6, 7, 16, 18 bis.
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W'OT

W'*T
W'BWY
W'M
WMH
WI?

f;ir

f I

cIII

.111

VV, 

Ti

W>D

w)pW

W1' DY*T

WD.H-1P X1

WY

r~

WVr"TY

WrB3

WF

WrI I

W13'

way: I. 4, XVIII 19.

evil: C. 9, V 2.

of uncertain meaning: C. 24, IX 1.

an unidentified drug:XX15.

apply: C. 28, X 2.

fresh; also T =, T T (once only X 1).

WT-HR-K 8W IIR YWF WD HRW TPY (YDR instead
of WT by ancient error of omission V 7): 0. 1, I 3 restored;
C. 2, I 14 restored; C. 10, V. 7; C. 14, VI 11, 12; C. 16,
VI 20; C. 17, VII 5; C. 18, VII 10; C. 26, IX 10; C. 27,
IX 17; C. 28, Xl; C. 29, X 7; C. 30, Xl1; C. 32, XI 4;
C. 40, XIII 16; C. 47, XVII 2.

[YWF] W IIRW TPY IE WBNW-F: C. 3,122.

green; (onceonly XV 18).

W>D.T: C. 45, XV 18.
to be healthy: i, XVIII 9; I.2, XVIII 14; 1.5, XIX 9; 1.8,

XX 11.
green pigment; also LAw j: 0. 41, XIV 5; C. 46, XVI 10.

lButo: I. 7, XX 2.

" green-breasted " (goose): I. 5, XIX 12.

(dependent pronoun, first person, common, singular): 1. 1,
XVIII 8; 1.2, XVIII 13; 1. 7, XXI;; 1.8, XX 10.

one : 0. 1, 110, 12 restored ; C. 21, VIII17; C. 31, X 19; C. 34,
X III1; XXI17; XXl 5; XXlI 8; XXII14,15; XXII 13.

Wr, numeral, written ': XXI 4, 5 bis ; XXI 6, 7 ter.
Wr .. .. XWr (also the fern.), " one . . . the other ": C. 2,

I117 is (once restored) ; C. 10, V 9 bis ; C. 33, XI 14 bis ;
XXI 15 bis.

Wr-NY, " one of them both"': C. 35, XII 7; C. 36, XII 13.
the unique one ; also , . (XX 2) : I. 2, XVIII 15; L. 7,

XX2.
priests : C. 1, 16.
to contract : C. 8, IV 15.

an unidentified fruit or grain : 0. 7, III115.

to open : C. 6, 1124; C.14, VI13; C. 26, IX 12 ; C. 39, XIII 8, 9.

0

W )T~aal
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WBNW j wound, or with dot.,or c (once only VIII 18) ; also

, , ~, Q a Q , (tw ice only X 3, X II 17).

General: 0. 1, I 8 restored; 0. 2, I13 restored, 16; 0. 3,
122; C. 9, V 2; C. 10,V5,7; 0.14,VI7; .18,VII7,10;

0. 23, VIII 18; 0. 26, IX 6; C. 28, IX 18; 0. 40, XIII 12.

WBNW N IMF-T, "gaping wound": 0. 2, I12 his, 14 re-
stored, 15, 17 restored; 0. 3,118 partly restored, 19 restored,

20-21 partly restored; 0. 4, II 2, 3, 5; 0. 5, 1111, 12, 14;

C. 6, II 18, 18-19; 0. 7, III 2, 5, 12; 0. 10, V 9; 0. 27,

IX 13 bis, 15; C. 28, IX 18; 0. 29, X 3,4; 0.47, XVI 16,17,

XVII 10.
WBNW said to be without KF-T (" a gash "): 0. 1, I10;

0. 18, VII 7, 11, 12.
WBNW N KF-T ..... H'r 1,r-F, Wr FWWT-F: 0.47,

XVII 1, 5.
Also SW-WT-F M WBNW-F: C. 47, XVI 19.

Miscellaneous characteristics:
Perforating, piercing(0. 14, VI 7, 9, 13;

0. 26, IX 7, 9, 11; C.28, IX 21.
Penetrating (:) without KIT or without mention

of KF-T: 0. 1, lost column bis restored, I 1 restored; 0. 10,
V 6; 0. 18, VII 8; 0. 20, VII 22, 23, VIII 3; 0. 29, X 6;
0. 40, XIII 12-13, 14.

Cutting ( C[~) . 23, VIII 18, 19.
Smashing ([l ) : 0. 9, IV 19 his.

8PT'"WY WI3NW-F, " two lips of his wound ": 0. 1,
I11, 10 restored; 0. 14, VI 8, 13; 0. 18, VII 13; 0. 23,
VIII 21; C 26, IX 12; 0. 41, XIII 20; see also 0. 10, V 9.

III N WB3NW-F, " mouth of his wound ": 0. 9, lV 20;
0. 20, VII 24-VIII 1; 0. 28, IX 20, X 3; 0. 41, XIII 19,
22, X1V 3, 15, 16; 0. 46, XVI 8; 0. 47, XVII 9, 14.

HNW WBNW-F: 0. 37, XII 20; 0. 41, XlV 12.
WBNW PG[']-Y : 0.47, XVlI 3.
WBNW I:IR-F (or -8): C. 8, IV 13; 0. 19, VII 15;

C. 24, IX 1; 0.37, XIIl15bis, 17, 21; C. 44, XV 7,8.
WB3NW PF NTY HRl: 0. 37, XII 19.
WBNW, symptoms resulting from : 0. 7, III 9 bis ;
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WBNW (cont.) Jgf

WP-T

wry

XVPW TYW

WNN

WNT

WN

Vox

ej~ 1

WNM-T

WNMY

0. 28, X 2; 0. 41, XIII 19, XIV 12; 0. 47, XVII 7 bis, 8,
12; see also T8W," stiffness," etc.

WBNW, surgical and medical treatment of:
Palpation (' ): 0. 1, lost column restored; 0. 2,

I 1; C. 3,1 19; 0.4,113; C.5,1112; 0.6,1119; 0.7,
1112; C. 8, IV 6;0. 10,V 6; 0.18, VII 8; 0.27, IX 14;
0. 47, XVI 18 ( by error).

Inspecting ( ): 0. 19, VII 15.

Examining (el j): 0. 26, IX 7; 0. 29, X 5.

Healing or drying: 0. 9, IV 21; 0. 39, XIII 9; 0. 41,
XIII21, XIV 5, 8.

Miscellaneous treatment: 0. 6, II22; 0. 9, V 5; 0. 10,
V8,9; 0.14, V18; 0. 23, VIII20;C. 26,IX8; C.28,IX21;

0. 39, XIII 8; 0. 46, XVI 7.
WBNW obscure: 0. 5, 1117; 0. 39, XIII 9; 0. 41,

XIII 18 bis, XIV 1, 8, 10.
crown (of the head): 0. 7, IV 1 bis.

to account: 0. 8, IV 7.

messengers; also Y Q (XIX 19): 1.2, XVIII 12; 1. 7,

XIX19.

subsist : 0. 12, VI 3.
to be; also ~ (XVI 16) : 0. 7, III 16, 21; 0. 9, V 5 ; 0. 34,

XII 1 bis ; 0. 40, XIII 17 ; 0. 42, XIV 21; 0. 45, XV 17;
0. 46, XVI 13, 16 ; XXI 18, XXII 10.

WNN~qualitative: 0. 7, III 19, 20; 0. 14, VI 10; 0. 19,
VII 21; 0. 22, VIII 17; 0. 31, X 19, 20; 0. 39, XIII 10;
0. 41, XIV 8, 10 ; 0.43, XV 4; 0. 45, XV 18.
WNN+H3R with infinitive: 0. 22, VIII 15; XXII 4.

only with negative N WNT: 0. 1, I 1 restored, I12; 0. 2,1I14,
17; 0. 8, IV 5, 13; 0. 18, VII 8, 9, 12, 13; 0. 27, IX 15;
0. 42, XIV 18; 0. 45, XV 12.

open : 0. 7, III13,7,17, IV 2; 0. 13, VI 6; 0. 17, VII 4; 0. 25,

1X 3; 0. 41, XIV 10.

diet : 0. 3, 112.
right : 0. 34, XII 2.
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Wl N dislocation: 0. 25, IX 2 bis, 5; 0. 31, X 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19; C. 84, XI 17 bis, 19,22; 0.42, XIV 18; 0.43, XIV 22 bis,

XV 2, 3.
loosen, be loose (of surgical stitching): 0. 10, V 8; 0. 14, VI 11;

0. 23, VIII 20; 0. 47, XVII 3, 8. See also V 15.

wenesh-juice ": 0. 47, XVII 10.

large, great, greatly, very; also ° (once only XXII 12),

~..c. (thrice only XV 12, XXI110, XXII 12): C. 4, II10;
C.6,1124; C. 12,V22; 0.39, XII15; 0.41, XIV 11; 0.45,
XV 12, 17; C. 46, XV21,XVI13; XXI10; XXII12bis.

WIV"T (or WR) with the meaning " exceedingly" in the

phrase " he shudders exceedingly ": 0. 4, II 4; 0. 7, 11I3;
0. 20, VIII 1; 0. 29, X 5; 0. 40, XIII 14; 0. 42, XIV 18.

the great one: I. 1, XVIII 4.
corrugations, ripples: 0. 6, II 20, 25, III 1; 0. 8, IV 10.

anoint, smear: XXII 7; XXII 13.

to be feeble: C. 7, II3.

to escape: I. 5, XIX 13.

crown of the head; or with determinative r : 0. 6,11 21; 0. 8,

IV 11.
to loose: 0. 32, XI 5.
urine: 0. 7,IV 1.

Osiris ; also jAj®.i (once only XVII 2) : 0.9, V 3; 1.1, XVIII 2;
I. 5, XIX 4, 10.

wide: 0. 1, I 10 restored, 12.

fragments ; 0. 22, VIII 12, 15, 16.

scribal error for rn.rk "t, q. v.

an unidentified mineral: 0. 41, XIV 5.

to dry up : 0. 39, XIII 9.

jaw; also * (in dual, once only III 7), e Q m (once only

VII114): 0. 7, III7, 17, 18; 0. 18, VII 14.

to bind ; also Z, .(three times only I114, XVI 11, XVII 2),
z.._. (two times only VI 20; IX 10).

WT in applying a medicament :
WT fresh meat : 0. 1,12; 0. 2, 1 14; [0. 10, V 7 restored] ;

0. 14, VI 11; 0. 16, VI 20; 0. 17, VII 5; 0. 18, VII 10;

r.,- I tI

I I
Jj 4

Ill

®11

,R ~ \ lII

WN~Y
WR

WR
WRM-W
WRIT
WRD

WHY

WHNN

WIHr

WVS T

WgYR

w8ij

W.~T
XYrK.T

WSB.T
WSR

WGW'T

WT
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WT (cont.) '

WT

WTUT

wDY

C. 26, IX 10; C.27, IX 17; 0.28, X1; 0.29, X 7;0.30,
X 10-11; C. 32, XI 4; 0.40, XIII 15; 0.47, XVII 2.

WT grease, honey and lint: 0. 7, III 8; 0. 14, VI 12.
WT YMRW (or YMRW and honey): 0. 15, VI 16-17;

0. 25, IX 5; C. 32,XI 5; 0. 35,XII8; 0.36,XII13; 0.37,
XII 17; C. 38, XIII 2; 0.42, XIV 19; 0.43, XV 2.

After a recipe, WT 1R-S: 0. 41, XIV 5, 6, 7; 0. 46,

XVI4, 5, 9, 11.
WT in applying a surgical bandage for purely mechanical

purposes, such as support, compression, etc.: 0. 12, V 20;
C. 34, XI 19.

Do not WT: 0.3,122; 0.4,116; 0.5,1115; 0.6,
II 23; 0. 47, XVII 13.

bandage; also az(once only XI 5): 0. 32, XIS; 0.41, XIII 21,

XIV 14.
WT"W "wrappings ": 0. 45, XV 18.

embalmer, professional bandager, or with det. x : 0. 9, V 5;
C. 19, VII 21.

to escape: I. 8, XX 10.

put; also , &-x (three times only II 7, 15; X 3), (once
only I11).

WDLY the surgeon's hand or finger: C. 1, lost colun re-
stored ; 0. 2, 113; 0. 7, 1119; 0. 13, VI 4; 0. 22, VIII 10;
0. 24, VIII 23; 0. 47, XVII 8.

WDY a bandage, a surgical device or a medicament :
WDY with meaning " apply " used with bandage or other

surgical device: C. 2, I115 restored ; 0. 11, V 11-12; 0. 12,

V 20.
WDY .. .. M IINW: 0. 35, XII 7; 0. 36, XII 12-13.

WILY. .. RDYM: C. 12, V19.
WDLY with meaning " apply " used with the remedy :

0. 41, XIV 3, 4; 0. 46, XVI 12.
WILY, "4apply " with IH1RV " upon," " to ": 0. 3, I 22

restored ; 0. 6, 1123; C. 27, IX 16.
WILY, " place," to indicate the position of patient during

examination or treatment : 0. 7, III 15; 0. 35, XII 4-5;
0. 36, XII 10; 0. 48, XVII 18--19.
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'U

WDY (cont.) WDY, " put" a fractured or dislocated bone "into its
place ": 0. 12, V 18; 0. 25, IX 5; 0. 34, XI 19.

WDY .... HR MNY-WT-F in diet directions :0.3, 122,
I11; 0. 4, 11 7; 0. 5,11 15; 0. 11,V 12; 0.19, VII 18;
0. 21, VIII9; 0. 28, X3; 0.29, X8; C. 47, XVII 13.

WDY miscellaneous:
WD -T NHD and WDKPTHT meaning to Fshow ex-

haustion 1 : 0. 7, III 14, IV 4.

WD'T, " articulations," lit. " puttings ": 0. 43, XV 5.

WDY M, " assail": I. 4, XIX 1-2.

pour, pour off, 0. 6, II25; C. 20, VIII 5 (with gap where deter.

minative should be).
to be whole, uninjured: 0. 1, lost column restored; 0. 2, I13-14

restored ; C. 8, IV 13; C. 18, VII 9; 0. 27, IX 15; 0. 31,

X 18.
to be healthy, to flourish: I. 1, XVIII 4; I. 4, XVIII 19,

XVIII 19-XIX 1.
separate: 0. 47, XVI 17, XVII 1, 6.

cists: C. 39, XIII 6.
to be sluggish: 0. 41, XIV 9.

clammy; also J (once only III 19), J
(once only II 19): 0. 7, III 10,19 bis.

phallus, member; also (twice only X 14, 22) : 0. 31, X 14,
16, 20, 22.

Bastet: I. 2, XVIII 15; I. 5, XIX 10, 13; I. 7, XIX 20, XX 3.

to be in an oily condition ; also JA().L1 (XIV 1) : 0.41,
XIV 1; 0. 46, XV21--XVI 1.

dipper: XXII 5.

honey ; or with det. o, also seemingly ~~ (although seem-
ing V may be cursive form of A).

BY-T used alone : 0. 32, XI 6; 0. 35, XII 8; 0. 86, XII 14 ;

0. 38, XIII 2; 0. 42, XIV 20; 0. 43, XV 3; X XI 4; XXI 7.

Grease and BY-T: 0. 9, V 4; 0. 10, V 8; 0. 15, VI 17;
0. 18, VII 11; 0. 26, IX 11; 0. 34, XI 20.

Grease, BY-T and lint : 0. 1, I13 restored ; 0. 2, 1 15 re-
stored ; 0.3, 123; 0. 7, 1118; C.11, V13; C.12, V20; 0.14,
VI 12; 0. 16, VI 21; C. 17, VII 6; C. 19, VII 19; 0. 23,

WDIJ

WDIh

wp(
WV~rW
WDF
B3Y

ThU

B'I

-YT
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BY*T (cont.)

BWT

lB WY
BB-YT

BN* "WT

BNW "T

BNF
BHS

BB8

BJr W

BKN
BT W

BDW

P

l 1 1

JJ~o

J.6

Jzw

0

]BVV o

J13~E3 

1

1391

PK*

P IK-T

VIII 22; C. 27, IX 17; C. 28, X 1; C. 37, XII 18; C. 40,
XIII 16; C. 47, XVII 5,15.

YMRW andBY-T: C. 25, IX6; C. 30,X11.
place: 1. 1, XVIII 10.

abomination; also (once only XVIII 17): I. 3,
XVIII 17, 19; I. 8, XX 9.

collar-bones; also JJ : 0. 34, XI 17 bis, 18, 19, 21, 22;
C. 35, XII 3 ter, 4, 6.

gorget: C. 34, XII 1.

tumors, or with det. z; also (once only XIII5
(once only XIII 3), .. (once only XV 9), (once only
XIII 3): 0. 39, III 3 his, 5-6, 7, 10; C. 45, XV 9, 10, 11,
4, 15, 16.

mill-stone: XXII 2.

excrement, dung: 0. 41, XIV 4; C. 46, XVI 9.

calf: I. 6, XIX 15.

a species of goose: I. 5, XIX 12.
backbone: C. 31, X 15.

urine; also J z (III 21): 0. 7, III 11, 21.

desert; forsake: C. 7, IV 4.

stiff rolls ; also J I (V 20) : C. 11, V 13; C. 12, V 20;
C. 23, VIII 21; C. 34, XI 20.

mat, seat: I. 5, XIX 5.

Bauto: I. 5, XIX 5.

this, the ; also o2g (once only II 10) : (C. 1, I111 (partly
restored) ; C. 4, II110 ; C. 9,V 5 bis ; XXI 21.

to have done, Fto have incurred'; also o (once only III 13):
0. 3,II 1; C. 7, 11113,IV 4.

Fscabsl : C. 41, XIII 21-22.
to turn over; also 0 (once only XI 18) : C. 8, IV 14; 0. 34,

XI 18.
fine linen ; or without \: I. 5, XIX 11; X XII13.

shell (or squama of the skull) ; also o o (once only IV 19-20),

0oo (once only V 1), gI , (once only IV 13) : C. 4,
II 9bis; C. 7,III 16 bis; C. 8, IV 13; C. 9,IV 19,19-20, VI1.
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PY.W 0q FI P , wrinklesl: 0. 6, III 1.

PW OQ also o (once only IV 18).
Demonstrative adjective with meaning "this ": 0. 9,

IV 21.
Used in nominal sentences as subject or copula: 0. 1, I

11; C. 4, II 7; C.5,1117; 0.6, 1111; 0. 7, III 15, 17,

IV 2; C. 20, VIII 5; 0. 31, X 16, 20 bis; 0. 82, XI 6, 8;
0. 84, XII 1; 0. 39, XIII 11; 0. 41, XIV 11; 0. 45, XV 15;
I. 1, XVIII 11 bis; XX 14; XXII 8.

Subject of apodosis in a gloss with the sense of"it means ":
0. 1, I4 restored, 10, 11; 0. 2, I16 restored; 0. 3, I24 re-
stored, 26 restored, 11l, 2; 0. 4, II 9, 10, 11; 0. 5, II16;
0. 6, II 25; 0. 7, III 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, IV 1 bis, 3, 4;
C. 8, IV 13, 16 bis, 18; C.9,V5; 0.10,V9; 0.11,V14;
C. 12, V 21, 22, VI2; C.14,VI13; 0. 18,VII 12,14; 0.19,
VII 20; C. 22, VIII 14, 16, 17; 0. 26, IX 12; 0. 31, X 22;
C. 33, XI 16; C. 34, XI 22; 0.39, XIII 10; 0.41, XIV 9,12,

13, 14; 0. 42, XIV 21; 0. 43, XV 4, 5, 6; 0. 45, XV 17;
0. 46, XVI 13, 15, 16.

R,,PW,"or": C.8, V16.
NT[T] PW, "because": C 1, I 7 bis.

PF ° % that: C. 4,116; C. 5,1112,16;0. 6,1120,28;0.7,11I7,8,

9 ter, 13; 0. 8, IV 6, 7 bis, 10; 0. 13, VI14, 5; 0. 14, VI18 bis ;

0. 16, VI 19; C. 17, VII 2, 3; 0. 18, VII 8; 0. 19, VII 17;
0. 20, VIII1, 4 ;0. 21, VIII 7bis, 8; 0. 22, VIII1; 0. 23,
VIII 20; C. 24, VIII 23; 0. 26, IX 8; 0. 28, IX 21, X 2;
0. 29, X 5; 0. 35, XII 6; 0. 36, XII 12; 0. 37, XII 16, 19;
0. 38, XIII 1; C. 41, XIII 19 bis, 20 bis, 21, 22; 0. 42,
XIV 18; 0. 43, XV 1; 0. 46, XVI 3; C. 47, XVII 3, 7 bis,
8, 12 bis.

PN 0 this: 0. 8, IV 16 bis ; 0. 9, V 3; 0. 10, V 8; I. 5, XlX 3 bis,

I.6, XIXI4, 16; I. 7, XX 5; I.8, XX 11; XXII 7.

PN8"T U°A o fluids: XXII 4.

PNK 0 dip out : XXII 4, 6.

PR house: 1.2, XVIII 16; 1. 5, XIX 14. PR-IIM"WT, XVIII 2.

PRY come forth : 0. 12, V 18; 0. 28, IX 20; 0. 37, XII 19; 0. 41,

M m
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PRY (cont.) A XIV 9-10, 15, 16 ; I.2, XVIII 15 ; I.3, XVIII 17, 18; I. 4,
XIX 2; I. 6, XIX15, 16,17; XXII4bis.

become: XXII 8.
PR-T a_ fruit: XXI 12, 14 bis; 1II 21, see p. 196.

P1H reach: 1. 2,XVIII13; I.7,XX1.

P1{WY S end, back.
PH.WY of the ramus: 0.7,1II 17; 0. 22, VIII 10,14 bis;

C. 25, IX 3.
PH'WY of the mandible: 0. 7, III17,18; 0. 18, VII 14;

0. 22, VIII 14.
P1FWY of the nose: 0.l1,V15; .129V21.
P1H-MWY of miscellaneous: 0. 19, VII 21; 0. 31, X 20.

anus; written ,t: XXII 11.
PIJWYT r anus: XXII 13.

PHD a 1 detach, sever: 0. 31, X 19.

PUR turn, turn around, circulate; also ° A (once only XI 3):
0. 19, VII 16; C.32, XI 2,3; 0.41, XIV 12; 1.2, XVIII 16.

PiI1T prescription, recipe, remedy:0. 3, 11 2; 0. 9, V 2, 5; 0. 41,

XIV 14; C. 46, XVI 6; XXI 3; XXII 12.
PS13I° sting: I. 5, XIX 7.

PSD spinal column, back; or without 4: 0. 7, III 11; 0. 48, XVII
15, 16, 17, 18.

P 8Y , to cook ; also . (three times V 4 ; XX 16; XXII 13) : 0. 9,
V 4; XX 16; XXI 17 bis, XXII 3 bis ; XXII 13.

PSN 0xsplit.
PSN of the skull: 0. 1, I1I restored; 0. 2, I117; 0. 4, II 2,

3, 5, 6, 8 bis, 10.
P~N in maxilla : 0. 16, VI 18 bis, 19 bis.
PSN in the temple : 0. 18, VII 9; 0. 21, VIII 6 bis, 7 bis, 8.
PSN in the chin : 0. 27, 1X 15.

PSN in the arm : 0. 38, XII 21, 22, XIII 1 bis.
PG['Yr' open : C. 47, XVII3,8.

PDS re some process in metal working : 0. 6,1111.

PD jlf disfigured, bruised : 0.11, V 10 ; C. 12, V 17, 21-22, 22, VI 1.

F'Y] to rise, lift ; also .. (III 3, with . across 1): 0. 4,
1110; 0. 7, 1113; 0. 47, XVI 19-20.
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rj 'y of unknown meaning: 0. 47 XVI 19.

FND nose; also ' (twice only V 14, 21): 0. 11,V 10 ter, 11, 13,
14quater,15 ter; C.12,Vl6ter,17,21ter,22; C. 13,VI4;
C. 14, VI 14; 0. 26, 1X 8.

FH to loosen: 0. 11, V 15.

FTT Qty, lint.
Dry FTT alone: C. 28, X 2.
Oil, honey, and FTT: 0.1,13; 0.2,115; C.3,123; 0.7,

1118; C. 11, V13; C. 12, V20; C. 14, VI12; C. 16, VI121;

C. 17, VII 7; C. 19, VII 19; C. 23, VIII 22; C. 27, IX 18;
C. 28, Xl; C. 37, XII 18; C. 40, XIII 16; C. 47, XVII 5,15.

FD to sweat: C. 7, III 19.

FD "T sweat: C. 7, 111 10, 19.

FD W tI>l four: XX 16.

M in, on, to, etc. (indicating place where) ; also q before suffix
pronouns: 0. 1, lost column bis restored, I 1 his (once re-
stored), 6, 7; 0. 2, I12 restored, 13 restored, 14 his, 15 re-
stored, 17 restored; 0. 3, I18, 19 restored, 20, 21 his (once

restored), II 1; C. 4,11 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9; 0. 5, 1111,12,

13 bis, 14, 15; 0. 6, II 18, 19, 20 his, 22, 25; 0. 7, III 2, 4, 5,

6, 9, 12, 13, 17, 8; C. 8,IV5,6bis,7ter, 8, 9, 10, 12bis, 15,

16, 18 his ; 0. 9, IV 19 his, 20, V 3,5; 0. 10, V 5, 6, 7; 0. 11,

V 10 his, 11, 12, 14; C. 12, V 16 his, 17, 18, 19 his, 21, VI 2,

3 his ; 0.13, VI 3, 4 his, 5,6; 0.14, VI17 bis, 9,11,13; 0.15,
VI 14, 15, 16; 0. 16, VI 18 his, 19; C. 17. VII 1 his, 2,83, 4;
0. 18, VII 7 his, 9, 10, 13 ; C. 19, VII 15, 17 his, 18; 0. 20,

VII 22, 23, VIII 3, 4; 0. 21, VIII 6 his, 8; 0. 22, VIII 9,

10, 12, 13 his, 14, 15; 0. 28, VIII 18 ter, 19, 20, 21; 0. 24,

VIII 22, 23, IX 1; 0. 25, IX 2 his, 4, 5 his ; 0. 26, IX 6, 7,
9. 11; 0. 27, IX 13, 14, 15, 16; 0. 28, IX 18, 19, 22, X2;
0.29, X3,4,6,7; 0. 30, X 8, 9, 10, 12; 0.31, X12, 13, 17,

18; 0. 32, XI his, 4, 5, 7; 0. 33, XI 9 his, 12, 13; 0. 84,

XI 17 his, 19 his, 22, 23; C. 35, XII 3 his, 4, 6, 7 his ; 0. 36,
XII 9 his, 10, 12, 13 bis ; 0. 37, XII 15 his, 16, 20; 0. 38,

XII 21, 22, XIII 1 his ; 0. 39, XIII 3, 4, 6, 9 his, 10; 0. 40,

XI II 12, 13,91; 0. 41, XIII 18 his, 22, XIV 1, 7, 8, 12; 0. 42,

Mme2
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M (cant.) XIV 17, 19; 0. 43, XV 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ter; 0. 44, XV 6 bis, 8;

0. 45, XV 12,15; 0.46, XV 20, 21, XVI 2,3,7,8,10,13 bis;

0. 47, XVI 16, 17, 19, XVII 1, 6, 7,11,14; 0. 48, XVII 16,

17, 18; I. 1, XVIII 7; I. 2, XVIII 15; 1. 4, XVIII 19; I. 7,

XX 5; L.8, XX 12; XX 14; XXI9, 16,21,XXII3,5,6,

10; XXII 11, 13.
M, "in," introducing state or condition : . 12, V 22;

0. 22, VIII 17; 0. 41, XIV 1.

M, " into," introducing limit of motion: 0. 3, III; 0. 5,
11 16; 0. 6, 111 1; 0. 32, XIS8; 0. 33, XI 10, 11, 14 his,
16 bis.

M, " into," introducing a change of state or condition: C. 5,

11 17; 0. 9, IV 21; XX 17; XXI 5; XX1 8; XXI 9, 14,

15, 16; XXII 13.
M, " from," indicating source: 0. 4, II 4 bis, 6 bis; 0. 5,

11 13 his; C. 6,1122; 0.7, 1114 bis, 6 bis; 0.8, IV 8,9 his,

12 bis, 15, 16 his; 0. 11, V 11; 0. 13, VI 5 his; 0. 17, VII
3 ter, 4, 5 bis ; 0. 20, VII 24, VIII 2, 4; 0. 21, VIII 7 his,
8 his; 0. 22, VIII 11 his, 13 bis, 17; 0. 28, IX 20; C. 31, X
14, 20, 22; C. 37, XII 19; 0. 41, XIII 19, XIV 3,10, 15,16;
0. 46, XVI 8; C. 47, XVII9,10; I. 3, XVIII 17, 18; I. 4,

XIX 2; I. 6, XIX 15; XXI 14.
M, " from," indicating separation: I. 7, XIX 19; XXII 8.

M," resulting from ": 0. 3, III1.
Mwith," indicating means : 0. 1, I 3, 4 ter, 5; 0. 3,

123; 0. 6, 1123; C. 7,111I14; C. 8,IV 7, 13; C. 10, V6,

8 his; C. 11,V12; C. 12,V18,19,20,VII; 0. 14, V719;
0. 19, VII 19; C. 20, VIII12, 5; 0. 22, VIII 11; 0. 23, VIII 19;
C. 28, IX 21; C. 85, X1I5; 0. 36, XII 11; 0. 39, XIII 6, 7;
0. 40, XI II 14; 0. 46, XVI 3, 7 bis ; 0. 47, XVI 20, X VII 4;
I. 5, XIX 10; I. 7, XX 6; XXI 13, XXII 5.

M, " with," introducing the cause of state or condition:
0. 7, III 10, 19.

M, " with," giving further description: 0. 33, XIi, 15;
0. 39, XIII 4; I. 1, XVIII 8.

M, " as," indicating purpose : 0. 9, V 1; I. 1, XVIII 10.
M, " as," meaning " in form of ": I. 6, XIX 17 ter.

WPY .... M : 0. 8, IV 8.
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M (cont.) M, indicating time when: I. 1, XVIII 11; I. 5, XIX 14.

M, " consisting of ": XXI 14, XXII 5.
M with copulative force: C. 4, 1I 11; C. 7, IV 4; C. 11,

V 14.
M HJT, after," " afterward," " when ": C. 1, I3; C. 2,

I 15 restored; C. 3, I 22 restored, 23; C. 9, IV 20, V 3;
C. 10, V7; C.11,V13; C.12,V19,20; C.15,VI17; C.16,

VI 21; C. 17, VII 6; C. 18, VII 11; C. 23, VIII 21; C. 26,
1X9,10; C. 27, IX17; C.28,X1;C.29,X8; C. 30,X bis;
C. 32, XI 6; C. 34, XI 20; C. 35, XII 8; C. 36, XII 14;
C. 37, XII 18; C. 38, XIII 2; C. 40, XIII 16; C. 42, XIV 20;
C. 43, XV 3; C. 47, XVII 4,14; XXI 11, XXII 7.

M, idiomatic:
MY UHPR T M, "like as it were ": C. 40,I17;

C. 42, XIV 21.
M. M, "grasp ": C. 22, VIII 15.
WDY M, " assail": I. 4, XIX 2.
TKN M, " draw near to ": I. 7, XX4.
M HT N, " subject to ": I. 1, XVIII 5.
M SHI T," even so": XXI 15.

t MN M, "as far as ": C. 26, IX 8.

M MYT "T, "likewise ": C. 12, V 22.
M, partitive: XX 13.

M, used erroneously for NT : C. 8, IV 8.
M, scribal error : C. 8, IV 17; C. 39, XIII 3.

M ancient verb used to negative a command : C. 7, IV 4; I. 4,
XlX 1; I. 7, XX 3, 4 his.

Ai" ~to see, inspect, look (with meaning " appear ") ; also , (twice
only VII1, XIX 1) : C. 12, VI 1; C. 19, VII 15; C. 22,

VIII 12, 15; C. 30, X 10; I. 4, XIX 1; XXII 11.

M'r to extend : 0. 48, XIII 16, 17.

Myr temple (of the head): C. 9, V 3.

M'[W] . new : XXI 16.

MY come (imperative): I. 1, XVIII 3.

MY water: C. 12, VI 3.

MY like, as : C. 1.1I4 his restored : C. 3.1I24 ; [C. 6, II120 restored],
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MY (cont.) Jq

MYT T

MY"~T
Mr

[M]rND.T

MW

MWY

M Y"T
MW*T
MWT

MWT

MN

21, III 1 bis; 0. 7, III 11, 18, 19, 21 bis, IV 1, 3; 0. 8,
IV 10,11; G. 9,V1; 0.14, VI 14; 0. 19,VII20, 21; 0.20,
VIII 2; C. 22, VIII 15, 17; C.31,X19; 0.32,XI8; 0.39,
XIII 11; 0. 40, XI 17; 0. 41, XIV 13, 16; 0. 42, XIV 21;
0. 45, XV 17-18, 19; (. 46, XVI 1, 14; (. 47, XVI 19,

XVII 10; XXI 11, 15; XXII2.

MY 1IR " like": XXI 18.
MY YIJ'T, " as if ": 0. 7, III 12, IV 2.

likewise: 0. 4, II 8.
the like, a copy: 0. 41, XIV 7; I. 5, XIX 2.

MYT"T, " about ": XXI 10.
M MYT"T, " likewise ": 0. 12, V 22.
MYT"T, " like," "likewise ": 0. 1, I5; I. 7, XX 8;

XXI 14.

liver: I. 5, XIX 4.

because of: 0. 7,1II18,20; 0. 39, XIII 11; 0. 41, XIV 14.

Mr NTT: 0. 12, V 22.
from, indicating place:I. 0, XIX 18.

UPR Mr, " done by ": C. 30, X 10.
NIJM Mr, 'save from 1, XVIII 8.

now: C. 48, XVII 16.
morning barque: I. 1, XVIlI 7.
water, fluid (secretion), juice: 0. 28, IX 19; C. 45, XV13 his ;

C. 46, XVI 1, 5, 7, 8, 14; 0. 47, XVII 10; X XI116, 17, 21,

XXII 2.
be watery : C. 41, XVIII 22.
urine : 0. 31, X 14, 17, 22 b is.
mother: I. 6, XIX 16.

to die, death: C. 4, 11 11; 0. 8, IV 10; I. 2, XVIII 15, 16;
I. 7, XX2.

a dead person, or witho in fern.; also (XVIII 18) :
I. 3, XVIII 18; I. 5, XIX 6 his.

MN M, " fixed in,'a" "attached to", (used anatomically) : 0. 7,
III117; 0. 34, XI 23; 0. 43, XV 4.

MN M, " confined to ": C. 23, VIII 19.
MN M, "sticking in" (used of a foreign substance sticking

Ina wound) : C. 4, II9; 0. 23, VIII 20.
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MN (cont.)

MN

MN-T

MN-T

MN'tlY

MNIJ"i

MN H

MND.'T

'ii

TYJ

MR

fixed, rigid, stiff (as a symptom): 0. 32, XI 2.
to press firmly (in feeling an injury): 0. 40 XIII 13.

MN SW: C. 31, X 21.

RMNM: 0. 26, IX8.
someone: 0. 1, I 3.

something: 0. 1, 1 4 bis.

to be sick, to suffer with; also . (once only XVI 18).
MNTSW: 0. 3,120,21,26;0. 4,114,6;0. 5,1113,15;

C. 6, 1122; 0. 7,1114, 6, 13; 0.8, IV 9, 12; C. 19, VII 18;

C. 20, VIII 4; 0. 22, VIII 13; 0.29, X 6-7.
MN miscellaneous::0. 3, II1; 0. 42, XIV 17, 18; 0. 43,

XV1, 4, 5; 0. 47, XVI 18, XVII 1; 0.48, XVII 18; XX 13;

XXLI 11 his.
MN by error: C 1, 19.

ailment: 0. 1, I 5 bis; 0. 20, VIII 1.

the two loins : XXI 2.

mooring stakes: also ))) (once only X 8).
WDLY (or TIDY) IR T''J1R1MNY-WT-F: 0.3,123 restored,

112; C. 4, 117; C.5,1115; C. 28,X3;0. 29,X 8; 0.47,
XVII 13.

WI)Y-lR-K 8W 1R MNY"WT-F: 0. 19, VII 18; 0. 21,

VIII (9.
WILY-R-{K 1R MNY"WT-F: 0. 11, V 12.

R MNJ, " thoroughly ": XXI 17, 20, XXII 3.

of unknown meaning: C. 39, XIII 8.

emissio serinis; or with det. 6: C. 31, X 16, 19.

cheek ; or without Q : 0. 11, V 15; 0. 12, V 22; 0. 15, VI 14,

15,16 his ; 0. 16, VI 18 his, 19; 0. 17, VII 1 his, 2, 4.
ailment, hurt, once without det. (III 13).

MR in verdict 1: C. 1, 12; 0. 2, 114; 0. 3, 121; C. 10,
V7 ;0C.11, V11;0.12, V17 ; 0.14, V19 ; C.15, VI16 ;
0. 16, VI 20; 0. 18, VII 10; 0. 19, VII 18; 0. 23, VIII 20;
0. 25, IX 5; 0. 26, IX 9; 0. 27, IX 16; 0. 30, X 10; 0. 32,

XI 4; 0. 34, XI 19, 22; 0. 35, XII 4; 0. 36, XII 10; 0. 38,
XIII 1; 0. 39, XIII 6; 0. 40, XIII 15; 0. 41, XIV 2; 0. 42,
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MR (cont.) N'

MRK
MR "IT

MIIWY

MI"T
MIJNT

MUNW

M81

M8ijN-T

M8D'TY

M DMT

8~9

XIV 19; 0. 43, XV 2; 0. 46, XVI 3; 0. 47, XVII 2; 0. 48,

XVII 18.
MR in verdict 2: 0.4,116,11; 0.7,1116; C.21,VI118-9;

0. 28, IX 22; 0. 29, X 7; 0. 37, XII 17; 0. 45, XV 14;
0. 47, XVII 11.

MR in verdict 3: 0. 5, H 15; 0. 6, II 22; 0. 7, III 13;
0. 8, IV 9, 12; 0. 13,VI6-7; 0. 17,VII5; 0.20, VIII4;

C. 22, VIII 14; C.24,IX2; 0.31,X17; 0.33,XI13; 0.37,
XII 21; 0. 44, XV 9.

bind; also 2 (once only III18): 0. 7, III11, 13, 18, IV 2.

grease; also kjc> or with ij, or ;j, (once only 123),
$ (once only VII 6), (once only II 8).

MRH'T used alone: 0. 4, II8; 0. 6, II 23; 0. 11, V 12;
C. 12, V 19; C. 20,VII15; 0.32,XI5.

MR1H1'T and honey: 0. 9, V 4; 0. 10, V 8; 0. 15, VI 17;
0. 18, VII 11; 0. 26, IXI10;'..34, XI20.

MRHjI T with honey and lint: 0. 1, I3; 0. 2, I15 restored;
C. 3, 123; C.7,1118; C.11,V13; C.12,V20; C.14,VI12;

0. 16, VI 21; 0. 17, VII 6; 0. 19, VII 19; 0. 23, VIII 22;
0. 27, IX 17; 0. 28, X 1; 0. 37, XII 18; 0. 40, XIII 16;
0. 47, XVII 4, 14.

MRIFT in prescription: 0. 9, IV 20; 0. 46, XVI 11;

XX 15.
ointment : XX 18; XXII12.
mass : Xm 4 bis, 6.

riiiilkl : 0. 20, VIII 5.
to grasp : 0. 22, VIII 15.
see :HM>T MII'T.

countenance ; also ~~(III118-19): C. 7, III 10, 18-19.

interior : 0. 22, VIII 16; C. 26, IX 7.

crocodile : I. 5, XIX 7.

Meskhenet, g.: I. 3, XVIII 18.

two nostrils : 0. 11, V 14-15, 15.

eye paint: X 17.

ear: C. 13, VI 6; 0. 17, VII 3, 5; 0. 18, VII 14; 0. 21, VIII 7,

8; C. 23, VII 18 bis, 19 bis, 20, 21.
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M8DR (cont.)

M8DR"W-

MK~T

MK'

MK)TY

M[K]U',

MT

M8DR-WYY (.): C.41146;C5,113C.7II4,;

0. 8, IV 9, 12; 0. 20, VIII 5; 0. 22, VIII 11, 12, 13, 15, 16.
" Hezret-ears " (leaves of some plant); or with dot. 00.:X 18.

shoulder-blade; also ° \ (once only XII 5, scribal error of

hieratic iv for mn; cf. vr in XIII 6 where w has been corrected
to m): C. 35, XII 5; 0.36, Xiii; 0. 47, XVI 18, XVII 2.

protection: 0. 9, V 3.

depressionl: 0. 11, V 10.

two supports; also 0 (III 15) :0.4,117; 0. 7, III 15.
back of the head: C. 1, I7 bis (once restored), 8.

vessel, canal: C.1,16,7,Bbis; C.9,V3; 0. 34,XII 1.

muscle, ligament, without det. \: C. 7, III 10, 17, 18, 19, 20.

customary; also ' (V 22): 0. 3, HI2; 0. 12, V 22.

speak: 0. 7, IV 3; 0. 20, VIII 1; 0. 22, VIII 12, 17; 0. 33,

XI 10-11.
MDW as designation of "beating" of heart: C. 1, I8

restored; 0. 7, III 3.
word: I. 1, XVIII 9; I. 2, XVIII 15; I. 5, XlX 9.

speech: 0. 21, VIII 8.

deep: 0. 5, II 13.

compress : 0. 9, V 4.

brace: 0. 7, III14.

book: XXI 9.

to press : 0.8,IV 16.

also (ten times X 21;: XI 3; XII 2; XVIII 2, 3, 9, 16;
XIX 3, 4, 18).

N, " to," " for," dative of reference or indirect object :
0. 2, I115 restored ; 0. 3, I126 bis (once restored), II12; 0. 4,
117, 8; 0. 5, 1117; 0. 7, 1117, 14 bis, 17; C. 8,IV 14, 18;
0. 9,IV 20 bis, 21, V 4; 0. 10, V6, 8; 0. 11, V 11, 13;
0. 12, V 18, 20; 0. 14, VI 8, 10, 12; 0. 19, VII 16 bis, 21;

0. 20, VIII 1; 0. 22, VIII 11, 12; 0. 23, VIII 19, 21; 0. 25,
IX3 ; 0. 27, IX 16 ; C.28, X2 ; 0. 30,X 9 ; 0.31, X22 ;
0 . 32, XI 2bis; C0. 35, X11I6; C0. 36, XII 12,13 ;C0. 37, XII 17 ;

MTR
MDW

11D

v-II1

a

MDW

MD "T

MDT

N
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N (cent.) C. 39, XIII 7; C.41,XIV2,4,6,10; C.46,XVI9,11; 0.47,
XVI 20, XVII 4; C. 48, XVII 16, 19; I. 1, XVIII 2, 3;
I. 5, XIX 3, 4; I. 6, XIX 18; I. 8, XX 12; XX13,15,16;

XXII 12.
N, "to," indicating place to which: 0. 1, lost column his

restored, I 2 restored, 6, 7 restored, 8 ter, 10; 0. 2, I12, 13,

16 restored; C. 4, II 2, 3, 5; 0. 5, I112, 14, 15 (dittography),

16, 17; 0. 6, II18, 19, 24; 0. 7, III2, 5, 12; C. 8, IV 15;
(. 10, V 6; 0. 11, V 15; 0. 12, V 21; 0. 14, V13; 0. 18,

VII 8, 12; 0. 20, VII 22, 23, VIII 3; 0. 26, IX 7, 9, 11, 12;
0. 27, IX 14, 16; 0. 29, X 4, 6; C. 31, X 15; 0. 34, XI 21,

23, XII 2; 0. 87, XII 20.

N, " for," indicating duration of time:,I. 1, XVIII 9; I. 5,
XIX 9; 1.8, XX 11.

N, " despite ": I.1, XVIII9; I.2, XVIII 14; I.5, XIX9;

I. 8, XX 11.
DG, N, "look at ": 0. 3, I20 restored, 25, 26 his (once

restored) ; 0. 4, II5; 0. 5, II14; 0. 7, III5; 0. 19, VII 16;
C. 29, X5; C. 30,X9; .32,X12,3.

N, indicating possession: 0. 46, XVI 2.

N miscellaneous:
IRDY N, "apply to ": 0. 9, V 4; "attach to " : I.5,

XIX11; " put in": XXI10,XXII1.
I)MY N, " touch," 0. 45, XV 17, 18.

TWT N, " liken to " : 0. 7, IV 2; 0. 12, VI 3; 0. 45,

XV 18.
N IJRW, " upward" : 0. 7, IV 3; 0. 31, X 21.

N HRW, " downward ": 0. 7, IV 3; 0. 31, X 21; 0. 32,

XI 8.
G8 N I.RY, " top ": XXII 6.

M HT N, " subject to ": I. 1, XVIII 5.

N, scribal error : C. 39, XIII 8.
N, used for negative particle : 0. 6, HI 21; C. 8, IV 11 his ;

0. 20, VIII 4.
because of : C. 3, I124 ; C. 22, VIII 17; C. 48, XVII 17; I. 2,

XVIII 15, 16 ; 1.7, XX 2.

N[Y]- genitival adjective; also once.A. (XIX 5), (IV 13): 0. 1,

''(feminine) lost column ter restored, I12 restored, 8, 10 restored, 11; 0. 2,
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N[YJ (cont.) (feminine dual)

?(plural)

N -T

N'T

i
NY

I 12 ter (once restored), 14 restored, 15 his (once restored),
16 bis (once restored), 17 restored; C. 3, I 18, 19 his

restored, 21 restored; C. 4,112, 3 bis, 5, 7, 9 his; C. 5, 11 11,
12 his, 14, 17; C. 6, II 18 ter, 19 bis, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25,

III 1; C. 7, III 2 his, 5, 6 his, 7, 9, 10, 11 his, 12 his, 14,

15 his, 16 quater, 18, 19, 20, 21 his, IV 1 ter, 3 his; C. 8,
IV 5 quater, 6, 8 ter, 10, 12, 13 ter, 15, 16 his, 17 ter, 18 ter;
C. 9, IV 19 his, 20 ter, 21 his,V 1, 2 his, 4 his; C. 10, V 5,
6 his, 9 ter; C. 11, V 10 ter, 11 his, 12, 13, 14 his, 15; C. 12,
V 16 ter, 17, 18 his, 19, 20, 21 his, VI 2; C. 13, VI 4; C. 14,
VI 7, 10 his; C. 15, VI 15; C. 16, VI 18, 19; C. 17, VII 1;

C. 18, VII 7, 14 his; C. 19, VII 21; C. 20, VII 23, 24, VIII 2;
C. 21, VIII 6, 7; C. 22, VIII 10, 11, 16 his; C. 23, VIII 18,
19 his, 21 bis; C. 24, VIII 22; C. 25, IX 4; C. 26, IX 6, 8;
C. 27, IX 13 his, 14, 15; C. 28, IX 18, 19, 20, X 2; C. 29,

X 3 bis, 4 quater, 6; C.30,X8,9 his,10; C.31,X 12,13 his,
15, 16, 17, 18 his; C. 32, XI1 ter, 4,7 his, 8; C. 33, XI 9 ter,
12, 13, 14, 16; C. 34, XI 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, XII 1, 2 his;
C. 35, XII 3, 7; C. 36, XII 9,12; C. 37, XII 15, 17; C. 38,

XII 22 his; C. 39, XIII 3; C. 40, XIII 12, 13, 14, 15, 17 his;
C. 41, XIlI 18 ter, 19 his, 21, 22, XIV 1, 3 his, 4, 5, 8,10,
11, 15, 16; C. 42, XIV 17 his, 19, 21 ter; C. 43, XIV 22 his,
23 his, XV 2, 3, 4 his ; C. 43, XIV 22 (nw, scrihal error) ;
C. 44, XV 6 his, 7 his, 8; C. 45, XV 9, 13, 15, 18, 19; C. 46,
XV 20, XVI 8, 9, 10, 14; C. 47, XVI116, 17 his, XVII1, 4,

6, 9, 10 his, 14; C. 48, XVII 15, 16, 17, 18; I. 1, XVIII
1 his, 8 his, 10; I. 2, XVIII 11, 12; I. 3, XVIII 17; I. 5,

XIX 5, 6, 8; I. 6, XIX 14 his, 15 his ; I. 7, XIX 18, XX 5,
6, 7; I. 8, XX 10 his ; XX 14; XXI 7; XXI 9, 13, 14 his,

21, XXII 1, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10; XXII 12, 13.

crown (of Lower Egypt) : I. 1, XVIII 6.

FNeitl g.: I. 5, XIX 13.

these : C. 45, XV 19; XXI 14 his, 21.

for which, or, for whom.

NY in verdict 3: C. 5, II 15; C. 6, II 22 ; C. 7, 111 13 ;
C. 8, IV 9, 12; C. 13, VI 7; C. 17, VII 5; C. 20, VIII 4;
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NY (cont.)

NY-8WT

NY'W

NYW

NY~

Nrr

NrTh

Nr~

rNWNW1

NW

NW

N13

13B T

NI3T-II1-T

NB

N13YM.IR-F

NBYBYW

NBI

NPP

NPW

NPII-WY

NY-- =W

....a Q
AM0

N'IL

rte p

NrCA

Q 
rig)

C. 22, VIII 14; C.24,1X2; C.31,X17; C.33,X713; 0.37,
XII21; C. 44, XV9.

NY with obscure meaning: C. 7, III17; 0. 18, VII 14.
king: I. 7, XX 4.

ibex; also C (XVI 11): 0. 41, XIV 6; C. 46, XVIII.
ostrich: C. 9, IV 20, 21, V. 1.

to call: C. 22, VIII 12.

to gain color1: 0. 8, IV 9.

clamminess; also ZJ (XVI1) :0.46,XVI1,XVI14.

puncture: 0. 3, 124.
the Celestial Ocean: I. 1, XVIII 7.

this: 0. 3, II 1.
weak particle in YR NW, "now if ": C. 1, I 6.

every, all, any: C. 1,13, 6 his (once restored), 8 his; C. 2,115;
C. 3, I 23; C. 4, II8; C. 8, IV 5, 13; C. 9, V 2; C. 10,V8;

C.11,Y13; C. 12,V18,20,VI1,2; C.14,VI10,12; 0.15,
VI 17; C. 16, VI 21; C. 17, VII 7; C. 18, VII 11; C. 19,
VII 19; C. 23, VIII 22; C. 25, IX 6; C. 26, IX 11; C. 27,
IX 18; C. 28,X1; C. 30,X11; C. 32,XI6; C. 34, X120;
C. 35, XII 8; C. 36, XII 14; C. 37, XII 18; C. 38, XIII 2;
C. 39, XIII 9; 0. 40, XIII 16; 0. 41, XIV 7; 0. 42, XIV 20;
C. 43, XV 3; C. 45, XV 12, 15 ; 0.46, XVI 7; 0. 47, XVII 5,

6, 15; I. I XVIII 8 his, 10; I. 5, XIX 6 quinquies ; I. 7,
XIX 18, XX 8; XXI 12, 14, XX1I 1, 9 ter.

mistress : I. 1, XVIII 6.

Nephthys, g.: I. 1, XVIII 5.

tie: I. 7, XX 6.

Flame.in.His.Face (a hostile demon) : 1. 1, XVIII 1.

he hot : 0.46, XVI 15.

a kind of tree: 0. 41, XIV 3.

to flutter: 0. 6, II20,21; 0. 8, IV 10-11, 11.

enenw : 0. 9, V 3.

two labia : 1.
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NF'T

NF'

NFNFN

N rF1 NFRY

NFIVT

NFRY*T R

NET

NN,N

4:.-

q

541

breath, wind; also (XVIII 13),.C.... (XX 1): I. 1
XVIII 8; I. 2, XVIII 13; I. 7, XX 1.

those: C. 46, XVI 6.

unroll: C. 47, XVI 19.

of unknown meaning : I.5, XIX 12.

unidentified flower: LI7, XX 5.

as far as: C. 11,V14,15; C. 12,V21.

displacement: 0. 34, XI 22; C. 43, XV 4.

negative particle; also - (II 21; IV 11 bis; VIII 4).
: C. 1, I 1 restored, 2; C. 2, I 14 restored, 17;

C. 8, iV 5, 13; C. 18, VII 8, 9,12,13; C. 27, IX 15; C. 42,

XIVI18; C. 45, XV 12.

---- " : C. 5, 11 15;C ,1 2;C ,113 .8 V9

12; C. 13, VI 7; C. 17, VII 5; C. 20, VIII 4; C. 22, VIII 14;
C. 24, IX 2; C. 31, X17; C. 33, XI 13; C. 37, XII 21; C.44,

XV 9.
With infinitive: 0. 1,110, 11; C. 3, II2; C. 7, III 17;

C. 22, VIII 17; C. 33, XI 15; C. 41, XIV 9; 0. 42, XIV 18;

I. 6, XIX 17.
With .4dm-f form: C. 6, II 21, III 1; C. 8, IV 11 bis;

C. 9, V 3; C. 18, VII 12; C. 20, VIII 2; C. 31, X 14; I. 2,

XVIII 13, 15; I. 7, XIX 20, XX 1, 2.

With N-form: 0. 3, 1 20 restored, 25, 26 bis (once restored) ;
C. 4, II 4, 9; C. 5, II 14; C. 6, II 21; C. 7, III 4 bis, 17;
C. 8, IV 14; C. 20, VIII 1; C. 22, VIII 12; C. 25, IX 3;
C. 29, X 5; C. 31, X 21 bis, 22; C. 32, XI12, 3; C. 33, XI 10

C. 41, XIII 20, 21, XIV 13; C. 45, XV 12, 13 bis ; I. 2,

XVIII 16; XX 13.

With noun: C. 1, lost column restored, I 1 restoredl,
11 restored ; C. 9, V 3; C. 45, XV 15; C. 46, XVI 15; XXI

18; XXII 1.
With pronoun : C. 12, V 22.
With adjectival predicates : 0. 1, I110 restored, 12.
Used for dative N or genitival adjective N[Y] : C. 31, X 21;

C. 32, XI3; C. 34, X112; I. 1, XVIII 2, 3,9; I.2, XVIII 16;
1.5, XIX 3,4, 5,7; 1. 6, XIX 18.
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NN

NNY

NNM
N ? W
NR'T

NRW'T

NH*T

NIID

NHDHD
NH'I

NB'[T]-jK W

NTiB*T

NIIM

NH 'MT

NH ' WT

N l13T

N 3IBI

nnUxYT

L~vx

J0JxA

"WiOj

NT

NH

NSY

N 

1
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these, this; also 114 (XXII 6): 0. 46, XVI 5-6; XX1I 6.

to move feebly, drag: C. 8, IV 14.
to dribble; also 4''"4 (X 22), (X 17): 0.31, X 17,22.
to wander: C. 3,111.

See NY'W.

vulture: I. 1, XVIII 10.

sprain; or with det. \; also a (twice only XVII 15, 16), or

with det. \ (once only XVII 18): C. 30, X 8, 9, 10, 12;
0. 42, XIV 17, 19; C. 48, XVII 15, 16, 18.

sycamore: 0. 46, XVI 12.

DRD NH"T (17Q1 ,XlV 7; or without o), "sycamore
leaves ": 0. 41, XIV 7; 0. 46, XVI 8.

exhaustion: 0. 7, III114.
See also 'oHT and HD.

to throb: 0. 6,1120,21; C.8,IV 10, 11.

disturbing, foreign; or with det. t: 0. 4, 11 3-4; 0. 6, III 1.
Neheb-kau, g.:I. 5, XIX 10.

neck: C. 3, 120, 21; Il ter;0. 4,114, 6, 8;0. 5,14,15;

0. 6, 11 22; C. 7,1114,6,10, 13, 19, 20 ;0.8, IV 9, 12; 0.19,
VII 16, 18; 0. 20, VIII4; 0. 22, VIII 14; C. 29, X 3, 4 bis,
6 bis, 7; 0. 30, X 8, 9, 10; 0. 31, X 12-13, 13, 15, 16, 17,
18 bis; 0.832, XI1 bis, 2, 4, 5, 7,7--8, 8; 0. 33, XI 9, 10, 12,
14 bis, 16.

to save: I. 1, XVIII 8.

rescue (noun): 0. 9, V 3.

teeth: 0. 7, III 10-11.
Nekhbet, g.: 1. 1, XVII 3.

to break through, crepitate ; also 7J'Jx (once only XV 7-8) :
0. 13, VI 4-5; 0. 17, VII 2; 0. 24, VIII 23 ; 0. 37, XII 16;
0. 44, XV 7-8.

to be stiff, or with det. z (twice III 17, 20) : 0. 7, III 17, 20.

IJNN NUT (applied to erection of phallus) : 0. 31, X 14, 20.
fluid : 0. 6, 11 24-5.

See also NSW.

to settle: 0. 32, XI 8.
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NSW'T

NS-

NSR

NSR'T

NSR

NSA

A t2

Z(fem~inine)

1'

displacement: C. 32, XI 1 bis, 4, 7.
"garden tongue," a plant: C. 41, XIV 7.

to burn, to be inflamed: C. 28, IX 20; C. 41, XIII 19, XIV 2,
8,11; C. 47, XVII8, 1112.

fever: I. 4, XIX 1.

anoint: C. 6, 1122.
issue (verb); also ,r (once only XIII 19), 'U (once only

XVlI 9), a (scrihal error, once only XIV 15): C. 41,
XIII 19, XIV 15, 16; C. 47, XVII 9.

issue, discharge (noun): C. 31, X 20.
See also NH.

disaster, to work disaster; or with dot. I. 2, XVIII 13-14;
1.4, XIX 1, 2; I. 7, XIX2O-XX 1.

moisture: XXI 18.

to sift: XXI 13.

sieve: XXI 13.

some, also , x a piece (XX 5): C. 22, VIII 15; I. 7, XX 5.

to rend open: also q q (once only 11 23), (once only

X 12), 6x (twice only 1122, IV 11): C. 6,11 18, 19, 22, 23;
C. 8, IV 11; C. 30, X12.

which, also (twice only I7 his) : C. 1, I7 his ; C. 4, II 4,
10 bis ; C. 5, II 13 his ; C. 6, 11 20 ; C. 7, III19; C. 8, IV 6,

7 bis, 10; C. 9,V 5 his ; C. 11,V 10; C. 12, V17, 19, VI 2;
C. 31, X 18; C. 37, XII 19; C. 38, XIII 1; C. 39, XIII 7;
C. 41, XIII 22, XIV 9, 14, 15 (dittography); C. 45, XV 19;
C. 46, XVI 3, 7, 13; C. 47, XVII 7; XXI 21.

one who : C. 7, IV 3.
NTT introducing proposition after particles meaning

" because ": C. 7, IV 4.

Mr NTT: C. 12, V 22.

HR NTT: I. 1, XVIII 4.
NTY used erroneously for YWTY: C. 8, IV 8.
NTY used for N[Y]: C. 8, IV 13.

membrane ; C. 6,11 24.

god : C. 8,IV 16; 1.3, XVIII 18.

N SNY

NIKW "T

NIKR

N1KRW

NKT*W

NG',Y

NTY

NTNT

NTR
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NTR"T 1 o2 ', an unidentified drug: 0.46, XVI 4.

rND1 U1 Ito husky: XXI 11 his; more probably to be read q. y.

ND tot to ask: C. 20, VIII 1.

ND ol triturate, grind; or with det. .-o; also v (once only XIV 5):

C. 9, IV 20, 21; C.41,XIV5,6; C.46,XVI4,5, 12; XXI5;
XXII 2; XXII 13.

NIM a to be easy, comfortable; also (I 26, twice, once
restored; III 17; IV 14): C. 3, I26 bis (once restored);

C. 7, III 7, 17; C. 8, IV 14.

to recover.
R NDM-F (" until he recovers C. 1, I3; C. 2, I15;

C. 3, 123; C. 10,V8; C. 11,V14; C. 12,V20;C.14,V112;

C. 15, VI 17; C. 16, VI 21; C. 17, VII 7; C. 18, VII 11;
C. 19, VII 19; C. 23, VIII 22; C. 25, IX 6; C. 26, IX 11;

C. 27, IX 18; C. 28, X 2,3; C. 30, X 12; C. 32, XI 7; C. 34,
XI 21; C. 35, XII 8; C. 36, XII 14; C. 38, XIII 2; C. 40,

XIII16; C. 42,XIV20; C. 43, XV3; C. 47, XVII5,15.

sweet: XXI15, 17.
NRVY to draw together, or with det...-.; also (twice only VI 8,

IX 21): C.10,V6,8; C. 14, VI8; C.23, VII19; C.26,
IX 8; C. 28, IX 21; C. 47, XVI 20, XVII 3.

NDRhWT seizures: XXII11.

N DS little, contracted, narrow ; also 5I (once only VII 12) : C. 1,
110, 12; 0. 3,124; C. 7,11119 ; C. 18, VII112.

NTSTY'W '1 malignant spirits : .2, XVIII 12.

N DS P MOA"consume :I. 7, X'IX 19.

IR or (. before suffix pronouns.

R, " to," showing direction of motion: C. 2, 1 17 ; C. 4,
II 10; C. 10, V 9; C. 20, VIII 2, 5; C. 34, XI 18; I. 1,

XVIII 3; I. 2, XVIII 16; Fl. 5, XIX 12"; I. 6, XIX 17.

R, " to," with meaning " as far as ": C. 3, I118, 19, 21
restored ; C. 12, V 22; C. 18, VII 12, 14; C. 28, IX 19, 22;
C. 40, XIII13,15; C. 41, XIV 11, 12; XXIIO0.

~PR IR YIJT, " to reach a decisive point" : 0. 4, II 8, 10;
C. 6,1123 ; C. 7,1118,15 ; C. 8,IV 9; C. 21, VIII9; C. 37,
XII 19.
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iR (cont.) R, "to," used of application of medicaments: C. 41,
XJV 3,4; C. 46,XVI3, 12.

R, " to," dative of reference: C. 7, III 3; C. 31, X 16,
20; C. 41, XIII 19, XIV 15,16; C. 45, XV 14, 19; C. 46,

XVI 5; C. 47, XVII 9.
R, indicating place into which: I. 5, XiX 5; I. 6, XIX 16;

XXI 3; XXI 19, XXII 7.
R, indicating place at which (especially of parts of the

body): C. 6, II 25; C. 7, III 4; C. 8, IV 10; C. 18, VII 14;
C. 22, VIII 16; I. 1,XVIII 10; 1.5, XIX 11; I.8, XX9.

R, " concerning ": C. 1, I1 restored, 8; C. 2, I14; C. 3,

I 20 restored; C. 4, II5; C. 5, 1114; C. 7, Ill5, 12; C. 8,

IV14,15; C.10,V7;C.11,V11; C.12,V17;C.13,V16;
C. 14, VI 9, 14; C. 15, VI 16; C. 16, VI 19; C. 17, VII 4;
C. 18, VII 10, 13; C. 19, VII 17, 21; C. 20, VIII 3; C. 21,
VIII 8; C. 22, VIII 13; C. 23, VIII 19; C. 24, VIII 2$;
C. 25, IX 5; C. 26, IX 8, 13; C. 27, IX 15; C. 28, IX 21;
C. 29,X6; C.30,X10,12; C. 31, X 17,18,19; C.32,XI3,

7; C. 33, XI 12, 14; C. 34, XI 18; C. 35, XII 4; C. 36,
XII 10; C. 37, XII 16, 20; C. 38, XIII 1; C. 39, XIII 5;
C. 40, XIII 14; C. 41, XIV 1, 10, 11; C. 42, XIV 19; C. 43,

XV 1; C. 44, XV 8; C. 45, XV 14; C. 46, XVI 2; C. 47,

XVI 20, XVII 10; C. 48, XVII 18; XX 14.

R, " to," before infinitives : C. 7, III13; C. 8, IV 14; C. 22,
VIII 16.

R, i"until ": C. 4, II17; C. 6, II123; C. 7, 1118,15; C. 8,

IV9bis; C. 11,V12; C. 12,V18; C. 16, VI20; C. 17, VII6;
C. 21, VIII 9; C. 22, VIIl 12; C. 35, XlI 6; C. 36, XII 12;
C. 37, XII 18; C. 46, XVI 6; XXI 12, 18.

R N DM-F: C. 1, I 3 ; C. 2, 1 15 ; C. 3, 1 23 ; C. 7, III17;
C. 10, V 8; C. 11, V 14; C. 12, V 20; C. 14, VI 12; C. 15,

VI 17 ; C. 16, VI 21; C. 17, VII 7; C. 18, VII 11; C. 19,
VIi 19 ; C. 23, VIII 22; C. 25, iX 6; C. 26, IX 11; C. 27,
1X 18; C. 28, X2, 3; C.30, X12; C. 32, X17 ;C. 34, XI21;

C. 35, XII 8; C. 36, XII 14; C. 38, XIII 2 ; C. 40, XIII 16;
C. 42, XIV 20; C. 43, XV 3; C. 47, XVlI 5, 15.

R Wily 3'12YR-F: C. 3, I 23 restored ; C. 4, 11 7;
C. 5, IllS; C. 19, VII 18; C. 29, X 8; C. 47, XVII 13.

Nnl
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R (cont.) B, " in order to ": 0. 1, 1 4, 5, 9 his; 0. 2, I 17 restored;

C.10, V 9; C.22, VIII 16; 0.35, XII 6; 0.36, XII 12; 1.2,
XVIII 13; I. 7, XIX 20; XXI 19.

B, " in order that ": I.2, XVIII 13; XXII 14.

B, "from," expressing separation: 0. 1, I10, 12 restored;
C. 4,119 ; 0.7, 11116; C. 31, X 18,19; 1.3, XVIII 19; 1.4,

XIX 2; I. 5, XIX 14.
9'T R: C. 14,VI8; 0.35,XII4; 0. 36, XII 10; 0.47,

XVI 19.
B, with suffix pronoun, as emphatic or impersonal re-

flexive: 0. 36, XII 9; I. 1, XVIII 2, 3; I.4, XVIII 19; I.5,

XIX 4.
'NRY R-F: 0. 4, II 4; 0. 7, III 3; 0. 20, VIII 1;

C. 29, X 5; C. 40, XIII 14; C. 42, XIV 18.
R miscellaneous:

R,"as": C. 8,IV7.
B, " because of ": 0. 6, III 1.
R,"or": C.4,1111.
B, "for " (duration of time): XX 16.
R-8, " therein ": XXI 18, XXII 1.

B idiomatic:
WDY R T, "moor": 0. 3, I22, Ill; 0. 4,11I7;

0. 5, 1115; C. 28, X3; C. 29,X 8 ; C.47, XVII 13.
R T,, " off," " away," " entirely " : 0. 4, II 9; 0. 7,

III14; 0. 47, XVII 14.

B H')W, " next to ": 0. 7, IV 1.
ZR g, " afterward," " after ": XX 18; XXII 5.

B MNJ," thoroughly ": XX 117, 20, XXII 3.
BRI}IB, " against ": I. 2, XVIII 14; I. 7, XX 1.

B BO "through " : 0. 23, VIII 18, 20.
BMN M, "as far as" : 0. 26, IX 7.
IRS313Y R, r"as far as" 1: 0.32, XI 5.

NFBY*T B, " as far as ": C. II, V 14, 15; 0. 12, V 21.
B, scribal errors : 0. 33, XI 15; 0. 36, XII 13.

B' the mouth : 0.9, V2; 1.6, XIXI14,15.
Tho of the patient : 0. 7, III 3, 8, 11, 13, 14, 18, IV 2, 3;

C. 13, VI 6; 0. 17, VII 3, 4, 5; 0. 25, IX 3 bis, 4; 0. 26,
IX 7, 9,12 bis.
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Ro (cont.)

I-YB
R),- IMN(W)
RY"T

RW-T (RY-T)

RWTY

BWFi

RMY

RMY*T

RMT-T

RNP-T

RNPY

RU

RUTY

RD

I'll

,o1

YB1

RDY

R' of the wound: 0. 9, IV 20; 0. 20, VII 24; 0. 28, IX
20, X2; 0. 41, XIII 19, 22, XIVS,10,15,16; 0.46,XVI8;
0. 47, XVII 9, 14.

incantation: I. 1, XVIII 1; I.6, XIX 14; I.7, XIX 18, XX 5;
I. 8, XX 11.

RKPW, "or": C. 8,IV16.
RR', " through ": 0. 23, VIII 18, 20.

R' used erroneously for G8: 0.13, VI 5.
See also IJMWT-R.

abdomen: XX 13.
.: XX 15.

pus, or with det. ': 0. 6, III 1; 0. 39, XIII 4, 6,11, 12.
Formerly read TYT.

pigment, color, is possible in 0. 7, III 21, see p. 196.

outside: 0. 8, IV 8, 15, 16 ter; 0. 22, VIII 17.

the open: I. 2, XVIII 16.

hard: 0. 45, XV 17, 18.

to weep: 0. 7, III 12, lV 2, 4.

tears: C. 20, VIII 1.

men: I. 3, XVJII 18.

year; or with dot. .: I. 1, XVIII 8, 11 bis; I. 5, XIX 8,14;
I 7, XIX 20.

a youth: XXI 9.

to know, recognize : 0. 1, 1 5 restored, 6 restored, 9 bis ; 0. 4,
11 7, 10, 11; 0. 6,11I23; C. 7, 111 8, 15; 0. 8, IV 9; 0. 20,

VIII 3; C. 21, VIII 9; 0. 31, X 14; 0. 37, Xi 18 ; XXI 17,

20, XX13.
launderer: XXII 1.

foot, leg; also °ffff (as dual, once only 18) : 0. 1, 17, 8; 0. 81,
X 13, 16, 17; C. 32, XIS8; C. 33, XI 12, 13; 0. 48, XVII 16;
XXII 11.

give : 0. 8, IV 18; I. 8, XX 12; XXII 12.

cause that ; also C,~ . 2, 117 restored ; 0. 7, III 3, 7,
14 bis ; 0. 10, V 9; 0. 22, VIII 16; 0. 31, X 15; 0. 33,
Xl 11, 15; I. 7, XX 6; XXI 3; XXI 13.

TM RDYV, " prevent "; I. 5, XIX 11.

Nn2
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RDY (cont.) discharge; written .. a, also x, DY: 0. 4, II 4, 5; 0. 5, II13;
0. 6,1122; 0. 7,1114,6;0.8,IV8, 12; 0. 11,VI1; 0.13,
VI 5; 0. 17, VII 2,3,4; 0.20, VII 24, VIII 3; C. 21, VIII 7,
8; C. 22, VIII 13.

put (patient on normal diet): 0. 3, 112.
apply; also , n:

RDY the hand or finger: 0. 1, I6; C. 17, VII 1; 0. 20,

VII24; C. 25, IX3; 0.45,XV1.
RDY the remedy: 0. 4, II 8; 0. 9, IV 20, V 4; 0. 32,

XI 5; XXI1.
RDY a bandage or similar: 0. 2, I17 restored; 0. 7, III14;

0. 9, IV 21, V 5; 0. 10, V 9; 0. 12, V 19.
lead; written t: 0. 34, XII 2.

put, place; also ... (XXlI6): 1.1, XVIII 10; XX 18; XXI 10,
16, 19, XXII 1, 3, 5, 6, 7; XXII 13.

RDY N, " attach to ": I. 5, XIX 11.

excrement: I. 6, XIX 17, 18.

enter, descend: 0. 22, VIII 16; I. 7, XX 3,4.

fall, drop, exude, discharge ;also ruJ A (once only VIII 2):
0. 20, VII 24,VI1I2; 0. 22, VII11; .31,X14,22; 0.41,
XIV 1; 0. 46, XVI 6-7; 0. 47, XVII 9.

vicinity, neighbourhood, or with det. .

R H.W, " next to ": 0. 7, IV 1.
M RH'W, " at the point of ": 0. 13, VI 4; 0. 17, VII 2.

chest: 0. 7, III 11, 21,IV1,2.

the rejoicing one:1I. 7, XX 3.

hin-jar: XXII 5, 6-7.
day; also C . 1,1 3 his (once restored) ; 0.2, 114

restored, 15; 0.3,1 22,23 ; C. 9,VI1; C. 10, V7, 8; 0. 11,

V 13 ; 0. 12, V 20; C. 14, VIII1, 12; 0. 15, VI 17; 0. 16,

VI 20, 21; 0. 17, VII 5, 7; 0. 18, VII 11 his ; C. 19, VII 19;
0. 23, VIII 22; C. 25, IX 6 ; C. 26, IX 10, 11; 0. 27, IX 17,
18; C. 28, Xl1bis ; C.29, X7; C. 30, X11 his ; 0.32, XI4,
6; 0. 34, XI 20; 0. 35, XII 8; 0. 36, XII 14; C. 37, XII 18;
C. 38, XIII 2; C. 40, XIII 16 his ; 0. 42, XIV 20; 0. 43,

XV 8; 0. 47, XVII 2, 5, 15; XX 16.

RPW

H, Y ollA

FOA

iPW

HIN

HNY

HNW

HRW
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HRP

HHNW

HD

H- T-HJR

H'*TYW

4IY.T

HPY*T

THi T

THTY-r

H)TY

F13 0'
4 i+wv«

nro0 Q

ro

Wl~J'

rw

Ijwy

11W

IIXV

}IWN

I;1B8

049

to sink: 0. 5, 11 13, 16, 17; C. 32, XI 7.

jubilation: I. 5, XIX 2-.

weak place: C. 8, IV 11.
See also 'HT and NHD.

Hathor, g.: I. 1, XVIII 6.

behind: C. 23, VIII 19.
around: I. 1, XVIII 4,9; I.5, XIX 13; 1.8, XX 11.
back (noun): C. 23, VIII 21.

linen: I. 7, XX 6.

covering: C. 9, IV 21, V 4.

rshelter,: I. 7, XX 5.

the front:
IHaKP HR, " forehead ": C. 9, 1V 19 bis, V 5.
HR HPIT, " before ": I. 7, XX 5.

beginning: XXI9.

heart; also I °(once only 19): C. 1, 1 6, 7, 9.
breast: I. 5, XIX 3.
fumble: C. 8, IV 15.

flesh (plural): C. 1, I 11; C. 4, 119; C. 7, III8; C. 8, IV 13,
17; C. 23, VIII 18, 19, 20; C. 31, X 18; C. 34, XII 1 bis ;

C. 47, XVI 17, XVII 1, 5, 7; XXII 8, 10.
to smite : I. 4, XVIII 19.

to have an evil odor: XX 18.

short : 0. 35, XII 4.

roast : C. 42, XIV 21.

linen; or without plural strokes.
Used in surgical dressings :

Strips of linen : C. 2, 1 15 restored, 16; C. 10, V 9;
C. 47, XVII 4.

Bands of linen : C. 2, I117 restored ; C. 10, V 9.

Swabs, plugs, or tampons of linen: C. 11, V 11, 12;
C. 12,V 18, 19; C. 14, VIlO.

Stiff rolls of linen : C. 11, V 13; C. 12, V 20; C. 23,

VIII 21; C. 34, XI120.

-HjR

CYpt

A'ii
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HMT

~1M

HM''T-MHI'T

HJMYT

IMTY

I~IMSY

WMT
IMT*Y

I1N"W

IjNY.Tv

NW

rUNr

r.NN

ILN~

HNK Y'T

EGYPTIAN GLOSSARY

'C"0

I~BS (0

dA

OR" - Q? rJ

Splints of linen: C. 35, XII 7; C. 36, XII 12; C. 37,
XII 17.

Padded with linen: C. 7, III 14.
serpent: 1.5, XIX 7.
vulva; also (XX 14): XX 14,15.
weak temporal particle.

Y 8K 9W I3M, " while at the same time " : C. 13, VI 5;
C. 17, VII 3.

incantation: I. 1, XVIII 8.
and so forth: 1. 6, XIX 15.
ball: 0. 45, XV 18.

northern salt; also ,, q q © at ° ,(XXI 5) : 0.41, XIV 5-6;
C. 46, XVI 11; XXI 5; XXI 7.

an unidentified fruit; or with dets. ° : 0. 45, XV 18; XXI
9-10.

bulging; or with plural strokes: 0. 45, XV 9, 10, 13-14, 14,
15, 16.

to sit; or with det. : 0. 4, II 7; C. 7, III 15; C. 8, 1V 9;
C. 16, VI 20; C. 17, VII 6; C. 20, VIII 5; C. 32, XI 6;
XXII 11.

copper: C. 6, II 20, 25 bis ; C. 8, IV 10.

coppersmith: C. 6, I1 25.
ribs: 0. 42, XIV 17 his, 19, 20-21; C. 43, XIV 22, 22-23, 23,

XV 2, 3, 4; C. 44, XV 6, 6-7, 7, 8.

a kind of herb ; also J' \ m , 0 . 41, XIV 4; C. 46, XVI 9.

jar, vase: C.83,1I24; XXII 7.

and, with : C. 3,1I20 restored, 25; C. 4, II 5, 8 ; C. 5, 1 14 ;
C. 7,1III5 ; C. 8,IV 8,17,18 ; C. 29, X 5; C. 30, X 9; C. 32,
XI12,3; XXII1; XXI 13.

BHP HIENC, " contend with " : C. 4, II 6, 11; C. 7, Ill16;
C. 21, VIII 9; C. 28, 1X 22; C. 29, X7; C. 37, XII17; C. 45,
X V 15; C. 47, XVII 11.

I3Nr, " besides ": XX 16.
phallus: C. 31, X 14, 20 his.

narrowness : C. 18, VII 13.

bed; or with plural strokes : I. 5, XIX 8; I. 7, XX 8.
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SIINT ' porcupine: 0. 40, X 17.

INT' 8 manubrium: 0. 40, XIII 13 his, 15, 17.

HR Horus, g.: C. 9, V 2; I. 1, XVIII 9; 1. 2, XVIII 14 his; I. 5,

XIX 5, 9; 1.7,XX1,2; I. 8, XX 10.
HR 9 face: C. 7, 1113, 10, 12, 20, 21, IY 2, 3; C. 12, V 17, 22 his,

VI i; C. 20, VIII 2; C. 32, XI 2, 3; C. 34, XI 18; C. 46,

XVI 2; XXI 6.

H3 "T IHR, " forehead ": C. 9, IV 19 his, V 5.

R HR, " against ": I.2, XVIII 14; I. 7, XX 1.

See also UFT-H1R.
HR upon, on, in, into, etc. (indicating place where or place to which);

also ,: C. 1, lost column restored, I7 quinquiens (twice
restored); C. 2, I 13, 15 restored, 17 restored; C. 3, I22;
C. 6,11 23, III 1; C. 7,11110; C. 8, IV5, 13; C. 9, IV 21,

V 5 his; C. 10,V9; C. 11,VIO0his,14; C.12,V20; C.13,V14;
C. 15, VI 16; C. 17,VII2; C.19,VII15,21; C.20,VII24;
C. 22, VIII 10 bis; C. 24, VIII 23; C. 25, IX3; C. 27, IX16;

C. 33, XI 16; C. 39, XIII 4, 7 ter, 10, 11; C. 41, XIV 5, 6,
7, 9, 15 his (dittography); C. 45, XV 9, 10 his, 11 his, 16, 17,
19; C. 46, XV 21,XVI4, 5,9,11,15,16; C.47,XVII4,9;

I. 5, XIX 8, 11; I. 7, XX 4 his ; XX 15, 18; XXI 20,
XXII 1, 2 his, 6.

HR glN : 0. 8,IV 6; C. 16, VI 19; C. 21, VIII6; C. 38,

XII 22.

HR Y'BY : C. 34, XII 2.
HR W NMY : C. 34, XII 2.
HfR, " on to (figurative): C. 3, II 2.
HIR, " over to meaning " ahove ": C. 1, 111; C. 4, 114,

10 bis ;Co.5, 1113; C. 11,VIO0; C. 12, V17; C. 24, IXI1;

C. 31, X 18; C. 34, XI 21, XII 1 his ; C. 37, XII 15 his, 17,
19, 21; C. 44, XV 7, 9; XXI 16, XXII 3.

HIIR, is over to in the expression "' to say a charm over":
C. 9, V 2; I. 1, XVIII 9; I. 5, XIX 10.

J.R, " over"t (" in charge of "): I. 7, XX 1.

HR in the phrase H3R MNY WT-F, "at his mooring
stakes " : C. 3, I123 restored II12; C. 4, II17; C. 5, II115;
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I.IR (cant.) 4'

N1tY

INHW

HW

9? \\

9 +

: RY.YB 9cl

C. 11, V 12; C. 19,VII18; C.21,VIII9; C.28,X3; C.29,
X8; C. 47, XVII 13.

HJR in WT HR, "to bind with": C. 1,12; 0.2,114
restored; C. 7, 11I8; 0. 10, V 7; 0. 14, VIII, 12; 0. 15,

VI 17; 0. 16, VI 20; 0. 17, VII 5; 0. 18, VII 10; 0. 25,

IX 6; C. 26, IXIO; C.27,IX17; C.28,X1;0. 29,X7;
C. 30, X 11; 0.32, XI 4, 6;0.34, XI 20; 0.35, XII 8;
0. 36, XII 14; 0. 37, XII 17; 0. 38, XIII 2; 0. 40, XIII 15;
0. 42, XIV 20; 0. 43, XV 2; 0. 47, XVII 2.

HR, "with," used in "to mix or triturate with " . 9,
IV 20; XXI 16.

HI, "becauseof":0. 1,18; C.46,XVI13.
HRll NTT: I. 1, XVIII 4.
HR, "in act of," "by" before infinitives: C. 7, IV 3;

C. 8, IV 15; C. 22,V1II16; 0. 41,XIV9; XX13; XXI17,
18, 21, XXII 4; XXII 11 bis.

HR miscellaneous: XXI 2; XXII 4.8WY HR: I.7, XX 6,8bis.
.ILR idiomatic:

ND IJR-F, "ask him ": 0. 20, VIII 1.

HRt rWY, "immediately ": 0. 48, XVlI 17; XXII 14.

nRt T, " entirely": 0. 41, XIV 16.
H~R 1(D, " entirely " : XXI 11, 17.

H H'T, " before ": I. 7, XX 5.
upper: C. 34, XI 23; 0. 40, XIII 17; XX 14.

TP . . . . NRY, " outer edge " (lit, the " upper tip")
0. 11, V 14.

M G~ N IFR~Y, "4on the top ": XXII 6.

top: C. 11,V14, 15.

up ; or without plural strokes ; also ,~~ (XVIII 3).
RH IRW, "upward," "on high " : C. 4, II 10; I. 1,

XVIIl 3.
NIHW, " upward ": C. 7,IV 3; C. 31, X21.

middle; also ~.
Used as noun : C. 7, IV 1; 0. 8, IV 8, 18 bis ; 0. 11, V 14

C. 12, V 21.
Used as adjective: 0. 31, X 16.
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IFRY 9 be far away: IR-TY (2nd pers. sing., XIX 2) ; R-

TYWNY (2nd pers. p1., XVIII 18); I. 3, XVIII 18; I. 4,
XIX 2.

IH myriad: XXII 10.

IHIB a break, fracture (noun); also z, c (once only V 11):
C. 11, V 10 bis, 11; 0.12, V 16 bis, 17, 20; 0.24, VIII 22 bis,

23, IX 1; 0. 35, XII 3 bis, 4, 6; 0. 36, XII 9 bis, 10, 12;
..37, XII 14, 15, 16 bis, 19, 20; 0. 44, XV 6 bis, 8.

to break (verb); l J : 0. 42, XIV 18.
h MN natron: XXI 4; XXI7.

IMN menstrual discharge: XX 13.

IIKKI? beer: XX 15.

HKIIKT grain measure.
; heket (a little over one pint): XX 15.

* heket (a little over J pint): XX 15.
HIS.? "W charm, incantation: 0. 9, V 1.

HTY W. smoke: XXI 3.

HTYTT throat: 0. 34, XI 23, XII 2.

HTR to be contracted: C. 7, III 6, 7, 16.
ITT-T shoulder: 0. 47, XVI 16, 17, XVII 1, 7, 11.

H~D become light, bright.
HD T " the morning ": I. 5, XIX 5.

HD-iT White One (name of goddess) : I. 1, XVIII 4.

H-T . fire : XXI 16, XXII 3.

IPFY ® ,- measure, examine, treat; also ,..911, 1 (once only 1X 7),

I I'a, or with det. .-. , I~A (14; var. t.n, 19),

(once only X 4-5, error), (once only XXI 13).

HJ'Y in the formula YR ijIY-K ( C.~) .1, lost column

restored, 13 ; 0. 2, I112; 0. 3, I119 restored ; 0. 4, 113; 0. 5,

1112; C. 6, 1118; 0. 7, 1113; 0. 8, IV 5; 0. 9, 1V 19; 0. 10,

V 6; 0. 11, V 10; 0. 12, V 16; 0. 13, VI 4; 0. 14, VI 7;

0. 15, VI 15; 0. 16, VI 18; 0. 17, VII 1; 0. 18, VII 7; 0. 19,
VII 15; 0. 20, VII 22; 0. 21, VIII 6; C. 22, VIII 10; 0. 23,

VIII 18 ; 0. 24, VIII 22 ; 0. 25, IX 2; 0. 26, IX 6; 0. 27,

IX 13 ; C.28,IX 18 ; C.29,X 3 ; C.30,X 9 ; 0.31, X13 ;
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T'Y TY fl'

Wof I'z

EA'S'

oiIl

S(fem.)

PO 4

P30 

00

C. 32, XI 1; C. 33, XI 9; 0.34, XI 17; C. 35, XII3; 0.36,
XII 9; 0. 37, XII 15; 0. 38, XII 22; 0. 39, XIII 3; 0. 40,

XIII 12; C. 41, XIII 18; 0. 42, XIV 17; 0. 43, XIV 22;
0. 44, XV 6; 0. 45, XV 9; 0. 46, XV 20; 0. 47, XVI 16;
0. 48, XVII 16; XX 13.

H)Y miscellaneous: 0. 1, I4, 5 bis, 7, 8, 9; 0. 26, IX 7;
0. 29, X 4-5; 0. 47, XVII 6; XXI 13 his.

Disease-Demon; also (plural XIX 20): 11, XVI
6; I.2, XVIII 12,13; 1.5, XIX 8; 1.7, XIX 20, XX7.

to lay back; also '. (once only XVII 5): 0. 47, XVI 17,

XVII 1, 5.
hungryl: I. 6, XI15.

winnow: XXI 11-12.

to rprojectl: 0. 43, XIV 23.

throat; also a (once only IX 22):0. 28, IX 18, 19, 22.

avoid: I. 8, XX 9, 9-10.

to die: L5,XIX7.

arise, originate: 0 1, I9; 0. 5, II16;0. 6,11 20, 21, 25; 0. 8,

IV 1O, 11; XXI 12, 14.
befall (in unfavorable sense): 0. 1, I9; 0. 18, VII 12; 0. 31,

X16, 20; 0. 39, XIII 9; 0. 41,XIV7.
exist (as in MY HPR"T -" what is ") : 0. 40, XII 17; 0. 42,

IUPR participle with meaning " done ": 0. 30, X 10.
form : I. 5, XIX 6.

the flooder : I. 1, XIII 7.

according to : 0. 41, XIV 8; 0. 45, XV 16; 0. 47, XVII 6.
when: C. 31, X19.
in view of: 0. 7,IV 4.

enemy : 0. 9, V 2.

to be unconscious of : 0. 31, X 13, 15, 17; 0. 33, XI 12, 13.

third : 0. 9, VI1; 1. 1, XVIII 5.

in : C.1,18 restored.

rwrinklesl : XXII 8.
see MJNT.

IHi'r

%WY

HP
iPR

JPIRW

UPIHF'T

UFT

UFT-IJR

JIY

UMT-NW

lINT

v NT
t3NT
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wHNTY

UR

HR
HH

UT8F

E18F
vU8FY

HT

rHT

UTY

UTM
HUiT

THB

HN

I.a.

rJ0

"

f"

F

®o

F©

one who is over, the first: I. 1, XVIII 1, 2; I. 5, XIX 13.
chief of the Hemesut-house: I.1, XVIII 2.
fall (literal): 0. 8, IV 8, 17, 18; 0. 33, XI 11, 15, 16.

HR indicating physiological or anatomical shift or move-
ment: C. 33, XI 10, 14;.5, XII6;.36,XII12.

HR R T' (" come off," "come away" and similar) : . 4,
II 9; 0. 7, IiI 4.

so that: C. 12, V 22, VI 1.

throat: I. 5, XIX 11.

prevent, exorcise: I. 1, XVIII 1; I.2, XVIII 11; I. 7, XX 7.

resistance: 0. 46, XVI 5.

U8FY R, " to turn toward ": 0. 34, XI 18.
wood: 0. 7, III 14; I.2, XVIII 15; I. 7, XX 6.

after, afterward.
8RW H-K (SW) M UT:. 143 ;0.2,115 restored; 0.3,

123; C. 11, V 13; 0.12,V20;.15,VI17;0.16,V21;
0. 17, VII 6; 0. 18, VII 11; 0. 23, VIII 22; 0. 26, IX 10;
0. 27, IX 17; C. 28, X1; 0.30, X1; 0. 32, XI 6; 0.34,
X1 20; 0. 35, XII 8; 0. 36, XII 14; 0. 37, XII 18; 0. 38,
XIII 2; 0. 40, XIII 16; 0. 42, XIV 20; 0. 43, XV 3;
0. 47, XVII 4, 14.

YR M UT : 0. 3, 1 22 restored ; 0. 9, IV 20, V 3; 0. 10,
V 7 ; 0.12, V19 ; C.26,IX9 ; 0. 29,X 8 ; 0.30,X 11;
XXI 11, XXII 7.

M UT N, " subject to ": I. 1, XVIII 5.
YMY"W U, " followers ": I. 5, XIX 8.

retreat ; also L > (imperative XVIII 13): I. 2, XVIlI 13;
I. 7, XIX 20.

to close : 0. 25, IX 3.

ball (of the foot) : 0. 8, IV 15.
belly, womb : 1. 6, XIX 15, 16, 17.
to bend: 0. 12, V 16, 21.
sickle-bone : 0. 34, XI 22.23.

khar (unit of measure) : XXI 10.

use (noun): 0. 9, IV 21, V 4.
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IJNW interior, inside; also Vo (twice oniy V 12, VI 11); usually

without -J, but see ' -r (twice only XII 7, 13).
ijNW as noun: 0.5,1116,17; 0.6,1124; C.11,V 14;

0. 14, VI 13-14; 0. 26, IX 9, 11, 12; 0. 32, XI 8; 0. 84,
XI 21; 0. 37, XII 20; 0. 41, XIV 12.

M HNW( ): C.6,1125; C.11,V 12;0.12,V19,

VI2,3; C. 14,VI 11; 0.22, VIII 12,15; 0.25, IX4.
M HNW ) before GB ("arm "):0. 35, XII 7;

0. 36, XII 13.
MHNW: I. 7, XX.

YMYTHNW: I.5,XIX5.
See also MHNW.

INW WA O enter: I. 5, XIX 5.
HJNY .IQ to voyage: 1. 1, XVIII 7.
HNTY rhollowi (of the ear): C. 23, VIII 19.

l under: 0. 4, 114; 0. 5, II 13; 0. 6, 11 21 bis;0. 8, IV 5 bis,
11 bis, 12; 0. 9, V 5; 0. 13, VI 5; 0. 17, VII 2; 0. 24, VIII
23; C.25, IX 4; 0. 34, XII 1; 0. 37, XII 16; C. 44, XV 8;
0. 46, XVI 1, 14.

HR," because of" or "from" (source): 0. 3, II1; 0. 7,

I1 9 bis; C. 8, IV 6; 0.12,V22,VII; 0. 13, VI 6; 0.17,
VII 4; 0. 21, VIII 8; 0. 24, 1X 2; 0. 28, IX 21, X 2;

0. 31, X 13, 14; 0. 33, XI 12; 0. 41, XIII 20, XIV 2; 0. 47,
XVl 20, XVII 7, 11.

HR with meaning " possess " : 0. 21, VIII 7, 8; 0. 22,
VIII 11; C. 31, X20.

HJR erroneously used for URY : 0. 7, III15, 12; 0. 13, VI 5,
6; 0. 14, VI 9; 0. 22, VIII 13; 0. 46, XVI 2.

HJR scribal error : C. 45, XV 19.
HR~Y one having, one who has ; also (seven times only, III15, 12;

VI 5, 6, 9; VIII113; XV1 2) : 0.1, 11 restored ; 0.2, 114;
0. 3, 120; 0. 4,11I5; 0. 5, 1114; 0. 7, 111 5, 12; C. 8,IV 6,

7, 15, 16; C. 11, V1; C. 12, V17; C. 13, VI5,6 ; 0.14,
VI 9; C. 15) VI 16; 0. 16, VI 19; 0. 17, VII 3, 4; 0. 18,

VII 10; 0. 19, VII 17 bis ; 0. 20, VIII 3; 0. 21, VIII 8;
0. 22, VIII 13, 17; 0. 23, VIII 19 ; 0. 24, IX 1; 0. 25,
IX5; 0. 26, IX 8; 0. 27, IXi15; 0. 28, IX 21; C. 30, X 10;
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URY (cont.)

UiRY

HRW

0. 31, X 17; 0. 32,XI 4; 0. 33,XI 12; 0. 34,XI 19; 0.35,
XII 4; 0. 36, XII 10; 0. 37, XII 16, 20; 0. 38, XII 1;

0. 39, XIII 5; 0. 40, XIII 14; 0.41, XIVI; 0.42, XIV 19;
0. 43, XV 2; 0. 44, XV 8; 0. 45, XV 14; 0. 46, XVI 2;
0. 47, XVII 1, 10; 0. 48, XVII 18.

one who is under: I. 6, XIX 15.
lower part (of the ear): 0. 23, VIII 18.
under side (of the arm): 0. 35, XII 7; 0. 36, XII 13.

or with det. is or
N URW, " downward ": 0. 7, IV 3; 0. 31, X 21; 0. 32,

Xi 9.

yield, production: I. 5, XlX 9.

rparti-coloredsl: C. 39, XIII 11-12.

child, infant: 0. 6, II 21; 0. 8, IV 11; 0. 20, VIlI 2.

man: 0. 1, lost column restored, I3 restored, 5; 0. 2, I12;
0. 3, 1 19 restored; 0.4,113,6, 8; 0. 5, 1112; 0. 6, 1118;
C. 7,1117,8,9,13; C.8,1V5; 0.9,1V19; .10,V6; 0.11,
V 10; C. 12, V 16; C.13,VI4; 0.14,VI7; C.15,VI15;
C.16, VI 18; C.17, VII 1; 0.18, VII 7; 0.19, VII 15; 0.20,
VII 22, VIII 4; 0. 21, VIII 6; 0. 22, VIII 10; 0. 23, VIII
18; 0. 24, VIII 22; 0. 25, IX 2; 0. 26, IX 6; 0. 27, IX 13;
0. 28, IX 18; 0. 29, X 3; 0. 30, X 9; 0. 31, X 13; 0. 32,

XlI1; 0.33, XI 9; 0. 34, XI 17; 0. 35, XII 3; 0. 36, XII 9;
0. 37, XII 15; 0. 38, XII 22; 0. 39, XIII 3; C. 40, XIII 12;
0. 41, XIII 18, 20; 0. 42, XIV 18; 0. 43, XIV 22, XV 1;

C. 44, XV 6; C.45, XV 9,16; 0. 46, XV 20; C.47, XVI 17,

XVII 6, 12; I. 1, XVIII 10; I. 2, XVIII 15; I. 5, XIX 11,
14 bis ; I. 6, XIX 14; I. 7, XX5; I. 8, XX11; XXII 4, 7, 11.

woman: XX 13.

son ; also %?.- or without det.: 0. 9, V 3; 1. 1, XVIII 5, 6 his ;
I. 2, XVlII15; I. 7, XX 3.

B S'BY B, r" as far as "1: C. 32, XI 5.

protection: I. 1, XVIII 10, 11; I. 3, XVIII 17; I. 5, XIX 13;
XXII 12.

prevent : 0. 39, XIII 8.
avoid; written j :0. 46, XVI 6.

URTT

UKR

URD

S

- c

S'T

s)

S'BY

5,o

slow
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Sw
S'w

S'TW

SWNW

SP

SPY

Sp
SPrw

61. M

SI I

ca S

SczY

S00

S19IW

00

-0901

SN00

S~r0

0 

C' I

SP

SM3

SNY

SNrr

SNF

SRY

S~R

to issue: 1. 6, XIX 17.

to be stationary: 0. 31, X 21.

ground: C. 8, IV 15.

physician; also (once only 16): 0. 1, 1 6;0. 9, IV 21, V 4.
time, instance; 0. 7, IV 3 big; XXII 10.
SP SN-WY: I. 1, XVIII 4, 9; I. 2, XVIII 14; I. 5, XIX 3,

9; I. 7, XX2; L8,XX10; XX17,XXI1.
remain: XXI 12.

portion: XXI 14.

fragments: C.4,119;C. 5,1117.

applications; or without Q: 0. 41, XIV 2, 4; C. 46, XVI 3, 6, 7.
meaning uncertain: C. 24, IX 1.

lungs: C. 34, XII 2.

spread, spread out; also 'A (once only XV 17), or with det.
b (XXII 1): C. 35, XII 5; C. 36, XII 11; C. 39, XIIl 10;
C. 45, XV 17; XXIII.

rub, triturate: XXII 5; XXII 13.

blood: C. 4, II 4, 5; C. 5, II13; C. 6, II 22; C. 7, III 4, 6;
C. 8, IV8,12;C.9,V2;C.11,V1;C.12,V18,VI2bis;
C. 13, VI 5; C. 14, VI 10; 0. 17, VII 2, 3, 4; C. 20, VII 24,
VIII 3; C. 21, VIII 7, 8; C. 22, VIII 11, 13; C. 37, XII 19;
XX 14-IS, 16.

rreliefl1: 0. 17, VII 6; C. 20, VIII 5; C. 32, XI 6.

splint, or with det. °%-N' (once only V 18) ; also 1c~ (once only

VI 10).
S~ and SS-WY (two splints) : 0. 7, III 18; C. 35, XII 6;

C. 36, XII 12; C. 37, XII 17.
SS-WY probably error for 8SM"WY: 0. 12, V 18; C. 14,

VI 10.
write : I. 5, XIX 10.

drying up ; also "°' (XVI 9-10), (IV 21) : 0.9, IV 21;
C. 41, XDV 4; C. 46, XVI 9-10.

place : C. 12, V 18; C. 25, IX 5; C. 30, X 12; C. 34, XI 19;
C. 35, XII 6 ; C. 36, XII 12.8.T YB, " pulse ": 0. 1, 17 bis.
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Mill

4ric

r

GYP

8YN
8YN
grND

Isis: I. 1, XVIII 5.

back.
;£R 9'N, " on outsideof ": C. 8,IV6; 0. 16,VI 19; 0.21,

VIII 6-7; 0. 38, XII 22.

M t' N, " with the back of ": 0. 20, VIII 2.
R ', " after," " afterward ": XX 18; XXII 5.

toes: C. 8, IV 14-15.

to drive (meaning to " force"): 0. 33, XI 16.

to hold back: C. 31, X 22.

rseparatel, or with det. 1.(XII 4); also t (XVI 18-19),

or with det. N?. (XII 10): C. 14, VI 8; 0. 35, XII 4; 0. 36,

XII 10; 0. 47, XV1 18-19.
(dependent pronoun, third person, feminine, singular; also

used impersonally): C. 45, XV 11; 0. 48, XV1I 16, 17 bis;
XXI 1.

to shuffle: C. 8, IV 7, 13, 15.

assign: 1. 6, XIX 18.

wipe, wipe off; also (XX 18) :0.20, VIII 2; XX 18.

clay: XXII 5.

corner: C. 18, VII 14.

elevated, prominent : 0. 46, XV 20.
See also rR and 8IKR.

to bring in, intrude : 0. 8, IV 17.

(dependent pronoun, third person, masculine, singular).
As object of verb: 0. 1, I12; 0. 2, I114 restored; C. 3,

I120 restored, 22 bis (once restored), 23; 0. 4, II17; 0. 5,

Ill5; 0. 6, 1123; 0. 7, 1118; 0. 8, 1V 7; C. 9, V1; 0. 10,

V 7 bis (once restored), 8; 0. 11, V 13; 0. 12, V 18, 20;
0. 14, VI 11, 12; 0. 15, VI 17 bis ; 0. 16, VI 20, 21; 0. 17,
VII16; 0. 18, VIII10; 0. 19, VII118; 0. 21, VIII19; 0. 23,

VIII 21; 0. 25, IX 5; 0. 26, IX 10 ter; 0. 27, IX 17 bis;
C. 28, Xl1bis, 2; 0. 29, X7; C. 30, X11; C. 31,X13; 0.382,
XI 4, 6 bis ; 0. 33, XI 10; 0. 34, XI 20 bis ; 0. 35, XII 5,
8 bis ; 0. 36, XIl 10, 14; 0. 37, XII 17, 18; 0. 38, XIII 2 bis;

0. 39, XIII 5, 7; 0. 40, XIII 15, 16; 0. 41, XIV 7; 0. 42,
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SW (cont.) XIV 18, 20 bis; 0. 43, XV 2; 0. 45, XV 12, 16; 0. 46,

XVI 7; C. 47, XVII 2,4,6,13,14;0. 48, XVII 19.

Y8K 9W: 0. 17, VII2;0. 21, VIII7;0. 33,XII1.

Y8K 9W M, "while at the same time ": C. 13, VI 5;
0. 17, VII 3.

Y8T 8W: C.18, VII 12.

Y8T YR 8W: 0. 1, I2 restored.

NNW M: C.12,V22.
DR NTT 8W M:0.4,1111.
NTT 9W ... M:0.7, IV4.8W)Y to pass by; also [f\ ,A (once only XX 7), [(once

only XX 6): C. 3,23restored;0.4,117; 0.5,1115; 0.19,
VII 18; 0. 29, X 8; 0. 47, XVII 13; I. 2, XVIII 13 bis, 14;
I. 7, XIX 20, XX 6,7.

the passer by: I. 4, XVIII 19.

SWrB (1P cleanse: I. 6, XIX 14; I. 7, X1X 18.

,WMT to make thick: XXII 6.

SWR to drink; or with det. : 0. 28, IX 19; XX 16.

~WI IT egg: 0. 9, IV 20, 21, V. 1.

WS a whirl: 0. 41, XIII 19, XIV 11, 12.

8WGM to grind: XXII 2.

8WT weak adversative particle.
YR W T, " if then " or " if however " : 0. 7, III 8, 13 ;

0. 28, X 2; 0. 31, X 16; C. 34, XI 21; C. 37, XII 19; 0. 47,

XVII 6, 12, 13.
PINU VW to fall down : 0.9, V 3.

B (11 jar: XXI 16, XXII 3.

8PNr transform : XXI 3-4.
8PR reach ; also '~, , (once only II 7), ° - (once only II110):

0. 18, VII 12.
8PR R YIJ T (" reach decisive point ") : 0. 4, H 7, 10;

0. 6,1123; 0. 7, 1118, 15; C. 8,IV 9; 0. 21, VIII19; 0. 37,

X11I19.8P8PW aoao° , of uncertain meaning, probably disease-demons : I. 7, XX 4.

8PT° lip ; also o . (twice only V 9, VI 13).
9PT of the human mouth: C. 7, 1114; 0. 26, IX 6, 7, 9, 11.
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9FJJY
9FR"T
9FT
8MN

8NX'V(Y)
SN-NW

I

Ito

( °(fern.)

APT (cont.) (I o

ANY

n ,,
-Nd

1V~w h sI

rgNWR-1
$NB

8NFR
8NTR
8R*T
TRW H

561

9PT"WY (" two lips ") of a wound: 0. 1, I 1, 10 restored;
C. 2, I 17 restored; C. 10, V 9; C. 14, VI 8, 13; C. 18,

VII 13; C. 23, VIII 21; C. 26, IX 12; C. 41, XIII 20,

X.IV 10, 13 bis.
to release: 0. 8, IV 8, 17.
drawing or similar (of movement of an eyebrow): 0. 7, IV 3.

oil: XX 16.

to set aside: XXI 15, XXII 2.

(dependent pronoun, third person, common, plural): XXI 18.

two: C. 34, XII I; XXI 10.

the second, the other: 0. 1, I10,12 restored; C. 31, X 18, 19;
C. 33, XI 10, 11, 14, 16, 17; C. 35, XII 4; C. 36, XII 10;
1. 1, XVIII 5.

them both (dependent pronoun, third person common, dual);
also r , by error (once only XII 7): 0. 14, VI 8; 0. 35.

XII 7; C. 36, XII 13 bis.
rcast out': 0. 9, V 2.

recover: XXII 14.

beautify: XXI 6; XXII 8.

incense: XXI 2.

spine, thorn: 0. 42, XIV 21, 22.

treat, or with det. --x (once only II 7) ; also t...a (twice only
VI 17, XV 16), ' (once only VIII 21), ._o (once only XlIV 7).

9RWUH as a noun : 0. 39, XIII 7-8; C. 46, XVI 7; see also

9RWij-F PW I3IMS(Y).T.
8RW H with medicaments :9RWUH with grease, honey and lint, with M (h): 0. 1,

13; C. 3, 123; C. 10, V 8(without lint) ; C. 12, V20; C. 19,

VII 19.
SRWTJ with grease, honey and sometimes lint, without

VI 21; C. 17, VII 6; C. 18, VII 11; C. 23, VIII 21; C. 26,
IX 10; C. 27, IX 17; C. 28, X 1; C. 34, XI 20; C. 37, XII

18; C. 40, XTlI 16; C. 47, XVII 4, 14.

8RWUH with honey, without M (h): C. 32, XI 6; C. 35,
00
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8RW h (cont.) 'I't XII 8; C. 36, XII 14; C. 38, XIII 2; 0. 42, XIV 20; C. 43,

XV 8.
8RWJ with YMRW and honey without M (h): C. 30,

8RW, manner of:
8RWHJ" according to these 81W ": C. 41, XIV 7;

C. 45, XV 16.
8RW H with 8RWUHWBNW: C. 39, XIIl 7; C. 46,

XVI 7.
8RWH-F ...... IJMS(Y)'T: C. 4, II7; Co 7, III15;

C. 8, IV 9; C. 16, VI20.
fRWD .f . to make flourish: I. 1, XVIII 2.

LRF [ inflammation, fever; also (once only XIII 19), (once
only XIV 16): C. 7, III9; C. 28, IX 21; C. 39, XIII 5;
0. 41, XIII 19, XIV 3, 11-12, 12, 15, 16; C. 45, XV 12;
C. 46, XVI 8; C. 47, XVII 7,9,14.

8RF*WT 0, rweaknessesl: XXII 9.

8H'.T 11 M discharge: XX 16.

IM to crush; also (once only XI 15): C. 33, XI 9 bis, 11,
12, 13, 15.8IJR [ abscess; also ' (once only XV 20): C. 46, XV 20 bis, XVI 2,
3, 7, 12.

HI.RY exorcise : I. 7, XX 7 (causative of IJRY " be far away ").

D ~to become pale : 0. 7, 11113, IV 4 his.

1IJM ' mighty one ; or with det.. : I. 1, XVIII 6bis.

83lJM-T Sekhmet, g.; or with det.. : 0. 1,16 ; I. 1, XVI II 6, 9; 1.2,

XVIII 12, 14, 15; I. 5, XIX 3, 9, 10; I. 7, XIX 19, XX 2

bis; 1.8, XX 1I.
CIR., 81JR N, " after the manner of ": XXI 13.

MY 81JI, " like ": XXl 18.

M 8,UIt, even so ": XXI 15.
8HJR force to fall in, cause to fall back : C. 12, V 17; C. 25, IX 4;

C. 34, XI 19.
8UT XE to stretch : I. 8, XX 10.

81JD V to be head downward : C. 33, XI 16.
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9UD1ID to be head downward:
M 8HDHD, " head downward": C. 33, XI 11, 15.

fIH ' ° an unidentified fruit: C. 46,X 4.

8UBW 1J j draught, a drink: C. 7,1II14.
9HR to cover: I.1, XVIII 10.

rSi i swab, tampon, plug; also (VIII 16): C. 11,V 11,12; C. 12,
V 19; C. 22, VIII 11, 16.

I8Sc7 band, bandage; or without stroke, also (I16): C. 2, I16;
C. 9, V 5; C. 10, V9; I.5,XIX11.

8I(BB Ai to cause to be cool; alsotJ J( n by error: C. 9,V 4 bis.

9 KR a prominent, elevated; or with det. Q, or J: C. 39, 3 bis,

6,10; C. 46, XVI 13.
See also SrR and rR.

8 KR to smite, injury, or with dot. 4-a: C. 8, IV 7 ter, 15; C. 17,

VII 3; C. 19, VII 17; C. 21, VIII 8.

ID Ito spread: C. 39,X1114; C. 45, XV 10.

SI.DY o sail: I. 1, XVIII 7.

9K to cleanse, or with det. J: C. 11, V 11; C. 12, V 18; C. 14,

VIl1O; C. 22, VIII 1,16.
to smear: XXII 8.

9GNN to soften: C. 4, 118; C. 20, VIII 5.

8119 (dependent pronoun, third person, feminine, singular) : C. 31,
X 14; XXI 19 bis; XXII 1.

9TY j . dissipate, scatter: C. 47, XVII 14.

9T W spreadingl : C. 43, XV 5.

9T[W] sower : I. 5, XIX 13.

tT'WT swellings : C. 43, XV 1, 5; C. 47, XVI 18, XVII 2.

9TY odor: C. 7,III111, 21,IV 1.

9TWT see TWT.9TPo to rchokel : C. 28, IX 19_20.

9TP P strip : I. 7, XX 6; XII13.

8THreduce (lit, draw out) ; also (once only V 12) : C. 11,
V 12 ; C. 16, VI120; C. 17, VII6.

8TSW j ~ be prostrate on the back ; also j~' 1 (once only XVII 19) :
C. 35, XII 5; C. 36, XII 11; C. 48, XVII 19.

002
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9D

=J1o
c==i- o

0 t 1

8DY
DDB

SrY

~wY
~W"TY
~W'TY

SBB
SPNN

~FW

fracture, rupture, break open, inflict : also (', l'x .
9D of the bone (compound comminuted fracture):9D of the skull: 0. 1, I 1 restored; 0. 2, I17 restored;

0. 3,I24 bis; C.5,II11,12bis, 15,16ter, 17; C.6,1118, 19
20, 23, 24; 0.8, lY 5 bis, 6,10, 12, 13;0.9, IV 19 bis.SD in his nostril: 0. 13, VI 3, 4 bis, 5, 6.8D in his maxilla (MND.T-F): 0. 17, VII 1 bis, 2, 4.9D in his temple (GM-F):0. 18, VII 9; 0. 22, VIII 9,
10, 11, 13.8D in the flesh (rupture):9D of the meninges of the brain: 0. 6, 1124.8D of fleshy tissue overlying a fracture of the bone: 0.24,
IX 1; 0. 34, XI 21; 0. 37, XII 15, 16, 20-21; 0. 44, XV 7, 8.

distorted, drawn, or with det. &:C. 7, III 11, IV 2.

to pierce through, without det. or with det. x; the participle
with prosthetic Y occurs 12 times: 0. 14, VI 7-8, 9,13, 14;
0. 26, IX 7,9,11,12; 0. 28, IX 19, 22; 0. 34, XI 21; 0. 37,

XII 20, 21.
to hear: 0. 21, VIII 7.

to burn: 0. 39, XIII 6.7 (where m is corrected from w; cf.

M rK-T s.v.).

to be hot: C. 41, "X1 22.
an unidentified flower: L. 8, XX 8-9, 12.
an unidentified flower : 0. 19, VII 20.
bosom: 0. 34, XII 1, 2.

to be sandy, to be granulated : 0. 45, XV 12-13.
sun : XXI 10, XXII 1.

dry, be dry : 0.28, X 2; XXI 11, 18 bis, XXII 1.
two feathers : L 1, XVIII 3, 10.

two sides, usually dual, but also VfI; (quater) ; f~ (once only
XV 5) : C. 43, XV 1, 5 bis, 6; 0. 47, XVI 17, 19, XVII 1, 6.

see Y .wW
gullet ; also °=J J o (IX 22) : 0. 28, IX 19, 22.
an unidentified drug: 0. 41, XIV 6; 0. 46, XVI 12.

to swel; also (XIV" 11) : 0. 12, V 22; C. 39, XIII 10;
0. 41, XIV 11; 0. 46, XVI 13.
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SFW "T

an unidentified plant or tree: C. 46, XVI 4.

sMM

mT T

JMM*T

SNrW

SNB-T

SND*T

JR*T

SRY

~SP C 0

565

swelling: 0. 4, II 10; 0. 12, VIi; 0. 45, XV 17, 19.

to walk, to go; or without det.: 0. 8, IV 7,13,14 bis, 15; I. 1,
XVIII 10.

SM*T, " action " (of the heart): 0. 1, I 6 restored.
hot (adjective): 0. 7, III 7.

to have fever: 0. 24, IX 1; 0. 28, X 2; 0. 41, XIII 20, XIV 2;

0. 47, XVII 11, 12.
heat, inflammation, fever; or with plural strokes (i ): C. 41,

XIV 9, 14; 0. 47, XVII 13-14.
disease; also : . 15, VI 15-16; . 41, XIII 18 bis,

XIV1,8.
diseased ones: I. 2, XVIII 14; I. 7, XX 1; 1. 8, XX 9.

followers: I. 8, XX 9.

obstruction: XX 14.

breast: 0. 32, XI 2, 3.

acacia:DR of SND"T, "acacia leaves;" also with det. (XXII

12): 0. 46, XVI 8; XXII 12.

nostril; also c (twice only VI 3, 4).
SIR-T used in the singular : C. 13, VI 3, 4, 5, 6; 0. 14,

VI 7 bis, 9, 11, 13 ; 0. 17, VII 3, 4; 0. 21, VIII 7, 8.
DY-F SNF M SR"TY.FY (his two nostrils) : C. 4, II 4, 6;

0. 5, 1113 ; 0. 6, 1122; 0. 7, 111 4, 6; 0. 8, IV 9, 12; 0. 11,

V 11; 0. 20, VII 24, VIII 4; 0. 22, VIII 13.
Proof passages that the writing ~(RTY) designates the

nostrils : 0. 11, V 12; 0. 12, V 18, 19 bis, VI 2, 8; 0. 22,
VIII 11.

to be little: 0. 19, VII 16.
a little : 0. 20, VII 24.
receive, take; or without det.: 0. 31, X 14; 0. 41, XIII 20-21,

21, XIV 14 bis.
take off, remove: 0. 14, VI 11--12.
found effective : XXII 10.

alabaster : XXI 6.

off
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99T °rpowderl; also 6!(XIV 5): 0. 41, XIV 5; C. 46, XVI 10.

instructions; also 1e and (once only I 12).88'W in titles of cases: 0. 1, lost column restored; 0. 2,
112; 0. 3, Il8 restored; 0.4,112;0. 5,11 11;0. 6,1117-18;
C. 7, 1112; C. 8,IV5; 0. 9,IV19;0. 10, V5;0.IIV10;
C. 12, V 16; 0. 13, VI 3;0.14, VI17;0.15, VI 14;0.16,
'VI 17; 0. 17, VII 1; 0. 18, VII 7; 0. 19, VII 14; 0. 20,

VII 22; 0. 21, VIII 6;0.22, VIII9; 0. 23, VIII 18; 0.24,
VIII 22; 0. 25, iX 2; 0. 26, IX 6; 0. 27, IX 13; 0. 28,

IX 18; C.29,X3; 0.30,X8;C. 31,X12;0. 32,XI1;
C. 33, XI 9; C. 34, XI 17; 0.35, XII3; 0.86, XII 8; 0.37,
XII 14; C. 38, XII 21; 0.39, XIII 3; 0.40, XIII 12; 0. 41,

XIII 18; C. 42, XIV 16; 0.43, XIV 22; 0.44, XV 6; 0.45,
XV 9; 0. 46, XV20; 0. 47, XVI 16; 0. 48, XVII15.S8'W with plural demonstrative: 0. 41, XIV 8; 0. 45,
XV 16; 0. 47, XVII6.

indications : 0. 1, 19.
89M to be bloodshot; or with det. : 0. 19, VII 17,19-20;0. 20,

VII23; C.31,X15.

BTY*T Maio chamber; also LIqq (V 16 bis): 0. 12, V 16 bis, 17, 21.

~DY .. _. develop, or with det. 4.j: 0. 7, III 8, 9, 13; 0. 28, IX 20-21;
0. 47, XVII 7; dig out: XXI 18.

SD -Ta mass : XXI 16; XXII 2.

KYA high : 0. 41, XIV 9.
K' "T, height (noun): 0. 41, XIV 11.

KB '0to befolded : 0.35,XI 5; C. 36, XII11I.

IQB.T j breast.
I.('B"T as designation for the breast in general, shown in the

test of ability of patient to turn the face downward : 0. 3,
120, 25-26, 26; 0. 4, 115; 0. 5, 1114; 0. 7, 1115; 0. 29,

X6; 0.30,X9.
IK B T as designation for the soft tissue overlying the bony

structure of the breast :
Swellings, tumors or abscesses in or on I.'B"T : 0. 39,

XIII 3, 4 bis, 6, 7 his, 9, 10 bis, 11; 0. 45, XV 9, 10, 11 bis,

16, 17, 19; 0. 46, XV 20, 21 bis, XVI 23, 4, 8, 10, 13p,14.
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K'B"T (cant.)

KrH

EBB

KNK

KIR-WT

KRF

T SNTY1

Q a

Ac.

A 0

WBNW M I'B-T: 0. 40, XIII 12,13,14-15; 0. 41,

XIII 18, 18-19, XIV 2, 8, 9.
I'B-T as designation for the sternum:

The manubrium of the IB'T:
KO HRY N KB'T-F: 0.34, XI23.
TP URY N KBT-F: 0.40,X 17.

INT N 'B-T-F: 0. 40, XIII 13, 14,15,17.
Articulations in the 1'BT:

MN M I'B-T-F: 0.43, XV 4.
WTDT M I BT-F: 0. 43, XV 5.
HN"W (ribs) NW 'B"T-F: 0. 42, XIV 17 bis, 19,

21 his; 0. 43, XIV 22, 23 bis, XV 2, 3, 4; 0. 44, XV 6,
7 bis, 8.

shoulder; also dual (five times 1 20 restored, 25, 26, 11 5,
XII 11): 0. 3, I 20 restored, 25, 26; 0. 4,11 5, 8; 0. 5,
II 14; 0. 7, III 5; 0. 8, IV 8,17,18; C. 19, VII 16; 0. 29,

X 5; 0. 30, X 9; 0. 32, XI 3 bis; 0. 34, XI 18; 0. 35,

XI15-6; 0. 36, XII 11.
to cool, to be cool, cool; cold; also iJ (XIV 2), 1 j

(twice XV 11-12, XV1 3), (XVII 10): 0. 41, XIV 2;
0. 45, XV 11-12, 18-19; 0. 46, XVI 3, 6; 0. 47, XVII 10;
XXI 19.

See also SIKBB.
to clot : 0. 12, VI 2.

to engender, produce, generate ; also A>~ (once only XIII
12) : 0.8,IV 17; 0. 39, X111 12; C. 45, XV 13.

bruise : XX1 10.

depressions : 0. 12, VI 1.

contract : 0.48, XViII 16,917.
possibly an unidentified herb : 0. 41, XIV 3, 4; 0. 46, XVI 4, 5.

bone.
rIR N K8(: 0. 1, lost column bis, restored, I12 restored, 10

restored ; 0. 2, 112, 13, 16 restored ; 0. 4, II 2, 3, 6; 0. 5,

11 12,15 ; 0.6, 1118,19; C. 7, 111 2, 5, 12 ; 0. 10, V 6; 0. 18,

VII 8, 12; 0. 20, VII 22, 23, VIII 3; 0. 27, IX 14, 16;
0. 29, X 4, 6.
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I ( (cont.) 41 rR (or YI[R]) R i8: C. 3, 1 18, 19, 21 restored; C. 40,

XIII 13, 15.
8PR R K8: C. 18, VII 12.
Miscellaneous uses of K8: C. 1, 1 11; C. 5, II 10; C. 22,

VIII 16; C. 27, IX 14; C. 34, XI 23; C. 42, XIV 21.

KIN to be painful, painful: C. 7, 1II3; C. 13, VI 6; C. 17, VII 3;
C. 19, VII 16; C. 21, VIII 7; C. 30, X 10; C. 47, XVI 19;
C. 48, XVII 17.

KD 0 form: C.12, V 22.
R ISP, entirely: XXI 11, 17.

K'P D .. c droop: C. 7, IV 3.

KP-T linen cover: XXII 6.

KYY q the other, another: C. 35, XII 7; 1.2, XVIII 11; I. 3, XVIII 17;

(fer.) I. 4, XVIII 19; I. 5, XIX 2; I.8, XX 8; XXI 6; XXI 15.

KYY-NY: C. 36, XII 13.

KFY uncover: C. 9, V1.

KF"T gash, cut, to gape; or without det., also (once only 1ll).

WBNW N KF*T: C. 2, I12 restored, 13 restored, 14
restored, 15 restored, 17 restored; C. 3, I18, 19 restored,
21 restored; C. 4, II 2, 3, 5; C. 5, 1111, 12, 14; C. 6, II18,
19; C. 7,1II 2, 5, 12; C. 10, V 9; C. 27, IX 13,14, 15; C. 28,
IX 19; C. 29, X3, 4; C. 47, XVI 16, 17; XVII 1, 10.

KF"T with negative : 0. 1, lost column restored, 1 2, 10,
11 bis (once restored) ; C. 18, VII 8, 12, 12-13.

Drawing together the KF WT with bandages or thread:
C. 10, V 6; C. 27, IX 16; C. 47, XVI 20, XVII 4 bis.

Uncertain uses : C. 1, 111; C. 47, XVI 18.

KM black : 0.15, VI 15.

KS __ the female organ: XX 17.

G'B arm, upper arm; also r j (once only XII 7) : 0. 35, XII

7 bis; 0. 36, XII 9 ter, 10, 12, 13 his ; C. 37, XII 15 bis, 16,
20; C. 38, XII 21, 22, XIII 1 bis.

GW' i I to hold firmly : C. 11, V 13.

GW ~to be askew: C. 8,IV 6.

GM' temple (of human head) ; also m .'q
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GM' (cont.) iii) Proof passages of the meaning of GM: C. 7, III17; Co 18,
VII 9, 1; C. 22, VIII 15.

General: 0. 18, VII 7, 7-8, 10.
Cases involving THM, PSN or 9D M GM): 0. 19, VII

15 bis, 17; C. 20, VII 22 his, 23 bis, VIII 3 his; C. 21, VIII
6 his, 8; C. 22, VIII 9, 10, 13.

GMY find.

0MM-K, conditional:
After WD-:iR-K (or WD-YN-K) r-K: C. 1, lost column

restored; C. 7, III10; 0. 24, VIII 23; C. 47, XVII 9.

After YR WjY-K (sometimes with intervening condi-
tions) : C. 12, V 16; C. 14, VI 8; C. 15, VI 15; C. 16, VI 18;
C. 21, VIII 6; C. 26, IX 3; C. 31, X 13; 0. 33, XI 10, 11;
C. 34, XI 17-18; C. 35, XII3; C.36,XII9; C. 37,XII16;
C. 38, XI 22; C. 39, XIII 4,6; C. 43, XIV 23; C. 44, XV 7;
C. 45, XV 10, 11; C.46, XV 21; XX 14.

After DrR-I R-K : C. 3,I 19-20 restored; C. 4, II3 ;
C. 5, 11 12; 0. 6,11 19; C. 8, IV 6; 0. 18, VII 9; C. 47,

XVI 18.
YR GMY-K: C. 2,113; C.10,V7; C.28,VIII20; 0.27,

IX 14; 0. 45, XV 15; C. 47, XVII 3, 5.

YR 9WT 0MM-K: C. 34, XI 21; 0. 37, XII 19.
YR 9WT GMY-K: 0. 7, III 8, 13; C. 28, X 2; C. 47,

XVII 7, 12.
YR DR 0MM-K: C. 4, II 6 ; 0. 7,111I 7; 0. 8, IV 10;

C. 20, VIII 4.
N GMY-N-F (" he is not able ") : C. 3, 120 restored, 26;

C. 41114-5; 0. 5, 1114; 'C.7, 1114; 0. 29, X5; 0. 32, XI 3.
GMM-[W]-K, relative form: C. 4,11I8.
0MM-K continuing treatment : C. 9, V 1.

GMW sadness : C. 22, VIII 17.

O N soft ; also T :0. 26, IX 13; 0. 46, XVI 14; XXI 16; XXII 3.

GNY*T rorificel : 0.18, VII 14.

GNN to be feeble : C. 8, IV 14.
to be soft : C. 14, VI 13, 14; C. 26, IX 12.

OR to be silent: C. 22, VIII 17.
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GRT ' weak particle.
NGRT: C.31,X21.

G9 ~side.
M Ge-F IRY followed by 9D, 9IKR or YH;0. 8, IV 6,

7,15,16; 0. 17, VII3; C. 19, VII117.

G8 miscellaneous: 0.9, V 2; 0.11, V 14; XX 14; XXII 6.
anoint: XX 17; XXII; XXI6; XXI8.

to sink: 0. 31, X 21.

T3 this: C. 9, V 5.

T, land, earth: I. I, XVIII 2, 3; I. 6, XIX 17 bis.
R T' and HR T', "away " or "off," with meaning of

" entirely," " completely ":

After U3R (" fall "): 0. 4,119; 0, 7, III 4.
After PRY (" issue "): C. 41, XIV 16.
After 8TY (" scatter"): 0. 47, XVII14.

WDY IR T1 meaning" to moor "or" to land "(figurative):
0. 3, I 22,111; C. 4,117; 0.5, 1115; 0.28, X 3; 0.29,
X8; C.47,XVIII3.

HDT 3::I. 5,XIX5

TY'T see RY"T.
TY' Q o of unknown meaning: 0. 7,1II9, 13.

TWYqQ this : I. 1, XVIII 4; I.4, XIX 1.
rTW' W swellings : 0.39, XIII 4.
T W T liken ; also (XV 18) : 0,129 VI3; 0. 45, XV 18.

8T WT C . 7, IV 2.

T13"T m sole ; also c.J a (IV 14), (IV 15) : C.8, IV 7, 14 big, 15.

FTPl head; also a (three times only Ii 3, 25, IV 17).

Proof passages that ~(FTP1) means more than the
calvaria :

" Skin " of TP-F : 0. 8, IV 5 bis, 13.
" Flesh " of TP-F: 0. 4, II 9.
" Chest "of TP-F : 0.7, IIII1, 21, IV 1.
" Interior " of TP-F : 0. 6, II 25.
TP used in gloss relating to [M]INT (" countenance ") :

0. 7, III 19.
NIJB-T (neck) as part of TP: C. 32, XI 5.
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1iFTP1l (cont.)

S(fern.)

c.'- ow

TP meaning caput in general: 0. 1, lost column bis
restored, 11, 2, 7 restored, 8; C. 2, I12 restored, 13 restored,
14, 15 restored; C. 3, 118, 19 restored, 21 restored; C. 4,
12, 3, 5, 8; C. 5, II 11, 12, 14; C. 6,1118,19; C. 7, III2,

5,12; C. 20, VIII 5; XXII8.

TP, " head " of organs or parts of body:
TP as head or end of bone: C. 8, IV 8, 17, 18; C. 34,

XI 18, 22, 23; C. 40, XIII 17; C. 43, XV 1, 4.

TP meaning " tip" of the toes: C. 8, IV 14.
TP meaning " top "of the eyebrow: C. 10, V 5, 6.
TP ... IRY N[Y N:0.1 4

TP, " head " of tumors or abscesses: C.39, XIII 8 bis, 6, 10;
C. 46, XV 20 bis, XVI2, 712.

used as preposition: C. 7, III 14.

first (adjective): C. 1, I3 restored; C 2, 114 restored; C. 3,
1122; C. 10, V 7; C.14,VI11; C.16,VI20; C.17,VII6;

C. 18, VII 11; C. 26, IX 10; C. 27, IX 17; C. 28, X 1;

C. 29, X7; C. 30, Xl1; C. 32, XI4; C. 40, XIII 16; C. 47,
XVII 3.

the first (pronoun): I. 1, XVIII 4.
sutures: 0. 7, III 2, 5, 9, 12, 15-16, 16.

an unidentified drug: XX 16.

all ; also I. 1, XVIII 9; I. 5, XlX 9; I. 8, XX 11.

negative verb ; also ~=r (once only XIV 14) : C. 7, IV 2;
C. 8, IV18 bis ; C. 41, XIV 14; C. 46, XVI 15, 15-16; 1. 5,

XIX 4, 11.
ruddy; also & J (once only III 10), °( - (once only

XIII 20).
TM8 referring to inflamed or feverish condition of parts of

body: C. 7, III10, 20; C. 16, VI 19; C. 41, XIII 20, XIV 12;
C. 43, XIV 23-XV 1.

redness, ruddiness (noun); also 1 ~ (XIII 5) : C. 39,
XIII 5; C. 46, XVI 2.

Proof passages of meaning of TM8 :
Defining TM8 as DSR : C. 46, XVI 15.
Red like the color of TM8"T-fruit: C. 7,1HI121.
Red like the color of the TM8iT-tree: C. 41, XIV 13.

TP
TPY

TP?"W
TPNN"T
TM*W
TM

TAMS
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TMT*W

TNT

TNDY

TRTT

THM

THI

EGYPTIAN GLOSSARY

poultices; alsoo l,° (once only IV 21): 0.9, IV 21; 0.41,
XIV 6; 0. 46, XVl 12.

this: C. 9, V 2; I.1, XVIII 8; I.6, XiX 16.

signs of old age: XXII9.

willow; 0. 41, XIV 3.

to perforate, perforation; also ' Jo (three times only
VIII 3, XIII 13, 15), Jo (once only VI 14), f (once only
VII 22).

THM in the skull :0.1,11 restored ;0.2,114,17; 0.3,
118, 19, 21, 24 restored; 0. 7, 111 2, 5, 12,15.

THM in the maxilla: 0. 15, VI 14,15,16.
THM in the temporal bone: 0. 18, VII 9; 0. 19, VII 14-15,

15, 17; C. 20, VII22, 23, VIll 3.

THM in the chin: 0. 27, 1X 15.
THM in cervical vertebra: 0. 29, X 4, 6.
THM in the INTi (manubrium) of the sternum: 0. 40,

XIII 13, 15.
swelling, or with det. ,,o (twice only II 10, 13), x (once only

114): C. 4, 4,10; 0.5,1113; C.8,1V6 ;.11,V10, 12;
0. 12, V 17; 0. 15, VI 15; 0. 16, VI 18, 21; 0. 17, VII 6;
C. 21, VIII 6; C.38, XI22; 0. 46, XV2I.

draw near: I. 7, XX 4.

treatise: 0. 5, 1117; 0. 19, VII 20-21; 0. 41, XIV 10.

breath, wind: 0. 8, IV 16; 0. 31, X 14; I. 1, XVIII 1, 8;
1. 2, XVIII 12.

to close up: 0. 41, XIV 9.

to wink: 0.7,1V3.

kind of mineral: 0. 41, XIV 65.

to knot, knit, join, to coagulate, or with det. ~~: 0. 8, IV 11;
0.9,V1; 0.12,V19,V12; 0. 14, VilO.

to bind ; or with det. -: I. 1, XVIII 3; 1.7, XX 5.
vertebra.

TS N NI.BT-F (verte bra of his neck) : 0. 29, X 3, 4 bis,
6; C. 30, X8, 9,10; C. 31, X12, 13, 15, 16, 17,18 bis ; 0.32,
XI his, 4, 7 bis ; 0. 33, XI19 his, 12, 13, 14, 16.

TKN

T'W

oT'W

C

T)M

aTRM

TS

ir7 '
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TS (cont.) TS N PSD".F (vertebra of his spinal column): 0. 48, XVII
15, 16, 17, 18.

TS without modifier but referring to TS N N jB.T-F:
C. 33, XI 10, 11, 15.

TSY to lift, to hold up, or with det. .o:0. 3, 111;0. 31, X 21.

TSW c l stiffness, also IQ, Ij(twice only III 13, X 7): 0. 3, I 20, 21,
126-Il1; C. 4, 114, 6;0. 5, 1113, 15; C. 6, 1122; 0. 7,

III 4, 6, 13; C. 8, IV 9, 12; 0. 19, VII 18; 0. 20, VIII 4;

0. 22, VII1113; C. 29,X7.
D[ ]B'W J 1 figs: C. 9, V 4.

DWN to stretch, stretch apart, be tense; or with dets. A or
C. 7, III 10, 19-20, 20; 0. 35, XII 6; 0. 36, XII 12.

DBN ° mortar: 0. 46, XVI 5.
DP D j to taste: XXI 21.

DP"T or i taste (noun): XXI 21.

DP Buto: I. 3, XVIIl 17.

DP"TY two flanks: 0.43, XV 6.

DM"T knife: I. 5, XIX 7.

DMY to touch, join: 0. 2, I17 restored; 0. 10, V 9; 0. 31, X 19;
0. 45, XV 17, 18, 19.

DMY IR, "adhere to," with det. - 0. 22, VIII 16.
D ND the name of a demon: I. 1, XVIII 6.

DR ,.. repel, expel; also " (XIX 13) : 0.9, V 2; I. 1, XVIII 11; 1. 5,
XIXI13.

remove ; with det. J: XXII 8, 9.
DH~ bang down: C. 38, XII 9.

DHR skin: 0.7, III 16.

DRIR bitterness : XXIII1.

DI3RT sickness, plague; or without det. : I. 1, XVIII 8, 11; I. 2,
XVIII 12.

DS 'Q an unidentified wood ; also Q I (XX 6) : I. 2, XVIII 15; I.
7, XX 6.

DSR red ; or with det. ,-* (VII 21), , ° (XIV 6; XVI 12; XXI 5) :
0. 7, 11120; 0. 19, VII 20, 21; 0. 39, XI II 11; 0. 41, XIV 6,
10, 13; C. 46, XVI 12, 16 ; XXI 5.
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DIKW , , ° , rkernelsl: XX 6, 6-7.

D [R] fruit: C. 46, XVI 4.

DG' to look at (with preposition N): 0. 3, I 20 restored, 25, 26 bis
(once restored); 0. 4, 115; 0. 5, II 14; 0. 7, III5; 0. 19,

VII116; 0. 29, X5;0.30,X9; 0.32,XI2,3.
DGY rfeeblenessl: 0. 22, VIII 17.

DGM be speechless; or with dets. -,4, or without det.: 0. 13, VI 6;
0. 17, VII 5; 0. 20, VIII 4, 5; 0. 22, VIII 12, 13, 17; C.X33,

XI 10, 13.
)' $, fire-drill: 0. 39, XIII 6.

D'W disease: 0. 19, VII 21.

D'R-T an unidentified fruit: 0.41, XIV 7.

R. D-T r8: 0. 46, XVI 10.

D' D' head: 0. 8, IV 13; C.9,IV20; 0. 33, XI 16.
Dr-W rblemishesl: XXII 9.

ArR probe, palpate; also (IV 5), n A(1 19), scribal error
(XVI 18): C. 1, lost column restored; 0. 2, I13 restored; C. 3,
119; C. 4, 11 3; 0.5,1II12; 0.6,1119; 0.7,1112; 0.8,
IV 5-6; C.10,V6; C.18,V118; C.27,IX14;0. 47,XVI18.

D' a evil: I.1, XVIII 9.

T)WY lift : I. 1, XVIII 3.

.DB*T brick: C. 4,I1I7; 0. 7, 11I 15.
DB' to clothe, pad: 0. 7, III 14; 0. 12, VI 1; 0. 23, VIII 21.

DJ~r finger, thumb : 0.1, 14, 6;0. 4, 114; 0. 5, 1113; C. 6, II21lbis ;

0. 8, IV 11 bis ; 0. 13, VI 5; 0. 17, VII 2; 0. 20, VII 24;
0. 22, VIII 10 bis ; 0. 24, VIII 23; 0. 25, IX 3; 0. 37, XII
16; 0. 40, XI1I 14; 0. 44, XV 8; I. 6, X1X 15.

D Y-T 1Q penetration : C. 32, XI8.

D N to thresh : XX[ 11 bis.

DNB J.. crooked : 0.12, V22.

DNN'T skull (meaning the calvaria) ; also with stroke (II 12, 17, 24) :
0. 1, lost column ter, restored, 1, 11 bis (once restored) ; 0. 2,
I113; 0. 3, I118 restored, 19, 21, 24 bis (once restored) ; 0. 4,
II 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9 his ; 0. 5, 1I111, 12, 13, 15, 16 ter, 17 bis ;
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DNN"T (cont.)

DR

DiR-WY 4

DRD'W

DD~

cI

'II

0. 6, II 18 bis, 19 his, 20, 22, 23, 24 bis; 0. 7, III 2, 6, 9,
12-13, 16 his (once restored); 0. 8, IV 5 bis, 6, 7 bis, 10,
12 bis, 13; 0. 9, V 19.

R DR-F, " entire," "throughout" (literally "to its limit"):
0. 12, V 22; .41,XIV 12.

two sides: 0. 11, V 15.

until: C. 6, n21; C. 8,IV1.
as soon as: 0. 39, XIII 9.

YR DR, "now when," "now as soon as ": 0. 4, 11 6;
0.7,1117; 0. 8, IV 10; 0. 20, V14.

DR NTT, " because," "for ": 0. 4, 11 11.
hand, touch; also dual (twice only I6,7) :0.1,16,7;

0. 8, IV 8, 18 his; 0. 20, VIII 2; 0. 39, XIII 5; 0. 41, XIII
20, XIV 15, 16; 0. 45, XV 11, 12, 14, 19; 0. 46, XVI1,
14; C. 47, XVII 9; I.8, XX 12.

leaves: 0. 41, XIV 3 bis, 7; C. 46, XVI 8 bis, 9; XXII 12.
self: C. 89, XIII 8, 9.

say, speak.
DD-YN-K in diagnosis: 0. 1, I 1 restored; C. 2, 114;

C. 3,120; C. 4,115;0.5,1114; 0.7,1115,12;0.10,V7;
C. 11,VI1; C. 12, V17;0. 13,VI6;0.14,VI 9;0.15,
VII;0. 16,VI19;0. 17, VII4;0. 18, VII19; 0. 19, VII 17;
0. 20, VIII 3; 0. 21, VIII 8; 0. 22, VIII 13; 0. 23, VIII 19;
0. 24, VIII 23; 0. 25, IX 5; 0. 26, IX 8; 0. 27, IX 15;
0. 28, IX 21; 0. 29, X 6; 0. 30, X 10; 0.31, X 16; 0. 32,
XI 3; C. 33, XI 12; 0. 34, XI 18; 0. 85, XII 4; 0. 86, XII

10; 0. 37, XII 16, 20; 0. 38, XIII 1; 0. 39, XIII 5; 0. 40,

XIII 14; 0. 41, XIV 1; 0. 42, XlV 19; C. 43, XV 1; 0. 44,
XV 8; 0. 45, XV 14; 0. 46, XVl 2; 0. 47, XVI 20, XVII 10;
0. 48, XVII 18.

DD-UIR-K in diagnosis : XX 14.
YW DD-N, quoting a book: 0. 5, 11 17; 0. 19, VII 20;

0. 41, XIV 10.
MY DD in explanation in gloss : 0. 7, III 18; 0. 14, VI 14;

0.31,X19; 0.41,XIVI6.
DID-F, introducing explanation in ancient gloss or citation

in gloss from surgical treatise : 0. 1, I18; 0. 8, IV 14, 15, 18;
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DD (cont.)

I 1

-TY

EGYPTIAN GLOSSARY

C. 18, VII 13; C. 26, IX 12; C. 30, X 12; C. 31, X 18;
C. 32, XI7; C. 33, XI 14.

DD PW in glosses : . 1,110, 11; C. 4, 1I 11; C. 6, 1111;
C. 31, X 20; C. 39, XIII 11.

DD introducing surgeon's directions to patients in ex-
amination : C. 19, VII 16; C. 30, X 9; C. 32, XI 2; C. 48,

XVII 16.
DD in directions for saying a charm or incantation : C. 9,

Vi; I.5,X1X14; I.7,XX5; I.8,XXl1.
DD MDW: 1. 1, XVIII 9; 1.2, XVIII 15; I.5, XIX 9.

DD miscellaneous : C. 1, 19; C. 41, XIV 11; I. 1, XVIII 2.

DD used erroneously for I[riR: 0. 47, XVI 18.

WORDS OF UNCERTAIN PHONETIC READING

threshing-floor : XXI 13.

linen : XXII 1.
rperishl : I. 5, XIX 7.
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Abbot Collection, 21
Abdomen, 487

seat of consciousness, 12
Abscess, 36, 60, 407-409, 410, 413-414

of a tooth, 9, 53
Absorbents, 381
Absorption, 111
Acacia leaves, 60, 407, 411, 500
Accidents, 11, 213

occupational, 11, 338
Acromion, 215
Adducted arm, 216
Adhesive plaster, 8, 54, 55, 57-58, 60, 69, 121,

122-123, 124, 171, 227, 228, 229, 230, 232,
233, 309, 311-312, 416, 421

Adobe, 8, 55, 56, 58, 151
Aesculapius, see Asclepios
Age, signs of, 492, 498
Ailments, 95, 112
Air, 108, 111
Akeru, 483
Alabaster, 491
Alae nasi, 244
Alexandria, 13, 17
Alleviatory measures, 159, 160, 161, 170, 171,

270, 287
Amenhotep IV, 28
America, 9
Ammoniacal application, 9, 59
Anatomical terms, 10, 84-87, 88, 147, 152-

153, 185-186, 187-188, 189, 225, 241, 242,
243, 248-249, 253, 272, 275, 276-277, 291,
293-294, 313-314, 326, 328, 334, 347-349,
353, 372-373, 394-395, 399-400, 417, 418,
487

Anatomy, 2, 9, 10, 11-14
of Smith Papyrus, 64, 68, 72, 108-10, 152, 164-

170, 171-172, 179, 185-186, 188, 241, 242,
243, 244, 252, 253, 272, 276-277, 289,
293-294, 313-314, 323, 334, 342, 347-349,
372-373, 391, 394-395, 398, 399-400

Animals, malignant dead, 472, 480, 482
Animism, 470, 472
Annual epidemic, 470, 472, 473, 475, 476, 478
Antimony, 489
Antiseptic, 59
Anubis, 5
Anus, 19, 100, 101, 111, 187, 221, 329, 383, 470,

499-500
Apex beat, 108
Apollonios of Kitium, 16, 56, 303
Apothecary, 471, 492, 497
Applications

hot, 9, 60, 176, 180
for allaying inflammation, 9, 59, 60, 374, 383,
407

cooling, 60, 220, 374, 379, 380, 381, 407, 410
of salicin, 59, 374
ammoniacal, 9, 59
astringent, 9, 59, 60, 374, 379, 382, 407, 411
softening, 151, 180, 286, 382

Aqueous solid extract, 471, 492
preparation of, 495-498

Arad-Nanai, 1
Archaisms, 73-75
Aristotle, 16, 73
Arm, 110-111

split in, 140, 361-362
fracture of, 52, 56, 58, 149, 155, 160, 235, 255,

261, 354-360
splints on, 190, 352, 353-354, 357
" contracture" of, 216

Arrow,
wounds made by, 83

Arteries, 13
peripheral, 108

Articulation of bones, 10, 60, 153-154, 187, 215-
216, 277, 293-294, 322, 328, 348, 394, 398,
399

Asclepios, 3
Asses,

malignant dead, 482
Assyria, 1
Asterisk, 19, 333, 335
Astringent application, 9, 59, 60, 374, 379, 382,

407, 411
Astronomy, 2, 15, 16
Auricle of ear, 276, 298, 299
Auricula,

of ear, 227, 228, 229, 301
Author,

of Smith Papyrus, 9. 10

Babylon, 1
Back (of patient), 181, 182
Backbone, 88, 325, 326, 425
Backward dislocation, 342
Ball (of foot), 210, 211
Bandages, 8, 54, 69, 70, 96-97, 114, 171, 222,

224, 227, 238, 240, 336, 350, 359, 375, 389-
390

Bastet, 477, 482, 484
Battle axe,

wounds made by, 82, 92, 140
Beat,

of heart, 108, 177, 178
Beer, as solvent, 488, 489
Belly, 483
Beneficent divinities, 472, 474, 475, 477, 480
Berlin Medical Papyrus, 4, 5, 47, 95

See also Medical Papyri
pp
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Berlin State Museum No. 3038, see Berlin Medical
Papyrus

Binding, 96-97, 121, 133, 180, 232-233, 246,259,
264, 266, 269, 273, 305, 308, 311, 315, 319,
321, 336, 344, 352, 357, 359, 382, 371, 379,
393, 397, 410, 411, 420

forbidden, 132, 134, 150, 161, 171, 227, 229,
424

Birch, 21, 24
Bird,

two-toed, 10, 277, 293-294
Birth, 151, 182
Bitterness, 495
Bladder, 111
rBlemishes,l 498
Blood, 99, 368-369

Circulation of, 13, 65, 108-109
-vessels, 111, 244, 349
discharge of, 141, 158, 166, 178, 206, 208, 234,

254, 268,,284, 285,286,288,290,292,360,488
poisoning, 155
clotted, 10,68-69,190,191, 228, 244, 246, 247,

251, 259
-shot, 279, 281-282, 284, 325
obstruction of, 488

Boiling, 495, 496, 497
Boils, 43, 92, 368
Bolus, 221, 394
Bones,

reduction of, 16-17, 53, 55-56, 58, 234, 238,
239, 244, 246-247, 303, 304, 342, 344, 350,
352-354, 356-357

articulation of, 10, 60, 153-154, 187, 215-216,
277, 293-294, 322, 328, 348, 394, 398, 399

injuries to, 44, 58, 82, 83, 92-93, 120, 124-125,
126, 136, 140-141, 146, 152, 157, 262, 263,
265-266, 278279, 283, 284, 287--288, 289-
290, 301--302, 303--304, 316-317, 319--320,
322, 323-326, 327--329, 333-334, 337-339,
340--341, 342-344, 347--349, 350-351, 352,
354-358, 361, 391-393, 401-402, 425-427

See also Fractures
fragments of, 141, 152, 153, 162, 295
anatomical knowledge of, 68, 152-153, 169-

170, 185-186, 187--188, 277, 293-294, 372-
373,9391, 394-395,t398

uninjured, 270-271, 310
" Book of Transforming an Old Man into a

Youth," 492
Bosom, 347, 349
Bouriant, U., 111
Bowels, 100

seat of consciousness, 12
Brace,

Wooden, 8, 54, 55, 184
Brain, 172, 197

convolutions of, 10, 12, 65, 186, 167, 173, 208
Word for, 12. 166
in Greek medical documents, 12

in Smith Papyrus :
injuries to, 12, 164, 165, 166, 171, 208

localization of function in, 12, 45, 50, 125, 202
source of control of movements, 12,45,50,65-

66
connexion with nervous system, 13,45,50,66-
67

infected, 189
Break, see Fracture
Breast, 88, 334, 347, 348, 349, 372-373, 399, 480

injuries to, 36, 146, 363, 360-370, 374-375
"diseased " or infected wound in, 59, 60, 374,

375, 384-385
tumors or abscesses on, 52, 55, 60, 71, 149,

363-369, 403-404, 406, 407-409, 413-414
cists on, 194, 365
swelling on, 194, 364, 367
ribs of, 373, 392, 394, 396, 398, 401-402

Brick, see Supports of brick
British Museum No. 10059, Bee London Medical

Papyrus
Bronchi, 349
Brugsch, 23, 24
Burns, 83
Bushel, 104, 489, 496
Buto, 484

abomination out of, 479
hidden things in 480, 481

Calf, 483
Calvaria, 86, 97, 98, 125, 170
Canals of the body, 5, 104, 107, 108, 100-113,

244, 346, 347, 349
Cancer, 368
Capillary attraction, 316
Cardiac system, 64--65, 69, 108-110, 113
Cardube, 383
Carriers of disease, 472-473,475,476, 477,482--483
Cartilage, 185, 186, 242, 244
(Jartilagines laterales, 234, 241, 244
Cartilaginous suture, 153
Cartilaginous tissue, 234, 241
Cartonnage, see Splints
Cases, Cross references to

Case one, 41, 49, 59, 64, 65, 69
Case two, 57, 69-70, 80-90, 92, 93, 97
Case three, 58, 62, 69, 70, 83, 89, 92, 97, 126,

130, 227
Case four, 56, 58, 62-63, 63, 70, 89, 92, 130,

140, 146, 149, 150, 155, 184, 185
Case five, 52, 63, 70, 89, 92, 93, 130, 146
Case six, 37, 45, 46, 60, 65, 70, 84, 92, 93, 122,

130,93,15 5,19 6
Case seven, 37, 39, 40, 41, 49, 52, 60, 63, 65,

67, 68, 70, 83, 92, 93, 110, 126, 130, 149, 150,
152, 155, 160, 277, 388

Case eight, 36-37, 39, 46, 49, 52, 63, 64,65,70,
82, 84,93, 130, 146, 150, 1529,155, 157, 159,
160, 204
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Cases, Cross references to (cont.)
Case nine, 37, 42, 47, 59, 60, 70, 152, 157
Case ten, 37, 57, 70, 82, 91, 92, 93, 98, 122, 124,

132-133
Case eleven, 56, 58, 68, 70, 146,157, 191, 235
Case twelve, 56, 58, 69, 70, 146, 157, 191,235,

239
Case thirteen, 52, 157, 160, 296
Case fourteen, 57, 70, 83, 91, 98, 191,227, 228
Case fifteen, 60, 83, 126, 146, 385
Case sixteen, 60, 98, 140, 146, 150, 194, 263
Case seventeen, 47, 50, 60, 98, 146, 150, 157,

159, 160, 205, 255, 296
Case eighteen, 59, 70, 89, 93, 94, 98, 157, 298
Case nineteen, 40, 41, 50, 60, 71, 89, 126, 130,

205
Case twenty, 40, 50, 60, 89, 126, 130, 150, 160,

296, 298
Case twenty-one, 41, 52, 89, 140, 146, 149, 155,

205
Case twenty-two, 40, 51, 52, 63, 68, 71, 89,

130, 157, 160, 187, 238, 277, 296, 298
Case twenty-three, 57, 153, 227, 228, 229, 239
Case twenty-four, 51, 52, 157, 160, 235, 255
Case twenty-five, 41, 56, 58, 238, 239, 291,328
Case twenty-six, 40, 57, 71, 83, 91, 93, 98, 132-

133, 227, 228, 232, 260-261
Case twenty-seven, 57, 82, 92, 93, 98, 121-122,

134, 261,291
Case twenty-eight, 39, 57, 82, 92, 98, 149, 227,

229, 261, 385-386, 388
Case twenty-nine, 51, 60, 92, 93, 98, 126, 130,

149
Case thirty, 41, 60, 71, 98
Case thirty-one, 38, 51, 52, 63, 66, 71,160
Case thirty-two, 41, 60, 71, 98, 150
Case thirty-three, 52, 63, 71, 83, 160, 296, 328
Case thirty-four, 37, 39, 46, 52, 56, 58, 71, 96,

239, 261,329
Case thirty-five, 45, 56, 58, 67, 96, 157, 190,

235, 346, 357
Case thirty-six, 39, 45, 56, 58, 67, 157, 190,

235, 342, 377
Case thirty-seven, 37, 39, 52, 56, 58, 63, 149,

155, 157, 160, 190, 235, 255, 261,342, 346
Case thirty-eight, 60, 140, 146
Case thirty-nine, 41, 43, 46, 51, 71,194
Case forty, 41, 60, 68, 71, 98, 126
Case forty-one, 59, 60, 71, 133, 194, 407, 411
Case forty-two, 60, 71,157, 235, 322, 328
Case forty-three, 60, 71, 194, 329, 394
Case forty-four, 52, 157, 160, 235, 255
Case forty-five, 41, 43, 52, 71, 149, 368, 376
Case forty-six, 43, 46, 60, 71, 133, 146, 194,

369
Case forty-seven, 37, 39-40, 41, 51, 52, 58, 91,

92, 98, 122, 149, 227, 229, 258, 376, 385-386,
388

Case forty-eight, 41, 322-323

Cases, surgical, 6
order of topics, 36-37

Casts, 190
Cauterization, 8-9, 54, 363, 365-366
Cavum nasi, 241, 252
Cedar, 411
Celestial Ocean, 474
Cemeteries,

Egyptian, 11
Cerebrospinal fluid, 171-172
Champollion, 21
Charms,

magical, 220, 472-478
Cheeks, 243, 263, 265, 266, 267, 268

See also Maxilla
Chemistry, 108
Chest of head, 181, 196, 197
Child-birth, 151
Chin, 57, 98, 261, 289, 291, 309-310
Chloride of sodium, 491
Choking, 313, 314
Circulation of blood, 13, 65, 108-109
Cists, 92, 157, 194, 195, 329, 365, 366
Clamminess, 407, 408, 414
Clammy, 181, 192, 407
Clavicles, 85, 153, 347, 348

injuries to, 34
dislocation of, 52, 56, 58, 239, 261, 342-349
fracture of, 56, 58, 235, 350-351,352, 354
splints for, 190, 352

Clavicular manubrium joints, 345
Cleansing from pest, 483, 485
Clocks, 13, 106
Coagulation, 10, 68-69, 190, 191, 228, 244, 246,

247, 251,259
Code of Hammurapi, 1
Codex Laurentius LXXIV, 16
Cold abscess, 407
Collar-bones, aee Clavicles
Column, lost,

reconstruction of, 78-79, 80-81, 84, 87, 89-90
Column I

reconstruction of, 76-77, 89-90, 93-95, 103,
105-107, 113, 114-115, 117, 121-122, 127-
128, 132-133

Commentary,
ancient, 10, 61-71
author of, 10, 61

Complexion,
recipes for, 470, 471, 490-498

Compress, 220, 223-224
Conception, 101
Condyle, 68, 277, 294
Conjugate deviation, 205
Consciousness,

seat of, 12
Constriction of ligaments, 65, 67, 179, 180, 187,

192
Contractions, 427

Pp2
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" Contracture" of arm, 216
Contre-coupc, 12, 66, 202, 205
Contusion, 70, 83, 201,204
Convolutions of brain, 10, 12, 65, 166, 167, 173,

208
Convulsions, 182
Cook (recipes), 220, 488, 495, 500
Cooling applications, 60, 220, 374, 379, 380, 381,

407,410
Copper,

salts, 9, 59, 60, 374, 379, 382
foundry, 10
slag, 10, 65, 167-168, 174
molten, 166, 168, 173, 208

Coracoid process, 215
Cord, 74

of mandible, 179, 180, 187, 189
See also Ligament

Coriander, 422
Coronoid process, 68, 188, 215, 277, 294
Corrugations, 166, 167, 168, 173, 208
Cotae verae, 373, 391
Countenance, 181, 192
Crepitate, 254-255, 268, 302, 358, 402
"Crisis," the,9, 63, 70, 135, 151, 155, 171, 180,

184, 207, 289, 359
Critical injury, 140
Critical point, 185

See also Decisive point
Crocodile, 480
Crocodile bite, 98-99
Crown (of head), 110,166,168,169,181,196,197,

200, 208
Crucible, 10, 168
Crushing,

wound caused by, 83, 337-342
Cubic inches, 489
Cutaneous muscles, 257
Cyanosis, 194

Dandruff, 186
Darius I, 17, 72
Dawson, W. R., 8, 53
Dead,

malignant, 470, 472, 479, 480, 481
Death, 64, 212, 213

forms of, 480, 481
Decisive point, 9, 135, 150, 155, 171, 180, 184,

207, 289, 359
Delirium, 182
Democritus, 64, 105
Demoniacal medicine, 15, 206
Demons of disease, 385, 470, 472, 474, 475, 476,

477,480,484,485
Dened, 474, 475
D vaud, E., 118, 119, 193, 417, 497, 593-595
Diagnosis,

in recipe-papyri, 4

in European medicine, 7
in Smith Papyrus, 7, 45-51, 93-96, 120, 131,

148-149, 159-161, 170, 179, 182-183, 205-
206, 209, 217, 231, 236, 245, 256, 258, 264,
266, 268-269, 273, 280, 285-286, 292-293,
300, 302-303, 305, 307, 311, 314-315, 318-
319, 321, 326-327, 335, 339, 344, 345, 351,
355-356, 358-359, 360-361, 362, 365, 371,
377, 393, 397, 402, 404-405, 409,419-420,
423, 428, 488

Dictionary,
of medical terms, 10, 61-71

Diet, normal, 10, 52, 57, 58, 60, 69, 132, 134-135,
139, 150, 161, 237, 281,289, 316, 319, 424

liquid, 184
Digestive system, 14

trouble, 332, 352
Directions for use, 498
Disaster, 477, 479, 484
Discharge, 141,158, 166, 178, 206, 208, 234, 254,

268, 284, 285, 286, 288, 290, 292, 330, 360,
422

menstrual, 487
" Discharge of the blood," 488
Discoloration of wounds, 263, 266
Disease, 43, 49, 64, 95, 111, 112, 113, 126, 202,

206, 281,285, 384-385, 403, 414, 470, 472
-demons, 385, 470, 472, 474, 475, 476, 477,

480, 484, 485
carriers of, 470, 472-473, 475, 476, 477, 482-

483
"Diseased ones," 486
"Diseased ones" of Sekhmet, 484
"Diseased" wound, 71, 262, 263, 375, 384-385
Disease of women, 4, 470, 487-488
" Disfigurements," 498
Disinfectant, 9, 262, 265
Disinfection, 470-471
Dislocation, 44, 244, 322, 328-329, 392, 394

of cervical vertebra, 12, 52, 66, 160, 323, 324-
327

of mandible 16-17, 56, 294, 303, 304
reduction of, 16-17, 41, 56, 294, 303, 304, 342,
344

of clavicles, 52, 56, 58, 239, 261,342-349
of ribs, 395-398

Displacement, 44, 60, 71, 98, 333, 334, 336-337,
347, 348, 398

Dissection, 11, 67, 188
Drainage, 316
Draining,

an abscess, 9, 53
Draught,

for reducing fever, 184
Drills, 9, see Fire-drill
Drink (medicinal), 184, 412
Drugs, 374, 381,383, 412, 489
Drying up wounds, 366, 379, 381, 382
Duff Gordon, Lady, 21
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Dung, 59, 60, 379, 381,407, 411
Dweller in the sepsepu, 484
Dysentery, 470

Ear, 14, 110, 148, 238, 239, 286, 289, 295, 381
slit in auricle, 57, 227, 228, 229, 297-298
-trouble, 101
discharge from, 141, 158, 178, 206, 208, 221,

254, 268, 288, 290,292, 381,399
orifice of, 275, 276, 298, 299
"hollow " of, 298, 299

Ebbell, B., 368
Ebers, Georg, 22-25
Ebers papyrus, 4, 5, 9-10, 22-25, 35, 47, 61, 65,

72, 92, 95, 101,106-108, 110-111, 148, 157,
159, 166, 186, 195, 200-201, 213, 220-221,
244, 282, 285, 314, 325, 329, 332, 341, 352,
364, 365, 366, 368, 369, 372, 376, 380, 381,
382, 383, 387, 388, 394, 399, 400, 412, 427,
475, 593-595

Egypt, 3, 11, 13
Eisenlohr, 23-24, 25
Elixir of life, 492
Embalmer, 8, 69, 188, 222, 224, 281, 282
Embalming, 11, 188
Emissio seminis, 66, 71, 323, 325, 326, 329-
330

Epidemic
annual, 470, 472, 473, 475, 476, 478

Epidemics,
treatises on, 72

Erasistratos, 13, 17
Erection

of phallus, 12, 63, 323, 324, 330
Esarhaddon, 1
Europe, 3, 9
Evaporation, 495, 496, 497
Eviscerate, 188
Examination, 64, 102-106

in recipe papyri, 4, 42
in Smith papyrus, 6-7, 38-45, 49-51, 57, 89-

93, 118-120, 127-131, 141-148, 158, 165-
170, 175, 177-178, 180-182, 183, 203-205,
207-208, 217, 218, 225-231, 234-236, 238,
245, 254-256, 257-258, 263, 265-266, 267-
268, 271-272, 279, 283-285, 288, 290-292,
298-299, 302, 304-305, 306-307, 310, 313-
314, 315, 317-318, 320, 324-326, 333-334,
338-339, 343-344, 345, 350-351, 355, 358,
360, 361-362, 363-364, 370, 375-377, 392-
393, 396-397, 401-402, 403-404, 408, 415-
416, 417-419, 420-421, 421-422, 423-424,
424-425,426-427,487,499

Excrement, 483
Excretions, see Discharge
Exhaustion, 183, 199, 200
Exorcisms, 472-487
Exudation, 244, 285, 377, 410

Eye, 14, 110, 282, 387
askew, 202, 204, 205
corner of, 275, 276
blood-shot, 279, 281-282, 284, 325
diseased, 282
discharge from, 284-285
pupil of, 332
-paint, 488, 489

Eyebrow, 57,85,98, 110, 181, 198, 225,226, 227-
228, 248

Faber, Knud, 7
Face,

flushed, 181, 182, 193-194, 195
distorted, 181, 198
pale, 183, 199, 200
color of, 207
disfigured, 245, 249
fixed, 334
beautifying, 491
ointment, 492

Fatal cases, 159, 160, 189, 208,209,256, 269,286,
292, 302, 327, 339, 360, 402

Fatty growths, 400
Feathers (in exorcisms), 472, 474, 476
Febrifuge, 412
rFeebleness,l 296, 297
Feet, 111

rheumatoid, 221
Female troubles, 470, 487

organ, 489
Fever, 40, 58, 102, 181, 302, 312, 313, 315-316,

375, 384, 385-388, 404, 415, 416, 423, 424,
479

Figs, 220
Finger-nails, 206, 214, 216
Fingers, 99
"Fire-drill," 8, 54, 365
Flame-in-His-Face, 474
Flanks, 399
Flesh,

of ox, 99
"living," 99
of patient, 86, 116, 141, 152, 154, 181, 209,

212, 298, 325, 327, 347, 375, 389, 422, 475,
480, 486, 490, 498

of wound, 417, 421
Flesh wounds, 43, 52, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 81, 82-

83, 88, 97-98, 118, 227-229, 256, 257, 270,
271, 272, 297-298, 306, 308-309, 310, 415,
417-425

Flexed hand, 216
Flexner, S., 176, 189
Flies, 101
Flooder of the streams, 474
Flowers (in exorcism), 485, 486
Fluid, 408, 410, 413, 495

cerebrospinal, 171-172
secretions of, 404
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Fluttering, 166, 168, 170, 208
Fly,

as carrier of disease, 470, 472-473, 482-483
Folk medicine, 2, 5, 217, 220
Fontanel, 166, 168, 169, 170, 200, 208
Food, liquid, 55, 184, 185
Foot,

paralysis of, 12, 63, 70, 202, 204, 210-211
sole of, 204, 210
ball of, 210, 211

Force majeure, 64, 213
Forehead, 110, 218, 224
Fortuitas, 213
Fortuna, 64, 213
Forward dislocation, 342, 343, 344
Fos8a temporali, 277
Fractures, 8, 11, 44-45, 53, 56

Simple, 52, 146, 149, 155, 157, 160, 234, 235,
244, 245, 247, 255, 301, 302, 322, 328, 350-
351, 352, 354-360, 392-393, 401-402

compound comminuted, 12, 49, 50, 51, 52, 60,
63, 86, 89, 98, 124-125, 130, 140, 146, 147,
155, 156-158, 160, 162, 164, 165, 171, 203,
204, 205, 208, 209, 218, 235, 252, 254, 255,
267, 268, 271,289, 290, 295, 296

impacted, 52, 71, 160, 296, 337-339, 340-341
Frankincense, 482, 488
Frontal bone, 247

compound comminuted fracture of, 60, 218
Frontal process, 252
Fruit in prescriptions, 183-184, 220, 383, 410,

411, 412, 489
in recipes, 406, 492, 495-497

Fumigation, 99, 487
Function,

localization in brain, 12

Gangrene, 265, 385
Gangrenous sore, 368
Gaping wound, 82-83, 88, 90-92, 95, 114, 118,

123, 124, 125, 127, 140, 141, 149, 155, 156,
158, 164, 165, 177, 227-229, 233, 261,309-
310, 312-313. 316-317, 415,417-419

"Garden tongue," 379, 383
Gardiner, A. H., 4, 88, 134, 150, 172, 349, 400
Gases, 325
Gash, 89, 90-91, 94, 116, 121, 226, 229, 271,274,

417, 419, 421
-wounds, 82-83, 88, 90-92, 95, 114, 118, 123,

124, 125, 127, 140, 141, 149, 155, 156, 158,
164, 165, 177, 227-229, 233, 261, 309-310,
312-313, 316-317, 415, 417-419

Geese,
malignant dead, 482

Genital organ, 14
Glabella, 235
Glosses, 10, 11, 61-71, 72, 176

of case one, (1), 102-117

of case two (2), 123-125
of case three (3), 136-139
of case four (4), 152-155
of case five (5), 162-164
of case six (6), 171-174
of case seven (7), 185-201
of case eight (8), 209-216
of case ten (10), 233
of case eleven (11), 240-244
of case twelve (12), 247-251
of case fourteen (14), 260-262
of case eighteen (18), 274-277
of case nineteen (19), 281-283
of case twenty-two (22), 293-297
of case twenty-six (26), 308-309
of case thirty (30), 322-323
of case thirty-one (31), 327-332
of case thirty-two (32), 336-337
of case thirty-three (33), 340-342
of case thirty-four (34), 347-349
of case thirty-nine (39), 367-369
of case forty (40), 372-373
of case forty-one (41), 384-391
of case forty-two (42), 394-395
of case forty-three (43), 398-400
of case forty-five (45), 405-406
of case forty-six (46), 413-415

Gol6nischeff, W., 493
Goodwin, C. W., 20-21, 22-23
Gorget, 347, 349
Gout, 221
Grain measure, 489
Grammar,

archaic forms of, 73-74, 75
rGranulation,' 376, 404
Grapow, H., 134, 184
Grease, as medicament, 57, 58, 60, 96, 97, 98,

100-101, 121, 132, 150, 171, 180, 191, 219,
220, 228, 229, 232, 237, 238, 246, 259, 264,
266, 269, 273, 281, 286, 300, 308, 311, 315,
316, 336, 344, 359, 371, 379, 381,411, 421,
425, 488, 489

Great One dwelling in Heliopolis, 474
Great Pyramid, 9, 11
Greek medicine, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15-17
Green pigment, 379, 382, 411
Griffith, F. Ll., 4
Grinding (in recipes), 495, 500
Gristle, 186
Groin, 99, 111
Growths,

fatty, 400
Gullet, 57, 82, 92, 227, 229, 261, 312, 313, 314,

348
Gums of teeth, 368
Gut stitching, 259, 301

Haigh, D. H., 23
Hammurapi, see Code of Hammurapi
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Hand,
palm of, 206, 214, 216
pronated, 216

Harvest time, 482
Hathor, 474
Head (caput), 84-86

injuries to, 33-34, 36, 79, 89, 94, 97, 118, 125,
127, 130, 131, 140, 141, 155, 156, 158, 164,
165, 177

back of, 104, 110
crown of, 110, 166, 168, 169, 181, 196, 197, 200,

208
flesh of, 141, 152, 154, 209
softening applications on, 151, 286
odor of, 181, 196
sweaty, 192
skin of, 203, 209

Head (= end) of a bone, 85, 194, 205, 343, 344,
347, 348, 372, 373, 396, 398

Head of tumor or abscess, 363, 364, 367-369,
407-408, 410, 413

Headache, 412
Healthy, 475, 477, 479, 480, 486
Hearing,

painful, 288
Hearst Papyrus, 4, 47, 95

See also Medical Papyri
Heart, 480

in Ebers Papyrus, 9-10, 65, 80, 106-108, 159,
387, 400

in Smith Papyrus, 10, 14, 64
seat of consciousness, 12, 109
in cardiac system, 13, 64, 104, 108-109,

113
treatments for, 99
vessels of, 104, 108, 110
beat of, 108, 177, 178

Heat, 386, 390
Heliopolis, 479

Great One dwelling in, 474
Hemesut-house,

chief of the, 474
Hemiplegia, 205, 216
Herbs, 60, 379, 381, 383
Herophilos, 13, 14, 17, 67, 106
Hippocrates, 9, 14, 16, 56, 64, 303
Hippocratic medicine, 9, 14, 15, 16-17, 64, 72,

105
the "crisis," 9, 63

Holmes, Bayard, 24
Honey, as medicament, 57, 58, 60, 96, 97, 98,

100, 101, 121, 132, 146, 180, 220, 228, 229,
232, 237, 246, 259, 264, 266, 269, 273, 281,
300, 305, 308, 311, 315, 321, 336, 344, 352,
357, 359, 362, 371, 393, 397, 421, 425, 491

Ointment, 57-58, 59-60, 101, 316
Hooton, E. A., 53
Hopeless cases, 159, 160, 189, 208, 209, 256, 269,

286, 292, 302, 327, 339, 360, 402

Horus, 220, 475, 477, 480, 484, 486
-eye, 480

Hot applications, 9, 60, 176, 180
"House of Life," 17-18
Humerus,

injuries to, 35
fracture of, 52, 56, 58, 235, 354-360
split in, 60, 361-362
dislocation of, 354

Hurry, J. B., 3
Husk, 495, 496
Hyksos, 19

Ibex grease, 379, 381, 411
Ibscher, 76
Images (in exorcisms), 482
Imhotep, 3, 9, 75
Imm, 57, 58, 60, 97, 98, 100, 101, 262, 264-265,

305, 321, 336, 352, 357, 359, 362, 393, 397
Incantations,

in recipe-papyri, 5
Smith Papyrus, 5-6, 19, 469-470, 472-487

Incense, 490
Incisura mandibulae, 277
Incurable, 200
" Indications," 79-80
Inductive process,

oldest known evidences, 7, 49-51, 179, 269,
280, 286

Infected wound, 59, 60, 262, 263, 374
Infection, 155, 308, 316, 385, 415, 422
Inflammation, 9, 58, 59, 60, 313, 314, 367, 374,

375, 379, 380, 381, 383, 384, 385-388, 389,
407, 412, 415, 416, 422, 423, 424

whirl of, 375, 387-388
Injuries, 11

causes of, 11-12, 63-64, 92, 317, 337-338
in Smith Papyrus, 14, 33-35, 43-45, 62-63, 95

"Injury," 135, 138, 150, 161, 192, 204-205, 211-
212, 268, 279, 281, 288, 319, 367, 369, 407,
413-414, 424

"Instructions," 79-80
Instruments, see Surgical instruments
Intestines, 325, 483
Isis, 220, 474
Itch, 5

Jackal, 368, 369
Jaw, 180, 187, 188, 189, 277

See also Mandible
Joint,

stiff, 215
manubrium,

clavicular, 345
Jones, W. H. 8., 64, 72
Jubilation, 480
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Juice, 411, 412, 422, 495, 497
Junctura, 110

Kahun Papyri, 4
See also Medical Papyri

Karpinaki, L. C., 15
rKernel,' 491, 496
rKhemmis,' 5
Khufu, 5

Kidenas, 16
Kidinnu, Bee Kidenas
Kidneys, 111
Kitterman, P. Gad, 24
Knife wounds, 82, 118
Koenig, A., 294

Labia, 490
Laceration, 83
Lancet, 53, 96, 226, 329, 365, 366
Lancing, 92, 226
Laurentius, see Codex Laurentius
Leaves as medicament, 374, 379, 380, 411, 500
Leg, 111

paralysis of, 12, 49, 66, 202, 205
"t seizures " in, 499

Lepsius, 22-23
Letopolis, 5
Leucorrhea, 368
Life, 213-214
Ligaments, 13, 67, 111, 112, 113, 345, 349

of mandible, 9, 60, 130, 153, 176, 179, 180, 187,
188, 189, 277, 294

of neck, 65, 181, 192
contraction of, 215

Linen,
two strips of, 8, 54, 55, 57-58, 60, 69, 121, 122-

123, 124, 171, 227, 228, 229, 230, 232, 233,
309, 311--312, 41 6,421

splints of, 8, 55, 56, 57, 58, 190-191, 229, 234,
237, 239, 244, 352, 353-354, 357, 359

stiff rolls of, 8, 55, 56, 57, 58, 228, 229, 234,
237,239-240,244, 246, 300, 301, 344

swabs of, 8, 54, 57, 58, 124, 190-191, 237, 246,
247, 259, 290

tampons of, 8, 54, 190-191, 234, 237, 238, 244
plugs of, 8, 54, 58, 191, 237, 238, 246
padded with, 8, 54, 55, 184
bandages, 224
band of, 482
strip of, 485, 500
launderers, 495

Lint, 8, 53--4, 57--58, 60, 96, 97, 98, 100, 101-102,
121, 132, 180, 228, 229, 237, 246, 259, 266,
269, 281, 300, 311, 315, 316, 359, 371, 421,
425

Lip, 178
flesh wound in, 57, 98, 227, 228, 306, 308, 309

Lips of wound, 82--83, 90-91, 94, 95, 114, 116,
124, 194, 195, 227, 228, 233, 257, 260, 274,
300, 309, 375, 384, 389

Liquid food, 184, 185
Liver, 111, 480
Loins, 110, 490
London Medical Papyrus, 4, 5

See also Medical Papyri
Luckhardt, A. B., 108,130, 160, 172, 182, 194, 205,

215, 216, 255, 257, 303, 308, 312, 316, 323,
325, 338, 342, 345, 349, 376, 407

Lungs, 14, 84, 99, 108, 111, 346, 347, 349
Lymphatic glands, 364, 369

Magic, 6, 14-15, 111-112, 126, 217, 219-220,469,
470, 472-487

Magical treatment, 59, 60, 218-220
devices, 479, 485, 486

Malignant beings, 470, 472, 474, 476, 477, 479,
480

Mandible, 68,74, 187-188,275
drill-hole in mental foramen of, 9
ligaments of, 9, 70, 130, 176, 179, 180, 187, 189
articulation of, 10, 187, 293-294
dislocation of, 16-17, 41, 56, 57, 58, 238, 239,

303-304
fracture of, 52, 160, 235, 255, 301, 302
manipulation of, 238, 303, 304

Manicure, 95
Manipulation, 238, 303, 304, 310, 312, 344-345
Manubrium, 68, 71, 348, 349, 369, 370, 372, 373

joints,
clavicular, 345

" Mason's mortar," 60, 407, 410, 412
Materia iwedica,

Assyrian, 2
of Smith Papyrus, 9, 57, 59, 60, 374, 379-383,

410-412, 488-489
Mathematics,

Egyptian, 15

Mather, Increase, 15
Maxilla, 110, 243, 252

perforation in, 60, 126, 262
split in, 60, 98, 140, 265, 266
compound comminuted fracture of, 60, 98,

157, 160, 205, 255, 267, 296
Measures, 489, 495, 496
Meat as medicament

fresh, 9, 57--58, 59-60, 96, 97--99, 121, 132, 228,
229, 232, 259, 266, 269, 273, 308, 311, 315,
319, 321, 336, 371, 420

fat, 99
decayed, 99

Mechanical appliances, 8, 53-"
Medical literature, 1-5, 7, 9-10, 12

Babylonian, 1
Assyrian, 1-2
earliest reference to, 3
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Medical literature (cont.)
Egyptian, 3, 4
divine origin, 5
Greek, 7, 12
"Secret Book of the Physician," possibly name

of Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, 9-10
Two early medical books quoted in Smith

Papyrus :
"Treatise on What Pertains to his Wounds,"

162 f.; with variant title, "Treatise on
What Pertains to a Wound," 384, 387

"Treatise on What Pertains to the Embalmer"
(or Bandager), 281 f.

Medical papyri, 4, 79, 86-87, 95, 98-99, 112, 129,
135, 146, 148, 169, 285, 287, 329, 332, 340,
368, 380, 381, 383, 387, 388, 412, 427, 475,
489

See also Smith Papyrus, Ebers Papyrus,
Hearst Papyrus, Berlin Medical Papyrus,
London Medical Papyrus, Kahun Papyri

Medical terms, 10, 61-71, 88-89
See also Surgical terms

Medicaments, 9, 54, 55-61, 97, 133, 374, 379-
383

Medicine,
ancient, 1
Babylonian, 1, 2
Assyrian, 1-2
legal regulations of, 1
god of, 3
Egyptian, 3, 4

relation to Greek, 16, 17
European, 7
distinction between surgery and, 7, 9, 18, 42-

43, 57, 97
Greek, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15-17, 64, 105
demoniacal, 15
oldest science, 15
schools of, 17-18, 72

Medicine (medicaments), 139
external,55-61, 97, 374,379-383, 410-412, 488,

500
internal, 99, 184-185, 488-489

"Medicine men," 15
Meissner, B., 1, 16
Membranes

meningeal, 12, 60, 65, 70, 130, 157, 160, 164,
171, 172

Meningeal involvement, 130
Meningeal membranes, 164, 172

rupture of, 12, 60, 65, 70, 130, 157, 160, 171
Meningitis, 130
Menses,

suspension of, 487
Menstrual discharge, 487
Merneptah, 106
Meskhenet, 479
Messengers of Sekhmet, 476, 484
Meteorism, 325

Meyer-Steineg, 53, 64
Microscope, 471
Milk, as medicament, 286, 287
Mill-stone, 495
Mineral salts, 374, 379, 382
Mineral, as disinfectant, 57, 262, 264-265
Miscarriage, 285
"Mistress of the crown," 474
" Mix" (prescriptions), 488, 491, 495
Moeller, G., 28
Moharb Todrous, 24
" Mooring stakes," 10, 69, 132, 134-135, 139,

150, 161, 237, 239, 281, 289, 316, 319, 424
Morning barque, 474
Mortar,

mason's, 60, 407, 410, 412
Motor cortex, 216
Mouth,

painful to open, 177, 180, 184, 187, 254, 268
bound, 181, 198
wound penetrating to, 227, 228
discharge from, 268
clean (exorcism), 483

Mouth of wound, 219, 284, 313, 316, 375, 376,
379, 384, 390, 411, 422, 424

Movements of body,
source of control of, 12

Mummy, 8
Muscles, 13, 67, 112, 113, 268, 303

temporal, 65, 67, 188, 189, 191, 277
rigid, 180
cutaneous, 257

M. orbicularis ortis, 308
M. triangularis, 312
Muscular articulation, 187
Musculature,

of neck, 130
Musculus temporalie, 188
Mustapha Aga, 22, 75, 76

Naburianos, 16
Nabu-rimannu, see Naburianos
Nares, 244, 248
Nasal bone, 241, 242

fracture of, 52, 56, 58, 146, 157, 160, 234,
235

reduction of, 239, 244, 246-247
Naus externus, 241
Natron, 412, 491
Natural science,

earliest recorded observations in, 12, 15, 18
Naville, E., 23
Neck, 110

injuries to, 12, 34, 36
stiffness in, 50, 51, 127, 129-131, 137, 138, 141,

158, 166, 178, 206, 208, 279, 280, 286, 292,
317, 318

softening applications on, 151
ligaments of, 181, 192
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Neck (cont.)
vertebra of, 52, 60, 71, 88, 98, 126, 130, 149,

160, 296, 316-317, 319, 320, 323, 324-325,
326, 327, 328, 333, 334, 336-337, 338, 339,
340, 341

Necrosis, 385
Necrotic wound, 59, 374

See also Infected wound
Neferirkere, 3
Neheb-kau, 482
Neit, 482
Nekhbet, 474
Nephthys, 474
Nerves, 13, 66-67, 111
Nervous control,

center of, 12-13, 45, 50, 65-67
Nervous system, 12-13, 50, 66-67
Neterhotep, 5
New York Historical Society, 21, 22, 25, 28
Nitre, 412
" Northern salt," 379, 383, 411, 491
Nose, 70, 85, 88, 237, 239, 241, 248, 249, 253,

260
bridge of, 10, 146, 235, 242
" column " of, 10, 70, 234, 241-242, 306
flesh wound in, 57, 98, 227, 228, 257
fracture in, 58, 146, 234-235, 245
compound comminuted fracture in, 52, 157,

160, 252, 254, 296
chamber of, 245, 248

Nostrils, 70, 110, 147, 190-191, 227, 234, 237,
238, 241, 243, 244, 246, 251, 252, 253, 254,
257, 259, 260

discharge from, 141, 158, 166, 178, 206, 208,
234, 268, 284, 288, 290, 292

secretions of, 244
Nourishment, liquid, 184, 185

Ocular observations, 40
Odor,

of head, 181, 196
evil, 369, 490

Oil, 146, 488
"Oily," 376-377, 408
Ointment, 489, 490, 492, 500
Ointment fat, 411
Olecranon, 215
Olfactory observations, 41
Onanism, 330
Opening of tumors, 366
Operation, 96, 208, 238
Optic nerve, 14
Oral cavity, 268
Os frontale, 152
Osiris, 84, 220, 474, 475, 480, 482
Ossa nasalia, 235, 241, 242, 247, 252
Ossification, 185
Oxygenation, 108, 194

" Pain," 135, 187, 189, 426
" Painful," 177, 254, 268, 279, 288, 320, 417
Pale,

of face, 182, 183, 199, 200
Palpation, 38, 41, 56-57, 89, 92-93, 119, 127, 141,

144, 158, 165, 177, 203, 204, 208, 226, 271
310, 417

Papyrus Ebers, see Ebers Papyrus
Papyrus Hearst, see Hearst Papyrus.
Paralysis, 12, 49, 51, 63, 70, 202, 205, 210-211,

216, 297, 317, 323, 324, 325, 326, 339
Paste, 492, 497
Pathology, 2, 11-12, 112, 130-131, 146-147, 179,

181, 189, 204-205, 206, 216, 263, 284-285,
296-297, 316, 322-323, 324-330, 332, 336-
337, 349, 363, 364, 367-369, 374, 376-377,
384-388, 399-400, 403-404, 406, 407

Peck (measure), 489
Pedicure, 95
Penetration,

of wounds, 82, 87-89, 91-92, 94, 116, 118, 123,
125, 127, 140, 141, 149, 158, 164, 165, 177,
226, 227, 229, 257, 260-261, 271, 274, 283,
284, 298-299, 306-307, 309, 310, 313, 317,
345, 360-361, 370

Perforation, 11, 44, 60, 62, 83, 89, 119, 124-125,
125-126, 127, 130, 136, 146, 155, 160, 177,
227, 262, 263, 271, 278, 279, 284, 296, 310,
317, 369, 370

Pest,
incantations against, 469-470, 472-487
bearers of, 470, 472, 473, 475, 476, 477
cleansing from, 483, 485

Phalanges,
proximal, 216

Phallus, 51, 71, 323, 324, 325, 330, 332
Pharmaceutical, 381
Physician, 5, 70, 72, 73, 104

in Babylonia, 1
in Assyria, 1, 2
Arad-Nanai, 1
Egyptian, 3, 5, 9, 18
earliest known, 3, 9, 75
Imhotep, 3, 9, 75
Neterhotep, 5
"Secret Book of the," 10
Greek, 3, 9, 13
Asclepios, 3
Sydenham, 7
Hippocrates, 9, 14, 16, 56, 64, 303
Erasistratos, 13, 17
Herophilos, 13, 14, 17, 67, 106
Apollonios, 16, 56, 303
Uzahor-resenet, 17-18
distinction between surgeon and, 18, 42, 217
Alexandrian, 65, 108-109
Democritus, 64, 105

Physiology, 2, 9, 11-14, 72, 106, 109, 169, 170,
251
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Pigment,
green, 379, 382, 411

Pilcher, E. J., 106
Piles (haemorrhoids), 2, 221
Pill, 394
Pint, 489
Plague-bearing wind, 476
Plants in prescriptions, 379, 381, 383, 410, 411,

489, 490
Plaster, see Adhesive plaster
Platysma, 312
Plugs, surgical, 8, 54, 58, 191,237, 238, 246
Poison,

of snake, 475
Pomade, 101
Porcupine, 68, 372
Position of patient, 52-53, 55, 56, 58, 60, 150-

151, 184, 185, 207, 239, 266, 269, 286, 336,
352-353, 356, 428

Poultises, 60, 219, 220-222, 374, 379, 381, 383,
407, 411

Powder, 489, 496
Preparation of aqueous extract, 495-498
Prescriptions, 87, 97, 139, 181, 186, 251, 340,

379-383, 388, 410-413, 488, 489, 490
Priapism, 323
Primary intention, 308
Probing

see Palpation
Pronated hand, 216
Protection against pest, 472, 474, 476, 479, 482
Providence, 70, 202
Ptolemies, 18
Pulsation, 14, 64, 80, 93, 104, 105, 109, 113, 166,

169, 170, 208
Pulse, 7, 13, 41, 64, 69, 104, 113

counting, 105, 106, 109
Puncture, 136, 137
Pus, 51, 173, 174, 195, 316, 364, 365, 367, 368,

369, 376, 407, 412, 422
drawing out, 157

Pustules, 221

Quart, 489
Quiet, 185

Radius (bone), 357
Radix nasi, 241
Ramus, 10, 16, 68, 71, 153, 187, 188, 191, 238,

277, 289, 293-294, 304
Recipe-papyri, 4-5, 35, 59, 217

Smith Papyrus, 5-6, 42-43, 59, 217, 220, 469-
471

Recipes, 4, 35, 47, 111,146, 166, 193
in Smith Papyri, 5-6,42,59,217,219-220,379,

470, 471, 487-500
Recovery, 96, 98, 102, 121, 132, 134, 232, 237,

246, 259, 264, 269, 270, 273, 281, 300, 305,

308, 311, 315, 316, 321, 336, 344, 352, 357,
362, 371,393, 397, 420, 421,425, 500

" Redness," 364, 367, 368, 408, 414
Reduction

of bones, 16-17, 53, 55-56, 58, 234, 238, 239,
244, 246-247, 303, 304, 342, 344, 350, 352-
354, 356-357, 359

Reflex spasm, 130
"Relief," 269, 270, 286, 336
Remedies, 111, 113, 221,224, 238, 285, 379-380,

389-390, 410
Retraction of wound edges, 257
Rheumatism, 1, 221, 427
Ribs, 71,154, 194, 373, 394-395

fracture of, 52, 160, 235, 255, 401-402
dislocation of, 60, 395-397, 398
perforation of, 126
sprain in, 235, 391-393, 394-395

Rochemonteix, M. de C., 111
Rolls of linen, 8, 55, 56, 57, 58, 228, 229, 234,

237, 239-240, 244, 246, 300, 301,344
Rubrics, 29
Rupture,

of tissue, 52, 58, 83, 157, 235, 261, 268, 274,
278, 285, 342, 345-346, 349, 357-358, 360-
361, 401, 402

of meningeal membranes, 12, 60, 65, 70, 130,
157, 160, 171

Sais
Medical schools at, 17-18

Salicin, 9, 59, 374
Salix, 59, 374
Scalp trouble, 383
Scalp wounds, 57, 59
Scalpels, 53
Scapula, 215
Schaefer, H., 18, 29, 61, 107, 110
Sch6ne, H., 16
Schools of medicine, 17-18, 72
Science,

in Egypt, 15
Scientific foundations, 17-18
Scientific observation, 7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18, 43,

47, 49--51, 52, 72, 160, 206, 212, 323, 338
"Secret Book of the Physician," 10, 65, 107-108
" Secret chamber," 10
Secretions, 244, 316, 376, 399, 404, 422
Seeing,

painful, 320
Seizer-of-the-Great-One, 474
"Seizures" in legs, 499
Sekenenre, 126
Sekhem, 5
Sekhmet, 472, 474, 477, 480, 482, 484, 486

priests of, 104
messengers of, 476, 484
diseased ones of, 484
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Self-pollution, 330
Semen, 111
Seminal emission, 12, 63

See also emissio seminis
Sened, 5
Sennacherib, 1
Septum, 70, 234, 242
Serpent, 480
Sesquicarbonate of sodium, 412, 491
Sethe, K., 3, 111
Setting of bones, see Reduction of bones
Sexual organ, 326
Shoulder, 110

flesh wound in, 35, 52, 58, 98, 149, 227, 229,
415-423

-fork, 85, 205, 214, 215, 216
manipulation with, 350, 352, 353, 356, 357
-blades, 352, 356, 417, 418

Shrine
of god, 109

Shudder, 141, 144, 177, 284, 318, 370, 392
"Sick," 129
" Sickle-bone," 347-348
Sickness, 474, 475, 476
Sieve, 495
Sinew, 67
Sinus, 10, 248
Sitting posture (as treatment), 52-53, 55, 56, 58,

60, 150-151, 184, 185, 207, 266, 269, 286,
336

Skin, 86, 185-186, 203, 376, 414, 491,498
Skull, 70, 86-87, 92

Compound comminuted fracture of, 12, 52, 56,
60, 70, 92, 130, 146, 155, 156, 157, 160, 162,
164, 165, 171,203, 204, 208, 209

perforation of, 58, 70, 92, 119, 125-126, 127,
130, 136, 227

split in, 58, 70, 92,130, 140-141,146, 149, 150,
152-153, 155

bones of, 79, 89, 116
sutures of, 52, 55, 60, 70, 130, 149, 155, 160,

177, 181, 185-186
shell of, 141,152-153,185,186, 218
meningeal membranes of, 12, 60, 65, 70, 130,

157, 160, 164, 1, 1 172
brain of, 164, 165, 171

Smash, 136
See also Fractures, compound comminuted

Smith, Edwin, 20-25, 28, 75-76
Smith, G. Elliot, 8, 53, 56
Smith, Leonora, 22, 28
Smith Papyrus,

organization of material, 5-6, 19, 29, 469-471,
492

date of, 19, 26-29, 593-595
history of, 19-25
provenience of, 25
connection between Ebers Papyrus and, 22-

25, 106-108, 471

physical condition of, 20, 25, 28, 75-77
handwriting of, 19, 28-29, 492
incantations and recipes, 5-6, 19,469-507
surgical treatise, 6-9, 10, 11-14, 19, 28-29, 33-

466
Snake-poison, 475
Sodium, 9, 59, 60, 374, 379, 411, 412, 491
Softening applications, 151, 180, 286, 382
Sole (of foot), 204, 210
Solvent, 489
Sores, 84, 221, 366, 367, 368, 404, 407, 412
"Sower,"

"the escaped of the," 482
Spalteholz, W., 35
Spear, wounds made by, 11, 83, 92, 126, 369
Speechlessness, 50-51, 63,254, 269, 286,290, 292,

296-297, 339
Spina frontalis, 235
Spinal column, 426

center of nervous control, 12-13, 66-67
injury to, 35, 425-426

Spinal cord
involvement, 323, 325
Spinal vertebra, 425-426

Spine (of patient), 66, 67, 425, 427
Spine-roast, 394-395
Spittle, 178
Spleen, 111
Splints, 8, 54-55, 190-191

"of linen," 8,55,56,57,58, 190-191,229,234,
237, 239, 244, 352, 353-354, 357, 359

cartonage, 8, 55, 190
bodies wearing, 8, 53, 190
soft, 8, 55, 56, 57, 58, 228, 229, 234, 237, 239-

240, 244, 246, 300, 301, 344
See also Brace

Split, 44-45,52,58, 60,62,89,124-125,130, 157,
271, 310, 361

in maxilla, 60, 98, 146, 263, 265, 266
in skull, 58,70,92,130,140-141,146,150,152-

153, 155
in temporal bone, 146, 155, 287, 288
in arm, 146, 361-362

Sprain, 60, 71, 98, 319, 320, 322-323, 391-393,
394, 425-426

Squama, 152, 185, 223
frontalis, 218

Stern, L., 110
Sterno-costal articulations,

sprain in, 60, 391-393, 394
dislocation in, 395-397, 398

Sternum, 68, 71, 85, 153-154, 342, 344, 349, 373
injuries to, 35, 36
perforation of, 60, 369, 370
ribs of, 71, 154, 160, 194, 235, 255, 391-395,

395-397, 398, 399
articulation with, 348
manubrium of, 369, 370, 372, 373

Stibium, 489
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Stiffness, 427
in neck, 50, 51, 127, 129-131, 137, 138, 141,

158, 166, 178, 206, 208, 279, 280, 286, 292,
317, 318

of limbs, 99
of muscles, 112
of ligaments, 187, 192-193, 277
of joints, 215

Stitching, surgical, 8, 54, 55, 57-58, 83, 132, 133,
226-231, 232-233, 257, 258, 259, 297, 298,
299, 200, 301, 306, 308, 309, 312, 313, 416,
417, 421, 422

used on mummy, 8
Stomach, 483
Suction, 184
Sudhoff, 53, 64
"Suffer" with (or "in "), 127, 129, 138, 141,

158, 166, 178, 182, 206, 208, 280, 286, 292,
318, 392, 396, 399, 417, 426, 487, 499

Superstition, 59, 213, 217, 220
Supports of brick, 8, 55, 150-151, 184, 185

of linen padding, 229
Suppositories, 221, 325, 394
Suppurating tumor, 369
Suppuration, 8, 56, 174, 416
Surgeon, 72, 73, 190

in Babylonia, 1, 2
in Assyria, 1
as natural scientist, 12, 18
see Physician

Surgery,
ancient, 1
Babylonian, 2
Egyptian,

see Smith Papyrus
distinction between medicine and, 7, 9, 18, 42-

43,57,97
legal regulations of, 1
history of, 230

Surgical devices, 8, 53-56, 69, 184, 189-191,
222, 224, 238, 239, 240, 316, 352-353, 365,
366

Surgical instruments, 8-9, 18, 53
Surgical terms, 92-93, 140-141, 156-158, 204,

211, 226-230, 235, 237, 238-239, 254-255,
257-258, 274, 322, 328-329, 336-337, 340,
396-397

Surgical treatise, 6, 9-10, 72
see Smith Papyrus

Surgical treatment, 53-57
Suture, surgical,

see Stitching, surgical
Sutures of skull, 70, 152, 176, 185-186, 247

perforation of, 52, 55, 60, 130, 149, 155, 160,
177, 181,185

Swabs, surgical, 8, 54, 57, 58, 124, 190-191,237,
246, 247, 259, 290, 295

Sweat, 70, 181, 192
Swelling, 112, 141, 145-147, 154, 157, 158, 159,

194, 203, 226, 234, 237, 245, 249, 263, 266,
269, 288, 314, 329, 349, 362, 364, 367, 368,
369, 377, 382, 384, 395, 396, 399, 404, 406,
408,413,417

Sword wounds, 11, 82, 92, 118, 140
Sycamore leaves, 60, 374, 407, 411
Sydenham, 7
Symptoms, 38-39, 63

Tactile observations, 41, 64
Tampons, 8, 54, 190-191, 234, 237, 238, 244
Tears, 284
Teeth, 1, 9, 53, 100, 181, 182, 341, 368
Temple, 70, 110, 223, 272, 275-277, 293

perforation in, 50, 60, 126, 130, 160, 205, 278,
279, 283, 284

flesh wound in, 59, 98, 271
split in, 52, 140, 146, 149, 155, 205, 287, 288
compound comminuted fracture in, 51, 52,

130, 157, 160, 238, 290
Temporal bone, 10, 68, 71, 153, 187, 188, 271,

277
perforation of, 50, 60, 126, 130, 160, 205, 278,

279, 283, 284, 296
compound comminuted fracture of, 51,52, 130,

157, 160, 238,289-290, 296
split in, 52, 140, 146, 149, 155, 205, 287, 288

Temporal muscle, 65, 67, 188, 189, 191,277
Tendons, 13, 349
Terminology, 10, 62-71, 88-89

archaic, 74
Testicles, 111
Tetanus, 9, 49, 52, 54, 55, 60, 70, 176, 179, 189
Therapeutic, 9, 57-60
Thermometer, 386
Thorax, 111, 342, 345, 372
Throat, 88, 347, 348-349

injuries to, 34, 36, 57, 98, 149, 227, 229, 261,
312-313, 314

Throbbing, 166, 168-169, 170, 208
Thutmose I, 28
Thutmose III, 106
Time measurer, 106
Tip of an organ, 85, 211
Tissue, 253

soft, 67, 82, 91, 133, 257, 270, 272, 277, 299,
317, 342, 349, 357, 360, 361, 363, 373, 397,
400,415

soreness of, 57
swelling of, 147
rupture of, 52, 58, 83, 157, 235, 261,268, 274,

278, 285, 342, 345-346, 349, 357-358, 360-
361,401,402

cartilaginous, 234, 241
bony, 252
diseased, 263, 385
stiffened, 382

Title, 9-10
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Titles of cases, 37-38, 78-89, 118, 125-126, 140,
156-158, 164, 176-177, 203, 217-218, 225,
234, 245, 252-253, 257, 263, 265, 267, 271,
278, 283, 287, 290, 297, 301, 303, 306,309-
310, 313, 317, 319, 324, 333, 338, 343, 350,
354, 358, 361, 363, 370, 375, 391-392, 396,
401,403, 407,416-417,425-426

Toes, 99, 111, 221
tips of, 85, 210

Toilet, 487
pomade, 101
preparations, 490-498

Toothache, 1
Top of an organ, 85
Trachea, 349
Treat, 95-96, 99-100
" Treatise on What Pertains to the Embalmer,"

163, 281
"Treatise on What Pertains to His Wounds,"

61, 63, 162-163, 384
Treatment, 6, 7-9, 51-61, 96-102, 112, 121-123,

132-135, 149-151, 161, 171, 179-180, 183-
185, 207, 218-224, 231-233, 237-240, 246-
247, 248, 259, 264-265, 266, 269-270, 273,
281, 286-287, 289, 300, 305, 308,311-312,
315, 316, 319, 321, 335-336, 344-345, 351-
354, 356-357, 359, 362, 366-367, 371, 374,
378-383, 393, 397, 405, 407, 409-413, 420-
421, 424, 425, 428, 488-490, 499-500

in examination, 7, 42, 57
mechanical, 7, 8, 150-151
magical, 59, 60, 218-220
"wound treatment," 61, 100, 366, 367, 407,

412-413
for swelling, 146

Tremble, 112
Trepanning, 56
Trituration, 219, 340, 379, 410, 411, 412, 491,

500
Tube,

for feeding, 184
Tuberculous, 407
Tumors, 36, 43, 52, 54,55,71,149, 363-369, 403-

406

Ulcers, 43, 54, 55, 363, 368
Ulna, 215, 357
Unconsciousness, 3, 88, 323, 325, 339
Urinary troubles, 99, 382
Urine

of patient, 66, 71, 323, 324, 327, 331-332
of sheep, 70, 181, 196

Usephais, 5
Uzahor-resenet, 17-18

Vagina, 226, 332, 368
Verdict

one (1), 47, 55, 94, 95-96, 102, 120, 131, 231,

236, 245, 258, 264, 266, 273, 280, 300, 305,
307,311, 321, 335, 344,345-346, 351, 356,
362, 365, 371, 377, 393, 397, 409,420, 428

two (2) 47, 52, 60, 102, 148-149, 155, 179, 201,
288, 315, 318, 359, 405, 423

three (3), 6, 47, 52, 60, 102, 159-161,170, 182,
189, 206, 209, 256, 267, 269, 286, 292, 302,
327, 339, 346, 360, 402

in Smith Papyrus, 46-48,95-96,148-149,159-
160, 217, 365

in other medical papyri, 47, 95, 148, 210, 365
Vertebra, 328

cervical, 88
dislocation of, 52, 71,160, 323, 324-325, 326,

327
impacted fracture of, 52, 71, 160, 296, 337-

339, 340-341
sprain in, 60, 98, 319, 320
perforation of, 60, 98, 126, 130, 149, 316-317
displacement of, 60, 71, 98, 333, 334, 336-337

spinal
sprain in, 55, 425-426

Vessels
of body, 13, 14, 104, 108, 109-113, 244, 349,
475

Veterinary papyrus, 4, 296
Vulture feathers (in exorcisms), 472, 476
Vulva, 101,332, 368, 487, 488

Walk,
shufflingly, 204, 210-211,216

War,
Wounds received in, 11, 82, 92, 126, 140, 338,

369
Water,108, 111, 407, 410, 495, 497
Watery, 376, 381
Weak place, see Fontanel' Weaknesses,' 498
Wennofer, 5
Weshptah, 3
Westcar papyrus, 22, 29
White One, 474
Williams, Caroline Ransom, 21
Willow bark, 9, 374, 380

leaves, 59, 60, 374, 379, 380
Wind,

pest-laden, 470, 472, 473, 475, 476, 477
(in meteorism), 325

Winnow, 495
Womb, 182
Wood (in exorcisms), 478, 485
Worm,

existing in water, 10, 251
"of blood," 246, 251, 259

Worms, 100
Wounds, 81-84,274,279,360,366,367,368,407,

causes of, 11, 43, 92, 126, 140, 212-213, 317,
337-338, 339, 369
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Wounds (cont.)
infected, 59, 60, 262, 263, 374
"diseased," 71, 262, 263, 375, 384-385
gaping, 82-83, 88, 90-92, 95, 114, 118, 123,

124, 125, 127, 140, 141, 149, 155, 156, 158,
164, 165, 177, 227-229, 233, 261, 309-310,
312-313, 316-317, 415, 417-419, 421

flesh, 43, 52, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 81, 82--83, 88,
97--98, 118, 227--229, 256, 257, 271, 272, 297--
298, 306, 308-309, 310, 415, 417-425

mouth of, 219, 284, 313, 316, 375, 376, 379,
384, 390, 411, 422, 424

lips of, 82-83, 90-91, 94, 95, 114, 116, 124, 194,
195, 227, 228, 233, 257, 260, 274, 300, 309,
375, 384, 389

no external evidence of, 209

discolorations of, 263, 266
secretion, 316

" Wound treatment," 61, 100,
412-413

Wrinkles, 173, 174, 492, 498

366, 367, 407,

Year, 484
pest of, 470, 472, 473, 475, 476, 478
" yield of," 480, 482
" followers of," 480
" life of," 482

I Yield of year, 480, 482
Ymrw, same as imru, q. v.

Zygoma, 60, 243, 263, 265, 267, 277, 296
Zygomatic process, 277
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ADDENDA

1. The Date of the Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus.

After the discussion of the date of this surgical treatise was in print (pp. 28-29),
my friend Professor D&vaud has recalled my attention to the question of the date of
this papyrus as a manuscript, especially in view of the orthographic criteria which he
published in his recent valuable treatise 1 on the dating of Egyptian papyri, and which
had unfortunately escaped my notice. The orthography of Late Egyptian writing has
long been used as a basis for recognizing the late date of Nineteenth- and Twentieth-
Dynasty papyri. In this useful essay of Professor D6vaud he has carried the study of
such orthographic indications back through the Eighteenth to the Twelfth Dynasty.
By a careful examination of the writing of fifty-six selected words in thirty papyri,
forming a chronological sequence from the Twelfth to the Eighteenth Dynasty, he has
furnished new criteria for dating hieratic documents belonging to this general period-
the period of our papyrus.

It is interesting to notice that these new orthographic criteria at once place our
papyrus in the same general period indicated by the palaeographic evidence, as already
discussed above (pp. 25-29),-that is, in the Westcar-Ebers-Hearst group of papyri.
For the assignment of the Edwin Smith Papyrus to this general group, the palaeo-
graphic and orthographic evidence are therefore in complete agreement. The question
at once arises, however, whether the new orthographic criteria will enable us to determine
the date of the Edwin Smith Papyrus within narrower limits and to place it with certainty
before or after the Papyrus Ebers. The evidence follows.

Of Professor D6vaud's fifty-six test words only a little over one-fourth are found in
the Edwin Smith Papyrus, and unfortunately only a small proportion of these furnish
any indications regarding the narrower limits just mentioned. These words are:

No. 50,2.~ is a dual writing occurring only subsequent to Papyrus Ebers. It
occurs but once in the Smith Papyrus (X 18). Of the other six occurrences of this
dual, two are written ._-o (XVII 17; XXII 14) in the adverb hr 'wy, which D6vaud
writes me is not to be included in these dating criteria. The remaining four have ,

which is an archaic writing not included in D6vaud's list. Against four archaic writings
the sole occurrence of one post-Ebers writing has little weight.

No. 51,3 , so written very often in Papyrus Smith. In Ebers and earlier it is
usually written without \. This might indicate that our papyrus follows Ebers, were

1 Eugene I)D6vaud: L'dge des papyri dgyptiens hidratique8. Paris, 1924.
2 The numbers are those of D6vaud's publication.
3 The use of a hieratic sign resembling V for the bee in byt "honey" is common in both Ebers

and Smith, and has no bearing on the date. This bird-like sign may be another hieratic form for ;
but for the sake of distinction it has been transliterated as in these volumes.
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it not for the fact that \ in this word does occur also before Ebers, as cited by Devaud
from the Carnarvon Tablet (o. c., p. 8*).

No. 52, f, , , occurs once in Papyrus Smith. The use of fin this word is not
habitual until post-Ebers documents; but it is found as early as the Middle Kingdom
in one document, viz., the Shipwreck (see Devaud, o. c., p. 8*).

No. 54, P , with the determinative J is unknown before Papyrus Hearst. It
is significant that its sole occurrence in Papyrus Smith (XXI 20) is not in the Surgical
Treatise but in the recipes on the verso, in the appendix by a second scribe, presumably
later. Otherwise Papyrus Smith employs , the form appearing in Papyrus Ebers
and earlier, or the exceptional form --ah- (once).

The above four writings comprise all the orthographic evidence pointing towards
a post-Ebers date. We must place with the above evidence the following counter-
indications.

No. 5, , found once in Papyrus Smith (XVIII 4), occurs only in the Twelfth
Dynasty or earlier. Otherwise, in Papyrus Prisse and later, the phonetic elements
before are not employed, and had begun to disappear as early as Ptahhotep, L 1
(see D6vaud, o. c., pp. 7-8 and 1*). Ebers uses j without the phonetic elements preceding.

No. 15, (also with J), appearing twice in Papyrus Smith, is an early form,
like No. 5 just cited, written with phonetic elements first. This form is found only in
Papyrus Prisse and earlier. After Prisse, beginning with the Thirteenth Dynasty
(Kahun Papyri), the word is written with the ideogram first and the phonetic
elements following. Ebers has this form, and the earlier form in Papyrus Smith (as
also in the case of No. 5 above) indicates that Smith is earlier than Ebers.

No. 88, .q , is a form occurring once in Papyrus Smith (IX 19), and again written
with . (XX 16). The form without _ is the invariable writing in the Thirteenth
Dynasty Kahun Papyri and earlier. In Papyrus Westcar and later it is habitually
written 1 ~^ . This is also the usual writing in Papyrus Ebers, although the form
without is not entirely unknown in Ebers.

Summing up the orthographic evidence, we find seven out of Devaud's convenient
list of words which have some significance for the date of our papyrus. Turning first to
the possible indications of post-Ebers date, we find that two of the seven words listed
above exhibit writings which are usually post-Ebers (Nos. 51 and 52); but occurrences
of both of these forms are found earlier, as shown in Devaud's table (o. c., p. 8*). They
are therefore not unequivocally post-Ebers forms. Two more of the above list of seven
are actually found only in post-Ebers manuscripts : one occurrence of the determinative

with (XXI 20) and one occurrence of the dual writing~ . The single occurrence
of the former is in the (presumably later) magical nmulanges on the verso, and the latter
is one writing among seven occurrences of the word, the remaining six being either as
in Ebers or archaic and older than Ebers.
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Over against this equivocal orthographic evidence for a post-Ebers date, we find

three writings of words in the above list of seven (Nos. 5, once; 15, twice; and 38,

once), two of which are not only older than Ebers, but are not found later than the

Middle Kingdom. The scantiness of this orthographic evidence as a whole weakens

its force, but if it is of any weight at all it points rather towards a pre-Ebers date and

two of the last three writings would even fit a pre-Westcar date. In any case these

slight orthographic data do not weaken the palaeographic evidence discussed above

(pp. 25-29) that the Edwin Smith Papyrus was written somewhat earlier than the

Papyrus Ebers, and possibly earlier than the Papyrus Westcar.

2. Additional Textual Notes.

I 9, 4 0 h'ty (p. 103). This writing with instead of ' ' is of course not

customary in hieratic, but a comparison of the first preserved sign in 1. 9 (Vol. II, Pl. I)

with the h'-sign as found close by in 1. 7 and (directly under this example) again in 1. 8,

shows clearly that we cannot regard the first preserved sign in 1. 9 as ' . The top of

h' in 11. 7 and 8 is totally different from that of the sign in 1. 9. On the other hand

this first preserved sign in 1.9 has the exact form of J, for example in in II 11 (see

Vol. II, P1. II, 1. 11). The evidence for the reading , therefore, seems to be good.

On the reading h'ty for .9 \v see Sethe, Zeitschrift, 39 (1901), p. 135; and D6vaud

(Sphinx, XIII, pp. 98-100).
The following notes and references are due to D6vaud:

11 22, 6. x (pp. 165 and 166). On the reading, D6vaud calls attention to the

proper name written U6 6 (Eleventh Dynasty Stela in the British Museum,

Am. Journal of Semitic Lang., XXXII, 17) and also m (Middle Kingdom

Stela, Mus. Guimet C 6).

III 16, a "r-t (pp. 186, 187 f.). An interesting new example of the meaning

"anus " is found in a Middle Kingdom Assiut text: " I eat with my mouth, I defecate

with my 'r.t" (Chassinat-Palanque, Fouilles d'Assiout, p. 100). It is important to

note that 'r-t is here written o with animal buttocks as determinative.

III 17, T'. (p. 189). D6vaud states that he has a number of examples of this

idiom in which it often seems to mean " change, modify, alter." These references are:

de Morgan, Catalogue des Monuments, III, 245 (Ombos); ibid., III, 19 (Ombos);

Rochem., Edfou, II, 260, 11; Lepsius, Denkmdler, Text IV, p. 113; Mariette, Denddrah,

II, 25; Ny Carlsberg E 70; Amblineau, Nouvelles fouilles, pp. 161 and 292; Berlin

6910 (Zeitschrift, II, 68, 27). The references have not been verified.

IV 2, m:: (p. 197). Compare the French "boite du crdne," and possibly

Coptic &n in & rnXit "skull," e. g., Judges, 9, 53.

VIII 10 (p. 291). Compare also the obviously related noun -___ (Zauber-

spriche 4, 1; Pap. Mag. Vatican 4, 7; Pap. Leide 348, vo. 2, 4; 11, 10) and
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596 ADDEND
, (Pap. Boulaq 7, 2, 2; of. Maspero, Pap. Louvre, p. 60), which also means

c( hin"

XI 22 and XV 4, a (p. 348). Compare also (Sinuhe, B. 274), presumably the
same as the later ntf of Israel Stela 6; Pap. Anast. I, 24, 5; Magical Pap. Harris,
verso, A, 6; etc. Important is Devaud's observation, that in Proverbs 6, 35, o'e
nnequo' Tq is parallel with o'a.e q n6t*V% in the liturgic text. nodqis
thus identical with fiwA. " loosen," exactly the meaning also disclosed in Pap. Smith.

XXI 18 tai (p. 497). Note also the contrast between "moist grapes ",

(B) o'yahoAr, i iAwii, and " dried grapes ", oaAo' , in Numbers 6, 3;
and likewise between "the green (juicy, moist) tree" rnee r uR, and "the
dried " neTgO' 'woT, in Luke 23, 31. In these two passages Ahu1 andAIm
evidently represent the same root as our nkcwt, " moisture ", and Homer renders
e'FAHm, " lit, moist ". The Old Egyptian verb corresponding to our noun nlcwt
seems to have been lost, or has escaped notice.

3. Discovery of a Single Example of Ancient Egyptian Trepanning.

The statement (p. 56) that no Egyptian bodies thus far exhumed show any traces of
the practice of trepanning must now be modified. Dr. Ales Hrdlioka of the United
States National Museum, in a letter dated May 22nd, 1929, has kindly reported to me
the discovery of a trepanned skull taken from one of the "deep pits at Lisht". He
further states that it " belonged undoubtedly to one of the nobler families of the XIIth
Dynasty ". I am greatly indebted to the kindness of Dr. Hrdlika for a photograph of
this unique specimen. It would seem, therefore, that trepanning was known to the
ancient Egyptians, but was apparently very rarely practised, if we may judge by the
rarity of surviving examples.

CORRIGENDA

P. 76, last paragraph, 1. 1. For " Plate I A ", read "Plate I ".

P. 77, third paragraph, 1. 8. For " Plate I A ", read " Plate II ".

P. 78, first paragraph, line 5. For " 56 cm.", read " 43 to 45 cm."
P. 78, first paragraph, line 6. For " Vol. II, I b ", read " Vol. II, pp. xi f."
P. 81, third paragraph, head of fourth line, insert alphabetic n in wbnw (VIII 18).
P. 181 (I 21), in the verdict. Enclose the first q~ in brackets.
P. 132, (I123), in mht2, enclose m in brackets.
P. 158 (II 13). For T%-,-.. read ' ,

P. 162 (II 17). In annt (first time), insert stroke after a and before...,
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PLATE I

Fig. 1. EGYPTIAN MANDIBLE OF THE OLD KINGDOM (about 3000-2500 B.C.)

In addition to the mental foramen are two borings which were made by thc Egyptian surgeon to drain
an abscess below the first molar. (Photograph by the kindness of Dr. E. A. IHooton, Oral Surgery in

Egypt during the Old Empire (Harvard African Studies I), pl. I). Compare infra, p. 33.

Fig. 2. MIDDLE KINGDOM EGYPTIAN BATTLE AXES (about 2000 B.c.)

The hafting thongs are modern. The longer blade is 16} inches long, and well able to produce the head wounds described
in the Edwin Smith Papyrus. Compare Commentary on Case 4 and see Fig. 3, next plate.
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PLATE II

Figs. 3 and 4. SWORD CUTS IN EGYPTIAN SKULLS OF A CENTURY OR TWO BEFORE THE CHRISTIAN ERA
In Fig. 3 (left) the cut and the resulting fractures caused death; in Fig. 4 (right) the art of the surgeon healed the wound and the man survived.
(From G. Elliot Smith and F. Wood Jones, The Archaeological Survey of Nubia. (Report for 1907-1908.) Vol. II. The Human Remains, pl. XLI,

Fig. 3, and pl. XLIII, Fig. 2.) Compare Commentary on Case 4.

Fig. 5. WOUNDED SKULL OF THE PHARAOH SEKENENRE. (Early 16th century B.C.)

The arrows indicate the five terrible wounds in the head which caused the king's death. He was one of the opponents
of the Hyksos and may, therefore, have received these wounds in battle. Several of these wounds are exactly those
for which surgical treatment or operation is prescribed in the Edwin Smith Papyrus. (From G. Elliot Smith, The

Royal Mummies, Cairo, 1912, pl. II.) Compare infra, p. 126.
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PLATE III

Figs. 6 and 7. ELABO0RATE Mubimy BANDAGES OF ROMAN AGE

Compare Case 9. (From W. M. Flinders Petrie, Roman Portraits and Memphis (IV). London, 1911 , pl. \I).
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PLATE IN'

Figs. 8, 9, and 10. EMB3ALMINGO WOUNDS OF TWENTY-FIRST DYNASTY MUMMIFS
SEWN UP WITH STRING (Eleventh Century B.c.)

Photographs furnished by kindness of Dr. G. Elliot Smith. Fig. 8 is a, wound in the
abdomen, Fig. 9 (4) in the knee, and Fig. 10 (3) in the elbow. The extent of the
wounds in Figs. 9 and 10 is marked by arrows. Compare Commentary on Case 10.
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PLATE V

Fig. 11. ANCIENT EGYPTIAN SKULL P'ROBIABLY OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM (about 2000 B.c.)

A is the temporal bone called -gema' (gm') in the Smith Papyrus; B3 is the ranius, with its claw-like fork: at
the top called in the Smith Papyrus 'am'et ('ml-t), after the two-toed claw of the 3am'e-bird; c is the orifice
of the right ear. (From H. Stahr, Die Rassenfrage im antiken Aegpten, Berlin, 1907. Pl. 111, Fig. 12).

Compare infra. Cases 15-22.
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P'LATLE V]

s .

F 6~LL~X~~lJaJF

Fig. 12. REDUCTION OF A DISLOCATED MANDIBLE BY A GREEK SURGOoN AS SHOWN IN AN
ILLUSTRATED COMMENTAnY. ON HIPPOCRATES

This commentary with illustrations was the work of Apollonius of Kitium (First Century B.C.) now survivin - in a Florentine
manuscript of thc ninth century A. D. See H. Schoene, Apollonius von Kiitium, Leipzig, 1396. Pl. XIV. Compare infer.

pp. 16-17, and Case 25.
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PLATE VII

Figs. 13 and 14. MACE WAOUNDS IN ANCIENT EGYPTIAN SKULLS
Fig. 13 (left), skull of Harsiese, High Priest of Amon at Thebes (Ninth Century BI.C.), dliscovered 1927 by the Oriental Institute.
University of Chicago. It shows fatal wound in frontal bone wiith indications that death was not immediate. Fig. b4(right), skull
of Eleventh Dynasty soldier (Twenty-first Centurvn.c.),shoising similar wound in frontal bone, also on right of nose. Discovered
by Metropolitan Museum Expedition (Bulletin, Section I1, Feb., 1928, p. 15). Photograph by kindness of Mr. A. M. Lythgoc.

Figs. 15 and 16. SKULL WOUNDS OF ELEVENTH DYNASTY SOLDIERS, TWENTY-FIRST CENTIURY B.C.

Roth men received two wounds, one on the crown, the other over the right eye. Death was immediate as in the case of their comrade
(Fig. 14). Discovered by Metropolitan Museum Expedition (Bulletin, ibid., p. 17). Photographs by kindness of Mr. A. M. Lytbgoe.
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PLATE VIII

Figs. 17 and 18. ARROW WOUNDS OF ELEVENTH DYNASTY SOLDIERS (TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

B.C.) WITH TIIE ARRows STILL STICKING IN THE WOUNDS

Fig. 17 (upper) shows the arrow in the victim's shoulder; in Fig. 18 (lower) the arrow has
penetrated the left eye and is visible in the photograph. Discovered by the Metropolitan
Museum Expedition (Bulletin, ibid., pp.16-17). Photographs by kindness of Mr. A. M. Lythgoe.
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